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Copyright © 2018 by the Institute of Continuing Legal Education of the State Bar of Georgia. 
All rights reserved. Printed in the United States of America. No part of this publication may  be 
reproduced, stored in a retrieval system, or transmitted in any form by any means, electronic, 
mechanical photocopying, recording, or otherwise, without the prior written permission of ICLE.

The Institute of Continuing Legal Education’s publications are intended to provide current and 
accurate information on designated subject matter. They are off ered as an aid to practicing 
attorneys to help them maintain professional competence with the understanding that the 
publisher is not rendering legal, accounting, or other professional advice.  Attorneys should 
not rely solely on ICLE publications.  Attorneys should research original and current sources of 
authority and take any other measures that are necessary and appropriate to ensure that they 
are in compliance with the pertinent rules of professional conduct for their jurisdiction.  

ICLE gratefully acknowledges the eff orts of the faculty in the preparation of this publication 
and the presentation of information on their designated subjects at the seminar.  The opinions 
expressed by the faculty in their papers and presentations are their own and do not necessarily 
refl ect the opinions of the Institute of Continuing Legal Education, its offi  cers, or employees.  The 
faculty is not engaged in rendering legal or other professional advice and this publication is not 
a substitute for the advice of an attorney.  This publication was created to serve the continuing 
legal education needs of practicing attorneys.  

ICLE does not encourage non-attorneys to use or purchase this publication in lieu of hiring 
a competent attorney or other professional.  If you require legal or other expert advice, you 
should seek the services of a competent attorney or other professional.

Although the publisher and faculty have made every eff ort to ensure that the information 
in this book was correct at press time, the publisher and faculty do not assume and hereby 
disclaim any liability to any party for any loss, damage, or disruption caused by errors or 
omissions, whether such errors or omissions result from negligence, accident, or any other 
cause.

The Institute of Continuing Legal Education of the State Bar of Georgia is dedicated to promoting 
a well organized, properly planned, and adequately supported program of continuing legal 
education by which members of the legal profession are aff orded a means of enhancing their 
skills and keeping abreast of developments in the law, and engaging in the study and research 
of the law, so as to fulfi ll their responsibilities to the legal profession, the courts and the public.

Who are we?

SOLACE is a program of the State 

Bar of Georgia designed to assist 

those in the legal community who 

have experienced some significant, 

potentially life-changing event in their 

lives. SOLACE is voluntary, simple and 

straightforward. SOLACE does not 

solicit monetary contributions but 

accepts assistance or donations in kind.

Contact SOLACE@gabar.org for help.

HOW 
CAN WE 
HELP YOU?

How does SOLACE work?

If you or someone in the legal 

community is in need of help, simply 

email SOLACE@gabar.org. Those emails 

are then reviewed by the SOLACE 

Committee. If the need fits within the 

parameters of the program, an email 

with the pertinent information is sent 

to members of the State Bar. 

What needs are addressed?

Needs addressed by the SOLACE 

program can range from unique medical 

conditions requiring specialized referrals 

to a fire loss requiring help with clothing, 

food or housing. Some other examples 

of assistance include gift cards, food, 

meals, a rare blood type donation, 

assistance with transportation in a 

medical crisis or building a wheelchair 

ramp at a residence.
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A solo practitioner’s 

quadriplegic wife needed 

rehabilitation, and members 

of the Bar helped navigate 

discussions with their 

insurance company to obtain 

the rehabilitation she required.

A Louisiana lawyer was in need 

of a CPAP machine, but didn’t 

have insurance or the means 

to purchase one. Multiple 

members offered to help.

A Bar member was dealing 

with a serious illness and in 

the midst of brain surgery, 

her mortgage company 

scheduled a foreclosure on 

her home. Several members 

of the Bar were able to 

negotiate with the mortgage 

company and avoided the 

pending foreclosure.

Working with the South 

Carolina Bar, a former 

paralegal’s son was flown 

from Cyprus to Atlanta 

(and then to South Carolina) 

for cancer treatment. 

Members of the Georgia and 

South Carolina bars worked 

together to get Gabriel and 

his family home from their 

long-term mission work. 

TESTIMONIALS
In each of the Georgia SOLACE requests made to date, Bar members have graciously 

stepped up and used their resources to help find solutions for those in need.

The purpose of the SOLACE program is to allow the legal community to 
provide help in meaningful and compassionate ways to judges, lawyers, 

court personnel, paralegals, legal secretaries and their families who 
experience loss of life or other catastrophic illness, sickness or injury. 

Contact SOLACE@gabar.org for help.

iii
FOREWORD

Dear ICLE Seminar Attendee,

Thank you for attending this seminar.  We are grateful to the Chairperson(s) for organizing this 
program.  Also, we would like to thank the volunteer speakers. Without the untiring dedication 
and eff orts of the Chairperson(s) and speakers, this seminar would not have been possible.  
Their names are listed on the AGENDA page(s) of this book, and their contributions to the success 
of this seminar are immeasurable.

We would be remiss if we did not extend a special thanks to each of you who are attending this 
seminar and for whom the program was planned.  All of us at ICLE hope your attendance will 
be benefi cial as well as enjoyable   We think that these program materials will provide a great 
initial resource and reference for you.  

If you discover any substantial errors within this volume, please do not hesitate to inform us.  
Should you have a diff erent legal interpretation/opinion from the speaker’s, the appropriate 
way to address this is by contacting him/her directly.  

Your comments and suggestions are always welcome.

Sincerely, 
Your ICLE Staff 

Jeff rey R. Davis
Executive Director, State Bar of Georgia

Tangela S. King
Director, ICLE

Rebecca A. Hall
Associate Director, ICLE
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AGENDA

PRESIDING: Walter Jospin, Program Co-Chair; Finch McCranie, LLP, Atlanta
  Paul N. Monnin, Program Co-Chair; Alston & Bird LLP, Atlanta
  Scott Sorrels, Program Co-Chair; Eversheds Sutherland (US) LLP, Atlanta

 8:15 REGISTRATION AND COFFEE SERVICE (All attendees must check in upon arrival.  
  A jacket or sweater is recommended.)

 9:00 WELCOME AND PROGRAM OVERVIEW

 9:15  ENFORCEMENT PRIORITIES FROM THE SEC PERSPECTIVE – A CONVERSATION WITH  
  THE CO-DIRECTOR OF THE SEC’S DIVISION OF ENFORCEMENT
  Moderator: Walter Jospin
  Panelists:
  Steven Peikin, Co-Director, Division of Enforcement, U.S. Securities and Exchange   
  Commission, Washington, D.C.
  Richard Best, Regional Director, Atlanta Regional Office, U.S. Securities and Exchange   
  Commission, Atlanta

 10:00 BREAK

 10:15 ENFORCEMENT AND WHITE COLLAR DEVELOPMENTS
  Moderator: Walter Jospin
  Panelists:
  David Woodcock, Partner, Jones Day, Dallas, TX; (former Regional Director, SEC, Ft.   
  Worth)
  Aaron Lipson, Associate Regional Director, Enforcement, Atlanta Regional Office, U.S.   
  Securities and Exchange Commission, Atlanta
  Matthew C. Solomon, Partner, Cleary Gottlieb, Washington, D.C.; (former SEC Chief   
  Litigation Counsel)
  Michael A. Sullivan, Partner, Finch McCranie, LLP, Atlanta
  • SEC and DOJ self-disclosure and cooperation programs
  • Retail Strategy Focus Initiatives
  • Pursuit of culpable individuals, advisors and gatekeepers
  • Whistleblower issues, including award to government employees
  • Professionalism – the continuing tensions for corporate and individual counsel
  • Wells submissions and settlements
  • Best practices in dealing with the Commission Staff

 11:15  UPDATE ON CYBER AND THE EVOLUTION AND ENFORCEMENT REGARDING NEW   
  FINANCIAL PRODUCTS – CRYPTO OFFERS, ICOS, BLOCKCHAIN
  Moderator: Paul N. Monnin
  Panelists:
  John A. Horn, Partner, King & Spalding, Atlanta (former U.S. Attorney, NDGA)
  Doug Gilfillan, Chief, Cybercrime & Intellectual Property Section, United States    
  Attorney’s Office, NDGA, Atlanta
  Nathan Kitchens, Deputy Chief, Cyber & Intellectual Property Section, United States   
  Attorney’s Office, NDGA, Atlanta
  Johnny Lee, Principal & National Practice Leader, Forensic Technology Services, Grant   
  Thornton (US) LLP, Atlanta

 12:00 LUNCH WITH KEYNOTE PRESENTATION CURRENT INITIATIVES OF THE SEC
  Hon. Hester M. Peirce, Commissioner, United States Securities and Exchange    
  Commission, Washington, D.C.
  (Lunch included in registration fee.)
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 1:30 COMPLIANCE, ENFORCEMENT PLANNING AND RISK ASSESSMENT FOR   
  REGULATED ENTITIES
  Moderator: Paul N. Monnin
  Panelists:
  Peter Driscoll, Director, Office of Compliance Inspections and Examinations (OCIE),  
  U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission, Washington, D.C.
  Jamila Abston, CPA, Partner, Ernst & Young, New York, NY (former Assistant Director,  
  SEC, OCIE)
  Donna Esau, Associate Regional Director SEC, OCIE, Atlanta Examination Priorities  
  and Risk of Enforcement Actions for Financial Industry Registrants, including:
  • OCIE priorities
  • Share Class Selection Disclosure Enforcement Initiative
  • Affiliate compensation
  • Conflicts and conflicts disclosures
  • Material Non-Public Information and Insider Trading
  • Share Class Diligence and Expenses
  • Best practices in in handling exams and deficiency letters

 2:30 BREAK

 2:45 VIEWPOINTS FROM THE GENERAL COUNSEL’S OFFICE
  Moderator: Olga Greenberg, Partner, Eversheds-Sutherland (US) LLP, Atlanta
  Panelists:
  Alexis Ginn, EVP and General Counsel, Primerica, Atlanta
  Ellen M. Fitzsimmons, EVP and General Counsel, SunTrust Banks, Atlanta
  Caroline K. Hall, Associate General Counsel, SVP, Managing Attorney of Regulatory  
  and Investigations, Raymond James Financial, Inc., St. Petersburg, FL

 3:30 LITIGATION SURVEY
  Moderator: Scott Sorrels
  Panelists:
  Jamie E. Connelly, Partner, Womble Bond Dickinson (US) LLP, Atlanta
  Cara Peterman, Partner, Alston & Bird, LLP, Atlanta
  James B. Manley, Partner, Troutman Sanders LLP, Atlanta
  Yvonne Williams-Wass, Counsel, Eversheds Sutherland (US) LLP, Atlanta
  • Disgorgement and Limitation Periods - Kokesh
  • Continued evolution of the Business Judgment Rule in Georgia
  • Continued evolution of Supreme Court and Circuit authority regarding insider  
   trading
  • Lucia and the Role of ALJs

 4:30 ADJOURN
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1 The SEC (SEC), as a matter of policy, disclaims responsibility for any private publication or statement by any of 
its employees. The views expressed herein are those of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the views of the 
SEC or of the authors’ colleagues upon the staff of the SEC.  Parts of this outline have been used in other 
publications. 

Outline of 
Selected SEC 
Enforcement 
Actions 
 
September 30, 2017 

Division of Enforcement 
U.S. SEC1 
Washington, D.C 

Submitted by:  
 
[Name] 
[Title] 

Prepared by:   
 
Sherry Peyton, Research Specialist 
 
Angel Reyes, Intern 
Kathleen Donnelly, Intern 
Andres Franco, Intern 
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ACTIONS INVOLVING BROKER-DEALERS, INVESTMENT ADVISERS AND 
INVESTMENT COMPANIES 
 
The SEC brought a number of significant cases relating to misconduct by regulated entities and 
persons. The cases touched on many of the areas important to the SEC’s investor protection 
mission.  These included cases that impact retail investors, especially retirees and other 
vulnerable groups, including:  sales practices abuses, “cherry picking,” misrepresentations, 
market manipulation, “pay-to-play”, outright theft, improper mutual fund fees, undisclosed 
mark-ups, overbilling, inadequate policies and procedures, and supervisory failures.  The SEC 
also continued to bring cases against foreign entities accessing the U.S. market to violate the 
securities laws.  In addition to providing relief to investors, the SEC obtained remedies that 
sanctioned wrongdoers appropriately while recognizing and providing credit for cooperation and 
remediation. 
 
   
SEC v. The Leonard Vincent Group, et al. 
Civil Action No. 2:17-cv-05753 (September 29, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/complaints/2017/comp-pr2017-182.pdf 
 
Press Release No. 2017-182 (September 29, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/news/press-release/2017-182 
 
[Press Release] 
 
Barred Broker Charged in Real Estate Investment Scheme 
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
2017-182  
Washington D.C., Sept. 29, 2017—  
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission charged a former broker, his company, and his 
business partner in an alleged real estate investment scheme utilizing high-pressure sales tactics 
to pilfer $6 million from retirees and other investors while using the proceeds to fund the 
broker’s lavish lifestyle and start e-cigarette businesses. 
 
The SEC alleges that Leonard Vincent Lombardo, who once worked at Stratton Oakmont and 
has long since been barred from the brokerage industry by the Financial Industry Regulatory 
Authority for multiple violations, operated the scheme from behind the scenes at his Long 
Island-based company The Leonard Vincent Group (TLVG) with assistance from its CFO Brian 
Hudlin.  
 
According to the SEC’s complaint, more than 100 investors were defrauded with false claims 
that their money would be invested in distressed real estate, and some were told their investments 
had increased by more than 50 percent in a matter of months when in fact there were no actual 
earnings on their investments.  Lombardo allegedly invested only a small fraction of investor 
money in real estate and used the bulk of it for separate business ventures into the cigarette 
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industry and personal expenses such as car payments on his BMW and Mercedes, marina fees on 
his boat, and visits to tanning salons. 
 
The SEC received complaints from investors about how their investments were being handled, 
and the agency identified the perpetrators and gathered evidence to hold them accountable.  The 
SEC encourages investors to alert the agency by filing complaints when they suspect illegal 
conduct, and proactively check the background of anyone selling them investments before 
handing over any money, including by doing a simple search on the SEC’s investor.gov website.  
 
TLVG, Lombardo, and Hudlin have agreed to settlements that are subject to court 
approval.  TLVG and Lombardo agreed to pay disgorgement of $5,878,729.41.  Lombardo has 
pled guilty in a parallel criminal case brought by the U.S. Attorney’s Office for the Eastern 
District of New York.  Without admitting or denying the SEC’s allegations, Hudlin agreed to pay 
a $40,000 penalty.  
 
See Related: In the Matter of Leonard Vincent Lombardo; Exchange Act Release No. 81886 
(October 17, 2017) https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2017/34-81886.pdf  
 

SEC v. Demitrios Hallas 
Litigation Release No. 23955 (September 29, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/litreleases/2017/lr23955.htm 
Litigation Release No. 23813 (April 26, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/litreleases/2017/lr23813.htm 
Civil Action No. 1:17-cv-02999 (April 26, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/complaints/2017/comp-pr2017-85.pdf 
 
Press Release No. 2017-85 (April 26, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/news/press-release/2017-85 
 
[Litigation Release] 
 
SEC Obtains Default Judgment Against Former Broker Charged with Defrauding Customers 
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission announced that it obtained a final judgment by default 
against a former broker charged with knowingly or recklessly trading unsuitable investment 
products in the accounts of five customers and stealing more than $170,000 from one of those 
customers. The final judgment, entered on September 27, 2017 by the Honorable Alison J. 
Nathan of the U.S. District Court for the Southern District of New York, permanently enjoins 
Hallas from violating Section 17(a) of the Securities Act of 1933 and Section 10(b) of the 
Securities Exchange Act of 1934 and Rule 10b-5 thereunder. The judgment also orders Hallas to 
pay $549,987.64 in disgorgement, prejudgment interest and civil penalties. 
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SEC v. William C. Gennity and Rocco Roveccio 
Civil Action No. 1:17-cv-07424 (September 28, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/complaints/2017/comp-pr2017-180.pdf  
 
In the Matter of Laurence M. Torres 
Securities Act Release No. 10419 (September 28, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2017/33-10419.pdf  
 
Press Release No. 2017-180 (September 28, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/news/press-release/2017-180  
 
[Press Release] 
 
SEC Detects Brokers Defrauding Customers 
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
2017-180  
Washington D.C., Sept. 28, 2017—  
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission charged three New York-based brokers with making 
unsuitable recommendations that resulted in substantial losses to customers and hefty 
commissions for the brokers.  One of the brokers agreed to pay more than $400,000 to settle the 
charges. 
 
Brokers must make recommendations that are compatible with their customers’ financial needs, 
investment objectives, and risk tolerances.  An SEC examination of the firm Alexander Capital 
L.P. detected potential misconduct among certain brokers, and the ensuing investigation has led 
to the filing of an SEC complaint against William C. Gennity and Rocco Roveccio.  The SEC 
also issued an order against Laurence M. Torres. 
 
The SEC’s complaint alleges that Gennity and Roveccio recommended investments that 
involved frequent buying and selling of securities without any reasonable basis to believe their 
customers would profit.  According to the complaint, since customers incur costs with every 
transaction, the price of the security must increase significantly during the brief period it is held 
in an account for even a minimal profit to be realized.  
 
The SEC further alleges that Gennity and Roveccio churned customer accounts, engaged in 
unauthorized trading, and concealed material information from their customers – namely that the 
transaction costs associated with their recommendations (commissions, markups, markdowns, 
postage, fees, and margin interest) would almost certainly outstrip any potential monetary gains 
in the accounts.  According to the SEC’s complaint, customer losses totaled $683,038 while 
Gennity and Roveccio received approximately $280,000 and $206,000, respectively, in 
commissions and fees. 
 
The SEC’s order against Torres finds that he had no reasonable basis to believe it was suitable to 
recommend a high-cost pattern of frequent trading that gave his customers virtually no chance of 
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making even a minimal profit.  Torres also engaged in churning and made unauthorized 
trades.  Without admitting or denying the findings, Torres agreed to be barred from the securities 
industry and penny stock trading, and he must pay $225,359.36 in disgorgement plus $25,748.02 
in interest, and a $160,000 penalty. 
 
The SEC’s litigation against Gennity and Roveccio will proceed in federal district court in 
Manhattan, with the complaint charging them with violations of Section 17(a) of the Securities 
Act of 1933, Section 10(b) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 and Rule 10b-5.  
 
 
In the Matter of Suntrust Investment Services, Inc. 
Exchange Act Release No. 81611 (September 14, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2017/34-81611.pdf  
 
Press Release No. 2017-165 (September 14, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/news/press-release/2017-165  
 
[Press Release] 
 
SunTrust Charged With Improperly Recommending Higher-Fee Mutual Funds 
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
2017-165  
Washington D.C., Sept. 14, 2017—  
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission charged the investment services subsidiary of 
SunTrust Banks with collecting more than $1.1 million in avoidable fees from clients by 
improperly recommending more expensive share classes of various mutual funds when cheaper 
shares of the same funds were available. 
 
SunTrust Investment Services has agreed to pay a penalty of more than $1.1 million to settle the 
charges.  SunTrust separately began refunding the overcharged fees plus interest to affected 
clients after the SEC started its investigation.  SEC examiners cited the practice during a 
compliance review of the firm in mid-2015.  More than 4,500 accounts were affected. 
According to the SEC’s order, the Atlanta-based firm breached its fiduciary duty to act in clients’ 
best interests by recommending and purchasing costlier mutual fund share classes that charge a 
type of marketing and distribution fee known as 12b-1 fees.  Investors were not informed that 
they were eligible for less costly share class options that did not charge 12b-1 fees.  The 
avoidable fees flowed back to SunTrust in the form of higher commissions from the funds. 
 
The SEC’s order finds that SunTrust violated Sections 206(2), 206(4) and 207 of the Investment 
Advisers Act of 1940 and Rule 206(4)-7.  Without admitting or denying the findings, SunTrust 
agreed to pay the penalty totaling $1,148,071.77 as well as disgorgement plus interest on any 
leftover amount of the avoidable 12b-1 fees that are being refunded to clients.  The firm also 
agreed to be censured. 
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SEC v. William C. Gennity and Rocco Roveccio 
Civil Action No. 1:17-cv-07424 (September 28, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/complaints/2017/comp-pr2017-180.pdf  
 
In the Matter of Laurence M. Torres 
Securities Act Release No. 10419 (September 28, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2017/33-10419.pdf  
 
Press Release No. 2017-180 (September 28, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/news/press-release/2017-180  
 
[Press Release] 
 
SEC Detects Brokers Defrauding Customers 
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
2017-180  
Washington D.C., Sept. 28, 2017—  
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission charged three New York-based brokers with making 
unsuitable recommendations that resulted in substantial losses to customers and hefty 
commissions for the brokers.  One of the brokers agreed to pay more than $400,000 to settle the 
charges. 
 
Brokers must make recommendations that are compatible with their customers’ financial needs, 
investment objectives, and risk tolerances.  An SEC examination of the firm Alexander Capital 
L.P. detected potential misconduct among certain brokers, and the ensuing investigation has led 
to the filing of an SEC complaint against William C. Gennity and Rocco Roveccio.  The SEC 
also issued an order against Laurence M. Torres. 
 
The SEC’s complaint alleges that Gennity and Roveccio recommended investments that 
involved frequent buying and selling of securities without any reasonable basis to believe their 
customers would profit.  According to the complaint, since customers incur costs with every 
transaction, the price of the security must increase significantly during the brief period it is held 
in an account for even a minimal profit to be realized.  
 
The SEC further alleges that Gennity and Roveccio churned customer accounts, engaged in 
unauthorized trading, and concealed material information from their customers – namely that the 
transaction costs associated with their recommendations (commissions, markups, markdowns, 
postage, fees, and margin interest) would almost certainly outstrip any potential monetary gains 
in the accounts.  According to the SEC’s complaint, customer losses totaled $683,038 while 
Gennity and Roveccio received approximately $280,000 and $206,000, respectively, in 
commissions and fees. 
 
The SEC’s order against Torres finds that he had no reasonable basis to believe it was suitable to 
recommend a high-cost pattern of frequent trading that gave his customers virtually no chance of 
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making even a minimal profit.  Torres also engaged in churning and made unauthorized 
trades.  Without admitting or denying the findings, Torres agreed to be barred from the securities 
industry and penny stock trading, and he must pay $225,359.36 in disgorgement plus $25,748.02 
in interest, and a $160,000 penalty. 
 
The SEC’s litigation against Gennity and Roveccio will proceed in federal district court in 
Manhattan, with the complaint charging them with violations of Section 17(a) of the Securities 
Act of 1933, Section 10(b) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 and Rule 10b-5.  
 
 
In the Matter of Suntrust Investment Services, Inc. 
Exchange Act Release No. 81611 (September 14, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2017/34-81611.pdf  
 
Press Release No. 2017-165 (September 14, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/news/press-release/2017-165  
 
[Press Release] 
 
SunTrust Charged With Improperly Recommending Higher-Fee Mutual Funds 
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
2017-165  
Washington D.C., Sept. 14, 2017—  
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission charged the investment services subsidiary of 
SunTrust Banks with collecting more than $1.1 million in avoidable fees from clients by 
improperly recommending more expensive share classes of various mutual funds when cheaper 
shares of the same funds were available. 
 
SunTrust Investment Services has agreed to pay a penalty of more than $1.1 million to settle the 
charges.  SunTrust separately began refunding the overcharged fees plus interest to affected 
clients after the SEC started its investigation.  SEC examiners cited the practice during a 
compliance review of the firm in mid-2015.  More than 4,500 accounts were affected. 
According to the SEC’s order, the Atlanta-based firm breached its fiduciary duty to act in clients’ 
best interests by recommending and purchasing costlier mutual fund share classes that charge a 
type of marketing and distribution fee known as 12b-1 fees.  Investors were not informed that 
they were eligible for less costly share class options that did not charge 12b-1 fees.  The 
avoidable fees flowed back to SunTrust in the form of higher commissions from the funds. 
 
The SEC’s order finds that SunTrust violated Sections 206(2), 206(4) and 207 of the Investment 
Advisers Act of 1940 and Rule 206(4)-7.  Without admitting or denying the findings, SunTrust 
agreed to pay the penalty totaling $1,148,071.77 as well as disgorgement plus interest on any 
leftover amount of the avoidable 12b-1 fees that are being refunded to clients.  The firm also 
agreed to be censured. 
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In the Matter Howarth Financial Services, LLC, and Gary S. Howarth 
Exchange Act Release No. 81585 (September 12, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2017/34-81585.pdf 

In tfhe Matter of Jeremy A. Licht dba JL Capital Management 
Exchange Act Release No. 81584 (September 12, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2017/34-81584.pdf  
 
[Administrative Summary] 
 
SEC: Investment Advisers Cheated Their Clients by Cherry-Picking Trades  
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission announced settled charges against two investment 
advisers who agreed to be banned from the securities industry and were ordered to collectively 
pay more than $480,000 after the agency uncovered their separate illegal cherry-picking schemes 
through data analysis.  
 
According to the SEC’s two orders, Jeremy A. Licht, a California registered investment adviser 
doing business as JL Capital Management, and Gary S. Howarth, the owner and sole employee 
of his Oregon-based advisory firm, Howarth Financial Services, LLC, cherry-picked profitable 
trades for their personal accounts to the detriment of their clients’ accounts. The SEC’s analysis 
showed that for a certain time there was less than a one-in-a-trillion chance that the outsized 
performance of Licht’s personal account, compared to that of his clients’ accounts, was due to 
chance, and that there was less than a one-in-a-billion chance that the difference between 
Howarth’s returns and those of his clients was due to chance. The SEC also found that Licht 
falsely represented in his Forms ADV that no account would be favored over another as a result 
of the allocation of orders placed in the omnibus account, and that Howarth admitted in 
testimony to breaching his fiduciary duty to his clients when making preferential allocations of 
certain trades.  
 
The SEC’s orders found that Licht, Howarth and Howarth Financial Services each violated 
Section 10(b) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 and Rule 10b-5 thereunder, and Sections 
206(1) and 206(2) of the Investment Advisers Act of 1940. Without admitting or denying the 
findings in the SEC’s orders, Licht, Howarth and Howarth Financial Services agreed to the entry 
of cease-and-desist orders and to pay disgorgement, prejudgment interest and civil penalties 
totaling $278,289.34 for Licht and $203,444 for Howarth and Howarth Financial Services. Licht 
and Howarth also agreed to be barred from the securities industry. 
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In the Matter of State Street Global Markets, LLC, et al. 
Securities Act Release No. 10411 (September 7, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2017/33-10411.pdf 

In the Matter of State Street Bank and Trust Company 
Securities Act Release No. 10410 (September 7, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2017/33-10410.pdf 
 
Press Release No. 2017-159 (September 7, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/news/press-release/2017-159 
 
[Press Release] 
 
State Street Paying Penalties to Settle Fraud Charges and Disclosure Failures 
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
2017-159 
Washington D.C., Sept. 7, 2017—  
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission announced that State Street has agreed to pay more 
than $35 million to settle charges that it fraudulently charged secret markups for transition 
management services and separately omitted material information about the operation of its 
platform for trading U.S. Treasury securities. 
 
An SEC order finds that State Street’s scheme to overcharge transition management customers 
generated approximately $20 million in improper revenue for the firm.  State Street used false 
trading statements, pre-trade estimates, and post-trade reports to misrepresent its compensation 
on various transactions, especially purchases and sales of bonds and other securities that trade 
outside large transparent markets.  When one customer detected some hidden markups and 
confronted State Street employees, they falsely called it a “fat finger error” and “inadvertent 
commissions” in order to conceal the scheme. 
 
In a separate SEC order, the agency finds that State Street failed to inform subscribers to its 
government securities trading platform called GovEx that despite marketing the system as “fair 
and transparent” it provided one subscriber with a “Last Look” trading functionality that allowed 
a short period of time for the subscriber to reject a match to a submitted quote.  The subscriber 
used Last Look to reject 57 matches that each had a $1 million face value.  State Street did not 
inform the counterparties that their orders had been rejected with Last Look.  While developing 
Last Look, State Street even told one subscriber that the platform did not have Last Look 
functionality at all. 
 
State Street Bank and Trust Company agreed to pay a $3 million penalty without admitting or 
denying the findings that its GovEx-related disclosure failures violated Section 17(a)(2) of the 
Securities Act of 1933. 
 
State Street Global Markets LLC, State Street Global Advisors Funds Distributors LLC, and 
State Street Bank and Trust Company agreed to pay a $32.3 million penalty to settle the fraud 
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In the Matter Howarth Financial Services, LLC, and Gary S. Howarth 
Exchange Act Release No. 81585 (September 12, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2017/34-81585.pdf 

In tfhe Matter of Jeremy A. Licht dba JL Capital Management 
Exchange Act Release No. 81584 (September 12, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2017/34-81584.pdf  
 
[Administrative Summary] 
 
SEC: Investment Advisers Cheated Their Clients by Cherry-Picking Trades  
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission announced settled charges against two investment 
advisers who agreed to be banned from the securities industry and were ordered to collectively 
pay more than $480,000 after the agency uncovered their separate illegal cherry-picking schemes 
through data analysis.  
 
According to the SEC’s two orders, Jeremy A. Licht, a California registered investment adviser 
doing business as JL Capital Management, and Gary S. Howarth, the owner and sole employee 
of his Oregon-based advisory firm, Howarth Financial Services, LLC, cherry-picked profitable 
trades for their personal accounts to the detriment of their clients’ accounts. The SEC’s analysis 
showed that for a certain time there was less than a one-in-a-trillion chance that the outsized 
performance of Licht’s personal account, compared to that of his clients’ accounts, was due to 
chance, and that there was less than a one-in-a-billion chance that the difference between 
Howarth’s returns and those of his clients was due to chance. The SEC also found that Licht 
falsely represented in his Forms ADV that no account would be favored over another as a result 
of the allocation of orders placed in the omnibus account, and that Howarth admitted in 
testimony to breaching his fiduciary duty to his clients when making preferential allocations of 
certain trades.  
 
The SEC’s orders found that Licht, Howarth and Howarth Financial Services each violated 
Section 10(b) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 and Rule 10b-5 thereunder, and Sections 
206(1) and 206(2) of the Investment Advisers Act of 1940. Without admitting or denying the 
findings in the SEC’s orders, Licht, Howarth and Howarth Financial Services agreed to the entry 
of cease-and-desist orders and to pay disgorgement, prejudgment interest and civil penalties 
totaling $278,289.34 for Licht and $203,444 for Howarth and Howarth Financial Services. Licht 
and Howarth also agreed to be barred from the securities industry. 
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In the Matter of State Street Global Markets, LLC, et al. 
Securities Act Release No. 10411 (September 7, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2017/33-10411.pdf 

In the Matter of State Street Bank and Trust Company 
Securities Act Release No. 10410 (September 7, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2017/33-10410.pdf 
 
Press Release No. 2017-159 (September 7, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/news/press-release/2017-159 
 
[Press Release] 
 
State Street Paying Penalties to Settle Fraud Charges and Disclosure Failures 
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
2017-159 
Washington D.C., Sept. 7, 2017—  
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission announced that State Street has agreed to pay more 
than $35 million to settle charges that it fraudulently charged secret markups for transition 
management services and separately omitted material information about the operation of its 
platform for trading U.S. Treasury securities. 
 
An SEC order finds that State Street’s scheme to overcharge transition management customers 
generated approximately $20 million in improper revenue for the firm.  State Street used false 
trading statements, pre-trade estimates, and post-trade reports to misrepresent its compensation 
on various transactions, especially purchases and sales of bonds and other securities that trade 
outside large transparent markets.  When one customer detected some hidden markups and 
confronted State Street employees, they falsely called it a “fat finger error” and “inadvertent 
commissions” in order to conceal the scheme. 
 
In a separate SEC order, the agency finds that State Street failed to inform subscribers to its 
government securities trading platform called GovEx that despite marketing the system as “fair 
and transparent” it provided one subscriber with a “Last Look” trading functionality that allowed 
a short period of time for the subscriber to reject a match to a submitted quote.  The subscriber 
used Last Look to reject 57 matches that each had a $1 million face value.  State Street did not 
inform the counterparties that their orders had been rejected with Last Look.  While developing 
Last Look, State Street even told one subscriber that the platform did not have Last Look 
functionality at all. 
 
State Street Bank and Trust Company agreed to pay a $3 million penalty without admitting or 
denying the findings that its GovEx-related disclosure failures violated Section 17(a)(2) of the 
Securities Act of 1933. 
 
State Street Global Markets LLC, State Street Global Advisors Funds Distributors LLC, and 
State Street Bank and Trust Company agreed to pay a $32.3 million penalty to settle the fraud 
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charges for the hidden transition services markups, which violated Sections 17(a)(1) and (3) of 
the Securities Act of 1933 as well as Section 15(c)(1) and Section 10(b) of the Securities 
Exchange Act of 1934 and Rules 10b-5(a) and (c).  State Street Corporation and certain foreign 
subsidiaries previously agreed to pay separate penalties to U.S. criminal authorities and the 
United Kingdom’s Financial Conduct Authority.   
 

SEC v. Scott Newsholme 
Litigation Release No. 23930 (September 6, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/litreleases/2017/lr23930.htm 
Civil Action No. 17-cv-06813 (September 6, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/complaints/2017/comp-pr2017-156.pdf  
 
Press Release No. 2017-156 (September 6, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/news/press-release/2017-156 
 
[Litigation Release] 
 
Adviser Charged With Stealing Investor Funds 
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission charged a New Jersey-based tax preparer and 
investment adviser with stealing more than $1 million from clients to support his gambling habit 
and other personal expenditures. 
 
The SEC alleges that Scott Newsholme of Farmingdale, New Jersey, fabricated account 
statements, doctored stock certificates, and forged promissory notes as part of a scheme in which 
he convinced clients seeking his financial planning advice to give him their money to invest in 
various securities. Instead of investing clients' money, Newsholme allegedly cashed their 
investment checks at a check-cashing store and pocketed the funds while assuring clients that 
their assets were safe and flourishing. According to the SEC's complaint, Newsholme used 
investor money for personal expenses, gambling in Atlantic City, and Ponzi-like payments to 
clients who sought a return of their funds. 
 
In a parallel action, the U.S. Attorney's Office for the District of New Jersey announced criminal 
charges against Newsholme. 
 
The SEC's complaint, filed in Trenton, New Jersey, charges Newsholme with violating Section 
17(a) of the Securities Act of 1933, Section 10(b) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 and 
Rule 10b-5 thereunder, and Sections 206(1) and 206(2) of the Investment Advisers Act of 1940. 
The SEC seeks the disgorgement of ill-gotten gains plus interest, penalties, and permanent 
injunctions. 
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In the Matter of Vertical Capital Asset Management, LLC, et al. 
Securities Act Release No. 10404 (August 22, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2017/33-10404.pdf  
 
[Administrative Summary] 
 
Owners of Investment Advisory Firm Barred From Industry for Using Client Assets to Make 
Unauthorized Loans  
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission announced fraud charges against Gustavo A. 
Altuzarra, Christopher R. Chase, and three entities they controlled for making unauthorized loans 
and using fraudulent straw purchaser transactions to conceal those loans.  
 
An SEC investigation found that Vertical Recovery Management (VRM) and Vertical Capital 
Asset Management (VCAM), a Commission-registered investment adviser, made unauthorized 
loans from funds they managed to Vertical Fund Group (VFG). The unauthorized loans were 
contrary to the disclosed use of proceeds in the funds’ offering materials. Later, Altuzarra and 
Chase, through the entities they controlled, engaged in two fraudulent transactions intended to 
conceal the unauthorized loans. To facilitate these transactions, VRM took assets from the two 
funds it managed and transferred them to a third-party straw purchaser who, in transactions 
prearranged by Altuzarra and Chase, sold them to the registered closed-end fund advised by 
VCAM. VRM then loaned the proceeds from these sales to VFG, and VFG used the proceeds to 
repay a portion of the unauthorized loans made by the fund advised by VCAM. These 
subsequent transactions were not disclosed to investors, potential investors, or to the board of the 
closed-end fund VCAM advised.  
 
The SEC’s order finds that: (1) Altuzarra, Chase, and VRM willfully violated Section 17(a) of 
the Securities Act of 1933 (Securities Act) and Section 10(b) of the Securities Exchange Act of 
1934 (Exchange Act) and Rule 10b-5 thereunder; (2) VCAM willfully violated Section 17(a)(1) 
and 17(a)(3) of the Securities Act and Section 10(b) of the Exchange Act and Rules 10b-5(a) and 
10b-5(c) thereunder; (3) VCAM willfully violated Sections 206(1), 206(2), and 206(4) of the 
Investment Advisers Act of 1940 and Rules 206(4)-7 and 206(4)-8 thereunder, and that Altuzarra 
and Chase aided and abetted and caused each of VCAM’s violations of that Act; (4) Altuzarra, 
Chase, and VCAM willfully aided and abetted and caused the closed-end fund’s uncharged 
violation of Section 34(b) of the Investment Company Act of 1940 (Investment Company Act); 
(5) Altuzarra and Chase willfully aided and abetted and caused the VRM-managed funds’ 
uncharged violation of Section 17(a)(1) of the Investment Company Act; and (6) VFG willfully 
violated, and Altuzarra and Chase willfully aided and abetted and caused VFG’s violation of, 
Section 17(a)(3) of the Investment Company Act. Without admitting or denying the findings, 
Altuzarra, Chase, VCAM, VFG, and VRM agreed to pay, jointly and severally, a total of 
$9,034,957, comprised of $6,272,549 in disgorgement, $362,408 in prejudgment interest, and a 
$2,400,000 civil penalty. The order also bars Altuzarra and Chase from participating in the 
securities industry or serving as officers and directors, and revokes VCAM’s investment adviser 
registration. 
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charges for the hidden transition services markups, which violated Sections 17(a)(1) and (3) of 
the Securities Act of 1933 as well as Section 15(c)(1) and Section 10(b) of the Securities 
Exchange Act of 1934 and Rules 10b-5(a) and (c).  State Street Corporation and certain foreign 
subsidiaries previously agreed to pay separate penalties to U.S. criminal authorities and the 
United Kingdom’s Financial Conduct Authority.   
 

SEC v. Scott Newsholme 
Litigation Release No. 23930 (September 6, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/litreleases/2017/lr23930.htm 
Civil Action No. 17-cv-06813 (September 6, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/complaints/2017/comp-pr2017-156.pdf  
 
Press Release No. 2017-156 (September 6, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/news/press-release/2017-156 
 
[Litigation Release] 
 
Adviser Charged With Stealing Investor Funds 
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission charged a New Jersey-based tax preparer and 
investment adviser with stealing more than $1 million from clients to support his gambling habit 
and other personal expenditures. 
 
The SEC alleges that Scott Newsholme of Farmingdale, New Jersey, fabricated account 
statements, doctored stock certificates, and forged promissory notes as part of a scheme in which 
he convinced clients seeking his financial planning advice to give him their money to invest in 
various securities. Instead of investing clients' money, Newsholme allegedly cashed their 
investment checks at a check-cashing store and pocketed the funds while assuring clients that 
their assets were safe and flourishing. According to the SEC's complaint, Newsholme used 
investor money for personal expenses, gambling in Atlantic City, and Ponzi-like payments to 
clients who sought a return of their funds. 
 
In a parallel action, the U.S. Attorney's Office for the District of New Jersey announced criminal 
charges against Newsholme. 
 
The SEC's complaint, filed in Trenton, New Jersey, charges Newsholme with violating Section 
17(a) of the Securities Act of 1933, Section 10(b) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 and 
Rule 10b-5 thereunder, and Sections 206(1) and 206(2) of the Investment Advisers Act of 1940. 
The SEC seeks the disgorgement of ill-gotten gains plus interest, penalties, and permanent 
injunctions. 
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In the Matter of Vertical Capital Asset Management, LLC, et al. 
Securities Act Release No. 10404 (August 22, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2017/33-10404.pdf  
 
[Administrative Summary] 
 
Owners of Investment Advisory Firm Barred From Industry for Using Client Assets to Make 
Unauthorized Loans  
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission announced fraud charges against Gustavo A. 
Altuzarra, Christopher R. Chase, and three entities they controlled for making unauthorized loans 
and using fraudulent straw purchaser transactions to conceal those loans.  
 
An SEC investigation found that Vertical Recovery Management (VRM) and Vertical Capital 
Asset Management (VCAM), a Commission-registered investment adviser, made unauthorized 
loans from funds they managed to Vertical Fund Group (VFG). The unauthorized loans were 
contrary to the disclosed use of proceeds in the funds’ offering materials. Later, Altuzarra and 
Chase, through the entities they controlled, engaged in two fraudulent transactions intended to 
conceal the unauthorized loans. To facilitate these transactions, VRM took assets from the two 
funds it managed and transferred them to a third-party straw purchaser who, in transactions 
prearranged by Altuzarra and Chase, sold them to the registered closed-end fund advised by 
VCAM. VRM then loaned the proceeds from these sales to VFG, and VFG used the proceeds to 
repay a portion of the unauthorized loans made by the fund advised by VCAM. These 
subsequent transactions were not disclosed to investors, potential investors, or to the board of the 
closed-end fund VCAM advised.  
 
The SEC’s order finds that: (1) Altuzarra, Chase, and VRM willfully violated Section 17(a) of 
the Securities Act of 1933 (Securities Act) and Section 10(b) of the Securities Exchange Act of 
1934 (Exchange Act) and Rule 10b-5 thereunder; (2) VCAM willfully violated Section 17(a)(1) 
and 17(a)(3) of the Securities Act and Section 10(b) of the Exchange Act and Rules 10b-5(a) and 
10b-5(c) thereunder; (3) VCAM willfully violated Sections 206(1), 206(2), and 206(4) of the 
Investment Advisers Act of 1940 and Rules 206(4)-7 and 206(4)-8 thereunder, and that Altuzarra 
and Chase aided and abetted and caused each of VCAM’s violations of that Act; (4) Altuzarra, 
Chase, and VCAM willfully aided and abetted and caused the closed-end fund’s uncharged 
violation of Section 34(b) of the Investment Company Act of 1940 (Investment Company Act); 
(5) Altuzarra and Chase willfully aided and abetted and caused the VRM-managed funds’ 
uncharged violation of Section 17(a)(1) of the Investment Company Act; and (6) VFG willfully 
violated, and Altuzarra and Chase willfully aided and abetted and caused VFG’s violation of, 
Section 17(a)(3) of the Investment Company Act. Without admitting or denying the findings, 
Altuzarra, Chase, VCAM, VFG, and VRM agreed to pay, jointly and severally, a total of 
$9,034,957, comprised of $6,272,549 in disgorgement, $362,408 in prejudgment interest, and a 
$2,400,000 civil penalty. The order also bars Altuzarra and Chase from participating in the 
securities industry or serving as officers and directors, and revokes VCAM’s investment adviser 
registration. 
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SEC v. Jeremy Joseph Drake 
Litigation Release No. 23915 (August 22, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/litreleases/2017/lr23915.htm  
Civil Action No. 17-cv-06204 (August 22, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/complaints/2017/comp23915.pdf 
 
Press Release-2017-147 (August 22, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/news/press-release/2017-147 
 
[Litigation Release] 
 
SEC Charges Investment Adviser with Defrauding Professional Athlete and his Wife 
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission charged investment adviser Jeremy Drake with 
defrauding two clients, a high profile professional athlete and the athlete's wife, by deceiving 
them about the investment advisory fees they were paying. The SEC alleges that Drake went to 
elaborate lengths to conceal his fraud, including creating and sending false documents and 
masquerading as another person to corroborate his lies. 
 
The SEC alleges that Drake, then with Los Angeles-based HCR Wealth Advisors, deceived the 
clients for more than three years, telling them that they paid a special "VIP" annual rate of 0.15 
to 0.20 percent of their assets under management when in fact they paid 1 percent. Drake's 
deception led the clients to pay $1.2 million more in management fees than Drake represented.  
Drake personally received approximately $900,000 of incentive-based compensation based on 
the fees paid by the clients during the course of his deception. 
 
According to the SEC's complaint filed in the U.S. District Court for the Central District of 
California, Drake repeatedly lied to the clients and their representatives and sent false and 
misleading emails, deceptive fee reports, and other fabricated documents. The complaint alleges 
that in June 2016, as one of the clients demanded an explanation about the fees, Drake created 
the persona of "Ron Stenson," who purportedly corroborated Drake's story. Upon discovery, the 
complaint alleges that Drake admitted to one of the clients that he had been lying and warned her 
that reporting his misconduct could result in bad publicity for her husband. 
 
The SEC charged Drake with violating the anti-fraud provisions of the Investment Advisers Act 
of 1940, Sections 206(1) and 206(2), and with aiding and abetting violations of those provisions. 
The SEC is seeking a permanent injunction, return of Drake's allegedly ill-gotten gains plus 
interest, and penalties. 
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In the Matter of Banca IMI Securities Corp. 
Securities Act Release No. 10401 (August 18, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2017/33-10401.pdf  
 
Press Release No. 2017-144 (August 18, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/news/press-release/2017-144 
 
[Press Release] 
 
Banca IMI Securities to Pay $35 Million for Improper Handling of ADRs in Continuing SEC 
Crackdown 
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
2017-144  
Washington D.C., Aug. 18, 2017—  
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission announced that broker Banca IMI Securities Corp. 
(BISC), an indirect, wholly-owned U.S. subsidiary of Italian bank Intesa Sanpaolo SpA, has 
agreed to pay more than $35 million to settle charges that it violated federal securities laws when 
it requested the issuance of and received American Depositary Receipts (ADRs) without 
possessing the underlying foreign shares. 
 
ADRs are U.S. securities that represent shares of a foreign company, and for all issued ADRs 
there must be a corresponding number of foreign shares held in custody at a depositary 
bank.  Under “pre-release agreements,” brokers such as BISC may obtain ADRs without 
depositing corresponding foreign shares provided the broker owns or takes reasonable steps to 
determine that the customer owns the number of foreign shares that corresponds to the number of 
shares the ADR represents. 
 
The SEC’s order finds that BISC obtained pre-released ADRs and lent them to counterparties 
without satisfying the proper requirements.  BISC’s improper handling of ADRs, which lasted 
from at least January 2011 to August 2015, made it possible for such ADRs to be used for 
inappropriate short selling or inappropriate profiting around dividend record dates.  In certain 
countries, demand for ADR borrowing increased around dividend record dates so that certain 
tax-advantaged borrowers could, through a series of transactions, collect dividends without any 
tax withholding.  Pre-released ADRs that were improperly issued were used to satisfy that 
demand.  
 
Earlier this year, broker ITG settled charges for similar misconduct. 
 
The SEC’s order finds that BISC violated Section 17(a)(3) of the Securities Act of 1933 and 
failed reasonably to supervise its securities lending desk personnel.  Without admitting or 
denying the SEC’s findings, BISC agreed to be censured and pay more than $18 million in 
disgorgement plus more than $2.3 million in interest and a $15 million penalty.  The SEC’s order 
acknowledges BISC’s cooperation in the investigation and its remedial actions. 
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SEC v. Jeremy Joseph Drake 
Litigation Release No. 23915 (August 22, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/litreleases/2017/lr23915.htm  
Civil Action No. 17-cv-06204 (August 22, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/complaints/2017/comp23915.pdf 
 
Press Release-2017-147 (August 22, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/news/press-release/2017-147 
 
[Litigation Release] 
 
SEC Charges Investment Adviser with Defrauding Professional Athlete and his Wife 
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission charged investment adviser Jeremy Drake with 
defrauding two clients, a high profile professional athlete and the athlete's wife, by deceiving 
them about the investment advisory fees they were paying. The SEC alleges that Drake went to 
elaborate lengths to conceal his fraud, including creating and sending false documents and 
masquerading as another person to corroborate his lies. 
 
The SEC alleges that Drake, then with Los Angeles-based HCR Wealth Advisors, deceived the 
clients for more than three years, telling them that they paid a special "VIP" annual rate of 0.15 
to 0.20 percent of their assets under management when in fact they paid 1 percent. Drake's 
deception led the clients to pay $1.2 million more in management fees than Drake represented.  
Drake personally received approximately $900,000 of incentive-based compensation based on 
the fees paid by the clients during the course of his deception. 
 
According to the SEC's complaint filed in the U.S. District Court for the Central District of 
California, Drake repeatedly lied to the clients and their representatives and sent false and 
misleading emails, deceptive fee reports, and other fabricated documents. The complaint alleges 
that in June 2016, as one of the clients demanded an explanation about the fees, Drake created 
the persona of "Ron Stenson," who purportedly corroborated Drake's story. Upon discovery, the 
complaint alleges that Drake admitted to one of the clients that he had been lying and warned her 
that reporting his misconduct could result in bad publicity for her husband. 
 
The SEC charged Drake with violating the anti-fraud provisions of the Investment Advisers Act 
of 1940, Sections 206(1) and 206(2), and with aiding and abetting violations of those provisions. 
The SEC is seeking a permanent injunction, return of Drake's allegedly ill-gotten gains plus 
interest, and penalties. 
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SEC v. Keystone Capital Partners, Inc., et al. 
Civil Action No. 1:17-mi-99999 (July 31, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/complaints/2017/comp-pr2017-135.pdf  
 
Press Release No. 2017-135 (July 31, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/news/press-release/2017-135 
 
[Press Release] 
 
SEC Files Fraud Charges Against Former Brokers Targeting Federal Retirees 
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
2017-135  
Washington D.C., July 31, 2017—  
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission charged four former Atlanta-area brokers with 
fraudulently inducing federal employees to roll over holdings from their federal Thrift Savings 
Plan (TSP) retirement accounts into higher-fee, variable annuity products.  
 
The SEC’s enforcement action comes at a time when the agency has been focusing more 
specifically on brokers’ and advisers’ interactions with senior investors, and others investing for 
retirement, through the ReTIRE initiative of the agency’s national exam program and the work 
of the Broker-Dealer Task Force in its Enforcement Division. 
 
The SEC’s complaint charges an entity called Federal Employee Benefits Counselors through 
which the brokers targeted federal employees nearing retirement with sizable funds invested in 
the TSP.  The complaint alleges that the brokers misled investors concerning significant details 
about the recommended variable annuity investment, including the associated fees and 
guaranteed investment returns.  The brokers allegedly fostered the misleading impression that 
they were in some way affiliated with or approved by the federal government.  In some 
instances, investors were led to believe that their funds would be invested in a product that was 
offered, vetted, or specifically selected by the TSP.  According to the SEC’s complaint, the 
brokers sent investors incomplete or modified transaction forms as well as written materials they 
devised that obscured that the investment was a privately issued variable annuity with no 
connection to the TSP and would be processed through a private brokerage firm with which the 
brokers were associated.  The brokers sold approximately 200 variable annuities with a total face 
value of approximately $40 million to federal employees, who used monies rolled over from 
their TSP accounts to fund their purchases.  The brokers collectively earned approximately $1.7 
million in commissions on these sales. 
 
The SEC issued an investor alert stressing that the TSP will never contact federal employees 
asking them to provide sensitive personal information and does not authorize third parties to 
provide counseling or investment-related services.  
 
The four former brokers charged in the SEC’s complaint are Christopher S. Laws, Jonathan D. 
Cooke, Danny S. Hood, and Brandon P. Long.  The complaint charges them and Federal 
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Employee Benefits Counselors with violating and aiding and abetting violations of some or all of 
the provisions of Section 17(a) of the Securities Act of 1933, Section 10(b) of the Securities Act 
of 1934, and Rule 10b-5.  The SEC seeks disgorgement of ill-gotten gains plus interest and 
penalties and permanent injunctions.  
 
See Related: In the Matter of Danny S. Hood, Exchange Act Release No. 81847 (October 11, 
2017) https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2017/34-81847.pdf; In the Matter of Brandon P. 
Long, Exchange Act Release No. 81877 (October 11, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2017/34-81877.pdf  
 

In the Matter of Anthony Portelli 
Exchange Act Release No. 80996 (June 22, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2017/34-80996.pdf 
 
Press Release No. 2017-119 (June 22, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/news/press-release/2017-119 
 
[Press Release] 
 
Additional Charges Announced in Case Involving Pre-Released ADRs 
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
2017-119  
Washington D.C., June 22, 2017—  
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission announced additional charges in an enforcement 
investigation involving the improper handling of American Depositary Receipts (ADRs) by a 
Wall Street firm’s securities lending desk. 
 
The SEC’s order finds supervisory failures by Anthony Portelli, a former managing director and 
head of operations at broker-dealer ITG Inc.  Portelli supervised ITG’s securities lending 
operations and was responsible for the firm’s compliance with “pre-release agreements” for 
ADR transactions.  ADRs are U.S. securities that represent foreign shares of a foreign 
company.  Before obtaining a “pre-released ADR” to lend to a customer, brokers like ITG must 
own, or determine that a customer owns, the number of foreign shares that corresponds to the 
number of shares the ADR represents.  Under Portelli’s watch, personnel on ITG’s securities 
lending desk failed to take reasonable steps to determine whether the proper amounts of foreign 
shares were owned and held by ITG’s customers.  This failure opened up the possibility that the 
ADRs could be used improperly for short selling or dividend arbitrage. 
 
Portelli has agreed to settle the charges and pay a $100,000 penalty.  He also is prohibited from 
acting in a supervisory capacity for at least 18 months. 
 
Earlier this year, ITG agreed to pay more than $24 million to settle the SEC’s case against the 
firm. 
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Additional Charges Announced in Case Involving Pre-Released ADRs 
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
2017-119  
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The Securities and Exchange Commission announced additional charges in an enforcement 
investigation involving the improper handling of American Depositary Receipts (ADRs) by a 
Wall Street firm’s securities lending desk. 
 
The SEC’s order finds supervisory failures by Anthony Portelli, a former managing director and 
head of operations at broker-dealer ITG Inc.  Portelli supervised ITG’s securities lending 
operations and was responsible for the firm’s compliance with “pre-release agreements” for 
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firm. 
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Portelli agreed to the settlement without admitting or denying the SEC’s findings that under 
Section 15(b)(6) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, Portelli failed reasonably to supervise 
members of ITG’s securities lending desk with a view to preventing violations of Section 
17(a)(3) of the Securities Act of 1933. 
 

SEC v. Alpine Securities Corporation 
Litigation Release No. 23853 (June 5, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/litreleases/2017/lr23853.htm  
Civil Action No. 7:17-cv-4179 (June 5, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/complaints/2017/comp-pr2017-112.pdf  
 
Press Release No. 2017-112 (June 8, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/news/press-release/2017-112  
 
[Litigation Release] 
 
SEC Charges Brokerage Firm with Failing to Comply With Anti-Money Laundering Laws 
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission charged a Salt Lake City-based brokerage firm with 
securities law violations related to its alleged practice of clearing transactions for microcap 
stocks that were used in manipulative schemes to harm investors. 
 
To help detect potential securities law and money-laundering violations, broker-dealers are 
required to file Suspicious Activity Reports (SARs) that describe suspicious transactions that 
take place through their firms. The SEC's complaint alleges that Alpine Securities Corporation 
routinely and systematically failed to file SARs for stock transactions that it flagged as 
suspicious. When it did file SARs, Alpine Securities allegedly frequently omitted the very 
information that formed the bases for Alpine knowing, suspecting, or having reason to suspect 
that a transaction was suspicious. As noted in the complaint, guidance for preparing SARs from 
the U.S. Treasury Department's Financial Crimes Enforcement Network (FinCEN) clearly states 
that "[e]xplaining why the transaction is suspicious is critical." 
 
The SEC's complaint charges Alpine Securities with thousands of violations of Section 17(a) of 
the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 and Rule 17a-8. 
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SEC v. Marc D. Broidy and Broidy Wealth Advisors, LLC 
Litigation Release No. 23851 (June 2, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/litreleases/2016/lr23679.htm  
Civil Action No. 1:16-cv-05960 (October 27, 2016) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/complaints/2016/comp-pr2016-228.pdf  
 
[Litigation Release] 
 
Settlement Concluded With Investment Adviser Who Defrauded Advisory Clients in Three 
Separate Schemes 
 
On May 30, 2017, the Honorable Eric N. Vitaliano of the United States District Court for the 
Eastern District of New York entered a final consent judgment against defendants Marc D. 
Broidy and Broidy Wealth Advisors, LLC ("BWA"), enjoining them from violating antifraud 
provisions of the federal securities law and ordering them, jointly and severally, to pay 
$1,719,464 in disgorgement representing profits gained as a result of the conduct alleged in the 
complaint. The disgorgement was partially satisfied by Broidy's payment of $25,000 directly to a 
former client, and the balance deemed satisfied by the entry of an order of restitution in the 
parallel criminal matter, United States v. Marc Broidy, 17-cr-64 (ENV). Additionally, on June 1, 
2017, the SEC issued an administrative order barring Broidy from the securities industry. Broidy 
consented to the issuance of a final judgment and administrative order. 
 
The SEC charged Broidy and BWA with fraudulently overbilling clients and stealing assets from 
their trusts to pay such personal expenses as his home mortgage, overseas trips, and leases on 
two Mercedes-Benz vehicles. The SEC alleged that Broidy billed clients approximately 
$643,000 in excess fees and covered it up by altering the amount of management fees recorded 
on forms issued by brokerage firms before sending the forms to his clients. The SEC further 
alleged that Broidy fraudulently obtained additional funds to pay his personal expenses by 
misappropriating approximately $865,000 in assets from clients' trusts for which he was trustee, 
and that Broidy also defrauded advisory clients about some investments they made in privately-
held companies when he did not inform them he was affiliated with those companies. The SEC's 
complaint, filed on October 27, 2016 charged Broidy and BWA with violating Section 17(a) of 
the Securities Act of 1933, Section 10(b) of the Exchange Act of 1934 and Rule 10b-5 as well as 
Sections 206(1) and (2) of the Investment Advisers Act of 1940. 
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In the Matter of Barclays Capital Inc. 
Securities Act Release No. 10355 (May 10, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2017/33-10355.pdf  
 
Press Release No. 2017-98 (May 10, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/news/press-release/2017-98 
 
[Press Release] 
 
Barclays to Pay $97 Million for Overcharging Clients 
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
2017-98  
Washington D.C., May 10, 2017—  
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission announced an enforcement action requiring Barclays 
Capital to refund advisory fees or mutual fund sales charges to clients who were overcharged. 
 
In a settlement of more than $97 million, Barclays agreed to settle three sets of violations that 
resulted in clients being overbilled by nearly $50 million.  The SEC’s order finds that two 
Barclays advisory programs charged fees to more than 2,000 clients for due diligence and 
monitoring of certain third-party investment managers and investment strategies when in fact 
these services weren’t being performed as represented.  Barclays also collected excess mutual 
fund sales charges or fees from 63 brokerage clients by recommending more expensive share 
classes when less expensive share classes were available.  Another 22,138 accounts paid excess 
fees to Barclays due to miscalculations and billing errors by the firm. 
 
The SEC’s order finds that Barclays violated Sections 206(2), 206(4) and 207 of the Investment 
Advisers Act of 1940 and Rule 206(4)-7 as well as Sections 17(a)(2) and 17(a)(3) of the 
Securities Act of 1933. 
 
Without admitting or denying the SEC’s findings, Barclays agreed to create a Fair Fund to 
refund advisory fees to harmed clients.  The Fair Fund will consist of $49,785,417 in 
disgorgement plus $13,752,242 in interest and a $30 million penalty.  Barclays will directly 
refund an additional $3.5 million to advisory clients who invested in third-party investment 
managers and investment strategies that underperformed while going unmonitored.  Those funds 
also will go to brokerage clients who were steered into more expensive mutual fund share 
classes. 
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In the Matter of Barclays Capital Inc. 
Exchange Act Release No. 80560 (May 1, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2017/34-80560.pdf   
 
In the Matter of Yoon Seok Lee 
Exchange Act Release No. 80561 (May 1, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2017/34-80561.pdf  
 
In the Matter of David F. Wong 
Exchange Act Release No. 80562 (May 1, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2017/34-80562.pdf  
 
[Administrative Summary] 
 
Two Former Barclays RMBS Traders Settle Fraud Charges for False or Misleading Statements 
and Excessive Mark-ups; Barclays Settles Charges for Failing Reasonably to Supervise  
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission announced that Yoon Seok Lee and David Wong, two 
former Barclays Capital Inc. traders of residential mortgage-backed securities (RMBS), have 
settled charges that they made false or misleading statements to customers and charged 
customers undisclosed excessive mark-ups while trading RMBS. In addition, Barclays, their 
employer, has settled charges that it failed reasonably to supervise them to prevent and detect the 
violative conduct.  
 
The SEC staff’s investigation found that Lee and Wong made false or misleading statements to 
Barclays RMBS customers, including false or misleading about the price at which Barclays had 
bought the securities; the amount of profit Barclays was making for facilitating the trades; and 
who owned the securities, including creating a fictional third-party to create the appearance of 
price negotiations. In addition, Lee and Wong charged customers undisclosed excessive mark-
ups on certain transactions. Their misconduct resulted in approximately $15.5 million in profits 
to Barclays. Barclays did not reasonably implement supervisory procedures to prevent and detect 
the false or misleading statements to customers or the undisclosed excessive mark-ups. As a 
result, Barclays failed reasonably to supervise Lee and Wong.  
 
The SEC’s orders find that Lee and Wong willfully violated Section 10(b) of the Securities 
Exchange Act of 1934 and Exchange Act Rule 10b-5. Without admitting or denying the findings 
of fact, Lee and Wong each has agreed to the entry of a cease-and-desist order. In addition, Lee 
has agreed to pay a $200,000 penalty, and Wong has agreed to pay a $100,000 penalty. Both 
have agreed to twelve-month suspensions from the securities industry.  
 
The SEC further finds that Barclays failed reasonably to supervise Lee and Wong within the 
meaning of Section 15(b)(4)(E) of the Exchange Act. Without admitting or denying the findings 
of fact, Barclays has agreed to the entry of an order that censures the firm for failing to 
supervise; directs Barclays to pay disgorgement of $2,930,829 and prejudgment interest of 
$514,625 for the transactions that involved false or misleading statements, as well as 
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In the Matter of Barclays Capital Inc. 
Securities Act Release No. 10355 (May 10, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2017/33-10355.pdf  
 
Press Release No. 2017-98 (May 10, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/news/press-release/2017-98 
 
[Press Release] 
 
Barclays to Pay $97 Million for Overcharging Clients 
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
2017-98  
Washington D.C., May 10, 2017—  
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission announced an enforcement action requiring Barclays 
Capital to refund advisory fees or mutual fund sales charges to clients who were overcharged. 
 
In a settlement of more than $97 million, Barclays agreed to settle three sets of violations that 
resulted in clients being overbilled by nearly $50 million.  The SEC’s order finds that two 
Barclays advisory programs charged fees to more than 2,000 clients for due diligence and 
monitoring of certain third-party investment managers and investment strategies when in fact 
these services weren’t being performed as represented.  Barclays also collected excess mutual 
fund sales charges or fees from 63 brokerage clients by recommending more expensive share 
classes when less expensive share classes were available.  Another 22,138 accounts paid excess 
fees to Barclays due to miscalculations and billing errors by the firm. 
 
The SEC’s order finds that Barclays violated Sections 206(2), 206(4) and 207 of the Investment 
Advisers Act of 1940 and Rule 206(4)-7 as well as Sections 17(a)(2) and 17(a)(3) of the 
Securities Act of 1933. 
 
Without admitting or denying the SEC’s findings, Barclays agreed to create a Fair Fund to 
refund advisory fees to harmed clients.  The Fair Fund will consist of $49,785,417 in 
disgorgement plus $13,752,242 in interest and a $30 million penalty.  Barclays will directly 
refund an additional $3.5 million to advisory clients who invested in third-party investment 
managers and investment strategies that underperformed while going unmonitored.  Those funds 
also will go to brokerage clients who were steered into more expensive mutual fund share 
classes. 
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In the Matter of Barclays Capital Inc. 
Exchange Act Release No. 80560 (May 1, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2017/34-80560.pdf   
 
In the Matter of Yoon Seok Lee 
Exchange Act Release No. 80561 (May 1, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2017/34-80561.pdf  
 
In the Matter of David F. Wong 
Exchange Act Release No. 80562 (May 1, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2017/34-80562.pdf  
 
[Administrative Summary] 
 
Two Former Barclays RMBS Traders Settle Fraud Charges for False or Misleading Statements 
and Excessive Mark-ups; Barclays Settles Charges for Failing Reasonably to Supervise  
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission announced that Yoon Seok Lee and David Wong, two 
former Barclays Capital Inc. traders of residential mortgage-backed securities (RMBS), have 
settled charges that they made false or misleading statements to customers and charged 
customers undisclosed excessive mark-ups while trading RMBS. In addition, Barclays, their 
employer, has settled charges that it failed reasonably to supervise them to prevent and detect the 
violative conduct.  
 
The SEC staff’s investigation found that Lee and Wong made false or misleading statements to 
Barclays RMBS customers, including false or misleading about the price at which Barclays had 
bought the securities; the amount of profit Barclays was making for facilitating the trades; and 
who owned the securities, including creating a fictional third-party to create the appearance of 
price negotiations. In addition, Lee and Wong charged customers undisclosed excessive mark-
ups on certain transactions. Their misconduct resulted in approximately $15.5 million in profits 
to Barclays. Barclays did not reasonably implement supervisory procedures to prevent and detect 
the false or misleading statements to customers or the undisclosed excessive mark-ups. As a 
result, Barclays failed reasonably to supervise Lee and Wong.  
 
The SEC’s orders find that Lee and Wong willfully violated Section 10(b) of the Securities 
Exchange Act of 1934 and Exchange Act Rule 10b-5. Without admitting or denying the findings 
of fact, Lee and Wong each has agreed to the entry of a cease-and-desist order. In addition, Lee 
has agreed to pay a $200,000 penalty, and Wong has agreed to pay a $100,000 penalty. Both 
have agreed to twelve-month suspensions from the securities industry.  
 
The SEC further finds that Barclays failed reasonably to supervise Lee and Wong within the 
meaning of Section 15(b)(4)(E) of the Exchange Act. Without admitting or denying the findings 
of fact, Barclays has agreed to the entry of an order that censures the firm for failing to 
supervise; directs Barclays to pay disgorgement of $2,930,829 and prejudgment interest of 
$514,625 for the transactions that involved false or misleading statements, as well as 
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disgorgement of $6,672,673 and prejudgment interest of $1,591,916 for the transactions that 
involved only excessive mark-ups; and further directs Barclays to pay a $1,000,000 penalty.  
 
Barclays additionally has agreed to undertake to directly pay customers approximately 
$15,561,711, representing all of the profits earned on the transactions that are the subject of the 
order, which payments would satisfy the firm’s disgorgement obligations. Barclays has further 
agreed to undertake to implement procedures to prevent and detect the types of misconduct 
described in the order.  
 
In determining appropriate relief, the SEC considered Barclays’ significant cooperation with the 
SEC’s investigation. Among other things, Barclays prepared detailed trade communication 
information essential to understanding the transactions and identifying false or misleading 
statements.  
 
 
In the Matter of Calvert Investment Distributors, Inc., et al. 
Advisers Act Release No. 4696 (May 2, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2017/ia-4696.pdf  
 
[Administrative Summary] 
 
SEC Charges Firms for Improperly Using Mutual Fund Assets to Pay Distribution Fees and 
Other Expenses  
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission announced that the former investment adviser and the 
former distributor of the Calvert open-end mutual funds have agreed to pay more than $22 
million to settle charges that fund assets were improperly used to pay for marketing and 
distribution services as well as expenses in excess of annual expense caps.  
 
The money will be returned to the accounts of affected shareholders.  
 
The SEC’s order finds that Bethesda, Maryland-based Calvert Investment Management and 
Calvert Investment Distributors caused the mutual funds to use approximately $14.87 million in 
fund assets to pay for distribution-related services rather than making those payments out of the 
firms’ own assets. Any payments out of fund assets for distribution-related services are required 
to be made pursuant to a written Rule 12b-1 plan that is approved by a fund’s board, but the 
Calvert firms utilized fund assets outside the funds’ 12b-1 plans.  
 
According to the SEC’s order, the firms also used the funds’ assets to pay intermediaries 
approximately $2.96 million for sub-transfer agency services in excess of the funds’ annual 30-
basis-point expense caps.  
 
The SEC’s order finds that Calvert Investment Management violated Section 206(2) of the 
Investment Advisers Act of 1940 and Section 34(b) of the Investment Company Act of 1940. 
The Calvert firms also caused violations of Section 12(b) of the Investment Company Act and 
Rule 12b-1. Without admitting or denying the SEC’s findings, the firms agreed to pay 
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disgorgement of $17,829,804 plus $3,784,730 in interest and a $1 million penalty. The SEC’s 
order notes that the penalty was reduced based on the firms’ self-reporting of the improper fee 
payments, cooperation with the investigation, and prompt remediation.  
 
Other recent SEC enforcement actions against firms improperly using mutual fund assets to pay 
for distribution-related services include William Blair and First Eagle. 
 
 
In the Matter of Wilson-Davis & Company, Inc. 
Exchange Act Release No. 80533 (April 26, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2017/34-80533.pdf  
 
[Administrative Summary] 
 
SEC Settles With Broker-Dealer for Violations of Market Structure Rules  
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission announced that Wilson-Davis & Company, Inc., a 
Utah-based broker-dealer, agreed to settle charges in a pending administrative and cease-and-
desist proceeding for violations of SEC market structure rules.  
 
Rule 203(b)(1) of Regulation SHO requires a broker-dealer, prior to effecting a short sale in an 
equity security for its own account, to borrow a security or locate a source of borrowable 
securities that can be delivered on the date that delivery is due, and document such locate. Rule 
203(b)(2)(iii) provides a limited exception to the locate or borrow requirement for short sales 
effected by a market maker in connection with bona-fide market making activities in the 
securities for which the exception is claimed.  
 
According to the SEC’s order, from at least November 2011 through May 2013, Wilson-Davis’s 
firm practice was always to rely upon the bona-fide market making exception to the locate or 
borrow requirement when conducting proprietary trading. This reliance was improper because 
much of Wilson-Davis’s proprietary trading activity was not, in fact, bona-fide market making. 
As a result, Wilson-Davis violated Rule 203(b)(1) of Regulation SHO. While improperly 
availing itself of the exception, Wilson-Davis engaged in numerous short sales in over-the-
counter equity securities that resulted in significant and improper trading profits.  
 
In addition, the SEC’s order finds that, for its proprietary trading group, Wilson-Davis violated 
Section 15(c)(3) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 and Rule 15c3-5 (known as the Market 
Access Rule) because it failed to have controls and supervisory procedures reasonably designed 
to manage the risks of having market access; and to establish, document and maintain a system 
for regularly reviewing the effectiveness of the risk management controls and supervisory 
procedures as required by Exchange Act Rule 15c3-5(e).  
 
The SEC’s order finds that Wilson-Davis willfully violated Rule 203(b)(1) of Regulation SHO, 
Section 15(c)(3) of the Exchange Act and Rules 15c3-5(b), (c) and (e) under the Exchange Act. 
Without admitting or denying the findings in the SEC’s order, Wilson-Davis consented to a 
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disgorgement of $6,672,673 and prejudgment interest of $1,591,916 for the transactions that 
involved only excessive mark-ups; and further directs Barclays to pay a $1,000,000 penalty.  
 
Barclays additionally has agreed to undertake to directly pay customers approximately 
$15,561,711, representing all of the profits earned on the transactions that are the subject of the 
order, which payments would satisfy the firm’s disgorgement obligations. Barclays has further 
agreed to undertake to implement procedures to prevent and detect the types of misconduct 
described in the order.  
 
In determining appropriate relief, the SEC considered Barclays’ significant cooperation with the 
SEC’s investigation. Among other things, Barclays prepared detailed trade communication 
information essential to understanding the transactions and identifying false or misleading 
statements.  
 
 
In the Matter of Calvert Investment Distributors, Inc., et al. 
Advisers Act Release No. 4696 (May 2, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2017/ia-4696.pdf  
 
[Administrative Summary] 
 
SEC Charges Firms for Improperly Using Mutual Fund Assets to Pay Distribution Fees and 
Other Expenses  
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission announced that the former investment adviser and the 
former distributor of the Calvert open-end mutual funds have agreed to pay more than $22 
million to settle charges that fund assets were improperly used to pay for marketing and 
distribution services as well as expenses in excess of annual expense caps.  
 
The money will be returned to the accounts of affected shareholders.  
 
The SEC’s order finds that Bethesda, Maryland-based Calvert Investment Management and 
Calvert Investment Distributors caused the mutual funds to use approximately $14.87 million in 
fund assets to pay for distribution-related services rather than making those payments out of the 
firms’ own assets. Any payments out of fund assets for distribution-related services are required 
to be made pursuant to a written Rule 12b-1 plan that is approved by a fund’s board, but the 
Calvert firms utilized fund assets outside the funds’ 12b-1 plans.  
 
According to the SEC’s order, the firms also used the funds’ assets to pay intermediaries 
approximately $2.96 million for sub-transfer agency services in excess of the funds’ annual 30-
basis-point expense caps.  
 
The SEC’s order finds that Calvert Investment Management violated Section 206(2) of the 
Investment Advisers Act of 1940 and Section 34(b) of the Investment Company Act of 1940. 
The Calvert firms also caused violations of Section 12(b) of the Investment Company Act and 
Rule 12b-1. Without admitting or denying the SEC’s findings, the firms agreed to pay 
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disgorgement of $17,829,804 plus $3,784,730 in interest and a $1 million penalty. The SEC’s 
order notes that the penalty was reduced based on the firms’ self-reporting of the improper fee 
payments, cooperation with the investigation, and prompt remediation.  
 
Other recent SEC enforcement actions against firms improperly using mutual fund assets to pay 
for distribution-related services include William Blair and First Eagle. 
 
 
In the Matter of Wilson-Davis & Company, Inc. 
Exchange Act Release No. 80533 (April 26, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2017/34-80533.pdf  
 
[Administrative Summary] 
 
SEC Settles With Broker-Dealer for Violations of Market Structure Rules  
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission announced that Wilson-Davis & Company, Inc., a 
Utah-based broker-dealer, agreed to settle charges in a pending administrative and cease-and-
desist proceeding for violations of SEC market structure rules.  
 
Rule 203(b)(1) of Regulation SHO requires a broker-dealer, prior to effecting a short sale in an 
equity security for its own account, to borrow a security or locate a source of borrowable 
securities that can be delivered on the date that delivery is due, and document such locate. Rule 
203(b)(2)(iii) provides a limited exception to the locate or borrow requirement for short sales 
effected by a market maker in connection with bona-fide market making activities in the 
securities for which the exception is claimed.  
 
According to the SEC’s order, from at least November 2011 through May 2013, Wilson-Davis’s 
firm practice was always to rely upon the bona-fide market making exception to the locate or 
borrow requirement when conducting proprietary trading. This reliance was improper because 
much of Wilson-Davis’s proprietary trading activity was not, in fact, bona-fide market making. 
As a result, Wilson-Davis violated Rule 203(b)(1) of Regulation SHO. While improperly 
availing itself of the exception, Wilson-Davis engaged in numerous short sales in over-the-
counter equity securities that resulted in significant and improper trading profits.  
 
In addition, the SEC’s order finds that, for its proprietary trading group, Wilson-Davis violated 
Section 15(c)(3) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 and Rule 15c3-5 (known as the Market 
Access Rule) because it failed to have controls and supervisory procedures reasonably designed 
to manage the risks of having market access; and to establish, document and maintain a system 
for regularly reviewing the effectiveness of the risk management controls and supervisory 
procedures as required by Exchange Act Rule 15c3-5(e).  
 
The SEC’s order finds that Wilson-Davis willfully violated Rule 203(b)(1) of Regulation SHO, 
Section 15(c)(3) of the Exchange Act and Rules 15c3-5(b), (c) and (e) under the Exchange Act. 
Without admitting or denying the findings in the SEC’s order, Wilson-Davis consented to a 
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cease-and-desist order, a censure and to pay $235,714.50 in disgorgement and prejudgment 
interest and a penalty of $75,000.  
 
The SEC previously filed settled cease-and-desist proceedings against Wilson-Davis’ Chief 
Executive Officer, head trader, and a former proprietary trader. 
 
 
In the Matter of Credit Suisse Securities (USA) LLC 
Exchange Act Release No. 80373 (April 4, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2017/34-80373.pdf  

In the Matter of Sanford Michael Katz 
Advisers Act Release No. 4679 (April 4, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2017/ia-4679.pdf 
 
[Administrative Summary]  
 
SEC Charges Credit Suisse and Former IA Representative With Breaches of Fiduciary Duty  
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission announced that Credit Suisse Securities (USA) LLC 
and one of its former investment adviser representatives have agreed to pay almost $8 million to 
settle charges that they improperly invested clients in more expensive “Class A” shares of mutual 
funds rather than less expensive “institutional” shares for which they were eligible.  
 
The SEC’s orders find that Credit Suisse and Sanford Michael Katz breached their fiduciary 
duties and failed to adequately disclose the conflict of interest created by such investments as 
they enriched themselves at their clients’ expense. Class A shares are generally more expensive 
than institutional shares of the same fund because they charge investors marketing and 
distribution expenses known as 12b-1 fees that are paid out of the assets of the mutual fund. In 
this case, the 12b-1 fees were paid by the mutual funds to Credit Suisse, which then shared a 
portion of those fees with Katz.  
 
According to the SEC’s orders, Credit Suisse collected approximately $3.2 million in avoidable 
12b-1 fees from 2009 to 2014, and approximately $2.5 million of that amount was generated 
from Katz’s advisory clients. Credit Suisse also failed to implement policies and procedures to 
prevent these fiduciary breaches.  
 
The SEC’s orders find that Credit Suisse and Katz violated Section 206(2) of the Investment 
Advisers Act of 1940, and Credit Suisse violated Sections 206(4) and 207 of the Investment 
Advisers Act and Rule 206(4)-7.  
 
Without admitting or denying the SEC’s findings, Credit Suisse and Katz will collectively pay 
disgorgement of $3,224,483, prejudgment interest of $577,678, and penalties totaling $4.125 
million. A Fair Fund will be established to compensate affected clients with the money collected 
in the settlement. Credit Suisse and Katz also consented to censures and the entry of cease-and-
desist orders from committing or causing further violations of these provisions.  
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In the Matter of Louis Capital Markets, LP 
Exchange Act Release No. 80332 (March 29, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2017/34-80332.pdf  
 
[Administrative Summary] 
 
SEC Charges Brokerage Firm with Overcharging Customers Millions of Dollars  
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission announced that Louis Capital Markets, LP, a 
registered broker-dealer located in New York, agreed to settle charges that it unlawfully obtained 
millions of dollars from its customers by adding hidden markups and markdowns to their trades.  
 
According to the SEC’s order instituting administrative and cease-and-desist proceedings, from 
at least 2008 through October 2012, members of Louis Capital’s cash equity desk secretly 
charged the firm’s customers markups or markdowns – the vast majority of which ranged from a 
few dollars to thousands of dollars – in addition to the small commissions that Louis Capital told 
customers they were charging them. In order to disguise the secret charges, these brokers 
provided false prices to their customers. The markups and markdowns were difficult to detect 
because the brokers added these hidden fees during times of market volatility.  
 
The SEC’s order finds that Louis Capital willfully violated Section 15(c)(1) of the Securities 
Exchange Act of 1934, which prohibits fraudulent conduct by a broker-dealer in effecting, 
inducing or attempting to induce any securities transaction. Without admitting or denying the 
findings, Louis Capital agreed to a cease-and-desist order, a censure, and to pay $2.5 million in 
disgorgement. In accepting Louis Capital’s offer, the SEC considered the particular 
circumstances of this case, including Louis Capital’s financial condition. 
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cease-and-desist order, a censure and to pay $235,714.50 in disgorgement and prejudgment 
interest and a penalty of $75,000.  
 
The SEC previously filed settled cease-and-desist proceedings against Wilson-Davis’ Chief 
Executive Officer, head trader, and a former proprietary trader. 
 
 
In the Matter of Credit Suisse Securities (USA) LLC 
Exchange Act Release No. 80373 (April 4, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2017/34-80373.pdf  

In the Matter of Sanford Michael Katz 
Advisers Act Release No. 4679 (April 4, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2017/ia-4679.pdf 
 
[Administrative Summary]  
 
SEC Charges Credit Suisse and Former IA Representative With Breaches of Fiduciary Duty  
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission announced that Credit Suisse Securities (USA) LLC 
and one of its former investment adviser representatives have agreed to pay almost $8 million to 
settle charges that they improperly invested clients in more expensive “Class A” shares of mutual 
funds rather than less expensive “institutional” shares for which they were eligible.  
 
The SEC’s orders find that Credit Suisse and Sanford Michael Katz breached their fiduciary 
duties and failed to adequately disclose the conflict of interest created by such investments as 
they enriched themselves at their clients’ expense. Class A shares are generally more expensive 
than institutional shares of the same fund because they charge investors marketing and 
distribution expenses known as 12b-1 fees that are paid out of the assets of the mutual fund. In 
this case, the 12b-1 fees were paid by the mutual funds to Credit Suisse, which then shared a 
portion of those fees with Katz.  
 
According to the SEC’s orders, Credit Suisse collected approximately $3.2 million in avoidable 
12b-1 fees from 2009 to 2014, and approximately $2.5 million of that amount was generated 
from Katz’s advisory clients. Credit Suisse also failed to implement policies and procedures to 
prevent these fiduciary breaches.  
 
The SEC’s orders find that Credit Suisse and Katz violated Section 206(2) of the Investment 
Advisers Act of 1940, and Credit Suisse violated Sections 206(4) and 207 of the Investment 
Advisers Act and Rule 206(4)-7.  
 
Without admitting or denying the SEC’s findings, Credit Suisse and Katz will collectively pay 
disgorgement of $3,224,483, prejudgment interest of $577,678, and penalties totaling $4.125 
million. A Fair Fund will be established to compensate affected clients with the money collected 
in the settlement. Credit Suisse and Katz also consented to censures and the entry of cease-and-
desist orders from committing or causing further violations of these provisions.  
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In the Matter of Louis Capital Markets, LP 
Exchange Act Release No. 80332 (March 29, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2017/34-80332.pdf  
 
[Administrative Summary] 
 
SEC Charges Brokerage Firm with Overcharging Customers Millions of Dollars  
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission announced that Louis Capital Markets, LP, a 
registered broker-dealer located in New York, agreed to settle charges that it unlawfully obtained 
millions of dollars from its customers by adding hidden markups and markdowns to their trades.  
 
According to the SEC’s order instituting administrative and cease-and-desist proceedings, from 
at least 2008 through October 2012, members of Louis Capital’s cash equity desk secretly 
charged the firm’s customers markups or markdowns – the vast majority of which ranged from a 
few dollars to thousands of dollars – in addition to the small commissions that Louis Capital told 
customers they were charging them. In order to disguise the secret charges, these brokers 
provided false prices to their customers. The markups and markdowns were difficult to detect 
because the brokers added these hidden fees during times of market volatility.  
 
The SEC’s order finds that Louis Capital willfully violated Section 15(c)(1) of the Securities 
Exchange Act of 1934, which prohibits fraudulent conduct by a broker-dealer in effecting, 
inducing or attempting to induce any securities transaction. Without admitting or denying the 
findings, Louis Capital agreed to a cease-and-desist order, a censure, and to pay $2.5 million in 
disgorgement. In accepting Louis Capital’s offer, the SEC considered the particular 
circumstances of this case, including Louis Capital’s financial condition. 
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SEC v. Lek Securities Corporation, et al. 
Litigation Release No. 23776 (March 10, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/litreleases/2017/lr23776.htm  
Civil Action No. 17-cv-1789 (March 10, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/complaints/2017/comp-pr2017-63.pdf 
 
Press Release No. 2017-63 (March 10, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/news/press-release/2017-63  
 
[Litigation Release] 
 
SEC Charges Firms Involved in Layering, Manipulation Schemes 
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission announced fraud charges against a Ukraine-based 
trading firm accused of manipulating the U.S. markets hundreds of thousands of times and the 
New York-based brokerage firm and CEO who allegedly helped make it possible. 
 
The SEC's complaint alleges that Avalon FA Ltd touted itself to traders as a destination to 
engage in layering, a scheme in which orders are placed but later canceled after tricking others 
into buying or selling stocks at artificial prices, resulting in illicit profits. Avalon allegedly made 
more than $21 million in the layering scheme involving U.S. stocks during a five-year period.  
According to the SEC's complaint, Avalon also made more than $7 million in illicit profits 
through a cross-market manipulation scheme in which the firm bought and sold U.S. stocks at a 
loss in order to manipulate the prices of the stock and its corresponding options so that it could 
then profitably trade at artificial prices. Avalon allegedly used traders in Eastern Europe and 
Asia to conduct its trading, and the firm kept a portion of the profits and collected commissions 
from the traders. 
 
The SEC's complaint also describes fraud charges against Avalon's named owner Nathan Fayyer 
and Sergey Pustelnik, who allegedly kept his controlling interest in Avalon undisclosed and 
embedded himself at Lek Securities as a registered representative, using his position to facilitate 
the schemes. 
 
The SEC further alleges that Lek Securities and its owner Samuel Lek made the schemes 
possible by providing Avalon with access to the U.S. markets, approving the cross-market 
trading scheme, and improving its trading technology to assist Avalon's trading. According to the 
SEC's complaint, Lek Securities also relaxed its layering controls after Avalon complained. 
Avalon was the highest-producing customer for Lek Securities in terms of trading commissions, 
fees, and rebates generated. 
 
After filing its complaint in U.S. District Court for the Southern District of New York, the SEC 
obtained an emergency court order freezing Avalon's assets held in its account at Lek Securities 
as well as freezing and repatriating funds that Avalon has transferred overseas. 
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In the Matter of Morgan Stanley Smith Barney, LLC 
Advisers Act Release No. 4649 (February 14, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2017/ia-4649.pdf 
 
Press Release No. 2017-46 
https://www.sec.gov/news/pressrelease/2017-46.html  
 
[Press Release] 
 
Morgan Stanley Settles Charges Related to ETF Investments  
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
2017-46  
Washington D.C., Feb. 14, 2017 —  
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission announced that Morgan Stanley Smith Barney has 
agreed to pay an $8 million penalty and admit wrongdoing to settle charges related to single 
inverse ETF investments it recommended to advisory clients. 
 
The SEC’s order finds that Morgan Stanley did not adequately implement its policies and 
procedures to ensure that clients understood the risks involved with purchasing inverse 
ETFs.  Among the order’s findings, Morgan Stanley failed to obtain from several hundred clients 
a signed client disclosure notice, which stated that single inverse ETFs were typically unsuitable 
for investors planning to hold them longer than one trading session unless used as part of a 
trading or hedging strategy.  Morgan Stanley solicited clients to purchase single inverse ETFs in 
retirement and other accounts, the securities were held long-term, and many of the clients 
experienced losses. 
 
The SEC’s order further finds that Morgan Stanley failed to follow through on another key 
policy and procedure requiring a supervisor to conduct risk reviews to evaluate the suitability of 
inverse ETFs for each advisory client.  Among other compliance failures, Morgan Stanley did 
not monitor the single-inverse ETF positions on an ongoing basis and did not ensure that certain 
financial advisers completed single inverse ETF training. 
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SEC v. Lek Securities Corporation, et al. 
Litigation Release No. 23776 (March 10, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/litreleases/2017/lr23776.htm  
Civil Action No. 17-cv-1789 (March 10, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/complaints/2017/comp-pr2017-63.pdf 
 
Press Release No. 2017-63 (March 10, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/news/press-release/2017-63  
 
[Litigation Release] 
 
SEC Charges Firms Involved in Layering, Manipulation Schemes 
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission announced fraud charges against a Ukraine-based 
trading firm accused of manipulating the U.S. markets hundreds of thousands of times and the 
New York-based brokerage firm and CEO who allegedly helped make it possible. 
 
The SEC's complaint alleges that Avalon FA Ltd touted itself to traders as a destination to 
engage in layering, a scheme in which orders are placed but later canceled after tricking others 
into buying or selling stocks at artificial prices, resulting in illicit profits. Avalon allegedly made 
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In the Matter of Morgan Stanley Smith Barney, LLC 
Advisers Act Release No. 4649 (February 14, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2017/ia-4649.pdf 
 
Press Release No. 2017-46 
https://www.sec.gov/news/pressrelease/2017-46.html  
 
[Press Release] 
 
Morgan Stanley Settles Charges Related to ETF Investments  
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
2017-46  
Washington D.C., Feb. 14, 2017 —  
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission announced that Morgan Stanley Smith Barney has 
agreed to pay an $8 million penalty and admit wrongdoing to settle charges related to single 
inverse ETF investments it recommended to advisory clients. 
 
The SEC’s order finds that Morgan Stanley did not adequately implement its policies and 
procedures to ensure that clients understood the risks involved with purchasing inverse 
ETFs.  Among the order’s findings, Morgan Stanley failed to obtain from several hundred clients 
a signed client disclosure notice, which stated that single inverse ETFs were typically unsuitable 
for investors planning to hold them longer than one trading session unless used as part of a 
trading or hedging strategy.  Morgan Stanley solicited clients to purchase single inverse ETFs in 
retirement and other accounts, the securities were held long-term, and many of the clients 
experienced losses. 
 
The SEC’s order further finds that Morgan Stanley failed to follow through on another key 
policy and procedure requiring a supervisor to conduct risk reviews to evaluate the suitability of 
inverse ETFs for each advisory client.  Among other compliance failures, Morgan Stanley did 
not monitor the single-inverse ETF positions on an ongoing basis and did not ensure that certain 
financial advisers completed single inverse ETF training. 
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In the Matter of SLRA Inc. as successor entity to Liquid Realty Advisors III, LLC, et al. 
Advisers Act Release No. 4641 (February 7, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2017/ia-4641.pdf 
 
Press Release No. 2017-42 (February 7, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/news/pressrelease/2017-42.html 
 
[Press Release] 
 
Private Equity Adviser Barred From Industry for Improper Withdrawal From Funds  
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
2017-42  
Washington D.C., Feb. 7, 2017 —  
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission announced that a private equity adviser has been 
permanently barred from the securities industry and must pay a $1.25 million penalty to settle 
charges that he withdrew improper fees from two private equity funds he managed. 
 
The SEC’s order finds that Scott M. Landress formed the funds to invest in real estate trusts with 
underlying investments in properties throughout the UK.  His investment advisory firm SLRA 
Inc. earned management fees based on the net asset value of the underlying 
investments.  SLRA’s fees shrank and its management costs increased as real estate property 
values fell during the financial crisis, and the funds’ limited partners declined several requests by 
Landress for additional compensation to cover the shortfalls. 
 
According to the SEC’s order, Landress directed SLRA to withdraw 16.25 million pounds from 
the funds in early 2014, purportedly as payment for several years of services provided by an 
affiliate.  He subsequently transferred the money to his personal account.  SLRA and Landress 
did not disclose the related-party transaction and the resulting conflicts of interest until after the 
money had been withdrawn. 
 
According to the SEC’s order, Landress and SLRA returned the withdrawn service fees to the 
funds after the SEC began its investigation. 
 
Landress and SLRA agreed to the SEC’s cease-and-desist order without admitting or denying the 
findings. 
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SEC v. Barry Connell 
Civil Action No. 1:17-cv-00831 (February 3, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/complaints/2017/comp-pr2017-41.pdf  
 
Press Release No. 2017-41 (February 3, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/news/pressrelease/2017-41.html 
 
SEC Charges Financial Adviser With Stealing From Client Accounts 
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
2017-41  
Washington D.C., Feb. 3, 2017—  
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission charged an investment adviser representative with 
stealing approximately $5 million from client accounts by initiating unauthorized wire transfers 
and issuing checks to third parties to cover personal expenses. 
 
The SEC alleges that Barry Connell, who worked in the New Jersey office of a major financial 
institution, conducted more than 100 unauthorized transactions by using falsified authorization 
forms misrepresenting that he received verbal requests from the clients.  Connell allegedly used 
money from client accounts to rent a home in suburban Las Vegas and pay for a country club 
membership and private jet service. 
 
The SEC’s complaint charges Connell with violations of Sections 206(1) and (2) of the 
Investment Advisers Act of 1940. 
 
In a parallel action, the U.S. Attorney’s Office for the Southern District of New York filed 
criminal charges against Connell. 
 

SEC v. Mark J. Varacchi, et al.  
Litigation Release No. 23739 (February 2, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/litreleases/2017/lr23739.htm 
Civil Action No. 3:17-cv-00155 (February 2, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/complaints/2017/comp23739.pdf 
 
Press Release No. 2017-40 (February 2, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/news/pressrelease/2017-40.html 
 
[Litigation Release] 
 
SEC Charges Investment Adviser For Stealing Investor Funds and Operating a Ponzi Scheme 
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission charged a Connecticut-based investment advisory 
business and its owner with stealing money from investors to settle a private lawsuit among other 
misuses. 
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[Litigation Release] 
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The SEC alleges that Sentinel Growth Fund Management and its founder Mark J. Varacchi 
misrepresented to investors that money they deposited with the firm would be allocated to up-
and-coming hedge fund managers for investment purposes. According to the SEC’s complaint, 
Varacchi and Sentinel Growth Fund Management did not transfer all the money as promised, 
instead commingling investor assets and manipulating account activity, account balances, and 
investment returns as part of a scheme to siphon away investor funds. Varacchi and his firm 
allegedly stole at least $3.95 million from investors, including over $1 million to settle litigation 
brought by Varacchi’s prior employer. 
 
The SEC’s complaint, filed in U.S. District Court for the District of Connecticut, charges 
Sentinel and Varacchi with violating Section 17(a) of the Securities Act, Section 10(b) of the 
Securities Exchange Act and Rule 10b-5, and Sections 206(1), 206(2), and 206(4) of the 
Investment Advisers Act and Rule 206(4)-8. The complaint seeks injunctive relief, disgorgement 
of ill-gotten monetary gains, plus interest and penalties. The SEC’s complaint also names as 
relief defendants two hedge funds, Radar Alternative Fund LP and Radar Alternative Master 
Fund SPC, which Sentinel and Varacchi managed and that hold investor assets. 
 

In the Matter of Citigroup Global Markets, Inc. 
Exchange Act Release No. 79882 (January 26, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2017/34-79882.pdf  
 
Press Release No. 2017-35 (January 26, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/news/pressrelease/2017-35.html  
 
[Press Release] 
 
Citigroup Paying $18 Million for Overbilling Clients  
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
2017-35  
Washington D.C., Jan. 26, 2017 —  
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission announced that Citigroup Global Markets has agreed 
to pay $18.3 million to settle charges that it overbilled investment advisory clients and misplaced 
client contracts. 
 
The SEC’s order finds that at least 60,000 advisory clients were overcharged approximately $18 
million in unauthorized fees because Citigroup failed to confirm the accuracy of billing rates 
entered into its computer systems in comparison to fee rates outlined in client contracts, billing 
histories, and other documents.  Citigroup also improperly collected fees during time periods 
when clients suspended their accounts.  The billing errors occurred during a 15-year period, and 
the affected clients have since been reimbursed. 
 
The SEC’s order further finds that Citigroup cannot locate approximately 83,000 advisory 
contracts for accounts opened from 1990 to 2012.  Without those missing advisory contracts, 
Citigroup could not properly validate whether the fee rates negotiated by clients when accounts 
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were opened were the same advisory fee rates being billed to clients over the years.  It is 
estimated that Citigroup received approximately $3.2 million in excess fees from advisory clients 
whose contracts were lost. 
 
Citigroup consented to the SEC’s cease-and-desist order and agreed to undertakings related to its 
fee-billing and books-and-records practices.  The firm is censured and must pay $3.2 million in 
disgorgement of the excess fees collected due to the missing contracts plus $800,000 in interest 
and a $14.3 million penalty. 
 

In the Matter of Windsor Street Capital, L.P., et al.  
Securities Act Release No. 33-10293 (January 25, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2017/33-10293.pdf 

SEC v. Raymond H. Barton, et al. 
Civil Action No. 2:17-cv-00403 (January 25, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/complaints/2017/comp-pr2017-33.pdf  
 
Press Release No. 2017-33 (January 25, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/news/pressrelease/2017-33.html 
 
[Press Release] 
 
Brokerage Firm Charged With Gatekeeper Failures Related to Pump-and-Dump Scheme 
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
2017-33  
Washington D.C., Jan. 25, 2017—  
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission announced administrative proceedings against New 
York-based brokerage firm Windsor Street Capital and its former anti-money laundering officer 
John D. Telfer.  The SEC’s Enforcement Division alleges that the firm, formerly named Meyers 
Associates L.P., failed to file Suspicious Activity Reports (SARs) for $24.8 million in suspicious 
transactions, including those occurring in accounts controlled by microcap stock financiers 
Raymond H. Barton and William G. Goode who are separately charged by the SEC with 
conducting a pump-and-dump scheme.  
 
The SEC’s Enforcement Division alleges that Meyers Associates and Telfer should have known 
about the suspicious circumstances behind many transactions occurring in customer 
accounts.  Customers like Barton and Goode allegedly deposited large blocks of penny stocks, 
liquidated them typically amid substantial promotional activity, and then transferred the proceeds 
away from the firm.  The SEC’s Enforcement Division further alleges that the shares deposited 
by Barton and Goode could not be sold legally because no registration statement was in effect 
and no registration exemption was available.  Rather than conduct a reasonable inquiry into the 
deposits, Meyers Associates allegedly accepted registration exemption claims by Barton and 
Goode at face value. 
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SEC v. Strategic Capital Management, LLC, et al. 
Litigation Release No. 23727 (January 25, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/litreleases/2017/lr23727.htm  
Civil Action No. 1:17-cv-10125 (January 25, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/complaints/2017/comp-pr2017-32.pdf  
 
Press Release No. 2017-32 (January 25, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/news/pressrelease/2017-32.html  
 
[Litigation Release] 
 
SEC Uncovers Cherry-Picking Scheme, Charges Investment Adviser Behind It 
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission announced that a Massachusetts-based investment 
adviser agreed to be banned from the securities industry after the agency uncovered an illegal 
cherry-picking scheme through its data analysis used to detect suspicious trading patterns. 
 
The SEC filed fraud charges in federal district court against Michael J. Breton and his firm 
Strategic Capital Management, alleging they defrauded clients out of approximately $1.3 million. 
Breton allegedly placed trades through a master brokerage account and then allocated profitable 
trades to himself while placing unprofitable trades into the client accounts. 
 
Breton and his firm agreed to a partial settlement subject to court approval. Monetary sanctions 
would be determined at a later date. In a parallel action, the U.S. Attorney's Office for the 
District of Massachusetts announced criminal charges against Breton. 
 
The Market Abuse Unit's analysis of Breton's trading showed that he defrauded at least 30 clients 
during a six-year period as outlined in the SEC's complaint. Breton allegedly purchased 
securities for his own accounts and the client accounts through a block trading or master account 
on days when public companies scheduled earnings announcements. He typically delayed 
allocation of those trades until later in the day after learning the substance of the announcement. 
 
According to the SEC's complaint, when companies announced positive earnings that would 
presumably increase the stock value, Breton disproportionately allocated those trades to his 
accounts. And when a company announced negative earnings that would presumably decrease 
the stock value, Breton disproportionately allocated those trades to client accounts. 
 
The SEC's complaint charges Breton and Strategic Capital Management with violating Section 
10(b) of the Securities Exchange Act and Rule 10b-5 as well as Sections 206(1) and 206(2) of 
the Investment Advisers Act. Breton and his firm agreed to be permanently enjoined from future 
misconduct, and Breton consented to the issuance of an SEC order barring him from the 
securities industry. 
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In the Matter of Citigroup Global Markets, Inc. 
Securities Act Release No. 10288 (January 24, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2017/33-10288.pdf  

In the Matter of Morgan Stanley Smith Barney LLC 
Securities Act Release No. 10290 (January 24, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2017/33-10290.pdf  
 
Press Release No. 2017-30 (January 24, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/news/pressrelease/2017-30.html  
 
[Press Release] 
 
Morgan Stanley, Citigroup Charged With Misleading Investors About Forex Trading Program  
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
2017-30  
Washington D.C., Jan. 24, 2017 —  
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission announced that Morgan Stanley Smith Barney and 
Citigroup Global Markets have agreed to pay more than $2.96 million apiece to settle charges 
that they made false and misleading statements about a foreign exchange trading program they 
sold to investors. 
 
According to the SEC’s orders, Citigroup held a 49 percent ownership interest in Morgan 
Stanley Smith Barney at the time, and registered representatives at both firms were pitching a 
foreign exchange trading program known as “CitiFX Alpha” to Morgan Stanley customers from 
August 2010 to July 2011.  The SEC’s orders find that their written and verbal presentations 
were based on the program’s past performance and risk metrics, and they failed to adequately 
disclose that investors could be placed into the program using substantially more leverage than 
advertised and markups would be charged on each trade.  The undisclosed leverage and markups 
caused investors to suffer significant losses. 
 
The SEC’s orders find that Morgan Stanley and Citigroup violated Section 17(a)(2) of the 
Securities Act of 1933, which prohibits obtaining money or property by means of  any material 
misstatement or omission in the offer or sale of securities.  Without admitting or denying the 
SEC’s findings, Morgan Stanley and Citigroup each agreed to pay disgorgement of $624,458.27 
plus interest of $89,277.34 and a penalty of $2.25 million for a total of more than $5.9 million 
combined. 
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In the Matter of Susan M. Diamond 
Exchange Act Release No. 79848 (January 19, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2017/34-79848.pdf  
 
[Administrative Summary] 
 
Senior Executive of NJ-Based Investment Adviser Settles Charges for Making False Statements 
in SEC Filings  
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission announced that a senior executive of New Jersey-
based Saddle River Advisors, LLC (“SRA”) has agreed to settle charges that, from 2014 to 2015, 
she made false statements in required SEC filings on behalf of SRA.  
 
A Form ADV is a registration and disclosure form that investment advisers are required to file 
with the SEC that provides important information to clients and potential clients. An SEC 
investigation found that Susan M. Diamond, a Lake Worth, Florida resident, who was serving as 
SRA’s Chief Compliance Officer at the time, made false statements in multiple Forms ADV that 
she prepared, signed, and filed on behalf of SRA, which the SEC charged in March 2016 for, 
among other things, allegedly perpetrating a multi-million dollar fraud and misappropriating 
investor funds. Specifically, in Forms ADV filed on behalf of SRA in 2014 and 2015, Diamond 
represented, among other things, that three funds advised by SRA had annual audits, the audit 
reports were prepared in accordance with GAAP, and audited financial statements would be 
distributed to investors. None of these statements were true.  
 
The SEC’s order finds that, by making these untrue statements on SRA’s Forms ADV in 2014 
and 2015, Diamond violated Section 207 of the Investment Advisers Act of 1940. Without 
admitting or denying the findings in the SEC’s order, Diamond agreed to the entry of a cease-
and-desist order, a nine-month associational and penny stock suspension and investment adviser 
and company prohibition, and to pay a $15,000 penalty. Diamond has agreed further to 
limitations from acting in the securities industry in certain managerial and compliance capacities 
after the nine-month period of suspension and prohibition has ended. 
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In the Matter of Adams Capital Management, Inc. 
Advisers Act Release No. 4617 (January 17, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2017/ia-4617.pdf  

In the Matter of Aisling Capital, LLC 
Advisers Act Release No. 4616 (January 17, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2017/ia-4616.pdf  

In the Matter of Commonwealth Venture Management Corporation 
Advisers Act Release No. 4615 (January 17, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2017/ia-4615.pdf  

In the Matter of Alta Communications, Inc. 
Advisers Act Release No. 4614 (January 17, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2017/ia-4614.pdf 

Cypress Advisors, Inc. 
Advisers Act Release No. 4613 (January 17, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2017/ia-4613.pdf  

NGN Capital, LLC 
Advisers Act Release No. 4612 (January 17, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2017/ia-4612.pdf  

Lime Rock Management, LP 
Advisers Act Release No. 4611 (January 17, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2017/ia-4611.pdf  

FFL Partners, LLC 
Advisers Act Release No. 4610 (January 17, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2017/ia-4610.pdf  

The Banc Funds Company, LLC 
Advisers Act Release No. 4609 (January 17, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2017/ia-4609.pdf  

Pershing Square Capital Management, L.P. 
Advisers Act Release No. 4608 (January 17, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2017/ia-4608.pdf  
 
Press Release No. 2017-115 (January 17, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/news/pressrelease/2017-15.html  
 
[Press Release] 
 
10 Firms Violated Pay-to-Play Rule By Accepting Pension Fund Fees Following Campaign 
Contributions  
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
2017-15  
Washington D.C., Jan. 17, 2017 —  
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission announced that 10 investment advisory firms have 
agreed to pay penalties ranging from $35,000 to $100,000 to settle charges that they violated the 
SEC’s investment adviser pay-to-play rule by receiving compensation from public pension funds 
within two years after campaign contributions made by the firms’ associates. 
 
According to the SEC’s orders, investment advisers are subject to a two-year timeout from 
providing compensatory advisory services either directly to a government client or through a 
pooled investment vehicle after political contributions were made to a candidate who could 
influence the investment adviser selection process for a public pension fund or appoint someone 
with such influence.  The SEC’s orders find that these 10 firms violated the two-year timeout by 
accepting fees from city or state pension funds after their associates made campaign 
contributions to elected officials or political candidates with the potential to wield influence over 
those pension funds. 
 
Without admitting or denying the findings, the 10 firms consented to the SEC’s orders finding 
they violated Section 206(4) of the Investment Advisers Act of 1940 and Rule 206(4)-5.  The 
firms are censured and must pay the following monetary penalties: 
 

• Adams Capital Management – $45,000 
• Aisling Capital – $70,456 
• Alta Communications – $35,000 
• Commonwealth Venture Management Corporation – $75,000 
• Cypress Advisors – $35,000 
• FFL Partners – $75,000 
• Lime Rock Management – $75,000 
• NGN Capital – $100,000 
• Pershing Square Capital Management – $75,000 
• The Banc Funds Company – $75,000 
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In the Matter of Morgan Stanley Smith Barney LLC 
Exchange Act Release No. 79794 (January 13, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2017/34-79794.pdf 
 
Press Release No. 2017-12 (January 13, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/news/pressrelease/2017-12.html  
 
[Press Release] 
 
Morgan Stanley Paying $13 Million Penalty for Overbilling Clients and Violating Custody Rule  
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
2017-12  
Washington D.C., Jan. 13, 2017 —  
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission announced that Morgan Stanley Smith Barney has 
agreed to pay a $13 million penalty to settle charges that it overbilled investment advisory clients 
due to coding and other billing system errors.  The firm also violated the custody rule pertaining 
to annual surprise examinations. 
 
The SEC’s order finds that Morgan Stanley overcharged more than 149,000 advisory clients 
because it failed to adopt and implement compliance policies and procedures reasonably 
designed to ensure that clients were billed accurately according to the terms of their advisory 
agreements.  Morgan Stanley also failed to validate billing rates contained in the firm’s billing 
system against client contracts, fee billing histories, and other documentation. 
 
According to the SEC’s order, Morgan Stanley received more than $16 million in excess fees 
due to the billing errors that occurred from 2002 to 2016.  Morgan Stanley has reimbursed this 
full amount plus interest to affected clients. 
 
The SEC’s order further finds that Morgan Stanley failed to comply with the annual surprise 
custody examination requirements for two consecutive years when it did not provide its 
independent public accountant with an accurate or complete list of client funds and securities for 
examination.  Morgan Stanley also failed to maintain and preserve client contracts. 
 
Without admitting or denying the findings that it violated various provisions of the Investment 
Advisers Act of 1940 and related rules, Morgan Stanley consented to the SEC’s cease-and-desist 
order and agreed to the $13 million penalty, a censure, and undertakings related to its fee billing 
and books and records practices. 
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In the Matter of ITG, Inc. 
Securities Act Release No. 10279 (January 12, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2017/33-10279.pdf 
 
Press Release No. 2017-6 (January 12, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/news/pressrelease/2017-6.html 
 
[Press Release] 
 
ITG Paying $24 Million for Improper Handling of ADRs 
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
2017-6  
Washington D.C., Jan. 12, 2017—  
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission announced that broker ITG agreed to pay more than 
$24.4 million to settle charges that it violated federal securities laws when it prompted the 
issuance of American Depository Receipts (ADRs) without possessing the underlying foreign 
shares. 
 
ADRs are U.S. securities that represent shares of a foreign company, and for all issued ADRs 
there must be a corresponding number of foreign shares in custody.  On behalf of counterparties, 
ITG obtained ADRs from depositary banks that administer ADR programs. 
 
SEC’s order finds that ITG facilitated transactions known as “pre-releases” of ADRs to its 
counterparties without owning the foreign shares or taking the necessary steps to ensure they 
were custodied by the counterparty on whose behalf they were being obtained.  Many of the 
ADRs obtained by ITG through pre-release transactions were ultimately used to engage in short 
selling and dividend arbitrage even though they may not have been backed by foreign 
shares.  ITG’s improper handling of ADRs lasted from 2011 to 2014. 
 
The SEC’s order finds that ITG violated Section 17(a)(3) of the Securities Act of 1933 and failed 
reasonably to supervise its employees on its securities lending desk.  Without admitting or 
denying the findings, ITG agreed to be censured and pay more than $15 million in disgorgement 
plus more than $1.8 million in interest and a penalty of more than $7.5 million.  The SEC’s order 
acknowledges ITG’s cooperation in the investigation and its remedial acts.            
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SEC v. Gregory T. Dean and Donald J. Fowler 
Litigation Release No. 23715 (January 10, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/litreleases/2017/lr23715.htm  
Civil Action No. 1:17-cv-00139 (January 9, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/complaints/2017/comp-pr2017-2.pdf  
 
Press Release No. 2017-2 (January 9, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/news/pressrelease/2017-2.html  
 
[Litigation Release] 
 
SEC Charges Two Brokers With Defrauding Customers 
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission charged two New York-based brokers with 
fraudulently using an in-and-out trading strategy that was unsuitable for customers in order to 
generate hefty commissions for themselves. 
 
The SEC's complaint alleges that Gregory T. Dean and Donald J. Fowler did no reasonable 
diligence to determine whether their investment strategy involving frequent buying and selling of 
securities could deliver even a minimal profit for their customers. Their strategy, which generally 
involved selling the securities within a week or two of purchase and charging customers a 
commission for each transaction, allegedly resulted in substantial losses for 27 customers. 
 
The SEC's complaint, filed in federal court in Manhattan, charges Dean and Fowler with 
violations of Section 17(a) of the Securities Act of 1933, Section 10(b) of the Securities 
Exchange Act of 1934 and Rule 10b-5. 
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In the Matter of John W. Rafal 
Exchange Act Release No. 79755 (January 9, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2017/34-79755.pdf 

In the Matter of Peter Hershman, Esq. 
Exchange Act Release No. 79756 (January 9, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2017/34-79756.pdf  

In the Matter of Essex Financial Services, Inc. 
Exchange Act Release No. 79757 (January 9, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2017/34-79757.pdf  
 
Press Release No. 2017-3 (January 9, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/news/pressrelease/2017-3.html  
 
[Press Release] 
 
Investment Adviser, Lawyer Settle Charges in Secret Referral Fee Scheme  
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
2017-3  
Washington D.C., Jan. 9, 2017 —  
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission announced that a Connecticut-based investment 
adviser has agreed to admit wrongdoing and pay more than $575,000 to settle charges that he 
defrauded a client and then compounded his scheme by attempting to mislead SEC investigators 
while lying to other clients about the status of the SEC’s investigation. 
 
According to the SEC’s order against John W. Rafal, he secretly paid a lawyer for referring a 
legal client’s large account to Essex Financial Services, an investment advisory firm Rafal 
founded.  Instead of disclosing the referral fee arrangement to the elderly widow who owned the 
account, as required by law, Rafal and the lawyer agreed to disguise the payments as legal 
services purportedly provided by the lawyer’s firm.  After other Essex officers discovered and 
stopped Rafal’s payment arrangement, Rafal continued to secretly pay the lawyer using other 
accounts he controlled.  
 
The SEC’s order further finds that while the SEC’s investigation was ongoing, Rafal reacted to 
escalating rumors that he had committed a securities law violation by sending numerous emails 
to Essex clients falsely stating that the SEC had “fully investigated all matters” and “issued a ‘no 
action’ letter completely exonerating” him and the firm. 
 
According to the SEC’s order, Rafal also tried in vain to throw SEC enforcement investigators 
off the track.  During testimony while responding to direct questions about the referral fees, 
Rafal concealed the additional payments he made after Essex halted the arrangement and falsely 
indicated that the lawyer had returned all the money he was previously paid.  
 

44 
 

Enforcement investigators referred the suspected obstruction to the SEC’s Office of Inspector 
General, whose agents conducted a parallel investigation along with the U.S. Attorney’s Office 
for the District of Massachusetts, which announced a criminal case against Rafal for obstructing 
the proceedings of a federal agency. 
 
The lawyer involved in the payment scheme, Peter D. Hershman, agreed to pay more than 
$90,000 to settle SEC charges against him for aiding and abetting Rafal’s securities law 
violations.  Both Rafal and Hershman also agreed to be barred from the securities industry and 
from serving as an officer or director of a publicly-traded company, and they agreed to be 
permanently suspended from appearing and practicing before the SEC as attorneys.  The SEC’s 
orders prohibit them from representing clients in SEC matters, including investigations, 
litigation, or examinations, and from advising clients about SEC filing obligations or content.  
 
Rafal is no longer affiliated with Essex Financial Services, which agreed to pay more than 
$180,000 in disgorgement and interest to settle charges related to Rafal’s misconduct.  Hershman 
and Essex neither admitted nor denied the findings against them in the SEC’s orders. 
 

SEC v. Naris Chamroonrat, et al. 
Litigation Release No. 23709 (December 22, 2016) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/litreleases/2016/lr23709.htm  
Civil Action No. 2:16-cv-09403 (December 21, 2016) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/complaints/2016/comp-pr2016-273.pdf  
 
Press Release No. 2016-273 (December 22, 2016) 
https://www.sec.gov/news/pressrelease/2016-273.html  
 
[Litigation Release] 
 
SEC Charges Operators of Fake Day-Trading Firm with Defrauding Inexperienced Investors 
 
On December 21, 2016, the Securities and Exchange Commission charged two men behind a 
phony day-trading firm with pocketing more than $1.4 million in deposits from hundreds of 
defrauded investors worldwide. 
 
The SEC alleges that Naris Chamroonrat of Bangkok, Thailand, recruited Adam L. Plumer of 
Las Vegas to help him lure investors to day-trade through an unregistered brokerage firm called 
Nonko Trading with promises of generous leverage, low trading commissions, and low minimum 
deposit requirements. According to the SEC's complaint, rather than using a live securities 
trading platform, Nonko Trading provided certain investors with training accounts that merely 
simulated the placement and execution of trade orders. So when these investors sent funds to 
Nonko Trading and proceeded to place trade orders, they were never actually routed to the 
markets. The SEC alleges that investor money was instead used to fund Chamroonrat's personal 
expenses, pay Plumer and other associates, and make Ponzi-like payments to investors who 
asked to close their accounts. 
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The lawyer involved in the payment scheme, Peter D. Hershman, agreed to pay more than 
$90,000 to settle SEC charges against him for aiding and abetting Rafal’s securities law 
violations.  Both Rafal and Hershman also agreed to be barred from the securities industry and 
from serving as an officer or director of a publicly-traded company, and they agreed to be 
permanently suspended from appearing and practicing before the SEC as attorneys.  The SEC’s 
orders prohibit them from representing clients in SEC matters, including investigations, 
litigation, or examinations, and from advising clients about SEC filing obligations or content.  
 
Rafal is no longer affiliated with Essex Financial Services, which agreed to pay more than 
$180,000 in disgorgement and interest to settle charges related to Rafal’s misconduct.  Hershman 
and Essex neither admitted nor denied the findings against them in the SEC’s orders. 
 

SEC v. Naris Chamroonrat, et al. 
Litigation Release No. 23709 (December 22, 2016) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/litreleases/2016/lr23709.htm  
Civil Action No. 2:16-cv-09403 (December 21, 2016) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/complaints/2016/comp-pr2016-273.pdf  
 
Press Release No. 2016-273 (December 22, 2016) 
https://www.sec.gov/news/pressrelease/2016-273.html  
 
[Litigation Release] 
 
SEC Charges Operators of Fake Day-Trading Firm with Defrauding Inexperienced Investors 
 
On December 21, 2016, the Securities and Exchange Commission charged two men behind a 
phony day-trading firm with pocketing more than $1.4 million in deposits from hundreds of 
defrauded investors worldwide. 
 
The SEC alleges that Naris Chamroonrat of Bangkok, Thailand, recruited Adam L. Plumer of 
Las Vegas to help him lure investors to day-trade through an unregistered brokerage firm called 
Nonko Trading with promises of generous leverage, low trading commissions, and low minimum 
deposit requirements. According to the SEC's complaint, rather than using a live securities 
trading platform, Nonko Trading provided certain investors with training accounts that merely 
simulated the placement and execution of trade orders. So when these investors sent funds to 
Nonko Trading and proceeded to place trade orders, they were never actually routed to the 
markets. The SEC alleges that investor money was instead used to fund Chamroonrat's personal 
expenses, pay Plumer and other associates, and make Ponzi-like payments to investors who 
asked to close their accounts. 
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According to the SEC's complaint, the scheme deliberately targeted investors who were 
inexperienced and more likely to place unprofitable trades, making them less likely to ask to 
withdraw funds from their accounts. 
 
In a parallel action, the U.S. Attorney's Office for the District of New Jersey announced criminal 
charges against Chamroonrat. 
 
The SEC's complaint charges Chamroonrat and Plumer with violating Section 17(a) of the 
Securities Act of 1933 and Sections 10(b), 15(a)(1) and 20(b) of the Securities Exchange Act of 
1934 and Rule 10b-5. The SEC is seeking injunctions and the disgorgement of ill-gotten gains 
plus interest and penalties. 
 

In the Matter of Morgan Stanley & Co., LLC 
Exchange Act Release No. 79606 (December 20, 2016) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2016/34-79606.pdf  
 
Press Release No. 2016-269 (December 20, 2016) 
https://www.sec.gov/news/pressrelease/2016-269.html  
 
[Press Release] 
 
SEC Charges Morgan Stanley With Customer Protection Rule Violations  
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
2016-269  
Washington D.C., Dec. 20, 2016 —  
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission announced that Morgan Stanley & Co. LLC has 
agreed to pay $7.5 million to settle charges it used trades involving customer cash to lower the 
firm’s borrowing costs in violation of the SEC’s Customer Protection Rule. 
 
The Customer Protection Rule is intended to safeguard customers’ cash and securities so that 
they can be promptly returned should the broker-dealer fail.  The SEC order finds that from 
March 2013 to May 2015, Morgan Stanley’s U.S. broker-dealer used transactions with an 
affiliate to reduce the amount it was required to deposit in its customer reserve 
account.  According to the order, the transactions violated the Customer Protection Rule, which 
prohibits broker-dealers from using affiliates to reduce their customer reserve account deposit 
requirements. 
 
According to the SEC’s order, Morgan Stanley had its affiliate, Morgan Stanley Equity 
Financing Ltd., serve as a customer of its U.S. broker-dealer, a relationship that allowed the 
affiliate to use margin loans from the U.S. broker-dealer to finance the costs of hedging swap 
trades with customers.  The margin loans lowered the borrowing costs incurred to hedge these 
swap trades and reduced the U.S. broker-dealer’s customer reserve account deposit requirements 
by tens to hundreds of millions of dollars per day. 
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The SEC order finds that Morgan Stanley’s affiliated transactions violated the Customer 
Protection Rule and that as a result of inaccurately calculating its customer reserve account 
requirements, it submitted inaccurate reports to the SEC.  Morgan Stanley provided substantial 
cooperation during the SEC’s investigation and has agreed to review its compliance with the 
Customer Protection Rule and to take remedial steps to improve its calculation 
processes.  Morgan Stanley also significantly increased the amount of excess funds it maintains 
in its customer reserve account.  Without admitting or denying the findings, Morgan Stanley 
agreed to pay a $7.5 million civil penalty, to cease and desist from committing or causing any 
similar violations in the future, and to be censured. 
 

SEC v. Platinum Management (NY) LLC, et al. 
Litigation Release No. 23704 (December 20, 2016) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/litreleases/2016/lr23704.htm  
Civil Action No. 16-cv-06848 (December 19, 2016) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/complaints/2016/comp-pr2016-267.pdf  
 
Press Release No. 2016-267 (December 19, 2016) 
https://www.sec.gov/news/pressrelease/2016-267.html  
 
[Litigation Release] 
 
SEC Charges Platinum Funds and Founder with Defrauding Investors 
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission announced that on December 19, 2016, it charged the 
founder of Platinum Partners and the investment managers of two of its flagship hedge funds 
with conducting a fraudulent scheme to inflate asset values and illicitly move investor money to 
cover losses and liquidity problems. 
 
According to the SEC's complaint, filed in federal court in the Eastern District of New York, 
Mark Nordlicht, Platinum Management (NY) LLC (Platinum Management), and Platinum Credit 
Management LP (Platinum Credit) overstated the value of an oil company that was among the 
firm's largest assets, concealed a growing liquidity crisis by transferring money between the 
funds, making preferential redemptions to favored investors, and using misrepresentations to 
attract new investors to the struggling funds. The SEC's complaint further alleges that Nordlicht 
schemed with two colleagues and an executive at the Platinum funds' other major oil investment 
to rig a noteholder vote in order to divert almost $100 million from that company to help boost 
the Platinum funds. 
 
In addition to Nordlicht, Platinum Management, and Platinum Credit, the SEC complaint charges 
several other individuals for their roles in the alleged schemes: David Levy, Daniel Small, Uri 
Landesman, Joseph Mann, Joseph SanFilippo, and Jeffrey Shulse. 
 
The SEC's complaint charges the defendants with various direct and/or aiding and abetting 
violations of Section 17(a) of the Securities Act of 1933, Section 10(b) of the Securities 
Exchange Act of 1934 and Rule 10b-5 thereunder, and Sections 206(1), 206(2) and 206(4) of the 
Investment Advisers Act of 1940 and Rules 206(4)-8 thereunder. Platinum Management is also 
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2016-269  
Washington D.C., Dec. 20, 2016 —  
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agreed to pay $7.5 million to settle charges it used trades involving customer cash to lower the 
firm’s borrowing costs in violation of the SEC’s Customer Protection Rule. 
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they can be promptly returned should the broker-dealer fail.  The SEC order finds that from 
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affiliate to reduce the amount it was required to deposit in its customer reserve 
account.  According to the order, the transactions violated the Customer Protection Rule, which 
prohibits broker-dealers from using affiliates to reduce their customer reserve account deposit 
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According to the SEC’s order, Morgan Stanley had its affiliate, Morgan Stanley Equity 
Financing Ltd., serve as a customer of its U.S. broker-dealer, a relationship that allowed the 
affiliate to use margin loans from the U.S. broker-dealer to finance the costs of hedging swap 
trades with customers.  The margin loans lowered the borrowing costs incurred to hedge these 
swap trades and reduced the U.S. broker-dealer’s customer reserve account deposit requirements 
by tens to hundreds of millions of dollars per day. 
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The SEC order finds that Morgan Stanley’s affiliated transactions violated the Customer 
Protection Rule and that as a result of inaccurately calculating its customer reserve account 
requirements, it submitted inaccurate reports to the SEC.  Morgan Stanley provided substantial 
cooperation during the SEC’s investigation and has agreed to review its compliance with the 
Customer Protection Rule and to take remedial steps to improve its calculation 
processes.  Morgan Stanley also significantly increased the amount of excess funds it maintains 
in its customer reserve account.  Without admitting or denying the findings, Morgan Stanley 
agreed to pay a $7.5 million civil penalty, to cease and desist from committing or causing any 
similar violations in the future, and to be censured. 
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Mark Nordlicht, Platinum Management (NY) LLC (Platinum Management), and Platinum Credit 
Management LP (Platinum Credit) overstated the value of an oil company that was among the 
firm's largest assets, concealed a growing liquidity crisis by transferring money between the 
funds, making preferential redemptions to favored investors, and using misrepresentations to 
attract new investors to the struggling funds. The SEC's complaint further alleges that Nordlicht 
schemed with two colleagues and an executive at the Platinum funds' other major oil investment 
to rig a noteholder vote in order to divert almost $100 million from that company to help boost 
the Platinum funds. 
 
In addition to Nordlicht, Platinum Management, and Platinum Credit, the SEC complaint charges 
several other individuals for their roles in the alleged schemes: David Levy, Daniel Small, Uri 
Landesman, Joseph Mann, Joseph SanFilippo, and Jeffrey Shulse. 
 
The SEC's complaint charges the defendants with various direct and/or aiding and abetting 
violations of Section 17(a) of the Securities Act of 1933, Section 10(b) of the Securities 
Exchange Act of 1934 and Rule 10b-5 thereunder, and Sections 206(1), 206(2) and 206(4) of the 
Investment Advisers Act of 1940 and Rules 206(4)-8 thereunder. Platinum Management is also 
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charged with violating Rule Advisers Act Rule 206(4)-2. The complaint seeks disgorgement of 
ill-gotten gains plus interest and penalties as well as permanent injunctive relief. The SEC also 
obtained a TRO appointing a receiver over certain Platinum advisers and funds, together with 
other preliminary relief. 
 

In the Matter of Wilson-Davis & Company, Inc. 
Exchange Act Release No. 79580 (December 16, 2016) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2016/34-79580.pdf 

In the Matter of Anthony B. Kerrigone 
Exchange Act Release No. 79579 (December 16, 2016) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2016/34-79579.pdf 

In the Matter of Byron B. Barkley 
Exchange Act Release No. 79578 (December 16, 2016) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2016/34-79578.pdf  
 
Press Release No. 2016-266 (December 16, 2016) 
https://www.sec.gov/news/pressrelease/2016-266.html  
 
[Press Release] 
 
SEC Charges Three Individuals and Broker-Dealer With Violating Market Structure Rules  
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
2016-266  
Washington D.C., Dec. 16, 2016 —  
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission announced settled cease-and-desist proceedings 
against the CEO of a Utah-based broker-dealer and two registered persons associated with the 
firm for causing the firm’s violations of SEC market structure rules, and contested administrative 
and cease-and-desist proceeding against the firm for the alleged violations. 
 
The proceedings involve a former proprietary trader at Wilson-Davis & Co., a Utah-based 
broker-dealer, the firm’s vice president/head trader, and the firm’s CEO and 
chairman.  Regulation SHO requires that, before a broker-dealer effects a short sale, the broker-
dealer must “locate” a source of borrowable securities that can be delivered on the date that 
delivery is due.  The rule includes a limited exception for short sales executed in connection with 
bona fide market making.  From at least November 2011 to May 2013, Wilson-Davis relied on 
the bona-fide market making exception for all short sales by its proprietary trading group.  This 
reliance was improper for certain Wilson-Davis trades because much of Wilson-Davis’s 
proprietary trading activity was not, in fact, bona-fide market making.  While improperly 
availing itself of the exception, Wilson-Davis engaged in numerous short sales in over-the 
counter equity securities, which violated Rule 203(b)(1) of Regulation SHO and resulted in 
improper trading profits.  
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In addition, for its proprietary trading group, Wilson-Davis failed to: have controls and 
supervisory procedures as required by the Market Access Rule (Exchange Act Rule 15c3-5), 
which requires controls and supervisory procedures reasonably designed to manage the risks of 
having market access; or establish, document and maintain a system for regularly reviewing the 
effectiveness of the risk management controls and supervisory procedures as required by 
Exchange Act Rule 15c3-5(e).  Wilson-Davis’s CEO violated the certification requirement of the 
Market Access Rule because the certification was inadequate and he signed without being 
familiar with the rule, not knowing who at the firm was responsible for compliance with it nor 
making reasonable inquiries about the firm’s annual review and the results of any such review. 
 
This is the first time that the SEC has charged the CEO of a broker-dealer with violating the 
CEO certification requirement of the Market Access Rule.  
 
The SEC’s order instituting a settled cease-and-desist proceeding against Anthony Kerrigone, the 
former proprietary trader at Wilson-Davis, finds that Kerrigone caused Wilson-Davis’s 
violations of Rule 203(b)(1) of Regulation SHO.  Kerrigone consented to the order without 
admitting or denying the findings and agreed to cease and desist from such violations and to pay 
disgorgement of $486,840, prejudgment interest of $63,160.50, and a penalty of $50,000. 
 
The SEC’s order instituting a settled administrative proceeding against Byron Barkley, the head 
trader, and Paul Davis, the CEO, finds that Barkley caused Wilson-Davis’s violations of Rule 
203(b)(1) of Regulation SHO, Section 15(c) of the Exchange Act and Rule 15c3-5(b), (c) and (e) 
of the Market Access Rule, and Davis violated Exchange Act Rule 15c3-5(e)(2).  Barkley 
consented to the order without admitting or denying the findings and agreed to cease and desist 
from such violations and pay disgorgement of $67,710.20, prejudgment interest of $8,977.83, 
and a penalty of $50,000.  Davis consented to the order without admitting or denying the 
findings and agreed to cease and desist from such violations and to pay a penalty of $25,000. 
 
In the contested administrative and cease-and-desist proceeding against Wilson-Davis, the SEC 
Enforcement Division alleges that the firm willfully violated Rule 203(b)(1) of Regulation SHO, 
Section 15(c)(3) of the Exchange Act, and Rule 15c3-5(b), (c) and (e).  
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reliance was improper for certain Wilson-Davis trades because much of Wilson-Davis’s 
proprietary trading activity was not, in fact, bona-fide market making.  While improperly 
availing itself of the exception, Wilson-Davis engaged in numerous short sales in over-the 
counter equity securities, which violated Rule 203(b)(1) of Regulation SHO and resulted in 
improper trading profits.  
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In addition, for its proprietary trading group, Wilson-Davis failed to: have controls and 
supervisory procedures as required by the Market Access Rule (Exchange Act Rule 15c3-5), 
which requires controls and supervisory procedures reasonably designed to manage the risks of 
having market access; or establish, document and maintain a system for regularly reviewing the 
effectiveness of the risk management controls and supervisory procedures as required by 
Exchange Act Rule 15c3-5(e).  Wilson-Davis’s CEO violated the certification requirement of the 
Market Access Rule because the certification was inadequate and he signed without being 
familiar with the rule, not knowing who at the firm was responsible for compliance with it nor 
making reasonable inquiries about the firm’s annual review and the results of any such review. 
 
This is the first time that the SEC has charged the CEO of a broker-dealer with violating the 
CEO certification requirement of the Market Access Rule.  
 
The SEC’s order instituting a settled cease-and-desist proceeding against Anthony Kerrigone, the 
former proprietary trader at Wilson-Davis, finds that Kerrigone caused Wilson-Davis’s 
violations of Rule 203(b)(1) of Regulation SHO.  Kerrigone consented to the order without 
admitting or denying the findings and agreed to cease and desist from such violations and to pay 
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In the Matter of Deutsche Bank Securities, Inc. 
Securities Act Release No. 10272 (December 16, 2016) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2016/33-10272.pdf  
 
Press Release No. 2016-264 (December 16, 2016) 
https://www.sec.gov/news/pressrelease/2016-264.html  
 
[Press Release] 
 
Deutsche Bank Settles Charges of Misleading Clients About Order Router  
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
2016-264  
Washington D.C., Dec. 16, 2016 —  
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission announced that Deutsche Bank has agreed to settle 
charges that it misled clients about the performance of a core feature of its automated order 
router that primarily sent client orders to dark pools. 
 
The New York Attorney General’s office announced a parallel action, and Deutsche Bank agreed 
to admit wrongdoing and pay $18.5 million penalties to the SEC and NYAG for a total of $37 
million. 
 
According to the SEC’s order, Deutsche Bank made materially misleading statements and 
omissions concerning the Dark Pool Ranking Model feature of one of its order routers, known as 
SuperX+.  The Dark Pool Ranking Model was intended to measure execution quality and 
liquidity of venues to which it sent orders.  Deutsche Bank used the Dark Pool Ranking Model to 
determine which venues would receive orders and the sequence in which Deutsche Bank would 
send them.  Deutsche Bank described this model in its disclosures to clients and potential clients 
as the “quantitative core” of SuperX+, stating that it “smartly routes and selects optimal pools of 
liquidity on an order by order basis.”   
 
But the SEC’s order finds that due to a coding error, Deutsche Bank updated the ranking model 
just once during a two-year period, causing at least two dark pools to receive inflated rankings 
and consequently millions of orders that SuperX+ would have sent elsewhere if the system was 
operating the way Deutsche Bank had described.  The SEC’s order also finds that Deutsche Bank 
manually overrode the rankings on certain occasions and manually assigned fill rates for new 
venues based on subjective judgment that that turned out to be inconsistent with the venues’ 
actual performance. 
 
The SEC’s order finds that Deutsche Bank violated Section 17(a)(2) of the Securities Act and 
Rule 301(b)(2) of Regulation ATS.   
 
The SEC recently proposed rules to enhance order handling information available to customers 
from their broker-dealers, including details regarding how broker-dealers routed customer 
orders.  The rules would require for the first time that broker-dealers disclose the handling of 
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institutional orders to customers and expand the information included in existing retail order 
disclosures.   
 

In the Matter of TPG Advisors, LLC d/b/a The Phillips Group Advisors, et al. 
Exchange Act Release No. 79568 (December 15, 2016) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2016/34-79568.pdf 
 
[Administrative Summary] 
 
Investment Adviser Agrees to Settle Cherry-Picking Charges  
 
Investment adviser firm TPG Advisors, LLC d/b/a The Phillips Group (TPG) and its principal 
Larry M. Phillips have agreed to admit wrongdoing to settle charges that they systematically 
allocated trades to the benefit of favored clients and to the detriment of unfavored ones. The 
charges were previously announced by the SEC in April 2016.  
 
According to the SEC’s order making findings and imposing remedial sanctions, from at least 
January 2010 to August 2014, TPG and Phillips engaged in a fraudulent trade allocation practice 
known as “cherry-picking” by unfairly allocating profitable equity and options trades to at least 
six favored accounts and unfairly allocating unprofitable trades to other, disfavored client 
accounts. The SEC’s order finds that TPG’s favored clients received profits on trades that were 
virtually impossible to have achieved by chance. The SEC’s order also finds that TPG and 
Phillips had been warned about their allocations process by the third-party broker that 
maintained custody of these accounts and that the broker’s employees had, at least 5 times, 
contacted Phillips about TPG’s allocation practices, each time making suggestions that Phillips 
disregarded.  
 
The SEC’s order finds that TPG and Phillips violated Section 10(b) of the Securities Exchange 
Act of 1934 and Rule 10b-5 thereunder, and Sections 206(1), 206(2), and 207 of the Investment 
Advisers Act of 1940. TPG and Phillips agreed to a cease-and-desist order and to pay, jointly and 
severally, disgorgement, prejudgment interest, and a civil penalty totaling $328,437.70. The 
SEC’s order also imposes on Phillips permanent associational and penny stock bars and an 
investment company prohibition.  
 
The charges against TPG and Phillips were the second to arise from a data-driven enforcement 
initiative led by the Enforcement Division’s Asset Management Unit and the Los Angeles and 
Boston Regional Offices and the agency’s Division of Economic and Risk Analysis (DERA) to 
combat cherry-picking that the SEC announced in 2015.  
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In the Matter of TPG Advisors, LLC d/b/a The Phillips Group Advisors, et al. 
Exchange Act Release No. 79568 (December 15, 2016) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2016/34-79568.pdf 
 
[Administrative Summary] 
 
Investment Adviser Agrees to Settle Cherry-Picking Charges  
 
Investment adviser firm TPG Advisors, LLC d/b/a The Phillips Group (TPG) and its principal 
Larry M. Phillips have agreed to admit wrongdoing to settle charges that they systematically 
allocated trades to the benefit of favored clients and to the detriment of unfavored ones. The 
charges were previously announced by the SEC in April 2016.  
 
According to the SEC’s order making findings and imposing remedial sanctions, from at least 
January 2010 to August 2014, TPG and Phillips engaged in a fraudulent trade allocation practice 
known as “cherry-picking” by unfairly allocating profitable equity and options trades to at least 
six favored accounts and unfairly allocating unprofitable trades to other, disfavored client 
accounts. The SEC’s order finds that TPG’s favored clients received profits on trades that were 
virtually impossible to have achieved by chance. The SEC’s order also finds that TPG and 
Phillips had been warned about their allocations process by the third-party broker that 
maintained custody of these accounts and that the broker’s employees had, at least 5 times, 
contacted Phillips about TPG’s allocation practices, each time making suggestions that Phillips 
disregarded.  
 
The SEC’s order finds that TPG and Phillips violated Section 10(b) of the Securities Exchange 
Act of 1934 and Rule 10b-5 thereunder, and Sections 206(1), 206(2), and 207 of the Investment 
Advisers Act of 1940. TPG and Phillips agreed to a cease-and-desist order and to pay, jointly and 
severally, disgorgement, prejudgment interest, and a civil penalty totaling $328,437.70. The 
SEC’s order also imposes on Phillips permanent associational and penny stock bars and an 
investment company prohibition.  
 
The charges against TPG and Phillips were the second to arise from a data-driven enforcement 
initiative led by the Enforcement Division’s Asset Management Unit and the Los Angeles and 
Boston Regional Offices and the agency’s Division of Economic and Risk Analysis (DERA) to 
combat cherry-picking that the SEC announced in 2015.  
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In the Matter of State Street Bank and Trust Company 
Company Act Release No. 32390 (December 12, 2016) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2016/ic-32390.pdf 
 
[Administrative Summary] 
 
SEC Finalizes Settlement with State Street For Misleading Clients About Prices for Foreign 
Currency Exchange Trades  
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission announced a final settlement with State Street Bank 
and Trust Company as part of an overall agreement announced on July 26, 2016 with other 
federal regulators. As previously announced, State Street has agreed to pay a total of $382.4 
million to the SEC, the Department of Justice, and the Department of Labor for misleading 
mutual funds and other custody clients by applying hidden markups to foreign currency 
exchange trades.  
 
According to the SEC’s order instituting a settled administrative proceeding against State Street, 
as part of its custody bank line of business, State Street safeguards clients’ financial assets and 
offers such services as indirect foreign currency exchange trading (Indirect FX) for clients to buy 
and sell foreign currencies as needed to settle their transactions involving foreign securities. State 
Street realized substantial revenues by misleading custody clients about Indirect FX, telling some 
clients that it guaranteed the most competitive rates available on their foreign currency exchange 
trades, provided “best execution,” or charged “market rates” on the transactions. State Street 
instead set prices largely driven by predetermined, uniform markups and made no effort to obtain 
the best possible prices for these clients.  
 
The SEC’s order, in which State Street admitted certain facts, finds that State Street willfully 
violated Section 34(b) of the Investment Company Act of 1940 and caused violations of Section 
31(a) of the Investment Company Act and Rule 31a-1(b) by providing its registered investment 
company custody clients with trade confirmations and monthly transaction reports that were 
materially misleading in light of the representations it made about how it priced foreign currency 
exchange transactions. The SEC’s order requires State Street to pay $75 million in disgorgement 
plus $17.4 million in interest to harmed clients as well as a $75 million penalty.  
 
In addition to the disgorgement and penalty in the SEC order, State Street agreed to pay a $155 
million penalty to the Department of Justice and at least $60 million in settlement of claims 
brought by the Department of Labor. 
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SEC v. Stifel, Nicolaus & Co., Inc., et al. 
Litigation Release No. 23700 (December 7, 2016) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/litreleases/2016/lr23700.htm 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/litreleases/2016/lr23700-final-judgment.pdf  
Civil Action No. 2:11-cv-00755 (August 10, 2011) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/complaints/2011/comp22064.pdf 

In the Matter of David W. Noack 
Exchange Act Release No. 79503 (December 7, 2016) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2016/34-79503.pdf 
 
[Litigation Release] 
 
Stifel, Nicolaus and Former Stifel Executive Pay Over $24.5 Million and Admit Wrongdoing in 
Connection with the Sale of Synthetic CDOs to Wisconsin School Districts 
 
The SEC announced that St. Louis, Missouri-based broker-dealer, Stifel, Nicolaus & Co., Inc. 
and its former Senior Vice President David W. Noack agreed to admit wrongdoing and pay over 
$24.5 million to resolve an SEC enforcement action involving the sale of synthetic collateralized 
debt obligations (CDOs) to five Wisconsin school districts. 
 
The SEC's complaint, filed on August 10, 2011 in the U.S. District Court for the Eastern District 
of Wisconsin, alleged that Stifel and Noack harmed five Wisconsin school districts by selling 
them $200 million in unsuitably risky and complex synthetic CDOs funded largely with 
borrowed money. Ultimately, the synthetic CDOs failed and the five Wisconsin school districts 
suffered a complete loss of their cash investment. 
 
On December 6, 2016, the Honorable Charles N. Clevert, Jr. entered a final judgment 
permanently enjoining Stifel and Noack from violating Sections 17(a)(2) and 17(a)(3) of the 
Securities Act of 1933, and ordering Stifel and Noack to jointly pay disgorgement and 
prejudgment interest of $2.44 million and to each pay civil penalties of $22.5 million and 
$100,000, respectively. The judgment also requires Stifel to distribute $12.5 million of the 
ordered disgorgement and penalties to the injured school districts. This distribution, along with 
the prior Fair Fund distribution of $30.4 million in a related case instituted in September 2011 
and settlements obtained in the school districts' private lawsuit, will fully compensate the five 
Wisconsin school districts for their losses. 
 
In addition, the final judgment also recites Stifel's and Noack's admissions to misconduct that 
harmed the five Wisconsin school districts. Section VI of the final judgment reflects that Stifel 
and Noack admitted, among other things, that they made certain material misstatements to the 
school districts that overstated the safety and downplayed the risks of investing in CDOs, and 
failed to disclose certain material facts, and did not independently perform any meaningful 
suitability analysis with respect to the CDO investments. 
 
The court's entry of the final judgment resolves this litigation in its entirety. 
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them $200 million in unsuitably risky and complex synthetic CDOs funded largely with 
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suffered a complete loss of their cash investment. 
 
On December 6, 2016, the Honorable Charles N. Clevert, Jr. entered a final judgment 
permanently enjoining Stifel and Noack from violating Sections 17(a)(2) and 17(a)(3) of the 
Securities Act of 1933, and ordering Stifel and Noack to jointly pay disgorgement and 
prejudgment interest of $2.44 million and to each pay civil penalties of $22.5 million and 
$100,000, respectively. The judgment also requires Stifel to distribute $12.5 million of the 
ordered disgorgement and penalties to the injured school districts. This distribution, along with 
the prior Fair Fund distribution of $30.4 million in a related case instituted in September 2011 
and settlements obtained in the school districts' private lawsuit, will fully compensate the five 
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and Noack admitted, among other things, that they made certain material misstatements to the 
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Noack also has consented to the entry of an SEC order, based on the court's entry of judgment, 
which imposes industry and penny stock bars, with the right to reapply after five years. 
 

In the Matter of Harold D. Garrison 
Advisers Act Release No. 4584 (December 7, 2016) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2016/ia-4584.pdf  
 
[Administrative Summary] 
 
Real Estate Fund Adviser Settles Fraud Charges  
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission announced that the CEO of a now-bankrupt and 
deregistered investment adviser, Indianapolis-based HDGM Advisory Services, LLC (HDGM), 
has agreed to settle charges relating to his failure to disclose $5.8 million of prepaid fees charged 
to two real estate investment funds in 2012.  
 
An SEC investigation found that Harold D. Garrison, the CEO of HDGM, charged prepaid fees 
and then repeatedly failed to disclose those fees to the board of directors and investment 
committee of the two investment funds – GPIF-I Equity Co., Ltd. and GPIF-I Finance Co., Ltd. 
(GPIF Funds). In quarterly reports provided to the board of directors, the investment committee, 
and representatives of investors in the GPIF Funds, Garrison and HDGM repeatedly failed to 
disclose the prepaid fees in charts that purported to show all such fee activity. The prepaid fees 
were used to finance HDGM’s operations during 2012. Garrison and HDGM filed for 
bankruptcy protection in 2014.  
 
The SEC’s order finds that Garrison violated Sections 206(2) and 206(4) of the Investment 
Advisers Act of 1940 and Rule 206(4)-8 thereunder. Without admitting or denying the findings 
in the SEC’s order, Garrison agreed to a cease-and-desist order, to pay disgorgement of $1.35 
million, which will be deemed satisfied by a payment of that amount from an insurance company 
to investors, and to pay investors any residual proceeds from the sale of his residence as well as a 
civil penalty of $350,000. Garrison also agreed to an industry bar with the right to reapply after 
one year. 
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In the Matter of Pacific Investment Management Company, LLC 
Advisers Act Release No. 4577 (December 1, 2016) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2016/ia-4577.pdf 
 
Press Release No. 2016-252 (December 1, 2016) 
https://www.sec.gov/news/pressrelease/2016-252.html  
 
[Press Release] 
 
PIMCO Settles Charges of Misleading Investors About ETF Performance  
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
2016-252  
Washington D.C., Dec. 1, 2016 —  
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission announced that investment management firm Pacific 
Investment Management Company (PIMCO) agreed to retain an independent compliance 
consultant and pay nearly $20 million to settle charges that it misled investors about the 
performance of one its first actively managed exchange-traded funds (ETFs) and failed to 
accurately value certain fund securities. 
 
According to the SEC’s order issued, PIMCO’s Total Return ETF attracted significant investor 
attention as it outperformed even its flagship mutual fund in the four months following its launch 
in February 2012.  The initial performance was attributable to buying smaller-sized bonds known 
as “odd lots” as part of a strategy to help bolster performance out of the gate.  But in monthly 
and annual reports to investors, PIMCO provided other, misleading reasons for the ETF’s early 
success and failed to disclose that the resulting performance from the odd lot strategy was not 
sustainable as the fund grew in size. 
 
The SEC’s order further finds that PIMCO’s odd lot strategy caused the Total Return ETF to 
overvalue its portfolio and consequently fail to accurately price a subset of fund shares.  PIMCO 
valued these bonds using prices provided by a third-party pricing vendor for round lots, which 
are larger-sized bonds compared to odd lots.  By blindly relying on the vendor’s price for round 
lots without any reasonable basis to believe it accurately reflected what the fund would receive if 
it sold the odd lots, PIMCO overstated the Total Return ETF’s net asset value (NAV) by as much 
as 31 cents. 
 
PIMCO agreed to be censured and consented to the SEC’s order without admitting or denying 
the findings that the firm violated Sections 206(2) and 206(4) of the Investment Advisers Act of 
1940, Rules 206(4)-7 and 206(4)-8, and Section 34(b) of the Investment Company Act of 
1940.  PIMCO agreed to pay disgorgement of fees totaling $1,331,628.74 plus interest of 
$198,179.04 and a penalty of $18.3 million. 
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SEC v. Onix Capital, et al. 
Litigation Release No. 23697 (December 1, 2016) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/litreleases/2016/lr23697.htm  
Civil Action No. 1:16-cv-24678 (November 8, 2016) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/complaints/2016/comp-pr2016-250.pdf 
 
Press Release No. 2016-250 (December 1, 2016) 
https://www.sec.gov/news/pressrelease/2016-250.html  
 
[Litigation Release] 
 
SEC Charges Asset Management Fund and Manager 
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission announced fraud charges and an asset freeze against 
Miami Beach-based asset management company Onix Capital LLC and owner Alberto Chang-
Rajii, a Chilean national who fled the U.S. earlier this year. 
The SEC alleges that Chang and Onix Capital defrauded investors in promissory notes that 
"guaranteed" annual returns of 12 percent to 19 percent and bilked others who were told their 
funds would be invested in promising start-ups. Chang and Onix Capital also are alleged to have 
falsely depicted Chang as an award-winning multi-millionaire "angel" investor with an M.B.A. 
from Stanford University. 
 
According to the SEC's complaint unsealed Wednesday in U.S. District Court for the Southern 
District of Florida, Chang and Onix Capital sold more than $5.7 million in Onix promissory 
notes that they falsely claimed were guaranteed by Chang, and raised more than $1.7 million that 
Chang promised to invest in companies such as Uber, Snapchat, and Square. Instead, the SEC's 
complaint alleges that investor funds were diverted to Chang and used to pay other investors. 
 
The SEC's complaint alleges the scheme began to unravel in March when reports published in 
the U.S. and Chile exposed the misrepresentations by Chang and Onix Capital. Chang fled to 
Malta and transferred approximately $4 million, including Onix Capital investor funds, to banks 
in Malta, the United Kingdom, Switzerland, and Australia. 
 
The SEC's complaint charges Chang and Onix Capital with fraud and seeks return of allegedly 
ill-gotten gains, prejudgment interest, and financial penalties, among other relief for investors. 
The Honorable Judge Marcia G. Cooke granted the SEC's request for a temporary asset freeze 
against Onix Capital, Chang, and various relief defendants, and a hearing will be set by the court. 
The SEC's complaint alleges that Chang and Onix Capital violated Section 17(a) of the 
Securities Act of 1933, Section 10(b) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 and Rule 10b-5 
thereunder, and Section 206(4) of the Investment Advisers Act of 1940 and Rule 206-4-8(a) 
thereunder. 
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In the Matter of EZTD, Inc. 
Securities Act Release No. 10251 (November 10, 2016) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2016/33-10251.pdf 
 
Press Release No. 2016-236 (November 10, 2016) 
https://www.sec.gov/news/pressrelease/2016-236.html 
 
[Press Release] 
 
Firm Charged With Misleading Investors About Binary Options Profitability  
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
2016-236  
Washington D.C., Nov. 10, 2016 —  
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission announced that an Israeli-based firm must pay more 
than $1.7 million for misleading investors into trading binary options over the internet, and the 
agency warned that other firms may be out there actively trying to do the same thing. 
 
Binary options generally have an all-or-nothing payout structure in which investors bet on the 
increase or decrease in value of a company stock or other securities serving as the underlying 
asset.  The options contract expires after a fixed time period, and if an investor’s prediction was 
wrong then all of the investment can be lost.  
 
According to the SEC’s order issued against EZTD Inc., not only did the firm fail to register the 
binary options or register as a broker-dealer to legally sell the investment to U.S. investors in the 
first place, but it failed to disclose on its trading platforms that there was significantly greater 
potential for investors to lose rather than earn money.  EZTD instead made statements that 
extolled the profitability of trading binary options, calling it a “highly profitable trading 
platform” and “an extremely lucrative avenue for individuals who are looking to see an increase 
in income.” 
 
The SEC’s order finds that less than 3 percent of the approximately 4,000 U.S. investors who 
opened accounts with EZTD actually made any profit on their investment. 
 
The SEC issued an investor alert detailing red flags that signal binary options fraud and warning 
investors to never put in more money in an attempt to win back money they lost, which was not 
an issue in the EZTD matter.  The alert reminds investors that they may not have the full 
protection of the U.S. securities laws when they purchase binary options from an unregistered 
firm that isn’t subject to SEC oversight.  Investors can quickly and easily check the credentials of 
people selling investments and determine whether they are registered by using the SEC’s 
investor.gov website. 
 
The SEC’s order against EZTD finds that it violated Sections 5(a), 5(c) and 17(a)(2) of the 
Securities Act of 1933 and Section 15(a)(1) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934.  Without 
admitting or denying the findings, EZTD agreed to forfeit approximately $1.5 million in 
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first place, but it failed to disclose on its trading platforms that there was significantly greater 
potential for investors to lose rather than earn money.  EZTD instead made statements that 
extolled the profitability of trading binary options, calling it a “highly profitable trading 
platform” and “an extremely lucrative avenue for individuals who are looking to see an increase 
in income.” 
 
The SEC’s order finds that less than 3 percent of the approximately 4,000 U.S. investors who 
opened accounts with EZTD actually made any profit on their investment. 
 
The SEC issued an investor alert detailing red flags that signal binary options fraud and warning 
investors to never put in more money in an attempt to win back money they lost, which was not 
an issue in the EZTD matter.  The alert reminds investors that they may not have the full 
protection of the U.S. securities laws when they purchase binary options from an unregistered 
firm that isn’t subject to SEC oversight.  Investors can quickly and easily check the credentials of 
people selling investments and determine whether they are registered by using the SEC’s 
investor.gov website. 
 
The SEC’s order against EZTD finds that it violated Sections 5(a), 5(c) and 17(a)(2) of the 
Securities Act of 1933 and Section 15(a)(1) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934.  Without 
admitting or denying the findings, EZTD agreed to forfeit approximately $1.5 million in 
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revenues obtained from U.S. customers and pay a $200,000 penalty.  EZTD no longer sells 
binary options in the U.S. market. 
 

SEC v. David R. Bergstein 
Civil Action No. 1:16-cv-08701 (November 9, 2016) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/complaints/2016/comp-pr2016-235.pdf  
 
Press Release No. 2016-235 (November 9, 2016) 
https://www.sec.gov/news/pressrelease/2016-235.html 
 
[Press Release] 
 
Movie Producer Charged With Defrauding Hedge Fund Investors  
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
2016-235  
Washington D.C., Nov. 9, 2016 —  
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission charged a former movie producer and self-proclaimed 
private equity executive with defrauding investors in hedge funds and using the money he stole 
to support his extravagant lifestyle. 
 
According to the SEC’s complaint, David R. Bergstein of Hidden Hills, California, stole millions 
from investors in 2011 and 2012 and used the money for purchases with a firearms dealer, an 
antique watch and jewelry retailer, and a bonsai tree nursery.  The SEC’s complaint alleges that 
the scheme relied on a series of intricate transactions by Weston Capital Asset Management, then 
a registered investment adviser, with two of its unregistered hedge funds, Weston Capital 
Partners Master Fund II Ltd. and the Wimbledon Fund SPC Class TT Segregated Portfolio.  
 
In one transaction, the SEC alleges that Bergstein misappropriated at least $2.3 million of money 
that was purportedly meant for investments in medical-billing businesses and helped Weston 
Capital Asset Management conceal the true nature of the transaction from Weston investors.  In a 
second allegedly fraudulent transaction, Bergstein stole more than $3.5 million of funds also 
purportedly meant, in part, for investments in medical-billing businesses. 
 
In a parallel action, the U.S. Attorney’s Office for the Southern District of New York announced 
criminal charges against Bergstein and Keith D. Wellner, who was formerly Weston Capital 
Asset Management’s general counsel, chief compliance officer, and chief operating 
officer.  Wellner previously settled SEC charges filed in federal district court in Florida and has 
been barred from working in the securities industry. 
 
The SEC’s complaint charges Bergstein with violating Section 10(b) of the Securities Exchange 
Act and Rules 10b-5(a) and (c) and aiding and abetting violations by Weston Capital Asset 
Management of Section 206 of the Investment Advisers Act of 1940 and Rule 206(4)-8.  The 
SEC is seeking injunctions, the return of allegedly ill-gotten gains, and monetary penalties. 
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In the Matter of Henning-Carey Proprietary Trading, LLC 
Exchange Act Release No. 79175 (October 27, 2016) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2016/34-79175.pdf 
 
[Administrative Summary] 
 
Henning-Carey Proprietary Trading Settles Unregistered Government Securities Dealer Charge  
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission announced that Henning-Carey Proprietary Trading, 
LLC n/k/a HC Technologies, LLC has agreed to pay $110,000 to settle a charge that it acted as 
an unregistered government securities dealer.  
 
The Securities Exchange Act of 1934 requires that government securities dealers who effect 
transactions in or induce the purchase or sale of government securities must be registered with 
the Commission. An SEC investigation found that from September 2009 through October 2011, 
Henning-Carey engaged in the business of buying and selling U.S. Treasury securities for its 
own account as a market maker on a platform for U.S. treasuries trading, and received valuable 
incentives from the trading platform’s operators in exchange for those activities. Despite 
engaging in these activities, Henning-Carey failed to register with the Commission as a 
government securities dealer.  
 
The SEC’s order instituting a settled administrative proceeding finds that Henning-Carey 
operated as an unregistered government securities dealer in violation of Section 15C(a) of the 
Exchange Act. Henning Carey consented to the order without admitting or denying the findings, 
and agreed to cease and desist from such violations, to a censure and to pay a $110,000 civil 
penalty. 
 

In the Matter of John Leo Valentine 
Exchange Act Release No. 79126 (October 20, 2016) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2016/34-79126.pdf 
 
[Administrative Summary] 
 
SEC Charges Bay Area Investment Adviser With Failing To Disclose Conflict of Interest  
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission announced that it charged John Leo Valentine, the 
founder and president of former registered investment adviser firm Valentine Capital Asset 
Management, Inc. (VCAM) based in Northern California, with failing to disclose a financial 
conflict of interest when making an investment recommendation and making other misleading 
statements to his advisory clients. The SEC previously charged Valentine and VCAM in 2010 
for failing to fully and adequately disclose a material conflict of interest. VCAM has withdrawn 
its registration as an investment adviser with the SEC and has ceased all operations.  
 
According to the SEC’s order instituting settled administrative and cease-and-desist proceedings, 
between late 2011 and 2012, Valentine recommended that his clients sell shares of a fund named 
Bridgeton Global Directional Fund, LP and buy shares of another fund he created named Valt 
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[Press Release] 
 
Movie Producer Charged With Defrauding Hedge Fund Investors  
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
2016-235  
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The Securities and Exchange Commission charged a former movie producer and self-proclaimed 
private equity executive with defrauding investors in hedge funds and using the money he stole 
to support his extravagant lifestyle. 
 
According to the SEC’s complaint, David R. Bergstein of Hidden Hills, California, stole millions 
from investors in 2011 and 2012 and used the money for purchases with a firearms dealer, an 
antique watch and jewelry retailer, and a bonsai tree nursery.  The SEC’s complaint alleges that 
the scheme relied on a series of intricate transactions by Weston Capital Asset Management, then 
a registered investment adviser, with two of its unregistered hedge funds, Weston Capital 
Partners Master Fund II Ltd. and the Wimbledon Fund SPC Class TT Segregated Portfolio.  
 
In one transaction, the SEC alleges that Bergstein misappropriated at least $2.3 million of money 
that was purportedly meant for investments in medical-billing businesses and helped Weston 
Capital Asset Management conceal the true nature of the transaction from Weston investors.  In a 
second allegedly fraudulent transaction, Bergstein stole more than $3.5 million of funds also 
purportedly meant, in part, for investments in medical-billing businesses. 
 
In a parallel action, the U.S. Attorney’s Office for the Southern District of New York announced 
criminal charges against Bergstein and Keith D. Wellner, who was formerly Weston Capital 
Asset Management’s general counsel, chief compliance officer, and chief operating 
officer.  Wellner previously settled SEC charges filed in federal district court in Florida and has 
been barred from working in the securities industry. 
 
The SEC’s complaint charges Bergstein with violating Section 10(b) of the Securities Exchange 
Act and Rules 10b-5(a) and (c) and aiding and abetting violations by Weston Capital Asset 
Management of Section 206 of the Investment Advisers Act of 1940 and Rule 206(4)-8.  The 
SEC is seeking injunctions, the return of allegedly ill-gotten gains, and monetary penalties. 
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In the Matter of Henning-Carey Proprietary Trading, LLC 
Exchange Act Release No. 79175 (October 27, 2016) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2016/34-79175.pdf 
 
[Administrative Summary] 
 
Henning-Carey Proprietary Trading Settles Unregistered Government Securities Dealer Charge  
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission announced that Henning-Carey Proprietary Trading, 
LLC n/k/a HC Technologies, LLC has agreed to pay $110,000 to settle a charge that it acted as 
an unregistered government securities dealer.  
 
The Securities Exchange Act of 1934 requires that government securities dealers who effect 
transactions in or induce the purchase or sale of government securities must be registered with 
the Commission. An SEC investigation found that from September 2009 through October 2011, 
Henning-Carey engaged in the business of buying and selling U.S. Treasury securities for its 
own account as a market maker on a platform for U.S. treasuries trading, and received valuable 
incentives from the trading platform’s operators in exchange for those activities. Despite 
engaging in these activities, Henning-Carey failed to register with the Commission as a 
government securities dealer.  
 
The SEC’s order instituting a settled administrative proceeding finds that Henning-Carey 
operated as an unregistered government securities dealer in violation of Section 15C(a) of the 
Exchange Act. Henning Carey consented to the order without admitting or denying the findings, 
and agreed to cease and desist from such violations, to a censure and to pay a $110,000 civil 
penalty. 
 

In the Matter of John Leo Valentine 
Exchange Act Release No. 79126 (October 20, 2016) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2016/34-79126.pdf 
 
[Administrative Summary] 
 
SEC Charges Bay Area Investment Adviser With Failing To Disclose Conflict of Interest  
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission announced that it charged John Leo Valentine, the 
founder and president of former registered investment adviser firm Valentine Capital Asset 
Management, Inc. (VCAM) based in Northern California, with failing to disclose a financial 
conflict of interest when making an investment recommendation and making other misleading 
statements to his advisory clients. The SEC previously charged Valentine and VCAM in 2010 
for failing to fully and adequately disclose a material conflict of interest. VCAM has withdrawn 
its registration as an investment adviser with the SEC and has ceased all operations.  
 
According to the SEC’s order instituting settled administrative and cease-and-desist proceedings, 
between late 2011 and 2012, Valentine recommended that his clients sell shares of a fund named 
Bridgeton Global Directional Fund, LP and buy shares of another fund he created named Valt 
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LP. However, Valentine failed to disclose that he had a financial incentive to make the 
recommendation because he had recently lost the ability to earn approximately $1 million per 
year in commissions based on client investments in the Bridgeton fund, but would be 
compensated based on client investments in Valt.  
 
Also according to the SEC’s order, Valentine misled his clients when he told them that VCAM 
terminated its prior custodian after conducting a year-long independent review and determining 
that moving to a new custodian would benefit clients. In reality, the prior custodian had 
terminated its relationship with VCAM due in part to concerns about the SEC’s 2010 
enforcement action against Valentine and VCAM.  
 
The SEC’s order finds that Valentine violated section 206(2) of the Investment Advisers Act of 
1940. Without admitting or denying the findings in the SEC’s order, Valentine consented to 
entry of a cease-and-desist order, to be barred from the securities industry with a right to apply 
for reentry after two years, and to pay a $140,000 penalty. 
 

In the Matter of Lia Yaffar-Pena 
Exchange Act Release No. 79124 (October 19, 2016) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2016/34-79124.pdf  
 
[Administrative Summary] 
 
Former Miami Brokerage Firm CEO Settles with SEC for Violating Anti-Money Laundering 
Protocols  
 
The former president and CEO of a Miami-based brokerage firm agreed to a one-year 
supervisory suspension and  payment of a $50,000 penalty to settle charges that she aided and 
abetted and caused violations of anti-money laundering (AML) rules by allowing foreign entities 
to buy and sell securities without verifying the identities of the non-U.S. citizens who 
beneficially owned them.  
 
The SEC brought an enforcement action earlier this year against the firm, E.S. Financial, which 
settled the charges by paying a $1 million penalty.  
 
According to the SEC’s order instituted against former E.S. Financial president and CEO Lia 
Yaffar-Pena:  
 

• From May 2003 to August 2013, Yaffar-Pena aided and abetted and caused the firm’s 
violations of the requirements set forth in the customer identification program (CIP) rule 
by allowing non-U.S. citizens to trade through a brokerage account opened by a Central 
American bank affiliated with the firm.  

 
• Federal law requires all financial institutions to maintain an adequate CIP to ensure the 

firms know their customers and do not become a conduit for money laundering or 
terrorist financing.  
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• As the firm’s president and CEO, Yaffar-Pena was ultimately responsible for the firm’s 

AML program, CIP procedures, and supervision of the firm’s AML officer and chief 
compliance officer.  

 
• Despite knowing that non-U.S. citizens were trading on their own behalf through the 

affiliated account, Yaffar-Pena permitted 13 foreign corporate entities and, in turn, 23 
non-U.S. citizens who were their beneficial owners, to execute more than $23 million in 
securities transactions through the Central American bank’s brokerage account without 
ever verifying their identities as required by the CIP rule.  

 
The SEC’s order finds that Yaffar-Pena willfully aided and abetted and caused E.S. Financial’s 
violations of Section 17(a) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 and Rule 17a-8 thereunder, 
which require a broker-dealer to comply with the reporting, recordkeeping, and record retention 
requirements in regulations implemented under the Bank Secrecy Act, including the 
requirements in the CIP rule applicable to broker-dealers. The order also finds that Yaffar Pena 
willfully aided and abetted and caused the firm’s violations of Exchange Act Rules 17a-3(a)(3) 
and (9) and 17a-4(a) and (b)(1), which require broker-dealers to create and maintain customer 
account records.  
 
Without admitting or denying the findings in the SEC’s order, Yaffar-Pena consented to the 
entry of a cease and desist order, a one-year supervisory suspension, and payment of a $50,000 
penalty. 
 

In the Matter of Bank Leumi le-Israel B.M., et al. 
Exchange Act Release No. 79113 (October 18, 2016) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2016/34-79113.pdf  
 
Press Release No. 2016-220 (October 18, 2016) 
https://www.sec.gov/news/pressrelease/2016-220.html 
 
[Press Release] 
 
SEC Charges Bank Leumi With Conducting Unregistered U.S. Cross-Border Business  
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
2016-220  
Washington D.C., Oct. 18, 2016 —  
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission announced that Israeli-based Bank Leumi has agreed 
to pay $1.6 million and admit wrongdoing to settle charges that it provided investment advice 
and induced securities transactions for U.S. customers for more than a decade without registering 
as an investment adviser or broker-dealer as required under U.S. securities laws. 
 
The SEC’s order finds that Bank Leumi maintained several hundred securities accounts that were 
beneficially owned by U.S. customers and managed more than $500 million in securities assets 
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LP. However, Valentine failed to disclose that he had a financial incentive to make the 
recommendation because he had recently lost the ability to earn approximately $1 million per 
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compensated based on client investments in Valt.  
 
Also according to the SEC’s order, Valentine misled his clients when he told them that VCAM 
terminated its prior custodian after conducting a year-long independent review and determining 
that moving to a new custodian would benefit clients. In reality, the prior custodian had 
terminated its relationship with VCAM due in part to concerns about the SEC’s 2010 
enforcement action against Valentine and VCAM.  
 
The SEC’s order finds that Valentine violated section 206(2) of the Investment Advisers Act of 
1940. Without admitting or denying the findings in the SEC’s order, Valentine consented to 
entry of a cease-and-desist order, to be barred from the securities industry with a right to apply 
for reentry after two years, and to pay a $140,000 penalty. 
 

In the Matter of Lia Yaffar-Pena 
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[Administrative Summary] 
 
Former Miami Brokerage Firm CEO Settles with SEC for Violating Anti-Money Laundering 
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The former president and CEO of a Miami-based brokerage firm agreed to a one-year 
supervisory suspension and  payment of a $50,000 penalty to settle charges that she aided and 
abetted and caused violations of anti-money laundering (AML) rules by allowing foreign entities 
to buy and sell securities without verifying the identities of the non-U.S. citizens who 
beneficially owned them.  
 
The SEC brought an enforcement action earlier this year against the firm, E.S. Financial, which 
settled the charges by paying a $1 million penalty.  
 
According to the SEC’s order instituted against former E.S. Financial president and CEO Lia 
Yaffar-Pena:  
 

• From May 2003 to August 2013, Yaffar-Pena aided and abetted and caused the firm’s 
violations of the requirements set forth in the customer identification program (CIP) rule 
by allowing non-U.S. citizens to trade through a brokerage account opened by a Central 
American bank affiliated with the firm.  

 
• Federal law requires all financial institutions to maintain an adequate CIP to ensure the 

firms know their customers and do not become a conduit for money laundering or 
terrorist financing.  
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• As the firm’s president and CEO, Yaffar-Pena was ultimately responsible for the firm’s 

AML program, CIP procedures, and supervision of the firm’s AML officer and chief 
compliance officer.  

 
• Despite knowing that non-U.S. citizens were trading on their own behalf through the 

affiliated account, Yaffar-Pena permitted 13 foreign corporate entities and, in turn, 23 
non-U.S. citizens who were their beneficial owners, to execute more than $23 million in 
securities transactions through the Central American bank’s brokerage account without 
ever verifying their identities as required by the CIP rule.  

 
The SEC’s order finds that Yaffar-Pena willfully aided and abetted and caused E.S. Financial’s 
violations of Section 17(a) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 and Rule 17a-8 thereunder, 
which require a broker-dealer to comply with the reporting, recordkeeping, and record retention 
requirements in regulations implemented under the Bank Secrecy Act, including the 
requirements in the CIP rule applicable to broker-dealers. The order also finds that Yaffar Pena 
willfully aided and abetted and caused the firm’s violations of Exchange Act Rules 17a-3(a)(3) 
and (9) and 17a-4(a) and (b)(1), which require broker-dealers to create and maintain customer 
account records.  
 
Without admitting or denying the findings in the SEC’s order, Yaffar-Pena consented to the 
entry of a cease and desist order, a one-year supervisory suspension, and payment of a $50,000 
penalty. 
 

In the Matter of Bank Leumi le-Israel B.M., et al. 
Exchange Act Release No. 79113 (October 18, 2016) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2016/34-79113.pdf  
 
Press Release No. 2016-220 (October 18, 2016) 
https://www.sec.gov/news/pressrelease/2016-220.html 
 
[Press Release] 
 
SEC Charges Bank Leumi With Conducting Unregistered U.S. Cross-Border Business  
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
2016-220  
Washington D.C., Oct. 18, 2016 —  
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission announced that Israeli-based Bank Leumi has agreed 
to pay $1.6 million and admit wrongdoing to settle charges that it provided investment advice 
and induced securities transactions for U.S. customers for more than a decade without registering 
as an investment adviser or broker-dealer as required under U.S. securities laws. 
 
The SEC’s order finds that Bank Leumi maintained several hundred securities accounts that were 
beneficially owned by U.S. customers and managed more than $500 million in securities assets 
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for U.S. customers.  To manage and mitigate the risk of violating U.S. laws, Bank Leumi began 
exiting the U.S. cross border business in 2008.  But despite these efforts, approximately 100 U.S. 
customer securities accounts remained open with the bank three years later, and bank employees 
continued to have contact with U.S. customers. 
 
The SEC’s order finds that Bank Leumi made $3.3727 million in profits from its U.S. cross-
border business.  Bank Leumi disgorged $3.307 million of those profits in a deferred prosecution 
agreement with the U.S. Justice Department in December 2014.  Bank Leumi must disgorge the 
remaining $65,700 in its settlement with the SEC plus $8,713.20 in interest and a $1,517,715 
penalty. 
 
The SEC’s order finds that Bank Leumi le-Israel B.M, Leumi Private Bank, and Bank Leumi 
(Luxembourg) S.A. violated Section 15(a) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934.  Leumi 
Private Bank also violated Section 203(a) of the Investment Advisers Act of 1940.  Bank Leumi 
agreed to admit the facts in the SEC’s order, acknowledge that its conduct violated the federal 
securities laws, and accept a censure and a cease-and-desist order.  
 

In the Matter of Deutsche Bank Securities Inc. 
Exchange Act Release No. 79083 (October 12, 2016) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2016/34-79083.pdf  
 
Press Release No. 2016-213 (October 12, 2016) 
https://www.sec.gov/news/pressrelease/2016-213.html 
 
[Press Release] 
 
SEC: Deutsche Bank Failed to Properly Safeguard Research Information  
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
2016-213  
Washington D.C., Oct. 12, 2016 —  
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission announced that Deutsche Bank Securities has agreed 
to pay a $9.5 million penalty for failing to properly safeguard material nonpublic information 
generated by its research analysts.  Deutsche Bank also published an improper research report 
and failed to properly preserve and provide certain electronic records sought by the SEC during 
its investigation. 
  
According to the SEC’s order, Deutsche Bank encouraged its equity research analysts to 
communicate frequently with customers as well as its own sales and trading personnel, but 
lacked adequate policies and procedures to prevent analysts from disclosing yet-to-be-published 
views and analyses, changes in estimates, and short-term trade recommendations during morning 
calls, trading day squawks, idea dinners, and non-deal road shows. 
  
The SEC’s order also finds that Deutsche Bank issued a research report with a “BUY” rating for 
discount retailer Big Lots that was inconsistent with the personal view of the analyst who 
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prepared and certified it as true despite privately telling others that Big Lots should have been 
downgraded.  The analyst was charged by the SEC earlier this year. 
  
According to the SEC’s order, the electronic records at issue were certain communications that 
took place on Deutsche Bank’s internal messaging system known as DB Chat.  Deutsche Bank 
could not represent that it had recovered all of the DB Chat communications involving equity 
research personnel during the relevant period because the firm failed for multiple years to 
properly preserve them in an accessible place. 
  
Deutsche Bank consented to the entry of the SEC’s order without admitting or denying the 
findings.  In addition to the financial penalty, Deutsche Bank agreed to be censured and must 
cease and desist from committing or causing violations and any future violations of Sections 
15(g) and 17(a) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 and Rule 17a-4 as well as Rule 501 of 
Regulation AC. 
 

SEC v. Laurence I. Balter D/B/A Oracle Investment Research 
Securities Act Release No. 10228 (October 4, 2016) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2016/33-10228.pdf 
 
Press Release No. 2016-209 (October 4, 2016) 
https://www.sec.gov/news/pressrelease/2016-209.html 
 
[Press Release] 
 
Investment Adviser Charged With Cherry-Picking and Misleading Clients 
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
2016-209  
Washington D.C., Oct. 4, 2016 —  
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission announced fraud charges against an investment 
adviser accused of “cherry-picking” profitable trades for his own account rather than a client’s 
accounts, and misleading seniors and other clients about the fees he charged and the risks in 
investments he recommended. 
  
The SEC Enforcement Division alleges that Laurence I. Balter and his Kihei, Hawaii-based firm 
Oracle Investment Research purchased equities and options in an omnibus account and waited to 
allocate the trades until after they were executed and Balter knew whether they were 
profitable.  Balter allegedly allocated profitable trades to his own accounts and unprofitable 
trades to his client accounts. 
  
The SEC Enforcement Division further alleges that Balter falsely told clients invested in his 
affiliated mutual fund they would not pay both advisory fees and fund management fees, yet he 
charged both fees anyway.  Balter also allegedly made trades for the mutual fund that deviated 
from two of its fundamental investment limitations and ultimately resulted in a non-diversified 
portfolio that caused significant losses to investors. 
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its investigation. 
  
According to the SEC’s order, Deutsche Bank encouraged its equity research analysts to 
communicate frequently with customers as well as its own sales and trading personnel, but 
lacked adequate policies and procedures to prevent analysts from disclosing yet-to-be-published 
views and analyses, changes in estimates, and short-term trade recommendations during morning 
calls, trading day squawks, idea dinners, and non-deal road shows. 
  
The SEC’s order also finds that Deutsche Bank issued a research report with a “BUY” rating for 
discount retailer Big Lots that was inconsistent with the personal view of the analyst who 
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prepared and certified it as true despite privately telling others that Big Lots should have been 
downgraded.  The analyst was charged by the SEC earlier this year. 
  
According to the SEC’s order, the electronic records at issue were certain communications that 
took place on Deutsche Bank’s internal messaging system known as DB Chat.  Deutsche Bank 
could not represent that it had recovered all of the DB Chat communications involving equity 
research personnel during the relevant period because the firm failed for multiple years to 
properly preserve them in an accessible place. 
  
Deutsche Bank consented to the entry of the SEC’s order without admitting or denying the 
findings.  In addition to the financial penalty, Deutsche Bank agreed to be censured and must 
cease and desist from committing or causing violations and any future violations of Sections 
15(g) and 17(a) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 and Rule 17a-4 as well as Rule 501 of 
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Press Release No. 2016-209 (October 4, 2016) 
https://www.sec.gov/news/pressrelease/2016-209.html 
 
[Press Release] 
 
Investment Adviser Charged With Cherry-Picking and Misleading Clients 
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
2016-209  
Washington D.C., Oct. 4, 2016 —  
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission announced fraud charges against an investment 
adviser accused of “cherry-picking” profitable trades for his own account rather than a client’s 
accounts, and misleading seniors and other clients about the fees he charged and the risks in 
investments he recommended. 
  
The SEC Enforcement Division alleges that Laurence I. Balter and his Kihei, Hawaii-based firm 
Oracle Investment Research purchased equities and options in an omnibus account and waited to 
allocate the trades until after they were executed and Balter knew whether they were 
profitable.  Balter allegedly allocated profitable trades to his own accounts and unprofitable 
trades to his client accounts. 
  
The SEC Enforcement Division further alleges that Balter falsely told clients invested in his 
affiliated mutual fund they would not pay both advisory fees and fund management fees, yet he 
charged both fees anyway.  Balter also allegedly made trades for the mutual fund that deviated 
from two of its fundamental investment limitations and ultimately resulted in a non-diversified 
portfolio that caused significant losses to investors. 
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The SEC Enforcement Division alleges that Balter violated Section 10(b) of the Securities 
Exchange Act of 1934 and Rule 10b-5, Section 17(a) of the Securities Act of 1933, Sections 
206(1), 206(2), 206(4) and 207 of the Investment Advisers Act of 1940 and Rule 206(4)-8, and 
Sections 13(a) and 34(b) of the Investment Company Act of 1940.  The matter will be scheduled 
for a public hearing before an administrative law judge, who will prepare an initial decision 
stating what, if any, remedial actions are appropriate. 
 
  
ACTIONS INVOLVING THE FOREIGN CORRUPT PRACTICES ACT  
 
The SEC brought enforcement actions for violations of the anti-bribery and/or the books and 
records and internal accounting controls provisions of the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act against 
individuals and U.S. and foreign-based entities, often with cooperation and in coordination with 
other domestic and international law enforcement and regulators worldwide.  Cases involved 
misconduct in countries around the globe, including Angola, Bangladesh, Brazil, Chad, China, 
Chile, the Democratic Republic of Congo, the Dominican Republic, Egypt, Indonesia, India, 
Macedonia, Mexico, Montenegro, Mozambique, Niger, Guinea, Russia, Saudi Arabia, Thailand, 
Ukraine, and Uzbekistan.  These actions involved companies in the pharmaceutical, medical 
device, telecommunications, petrochemical, chemical and mining, financial services, military 
aircraft, and chocolate-product industries.  These cases resulted in significant monetary relief in 
the form of disgorgement and penalties. 
 

In the Matter of Telia Company AB 
Exchange Act Release No. 81669 (September 21, 2017) 
AAE Release No. 3898 (September 21, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2017/34-81669.pdf 
 
Press Release No. 2017-171 (September 21, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/news/press-release/2017-171  
 
[Press Release] 
 
Telecommunications Company Paying $965 Million For FCPA Violations 
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
2017-171  
Washington D.C., Sept. 21, 2017—  
 
Sweden-based telecommunications provider Telia Company AB has agreed to pay $965 million 
in a global settlement with the Securities and Exchange Commission, U.S. Department of 
Justice, and Dutch and Swedish law enforcement to resolve charges related to violations of the 
Foreign Corrupt Practices Act (FCPA) to win business in Uzbekistan. 
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According to the SEC’s order, Telia entered the Uzbek telecommunications market by offering 
and paying at least $330 million in bribes to a shell company under the guise of payments for 
lobbying and consulting services that never actually occurred.  The shell company was controlled 
by an Uzbek government official who was a family member of the President of Uzbekistan and 
in a position to exert significant influence over other Uzbek officials, causing them to take 
official actions to benefit Telia’s business in Uzbekistan. 
 
Telia consented to the SEC’s order requiring the company to pay $457 million in disgorgement, 
and the company also agreed to pay a criminal fine of more than $508 million imposed by the 
Department of Justice.  Portions of each amount could be offset by payments made in overseas 
settlements or proceedings brought by the Dutch Openbaar Ministerie or the Swedish 
Åklagarmyndigheten.  Telia’s overall payment to the four agencies must be at least $965 million. 
 

SEC v. Elek Straub, et al. 
Press Release No. 2017-81 (April 24, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/news/press-release/2017-81 
Civil Action No. 11-cv-9645 (December 29, 2011) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/complaints/2011/comp22213-ex.pdf 
 
[Press Release] 
 
Telecom Executives Agree to Pay Penalties for FCPA Violations 
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
2017-81  
Washington D.C., April 24, 2017—  
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission announced that two former executives at Hungarian-
based telecommunications company Magyar Telekom have agreed to pay financial penalties and 
accept officer-and-director bars to settle a previously-filed SEC case alleging they violated the 
Foreign Corrupt Practices Act (FCPA). 
 
Magyar Telekom paid a $95 million penalty in December 2011 to settle parallel civil and 
criminal charges that the company bribed officials in Macedonia and Montenegro to win 
business and shut out competition in the telecommunications industry.  The SEC’s complaint 
also charged the company’s former CEO Elek Straub and former chief strategy officer Andras 
Balogh with orchestrating the use of sham contracts to funnel millions of dollars in corrupt 
payments.  The two executives were set to stand trial this month. 
 
Straub has agreed to pay a $250,000 penalty and Balogh has agreed to pay a $150,000 
penalty.  Both executives agreed to a five-year bar from serving as an officer or director of any 
SEC-registered public company.  The settlements are subject to court approval. 
 
A third Magyar Telekom executive charged in the SEC’s complaint, former director of business 
development and acquisitions Tamas Morvai, agreed to a settlement that was approved by the 
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court in February requiring him to pay a $60,000 penalty for falsifying the company’s books and 
records in connection with the bribery scheme. 
 

SEC v. Michael L. Cohen and Vanya Baros 
Litigation Release No. 23728 (January 26, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/litreleases/2017/lr23728.htm  
Civil Action No. 1:17-cv-00430 (January 26, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/complaints/2017/comp23728.pdf 
 
Press Release No. 2017-34 (January 26, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/news/pressrelease/2017-34.html   
 
[Litigation Release] 
 
SEC Charges Two Former Och-Ziff Executives with FCPA Violations 
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission charged two former executives at Och-Ziff Capital 
Management Group with being the driving forces behind a far-reaching bribery scheme that 
violated the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act (FCPA). 
 
Och-Ziff and two other executives previously settled charges against them in the case. 
 
The SEC's complaint filed alleges that Michael L. Cohen, who headed Och-Ziff's European 
office, and an investment executive on Africa-related deals, Vanja Baros, caused tens of millions 
of dollars in bribes to be paid to high-level government officials in Africa. Their alleged 
misconduct induced the Libyan Investment Authority sovereign wealth fund to invest in Och-
Ziff managed funds. Cohen and Baros also allegedly directed illicit efforts to secure mining deals 
to benefit Och-Ziff by directing bribes to corruptly influence government officials in Chad, 
Niger, Guinea, and the Democratic Republic of the Congo. 
 
The Commission's complaint alleges that Cohen and Baros violated Sections 30A and 13(b)(5) 
of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 (Exchange Act)and Rule 13b2-1, aided and abetted Och-
Ziff's violations of Sections 30A and 13(b)(2)(A) of the Exchange Act, and aided and abetted or 
caused OZ Management's violations of Sections 206(1), 206(2) and 206(4) of the Investment 
Advisers Act of 1940 (Advisers Act), and Rule 206(4)-8 thereunder, and that Cohen also violated 
Section 206(1) of the Advisers Act. 
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In the Matter of Orthofix International N.V. (FCPA) 
Exchange Act Release No. 79828 (January 18, 2017) 
AAE Release No. 3851 (January 18, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2017/34-79828.pdf  

In the Matter of Orthofix International N.V (Accounting) 
Securities Act Release No. 10281 (January 18, 2017) 
AAE Release No. 3845 (January 18, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2017/33-10281.pdf 

In the Matter of Jeffrey Hammel, CPA 
Securities Act Release No. 10282 (January 18, 2017) 
AAE Release No. 3846 (January 18, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2017/33-10282.pdf  

In the Matter of Kenneth Mack and Bryan McMillan 
Exchange Act Release No. 79820 (January 18, 2017) 
AAE Release No. 3848 (January 18, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2017/34-79820.pdf  

In the Matter of Brian McCollum 
Exchange Act Release No. 79819 (January 18, 2017) 
AAE Release No. 3847 (January 18, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2017/34-79819.pdf  
 
Press Release No. 2017-18 (January 18, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/news/pressrelease/2017-18.html 
 
[Press Release] 
 
Medical Device Company Charged With Accounting Failures and FCPA Violations  
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
2017-18  
Washington D.C., Jan. 18, 2017 —  
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission announced that Texas-based medical device company 
Orthofix International has agreed to admit wrongdoing and pay more than $14 million to settle 
charges that it improperly booked revenue in certain instances and made improper payments to 
doctors at government-owned hospitals in Brazil in order to increase sales. 
 
Four then-executives at Orthofix also agreed to pay penalties to settle cases related to the 
accounting failures, which according to the SEC’s order involved Orthofix improperly recording 
certain revenue as soon as a product was shipped despite contingencies requiring certain events 
to occur in order to receive payment in the transaction.  In other instances, Orthofix immediately 
recorded revenue when it had provided customers with significant extensions of time to make 
payments.  The accounting failures caused the company to materially misstate certain financial 
statements from at least 2011 to the first quarter of 2013. 
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The SEC’s order further finds that Orthofix violated the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act (FCPA) 
when its subsidiary in Brazil schemed to use high discounts and make improper payments 
through third-party commercial representatives and distributors to induce doctors under 
government employment to use Orthofix’s products.  Fake invoices were used for purported 
services. 
 
Orthofix agreed to pay an $8.25 million penalty to resolve the accounting violations and more 
than $6 million in disgorgement and penalties to settle the FCPA charges.  The company agreed 
to retain an independent compliance consultant for one year to review and test its FCPA 
compliance program.  The SEC’s order noted Orthofix’s cooperation and remedial acts. 
 
Jeff Hammel, a former accounting executive in Orthofix’s largest business segment, agreed to 
pay a $20,000 penalty and former sales executives Kenneth Mack and Bryan McMillan agreed to 
pay penalties of $40,000 and $25,000 respectively.  Hammel also agreed to be suspended from 
appearing or practicing before the SEC as an accountant, which includes not participating in the 
financial reporting or audits of public companies.  The SEC’s order permits Hammel to apply for 
reinstatement after two years.  Orthofix’s former corporate CFO Brian McCollum agreed to pay 
a $35,000 penalty and reimburse the company $40,885 for bonuses he received during the period 
when the company committed accounting violations.  The four consented to the SEC’s orders 
without admitting or denying the findings. 
 
Orthofix’s then-CEO Robert Vaters, who was not charged with wrongdoing, has reimbursed the 
company $72,886 for cash bonuses and certain stock awards he received during the period when 
the company committed accounting violations.  Therefore, it wasn’t necessary for the SEC to 
pursue a Sarbanes-Oxley Section 304(a) clawback action against him.  
 

In the Matter of Sociedad Quimica Y Minera de Chile, S.A. 
Exchange Act Release No. 79795 (January 13, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2017/34-79795.pdf 
 
Press Release No. 2017-13 (January 13, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/news/pressrelease/2017-13.html 
 
[Press Release] 
 
Chemical and Mining Company in Chile Paying $30 Million to Resolve FCPA Cases  
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
2017-13  
Washington D.C., Jan. 13, 2017 —  
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission announced that Chilean-based chemical and mining 
company Sociedad Quimica y Minera de Chile S.A. (SQM) agreed to pay more than $30 million 
to resolve parallel civil and criminal cases finding that it violated the Foreign Corrupt Practices 
Act (FCPA). 
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According to the SEC’s order, SQM made nearly $15 million in improper payments to Chilean 
political figures and others connected to them.  Most of the payments were made based on fake 
documentation submitted to SQM by individuals and entities posing as legitimate vendors.  The 
payments occurred for at least a seven-year period. 
 
SQM agreed to pay a $15 million penalty to settle the SEC’s charges and a $15.5 million penalty 
as part of a deferred prosecution agreement announced by the U.S. Department of Justice.  SQM 
agreed to retain an independent compliance monitor for two years and self-report to the SEC and 
Justice Department for one year after the monitor’s work is complete. 
 

In the Matter of Biomet, Inc. 
Exchange Act Release No. 79780 (January 12, 2017) 
AAE Release No. 3843 (January 12, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2017/34-79780.pdf 
 
Press Release No. 2017-8 (January 12, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/news/pressrelease/2017-8.html 
 
[Press Release] 
 
Biomet Charged With Repeating FCPA Violations  
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
2017-8  
Washington D.C., Jan. 12, 2017 —  
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission announced that a Warsaw, Ind.-based medical device 
manufacturer has agreed to pay more than $30 million to resolve parallel SEC and Department of 
Justice investigations into the company’s repeat violations of the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act 
(FCPA). 
 
Biomet first faced FCPA charges from the SEC and entered into a deferred prosecution 
agreement with the Department of Justice in March 2012, agreeing to pay more than $22 million 
to settle both cases.  As part of the SEC settlement, Biomet agreed to retain an independent 
compliance consultant to review its FCPA compliance program.  After the settlement as Biomet 
was implementing recommendations from the independent monitor, the company learned about 
potential anti-bribery violations in Brazil and Mexico and notified the monitor and the SEC in 
2013. 
 
The SEC’s order finds that Biomet continued to interact and improperly record transactions with 
a known prohibited distributor in Brazil, and used a third-party customs broker to pay bribes to 
Mexican customs officials to facilitate the importation and smuggling of unregistered and 
mislabeled dental products. 
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a known prohibited distributor in Brazil, and used a third-party customs broker to pay bribes to 
Mexican customs officials to facilitate the importation and smuggling of unregistered and 
mislabeled dental products. 
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Biomet, which has since been acquired by Zimmer Holdings and renamed Zimmer Biomet, 
agreed to pay more than $5.82 million in disgorgement plus $702,705 in interest and a $6.5 
million penalty for a total of more than $13 million.  Zimmer Biomet also agreed to retain an 
independent compliance monitor for a three-year period to review its FCPA policies.  As part of 
the deferred prosecution agreement with the Department of Justice, Zimmer Biomet agreed to 
pay a fine of more than $17.46 million. 
 

In the Matter of Cadbury Limited and Mondelez International, Inc. 
Exchange Act Release No. 79753 (January 6, 2017) 
AAE Release No. 3841 (January 6, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2017/34-79753.pdf 
 
[Administrative Summary] 
 
SEC Charges Cadbury Limited and Mondelēz International, Inc. with Violating the Internal  
Accounting Controls and Books and Records Provisions of the FCPA  
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission announced that Cadbury Limited (Cadbury) and 
Mondelēz International, Inc. (Mondelēz) have agreed to pay $13 million to settle charges of 
violating the internal controls and books-and-records provisions of the Foreign Corrupt Practices 
Act (FCPA). According to the SEC Order, the FCPA violations arose from payments their 
subsidiary in India made to a consultant to obtain government licenses and approvals for a 
chocolate factory in Baddi, India.  
 
An SEC investigation found that in February 2010, Mondelēz, formerly known as Kraft Foods, 
Inc., acquired Cadbury and its subsidiaries, including Cadbury India Limited, which  
manufactures and sells chocolate products in India. In 2010, Cadbury India retained and made 
payments to an agent to interact with Indian government officials to obtain licenses and 
approvals for a chocolate factory in Baddi, India. Cadbury India failed to conduct appropriate 
due diligence on, and monitor the activities of, the agent. From February 2010 to July 2010, the 
agent submitted five invoices to Cadbury India for, among other things, preparing license 
applications. Cadbury India employees at Baddi, not the agent, prepared these license 
applications. Cadbury India paid the agent a total of $90,666 (after withholding tax) upon receipt 
of the invoices. After receiving each payment, the agent withdrew from its bank account most of 
the funds in cash. During this time period, Cadbury India obtained some of the licenses and 
approvals.  
 
Cadbury India’s books and records, which were consolidated into the books and records of 
Cadbury and Mondelēz, did not accurately and fairly reflect the nature of the services rendered 
by the agent. Cadbury did not implement adequate FCPA compliance controls at its Cadbury 
India subsidiary, which created the risk that funds paid the agent could be used for improper or 
unauthorized purposes.  
 
The SEC’s order finds that Cadbury violated Sections 13(b)(2)(A) and 13(b)(2)(B) of the  
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Securities Exchange Act of 1934, by failing to keep accurate books, records, and accounts and 
failing to devise and maintain adequate internal accounting controls. The order also finds that 
Mondelēz, as the acquirer of Cadbury, is also responsible for Cadbury’s violations.  
Solely for the purpose of these proceedings, and without admitting or denying the findings, 
Cadbury and Mondelēz agreed to a cease-and-desist order and payment of a $13 million civil 
penalty.  
 
In determining to accept the offer, the SEC considered Mondelēz’s cooperation and remedial  
actions. 
 

In the Matter of General Cable Corporation (FCPA) 
Exchange Act Release No. 79703 (December 29, 2016) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2016/34-79703.pdf  

In the Matter of General Cable Corporation (Accounting) 
Exchange Act Release No. 79702 (December 29, 2016) 
AAE Release No. 3840 (December 29, 2016) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2016/34-79702.pdf  

In the Matter of Karl J. Zimmer 
Exchange Act Release No. 79704 (December 29, 2016) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2016/34-79704.pdf  
 
Press Release No. 2016-283 (December 29, 2016) 
https://www.sec.gov/news/pressrelease/2016-283.html 
 
[Press Release] 
 
Wire and Cable Manufacturer Settles FCPA and Accounting Charges  
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
2016-283  
Washington D.C., Dec. 29, 2016 —  
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission announced that Kentucky-based General Cable 
Corporation agreed to pay more than $75 million to resolve parallel SEC and U.S. Department of 
Justice investigations related to its violations of the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act (FCPA). The 
company agreed to pay an additional $6.5 million penalty to the SEC to settle separate 
accounting-related violations. 
 
According to the SEC’s orders instituting settled administrative proceedings, General Cable’s 
overseas subsidiaries made improper payments to foreign government officials for a dozen years 
to obtain or retain business in Angola, Bangladesh, China, Egypt, Indonesia, and 
Thailand. General Cable’s weak internal controls also failed to detect improper inventory 
accounting at its Brazilian subsidiary, causing the company to materially misstate its financial 
statements from 2008 to the second quarter of 2012. 
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the funds in cash. During this time period, Cadbury India obtained some of the licenses and 
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Cadbury India’s books and records, which were consolidated into the books and records of 
Cadbury and Mondelēz, did not accurately and fairly reflect the nature of the services rendered 
by the agent. Cadbury did not implement adequate FCPA compliance controls at its Cadbury 
India subsidiary, which created the risk that funds paid the agent could be used for improper or 
unauthorized purposes.  
 
The SEC’s order finds that Cadbury violated Sections 13(b)(2)(A) and 13(b)(2)(B) of the  
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Securities Exchange Act of 1934, by failing to keep accurate books, records, and accounts and 
failing to devise and maintain adequate internal accounting controls. The order also finds that 
Mondelēz, as the acquirer of Cadbury, is also responsible for Cadbury’s violations.  
Solely for the purpose of these proceedings, and without admitting or denying the findings, 
Cadbury and Mondelēz agreed to a cease-and-desist order and payment of a $13 million civil 
penalty.  
 
In determining to accept the offer, the SEC considered Mondelēz’s cooperation and remedial  
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[Press Release] 
 
Wire and Cable Manufacturer Settles FCPA and Accounting Charges  
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
2016-283  
Washington D.C., Dec. 29, 2016 —  
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission announced that Kentucky-based General Cable 
Corporation agreed to pay more than $75 million to resolve parallel SEC and U.S. Department of 
Justice investigations related to its violations of the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act (FCPA). The 
company agreed to pay an additional $6.5 million penalty to the SEC to settle separate 
accounting-related violations. 
 
According to the SEC’s orders instituting settled administrative proceedings, General Cable’s 
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Thailand. General Cable’s weak internal controls also failed to detect improper inventory 
accounting at its Brazilian subsidiary, causing the company to materially misstate its financial 
statements from 2008 to the second quarter of 2012. 
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In the FCPA case, General Cable agreed to pay more than $55 million in disgorgement and 
interest to the SEC as well as a penalty of nearly $20.5 million in a non-prosecution agreement 
announced by the Justice Department. General Cable must self-report its FCPA compliance 
efforts for the next three years. General Cable neither admitted nor denied the SEC’s findings 
while agreeing to pay the $6.5 million penalty to settle the accounting violations. The SEC 
considered General Cable’s self-reporting, cooperation, and remedial acts when determining the 
settlements. 
 
The SEC also charged Karl J. Zimmer, General Cable’s then-senior vice president responsible 
for sales in Angola. Zimmer agreed to pay a $20,000 penalty without admitting or denying the 
SEC’s findings that he knowingly circumvented internal accounting controls and caused FCPA 
violations when he approved certain improper payments. 
 
The SEC’s investigation found no personal misconduct by General Cable’s former CEO Gregory 
B. Kenny and former CFO Brian J. Robinson, who returned $3.7 million and $2.1 million in 
compensation received from the company during the period when the accounting violations 
occurred. Therefore, it wasn’t necessary for the SEC to pursue a clawback action under Section 
304(a) of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act. 
 

SEC v. Teva Pharmaceutical Industries Limited 
Litigation Release No. 23708 (December 22, 2016) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/litreleases/2016/lr23708.htm  
Civil Action No. 1:16-cv-25298 (December 22, 2016) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/complaints/2016/comp-pr2016-277.pdf  
 
Press Release No. 2016-277 (December 22, 2016) 
https://www.sec.gov/news/pressrelease/2016-277.html  
 
[Litigation Release] 
 
SEC Charges Israel-Based Pharmaceutical Company with FCPA Violations 
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission announced that Teva Pharmaceutical Industries 
Limited has agreed to pay more than $519 million to settle parallel civil and criminal charges 
that it violated the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act by paying bribes to foreign government 
officials in Russia, Ukraine, and Mexico. 
 
The SEC's complaint alleges that Teva made more than $214 million in illicit profits by making 
the influential payments to increase its market share and obtain regulatory and formulary 
approvals as well as favorable drug purchase and prescription decisions. 
 
Under the settlement, Teva must pay more than $236 million in disgorgement and interest to the 
SEC plus a $283 million penalty in a deferred prosecution agreement with the U.S. Department 
of Justice. Teva must retain an independent corporate monitor for at least three years. 
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The SEC's complaint was filed in U.S. District Court for the Southern District of Florida. Teva 
consented to the entry of a court order ordering the company to pay disgorgement and retain an 
independent monitor for three years, and permanently enjoining the company from future 
violations of Sections 30A, 13(b)(2)(A), and 13(b)(2)(B) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934. 
 

SEC v. Braskem, S.A. 
Litigation Release No. 23705 (December 21, 2016) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/litreleases/2016/lr23705.htm  
Civil Action No. 1:16-cv-02488 (December 21, 2016) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/complaints/2016/comp-pr2016-271.pdf 
 
Press Release No. 2016-271 (December 21, 2016) 
https://www.sec.gov/news/pressrelease/2016-271.html 
 
[Litigation Release] 
 
SEC Charges Brazil-Based Petrochemical Company with FCPA Violations 
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission announced that a Brazilian-based petrochemical 
manufacturer whose stock trades in the U.S. markets has agreed to settle charges that it created 
false books and records to conceal millions of dollars in illicit bribes paid to Brazilian 
government officials to win or retain business. 
 
In a global settlement with the SEC, U.S. Department of Justice, and authorities in Brazil and 
Switzerland, Braskem S.A. agreed to pay $957 million. 
 
The SEC's complaint alleges that Braskem made approximately $325 million in profits through 
bribes paid through intermediaries and off-book accounts managed by a private company that 
was Braskem's largest shareholder. Bribes were paid to a government official at Brazil's state-
controlled petroleum company as well as Brazilian legislators and political party officials. 
 
Braskem agreed to pay $325 million in disgorgement, including $65 million to the SEC and $260 
million to Brazilian authorities. Braskem agreed to pay more than $632 million in criminal 
penalties and fines. The company must retain an independent corporate monitor for at least three 
years. 
 
The SEC's complaint was filed in U.S. District Court for the District of Columbia. Braskem 
consented to the entry of a court order ordering the company to pay disgorgement and retain an 
independent monitor for three years, and permanently enjoining the company from future 
violations of Sections 30A, 13(b)(2)(A), and 13(b)(2)(B) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934. 
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consented to the entry of a court order ordering the company to pay disgorgement and retain an 
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The Securities and Exchange Commission announced that a Brazilian-based petrochemical 
manufacturer whose stock trades in the U.S. markets has agreed to settle charges that it created 
false books and records to conceal millions of dollars in illicit bribes paid to Brazilian 
government officials to win or retain business. 
 
In a global settlement with the SEC, U.S. Department of Justice, and authorities in Brazil and 
Switzerland, Braskem S.A. agreed to pay $957 million. 
 
The SEC's complaint alleges that Braskem made approximately $325 million in profits through 
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In the Matter of JP Morgan Chase & Co. 
Exchange Act Release No. 79335 (November 17, 2016) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2016/34-79335.pdf 
 
Press Release No. 2016-241 (November 17, 2016) 
https://www.sec.gov/news/pressrelease/2016-241.html  
 
[Press Release] 
 
JPMorgan Chase Paying $264 Million to Settle FCPA Charges  
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
2016-241  
Washington D.C., Nov. 17, 2016 —  
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission announced that JPMorgan Chase & Co. has agreed to 
pay more than $130 million to settle SEC charges that it won business from clients and corruptly 
influenced government officials in the Asia-Pacific region by giving jobs and internships to their 
relatives and friends in violation of the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act (FCPA). 
 
JPMorgan also is expected to pay $72 million to the Justice Department and $61.9 million to the 
Federal Reserve Board of Governors for a total of more than $264 million in sanctions resulting 
from the firm’s referral hiring practices. 
 
According to an SEC order issued, investment bankers at JPMorgan’s subsidiary in Asia created 
a client referral hiring program that bypassed the firm’s normal hiring process and rewarded job 
candidates referred by client executives and influential government officials with well-paying, 
career-building JPMorgan employment.  During a seven-year period, JPMorgan hired 
approximately 100 interns and full-time employees at the request of foreign government 
officials, enabling the firm to win or retain business resulting in more than $100 million in 
revenues to JPMorgan. 
 
The SEC’s order finds that JPMorgan violated the anti-bribery, books and records, and internal 
controls provisions of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934.  JPMorgan agreed to pay 
$105,507,668 in disgorgement plus $25,083,737 in interest to settle the SEC’s case.  The SEC 
considered the company’s remedial acts and its cooperation with the investigation when 
determining the settlement. 
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SEC v. Embraer, S.A. 
Litigation Release No. 23676 (October 24, 2016) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/litreleases/2016/lr23676.htm  
Civil Action No. 0:16-cv-62501 (October 24, 2016) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/complaints/2016/comp-pr2016-224.pdf 
 
Press Release No. 2016-224 (October 24, 2016) 
https://www.sec.gov/news/pressrelease/2016-224.html  
 
[Litigation Release] 
 
SEC Charges Brazil-Based Aircraft Manufacturer with FCPA Violations 
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission announced a global settlement along with the U.S. 
Department of Justice and Brazilian authorities that requires aircraft manufacturer Embraer S.A. 
to pay more than $205 million to resolve alleged violations of the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act 
(FCPA). 
 
The SEC's complaint alleges that Embraer made more than $83 million in profits as a result of 
bribe payments from its U.S.-based subsidiary through third-party agents to foreign government 
officials in the Dominican Republic, Saudi Arabia, and Mozambique. Embraer allegedly created 
false books and records to conceal the illicit payments, and also engaged in an alleged 
accounting scheme in India. 
 
According to the SEC's complaint, $3.52 million in bribes were paid to an official in the 
Dominican Republic's air force to secure a military aircraft contract in that country, and $1.65 
million in bribes were routed to an official in Saudi Arabia to win business there. An alleged 
$800,000 payment was made at the behest of a Mozambican government official as a condition 
of obtaining a contract with a state-owned airline in that country. Approximately $5.76 million 
was allegedly paid to an agent in India in connection with the sale of three highly specialized 
military aircraft for India's air force, and the payments were falsely recorded in Embraer's books 
and records as part of a consulting agreement that wasn't legitimate. 
 
Under the settlement, Embraer must pay a $107 million penalty to the Justice Department as part 
of a deferred prosecution agreement, and more than $98 million in disgorgement and interest to 
the SEC. Embraer may receive up to a $20 million credit depending on the amount of 
disgorgement it will pay to Brazilian authorities in a parallel civil proceeding in Brazil. Embraer 
must retain an independent corporate monitor for at least three years. 
 
The SEC's complaint was filed in U.S. District Court for the Southern District of Florida. 
Embraer consented to the entry of a court order ordering the company to pay disgorgement and 
retain an independent monitor for three years, and permanently enjoining the company from 
future violations of Sections 30A, 13(b)(2)(A), and 13(b)(2)(B) of the Securities Exchange Act 
of 1934. 
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[Litigation Release] 
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The Securities and Exchange Commission announced a global settlement along with the U.S. 
Department of Justice and Brazilian authorities that requires aircraft manufacturer Embraer S.A. 
to pay more than $205 million to resolve alleged violations of the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act 
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The SEC's complaint alleges that Embraer made more than $83 million in profits as a result of 
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false books and records to conceal the illicit payments, and also engaged in an alleged 
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Dominican Republic's air force to secure a military aircraft contract in that country, and $1.65 
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$800,000 payment was made at the behest of a Mozambican government official as a condition 
of obtaining a contract with a state-owned airline in that country. Approximately $5.76 million 
was allegedly paid to an agent in India in connection with the sale of three highly specialized 
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the SEC. Embraer may receive up to a $20 million credit depending on the amount of 
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ACTIONS INVOLVING PUBLIC FINANCE ABUSE  
 
The SEC continued to address public finance abuse issues such as: (i) offering and disclosure 
fraud; (ii) public corruption and pay-to-play violations; (iii) violations by municipal advisors, 
such as undisclosed conflicts of interest; and (iv) abuses by broker/dealers, including due 
diligence, pricing and suitability failures.  For example, the SEC filed an action against a 
municipal auditing firm and an audit partner for the alleged issuance of fraudulent audit reports.  
Another case involved a former public pension fund official who allegedly engaged in a pay-to-
play scheme involving the third largest pension fund in the country.   
 
The Commission also brought actions against, among others, two underwriters in connection 
with continuing disclosure obligations in bond offerings.  The parties did not voluntarily self-
report under the SEC’s Municipalities Continuing Disclosure Cooperation (MCDC) Initiative 
and would have been eligible for more lenient settlement terms had they self-reported during the 
initiative. 
 

In the Matter of Beaumont Financing Authority 
Securities Act Release No. 10406 (August 23, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2017/33-10406.pdf  

In the Matter of O’Connor & Company Securities, Inc., et al. 
Securities Act Release No. 10405 (August 23, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2017/33-10405.pdf  

SEC v. Alan Charles Kapanicas 
Civil Action No. 5:17-cv-01704 (August 23, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/complaints/2017/comp-pr2017-148.pdf  
 
Press Release No. 2017-148 (August 23, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/news/press-release/2017-148  
 
[Press Release] 
 
Muni Bond Issuer and Underwriter Charged With Disclosure Failures 
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
2017-148  
Washington D.C., Aug. 23, 2017—  
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission announced that a municipal financing authority in 
Beaumont, California, and its then-executive director have agreed to settle charges that they 
made false statements about prior compliance with continuing disclosure obligations in five bond 
offerings. 
 
Also settling charges are the underwriting firm behind those offerings and its co-founder for 
failing to conduct reasonable due diligence on the continuing disclosure representations. 
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The SEC’s Enforcement Division uncovered the violations as part of a review of municipal 
issuers and underwriters that did not voluntarily self-report under the agency’s Municipalities 
Continuing Disclosure Cooperation (MCDC) Initiative.  The Beaumont Financing Authority and 
the underwriter, O’Connor & Company Securities Inc., would have been eligible for more 
lenient remedies had they self-reported during the MCDC Initiative. 
 
According to the SEC’s order, the Beaumont Financing Authority had issued approximately 
$260 million in municipal bonds in 24 separate offerings from 2003 to 2013 for the development 
of public infrastructure.  For each of those offerings, a community facilities district established 
by Beaumont agreed to provide investors with annual continuing disclosures, including 
important financial information and operating data.  From at least 2004 to April 2013, the district 
regularly failed to provide investors with the promised information.  The Beaumont Financing 
Authority failed to disclose this poor record of compliance when it conducted the 2012 and 2013 
offerings totaling more than $32 million.  As a result, the bonds appeared more attractive and 
investors were misled about the likelihood that the district would comply with its continuing 
disclosure obligations in the future. 
 
In a complaint filed in the Eastern Division of the U.S. District Court for the Central District of 
California, the SEC charged Beaumont’s then-city manager Alan Kapanicas, who also served as 
the Beaumont Financing Authority’s executive director.  According to the complaint, he 
approved and signed the misleading offering documents.  Kapanicas agreed to settle the charges 
without admitting or denying the allegations, and pay a $37,500 penalty.  He also agreed to be 
barred from participating in any future municipal bond offerings.  
 
In consenting to an SEC order without admitting or denying the findings, the Beaumont 
Financing Authority agreed to retain an independent consultant to review its policies and 
procedures.  It also is required to establish appropriate and comprehensive policies, procedures, 
and training for employees as well as designate a compliance officer in order to ensure 
compliance with continuing disclosure agreements.  
 
O’Connor & Company Securities Inc. and its co-founder and former primary investment banker 
Anthony Wetherbee agreed to settle the charges against them without admitting or denying the 
SEC’s findings.  O’Connor & Company Securities Inc. will pay a $150,000 penalty and retain an 
independent compliance consultant to review its policies and procedures.  Wetherbee will pay a 
$15,000 penalty and serve a suspension from the securities industry for six months. 
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In the Matter of Lawson Financial Corporation, et al. 
Securities Act Release No. 10334 (April 5, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2017/33-10334.pdf  

In the Matter of John T. Lynch, Jr. 
Securities Act Release No. 10335 (April 5, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2017/33-10335.pdf 
 
Press Release No. 2017-77 (April 5, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/news/press-release/2017-77  
 
[Press Release] 
 
SEC Charges Muni Bond Underwriter With Gatekeeper Failures 
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
2017-77  
Washington D.C., April 5, 2017—  
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission announced that an Arizona-based brokerage firm, its 
CEO, and its former underwriter’s counsel have agreed to settle charges related to municipal 
bond offerings they were underwriting that turned out to be fraudulent. 
 
The SEC’s order finds that Lawson Financial Corporation failed in its role as a gatekeeper to 
conduct reasonable due diligence when underwriting bond offerings to purchase and renovate 
nursing homes and senior living facilities.  The offerings were managed by Atlanta-based 
businessman Christopher F. Brogdon, who was later charged by the SEC with fraud and faces a 
court order to repay $85 million to investors.  Lawson Financial failed to ensure Brogdon and his 
related borrowers were in compliance with their continuing disclosure undertakings as required 
by Rule 15c2-12, which generally prohibits underwriters from purchasing or selling municipal 
securities unless the issuer or obligated person has committed to providing continuing disclosure 
information, such as annual financial materials and operating data. 
 
Lawson Financial’s founder and CEO Robert Lawson and then-underwriter’s counsel John T. 
Lynch Jr. are charged with failing to conduct reasonable due diligence, and Lynch also failed to 
disclose that he was not actually authorized to practice law at the time as represented to investors 
in the bond offering documents. 
 
Without admitting or denying the SEC’s findings, Lawson and his firm agreed to pay combined 
disgorgement of nearly $200,000 as well as penalties of nearly $200,000 for the firm and 
$80,000 for Lawson, who will be barred from the securities industry for three years.  Lawson 
Financial, which would have been eligible for more lenient remedies under the SEC’s 
Municipalities Continuing Disclosure Cooperation (MCDC) Initiative, paid a penalty that was 
approximately double what the firm would have paid under the initiative.  
 
Lynch agreed to a bifurcated settlement without admitting or denying the SEC’s findings.  He 
must pay nearly $45,000 and agreed to the entry of an order permanently suspending him from 
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appearing and practicing before the SEC as an attorney.  The order prohibits Lynch from 
representing clients in SEC matters, including investigations, litigation, or examinations, and 
from advising clients about SEC filing obligations or content.  As part of the settlement, Lynch 
agreed to a public hearing before an administrative law judge, who will prepare an initial 
decision stating whether a securities industry bar against Lynch is appropriate and in the public 
interest, and if so the length of time for such a bar. 
 

In the Matter of The Port Authority of New York and New Jersey 
Securities Act Release No. 10278 (January 10, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2017/33-10278.pdf 
 
Press Release No. 2017-4 (January 10, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/news/pressrelease/2017-4.html 
 
[Press Release] 
 
SEC: Port Authority Omitted Risks to Investors in Roadway Projects  
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
2017-4  
Washington D.C., Jan. 10, 2017 —  
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission announced that the Port Authority of New York and 
New Jersey has agreed to admit wrongdoing and pay a $400,000 penalty to settle charges that it 
was aware of risks to a series of New Jersey roadway projects but failed to inform investors 
purchasing the bonds that would fund them. 
 
The SEC’s order finds that the Port Authority offered and sold $2.3 billion worth of bonds to 
investors despite internal discussions about whether certain projects outlined in offering 
documents, including the Pulaski Skyway, ventured outside its mandate and potentially weren’t 
legal to pursue.  One internal memo noted, “There is no clear path to legislative authority to 
undertake such projects.” Another memo explicitly identified “the risk of a successful challenge 
by the bondholders and investors” in connection with the funding of the roadway projects.  But 
the Port Authority omitted any mention in its offering documents about these risks surrounding 
its ability to fund the projects.  Its offering documents stated that it issued bonds “only for 
purposes for which the Port Authority is authorized by law to issue bonds.” 
 
The Port Authority is the first municipal issuer to admit wrongdoing in an SEC enforcement 
action. 
 
The SEC’s order finds that the Port Authority violated Sections 17(a)(2) and 17(a)(3) of the 
Securities Act of 1933.  The SEC’s order acknowledges the Port Authority’s cooperation and 
prompt remedial acts.  The projects at issue have proceeded as planned. 
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SEC v. Navnoor S. Kang, et al. 
Civil Action No. 1:16-cv-09829 (December 21, 2016) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/complaints/2016/comp-pr2016-272.pdf 
 
Press Release No. 2016-272 (December 21, 2016) 
https://www.sec.gov/news/pressrelease/2016-272.html  
 
[Press Release] 
 
SEC Charges Former New York Pension Official and Two Brokers in Pay-to-Play Scheme  
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
2016-272  
Washington D.C., Dec. 21, 2016 —  
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission announced fraud charges against a former official of 
the nation’s third largest public pension fund and two brokers accused of orchestrating a pay-to-
play scheme to steer billions of dollars to certain firms in exchange for luxury gifts, lavish 
vacations, and tens of thousands of dollars spent on cocaine and prostitutes. 
 
Navnoor Kang, who served as the director of fixed income for the New York State Common 
Retirement Fund from January 2014 to February 2016, allegedly used his position to direct up to 
$2.5 billion in state business to Gregg Schonhorn and Deborah Kelley, who were registered 
representatives at two different broker-dealers.  In exchange for this lucrative business, which 
netted Schonhorn and Kelley millions of dollars in commissions, the brokers provided Kang with 
tens of thousands of dollars in benefits, including: 
 

• More than $50,000 spent on hotel rooms in New York City, Montreal, Atlantic City, and 
Cleveland. 

 
• Approximately $50,000 spent at restaurants, bars, lounges, and on bottle service. 

 
• $17,400 on a luxury watch for Kang. 

 
• $4,200 on a Hermes bracelet for Kang’s girlfriend, at Kang’s request. 

 
• $6,000 on four VIP tickets to a Paul McCartney concert in New Orleans. 

 
• An extravagant ski vacation in Park City, Utah, including a $1,000 per night guest suite. 

 
According to the SEC’s complaint, Kang, as a fiduciary to the Fund, had a duty to disclose his 
solicitation and receipt of the gifts and entertainment he received from Schonhorn and Kelley but 
failed to do so.  Schonhorn and Kelley knew Kang was not disclosing his activities to the Fund, 
and they took steps to keep the benefits a secret.  Kang, in soliciting and accepting the benefits 
without any disclosure, violated the antifraud provisions of the Securities Act and the Exchange 
Act.  Schonhorn and Kelley participated in the fraudulent scheme and provided substantial 
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assistance to Kang in concealing the scheme from the Fund, thereby violating the antifraud 
provisions and aiding and abetting Kang’s fraud. 
 
In a parallel action, the U.S. Attorney’s Office for the Southern District of New York announced 
criminal charges against Kang, Schonhorn, and Kelley. 
 
The SEC’s complaint charges Kang, Schonhorn, and Kelley with violations of Section 17(a) of 
the Securities Act of 1933 and Section 10(b) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 and Rule 
10b-5.  Schonhorn and Kelley also are charged with aiding and abetting Kang’s violations.  The 
SEC is seeking an order of permanent injunction and disgorgement plus interest and 
penalties.  Additionally, the SEC is seeking a conduct-based injunction against Kang that would 
permanently enjoin him from participating in any decisions involving investments in securities 
by public pensions as a trustee, officer, employee, or agent. 
 

In the Matter of Domenick F. Consolo, CPA, et al. 
Securities Act Release No. 10242 (October 31, 2016) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2016/33-10242.pdf 
 
Press Release No. 2016-229 (October 31, 2016) 
https://www.sec.gov/news/pressrelease/2016-229.html 
 
[Press Release] 
 
Firm and Partner Charged With Issuing Fraudulent Audit Reports  
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
2016-229  
Washington D.C., Oct. 31, 2016 —  
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission announced that a New York-based audit firm and a 
senior partner agreed to settle charges that they issued fraudulent audit reports in connection with 
municipal bond offerings by the town of Ramapo, N.Y., and its local development corporation. 
 
The SEC’s order finds that PKF O’Connor Davies and Domenick F. Consolo allowed Ramapo to 
record a $3.08 million receivable in its general fund for a property sale that Consolo knew had 
not occurred.  Consolo also ignored red flags and relied upon what turned out to be false 
representations by Ramapo officials about certain other receivables, interfund transfers, and 
liabilities.  PKF O’Connor Davies failed to take appropriate steps to mitigate the risk of material 
misstatements even after senior management became aware that Ramapo’s financial statements 
were the subject of multiple law enforcement investigations and Consolo received complaints 
about possible fraud. 
 
Ramapo, its local development corporation, and four town officials were charged with fraud 
earlier this year and accused of hiding a deteriorating financial situation from municipal bond 
investors. 
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Consolo and PKF O’Connor Davies consented to the SEC’s order without admitting or denying 
the findings.  The firm agreed to forfeit approximately $380,000 in audit fees and interest and 
pay a $100,000 penalty.  O’Connor Davies also must engage an independent 
consultant.  Consolo agreed to pay a $75,000 penalty and be suspended from practicing public 
company accounting.  He’s also prohibited from acting as the engagement partner or engagement 
quality control reviewer on any municipal audit for five years. 
 
The SEC’s order finds that Consolo violated Section 10(b) of the Securities Exchange Act of 
1934 and Rule 10b-5 as well as Section 17(a) of the Securities Act of 1933, and PKF O’Connor 
Davies violated Sections 17(a)(2) and 17(a)(3) of the Securities Act. 
 

ACTIONS INVOLVING INSIDER TRADING VIOLATIONS 

The SEC continued to vigorously pursue insider trading violations by securities professionals, IT 
professionals, lawyers, and others. The insider trading cases brought by the SEC implicated 
several industries including media, pharmaceuticals, travel, and medical. In one of these cases, a 
foreign defendant was alleged to have traded on inside information regarding the Comcast-
DreamWorks acquisition and the SEC was able to freeze over $29 million in illegal profits in 
brokerage accounts.  
 

SEC v. Shane P. Fleming, et al. 
Civil Action 1:17-cv-07049 (September 29, 2017)  
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/complaints/2017/comp-pr2017-184.pdf 
 
Press Release No. 2017-184 (September 29, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/news/press-release/2017-184 
 
[Press Release] 
 
Former Corporate Insider, Middleman Tipper, and Six Traders Charged With Insider Trading 
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
2017-184  
Washington D.C., Sept. 29, 2017 —  
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission charged a former executive at Life Time Fitness Inc., 
a middleman tipper, and six traders with insider trading ahead of the announcement that the 
company would be purchased and taken private. 
 
In a complaint filed in U.S. District Court in the Northern District of Illinois, the SEC alleges 
that Shane P. Fleming, a former vice president of sales at Life Time Fitness, learned of the 
merger discussions on or before Feb. 23, 2015 and tipped his friend and business partner Bret J. 
Beshey with the understanding that Beshey would use the information to make a profit and split 
those profits with Fleming.  The SEC alleges that rather than trade in his own name, Beshey 
tipped his friends Christopher M. Bonvissuto and Peter A. Kourtis with the understanding that 
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both men would kick back a portion of their trading proceeds to Beshey.  According to the SEC’s 
complaint, Kourtis tipped his friends Alexander T. Carlucci, Dimitri A. Kandalepas, Austin C. 
Mansur, and Eric L. Weller, and asked Carlucci, Mansur, and Weller to give him a portion of any 
profits they made from trading on the information, which they agreed to do. 
 
The SEC alleges that the six traders purchased a total of approximately 2,000 highly speculative 
out-of-the-money call options for Life Time Fitness shares and sold those options for profits of 
approximately $866,209 shortly after a newspaper reported that Life Time Fitness was in 
advanced merger discussions with two private equity firms.  According to the SEC’s complaint, 
Bonvissuto and Kourtis shared a portion of their profits with Beshey, who gave approximately 
$10,000 in cash to Fleming.  The SEC also alleges that Carlucci and Mansur paid cash kickbacks 
to Kourtis, and that Weller gave Kourtis at least 10 pounds of marijuana as a kickback. 
 
In a parallel action, the U.S. Attorney’s Office for the Northern District of Illinois announced 
criminal charges against all eight defendants. 
 
The SEC’s complaint charges Fleming, Beshey, Bonvissuto, Kourtis, Carlucci, Kandalepas, 
Mansur, and Weller with violating Section 10(b) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 and 
Rule 10b-5.  The SEC is seeking disgorgement of ill-gotten gains plus interest and penalties as 
well as permanent injunctions against all eight defendants.  The SEC also is seeking an officer-
and-director bar against Fleming. 
 

SEC v. Jason Napodano, et al. 
Litigation Release No. 23943 (September 26, 2017)  
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/litreleases/2017/lr23943.htm   
Civil Action No. 1:17-cv-06917 (September 26, 2017)  
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/complaints/2017/comp-pr2017-177.pdf  
 
Press Release No. 2017-177 (September 26, 2017)  
https://www.sec.gov/news/press-release/2017-177  
 
[Litigation Release] 
 
Stock Market Analyst Barred for Illegally Cashing in on His Research Reports: Two Investment 
Bankers Also Charged in Insider Trading Case 
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission charged a stock market analyst with insider trading 
prior to the publication of research reports and articles he authored with the false disclaimer that 
he wasn't trading in the companies being covered. He agreed to settle the charges and be barred 
from trading in penny stocks for the rest of his life. 
 
The SEC alleges that Jason Napodano, who headed a division called Zacks Small Cap Research 
within a larger investment research firm, misled investors in penny stocks by representing that he 
wasn't trading or holding positions in the companies he was writing about while secretly trading 
the same stocks based on nonpublic information about the publication date of his research. In an 
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Consolo and PKF O’Connor Davies consented to the SEC’s order without admitting or denying 
the findings.  The firm agreed to forfeit approximately $380,000 in audit fees and interest and 
pay a $100,000 penalty.  O’Connor Davies also must engage an independent 
consultant.  Consolo agreed to pay a $75,000 penalty and be suspended from practicing public 
company accounting.  He’s also prohibited from acting as the engagement partner or engagement 
quality control reviewer on any municipal audit for five years. 
 
The SEC’s order finds that Consolo violated Section 10(b) of the Securities Exchange Act of 
1934 and Rule 10b-5 as well as Section 17(a) of the Securities Act of 1933, and PKF O’Connor 
Davies violated Sections 17(a)(2) and 17(a)(3) of the Securities Act. 
 

ACTIONS INVOLVING INSIDER TRADING VIOLATIONS 

The SEC continued to vigorously pursue insider trading violations by securities professionals, IT 
professionals, lawyers, and others. The insider trading cases brought by the SEC implicated 
several industries including media, pharmaceuticals, travel, and medical. In one of these cases, a 
foreign defendant was alleged to have traded on inside information regarding the Comcast-
DreamWorks acquisition and the SEC was able to freeze over $29 million in illegal profits in 
brokerage accounts.  
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[Press Release] 
 
Former Corporate Insider, Middleman Tipper, and Six Traders Charged With Insider Trading 
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
2017-184  
Washington D.C., Sept. 29, 2017 —  
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission charged a former executive at Life Time Fitness Inc., 
a middleman tipper, and six traders with insider trading ahead of the announcement that the 
company would be purchased and taken private. 
 
In a complaint filed in U.S. District Court in the Northern District of Illinois, the SEC alleges 
that Shane P. Fleming, a former vice president of sales at Life Time Fitness, learned of the 
merger discussions on or before Feb. 23, 2015 and tipped his friend and business partner Bret J. 
Beshey with the understanding that Beshey would use the information to make a profit and split 
those profits with Fleming.  The SEC alleges that rather than trade in his own name, Beshey 
tipped his friends Christopher M. Bonvissuto and Peter A. Kourtis with the understanding that 
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both men would kick back a portion of their trading proceeds to Beshey.  According to the SEC’s 
complaint, Kourtis tipped his friends Alexander T. Carlucci, Dimitri A. Kandalepas, Austin C. 
Mansur, and Eric L. Weller, and asked Carlucci, Mansur, and Weller to give him a portion of any 
profits they made from trading on the information, which they agreed to do. 
 
The SEC alleges that the six traders purchased a total of approximately 2,000 highly speculative 
out-of-the-money call options for Life Time Fitness shares and sold those options for profits of 
approximately $866,209 shortly after a newspaper reported that Life Time Fitness was in 
advanced merger discussions with two private equity firms.  According to the SEC’s complaint, 
Bonvissuto and Kourtis shared a portion of their profits with Beshey, who gave approximately 
$10,000 in cash to Fleming.  The SEC also alleges that Carlucci and Mansur paid cash kickbacks 
to Kourtis, and that Weller gave Kourtis at least 10 pounds of marijuana as a kickback. 
 
In a parallel action, the U.S. Attorney’s Office for the Northern District of Illinois announced 
criminal charges against all eight defendants. 
 
The SEC’s complaint charges Fleming, Beshey, Bonvissuto, Kourtis, Carlucci, Kandalepas, 
Mansur, and Weller with violating Section 10(b) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 and 
Rule 10b-5.  The SEC is seeking disgorgement of ill-gotten gains plus interest and penalties as 
well as permanent injunctions against all eight defendants.  The SEC also is seeking an officer-
and-director bar against Fleming. 
 

SEC v. Jason Napodano, et al. 
Litigation Release No. 23943 (September 26, 2017)  
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/litreleases/2017/lr23943.htm   
Civil Action No. 1:17-cv-06917 (September 26, 2017)  
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/complaints/2017/comp-pr2017-177.pdf  
 
Press Release No. 2017-177 (September 26, 2017)  
https://www.sec.gov/news/press-release/2017-177  
 
[Litigation Release] 
 
Stock Market Analyst Barred for Illegally Cashing in on His Research Reports: Two Investment 
Bankers Also Charged in Insider Trading Case 
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission charged a stock market analyst with insider trading 
prior to the publication of research reports and articles he authored with the false disclaimer that 
he wasn't trading in the companies being covered. He agreed to settle the charges and be barred 
from trading in penny stocks for the rest of his life. 
 
The SEC alleges that Jason Napodano, who headed a division called Zacks Small Cap Research 
within a larger investment research firm, misled investors in penny stocks by representing that he 
wasn't trading or holding positions in the companies he was writing about while secretly trading 
the same stocks based on nonpublic information about the publication date of his research. In an 
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effort to evade detection, Napodano allegedly limited his profits from each illegal trade by taking 
small positions and closing the positions shortly after his reports and articles were published. 
In addition to a permanent penny stock bar, Napodano agreed to pay full disgorgement of his 
insider trading profits totaling $143,865.48 plus prejudgment interest of $17,620.87 and a 
penalty of $143,865.48. The settlement is subject to court approval. 
 
The SEC's complaint also charges a pair of investment bankers who, along with Napodano, 
allegedly traded on nonpublic information that they and Napodano shared about certain smallcap 
issuers. According to the SEC's complaint, Bilal Basrai and Bryce Stirton worked at Chicago-
based brokerage firm LBMZ Securities and together with Napodano breached the duties of trust 
and confidentiality owed to microcap issuers that retained Zacks Small Cap Research to provide 
sponsored research or LBMZ to act as a financial adviser. 
 
Basrai agreed to settle the charges by paying disgorgement of his insider trading profits of 
$39,668.37 plus prejudgment interest of $4,617.89 and a penalty of $39,668.37. Stirton agreed to 
settle the charges without admitting or denying the allegations by paying disgorgement of his 
insider trading profits totaling $2,218.87 plus prejudgment interest of $257.43 and a penalty of 
$2,218.87. Basrai and Stirton also agreed to be barred from trading penny stocks and from 
working in the securities industry, with Stirton having the right to reapply after five years. 
 
In a parallel action, the U.S. Attorney's Office for the Northern District of Illinois announced 
criminal charges against Napodano and Basrai. 
 
LBMZ Securities separately agreed to be censured and pay a $240,000 penalty without admitting 
or denying the SEC's findings that the firm failed to enforce policies and procedures designed to 
prevent its employees from misusing nonpublic information. According to the SEC's order, 
LBMZ failed to obtain or review complete trading records of many employees, including Basrai, 
and conducted only a minimal review of employee communications to monitor potential misuse. 
 
See Related: In the Matter of Bryce Stirton; Exchange Act Release No. 81821 (October 5, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2017/34-81821.pdf  
 

SEC v. Peter C. Chang 
Litigation Release No. 23937 (September 20, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/litreleases/2017/lr23937.htm  
Civil Action No. 5:17-cv-05438 (September 20, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/complaints/2017/comp-pr2017-168.pdf  
 
Press Release No. 2017-168 (September 20, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/news/press-release/2017-168 
 
[Litigation Release] 
 
CEO Charged With Using Secret Accounts For Insider Trading In Company Stock  
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The Securities and Exchange Commission charged the former CEO of a Silicon Valley-based 
fiber optics company with insider trading in company stock by using secret brokerage accounts 
held in the names of his wife and brother. 
 
The SEC alleges that Peter C. Chang, who also was the founder and chairman of the board at 
Alliance Fiber Optic Products, generated more than $2 million in illicit profits and losses 
avoided by trading on nonpublic information and tipping his brother ahead of two negative 
earnings announcements and the company's merger. 
 
According to the SEC's complaint, Chang was the company's largest shareholder and required 
under the federal securities laws to disclose his ownership of company securities as an officer 
and director. Chang allegedly traded company shares secretly in the family member accounts, 
often times from his work computer after attending board meetings where confidential 
information was discussed. He also allegedly tipped his brother in Taiwan with nonpublic 
information to trade ahead of the earnings announcements in 2015 and an announcement in 2016 
that the company would be acquired via tender offer by Corning. 
 
Chang allegedly tried to hide his control over one of the accounts by posing as his brother in 
communications with one of the brokerage firms, and he allegedly obscured his relationship with 
his wife in response to a market surveillance inquiry by the Financial Industry Regulatory 
Authority. 
 
The SEC's complaint charges Chang with violating Sections 10(b), 14(e), and 16(a) of the 
Securities Exchange Act of 1934 and Rules 10b-5, 14e-3, and 16a-3. The complaint seeks 
disgorgement with prejudgment interest plus a penalty, permanent injunction, and officer and 
director bar. 
 
In a separate action by the U.S. Attorney's Office for the Northern District of California, criminal 
charges were unsealed against Chang. 
 

SEC v. Lawrence F. Cluff, Jr., et al. 
Litigation Release No. 23935 (September 13, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/litreleases/2017/lr23935.htm  
Civil Action No. 17-cv-2460 (September 13, 2017) (Amended) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/complaints/2017/comp23935.pdf  
 
[Litigation Release] 
 
SEC Charges Alleged Tipper in Insider Trading Case Involving Intel-Mobileye Merger 
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission has filed an amended complaint naming James Shaoul 
as an additional defendant in an insider trading case the agency filed earlier this year against his 
brother and another trader who allegedly profited by more than $925,000 trading in advance of a 
merger between technology companies Intel Corporation and Mobileye N.V. 
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effort to evade detection, Napodano allegedly limited his profits from each illegal trade by taking 
small positions and closing the positions shortly after his reports and articles were published. 
In addition to a permanent penny stock bar, Napodano agreed to pay full disgorgement of his 
insider trading profits totaling $143,865.48 plus prejudgment interest of $17,620.87 and a 
penalty of $143,865.48. The settlement is subject to court approval. 
 
The SEC's complaint also charges a pair of investment bankers who, along with Napodano, 
allegedly traded on nonpublic information that they and Napodano shared about certain smallcap 
issuers. According to the SEC's complaint, Bilal Basrai and Bryce Stirton worked at Chicago-
based brokerage firm LBMZ Securities and together with Napodano breached the duties of trust 
and confidentiality owed to microcap issuers that retained Zacks Small Cap Research to provide 
sponsored research or LBMZ to act as a financial adviser. 
 
Basrai agreed to settle the charges by paying disgorgement of his insider trading profits of 
$39,668.37 plus prejudgment interest of $4,617.89 and a penalty of $39,668.37. Stirton agreed to 
settle the charges without admitting or denying the allegations by paying disgorgement of his 
insider trading profits totaling $2,218.87 plus prejudgment interest of $257.43 and a penalty of 
$2,218.87. Basrai and Stirton also agreed to be barred from trading penny stocks and from 
working in the securities industry, with Stirton having the right to reapply after five years. 
 
In a parallel action, the U.S. Attorney's Office for the Northern District of Illinois announced 
criminal charges against Napodano and Basrai. 
 
LBMZ Securities separately agreed to be censured and pay a $240,000 penalty without admitting 
or denying the SEC's findings that the firm failed to enforce policies and procedures designed to 
prevent its employees from misusing nonpublic information. According to the SEC's order, 
LBMZ failed to obtain or review complete trading records of many employees, including Basrai, 
and conducted only a minimal review of employee communications to monitor potential misuse. 
 
See Related: In the Matter of Bryce Stirton; Exchange Act Release No. 81821 (October 5, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2017/34-81821.pdf  
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The Securities and Exchange Commission charged the former CEO of a Silicon Valley-based 
fiber optics company with insider trading in company stock by using secret brokerage accounts 
held in the names of his wife and brother. 
 
The SEC alleges that Peter C. Chang, who also was the founder and chairman of the board at 
Alliance Fiber Optic Products, generated more than $2 million in illicit profits and losses 
avoided by trading on nonpublic information and tipping his brother ahead of two negative 
earnings announcements and the company's merger. 
 
According to the SEC's complaint, Chang was the company's largest shareholder and required 
under the federal securities laws to disclose his ownership of company securities as an officer 
and director. Chang allegedly traded company shares secretly in the family member accounts, 
often times from his work computer after attending board meetings where confidential 
information was discussed. He also allegedly tipped his brother in Taiwan with nonpublic 
information to trade ahead of the earnings announcements in 2015 and an announcement in 2016 
that the company would be acquired via tender offer by Corning. 
 
Chang allegedly tried to hide his control over one of the accounts by posing as his brother in 
communications with one of the brokerage firms, and he allegedly obscured his relationship with 
his wife in response to a market surveillance inquiry by the Financial Industry Regulatory 
Authority. 
 
The SEC's complaint charges Chang with violating Sections 10(b), 14(e), and 16(a) of the 
Securities Exchange Act of 1934 and Rules 10b-5, 14e-3, and 16a-3. The complaint seeks 
disgorgement with prejudgment interest plus a penalty, permanent injunction, and officer and 
director bar. 
 
In a separate action by the U.S. Attorney's Office for the Northern District of California, criminal 
charges were unsealed against Chang. 
 

SEC v. Lawrence F. Cluff, Jr., et al. 
Litigation Release No. 23935 (September 13, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/litreleases/2017/lr23935.htm  
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[Litigation Release] 
 
SEC Charges Alleged Tipper in Insider Trading Case Involving Intel-Mobileye Merger 
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission has filed an amended complaint naming James Shaoul 
as an additional defendant in an insider trading case the agency filed earlier this year against his 
brother and another trader who allegedly profited by more than $925,000 trading in advance of a 
merger between technology companies Intel Corporation and Mobileye N.V. 
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The SEC's amended complaint alleges that James Shaoul has professional and personal 
relationships with Mobileye founders who directly participated in negotiations that resulted in 
Intel's tender offer. Mobileye is a software and technology developer for Advanced Driver 
Assistance Systems used for autonomous driving. 
 
Shaoul allegedly tipped his brother Roger E. Shaoul with nonpublic information about the 
impending merger prior to the public announcement, and gave him detailed directions to buy 
specific Mobileye options. The directions allegedly included specific purchase prices, strike 
prices, and expiration dates as well as a price per share discussed in confidential Mobileye-Intel 
discussions and an estimated date range for a public announcement. 
 
Roger Shaoul allegedly then tipped Lawrence F. Cluff Jr. with nonpublic information about the 
tender offer, saying his family knew Mobileye's founders and they were recommending that 
friends and family invest in the company. All of the suspicious trading allegedly occurred in two 
accounts held in Cluff's name, including an account that had been dormant since 2011 before 
Cluff purchased Mobileye stock on Jan. 30, 2017. 
 
According to the SEC's amended complaint, James Shaoul resides in Israel where Mobileye's 
principal offices are located. Shaoul is a physician specializing in nonsurgical cosmetic 
procedures, including botox and laser hair removal. A Mobileye director and his wife have 
received treatment at Shaoul's clinic. 
 
Roger Shaoul and Cluff reside in Virginia, according to the SEC's complaint. The SEC filed the 
initial complaint against them in April 2017. 
 
The SEC's amended complaint charges all three defendants with violating Sections 10(b) and 
14(e) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 and Rules 10b-5 and 14e-3 thereunder. The 
Commission is seeking a final judgment ordering Roger Shaoul and Cluff to disgorge their 
allegedly ill-gotten gains with interest and ordering all defendants to pay penalties and be 
permanently enjoined from future violations. 
 

SEC v. Brett Kennedy, et al. 
Litigation Release No. 23931 (September 7, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/litreleases/2017/lr23931.htm  
Civil Action No. 2:17-cv-01344 (September 7, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/complaints/2017/comp-pr2017-160.pdf  
 
Press Release No. 2017-160 (September 7, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/news/press-release/2017-160 
 
[Litigation Release] 
 
Former Amazon Employee and College Friend Charged with Insider Trading 
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission announced insider trading charges against a former 
Amazon financial analyst who allegedly leaked confidential information to his former fraternity 
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brother in advance of a company earnings announcement so they could turn an illegal profit. The 
college friend and his trading partner also are charged in the SEC's complaint. 
 
The SEC alleges that Brett Kennedy accessed nonpublic 2015 first quarter earnings information 
without authorization while working at Amazon and shared it with Maziar Rezakhani, who 
illegally traded on the financial results before their public release to make more than $116,000 in 
illicit profits. According to the SEC's complaint, Rezakhani paid Kennedy $10,000 in cash for 
the tip and also shared the trading profits with Sam Sadeghi, who was advising him on his 
brokerage account trades and joined Rezakhani at a meeting with Kennedy to discuss the 
nonpublic information. The SEC's complaint alleges that Rezakhani and Sadeghi aimed to 
establish a successful track record with the trading in Rezakhani's brokerage account and 
together open a hedge fund in New York that would accept investments from others. 
 
According to the SEC's complaint, Rezakhani boasted on at least two trading-related internet 
communication platforms in the days leading up to Amazon's earnings announcement that he 
was predicting first quarter revenue of $22.7 billion and earnings per share of -$0.12, writing that 
the "numbers are so obvious" that a "5 year old can guess what they will do." 
 
The SEC's complaint, which was filed in the Western District of Washington, charges Kennedy, 
Rezakhani, and Sadeghi with violating Section 10(b) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 and 
Rule 10b-5 thereunder, and seeks permanent injunctions along with the return of allegedly ill-
gotten gains plus interest and penalties against Rezakhani and Sadeghi. 
 
Sadeghi and Kennedy agreed to settlements that are subject to court approval. Without admitting 
or denying the allegations, Sadeghi agreed to pay disgorgement of $11,599.74 plus $1,035.39 in 
interest and an $11,599.74 penalty for a total of $24,214.87. Kennedy agreed to pay 
disgorgement of $10,000 plus interest of $875.36. Sadeghi and Kennedy both agreed to be 
enjoined from further securities law violations. In a parallel action, the U.S. Attorney's Office for 
the Western District of Washington announced criminal charges against Kennedy. 
 
See Related: In the Matter of Sam Sadeghi; Advisers Act Release No. 4792 (October 11, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2017/ia-4792.pdf  
 

SEC v. Evan R. Kita, et al. 
Litigation Release No. 23926 (August 31, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/litreleases/2017/lr23926.htm  
Civil Action No. 3:17-cv-06603 (August 31, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/complaints/2017/comp-pr2017-151.pdf  
 
Press Release No. 2017-151 (August 31, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/news/press-release/2017-151  
 
[Litigation Release] 
 
Former Pharma Company Accountant, Three Others Charged With Insider Trading 
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The SEC's amended complaint alleges that James Shaoul has professional and personal 
relationships with Mobileye founders who directly participated in negotiations that resulted in 
Intel's tender offer. Mobileye is a software and technology developer for Advanced Driver 
Assistance Systems used for autonomous driving. 
 
Shaoul allegedly tipped his brother Roger E. Shaoul with nonpublic information about the 
impending merger prior to the public announcement, and gave him detailed directions to buy 
specific Mobileye options. The directions allegedly included specific purchase prices, strike 
prices, and expiration dates as well as a price per share discussed in confidential Mobileye-Intel 
discussions and an estimated date range for a public announcement. 
 
Roger Shaoul allegedly then tipped Lawrence F. Cluff Jr. with nonpublic information about the 
tender offer, saying his family knew Mobileye's founders and they were recommending that 
friends and family invest in the company. All of the suspicious trading allegedly occurred in two 
accounts held in Cluff's name, including an account that had been dormant since 2011 before 
Cluff purchased Mobileye stock on Jan. 30, 2017. 
 
According to the SEC's amended complaint, James Shaoul resides in Israel where Mobileye's 
principal offices are located. Shaoul is a physician specializing in nonsurgical cosmetic 
procedures, including botox and laser hair removal. A Mobileye director and his wife have 
received treatment at Shaoul's clinic. 
 
Roger Shaoul and Cluff reside in Virginia, according to the SEC's complaint. The SEC filed the 
initial complaint against them in April 2017. 
 
The SEC's amended complaint charges all three defendants with violating Sections 10(b) and 
14(e) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 and Rules 10b-5 and 14e-3 thereunder. The 
Commission is seeking a final judgment ordering Roger Shaoul and Cluff to disgorge their 
allegedly ill-gotten gains with interest and ordering all defendants to pay penalties and be 
permanently enjoined from future violations. 
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brother in advance of a company earnings announcement so they could turn an illegal profit. The 
college friend and his trading partner also are charged in the SEC's complaint. 
 
The SEC alleges that Brett Kennedy accessed nonpublic 2015 first quarter earnings information 
without authorization while working at Amazon and shared it with Maziar Rezakhani, who 
illegally traded on the financial results before their public release to make more than $116,000 in 
illicit profits. According to the SEC's complaint, Rezakhani paid Kennedy $10,000 in cash for 
the tip and also shared the trading profits with Sam Sadeghi, who was advising him on his 
brokerage account trades and joined Rezakhani at a meeting with Kennedy to discuss the 
nonpublic information. The SEC's complaint alleges that Rezakhani and Sadeghi aimed to 
establish a successful track record with the trading in Rezakhani's brokerage account and 
together open a hedge fund in New York that would accept investments from others. 
 
According to the SEC's complaint, Rezakhani boasted on at least two trading-related internet 
communication platforms in the days leading up to Amazon's earnings announcement that he 
was predicting first quarter revenue of $22.7 billion and earnings per share of -$0.12, writing that 
the "numbers are so obvious" that a "5 year old can guess what they will do." 
 
The SEC's complaint, which was filed in the Western District of Washington, charges Kennedy, 
Rezakhani, and Sadeghi with violating Section 10(b) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 and 
Rule 10b-5 thereunder, and seeks permanent injunctions along with the return of allegedly ill-
gotten gains plus interest and penalties against Rezakhani and Sadeghi. 
 
Sadeghi and Kennedy agreed to settlements that are subject to court approval. Without admitting 
or denying the allegations, Sadeghi agreed to pay disgorgement of $11,599.74 plus $1,035.39 in 
interest and an $11,599.74 penalty for a total of $24,214.87. Kennedy agreed to pay 
disgorgement of $10,000 plus interest of $875.36. Sadeghi and Kennedy both agreed to be 
enjoined from further securities law violations. In a parallel action, the U.S. Attorney's Office for 
the Western District of Washington announced criminal charges against Kennedy. 
 
See Related: In the Matter of Sam Sadeghi; Advisers Act Release No. 4792 (October 11, 2017) 
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The Securities and Exchange Commission charged an accountant and three others with insider 
trading on market-moving news about the New Jersey-based pharmaceutical company where the 
accountant formerly worked. 
 
The SEC's complaint, filed in federal court in New Jersey, alleges that Evan R. Kita, a CPA and 
former accountant at Celator Pharmaceuticals Inc., tipped two of his friends with confidential 
information about the clinical trial results for Celator's cancer drug and its acquisition by Dublin-
based Jazz Pharmaceuticals Plc almost three months later. Celator's stock rose more than 400 
percent in March 2016 when it announced positive results for its drug to treat leukemia, and Jazz 
Pharmaceuticals offered to pay a hefty premium in May 2016 to acquire Celator. 
 
According to the SEC's complaint, Daniel Perez and Richard Yu purchased Celator stock based 
on Kita's tips before the two announcements and agreed to share their trading profits with him. 
The SEC alleges that Richard Yu passed Kita's tips to his father, Chiang Yu, who also traded in 
advance of both announcements. To avoid detection, Kita allegedly communicated with Perez 
and Richard Yu through an encrypted smartphone application. 
 
In a parallel action, the U.S. Attorney's Office for the District of New Jersey filed criminal 
charges against Kita, Perez, Richard Yu, and Chiang Yu. 
 
The SEC's complaint charges Kita, Perez, Richard Yu, and Chiang Yu with violating antifraud 
provisions of the federal securities laws and related SEC antifraud rules. 
 

SEC v. Daniel Rivas, et al. 
Litigation Release No. 23911 (August 16, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/litreleases/2017/lr23911.htm  
Civil Action No. 1:17-cv-06192 (August 16, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/complaints/2017/comp-pr2017-143.pdf  
 
Press Release No. 2017-143 (August 16, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/news/press-release/2017-143  
 
[Litigation Release] 
 
SEC Uncovers Wide-Reaching Insider Trading Scheme 
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission announced insider trading charges against seven 
individuals who generated millions in profits by trading on confidential information about 
dozens of impending mergers and acquisitions. Data analysis allowed the SEC's enforcement 
staff to uncover the illicit trading despite the traders' alleged use of shell companies, code words, 
and an encrypted, self-destructing messaging application to evade detection. 
 
In a parallel action, the U.S. Attorney's Office for the Southern District of New York unsealed 
criminal charges against the same seven individuals. 
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According to the SEC's complaint, Daniel Rivas, a former IT employee of a large bank, was at 
the center of the alleged scheme, misusing his access to a bank computer system to tip four 
individuals who traded on the information. He allegedly tipped others who also traded and 
passed along the tips. According to the complaint, the traders profited on market-moving news 
related to 30 impending corporate deals from October 2014 to April 2017. 
 
The SEC's complaint alleges that Rivas frequently tipped his girlfriend's father, James Moodhe, 
who traded on the information and used coded conversations and in-person meetings to relay the 
tips to his friend, Michael Siva, a financial advisor at a brokerage firm. Siva allegedly used the 
confidential information to make profitable trades for his brokerage firm clients, earning 
commissions for himself in the process, and he passed numerous tips along to a client who traded 
on them. The complaint alleges that Siva also traded on behalf of himself and his wife based on 
two of the tips he got from Moodhe, a former financial services company treasurer. 
 
A separate trading ring allegedly involved two of Rivas's friends in Florida, Roberto Rodriguez 
and Rodolfo Sablon, who discussed tips on an encrypted, self-destructing smartphone messaging 
application and used shell companies to carry out their insider trading. Although Rodriguez and 
Sablon were inexperienced traders, in just over a year they turned less than $100,000 into more 
than $2 million in profits by making aggressive options trades based on the confidential 
information. Rodriguez also is alleged to have passed several tips to one of his friends who also 
traded. 
 
According to the SEC's complaint, a third trading ring involved Jhonatan Zoquier, another 
inexperienced trader who profited by trading on inside information communicated through the 
encrypted messaging application. The complaint further alleges that New Jersey-based Zoquier 
repeatedly passed the confidential information along to Jeffrey Rogiers of Oakland, California, 
who placed several illegal trades for himself and tipped others to trade. 
 
The case stems from the SEC Market Abuse Unit's Analysis and Detection Center, which uses 
data analysis tools to detect suspicious patterns such as improbably successful trading across 
different securities over time. Enhanced detection capabilities enabled SEC enforcement staff to 
spot the unusual trading activities. 
 
The SEC's complaint, which was filed in the Southern District of New York, charges Rivas, 
Moodhe, Rodriguez, Sablon, Zoquier, Siva, and Rogiers with violating Sections 10(b) and 14(e) 
of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 and Rules 10b-5 and 14e-3 thereunder, and seeks 
permanent injunctions along with the return of allegedly ill-gotten gains plus interest and 
penalties. 
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In the Matter of John F. Stimpson 
Exchange Act Release No. 81160 (July 18, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2017/34-81160.pdf  
 
[Administrative Summary] 
 
SEC Charges Former IT Administrator With Insider Trading In Fingerprint Sensor Technology 
Company Acquired By Apple  
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission announced that a former IT administrator of a Florida-
based biometrics company acquired by Apple Inc. has agreed to pay nearly $280,000 to settle 
insider trading charges.  
 
According to the SEC’s order, in July 2012, John F. Stimpson, a Senior Network Administrator 
at AuthenTec Inc., learned about a special meeting of AuthenTec’s Board of Directors 
concerning Apple’s acquisition of AuthenTec. Shortly thereafter, the order states, Stimpson 
learned of unusual activity in AuthenTec’s Human Resources department, including preparations 
for file transfers relating to the merger negotiations. According to the order, Stimpson knew the 
information regarding the acquisition was nonpublic and that he was prohibited from trading 
AuthenTec securities while in possession of nonpublic information. The order states that 
between July 9 and 20, 2012, Stimpson purchased AuthenTec call options, including some that 
expired as early as August 2012.  
 
According to the SEC’s order, on July 27, 2012, AuthenTec announced Apple would acquire it 
for approximately $355 million in cash. The order states that AuthenTec’s stock price closed at 
$8.42, approximately a 70% increase from the previous day’s closing price. The order also states 
that Stimpson subsequently liquidated most of his call options and exercised the remainder when 
the acquisition was completed in October. Through his unlawful trading, the order states that 
Stimpson realized approximately $136,000 in profits.  
 
The SEC’s order finds that Stimpson violated Section 10(b) of the Securities Exchange Act of 
1934 and Rule 10b-5 thereunder. Without admitting or denying the findings in the SEC’s order, 
Stimpson agreed to a cease-and-desist order and to pay disgorgement of $135,570, prejudgment 
interest of $7,633, and a penalty of $135,570, for a total of $278,773. 
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SEC v. Fei Yan and Rongxia Wu  
Civil Action No. 1:17-cv-05257 (July 12, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/complaints/2017/comp-pr2017-125.pdf 
 
Press Release No. 2017-125 (July 12, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/news/press-release/2017-125   
 
[Press Release]  
 
SEC Files Insider Trading Charges Against Research Scientist Aiming to Avoid SEC Detection 
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
2017-125  
Washington D.C., July 12, 2017—  
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission announced insider trading charges against a research 
scientist who allegedly searched the internet for “how sec detect unusual trade” before making a 
trade that the agency flagged as suspicious through data analysis. 
 
The SEC’s complaint alleges that Fei Yan loaded up on stocks and options in advance of two 
corporate acquisitions late last year based on confidential information obtained from his wife, an 
associate at a law firm that worked on the deals.  
 
According to the SEC’s complaint, Yan made approximately $120,000 in illicit profits by selling 
his holdings in Mattress Firm Holding Corp. and Stillwater Mining Company following public 
announcements that they would be acquired by other companies. 
 
Yan allegedly attempted to conceal his illegal activity by placing the illicit trades in a brokerage 
account bearing the name of his mother, who lives in China.  Among the internet searches he 
conducted was “insider trading in an international account.”  
 
In a parallel action, the U.S. Attorney’s Office for the Southern District of New York announced 
criminal charges against Yan.   
 
The SEC’s complaint charges Yan with violating Sections 10(b) and 14(e) of the Securities 
Exchange Act of 1934 and Rules 10b-5 and 14e-3.  The SEC is seeking disgorgement of ill-
gotten gains plus interest and penalties as well as permanent injunctions.  The SEC’s complaint 
names Yan’s mother Rongxia Wu as a relief defendant for the purposes of recovering illicit 
profits in the brokerage account in her name. 
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SEC v. Harold L. Altvater  
Litigation Release No. 23868 (June 27, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/litreleases/2017/lr23868.htm 
Civil Action No. 1:17-cv-11178 (June 27, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/complaints/2017/comp23868-altvater.pdf   

SEC v. Maureen E. Curran 
Civil Action No. 7-cv-11179 (June 27, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/complaints/2017/comp23868-curran.pdf  

SEC v. Susan L. Dubuc 
Civil Action No. 17-cv-11180 (June 27, 2017)  
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/complaints/2017/comp23868-dubuc.pdf  
 
[Litigation Release] 
 
SEC Charges Three with Insider Trading in Stock of Ariad Pharmaceuticals, Inc. 
 
SEC Charges Three with Insider Trading in Stock of Ariad Pharmaceuticals, Inc. 
The Securities and Exchange Commission announced insider trading charges against two former 
senior employees and the spouse of a former employee of Ariad Pharmaceuticals, Inc., a 
company based in Cambridge, Massachusetts engaged in the business of developing and 
marketing drugs to treat cancer. 
 
According to the SEC's complaints, filed in federal court in Boston, Massachusetts, the 
defendants traded in Ariad's stock in advance of announcements about U.S. Food and Drug 
Administration (FDA) decisions that impacted the sales and marketing of the company's main 
product. Additionally, the SEC's complaints allege that: 
 

• Harold Altvater, whose wife was an Ariad employee, illegally traded Ariad stock on the 
basis of non-public information he learned from her. On three occasions between October 
2013 and January 2014, Altvater traded in advance of company announcements about the 
safety profile and FDA approval status of Ariad's only FDA-approved drug. Altvater 
traded in Ariad stock shortly after his wife learned material non-public information 
regarding Ariad's ongoing dealings with the FDA. By purchasing shares ahead of a 
positive announcement, and selling shares ahead of negative announcements, Altvater 
avoided losses and obtained insider profits totaling $102,026.30. Altvater also advised a 
friend to trade Ariad stock on the basis of non-public information learned from Altvater's 
wife, enabling the friend to obtain profits of $4,188. 
 

• Maureen Curran, Ariad's former Senior Director of Pharmacovigilance and Risk 
Management, sold Ariad stock in December 2012, after she had attended meetings with 
the FDA and had learned material nonpublic information regarding a forthcoming FDA 
decision to require Ariad to include a safety warning on its product label. Ariad's insider 
trading policy expressly prohibited employees from trading while in possession of 
material nonpublic information. After Ariad announced the FDA decision on December 
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14, 2012, its stock price declined significantly. By selling in advance of Ariad's 
announcement, Curran avoided $9,420 in losses. 
 

• Susan Dubuc, Ariad's former Associate Director of Pharmacovigilance and Risk 
Management, alerted certain of her relatives in October 2013, one day before Ariad 
publicly announced a pause in all clinical trials for its FDA-approved drug. Prior to 
tipping her relatives, Dubuc had received a "blackout notice" from Ariad's Chief 
Financial Officer which prohibited all employees and their family members from trading 
in Ariad's stock. After Ariad announced the pause in clinical trials on October 9, 2013, its 
stock price declined significantly. By selling in advance of Ariad's announcement, 
Dubuc's relatives avoided $2,888.10 in losses.  

  
The SEC's complaints each charge Altvater, Curran, and Dubuc with violating Section 10(b) of 
the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 and Rule 10b-5 thereunder. The SEC seeks permanent 
injunctions, disgorgement with prejudgment interest, and civil penalties in its complaint against 
Altvater. Without admitting or denying the SEC's allegations, Curran and Dubuc have consented 
to the entry of final judgments that would permanently enjoin them from future violations of 
Section 10(b) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 and Rule 10b-5 thereunder. The judgment 
against Curran will require her to pay disgorgement of $9,420, prejudgment interest of 
$1,408.58, and a civil penalty of $9,420. The judgment against Dubuc will require her to pay 
disgorgement of $2,888.10, prejudgment interest of $310.48, and a civil penalty of $2,888.10. 
The settlements with Curran and Dubuc are subject to court approval. 
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SEC v. Michael Trahan 
Litigation Release No. 23854 (June 7, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/litreleases/2017/lr23854.htm  
Civil Action No. 17-cv-731 (June 6, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/complaints/2017/comp23854.pdf  
 
[Litigation Release] 
 
SEC Charges Owner of Consulting Company in Louisiana With Insider Trading 
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission announced fraud charges against Michael Trahan for 
insider trading in the securities of The Shaw Group, Inc. (Shaw), a Louisiana-based energy 
construction company, ahead of a public announcement that Shaw was going to be acquired by 
Chicago Bridge & Iron Company N.V. (CBI). 
 
The SEC's complaint, filed in the U.S. District Court for the Western District of Louisiana, 
alleges that during July 2012, while Trahan was a consultant to Shaw, a Shaw employee told 
Trahan about the impending Shaw merger. The SEC also alleges that Trahan's company, Petra 
Consultants, Inc., was bound by an agreement with Shaw that required Petra and Trahan to keep 
information received from Shaw confidential and not to use such information for any purpose 
except in the context of the consulting arrangement. The SEC further alleges that the same day 
the Shaw employee told Trahan about the impending merger, Trahan bought 5,600 shares of 
Shaw common stock. The SEC alleges that this purchase represented approximately 86% of the 
cash in Trahan's account and approximately 73% of the total account value. The SEC further 
alleges that Trahan sold the stock shortly after the announcement of the acquisition for a profit of 
$69,735. 
 
The SEC's complaint charges Trahan with violating Section 10(b) of the Securities Exchange Act 
of 1934 and Rule 10b-5 thereunder. Trahan has consented, without admitting or denying the 
allegations in the SEC's complaint, to the entry of a final judgment imposing a permanent 
injunction and ordering Trahan to pay disgorgement of $69,735, pre-judgment interest of 
$10,957, and a civil penalty of $69,735. The settlement is subject to court approval. 
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SEC v. David B. Blaszczak, et al. 
Litigation Release No. 23841 (May 24, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/litreleases/2017/lr23841.htm  
Civil Action No. 1:17-cv-03919 (May 24, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/complaints/2017/comp-pr2017-109.pdf  
 
Press Release No. 2017-109 (May 24, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/news/press-release/2017-109 
 
[Litigation Release] 
 
SEC Files Charges in Trading Scheme Involving Confidential Government Information 
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission announced charges in an alleged insider trading 
scheme involving tips of nonpublic information about government plans to cut Medicare 
reimbursement rates, which affected the stock prices of certain publicly traded medical providers 
or suppliers. 
 
The SEC's complaint alleges that David Blaszczak, a former government employee turned 
political intelligence consultant, obtained key confidential details about upcoming decisions by 
the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) from his close friend and former 
colleague at the agency, Christopher Worrall. According to the SEC's complaint, Worrall serves 
as a health insurance specialist in the Center for Medicare and tipped Blaszczak about at least 
three pending CMS decisions that affected the amount of money that companies receive from 
Medicare to provide services or products related to cancer treatments or kidney dialysis. 
 
Blaszczak allegedly tipped two analysts at a hedge fund advisory firm that paid him as a 
consultant. The analysts, Theodore Huber and Jordan Fogel, allegedly used the nonpublic 
information to recommend that the firm trade in the stocks of four health care companies whose 
stock prices would likely be affected by the decisions once CMS announced them publicly. The 
alleged scheme resulted in more than $3.9 million in illicit profits. 
 
According to the SEC's complaint, Blaszczak's firms were paid at least $193,000 in a 19-month 
period by the hedge fund where the analysts worked. 
 
The SEC's complaint, filed in U.S. District Court for the Southern District of New York, charges 
Blaszczak, Worrall, Huber, and Fogel with violating Section 10(b) of the Securities Exchange 
Act of 1934 and Rule 10b-5 as well as Section 17(a) of the Securities Act of 1933. The 
complaint seeks disgorgement of ill-gotten gains plus interest, penalties, and permanent 
injunctions. 
 
In a parallel action, the U.S. Attorney's Office for the Southern District of New York announced 
related criminal charges. 
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SEC v. Michael Trahan 
Litigation Release No. 23854 (June 7, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/litreleases/2017/lr23854.htm  
Civil Action No. 17-cv-731 (June 6, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/complaints/2017/comp23854.pdf  
 
[Litigation Release] 
 
SEC Charges Owner of Consulting Company in Louisiana With Insider Trading 
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission announced fraud charges against Michael Trahan for 
insider trading in the securities of The Shaw Group, Inc. (Shaw), a Louisiana-based energy 
construction company, ahead of a public announcement that Shaw was going to be acquired by 
Chicago Bridge & Iron Company N.V. (CBI). 
 
The SEC's complaint, filed in the U.S. District Court for the Western District of Louisiana, 
alleges that during July 2012, while Trahan was a consultant to Shaw, a Shaw employee told 
Trahan about the impending Shaw merger. The SEC also alleges that Trahan's company, Petra 
Consultants, Inc., was bound by an agreement with Shaw that required Petra and Trahan to keep 
information received from Shaw confidential and not to use such information for any purpose 
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Shaw common stock. The SEC alleges that this purchase represented approximately 86% of the 
cash in Trahan's account and approximately 73% of the total account value. The SEC further 
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$69,735. 
 
The SEC's complaint charges Trahan with violating Section 10(b) of the Securities Exchange Act 
of 1934 and Rule 10b-5 thereunder. Trahan has consented, without admitting or denying the 
allegations in the SEC's complaint, to the entry of a final judgment imposing a permanent 
injunction and ordering Trahan to pay disgorgement of $69,735, pre-judgment interest of 
$10,957, and a civil penalty of $69,735. The settlement is subject to court approval. 
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SEC v. David B. Blaszczak, et al. 
Litigation Release No. 23841 (May 24, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/litreleases/2017/lr23841.htm  
Civil Action No. 1:17-cv-03919 (May 24, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/complaints/2017/comp-pr2017-109.pdf  
 
Press Release No. 2017-109 (May 24, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/news/press-release/2017-109 
 
[Litigation Release] 
 
SEC Files Charges in Trading Scheme Involving Confidential Government Information 
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission announced charges in an alleged insider trading 
scheme involving tips of nonpublic information about government plans to cut Medicare 
reimbursement rates, which affected the stock prices of certain publicly traded medical providers 
or suppliers. 
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as a health insurance specialist in the Center for Medicare and tipped Blaszczak about at least 
three pending CMS decisions that affected the amount of money that companies receive from 
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The SEC's complaint, filed in U.S. District Court for the Southern District of New York, charges 
Blaszczak, Worrall, Huber, and Fogel with violating Section 10(b) of the Securities Exchange 
Act of 1934 and Rule 10b-5 as well as Section 17(a) of the Securities Act of 1933. The 
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In a parallel action, the U.S. Attorney's Office for the Southern District of New York announced 
related criminal charges. 
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SEC v. Walter C. Little and Andrew M. Berke 
Litigation Release No. 23833 (May 11, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/litreleases/2017/lr23833.htm  
Civil Action No. 1:17-cv-03536 (May 11, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/complaints/2017/comp-pr2017-100.pdf  
 
Press Release No. 2017-100 (May 11, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/news/press-release/2017-100  
 
[Litigation Release] 
 
SEC Charges Law Firm Partner and his Neighbor in $1 Million Insider Trading Scheme 
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission charged a law firm partner and his neighbor with 
making more than $1 million in illicit profits by insider trading around corporate announcements. 
 
The SEC alleges that Walter C. Little accessed confidential documents on his law firm's internal 
computer network related to at least 11 impending announcements involving law firm clients, 
none of which he personally advised or billed for services. Little then allegedly traded in advance 
of each announcement and often tipped his neighbor Andrew M. Berke with material nonpublic 
information so he could similarly trade in company stocks before the announcements were made 
publicly. According to the SEC's complaint, the insider trading occurred from February 2015 to 
February 2016. 
 
In a parallel action, the U.S. Attorney's Office for the Southern District of New York announced 
criminal charges against Little and Berke. 
 
The SEC's complaint charges Little and Berke with violating Sections 10(b) and 14(e) of the 
Securities Exchange Act of 1934 and Rules 10b-5 and 14e-3, as well as Section 17(a) of the 
Securities Act of 1933. The complaint seeks disgorgement of ill-gotten gains plus prejudgment 
interest, penalties, and permanent injunctions. 
 

SEC v. Iat Hong, et al. 
Litigation Release No. 23826 (May 9, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/litreleases/2016/lr23711.htm  
Civil Action No. 16-cv-9947 (December 27, 2016) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/complaints/2016/comp-pr2016-280.pdf  
 
[Litigation Release] 
 
Default Judgments Entered Against All Defendants In Law Firm Hacking Case 
 
The SEC announced that it has obtained default judgments against Iat Hong, Bo Zheng, and 
Hung Chin, all of whom were charged with fraudulently trading on hacked nonpublic market-
moving information stolen from two prominent New York-based law firms, racking up almost $3 
million in illegal profits. 
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The SEC also obtained a default judgment against Hong's mother, Sou Cheng Lai, who was 
named as a relief defendant for the purpose of recovering ill-gotten gains in her accounts 
resulting from her son's alleged illicit trading.  
 
The default judgments, entered by U.S. District Judge Valerie E. Caproni for the Southern 
District of New York on May 5, 2017, permanently enjoins all of the defendants from violating 
Sections 10(b) and 20(b) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 and Rule 10b-5 thereunder and 
defendants Hong and Chin from violating Exchange Act Section 14(e) and Rule 14e-3 
thereunder.  The judgments also order each of the defendants to disgorge all of their ill-gotten 
gains, together with prejudgment interest, and to pay a civil penalty equal to three times their 
respective disgorgement amounts.  The judgments also order Hong's mother to fully disgorge, 
together with prejudgment interest, unlawful proceeds in her possession resulting from defendant 
Hong's illicit trading.  The monetary relief ordered by the default judgments is reflected in the 
chart below: 
 
Party Disgorgement Prejudgment Interest Civil Penalty Total 
Iat Hong $462,471.70 $34,063.78 $1,387,415.10 $1,883,950.58 
Bo Zheng $480,869.62 $29,630.42 $1,442,608.86 $1,953,108.90 
Hung Chin $1,009,038.74 $60,512.82 $3,027,116.22 $4,096,667.78 
Sou Cheng Lai $901,435.67 $60,398.19 None $961,833.86 
 
 

SEC v. Avaneesh Krishnamoorthy, et al. 
Litigation Release No. 23814 (April 26, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/litreleases/2017/lr23814.htm  
Civil Action No. 17-cv-2953 (April 24, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/complaints/2017/comp-pr2017-83.pdf  
 
Press Release No. 2017-83 (April 24, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/news/press-release/2017-83  
 
[Litigation Release] 
 
Investment Bank VP Charged with Insider Trading 
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission, on April 24, 2017, charged a vice president in the risk 
management department of a New York-based investment bank with insider trading on 
confidential information he learned in advance of a private equity firm's acquisition of a 
publicly-traded technology company. 
 
The SEC alleges that Avaneesh Krishnamoorthy learned that Golden Gate Capital planned to 
acquire Neustar Inc., and he then began trading in Neustar securities. The trading took place in 
two brokerage accounts that Krishnamoorthy allegedly kept hidden from his employer, which 
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[Litigation Release] 
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management department of a New York-based investment bank with insider trading on 
confidential information he learned in advance of a private equity firm's acquisition of a 
publicly-traded technology company. 
 
The SEC alleges that Avaneesh Krishnamoorthy learned that Golden Gate Capital planned to 
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had been approached by Golden Gate Capital to finance the transaction. According to the SEC's 
complaint, Krishnamoorthy made approximately $48,000 in illicit profits. 
 
In a parallel action, the U.S. Attorney's Office for the Southern District of New York filed 
criminal charges against Krishnamoorthy. 
 
The SEC is seeking an emergency court order to freeze the assets in the brokerage accounts 
belonging to Krishnamoorthy and his wife, who has been named as a relief defendant in the 
SEC's complaint for purposes of recovering allegedly ill-gotten gains in the account in her name. 
The complaint charges Krishnamoorthy with violating Section 17(a) of the Securities Act of 
1933 as well as Section 10(b) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 and Rule 10b-5. 
 

In the Matter of Nima Hedayati 
Exchange Act Release No. 80238 (March 14, 2017) 
AAE Release No. 3863 (March 14, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2017/34-80238.pdf  
 
Press Release No. 2017-66 (March 14, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/news/press-release/2017-66 
 
[Press Release] 
 
Auditor Charged With Insider Trading on Client’s Nonpublic Information 
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
2017-66  
Washington D.C., March 14, 2017—  
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission announced that an auditor based in the Silicon Valley 
has agreed to settle charges that he traded on inside information about a client on the verge of a 
merger. 
 
The SEC’s order finds that through his work at an independent audit firm, Nima Hedayati 
learned that Fremont, Calif.-based Lam Research Corporation was making preparations to 
acquire Milpitas, Calif.-based KLA-Tencor Corporation.  The two companies manufacture 
equipment used in the creation of semiconductors.  
 
According to the SEC’s order, Hedayati proceeded to purchase out-of-the money call options in 
KLA common stock in his brokerage account as well as his fiancée’s brokerage account, and he 
also encouraged his mother to purchase KLA common stock.  After merger plans were publicly 
announced, KLA’s stock price increased nearly 20 percent, and Hedayati and his mother 
collectively profited by more than $43,000 from the illegal trades.  Hedayati’s employer 
terminated him when it discovered his misconduct. 
 
Without admitting or denying the SEC’s findings, Hedayati agreed to pay disgorgement of 
$43,027.59 plus $1,269.70 in interest and a $43,027.59 penalty for a total of more than 
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$87,000.  Hedayati agreed to be suspended from appearing and practicing before the SEC as an 
accountant, which includes not participating in the financial reporting or audits of public 
companies.  The SEC’s order permits him to apply for reinstatement after five years. 
 

SEC v. Yu-Cheng Lin a/k/a/ Believe Lin 
Litigation Release No. 23862 (June 19, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/litreleases/2017/lr23862.htm 
Litigation Release No. 23849 (May 31, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/litreleases/2017/lr23849.htm 
Civil Action No. 2:17-cv-00875 (April 3, 2017) (amended) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/complaints/2017/comp23849.pdf  
 
[Litigation Release] 
 
SEC Obtains Default Judgment Against Foreign Insider Trading Defendant Ordering Him to Pay 
Approximately $7.3 Million 
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission has obtained a default judgment against a foreign 
defendant charged with insider trading that orders him to pay approximately $7.3 million. 

The court's final judgment, entered on June 12, 2017 by U.S. District Judge Jose L. Linares, 
permanently enjoins Yu-Cheng Lin, also known as Believe Lin, from violating Section 10(b) of 
the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 and Rule 10b-5 thereunder. The judgment also orders Lin to 
pay disgorgement of approximately $1.8 million, prejudgment interest of approximately $44,000, 
and a civil penalty of approximately $5.4 million. The court's entry of judgment resolves this 
litigation in its entirety. 

The court had previously issued an arrest warrant for Lin after the judge found him in contempt 
of two previously-issued orders by dissipating assets and refusing to repatriate funds. 

In an emergency action filed under seal on February 9, 2017 and unsealed on February 13, 2017, 
the SEC alleged that Lin traded on material inside information ahead of quarterly earnings 
announcements on May 5, August 4 and November 3, 2016 by Ubiquiti Networks Inc., a 
California-headquartered company where Lin had worked from approximately March 2011 until 
June 2015. Lin allegedly did so by purchasing Ubiquiti common stock, call options and 
contracts-for-difference in brokerage accounts located in the United States and overseas. On 
April 3, 2017, the SEC filed an amended complaint alleging that Lin directed or controlled 
trading by a 34-year-old woman residing in Taipei, Taiwan who was a close associate of Lin and 
traded Ubiquiti securities in 2014 while Lin was working for the company. The SEC's amended 
complaint charges Lin with violating Section 10(b) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 and 
Rule 10b-5, and seeks permanent injunctions, disgorgement of ill-gotten gains together with 
prejudgment interest, and civil monetary penalties. 

The court granted the SEC's motion for a temporary restraining order on February 9, 2017 and 
issued a preliminary injunction on February 24, 2017, each of which imposed an asset freeze and 
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ordered that Lin repatriate money obtained directly or indirectly from the illegal trading and 
deposit that money into the registry of the court.  

 

SEC v. Shaohua Michael Yin, et al. 
Litigation Release No. 23747 (February 10, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/litreleases/2017/lr23747.htm  
Civil Action No. 17-cv-972 (February 10, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/complaints/2017/comp23747.pdf  
 
Press Release No. 2017-44 (February 10, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/news/pressrelease/2017-44.html  
 
[Litigation Release] 
 
SEC Charges Chinese Citizens Who Reaped Massive Profits from Insider Trading on Comcast-
DreamWorks Acquisition; Obtains Court Order Freezing More Than $29 Million in U.S. 
Accounts 
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission announced that it obtained an emergency court order 
freezing brokerage accounts holding more than $29 million in illegal profits from insider trading 
in advance of the April 2016 acquisition of DreamWorks Animation SKG, Inc. by Comcast 
Corp. 
 
The SEC alleges that in the weeks leading up to the news of the acquisition, Shaohua (Michael) 
Yin amassed more than $56 million of DreamWorks stock in the U.S. brokerage accounts of five 
Chinese nationals, including his elderly parents. DreamWorks stock price rose 47.3% once the 
acquisition was announced. 
 
In a complaint filed in U.S. District Court in the Southern District of New York, the SEC alleged 
the five accounts reaped $29 million from the DreamWorks trades. The complaint also alleges 
the accounts profited from other suspicious trading in another U.S.-based company and three 
China-based companies ahead of market-moving news. 
 
Yin, a partner at Summitview Capital Management Ltd., a Kong-based private equity firm, 
allegedly did not trade in DreamWorks stock through his own account but instead traded through 
five accounts from addresses in Beijing and Palo Alto and on a computer that also accessed Yin's 
email accounts. 
 
On February 10, Judge J. Paul Oetken of the U.S. District Court for the Southern District of New 
York granted the SEC's request for an asset freeze of the five brokerage accounts and issued an 
order to show cause why an injunction and other relief should not be issued. A hearing has been 
scheduled for February 17. 
 
The SEC's complaint charges Michael Yin with securities fraud and names the holders of the five 
brokerage accounts - Lizhao Su, Zhiqing Yin, Jun Qin, Yan Zhou and Bei Xie - as relief 
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defendants. The SEC is seeking a permanent injunction, return of allegedly ill-gotten profits, 
civil money penalties, and other relief. 
 

In the Matter of Jo Ann Myers and Hollis W. Pickett, Jr. 
Exchange Act Release No. 79581 (December 16, 2016) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2016/34-79581.pdf  
 
[Administrative Summary] 
 
Wife and Brother-In-Law of Officer of Atlanta Biotech Charged With Insider Trading  
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission announced insider trading charges against the wife of 
an officer of an Alpharetta, Ga. biopharmaceutical company and her brother arising from their 
trading in advance of certain announcements made in October and December 2013 concerning 
the company’s efforts to obtain U.S. Food and Drug Administration (“FDA”) approval for a 
prescription drug.  
 
A SEC investigation found that Jo Ann Myers and her brother, Hollis W. Pickett, Jr., obtained 
material non-public information from her husband, an officer of Alimera Sciences, Inc., 
concerning Alimera’s new drug application for FDA approval of a drug used to treat diabetic 
macular edema. Myers then tipped her son and stepmother, leading her son and father to trade in 
Alimera stock in advance of the October and December 2013 announcements. Pickett traded and 
directed his son to trade in Alimera stock in advance of the December 2013 announcement. As a 
result of their trading, they illegally avoided losses and generated profits exceeding $48,000.  
 
The SEC’s order instituting a settled administrative proceeding finds that Myers and Pickett each 
violated Section 10(b) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 and Rule 10b-5. Without 
admitting or denying the findings in the SEC’s order, Myers and Pickett each agreed entry of a 
cease-and-desist order and to pay $43,168.05 and $9,211.57 in disgorgement and prejudgment 
interest and civil penalties totaling $40,405.69 and $8,656.50, respectively. 
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ordered that Lin repatriate money obtained directly or indirectly from the illegal trading and 
deposit that money into the registry of the court.  

 

SEC v. Shaohua Michael Yin, et al. 
Litigation Release No. 23747 (February 10, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/litreleases/2017/lr23747.htm  
Civil Action No. 17-cv-972 (February 10, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/complaints/2017/comp23747.pdf  
 
Press Release No. 2017-44 (February 10, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/news/pressrelease/2017-44.html  
 
[Litigation Release] 
 
SEC Charges Chinese Citizens Who Reaped Massive Profits from Insider Trading on Comcast-
DreamWorks Acquisition; Obtains Court Order Freezing More Than $29 Million in U.S. 
Accounts 
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission announced that it obtained an emergency court order 
freezing brokerage accounts holding more than $29 million in illegal profits from insider trading 
in advance of the April 2016 acquisition of DreamWorks Animation SKG, Inc. by Comcast 
Corp. 
 
The SEC alleges that in the weeks leading up to the news of the acquisition, Shaohua (Michael) 
Yin amassed more than $56 million of DreamWorks stock in the U.S. brokerage accounts of five 
Chinese nationals, including his elderly parents. DreamWorks stock price rose 47.3% once the 
acquisition was announced. 
 
In a complaint filed in U.S. District Court in the Southern District of New York, the SEC alleged 
the five accounts reaped $29 million from the DreamWorks trades. The complaint also alleges 
the accounts profited from other suspicious trading in another U.S.-based company and three 
China-based companies ahead of market-moving news. 
 
Yin, a partner at Summitview Capital Management Ltd., a Kong-based private equity firm, 
allegedly did not trade in DreamWorks stock through his own account but instead traded through 
five accounts from addresses in Beijing and Palo Alto and on a computer that also accessed Yin's 
email accounts. 
 
On February 10, Judge J. Paul Oetken of the U.S. District Court for the Southern District of New 
York granted the SEC's request for an asset freeze of the five brokerage accounts and issued an 
order to show cause why an injunction and other relief should not be issued. A hearing has been 
scheduled for February 17. 
 
The SEC's complaint charges Michael Yin with securities fraud and names the holders of the five 
brokerage accounts - Lizhao Su, Zhiqing Yin, Jun Qin, Yan Zhou and Bei Xie - as relief 
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defendants. The SEC is seeking a permanent injunction, return of allegedly ill-gotten profits, 
civil money penalties, and other relief. 
 

In the Matter of Jo Ann Myers and Hollis W. Pickett, Jr. 
Exchange Act Release No. 79581 (December 16, 2016) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2016/34-79581.pdf  
 
[Administrative Summary] 
 
Wife and Brother-In-Law of Officer of Atlanta Biotech Charged With Insider Trading  
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission announced insider trading charges against the wife of 
an officer of an Alpharetta, Ga. biopharmaceutical company and her brother arising from their 
trading in advance of certain announcements made in October and December 2013 concerning 
the company’s efforts to obtain U.S. Food and Drug Administration (“FDA”) approval for a 
prescription drug.  
 
A SEC investigation found that Jo Ann Myers and her brother, Hollis W. Pickett, Jr., obtained 
material non-public information from her husband, an officer of Alimera Sciences, Inc., 
concerning Alimera’s new drug application for FDA approval of a drug used to treat diabetic 
macular edema. Myers then tipped her son and stepmother, leading her son and father to trade in 
Alimera stock in advance of the October and December 2013 announcements. Pickett traded and 
directed his son to trade in Alimera stock in advance of the December 2013 announcement. As a 
result of their trading, they illegally avoided losses and generated profits exceeding $48,000.  
 
The SEC’s order instituting a settled administrative proceeding finds that Myers and Pickett each 
violated Section 10(b) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 and Rule 10b-5. Without 
admitting or denying the findings in the SEC’s order, Myers and Pickett each agreed entry of a 
cease-and-desist order and to pay $43,168.05 and $9,211.57 in disgorgement and prejudgment 
interest and civil penalties totaling $40,405.69 and $8,656.50, respectively. 
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SEC v. Jonathan Ly 
Civil Action No. 2:16-cv-01855 (December 5, 2016) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/complaints/2016/comp-pr2016-256.pdf 
 
Press Release No. 2016-256 (December 5, 2016) 
https://www.sec.gov/news/pressrelease/2016-256.html 
 
[Press Release] 
 
IT Specialist Settles Charges of Insider Trading on Hacked Nonpublic Information  
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
2016-256  
Washington D.C., Dec. 5, 2016 —  
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission announced insider trading charges against a San 
Francisco-based information technology specialist who allegedly hacked senior executives at 
online travel company Expedia and illegally traded on company secrets. 
 
The SEC alleges that Jonathan Ly, who worked in Expedia’s corporate IT services department, 
illegally traded in advance of nine company news announcements from 2013 to 2016 and 
generated nearly $350,000 in profits.  According to the SEC’s complaint, Ly exploited 
administrative access privileges designated for IT personnel to remotely hack into computers and 
email accounts of senior executives and review confidential documents and pre-earnings 
reports. Ly particularly targeted information prepared by Expedia’s head of investor relations 
summarizing Expedia’s yet-to-be-announced earnings and describing how the market could react 
to particular announcements. Ly allegedly used this nonpublic information to make highly 
profitable trades in Expedia securities ahead of the announcements. 
 
In a parallel action, the U.S. Attorney’s Office for the Western District of Washington 
announced criminal charges against Ly. 
 
To settle the charges in the SEC’s complaint, which was filed in federal court in Seattle, Ly 
agreed to pay disgorgement of $348,515.72 plus interest of $27,391.30 for a total of 
$375,907.02. The settlement is subject to court approval. 
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SEC v. James C. Cope, Esq. 
Litigation Release No. 23675 (October 21, 2016) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/litreleases/2016/lr23675.htm  
Civil Action No. 3:16-cv-02764 (October 21, 2016) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/complaints/2016/comp-pr2016-222.pdf  
 
Press Release No. 2016-222 (October 21, 2016) 
https://www.sec.gov/news/pressrelease/2016-222.html  
 
[Litigation Release] 
 
SEC Charges Board Member with Insider Trading During and After Board Meeting 
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission charged a Tennessee-based lawyer who served on the 
executive committee of the board of directors of Nashville-based Pinnacle Financial Partners 
with insider trading based on nonpublic information he learned about an impending merger. 
 
The SEC alleges that James C. Cope obtained more than $56,000 in ill-gotten gains by 
purchasing securities in Pinnacle's acquisition target, Avenue Financial Holdings, prior to the 
banks' joint public announcement later that month. According to the SEC's complaint, Cope 
learned confidential details about the planned merger during a board executive committee 
meeting on January 5, 2016, and proceeded to place his first order to purchase Avenue Financial 
stock while that executive committee meeting was still in progress. He allegedly placed four 
more orders within an hour after the meeting ended. 
 
In a parallel case, the U.S. Attorney's Office for the Middle District of Tennessee filed a criminal 
charge against Cope. 
 
Cope lives in Murfreesboro and resigned from Pinnacle's board in April, according to the SEC's 
complaint filed in federal district court in Nashville. The complaint charges Cope with violations 
of Section 10(b) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 and Rule 10b-5, thereunder. 
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In the Matter of Artis Capital Management, L.P., et al. 
Advisers Act Release No. 4550 (October 13, 2016) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2016/ia-4550.pdf 
 
Press Release No. 2016-214 (October 13, 2016) 
https://www.sec.gov/news/pressrelease/2016-214.html 
 
[Press Release] 
 
Hedge Fund Firm and Supervisor Charged With Failing to Prevent Insider Trading  
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
2016-214  
Washington D.C., Oct. 13, 2016 —  
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission announced that a hedge fund advisory firm and a 
senior research analyst have agreed to settle charges related to their failures to detect insider 
trading by one of their employees. 
  
The SEC’s order finds that San Francisco-based Artis Capital Management failed to maintain 
adequate policies and procedures to prevent insider trading at the firm.  Artis Capital and 
specifically the employee’s supervisor Michael W. Harden failed to respond appropriately to red 
flags that should have alerted them to the misconduct.  The employee, Matthew G. Teeple, was 
later charged along with his source David Riley as part of the SEC’s broader investigation into 
expert networks and the trading activities of hedge funds.  Teeple and Riley also were charged 
by criminal authorities and have since received prison sentences. 
  
Artis Capital agreed to settle the SEC’s charges by disgorging the illicit trading profits that 
Teeple generated for the firm totaling $5,165,862, plus interest of $1,129,222 and a penalty of 
$2,582,931.  Harden agreed to pay a $130,000 penalty and is suspended from the securities 
industry for 12 months. 
  
Artis Capital and Harden consented to the SEC’s order without admitting or denying the 
findings. 
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ACTIONS INVOLVING ISSUER FRAUD, DISCLOSURE AND REPORTING 
 
In the recent year, the SEC filed issuer fraud, disclosure, and reporting cases against public 
companies for misconduct including disclosure failures during merger talks, and overstating or 
understating revenues and losses. The SEC also brought several actions against individuals, 
including one against an attorney serving as director and corporate counsel, for allegedly making 
false and misleading statements in corporate filings. 
 

SEC v. Aegerion Pharmaceuticals, Inc. 
Litigation Release No. 23942 (September 22, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/litreleases/2017/lr23942.htm  
Civil Action No. 1:17-cv-11817 (September 22, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/complaints/2017/comp-pr2017-175.pdf  
 
Press Release No. 2017-175 (September 22, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/news/press-release/2017-175  
 
[Litigation Release] 
 
Pharmaceutical Company Paying Penalty for Misleading Investors about Sales Metric 
 
On September 22, 2017, the Securities and Exchange Commission filed fraud charges against a 
Massachusetts-based biopharmaceutical company that exaggerated how many new patients 
actually filled prescriptions for an expensive drug that was its sole source of revenue. 
 
Aegerion Pharmaceuticals, now a subsidiary of Novelion Therapeutics, has agreed to pay a $4.1 
million penalty to settle the charges that it misled investors on multiple occasions in 2013. The 
SEC's complaint alleges that Aegerion told investors that the number of unfilled prescriptions for 
Juxtapid was not material and the "vast majority" of patients receiving prescriptions went ahead 
and ultimately purchased the drug. The SEC alleges that Aegerion's records reflect that it was 
actually around 50 percent of prescriptions that resulted in actual drug purchases. 
 
According to the SEC's complaint, Juxtapid is used to treat a rare and potentially life-threatening 
genetic condition that causes extremely high cholesterol. In 2013 and 2014, it was priced at 
approximately $250,000 to $300,000 annually per patient. Following Juxtapid's introduction in 
2013, investors and investment analysts had little financial data to estimate Aegerion's future 
revenues from sales of the drug. 
 
Aegerion allegedly provided details on the number of Juxtapid prescriptions during several 
subsequent earnings calls, but this data alone was insufficient for analysts and investors trying to 
forecast the company's future revenues because only prescriptions that were actually filled 
"converted" into sales. According to the SEC's complaint, it wasn't until October 2014 that 
Aegerion disclosed to investors that the conversion rate was actually in the range of 50 to 60 
percent. But Aegerion allegedly failed to reveal to investors even then that the conversion rate 
had hovered around 50 percent since 2013. 
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[Litigation Release] 
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Aegerion Pharmaceuticals, now a subsidiary of Novelion Therapeutics, has agreed to pay a $4.1 
million penalty to settle the charges that it misled investors on multiple occasions in 2013. The 
SEC's complaint alleges that Aegerion told investors that the number of unfilled prescriptions for 
Juxtapid was not material and the "vast majority" of patients receiving prescriptions went ahead 
and ultimately purchased the drug. The SEC alleges that Aegerion's records reflect that it was 
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The SEC's complaint, filed in federal court in Boston, charges Aegerion with violating Sections 
17(a)(2) and (3) of the Securities Act of 1933. Aegerion agreed to the settlement without 
admitting or denying the allegations. The settlement is subject to court approval. 
 

In the Matter of David Lubin 
Exchange Act Release No. 81172 (July 19, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2017/34-81172.pdf 
 
Press Release No. 2017-127 (July 19, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/news/press-release/2017-127   
 
[Press Release] 
 
SEC Bars Lawyer Who Committed Fraud 
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
2017-127  
Washington D.C., July 19, 2017—  
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission barred a New York-based attorney from appearing or 
practicing before it and acting as an officer or director of a public company after finding that he 
made false and misleading statements in corporate filings. 
 
The SEC’s order finds that David Lubin committed fraud while serving as a director and 
corporate counsel of Entertainment Art, a public company in which Lubin also was a large 
shareholder.  Lubin negotiated the sale of all of the outstanding stock of Entertainment Art, 
including both restricted and previously registered shares that were purportedly “free trading,” to 
an acquaintance interested in purchasing shell companies.  Absent a valid exemption, common 
ownership of all of the shares of a public company would require the owner to register the shares 
for resale to the public.  According to the SEC’s order, Lubin fraudulently misrepresented in 
Entertainment Art’s corporate filings that the purportedly free-trading shares had not been 
purchased by the acquaintance.  This left the false impression that those shares remained 
immediately available for public resale.  During the next two years and until he left the company, 
Lubin drafted and signed SEC filings that continued to lie about the true ownership of the 
company’s stock. 
 
According to the SEC’s order, soon after the company was renamed Biozoom, more than 14 
million shares were resold to the public in an illegal unregistered distribution for illicit proceeds 
of $34 million.  The SEC froze assets from the unregistered sales in 2013. 
 
The U.S. Attorney’s Office for the Southern District of Florida announced criminal charges 
against Lubin. 
 
The SEC’s order finds that Lubin willfully violated Section 10(b) of the Securities Exchange Act 
and Rule 10b-5, imposes a cease-and-desist order and an officer-and-director bar.  The SEC’s 
order also prohibits Lubin from representing clients in SEC matters, including investigations, 
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litigation, or examinations, and from advising clients about SEC filing obligations or 
content.  The SEC ordered a public hearing before an administrative law judge to prepare an 
initial decision determining what, if any, disgorgement or monetary penalties are in the public 
interest. 
 

SEC v. Powertraderspress.com et al. 
Civil Action No. 1:17-cv-04133 (July 12, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/complaints/2017/comp23878.pdf  
 
Press Release No. 2017-124 (July 12, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/news/press-release/2017-124   
 
[Press Release]  
 
SEC Announces Charges in Massive Telemarketing Boiler Room Scheme Targeting Seniors 
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
2017-124  
Washington D.C., July 12, 2017—  
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission brought fraud charges against 13 individuals allegedly 
involved in two Long Island-based cold calling scams that bilked more than one hundred victims 
out of more than $10 million through high-pressure sales tactics and lies about penny stocks. 
 
The SEC alleges that the orchestrators of the scheme used boiler room-style call centers to make 
hundreds of thousands of cold calls that included the use of threatening and deceitful sales 
techniques to pressure victims – many of whom were senior citizens – into purchasing penny 
stocks.  For example, as part of one such scam, a boiler room salesman allegedly claimed that the 
Walt Disney Company was buying into a purported media and internet company and that would 
cause the penny stock’s price to increase substantially. 
 
During these calls, victims were allegedly harassed and threatened by sales personnel.  When one 
victim complained about his losses, a sales representative allegedly said, “I am tired of hearing 
from you.  Do you have any rope at home?  If so tie a knot and hang yourself or get a gun and 
blow your head off.”  According to the SEC’s complaint, in a typical phone call, telemarketers 
would direct victims to place trades and tell them how many shares to purchase and at what 
price.  With this information about the victims’ trades, the orchestrators and the boiler room sales 
personnel allegedly placed opposing sell orders to dump their own shares, realizing more than 
$14 million in illegal proceeds while the victims lost millions of dollars, including retirement 
savings. 
 
SEC investigators learned of the alleged scheme from investor complaints and used 
technological tools and innovative investigative approaches to build evidence – within a matter 
of months from receiving the complaints – against the defendants who went to great lengths to 
evade detection. 
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personnel allegedly placed opposing sell orders to dump their own shares, realizing more than 
$14 million in illegal proceeds while the victims lost millions of dollars, including retirement 
savings. 
 
SEC investigators learned of the alleged scheme from investor complaints and used 
technological tools and innovative investigative approaches to build evidence – within a matter 
of months from receiving the complaints – against the defendants who went to great lengths to 
evade detection. 
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In a parallel action, the U.S. Attorney’s Office for the Eastern District of New York announced 
criminal charges. 
 
The SEC’s complaint, filed in federal district court in Brooklyn, N.Y., charges all defendants 
with fraud and nine with market manipulation.  The SEC is seeking permanent injunctions, 
disgorgement with interest, civil penalties, penny stock bars, and an officer-and-director bar from 
one of the orchestrators of the scheme.  The complaint also names 27 individuals and entities that 
received proceeds from the fraud, as relief defendants. 
 
The SEC’s complaint also charges certain defendants with acting as unregistered brokers.   
 

In the Matter of Eric W. Kirchner and Richard G. Rodick  
Exchange Act Release No. 80947 (June 15, 2017) 
AAE Release No. 3877 (June 15, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2017/34-80947.pdf 
 
[Administrative Summary] 
 
SEC Charges Former CEO and CFO of Logistics Company With Failing to Disclose the 
Company’s Liquidity Problems 
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission announced that Eric W. Kirchner, the former CEO of 
UTi Worldwide, Inc., and Richard G. Rodick, the company’s former CFO, have agreed to settle 
charges that they caused UTi to violate the reporting provisions of the federal securities laws by 
not including adequate information in the company’s disclosures concerning serious risks to 
UTi’s liquidity and capital resources.  
 
As noted in the settled order, the Management’s Discussion & Analysis (MD&A) section of a 
periodic filing is intended to provide investors with “an opportunity to look at the company 
through the eyes of management by providing both a short- and long-term analysis of the 
business of the company.” According to the order, beginning in October 2013, UTi, a British 
Virgin Islands company that was based in Long Beach, California, internally identified its U.S. 
rollout of a proprietary operating system as a possible contributing factor to its lower-than-
historical cash flow volumes. The order explains that the operating system had properly recorded 
transactions but the system had not automatically printed out associated invoices, resulting in 
UTi’s issuance of late invoices to certain customers which caused delays in the receipt of 
payment. The order states that after UTi discovered the operating system’s role in issuing late 
invoices, the company took steps to try to improve its liquidity position, including delaying 
payments to vendors and making preliminary inquiries concerning the possibility of a convertible 
debt offering. The order explains that Kirchner and Rodick were aware of the billing delays and 
inaccurate invoices caused by the operating system rollout as well as the company’s efforts to try 
to improve cash flow. Indeed, Rodick prepared, and Kirchner reviewed, an internal report 
discussing the extent of UTi’s liquidity issues and potential liquidity options that was circulated 
before the company filed its Form 10-Q. The report stated UTi had failed its debt covenants for 
three successive quarters and that UTi had been notified that it would not receive any further 
amendments to its debt covenants for the fourth quarter.  
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However, according to the order, on December 10, 2013, when UTi filed its Form 10-Q for the 
period ended October 31, 2013, UTi did not disclose in its MD&A the operating system’s role in 
the liquidity issues. Instead, the company’s disclosures stated that its operating cash position had 
declined since the beginning of the fiscal year, noted the seasonal nature of its business and 
explained that, historically, UTi’s liquidity improved in the second half of the third quarter and 
in the fourth quarter. Kirchner and Rodick each signed and certified the report. In the weeks that 
followed, UTi experienced a liquidity crisis. UTi’s auditor was notified that UTi would not meet 
its debt covenants for the fourth quarter and would likely not be able to obtain an amendment of 
those covenants. On February 26, 2014, UTI disclosed through the filing of a Form 8-K its 
liquidity problems, attributing them to the operating system, among other factors.  
 

In the Matter of Emerald Isle Exploration, Ltd., et al. 
Securities Act Release No. 10356 (May 12, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2017/33-10356.pdf 
 
[Administrative Summary] 
 
Penny Stock Company and its CEO and Undisclosed Control Person Settle Offering Fraud 
Charges  
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission announced that Emerald Isle Exploration Ltd. 
(Emerald Isle), its CEO Samuell Eads, and Lloyd C. Brewer, an undisclosed control person, have 
agreed to settle charges that they violated the antifraud and other provisions of the federal 
securities laws by making misrepresentations to potential investors that concealed Brewer’s 
involvement in the company, and created false subscription agreements to make it appear that 
Emerald Isle had outside investors.  
 
An SEC investigation found that Emerald Isle, a Nevada company, filed with the Commission a 
Form S-1 registration statement in June 2013, deemed effective in December 2013 after various 
amendments, Form 10-Qs in March and September 2014, and a Form 10-K in July 2014.  
 
According to its registration statement, Emerald Isle was an exploration stage company formed 
for the purpose of acquiring, exploring and, if warranted and feasible, developing natural 
resource properties. The company had no revenue or material assets.  
 
The company’s registration statement and periodic filings contained numerous misstatements 
and material omissions, the majority of which related to the company’s claim that it was run 
exclusively by its CEO Eads, who is a commercial fisherman and resident of Kodiak, Alaska. In 
fact, the company’s primary decision-maker and undisclosed control person was Brewer, a 
resident of Vancouver, Canada, who previously settled an insider trading case brought by the 
British Columbia Securities Commission in 2003. Eads and Brewer also prepared false investor 
subscription agreements that made it appear as if the company had outside investors, when in 
fact those “investors” were friends and associates of Eads. None of the individuals paid any 
money to Emerald Isle. Instead, Brewer provided the money supposedly used to buy their shares.  
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In a parallel action, the U.S. Attorney’s Office for the Eastern District of New York announced 
criminal charges. 
 
The SEC’s complaint, filed in federal district court in Brooklyn, N.Y., charges all defendants 
with fraud and nine with market manipulation.  The SEC is seeking permanent injunctions, 
disgorgement with interest, civil penalties, penny stock bars, and an officer-and-director bar from 
one of the orchestrators of the scheme.  The complaint also names 27 individuals and entities that 
received proceeds from the fraud, as relief defendants. 
 
The SEC’s complaint also charges certain defendants with acting as unregistered brokers.   
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The Securities and Exchange Commission announced that Eric W. Kirchner, the former CEO of 
UTi Worldwide, Inc., and Richard G. Rodick, the company’s former CFO, have agreed to settle 
charges that they caused UTi to violate the reporting provisions of the federal securities laws by 
not including adequate information in the company’s disclosures concerning serious risks to 
UTi’s liquidity and capital resources.  
 
As noted in the settled order, the Management’s Discussion & Analysis (MD&A) section of a 
periodic filing is intended to provide investors with “an opportunity to look at the company 
through the eyes of management by providing both a short- and long-term analysis of the 
business of the company.” According to the order, beginning in October 2013, UTi, a British 
Virgin Islands company that was based in Long Beach, California, internally identified its U.S. 
rollout of a proprietary operating system as a possible contributing factor to its lower-than-
historical cash flow volumes. The order explains that the operating system had properly recorded 
transactions but the system had not automatically printed out associated invoices, resulting in 
UTi’s issuance of late invoices to certain customers which caused delays in the receipt of 
payment. The order states that after UTi discovered the operating system’s role in issuing late 
invoices, the company took steps to try to improve its liquidity position, including delaying 
payments to vendors and making preliminary inquiries concerning the possibility of a convertible 
debt offering. The order explains that Kirchner and Rodick were aware of the billing delays and 
inaccurate invoices caused by the operating system rollout as well as the company’s efforts to try 
to improve cash flow. Indeed, Rodick prepared, and Kirchner reviewed, an internal report 
discussing the extent of UTi’s liquidity issues and potential liquidity options that was circulated 
before the company filed its Form 10-Q. The report stated UTi had failed its debt covenants for 
three successive quarters and that UTi had been notified that it would not receive any further 
amendments to its debt covenants for the fourth quarter.  
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However, according to the order, on December 10, 2013, when UTi filed its Form 10-Q for the 
period ended October 31, 2013, UTi did not disclose in its MD&A the operating system’s role in 
the liquidity issues. Instead, the company’s disclosures stated that its operating cash position had 
declined since the beginning of the fiscal year, noted the seasonal nature of its business and 
explained that, historically, UTi’s liquidity improved in the second half of the third quarter and 
in the fourth quarter. Kirchner and Rodick each signed and certified the report. In the weeks that 
followed, UTi experienced a liquidity crisis. UTi’s auditor was notified that UTi would not meet 
its debt covenants for the fourth quarter and would likely not be able to obtain an amendment of 
those covenants. On February 26, 2014, UTI disclosed through the filing of a Form 8-K its 
liquidity problems, attributing them to the operating system, among other factors.  
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[Administrative Summary] 
 
Penny Stock Company and its CEO and Undisclosed Control Person Settle Offering Fraud 
Charges  
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission announced that Emerald Isle Exploration Ltd. 
(Emerald Isle), its CEO Samuell Eads, and Lloyd C. Brewer, an undisclosed control person, have 
agreed to settle charges that they violated the antifraud and other provisions of the federal 
securities laws by making misrepresentations to potential investors that concealed Brewer’s 
involvement in the company, and created false subscription agreements to make it appear that 
Emerald Isle had outside investors.  
 
An SEC investigation found that Emerald Isle, a Nevada company, filed with the Commission a 
Form S-1 registration statement in June 2013, deemed effective in December 2013 after various 
amendments, Form 10-Qs in March and September 2014, and a Form 10-K in July 2014.  
 
According to its registration statement, Emerald Isle was an exploration stage company formed 
for the purpose of acquiring, exploring and, if warranted and feasible, developing natural 
resource properties. The company had no revenue or material assets.  
 
The company’s registration statement and periodic filings contained numerous misstatements 
and material omissions, the majority of which related to the company’s claim that it was run 
exclusively by its CEO Eads, who is a commercial fisherman and resident of Kodiak, Alaska. In 
fact, the company’s primary decision-maker and undisclosed control person was Brewer, a 
resident of Vancouver, Canada, who previously settled an insider trading case brought by the 
British Columbia Securities Commission in 2003. Eads and Brewer also prepared false investor 
subscription agreements that made it appear as if the company had outside investors, when in 
fact those “investors” were friends and associates of Eads. None of the individuals paid any 
money to Emerald Isle. Instead, Brewer provided the money supposedly used to buy their shares.  
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The SEC’s order instituting a settled administrative proceeding finds that Emerald Isle, Eads, and 
Brewer violated the antifraud provisions of the Securities Act of 1933, and the reporting, books 
and records, and internal controls provisions of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934. Without 
admitting or denying the findings, respondents consented to an Order imposing against Eads a 
$10,000 civil penalty, an officer-and-director bar, and a penny stock bar, and imposing against 
Brewer a $20,000 civil penalty, a five-year officer-and-director bar, and a penny stock bar with a 
right to apply for reentry after five years. The company also consented to a separate Order 
suspending the effectiveness of its registration statement. The order finds that Kirchner and 
Rodick caused UTi to violate Section 13(a) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 and Rules 
12b-20 and 13a-13 thereunder by failing to disclose in the MD&A information concerning the 
reasons for UTi’s deteriorating liquidity and the uncertainty surrounding UTi’s ability to meet its 
future cash needs. The order also finds that Kirchner and Rodick violated Exchange Act Rule 
13a-14. Without admitting or denying the findings, Kirchner and Rodick agreed to a cease-and-
desist order and to pay a $40,000 civil penalty.  
 

In the Matter of Miles S. Nadal 
Exchange Act Release No. 80652 (May 11, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2017/34-80652.pdf  
 
Press Release No. 2017-99 (May 11, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/news/press-release/2017-99  
 
[Press Release] 
 
SEC Charges CEO With Failing to Disclose Perks to Shareholders 
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
2017-99  
Washington D.C., May 11, 2017—  
 
Public companies must properly disclose perks, benefits, and other forms of compensation paid 
to CEOs and certain other highly compensated executive officers.  The Securities and Exchange 
Commission announced that the former CEO of a marketing company has agreed to pay $5.5 
million to settle charges that his perks were not properly disclosed to shareholders. 
 
According to the SEC’s order, shareholders were informed in annual filings that Miles S. Nadal 
received an annual perquisite allowance of $500,000 in addition to other benefits as the chairman 
and CEO of MDC Partners.  But the SEC’s investigation found that without disclosing 
information to investors as required, MDC Partners paid for Nadal’s personal use of private 
airplanes as well as charitable donations in his name, yacht and sports car expenses, cosmetic 
surgery, and a wide range of other perks.  All total, Nadal improperly obtained an additional 
$11.285 million in perks beyond his disclosed benefits and $500,000 annual allowances.  He has 
since resigned and returned $11.285 million to the company. 
 
MDC Partners agreed to a $1.5 million settlement earlier this year for its role in the perk 
disclosure failures. 
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Nadal consented to the SEC’s order without admitting or denying the findings and agreed to pay 
$1.85 million in disgorgement plus $150,000 in interest and a $3.5 million penalty.  He also 
agreed to be barred from serving as an officer or director of a public company for five years. 
 

SEC v. Mark McKinnies 
Litigation Release No. 23793 (March 29, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/litreleases/2017/lr23793.htm  
Civil Action No. 1:17-cv-00566 (March 29, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/complaints/2017/comp23793.pdf  

In the Matter of Advanced Emissions Solutions, Inc. 
Securities Act Release No. 10329 (March 29, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2017/33-10329.pdf  
 
[Litigation Release] 
 
SEC Charges Environmental Services Company and Former Chief Financial Officer For 
Accounting Failures 
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission charged the former CFO of a Colorado-based 
environmental solutions company with accounting and books and records violations. 
 
The SEC's complaint, filed in federal court in the District of Columbia, alleges that Mark 
McKinnies approved Advanced Emissions Solutions, Inc.'s filing of false and misleading 
financial statements from at least 2011 through 2013 and oversaw the inaccurate recording of 
transactions in the company's books and records. The SEC alleges that Advanced Emissions: 
 

• failed to record a significant loss contingency in connection with an adverse arbitration 
ruling against the company; 
 

• prematurely recognized revenues on long-term contracts;  
 

• failed to properly account for warranty accruals;  
 

• improperly consolidated a joint venture in Advanced Emissions' balance sheet accounts; 
and  

 
• overstated revenues and gross profits from one of its subsidiaries.  

 
In a restatement filed in 2016, the company corrected for these and other errors. McKinnies 
agreed, without admitting or denying the allegations in the SEC's complaint, to be permanently 
enjoined from violating Sections 17(a)(2) and (3) of the Securities Act of 1933 and Rule 13b2-1 
under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, to be barred from acting as an officer or director of a 
public company for five years, and to pay disgorgement, prejudgment interest and a penalty 
totaling $238,692. The settlement is subject to court approval. McKinnies also has agreed to be 
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The SEC’s order instituting a settled administrative proceeding finds that Emerald Isle, Eads, and 
Brewer violated the antifraud provisions of the Securities Act of 1933, and the reporting, books 
and records, and internal controls provisions of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934. Without 
admitting or denying the findings, respondents consented to an Order imposing against Eads a 
$10,000 civil penalty, an officer-and-director bar, and a penny stock bar, and imposing against 
Brewer a $20,000 civil penalty, a five-year officer-and-director bar, and a penny stock bar with a 
right to apply for reentry after five years. The company also consented to a separate Order 
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reasons for UTi’s deteriorating liquidity and the uncertainty surrounding UTi’s ability to meet its 
future cash needs. The order also finds that Kirchner and Rodick violated Exchange Act Rule 
13a-14. Without admitting or denying the findings, Kirchner and Rodick agreed to a cease-and-
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to CEOs and certain other highly compensated executive officers.  The Securities and Exchange 
Commission announced that the former CEO of a marketing company has agreed to pay $5.5 
million to settle charges that his perks were not properly disclosed to shareholders. 
 
According to the SEC’s order, shareholders were informed in annual filings that Miles S. Nadal 
received an annual perquisite allowance of $500,000 in addition to other benefits as the chairman 
and CEO of MDC Partners.  But the SEC’s investigation found that without disclosing 
information to investors as required, MDC Partners paid for Nadal’s personal use of private 
airplanes as well as charitable donations in his name, yacht and sports car expenses, cosmetic 
surgery, and a wide range of other perks.  All total, Nadal improperly obtained an additional 
$11.285 million in perks beyond his disclosed benefits and $500,000 annual allowances.  He has 
since resigned and returned $11.285 million to the company. 
 
MDC Partners agreed to a $1.5 million settlement earlier this year for its role in the perk 
disclosure failures. 
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Nadal consented to the SEC’s order without admitting or denying the findings and agreed to pay 
$1.85 million in disgorgement plus $150,000 in interest and a $3.5 million penalty.  He also 
agreed to be barred from serving as an officer or director of a public company for five years. 
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In the Matter of Advanced Emissions Solutions, Inc. 
Securities Act Release No. 10329 (March 29, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2017/33-10329.pdf  
 
[Litigation Release] 
 
SEC Charges Environmental Services Company and Former Chief Financial Officer For 
Accounting Failures 
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission charged the former CFO of a Colorado-based 
environmental solutions company with accounting and books and records violations. 
 
The SEC's complaint, filed in federal court in the District of Columbia, alleges that Mark 
McKinnies approved Advanced Emissions Solutions, Inc.'s filing of false and misleading 
financial statements from at least 2011 through 2013 and oversaw the inaccurate recording of 
transactions in the company's books and records. The SEC alleges that Advanced Emissions: 
 

• failed to record a significant loss contingency in connection with an adverse arbitration 
ruling against the company; 
 

• prematurely recognized revenues on long-term contracts;  
 

• failed to properly account for warranty accruals;  
 

• improperly consolidated a joint venture in Advanced Emissions' balance sheet accounts; 
and  

 
• overstated revenues and gross profits from one of its subsidiaries.  

 
In a restatement filed in 2016, the company corrected for these and other errors. McKinnies 
agreed, without admitting or denying the allegations in the SEC's complaint, to be permanently 
enjoined from violating Sections 17(a)(2) and (3) of the Securities Act of 1933 and Rule 13b2-1 
under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, to be barred from acting as an officer or director of a 
public company for five years, and to pay disgorgement, prejudgment interest and a penalty 
totaling $238,692. The settlement is subject to court approval. McKinnies also has agreed to be 
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suspended from appearing and practicing before the SEC as an accountant, which includes not 
participating in the financial reporting or audits of public companies. The SEC's order would 
permit McKinnies to apply for reinstatement after five years. 
 
Advanced Emissions separately consented to the entry of an SEC order instituting cease-and-
desist proceedings. According to the SEC's order, from at least 2011 through 2013, Advanced 
Emissions issued false and misleading financial statements. The company's internal control over 
financial reporting also was deficient. The SEC's order finds that Advanced Emissions violated 
Sections 17(a)(2) and (3) of the Securities Act, Sections 13(a) and 13(b)(2)(A) and (B) of the 
Exchange Act, and Rules 12b-20, 13a-1, 13a-11, and 13a-13 thereunder. Advanced Emissions 
agreed to entry of a cease-and-desist order and to pay a $500,000 penalty. The SEC considered 
Advanced Emission's cooperation in determining to accept the offer. 
 

SEC v. Nasir N. Shakouri, et al. 
Litigation Release No. 23775 (March 10, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/litreleases/2017/lr23775.htm  
Civil Action No. 2:17-cv-01929 (March 10, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/complaints/2017/comp-pr2017-64.pdf 
 
Press Release No. 2017-64 (March 10, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/news/press-release/2017-64 
 
[Litigation Release] 
 
Executives Charged With Manipulating Company's Accounting Systems To Steal Money 
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission charged two former executives at a credit card 
processing company with masterminding a fraudulent scheme to steal millions of dollars through 
phony expense reimbursements, inflated invoices, and other improper accounting tactics. 
 
The SEC's complaint alleges that iPayment's then-senior vice president of sales and marketing 
Nasir N. Shakouri and then-executive vice president and chief operating officer Robert S. Torino 
routinely reimbursed themselves for payments that were never actually made to third-party 
vendors using their personal credit cards. They also allegedly conspired with vendors to inflate 
invoices and receive kickbacks from the overpayments, and claimed improper commissions and 
bonuses related to other corporate funds they improperly diverted in various ways. 
 
The SEC's complaint also charges three other iPayment executives - Bronson L. Quon, John S. 
Hong, and Jonathan K. Skarie - with participating in the scheme and helping Shakouri and 
Torino falsify books and records to hide the thefts of corporate funds. Quon, Hong, and Skarie 
were allegedly rewarded for their assistance with misappropriated iPayment funds. 
 
In a parallel action, the U.S. Attorney's Office for the Central District of California announced 
criminal charges against Shakouri and Torino. 
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The SEC's complaint charges: (i) Shakouri and Torino with violating Sections 17(a)(1) and (3) of 
the Securities Act of 1933 ("Securities Act"), Sections 10(b) and 13(b)(5) of the Securities 
Exchange Act of 1934 ("Exchange Act"), and Rules 10b-5(a) and (c), 13b2-1 and 13b2-2 
thereunder, and with aiding and abetting violations of Section 17(a)(2) of the Securities Act, 
Sections 10(b), 13(b)(2)(A) and (B) and 15(d) of the Exchange Act and Rules 10b-5(b), 12b-20 
and 15d-1 thereunder, in violation of Section 15(b) of the Securities Act and Section 20(e) of the 
Exchange Act; (ii) Quon with violating Sections 17(a)(1) and (3) of the Securities Act, Sections 
10(b) and 13(b)(5) of the Exchange Act, and Rules 10b-5(a), (b) and (c), 13b2-1 and 13b2-2 
thereunder, and with aiding and abetting violations of Section 17(a)(2) of the Securities Act, 
Sections 13(b)(2)(A) and (B) and 15(d) of the Exchange Act and Rules 12b-20 and 15d-1 
thereunder, in violation of Section 15(b) of the Securities Act and Section 20(e) of the Exchange 
Act; and (iii) Hong and Skarie with violating Sections 17(a)(1) and (3) of the Securities Act, 
Sections 10(b) and 13(b)(5) of the Exchange Act, and Rules 10b-5(a) and (c) and 13b2-1 
thereunder, and with aiding and abetting violations of Section 17(a)(2) of the Securities Act, 
Sections 10(b), 13(b)(2)(A) and 15(d) of the Exchange Act and Rules 10b-5(b), 12b-20 and 15d-
1 thereunder, in violation of Section 15(b) of the Securities Act and Section 20(e) of the 
Exchange Act. The SEC is seeking permanent injunctions, disgorgement of ill-gotten gains plus 
interest, civil monetary penalties, and officer-and-director bars against all defendants. 
 

SEC v. Notis Global, Inc. (fka Medbox, Inc.), et al. 
Litigation Release No. 23774 March 9, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/litreleases/2017/lr23774.htm 
Civil Action No. 2:17-cv-01905 (March 9, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/complaints/2017/comp-pr2017-62.pdf 
 
Press Release No. 2017-62 (March 9, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/news/press-release/2017-62 
 
[Litigation Release] 
 
SEC Charges Marijuana-Related Company and Executives With Touting Bogus Revenues 
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission charged a California-based company and its founder 
with falsely touting "record" revenue numbers to investors and claiming to be a leader in the 
marijuana industry while some of its earnings came from sham transactions with a secret 
affiliate. 
 
According to the SEC's complaint, Medbox provided marijuana consulting services and claimed 
to sell vending machines known as "Medbox" devices capable of dispensing marijuana on the 
basis of biometric identification. The SEC alleges that Vincent Mehdizadeh created a shell 
company called New-Age Investment Consulting to carry out illegal stock sales and used the 
proceeds from those sales to boost Medbox's revenue. Medbox allegedly issued press releases 
headlining the phony revenues as record earnings to legitimize itself as a viable commercial 
operation when in fact nearly 90 percent of the company's revenue in the first quarter of 2014 
stemmed from sham transactions with New-Age. Mehdizadeh allegedly acknowledged in a text 
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suspended from appearing and practicing before the SEC as an accountant, which includes not 
participating in the financial reporting or audits of public companies. The SEC's order would 
permit McKinnies to apply for reinstatement after five years. 
 
Advanced Emissions separately consented to the entry of an SEC order instituting cease-and-
desist proceedings. According to the SEC's order, from at least 2011 through 2013, Advanced 
Emissions issued false and misleading financial statements. The company's internal control over 
financial reporting also was deficient. The SEC's order finds that Advanced Emissions violated 
Sections 17(a)(2) and (3) of the Securities Act, Sections 13(a) and 13(b)(2)(A) and (B) of the 
Exchange Act, and Rules 12b-20, 13a-1, 13a-11, and 13a-13 thereunder. Advanced Emissions 
agreed to entry of a cease-and-desist order and to pay a $500,000 penalty. The SEC considered 
Advanced Emission's cooperation in determining to accept the offer. 
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Press Release No. 2017-64 (March 10, 2017) 
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[Litigation Release] 
 
Executives Charged With Manipulating Company's Accounting Systems To Steal Money 
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission charged two former executives at a credit card 
processing company with masterminding a fraudulent scheme to steal millions of dollars through 
phony expense reimbursements, inflated invoices, and other improper accounting tactics. 
 
The SEC's complaint alleges that iPayment's then-senior vice president of sales and marketing 
Nasir N. Shakouri and then-executive vice president and chief operating officer Robert S. Torino 
routinely reimbursed themselves for payments that were never actually made to third-party 
vendors using their personal credit cards. They also allegedly conspired with vendors to inflate 
invoices and receive kickbacks from the overpayments, and claimed improper commissions and 
bonuses related to other corporate funds they improperly diverted in various ways. 
 
The SEC's complaint also charges three other iPayment executives - Bronson L. Quon, John S. 
Hong, and Jonathan K. Skarie - with participating in the scheme and helping Shakouri and 
Torino falsify books and records to hide the thefts of corporate funds. Quon, Hong, and Skarie 
were allegedly rewarded for their assistance with misappropriated iPayment funds. 
 
In a parallel action, the U.S. Attorney's Office for the Central District of California announced 
criminal charges against Shakouri and Torino. 
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The SEC's complaint charges: (i) Shakouri and Torino with violating Sections 17(a)(1) and (3) of 
the Securities Act of 1933 ("Securities Act"), Sections 10(b) and 13(b)(5) of the Securities 
Exchange Act of 1934 ("Exchange Act"), and Rules 10b-5(a) and (c), 13b2-1 and 13b2-2 
thereunder, and with aiding and abetting violations of Section 17(a)(2) of the Securities Act, 
Sections 10(b), 13(b)(2)(A) and (B) and 15(d) of the Exchange Act and Rules 10b-5(b), 12b-20 
and 15d-1 thereunder, in violation of Section 15(b) of the Securities Act and Section 20(e) of the 
Exchange Act; (ii) Quon with violating Sections 17(a)(1) and (3) of the Securities Act, Sections 
10(b) and 13(b)(5) of the Exchange Act, and Rules 10b-5(a), (b) and (c), 13b2-1 and 13b2-2 
thereunder, and with aiding and abetting violations of Section 17(a)(2) of the Securities Act, 
Sections 13(b)(2)(A) and (B) and 15(d) of the Exchange Act and Rules 12b-20 and 15d-1 
thereunder, in violation of Section 15(b) of the Securities Act and Section 20(e) of the Exchange 
Act; and (iii) Hong and Skarie with violating Sections 17(a)(1) and (3) of the Securities Act, 
Sections 10(b) and 13(b)(5) of the Exchange Act, and Rules 10b-5(a) and (c) and 13b2-1 
thereunder, and with aiding and abetting violations of Section 17(a)(2) of the Securities Act, 
Sections 10(b), 13(b)(2)(A) and 15(d) of the Exchange Act and Rules 10b-5(b), 12b-20 and 15d-
1 thereunder, in violation of Section 15(b) of the Securities Act and Section 20(e) of the 
Exchange Act. The SEC is seeking permanent injunctions, disgorgement of ill-gotten gains plus 
interest, civil monetary penalties, and officer-and-director bars against all defendants. 
 

SEC v. Notis Global, Inc. (fka Medbox, Inc.), et al. 
Litigation Release No. 23774 March 9, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/litreleases/2017/lr23774.htm 
Civil Action No. 2:17-cv-01905 (March 9, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/complaints/2017/comp-pr2017-62.pdf 
 
Press Release No. 2017-62 (March 9, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/news/press-release/2017-62 
 
[Litigation Release] 
 
SEC Charges Marijuana-Related Company and Executives With Touting Bogus Revenues 
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission charged a California-based company and its founder 
with falsely touting "record" revenue numbers to investors and claiming to be a leader in the 
marijuana industry while some of its earnings came from sham transactions with a secret 
affiliate. 
 
According to the SEC's complaint, Medbox provided marijuana consulting services and claimed 
to sell vending machines known as "Medbox" devices capable of dispensing marijuana on the 
basis of biometric identification. The SEC alleges that Vincent Mehdizadeh created a shell 
company called New-Age Investment Consulting to carry out illegal stock sales and used the 
proceeds from those sales to boost Medbox's revenue. Medbox allegedly issued press releases 
headlining the phony revenues as record earnings to legitimize itself as a viable commercial 
operation when in fact nearly 90 percent of the company's revenue in the first quarter of 2014 
stemmed from sham transactions with New-Age. Mehdizadeh allegedly acknowledged in a text 
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message that "the only thing we are really good at is public company publicity and stock 
awareness. We get an A+ for creating revenue off sheer will but that won't continue." 
 
Meanwhile, according to the SEC's complaint, Mehdizadeh funded the purchase of a luxury 
home in the Pacific Palisades with proceeds from New-Age's illicit stock sales. 
 
The SEC's complaint additionally charges Medbox's then-CEO Bruce Bedrick with being 
complicit in the scheme and personally profiting. The SEC also charged New-Age and 
Mehdizadeh's then-fiancée Yocelin Legaspi with unlawfully selling unregistered securities. 
Mehdizadeh installed Legaspi as the supposed CEO of New-Age when he created the company. 
 
Without admitting or denying the SEC's allegations, Mehdizadeh and Medbox, which has since 
changed its name to Notis Global, have agreed to settle the SEC's charges. The settlements are 
pending final approval by the court. Medbox consented to the entry of a final judgment 
permanently enjoining it from violations of Sections 5(a), 5(c), and 17(a) of the Securities Act of 
1933 (Securities Act) and Sections 10(b), 13(a), 13(b)(2)(A), and 13(b)(2)(B) of the Securities 
Exchange Act of 1934 (Exchange Act) and Rules 10b-5, 12b-20, 13a-11, and 13a-13 thereunder. 
Mehdizadeh consented to the entry of a final judgment permanently enjoining him from future 
violations of Sections 10(b) and 15(a) of the Exchange Act and Rules 10b-5 and 13b2-2 
thereunder, aiding and abetting Medbox's violations of Sections 13(a), 13(b)(2)(A), and 
13(b)(2)(B) of the Exchange Act and Rules 12b-20, 13a-11, and 13a-13 thereunder, and Sections 
5(a), 5(c), and 17(a) of the Securities Act; requiring him to pay disgorgement of $6,014,048 plus 
prejudgment interest of $270,299.35 and a civil penalty of $6,014,048; and prohibiting him from 
serving as an officer and director of a public company or participating in any penny stock 
offerings. 
 
The Commission's complaint also alleges that Bedrick violated Section 10(b) of the Exchange 
Act and Rules 10b-5, 13b2-2, and 13a-14 thereunder, Section 17(a) of the Securities Act, and 
aided and abetted Medbox's violations of Section 13(a) of the Exchange Act and Rules 12b-20, 
13a-11, and 13a-13 thereunder. In addition, the complaint alleges that Bedrick failed to comply 
with Section 304 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002 (SOX) and seeks a permanent injunction, 
disgorgement plus prejudgment interest, a civil penalty, a penny stock bar, an officer and director 
bar, and reimbursement pursuant to Section 304 of SOX. Finally, the complaint alleges that 
Yocelin Legaspi and New-Age Investment Consulting violated Sections 5(a) and 5(c) of the 
Securities Act and seeks permanent injunctions, disgorgement plus prejudgment interest, and 
civil penalties. The SEC's litigation continues against Bedrick, Legaspi, and New-Age. 
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SEC v. Desarrolladora Homex S.A.B. DE C.V. 
Litigation Release No. 23765 (March 3, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/litreleases/2017/lr23765.htm  
Civil Action No. 17-cv-00432 (March 3, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/complaints/2017/comp-pr2017-60.pdf  
 
Press Release No. 2017-60 (March 3, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/news/pressrelease/2017-160.html 
 
[Litigation Release] 
 
SEC Charges Mexico-Based Homebuilder In $3.3 Billion Accounting Fraud 
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission announced that Mexico-based homebuilding company 
Desarrolladora Homex S.A.B. de C.V. has agreed to settle charges that it reported fake sales of 
more than 100,000 homes to boost revenues in its financial statements during a three-year period. 
 
The SEC used satellite imagery to help uncover the accounting scheme and illustrate its 
allegation that Homex had not even broken ground on many of the homes for which it reported 
revenues. 
 
The SEC alleges that Homex, one of the largest homebuilders in Mexico at the time, inflated the 
number of homes sold during the three-year period by approximately 317 percent and overstated 
its revenue by 355 percent (approximately $3.3 billion). The SEC's complaint highlights, for 
example, that Homex reported revenues from a project site in the Mexican state of Guanajuato 
where every planned home was purportedly built and sold by December 31, 2011. Satellite 
images of the project site on March 12, 2012, show it was still largely undeveloped and the vast 
majority of supposedly sold homes remained unbuilt. 
 
According to the SEC's complaint, Homex filed for the Mexican equivalent of bankruptcy 
protection in April 2014 and emerged in October 2015 under new equity ownership. The 
company's then-CEO and then-CFO have been placed on unpaid leave since May 2016. Homex 
has since undertaken significant remedial efforts and cooperated with the SEC's investigation. 
The SEC separately issued a trading suspension in the securities of Homex. 
 
Without admitting or denying the allegations in the SEC's complaint filed in U.S. District Court 
for the Southern District of California, Homex consented to the entry of a final judgment 
permanently enjoining the company from violating Section 17(a) of the Securities Act of 1933 
and Sections 10(b), 13(a), 13(b)(2)(A), and 13(b)(2)(B) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, 
and Rules 10b-5, 12b-20, 13a-1, and 13a-16 thereunder, and agreed to be prohibited from 
offering securities in the U.S. markets for at least five years. The settlement is subject to court 
approval. 
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message that "the only thing we are really good at is public company publicity and stock 
awareness. We get an A+ for creating revenue off sheer will but that won't continue." 
 
Meanwhile, according to the SEC's complaint, Mehdizadeh funded the purchase of a luxury 
home in the Pacific Palisades with proceeds from New-Age's illicit stock sales. 
 
The SEC's complaint additionally charges Medbox's then-CEO Bruce Bedrick with being 
complicit in the scheme and personally profiting. The SEC also charged New-Age and 
Mehdizadeh's then-fiancée Yocelin Legaspi with unlawfully selling unregistered securities. 
Mehdizadeh installed Legaspi as the supposed CEO of New-Age when he created the company. 
 
Without admitting or denying the SEC's allegations, Mehdizadeh and Medbox, which has since 
changed its name to Notis Global, have agreed to settle the SEC's charges. The settlements are 
pending final approval by the court. Medbox consented to the entry of a final judgment 
permanently enjoining it from violations of Sections 5(a), 5(c), and 17(a) of the Securities Act of 
1933 (Securities Act) and Sections 10(b), 13(a), 13(b)(2)(A), and 13(b)(2)(B) of the Securities 
Exchange Act of 1934 (Exchange Act) and Rules 10b-5, 12b-20, 13a-11, and 13a-13 thereunder. 
Mehdizadeh consented to the entry of a final judgment permanently enjoining him from future 
violations of Sections 10(b) and 15(a) of the Exchange Act and Rules 10b-5 and 13b2-2 
thereunder, aiding and abetting Medbox's violations of Sections 13(a), 13(b)(2)(A), and 
13(b)(2)(B) of the Exchange Act and Rules 12b-20, 13a-11, and 13a-13 thereunder, and Sections 
5(a), 5(c), and 17(a) of the Securities Act; requiring him to pay disgorgement of $6,014,048 plus 
prejudgment interest of $270,299.35 and a civil penalty of $6,014,048; and prohibiting him from 
serving as an officer and director of a public company or participating in any penny stock 
offerings. 
 
The Commission's complaint also alleges that Bedrick violated Section 10(b) of the Exchange 
Act and Rules 10b-5, 13b2-2, and 13a-14 thereunder, Section 17(a) of the Securities Act, and 
aided and abetted Medbox's violations of Section 13(a) of the Exchange Act and Rules 12b-20, 
13a-11, and 13a-13 thereunder. In addition, the complaint alleges that Bedrick failed to comply 
with Section 304 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002 (SOX) and seeks a permanent injunction, 
disgorgement plus prejudgment interest, a civil penalty, a penny stock bar, an officer and director 
bar, and reimbursement pursuant to Section 304 of SOX. Finally, the complaint alleges that 
Yocelin Legaspi and New-Age Investment Consulting violated Sections 5(a) and 5(c) of the 
Securities Act and seeks permanent injunctions, disgorgement plus prejudgment interest, and 
civil penalties. The SEC's litigation continues against Bedrick, Legaspi, and New-Age. 
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SEC v. Desarrolladora Homex S.A.B. DE C.V. 
Litigation Release No. 23765 (March 3, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/litreleases/2017/lr23765.htm  
Civil Action No. 17-cv-00432 (March 3, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/complaints/2017/comp-pr2017-60.pdf  
 
Press Release No. 2017-60 (March 3, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/news/pressrelease/2017-160.html 
 
[Litigation Release] 
 
SEC Charges Mexico-Based Homebuilder In $3.3 Billion Accounting Fraud 
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission announced that Mexico-based homebuilding company 
Desarrolladora Homex S.A.B. de C.V. has agreed to settle charges that it reported fake sales of 
more than 100,000 homes to boost revenues in its financial statements during a three-year period. 
 
The SEC used satellite imagery to help uncover the accounting scheme and illustrate its 
allegation that Homex had not even broken ground on many of the homes for which it reported 
revenues. 
 
The SEC alleges that Homex, one of the largest homebuilders in Mexico at the time, inflated the 
number of homes sold during the three-year period by approximately 317 percent and overstated 
its revenue by 355 percent (approximately $3.3 billion). The SEC's complaint highlights, for 
example, that Homex reported revenues from a project site in the Mexican state of Guanajuato 
where every planned home was purportedly built and sold by December 31, 2011. Satellite 
images of the project site on March 12, 2012, show it was still largely undeveloped and the vast 
majority of supposedly sold homes remained unbuilt. 
 
According to the SEC's complaint, Homex filed for the Mexican equivalent of bankruptcy 
protection in April 2014 and emerged in October 2015 under new equity ownership. The 
company's then-CEO and then-CFO have been placed on unpaid leave since May 2016. Homex 
has since undertaken significant remedial efforts and cooperated with the SEC's investigation. 
The SEC separately issued a trading suspension in the securities of Homex. 
 
Without admitting or denying the allegations in the SEC's complaint filed in U.S. District Court 
for the Southern District of California, Homex consented to the entry of a final judgment 
permanently enjoining the company from violating Section 17(a) of the Securities Act of 1933 
and Sections 10(b), 13(a), 13(b)(2)(A), and 13(b)(2)(B) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, 
and Rules 10b-5, 12b-20, 13a-1, and 13a-16 thereunder, and agreed to be prohibited from 
offering securities in the U.S. markets for at least five years. The settlement is subject to court 
approval. 
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SEC v. Mathias Francisco Sandoval Herrera, et al. 
Litigation Release No. 23726 (January 25, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/litreleases/2017/lr23726.htm  
Civil Action No. 17-cv-20301 (January 24, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/complaints/2017/comp23726.pdf  
 
[Litigation Release] 
 
SEC Charges Former Executives of Wire and Cable Company with Financial Fraud 
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission announced fraud and other charges against a former 
executive vice president and senior vice president of General Cable Corporation (GCC), a 
publicly traded manufacturer of wire and cable products. 
 
In a complaint filed in Miami federal court, the SEC alleges that Mathias Francisco Sandoval 
Herrera of Doral, Florida, and Maria D. Cidre of Weston, Florida, former chief executive officer 
and chief financial officer of GCC's Rest of World (ROW) segment, fraudulently concealed from 
GCC's executive management inventory accounting errors at GCC's subsidiary in Brazil. 
Beginning in January 2012, Sandoval and Cidre allegedly became aware of potential 
overstatement of inventory by tens of millions of dollars and allegations of an inventory theft 
scheme by the subsidiary's employees. Instead of disclosing these matters to GCC, the SEC 
contends that Sandoval and Cidre deliberately omitted them from required reports and 
certifications to executive management. Sandoval and Cidre also allegedly directed their 
subordinates to destroy documents and to conceal the accounting problems from others within 
GCC, including internal auditors. The improper accounting allegedly caused GCC to overstate its 
inventory balance by more than $40 million, and resulted in a restatement of its financial 
statements. 
 
The SEC's complaint charges Sandoval and Cidre with violating, and aiding and abetting GCC's 
and each other's violations of, Section 17(a) of the Securities Act of 1933 and Section 10(b) of 
the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 and Rule 10b-5 thereunder, as well as books and records 
and reporting violations. The SEC seeks permanent injunctions, civil money penalties, 
disgorgement of ill-gotten gains, and officer-and-director bars against Sandoval and Cidre. 
 
The SEC's complaint also charges Jose Antonio Miranda Gonzalez, a former GCC senior vice 
president of Latin America operations, with aiding and abetting the fraud allegedly perpetrated 
by Sandoval and Cidre. Without admitting or denying the complaint's allegations, Miranda 
consented to the entry of a final judgment enjoining him from violating Exchange Act Sections 
10(b) and 13(b)(5), Exchange Act Rule 10b-5 and 13b2-1, and Securities Act Section 17(a), and 
from aiding and abetting any violations of Exchange Act Sections 13(a), 13(b)(2)(A), and 
13(b)(2)(B), and Exchange Act Rules 12b-20, 13a-1, 13b2-1, and 13a-13, with the amount of any 
civil penalty or the length of any officer-and-director bar to be determined at a later date. The 
settlement is subject to court approval. Miranda also has agreed to cooperate with the SEC in its 
litigation against Sandoval and Cidre. 
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In December 2016, GCC agreed to pay a $6.5 million penalty to the SEC to settle charges 
relating to the inventory accounting errors. 
 

In the Matter of Overseas Shipholding Group, Inc., et al. 
Securities Act Release No. 10286 (January 23, 2017) 
AAE Release No. 3855 (January 23, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2017/33-10286.pdf  
 
Press Release No. 2017-29 (January 23, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/news/pressrelease/2017-29.html  
 
[Press Release] 
 
Shipping Conglomerate and Former CFO Charged With Failure to Recognize Hundreds of 
Millions in Tax Liabilities  
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
2017-29  
Washington D.C., Jan. 23, 2017 —  
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission charged shipping conglomerate Overseas Shipholding 
Group (OSG) and its former chief financial officer Myles R. Itkin with failing to recognize 
hundreds of millions in tax liabilities in its financial statements that had accumulated over nearly 
12 years resulting from its controlled foreign subsidiary guaranteeing OSG’s debt that had been 
borrowed under various credit financing agreements.  As a result of the misconduct, OSG 
materially understated its income tax liabilities by approximately $512 million (17 percent) of its 
total liabilities.  In November 2012, following the discovery of the tax liabilities, OSG filed for 
bankruptcy protection. 
 
According to the SEC’s order instituting settled cease-and-desist proceedings, OSG’s credit 
agreements from 2000 to the second quarter of 2012 contained a provision making OSG’s 
controlled foreign subsidiary Overseas International Group Inc. (OIN) and another subsidiary 
Overseas Bulk Ships (OBS) “jointly and severally” liable for OSG’s debt.  The provision 
triggered current income tax liability under Section 956 of the Internal Revenue Service Code, 
which addresses “investments in United States property,” for amounts that OSG borrowed, and 
deferred tax liabilities for amounts not borrowed but available under the credit 
agreements.  During this period, OSG and Itkin, who participated in the negotiation of the credit 
agreements and signed them, failed to recognize OSG’s tax liability despite significant indicia 
that the structure of its credit agreements in effect made OIN a guarantor under the agreements 
and could trigger tax consequences, including tax memos from outside counsel and 
communications with the banks during the negotiation phase of the credit agreements. 
 
Without admitting or denying the charges, OSG and Itkin each consented to the order finding 
they violated or caused the violation of, among other provisions, the negligence-based antifraud 
provisions as well as reporting, books-and-records, and internal controls provisions of the federal 
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SEC v. Mathias Francisco Sandoval Herrera, et al. 
Litigation Release No. 23726 (January 25, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/litreleases/2017/lr23726.htm  
Civil Action No. 17-cv-20301 (January 24, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/complaints/2017/comp23726.pdf  
 
[Litigation Release] 
 
SEC Charges Former Executives of Wire and Cable Company with Financial Fraud 
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission announced fraud and other charges against a former 
executive vice president and senior vice president of General Cable Corporation (GCC), a 
publicly traded manufacturer of wire and cable products. 
 
In a complaint filed in Miami federal court, the SEC alleges that Mathias Francisco Sandoval 
Herrera of Doral, Florida, and Maria D. Cidre of Weston, Florida, former chief executive officer 
and chief financial officer of GCC's Rest of World (ROW) segment, fraudulently concealed from 
GCC's executive management inventory accounting errors at GCC's subsidiary in Brazil. 
Beginning in January 2012, Sandoval and Cidre allegedly became aware of potential 
overstatement of inventory by tens of millions of dollars and allegations of an inventory theft 
scheme by the subsidiary's employees. Instead of disclosing these matters to GCC, the SEC 
contends that Sandoval and Cidre deliberately omitted them from required reports and 
certifications to executive management. Sandoval and Cidre also allegedly directed their 
subordinates to destroy documents and to conceal the accounting problems from others within 
GCC, including internal auditors. The improper accounting allegedly caused GCC to overstate its 
inventory balance by more than $40 million, and resulted in a restatement of its financial 
statements. 
 
The SEC's complaint charges Sandoval and Cidre with violating, and aiding and abetting GCC's 
and each other's violations of, Section 17(a) of the Securities Act of 1933 and Section 10(b) of 
the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 and Rule 10b-5 thereunder, as well as books and records 
and reporting violations. The SEC seeks permanent injunctions, civil money penalties, 
disgorgement of ill-gotten gains, and officer-and-director bars against Sandoval and Cidre. 
 
The SEC's complaint also charges Jose Antonio Miranda Gonzalez, a former GCC senior vice 
president of Latin America operations, with aiding and abetting the fraud allegedly perpetrated 
by Sandoval and Cidre. Without admitting or denying the complaint's allegations, Miranda 
consented to the entry of a final judgment enjoining him from violating Exchange Act Sections 
10(b) and 13(b)(5), Exchange Act Rule 10b-5 and 13b2-1, and Securities Act Section 17(a), and 
from aiding and abetting any violations of Exchange Act Sections 13(a), 13(b)(2)(A), and 
13(b)(2)(B), and Exchange Act Rules 12b-20, 13a-1, 13b2-1, and 13a-13, with the amount of any 
civil penalty or the length of any officer-and-director bar to be determined at a later date. The 
settlement is subject to court approval. Miranda also has agreed to cooperate with the SEC in its 
litigation against Sandoval and Cidre. 
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In December 2016, GCC agreed to pay a $6.5 million penalty to the SEC to settle charges 
relating to the inventory accounting errors. 
 

In the Matter of Overseas Shipholding Group, Inc., et al. 
Securities Act Release No. 10286 (January 23, 2017) 
AAE Release No. 3855 (January 23, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2017/33-10286.pdf  
 
Press Release No. 2017-29 (January 23, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/news/pressrelease/2017-29.html  
 
[Press Release] 
 
Shipping Conglomerate and Former CFO Charged With Failure to Recognize Hundreds of 
Millions in Tax Liabilities  
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
2017-29  
Washington D.C., Jan. 23, 2017 —  
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission charged shipping conglomerate Overseas Shipholding 
Group (OSG) and its former chief financial officer Myles R. Itkin with failing to recognize 
hundreds of millions in tax liabilities in its financial statements that had accumulated over nearly 
12 years resulting from its controlled foreign subsidiary guaranteeing OSG’s debt that had been 
borrowed under various credit financing agreements.  As a result of the misconduct, OSG 
materially understated its income tax liabilities by approximately $512 million (17 percent) of its 
total liabilities.  In November 2012, following the discovery of the tax liabilities, OSG filed for 
bankruptcy protection. 
 
According to the SEC’s order instituting settled cease-and-desist proceedings, OSG’s credit 
agreements from 2000 to the second quarter of 2012 contained a provision making OSG’s 
controlled foreign subsidiary Overseas International Group Inc. (OIN) and another subsidiary 
Overseas Bulk Ships (OBS) “jointly and severally” liable for OSG’s debt.  The provision 
triggered current income tax liability under Section 956 of the Internal Revenue Service Code, 
which addresses “investments in United States property,” for amounts that OSG borrowed, and 
deferred tax liabilities for amounts not borrowed but available under the credit 
agreements.  During this period, OSG and Itkin, who participated in the negotiation of the credit 
agreements and signed them, failed to recognize OSG’s tax liability despite significant indicia 
that the structure of its credit agreements in effect made OIN a guarantor under the agreements 
and could trigger tax consequences, including tax memos from outside counsel and 
communications with the banks during the negotiation phase of the credit agreements. 
 
Without admitting or denying the charges, OSG and Itkin each consented to the order finding 
they violated or caused the violation of, among other provisions, the negligence-based antifraud 
provisions as well as reporting, books-and-records, and internal controls provisions of the federal 
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securities laws.  OSG agreed to pay a $5 million penalty subject to bankruptcy court approval, 
and Itkin agreed to pay a $75,000 penalty.  
 

In the Matter of General Motors Company 
Exchange Act Release No. 79825 (January 18, 2017) 
AAE Release No. 3850 (January 18, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2017/34-79825.pdf  
 
Press Release No. 2017-19 (January 18, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/news/pressrelease/2017-19.html  
 
[Press Release] 
 
General Motors Charged With Accounting Control Failures  
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
2017-19  
Washington D.C., Jan. 18, 2017 —  
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission announced that General Motors has agreed to pay a $1 
million penalty to settle charges that deficient internal accounting controls prevented the 
company from properly assessing the potential impact on its financial statements of a defective 
ignition switch found in some vehicles. 
 
According to the SEC’s order, when loss contingencies such as a potential vehicle recall arise, 
accounting guidance requires companies like General Motors to assess the likelihood of whether 
the potential recall will occur, and provide an estimate of the associated loss or range of loss or 
otherwise provide a statement that such an estimate cannot be made.  The SEC’s order finds that 
the company’s internal investigation involving the defective ignition switch wasn’t brought to 
the attention of its accountants until November 2013 even though other General Motors 
personnel understood in the spring of 2012 that there was a safety issue at hand.  Therefore, 
during at least an 18-month period, accountants at General Motors did not properly evaluate the 
likelihood of a recall occurring or the potential losses resulting from a recall of cars with the 
defective ignition switch.    
 
Without admitting or denying the charges, General Motors consented to the SEC’s order finding 
that the company violated Section 13(b)(2)(B) of the Securities Exchange Act by not devising 
and maintaining a sufficient system of internal accounting controls. 
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In the Matter of MDC Partners, Inc. 
Securities Act Release No. 10283 (January 18, 2017) 
AAE Release No. 3849 (January 18, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2017/33-10283.pdf  
 
Press Release No. 2017-21 (January 18, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/news/pressrelease/2017-21.html  
 
[Press Release] 
 
Company Settles Charges Over Undisclosed Perks and Improper Use of Non-GAAP Measures  
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
2017-21  
Washington D.C., Jan. 18, 2017 —  
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission announced that New York-based marketing company 
MDC Partners has agreed to pay a $1.5 million penalty to settle charges that it failed to disclose 
certain perks enjoyed by its then-CEO and separately violated non-GAAP financial measure 
disclosure rules. 
 
The SEC’s order finds that MDC Partners disclosed an annual $500,000 perquisite allowance for 
its senior-most executive, but failed to disclose additional personal benefits the company paid on 
the CEO’s behalf such as private aircraft usage, club memberships, cosmetic surgery, yacht and 
sports car expenses, jewelry, charitable donations, pet care, and personal travel expenses.  The 
CEO later resigned and returned $11.285 million worth of perks, personal expense 
reimbursements, and other items of value improperly received from 2009 to 2014. 
 
The SEC’s order also finds improper use of non-GAAP measures, which are allowed under SEC 
rules to convey information to investors that a company believes is relevant and useful in 
understanding performance.  But non-GAAP measures must be accurate and must be reconciled 
to the appropriate GAAP measures so investors and analysts can compare them.  According to 
the SEC’s order, MDC Partners presented a metric called “organic revenue growth” that 
represented the company’s growth in revenue excluding the effects of two reconciling items: 
acquisitions and foreign exchange impacts.  But from the second quarter of 2012 to year end 
2013, MDC Partners incorporated a third reconciling item into its calculation without informing 
investors of the change, which resulted in higher “organic revenue growth” results.  MDC 
Partners also failed to give GAAP metrics equal or greater prominence to non-GAAP metrics in 
its earnings releases. 
 
MDC Partners consented to the SEC’s cease-and-desist order without admitting or denying the 
findings. 
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securities laws.  OSG agreed to pay a $5 million penalty subject to bankruptcy court approval, 
and Itkin agreed to pay a $75,000 penalty.  
 

In the Matter of General Motors Company 
Exchange Act Release No. 79825 (January 18, 2017) 
AAE Release No. 3850 (January 18, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2017/34-79825.pdf  
 
Press Release No. 2017-19 (January 18, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/news/pressrelease/2017-19.html  
 
[Press Release] 
 
General Motors Charged With Accounting Control Failures  
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
2017-19  
Washington D.C., Jan. 18, 2017 —  
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission announced that General Motors has agreed to pay a $1 
million penalty to settle charges that deficient internal accounting controls prevented the 
company from properly assessing the potential impact on its financial statements of a defective 
ignition switch found in some vehicles. 
 
According to the SEC’s order, when loss contingencies such as a potential vehicle recall arise, 
accounting guidance requires companies like General Motors to assess the likelihood of whether 
the potential recall will occur, and provide an estimate of the associated loss or range of loss or 
otherwise provide a statement that such an estimate cannot be made.  The SEC’s order finds that 
the company’s internal investigation involving the defective ignition switch wasn’t brought to 
the attention of its accountants until November 2013 even though other General Motors 
personnel understood in the spring of 2012 that there was a safety issue at hand.  Therefore, 
during at least an 18-month period, accountants at General Motors did not properly evaluate the 
likelihood of a recall occurring or the potential losses resulting from a recall of cars with the 
defective ignition switch.    
 
Without admitting or denying the charges, General Motors consented to the SEC’s order finding 
that the company violated Section 13(b)(2)(B) of the Securities Exchange Act by not devising 
and maintaining a sufficient system of internal accounting controls. 
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In the Matter of MDC Partners, Inc. 
Securities Act Release No. 10283 (January 18, 2017) 
AAE Release No. 3849 (January 18, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2017/33-10283.pdf  
 
Press Release No. 2017-21 (January 18, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/news/pressrelease/2017-21.html  
 
[Press Release] 
 
Company Settles Charges Over Undisclosed Perks and Improper Use of Non-GAAP Measures  
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
2017-21  
Washington D.C., Jan. 18, 2017 —  
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission announced that New York-based marketing company 
MDC Partners has agreed to pay a $1.5 million penalty to settle charges that it failed to disclose 
certain perks enjoyed by its then-CEO and separately violated non-GAAP financial measure 
disclosure rules. 
 
The SEC’s order finds that MDC Partners disclosed an annual $500,000 perquisite allowance for 
its senior-most executive, but failed to disclose additional personal benefits the company paid on 
the CEO’s behalf such as private aircraft usage, club memberships, cosmetic surgery, yacht and 
sports car expenses, jewelry, charitable donations, pet care, and personal travel expenses.  The 
CEO later resigned and returned $11.285 million worth of perks, personal expense 
reimbursements, and other items of value improperly received from 2009 to 2014. 
 
The SEC’s order also finds improper use of non-GAAP measures, which are allowed under SEC 
rules to convey information to investors that a company believes is relevant and useful in 
understanding performance.  But non-GAAP measures must be accurate and must be reconciled 
to the appropriate GAAP measures so investors and analysts can compare them.  According to 
the SEC’s order, MDC Partners presented a metric called “organic revenue growth” that 
represented the company’s growth in revenue excluding the effects of two reconciling items: 
acquisitions and foreign exchange impacts.  But from the second quarter of 2012 to year end 
2013, MDC Partners incorporated a third reconciling item into its calculation without informing 
investors of the change, which resulted in higher “organic revenue growth” results.  MDC 
Partners also failed to give GAAP metrics equal or greater prominence to non-GAAP metrics in 
its earnings releases. 
 
MDC Partners consented to the SEC’s cease-and-desist order without admitting or denying the 
findings. 
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In the Matter of Allergan, Inc. 
Exchange Act Release No. 79814 (January 17, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2017/34-79814.pdf  
 
Press Release No. 2017-16 (January 17, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/news/pressrelease/2017-16.html  
 
[Press Release] 
 
Allergan Paying $15 Million Penalty for Disclosure Failures During Merger Talks  
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
2017-16  
Washington D.C., Jan. 17, 2017 —  
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission announced that Allergan Inc. has agreed to admit 
securities law violations and pay a $15 million penalty for disclosure failures in the wake of a 
hostile takeover bid. 
 
The SEC’s order finds that Allergan failed to disclose in a timely manner its negotiations with 
potentially friendlier merger partners in the months following a tender offer from Valeant 
Pharmaceuticals International and co-bidders in June 2014.  Allergan publicly stated in a 
disclosure filing that the Valeant bid was inadequate and it was not engaging in negotiations that 
could result in a merger.  It was required to amend the filing if a material change 
occurred.  According to the SEC’s order, Allergan never publicly disclosed material negotiations 
it entered with a different company that would have made it more difficult for Valeant to acquire 
a larger combined entity.  And after those negotiations failed, the investing public wasn’t 
informed that Allergan entered into merger talks with Actavis, the company that ultimately 
acquired Allergan, until the announcement that a merger agreement had been executed. 
 
Allergan, now a wholly owned subsidiary of Allergan plc, admitted the facts in the SEC’s cease-
and-desist order finding that the company violated Section 14(d) of the Securities Exchange Act 
of 1934 and Rule 14d-9.  
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In the Matter of Citadel Securities LLC 
Securities Act Release No. 10280 (January 13, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2017/33-10280.pdf  
 
Press Release No. 2017-11 (January 13, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/news/pressrelease/2017-11.html 
 
[Press Release] 
 
Citadel Securities Paying $22 Million for Misleading Clients About Pricing Trades  
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
2017-11  
Washington D.C., Jan. 13, 2017 —  
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission announced that Citadel Securities LLC has agreed to 
pay $22.6 million to settle charges that its business unit handling retail customer orders from 
other brokerage firms made misleading statements to them about the way it priced trades. 
 
The SEC’s order finds that Citadel Execution Services suggested to its broker-dealer clients that 
upon receiving retail orders they forwarded from their own customers, it either took the other 
side of the trade and provided the best price that it observed on various market data feeds or 
sought to obtain that price in the marketplace.  The process of taking the other side of the trade of 
the retail orders is known as “internalization.” 
 
But the SEC’s order finds that two algorithms used by Citadel Securities did not internalize retail 
orders at the best price observed nor sought to obtain the best price in the marketplace.  These 
algorithms were triggered when they identified differences in the best prices on market feeds, 
comparing the SIP feeds to the direct feeds from exchanges.  One strategy, known as FastFill, 
immediately internalized an order at a price that was not the best price for the order that Citadel 
Securities observed.  The other strategy, known as SmartProvide, routed an order to the market 
that was not priced to obtain immediately the best price that Citadel Securities observed.  
 
As a “wholesale market maker” or “internalizer” that specializes in handling retail orders from 
investors who are customers of other broker-dealers, Citadel Securities executes approximately 
35 percent of the average daily volume of retail equity shares traded in the U.S. markets, 
according to the SEC’s order. 
 
The SEC’s order finds that Citadel Securities, which has since discontinued the two algorithms at 
issue, violated Section 17(a)(2) of the Securities Act from late 2007 through January 
2010.  Without admitting or denying the findings, Citadel Securities agreed to be censured and 
pay $5.2 million in disgorgement of ill-gotten gains plus interest of more than $1.4 million and a 
penalty of $16 million.  
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Exchange Act Release No. 79814 (January 17, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2017/34-79814.pdf  
 
Press Release No. 2017-16 (January 17, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/news/pressrelease/2017-16.html  
 
[Press Release] 
 
Allergan Paying $15 Million Penalty for Disclosure Failures During Merger Talks  
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
2017-16  
Washington D.C., Jan. 17, 2017 —  
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission announced that Allergan Inc. has agreed to admit 
securities law violations and pay a $15 million penalty for disclosure failures in the wake of a 
hostile takeover bid. 
 
The SEC’s order finds that Allergan failed to disclose in a timely manner its negotiations with 
potentially friendlier merger partners in the months following a tender offer from Valeant 
Pharmaceuticals International and co-bidders in June 2014.  Allergan publicly stated in a 
disclosure filing that the Valeant bid was inadequate and it was not engaging in negotiations that 
could result in a merger.  It was required to amend the filing if a material change 
occurred.  According to the SEC’s order, Allergan never publicly disclosed material negotiations 
it entered with a different company that would have made it more difficult for Valeant to acquire 
a larger combined entity.  And after those negotiations failed, the investing public wasn’t 
informed that Allergan entered into merger talks with Actavis, the company that ultimately 
acquired Allergan, until the announcement that a merger agreement had been executed. 
 
Allergan, now a wholly owned subsidiary of Allergan plc, admitted the facts in the SEC’s cease-
and-desist order finding that the company violated Section 14(d) of the Securities Exchange Act 
of 1934 and Rule 14d-9.  
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In the Matter of Citadel Securities LLC 
Securities Act Release No. 10280 (January 13, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2017/33-10280.pdf  
 
Press Release No. 2017-11 (January 13, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/news/pressrelease/2017-11.html 
 
[Press Release] 
 
Citadel Securities Paying $22 Million for Misleading Clients About Pricing Trades  
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
2017-11  
Washington D.C., Jan. 13, 2017 —  
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission announced that Citadel Securities LLC has agreed to 
pay $22.6 million to settle charges that its business unit handling retail customer orders from 
other brokerage firms made misleading statements to them about the way it priced trades. 
 
The SEC’s order finds that Citadel Execution Services suggested to its broker-dealer clients that 
upon receiving retail orders they forwarded from their own customers, it either took the other 
side of the trade and provided the best price that it observed on various market data feeds or 
sought to obtain that price in the marketplace.  The process of taking the other side of the trade of 
the retail orders is known as “internalization.” 
 
But the SEC’s order finds that two algorithms used by Citadel Securities did not internalize retail 
orders at the best price observed nor sought to obtain the best price in the marketplace.  These 
algorithms were triggered when they identified differences in the best prices on market feeds, 
comparing the SIP feeds to the direct feeds from exchanges.  One strategy, known as FastFill, 
immediately internalized an order at a price that was not the best price for the order that Citadel 
Securities observed.  The other strategy, known as SmartProvide, routed an order to the market 
that was not priced to obtain immediately the best price that Citadel Securities observed.  
 
As a “wholesale market maker” or “internalizer” that specializes in handling retail orders from 
investors who are customers of other broker-dealers, Citadel Securities executes approximately 
35 percent of the average daily volume of retail equity shares traded in the U.S. markets, 
according to the SEC’s order. 
 
The SEC’s order finds that Citadel Securities, which has since discontinued the two algorithms at 
issue, violated Section 17(a)(2) of the Securities Act from late 2007 through January 
2010.  Without admitting or denying the findings, Citadel Securities agreed to be censured and 
pay $5.2 million in disgorgement of ill-gotten gains plus interest of more than $1.4 million and a 
penalty of $16 million.  
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In the Matter of The Bank of New York Mellon Corporation 
Exchange Act Release No. 79777 (January 12, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2017/34-79777.pdf  
 
Press Release No. 2017-9 (January 12, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/news/pressrelease/2017-9.html  
 
[Press Release] 
 
BNY Mellon Settles Charges Stemming From Miscalculations of Regulatory Capital Figures  
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
2017-9  
Washington D.C., Jan. 12, 2017 —  
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission announced that BNY Mellon has agreed to pay a $6.6 
million penalty to settle charges stemming from miscalculations of its risk-based capital ratios 
and risk-weighted assets reported to investors. 
 
An SEC investigation found that BNY Mellon deviated from regulatory capital rules by 
excluding from its calculations approximately $14 billion in collateralized loan obligation assets 
that the firm consolidated onto its balance sheet in 2010.  BNY Mellon never obtained Federal 
Reserve Board approval as required under regulatory capital rules to exclude the assets from its 
calculations.  Due to the miscalculations and the firm’s lack of internal accounting controls to 
ensure its financial statements were being prepared properly, BNY Mellon understated its risk-
weighted assets and overstated certain risk-based capital ratios in quarterly and annual reports 
from the third quarter of 2010 to the first quarter of 2014. 
 
Without admitting or denying the charges, BNY Mellon consented to an SEC order finding that 
it violated internal controls and recordkeeping provisions of the federal securities laws, 
specifically Sections 13(b)(2)(A) and 13(b)(2)(B) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934.  
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In the Matter of L3 Technologies, Inc. 
Exchange Act Release No. 79772 (January 11, 2017) 
AAE Release No. 3844 (January 11, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2017/34-79772.pdf 
 
Press Release No. 2017-5 (January 11, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/news/pressrelease/2017-5.html  
 
[Press Release] 
 
SEC Charges Government Contractor With Inadequate Controls and Books and Records 
Violations  
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
2017-5  
Washington D.C., Jan. 11, 2017 —  
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission announced that L3 Technologies Inc. (formerly 
known as L-3 Communications Holdings Inc.), a contractor for U.S. and various foreign 
government agencies, has agreed to pay a $1.6 million penalty to settle charges that it failed to 
maintain accurate books and records and had inadequate internal accounting controls.  
An SEC investigation found that in December 2013, L3’s Army Sustainment Division (ASD) – 
part of L3’s Aerospace Systems segment – improperly recorded $17.9 million in revenue from a 
contract with the U.S. Army by creating invoices associated with unresolved claims against the 
U.S. Army that were not delivered when the revenue was recorded.  While certain employees 
immediately reported their concerns to L3’s ethics department, the subsequent ethics review 
failed to uncover the misconduct due, in part, to a failure by internal investigators to adequately 
understand the billing process.  In October 2014, following a subsequent investigation conducted 
by outside advisors, L3 concluded it had material weaknesses in its internal controls over 
financial reporting for the fiscal year ended Dec. 31, 2013 and for the first quarter of 2014.  L3 
revised its financial statements from 2011 to 2014. 
 
According to the SEC’s order, in or around August 2013, ASD executives developed a “Revenue 
Recovery Initiative” that identified approximately $50 million in work performed under a 
contract with the U.S. Army that had not been billed.  Because L3 and the U.S. Army had not 
reached any agreement on payment for the work performed, any revenue recognition for that 
work would have been improper under relevant accounting rules.  Nonetheless, in December 
2013, a senior finance official at ASD requested that 69 invoices be generated – but not delivered 
– to the U.S. Army, which caused ASD to recognize almost $18 million in revenue.  Because of 
that revenue, ASD employees barely satisfied an internal target for management incentive 
bonuses. 
 
The SEC’s order finds that immediately after the 69 invoices were generated, ASD employees 
internally reported to L3’s ethics department, but a subsequent internal investigation concluded 
that there was no improper revenue recognition and the issue was not promptly raised to the L3’s 
Audit Committee.  In June 2014, L3 retained outside advisors to conduct an internal 
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In the Matter of The Bank of New York Mellon Corporation 
Exchange Act Release No. 79777 (January 12, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2017/34-79777.pdf  
 
Press Release No. 2017-9 (January 12, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/news/pressrelease/2017-9.html  
 
[Press Release] 
 
BNY Mellon Settles Charges Stemming From Miscalculations of Regulatory Capital Figures  
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
2017-9  
Washington D.C., Jan. 12, 2017 —  
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission announced that BNY Mellon has agreed to pay a $6.6 
million penalty to settle charges stemming from miscalculations of its risk-based capital ratios 
and risk-weighted assets reported to investors. 
 
An SEC investigation found that BNY Mellon deviated from regulatory capital rules by 
excluding from its calculations approximately $14 billion in collateralized loan obligation assets 
that the firm consolidated onto its balance sheet in 2010.  BNY Mellon never obtained Federal 
Reserve Board approval as required under regulatory capital rules to exclude the assets from its 
calculations.  Due to the miscalculations and the firm’s lack of internal accounting controls to 
ensure its financial statements were being prepared properly, BNY Mellon understated its risk-
weighted assets and overstated certain risk-based capital ratios in quarterly and annual reports 
from the third quarter of 2010 to the first quarter of 2014. 
 
Without admitting or denying the charges, BNY Mellon consented to an SEC order finding that 
it violated internal controls and recordkeeping provisions of the federal securities laws, 
specifically Sections 13(b)(2)(A) and 13(b)(2)(B) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934.  
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In the Matter of L3 Technologies, Inc. 
Exchange Act Release No. 79772 (January 11, 2017) 
AAE Release No. 3844 (January 11, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2017/34-79772.pdf 
 
Press Release No. 2017-5 (January 11, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/news/pressrelease/2017-5.html  
 
[Press Release] 
 
SEC Charges Government Contractor With Inadequate Controls and Books and Records 
Violations  
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
2017-5  
Washington D.C., Jan. 11, 2017 —  
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission announced that L3 Technologies Inc. (formerly 
known as L-3 Communications Holdings Inc.), a contractor for U.S. and various foreign 
government agencies, has agreed to pay a $1.6 million penalty to settle charges that it failed to 
maintain accurate books and records and had inadequate internal accounting controls.  
An SEC investigation found that in December 2013, L3’s Army Sustainment Division (ASD) – 
part of L3’s Aerospace Systems segment – improperly recorded $17.9 million in revenue from a 
contract with the U.S. Army by creating invoices associated with unresolved claims against the 
U.S. Army that were not delivered when the revenue was recorded.  While certain employees 
immediately reported their concerns to L3’s ethics department, the subsequent ethics review 
failed to uncover the misconduct due, in part, to a failure by internal investigators to adequately 
understand the billing process.  In October 2014, following a subsequent investigation conducted 
by outside advisors, L3 concluded it had material weaknesses in its internal controls over 
financial reporting for the fiscal year ended Dec. 31, 2013 and for the first quarter of 2014.  L3 
revised its financial statements from 2011 to 2014. 
 
According to the SEC’s order, in or around August 2013, ASD executives developed a “Revenue 
Recovery Initiative” that identified approximately $50 million in work performed under a 
contract with the U.S. Army that had not been billed.  Because L3 and the U.S. Army had not 
reached any agreement on payment for the work performed, any revenue recognition for that 
work would have been improper under relevant accounting rules.  Nonetheless, in December 
2013, a senior finance official at ASD requested that 69 invoices be generated – but not delivered 
– to the U.S. Army, which caused ASD to recognize almost $18 million in revenue.  Because of 
that revenue, ASD employees barely satisfied an internal target for management incentive 
bonuses. 
 
The SEC’s order finds that immediately after the 69 invoices were generated, ASD employees 
internally reported to L3’s ethics department, but a subsequent internal investigation concluded 
that there was no improper revenue recognition and the issue was not promptly raised to the L3’s 
Audit Committee.  In June 2014, L3 retained outside advisors to conduct an internal 
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investigation, which concluded that the revenue recognized on the undelivered invoices was 
improper.  This investigation uncovered additional accounting errors in L3’s Aerospace Systems 
segment from 2011 to 2014, which combined with the improper accounting associated with the 
69 undelivered invoices had the effect of overstating the company’s pre-tax income by $169 
million. 
 
Without admitting or denying the findings, L3 agreed to pay the $1.6 million penalty and 
consented to the entry of the SEC’s cease-and-desist order finding that it violated the books and 
records and internal controls provisions of the federal securities laws.   
 

In the Matter of Jack Henry & Associates, Inc. 
Exchange Act Release No. 79650 (December 21, 2016) 
AAE Release No. 3835 (December 21, 2016) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2016/34-79650.pdf  
 
[Administrative Summary] 
 
Banking Software Company Agrees to Settle Accounting Charges 
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission announced that banking software company Jack 
Henry & Associates, Inc. (“JKHY”) has agreed to settle charges that it materially misstated its 
financials for fiscal years ending June 30, 2013 and June 30, 2014. 
 
According to the SEC’s order, JKHY materially misstated its revenue, net income, and other 
financial metrics in certain of its annual and quarterly reports filed with the SEC and in certain of 
its earnings releases. In particular, the SEC’s order states that JKHY failed to properly record 
and report revenue from its software license sales in the correct accounting periods because it: 
(1) improperly separated contracts so closely related that they should have been considered to be 
parts of a single arrangement; and (2) prematurely recognized revenue from sales of software 
given its lack of vendor-specific objective evidence of the fair value of undelivered services 
related to implementation and post-contract support. Also according to the SEC’s order, JKHY’s 
failures in these areas were caused by inadequate internal controls surrounding revenue 
recognition. 
 
The SEC’s order finds that JKHY violated Sections 13(a), 13(b)(2)(A), and 13(b)(2)(B) of the 
Securities Exchange Act of 1934 and Rules 12b-20, 13a-1, 13a-11, and 13a-13 thereunder. 
Without admitting or denying the findings of the SEC’s order, JKHY agreed to a cease-and 
desist order and a civil penalty totaling $780,000. 
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In the Matter of United Continental Holdings, Inc. 
Exchange Act Release No. 79454 (December 2, 2016) 
AAE Release No. 3833 (December 2, 2016) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2016/34-79454.pdf 
 
Press Release No. 2016-253 (December 2, 2016) 
https://www.sec.gov/news/pressrelease/2016-253.html  
 
[Press Release] 
 
United Settles Charges in Case of Flight Route to Benefit Public Official  
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
2016-253  
Washington D.C., Dec. 2, 2016 —  
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission announced that the parent company of United Airlines 
has agreed to pay $2.4 million to settle charges in a case where shareholders wound up footing 
the bill so a public official could get more convenient flights. 
 
According to the SEC’s order instituted, United reinstated a nonstop flight between Newark, 
N.J., and Columbia, S.C., at the behest of David Samson, the then-chairman of the Port 
Authority of New York and New Jersey who sought a more direct route to his home in South 
Carolina.  The route previously experienced poor financial performance and was canceled by 
Continental Airlines prior to its merger with United, and a preliminary financial analysis 
conducted after Samson began privately advocating for the route’s return revealed it would likely 
lose money again. 
 
Nevertheless, the SEC’s order finds that United officials feared Samson’s influence could 
jeopardize United’s business interests before the Port Authority, including the approval of a 
hangar project to help the airline at Newark’s airport.  The company ultimately decided to initiate 
the route despite the poor financial projections.  The same day that United’s then-CEO approved 
initiation of the route, the Port Authority’s board approved the lease agreement related to the 
hangar project.  United employees were told “no proactive communications” about the new 
route. 
 
According to the SEC’s order, United circumvented its standard process for initiating new 
routes, and no corporate record at United accurately and fairly reflected the authorization to 
approve the money-losing flight route from Newark to Columbia.  The route ultimately lost 
approximately $945,000 before it ceased again roughly around the time of Samson’s resignation 
from the Port Authority. 
 
Samson has pleaded guilty to bribery in a criminal case announced in July by the U.S. Attorney’s 
Office in New Jersey.  United entered into a non-prosecution agreement with the U.S. Attorney 
and paid $2.25 million. 
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investigation, which concluded that the revenue recognized on the undelivered invoices was 
improper.  This investigation uncovered additional accounting errors in L3’s Aerospace Systems 
segment from 2011 to 2014, which combined with the improper accounting associated with the 
69 undelivered invoices had the effect of overstating the company’s pre-tax income by $169 
million. 
 
Without admitting or denying the findings, L3 agreed to pay the $1.6 million penalty and 
consented to the entry of the SEC’s cease-and-desist order finding that it violated the books and 
records and internal controls provisions of the federal securities laws.   
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[Administrative Summary] 
 
Banking Software Company Agrees to Settle Accounting Charges 
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission announced that banking software company Jack 
Henry & Associates, Inc. (“JKHY”) has agreed to settle charges that it materially misstated its 
financials for fiscal years ending June 30, 2013 and June 30, 2014. 
 
According to the SEC’s order, JKHY materially misstated its revenue, net income, and other 
financial metrics in certain of its annual and quarterly reports filed with the SEC and in certain of 
its earnings releases. In particular, the SEC’s order states that JKHY failed to properly record 
and report revenue from its software license sales in the correct accounting periods because it: 
(1) improperly separated contracts so closely related that they should have been considered to be 
parts of a single arrangement; and (2) prematurely recognized revenue from sales of software 
given its lack of vendor-specific objective evidence of the fair value of undelivered services 
related to implementation and post-contract support. Also according to the SEC’s order, JKHY’s 
failures in these areas were caused by inadequate internal controls surrounding revenue 
recognition. 
 
The SEC’s order finds that JKHY violated Sections 13(a), 13(b)(2)(A), and 13(b)(2)(B) of the 
Securities Exchange Act of 1934 and Rules 12b-20, 13a-1, 13a-11, and 13a-13 thereunder. 
Without admitting or denying the findings of the SEC’s order, JKHY agreed to a cease-and 
desist order and a civil penalty totaling $780,000. 
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https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2016/34-79454.pdf 
 
Press Release No. 2016-253 (December 2, 2016) 
https://www.sec.gov/news/pressrelease/2016-253.html  
 
[Press Release] 
 
United Settles Charges in Case of Flight Route to Benefit Public Official  
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
2016-253  
Washington D.C., Dec. 2, 2016 —  
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission announced that the parent company of United Airlines 
has agreed to pay $2.4 million to settle charges in a case where shareholders wound up footing 
the bill so a public official could get more convenient flights. 
 
According to the SEC’s order instituted, United reinstated a nonstop flight between Newark, 
N.J., and Columbia, S.C., at the behest of David Samson, the then-chairman of the Port 
Authority of New York and New Jersey who sought a more direct route to his home in South 
Carolina.  The route previously experienced poor financial performance and was canceled by 
Continental Airlines prior to its merger with United, and a preliminary financial analysis 
conducted after Samson began privately advocating for the route’s return revealed it would likely 
lose money again. 
 
Nevertheless, the SEC’s order finds that United officials feared Samson’s influence could 
jeopardize United’s business interests before the Port Authority, including the approval of a 
hangar project to help the airline at Newark’s airport.  The company ultimately decided to initiate 
the route despite the poor financial projections.  The same day that United’s then-CEO approved 
initiation of the route, the Port Authority’s board approved the lease agreement related to the 
hangar project.  United employees were told “no proactive communications” about the new 
route. 
 
According to the SEC’s order, United circumvented its standard process for initiating new 
routes, and no corporate record at United accurately and fairly reflected the authorization to 
approve the money-losing flight route from Newark to Columbia.  The route ultimately lost 
approximately $945,000 before it ceased again roughly around the time of Samson’s resignation 
from the Port Authority. 
 
Samson has pleaded guilty to bribery in a criminal case announced in July by the U.S. Attorney’s 
Office in New Jersey.  United entered into a non-prosecution agreement with the U.S. Attorney 
and paid $2.25 million. 
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In the Matter of Christopher Egan 
Securities Act Release No. 10256 (November 15, 2016) 
AAE Release No. 3823 (November 15, 2016) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2016/33-10256.pdf 
 
[Administrative Summary] 
 
SEC Charges CEO of U.S.-based Subsidiary for Role in Financial Fraud at UK Software 
Company  
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission announced that a software executive has agreed to pay 
more than $923,000 to settle charges in connection with a fraud at Autonomy Corporation plc 
(“Autonomy”), an England-based software company since acquired by Hewlett-Packard 
Company.  
 
An SEC investigation found that Christopher Egan, the former CEO of Autonomy’s U.S.-based 
subsidiary in San Francisco, Calif., participated in an accounting scheme orchestrated by 
Autonomy’s UK-based senior-most executives to meet internal sales targets and analyst revenue 
expectations. Autonomy issued materially false and misleading financial reports that overstated 
revenues in 10 consecutive quarters. Autonomy’s executives also directed HP’s due diligence 
team to rely on these false filings in connection with HP’s acquisition.  
 
According to the SEC’s order, Egan aided in the scheme when, at the direction of Autonomy’s 
senior-most finance executive, he placed sales to particular resellers that allowed Autonomy to 
prematurely recognize revenue, backdated purchase orders, and helped to facilitate round trip 
transactions between Autonomy and its resellers. In 2012, HP announced that it was recording an 
$8.8 billion impairment charge due to accounting improprieties, misrepresentation and disclosure 
failures at Autonomy. HP’s stock declined by 12 percent upon the announcement, and the 
company suffered a market capitalization loss of $78 billion.  
 
The SEC’s order instituting settled cease and desist proceedings finds that Egan violated 
Sections 17(a)(2) and 17(a)(3) of the Securities Act of 1933. Without admitting or denying the 
findings, Egan agreed to pay $800,669 in disgorgement, with prejudgment interest of $122,722. 
Egan is ordered to cease and desist from future violations. 
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In the Matter of Credit Suisse AG 
Securities Act Release No. 10229 (October 5, 2016) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2016/33-10229.pdf 

In the Matter of Rolf Bogli 
Securities Act Release No. 10230 (October 5, 2016) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2016/33-10230.pdf 
 
Press Release No. 2016-210 (October 5, 2016) 
https://www.sec.gov/news/pressrelease/2016-210.html  
 
[Press Release] 
 
Credit Suisse Paying $90 Million Penalty for Misrepresenting Performance Metric  
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
2016-210  
Washington D.C., Oct. 5, 2016 —  
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission announced that Credit Suisse AG has agreed to pay a 
$90 million penalty and admit wrongdoing to settle charges that it misrepresented how it 
determined a key performance metric of its wealth management business. 
  
A former executive agreed to settle charges that he was a cause of Credit Suisse’s violations. 
  
An SEC investigation found that Credit Suisse veered from its publicly disclosed methodology 
for determining net new assets (NNA), a metric valued by investors in financial institutions to 
measure success in attracting new business.  Disclosures stated that Credit Suisse was 
individually assessing assets based on each client’s intentions and objectives.  But Credit Suisse 
at times instead took an undisclosed results-driven approach to determining NNA in order to 
meet certain targets established by senior management. 
  
According to the SEC’s orders, Rolf Bögli, who served as chief operating officer of the firm’s 
private banking division, pressured employees to classify certain high net worth and ultra-high 
net worth client assets as NNA despite concerns raised by employees most knowledgeable about 
a particular client’s intent.  
  
The SEC’s orders find that Credit Suisse violated Section 17(a)(2) and (3) of the Securities Act 
of 1933 and Section 13(a) and (b)(2)(A) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 and Rules 13a-
1, 13a-16, and 12b-20.  Bögli neither admitted nor denied the SEC’s findings that he was a cause 
of certain Credit Suisse violations.  Bögli agreed to pay an $80,000 penalty. 
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In the Matter of Christopher Egan 
Securities Act Release No. 10256 (November 15, 2016) 
AAE Release No. 3823 (November 15, 2016) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2016/33-10256.pdf 
 
[Administrative Summary] 
 
SEC Charges CEO of U.S.-based Subsidiary for Role in Financial Fraud at UK Software 
Company  
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission announced that a software executive has agreed to pay 
more than $923,000 to settle charges in connection with a fraud at Autonomy Corporation plc 
(“Autonomy”), an England-based software company since acquired by Hewlett-Packard 
Company.  
 
An SEC investigation found that Christopher Egan, the former CEO of Autonomy’s U.S.-based 
subsidiary in San Francisco, Calif., participated in an accounting scheme orchestrated by 
Autonomy’s UK-based senior-most executives to meet internal sales targets and analyst revenue 
expectations. Autonomy issued materially false and misleading financial reports that overstated 
revenues in 10 consecutive quarters. Autonomy’s executives also directed HP’s due diligence 
team to rely on these false filings in connection with HP’s acquisition.  
 
According to the SEC’s order, Egan aided in the scheme when, at the direction of Autonomy’s 
senior-most finance executive, he placed sales to particular resellers that allowed Autonomy to 
prematurely recognize revenue, backdated purchase orders, and helped to facilitate round trip 
transactions between Autonomy and its resellers. In 2012, HP announced that it was recording an 
$8.8 billion impairment charge due to accounting improprieties, misrepresentation and disclosure 
failures at Autonomy. HP’s stock declined by 12 percent upon the announcement, and the 
company suffered a market capitalization loss of $78 billion.  
 
The SEC’s order instituting settled cease and desist proceedings finds that Egan violated 
Sections 17(a)(2) and 17(a)(3) of the Securities Act of 1933. Without admitting or denying the 
findings, Egan agreed to pay $800,669 in disgorgement, with prejudgment interest of $122,722. 
Egan is ordered to cease and desist from future violations. 
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In the Matter of Credit Suisse AG 
Securities Act Release No. 10229 (October 5, 2016) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2016/33-10229.pdf 

In the Matter of Rolf Bogli 
Securities Act Release No. 10230 (October 5, 2016) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2016/33-10230.pdf 
 
Press Release No. 2016-210 (October 5, 2016) 
https://www.sec.gov/news/pressrelease/2016-210.html  
 
[Press Release] 
 
Credit Suisse Paying $90 Million Penalty for Misrepresenting Performance Metric  
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
2016-210  
Washington D.C., Oct. 5, 2016 —  
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission announced that Credit Suisse AG has agreed to pay a 
$90 million penalty and admit wrongdoing to settle charges that it misrepresented how it 
determined a key performance metric of its wealth management business. 
  
A former executive agreed to settle charges that he was a cause of Credit Suisse’s violations. 
  
An SEC investigation found that Credit Suisse veered from its publicly disclosed methodology 
for determining net new assets (NNA), a metric valued by investors in financial institutions to 
measure success in attracting new business.  Disclosures stated that Credit Suisse was 
individually assessing assets based on each client’s intentions and objectives.  But Credit Suisse 
at times instead took an undisclosed results-driven approach to determining NNA in order to 
meet certain targets established by senior management. 
  
According to the SEC’s orders, Rolf Bögli, who served as chief operating officer of the firm’s 
private banking division, pressured employees to classify certain high net worth and ultra-high 
net worth client assets as NNA despite concerns raised by employees most knowledgeable about 
a particular client’s intent.  
  
The SEC’s orders find that Credit Suisse violated Section 17(a)(2) and (3) of the Securities Act 
of 1933 and Section 13(a) and (b)(2)(A) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 and Rules 13a-
1, 13a-16, and 12b-20.  Bögli neither admitted nor denied the SEC’s findings that he was a cause 
of certain Credit Suisse violations.  Bögli agreed to pay an $80,000 penalty. 
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ACTIONS INVOLVING ACCOUNTANTS AND AUDITORS 
 
Enforcement actions against internal accountants and external auditors captured a variety of 
securities violations involving individuals and entities, as well as accounting professionals’ 
failure to comply with audit standards.  Matters this year included actions against two of the Big 
Four Accounting Firms.  In one, the SEC charged the firm for failed audits of an oil services 
company that used deceptive income tax accounting to inflate earnings.  In the other, the firm 
agreed to pay more than $6.2 million to settle charges that it failed to properly audit the financial 
statements of an oil and gas company, resulting in investors being misinformed about the energy 
company’s value.  The SEC also brought actions against smaller audit firms, charging violations 
of the independence requirements, and alleging improper professional conduct that caused a 
private fund investment adviser’s violations of the Investment Advisers Act of 1940.  The SEC 
also charged multiple companies for improper accounting schemes to artificially boost revenue 
and manipulate financial outcomes reported to investors.  One such scheme allegedly enabled 
employees to satisfy an internal target for incentive bonus payments.  
   

In the Matter of Paritz & Company, P.A., et al. 
Exchange Act Release No. 81678 (September 21, 2017) 
AAE Release No. 3899 (September 21, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2017/34-81678.pdf  
 
[Administrative Summary] 
 
SEC Charges Auditing Firm and Two Partners in Connection with Audits of Business 
Development Company  
 
September 21, 2017 – The Securities and Exchange Commission announced charges against 
New Jersey-based certified public accounting firm Paritz & Co., P.A., and two of its partners, 
Lester S. Albert, CPA and Brian A. Serotta, CPA, for improper professional conduct relating to 
their audits and reviews of INVENT Ventures, Inc., a public business development company. 
The SEC previously instituted a settled action against INVENT and its president for material 
misrepresentations in connection with INVENT overstating the values of two portfolio 
companies.  
 
According to the SEC’s order, between 2011 and 2014, Paritz issued audit reports containing 
unqualified opinions stating, among other things, that its audits of INVENT’s financial 
statements were conducted in accordance certain audit standards, when they were not. Paritz and 
the engagement partner, Lester Albert, failed to comply with numerous audit standards, 
including those relating to fair value measurements and disclosures, obtaining sufficient audit 
evidence, and preparing required audit documentation, among other things. Brian Serotta also 
failed to provide adequate engagement quality reviews.  
 
The SEC’s order finds that Paritz willfully violated, and Albert willfully aided and abetted and 
caused Paritz’ violations of Rule 2-02(b)(1) of Regulation S-X, and that each of them and Serotta 
engaged in improper professional conduct within the meaning of Section 4C(a) of the Exchange 
Act and Rule 102(e)(1) of the Commission’s Rules of Practice.  
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Without admitting or denying the findings in the SEC’s order, Paritz agreed to pay disgorgement 
and prejudgment interest of $72,049 and a civil penalty of $60,000, and Albert agreed to pay a 
civil penalty of $15,000. Paritz has also agreed to complete undertakings including a review of 
certain of its audit procedures. Albert and Serotta agreed to be suspended from appearing or 
practicing before the SEC as accountants, which includes not participating in the financial 
reporting or audits of public companies. The SEC’s order permits Albert and Serotta to apply for 
reinstatement after two years and one year, respectively. 
 

In the Matter of KPMG, LLP and John Riordan, CPA 
Exchange Act Release No. 81396 (August 15, 2017) 
AAE Release No. 3888 (August 15, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2017/34-81396.pdf  
 
Press Release No. 2017-142 (August 15, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/news/press-release/2017-142  
 
[Press Release] 
 
SEC Charges KPMG with Audit Failures 
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
2017-142  
Washington D.C., Aug. 15, 2017 —  
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission announced that KPMG has agreed to pay more than 
$6.2 million to settle charges that it failed to properly audit the financial statements of an oil and 
gas company, resulting in investors being misinformed about the energy company’s 
value.  KPMG’s engagement partner in charge of the audit also agreed to settle charges against 
him. 
 
According to the SEC’s order, KPMG was hired as the outside auditor for Miller Energy 
Resources in 2011 and issued an unqualified audit report despite grossly overstated values for 
key oil and gas assets.  KPMG and the engagement partner John Riordan failed to properly 
assess the risks associated with accepting Miller Energy as a client and did not properly staff the 
audit, which overlooked the overvaluation of certain oil and gas interests that the company had 
purchased in Alaska the previous year.  Among other audit failures, KPMG and Riordan did not 
adequately consider and address facts known to them that should have raised serious doubts 
about the company’s valuation, and they failed to detect that certain fixed assets were double-
counted in the company’s valuation.  
 
The SEC’s order finds that KPMG and Riordan engaged in improper professional conduct and 
caused Miller Energy’s violation of Section 13(a) of the Securities Exchange Act and Rules 13a-
1 and 13a-13.  Without admitting or denying the findings, KPMG agreed to be censured and pay 
$4,675,680 in disgorgement of all the audit fees received from Miller Energy plus $558,319 in 
interest and a $1 million penalty.  KPMG also agreed to significant undertakings designed to 
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ACTIONS INVOLVING ACCOUNTANTS AND AUDITORS 
 
Enforcement actions against internal accountants and external auditors captured a variety of 
securities violations involving individuals and entities, as well as accounting professionals’ 
failure to comply with audit standards.  Matters this year included actions against two of the Big 
Four Accounting Firms.  In one, the SEC charged the firm for failed audits of an oil services 
company that used deceptive income tax accounting to inflate earnings.  In the other, the firm 
agreed to pay more than $6.2 million to settle charges that it failed to properly audit the financial 
statements of an oil and gas company, resulting in investors being misinformed about the energy 
company’s value.  The SEC also brought actions against smaller audit firms, charging violations 
of the independence requirements, and alleging improper professional conduct that caused a 
private fund investment adviser’s violations of the Investment Advisers Act of 1940.  The SEC 
also charged multiple companies for improper accounting schemes to artificially boost revenue 
and manipulate financial outcomes reported to investors.  One such scheme allegedly enabled 
employees to satisfy an internal target for incentive bonus payments.  
   

In the Matter of Paritz & Company, P.A., et al. 
Exchange Act Release No. 81678 (September 21, 2017) 
AAE Release No. 3899 (September 21, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2017/34-81678.pdf  
 
[Administrative Summary] 
 
SEC Charges Auditing Firm and Two Partners in Connection with Audits of Business 
Development Company  
 
September 21, 2017 – The Securities and Exchange Commission announced charges against 
New Jersey-based certified public accounting firm Paritz & Co., P.A., and two of its partners, 
Lester S. Albert, CPA and Brian A. Serotta, CPA, for improper professional conduct relating to 
their audits and reviews of INVENT Ventures, Inc., a public business development company. 
The SEC previously instituted a settled action against INVENT and its president for material 
misrepresentations in connection with INVENT overstating the values of two portfolio 
companies.  
 
According to the SEC’s order, between 2011 and 2014, Paritz issued audit reports containing 
unqualified opinions stating, among other things, that its audits of INVENT’s financial 
statements were conducted in accordance certain audit standards, when they were not. Paritz and 
the engagement partner, Lester Albert, failed to comply with numerous audit standards, 
including those relating to fair value measurements and disclosures, obtaining sufficient audit 
evidence, and preparing required audit documentation, among other things. Brian Serotta also 
failed to provide adequate engagement quality reviews.  
 
The SEC’s order finds that Paritz willfully violated, and Albert willfully aided and abetted and 
caused Paritz’ violations of Rule 2-02(b)(1) of Regulation S-X, and that each of them and Serotta 
engaged in improper professional conduct within the meaning of Section 4C(a) of the Exchange 
Act and Rule 102(e)(1) of the Commission’s Rules of Practice.  
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Without admitting or denying the findings in the SEC’s order, Paritz agreed to pay disgorgement 
and prejudgment interest of $72,049 and a civil penalty of $60,000, and Albert agreed to pay a 
civil penalty of $15,000. Paritz has also agreed to complete undertakings including a review of 
certain of its audit procedures. Albert and Serotta agreed to be suspended from appearing or 
practicing before the SEC as accountants, which includes not participating in the financial 
reporting or audits of public companies. The SEC’s order permits Albert and Serotta to apply for 
reinstatement after two years and one year, respectively. 
 

In the Matter of KPMG, LLP and John Riordan, CPA 
Exchange Act Release No. 81396 (August 15, 2017) 
AAE Release No. 3888 (August 15, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2017/34-81396.pdf  
 
Press Release No. 2017-142 (August 15, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/news/press-release/2017-142  
 
[Press Release] 
 
SEC Charges KPMG with Audit Failures 
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
2017-142  
Washington D.C., Aug. 15, 2017 —  
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission announced that KPMG has agreed to pay more than 
$6.2 million to settle charges that it failed to properly audit the financial statements of an oil and 
gas company, resulting in investors being misinformed about the energy company’s 
value.  KPMG’s engagement partner in charge of the audit also agreed to settle charges against 
him. 
 
According to the SEC’s order, KPMG was hired as the outside auditor for Miller Energy 
Resources in 2011 and issued an unqualified audit report despite grossly overstated values for 
key oil and gas assets.  KPMG and the engagement partner John Riordan failed to properly 
assess the risks associated with accepting Miller Energy as a client and did not properly staff the 
audit, which overlooked the overvaluation of certain oil and gas interests that the company had 
purchased in Alaska the previous year.  Among other audit failures, KPMG and Riordan did not 
adequately consider and address facts known to them that should have raised serious doubts 
about the company’s valuation, and they failed to detect that certain fixed assets were double-
counted in the company’s valuation.  
 
The SEC’s order finds that KPMG and Riordan engaged in improper professional conduct and 
caused Miller Energy’s violation of Section 13(a) of the Securities Exchange Act and Rules 13a-
1 and 13a-13.  Without admitting or denying the findings, KPMG agreed to be censured and pay 
$4,675,680 in disgorgement of all the audit fees received from Miller Energy plus $558,319 in 
interest and a $1 million penalty.  KPMG also agreed to significant undertakings designed to 
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improve its system of quality control.  Riordan agreed, without admitting or denying the 
findings, to pay a $25,000 penalty and be suspended from appearing or practicing before the 
SEC as an accountant, which includes not participating in the financial reporting or audits of 
public companies.  The SEC’s order permits Riordan to apply for reinstatement after two years. 
Miller Energy was charged with accounting fraud in 2015 and later settled the charges. 
 

SEC v. Edward Richardson Jr., CPA, et al.  
Exchange Act Release No. 80918 (June 14, 2017) 
AAE Release No. 3876 (June 14, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2017/34-80918.pdf  
 
[Administrative Summary] 
 
SEC Suspends and Fines Public Accountant and His Accounting Firm For Deficient Audits 
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission suspended Edward Richardson Jr., a Michigan-based 
accountant, and his firm, Edward Richardson Jr., CPA, from appearing or practicing before the 
SEC based on their numerous violations of auditing standards and independence requirements in 
connection with dozens of audit engagements.  
 
The SEC instituted public administrative and cease-and-desist proceedings against Richardson 
and his firm in February 2017. According to the SEC’s order, Richardson and his firm failed to:  
 

• obtain Engagement Quality Reviews for the audits of an issuer client and dozens of 
broker-dealer clients;  
 

• comply with numerous additional auditing standards in connection with the financial 
statement audits of an issuer client and two broker-dealer clients, including standards 
concerning audit risk, related parties, the confirmation process, audit documentation, 
evaluating audit results, communication with audit committees, and due professional care 
in the performance of work; and  
 

• comply with the SEC’s auditor independence requirements by preparing the financial 
statements and/or notes to the financial statements that were filed with the SEC for 
dozens of broker-dealer audit clients.  

The SEC’s order finds that Richardson’s firm willfully violated, and Richardson willfully aided 
and abetted and caused the firm’s violations of, Rule 17a-5(i) under the Securities Exchange Act 
of 1934 and Rule 2-02(b)(1) of Regulation S-X; that Richardson and his firm willfully aided and 
abetted and caused an issuer’s violations of Exchange Act Sections 13(a) and 15(d) and Rules 
13a-1 and 15d-1 thereunder, and willfully aided and abetted and caused dozens of broker-
dealers’ violations of Exchange Act Section 17(a) and Rule 17a-5 thereunder; and that 
Richardson and his firm engaged in improper professional conduct pursuant to Exchange Act 
Section 4C(a)(2) and Rule 102(e)(1)(ii) of the SEC’s Rules of Practice, and willfully violated, 
and/or willfully aided and abetted violations of, the federal securities laws within the meaning of 
Exchange Act Section 4C(a)(3) and Rule 102(e)(1)(iii) of the SEC’s Rules of Practice.  
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Without admitting or denying the findings in the SEC’s order, Richardson and his firm agreed to 
be suspended from appearing and practicing before the SEC as accountants, which includes not 
participating in the financial reporting or audits of public companies or broker-dealers. The 
SEC’s order permits Richardson and his firm to apply for reinstatement after seven years. 
Richardson and his firm also consented to the entry of a cease-and-desist order and to pay, on a 
joint and several basis, a civil money penalty of $35,000. 
 

SEC v. David R. Humphrey 
Litigation Release No. 23827 (May 9, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/litreleases/2017/lr23827.htm  
Civil Action No. 1:17-cv-00850 (May 9, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/complaints/2017/comp-pr2017-96.pdf  
 
Press Release No. 2017-96 (May 9, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/news/press-release/2017-96  
 
[Litigation Release] 
 
SEC Charges Former Staffer With Securities Fraud Violations 
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission charged a former employee with securities fraud in 
connection with his trading of options and other securities. 
 
The SEC's complaint alleges that David R. Humphrey, who worked at the SEC from 1998 to 
2014, concealed his personal trading from the SEC's ethics office and later misrepresented his 
trading activities to the SEC's Office of Inspector General when questioned during an 
investigation. 
 
SEC employees are subject to rigorous rules regarding securities transactions to guard against 
even the appearance of using public office for private gain. The ethics rules specifically prohibit 
trading in options or derivatives. The rules also require staff to disclose their securities holdings 
and transactions to the agency's ethics office in annual filings. 
 
According to the SEC's complaint, Humphrey violated the rules by engaging in transactions 
involving derivatives, failing to obtain pre-clearance before trading non-prohibited securities, 
and failing to hold securities for the required period. 
 
The SEC's complaint charges Humphrey with violating Section 17(a) of the Securities Act and 
Section 10(b) of the Securities Exchange Act. Humphrey has agreed to settle the charges and pay 
$51,917 in disgorgement of profits made in the improper trades plus $4,774 in interest and a 
$51,917 penalty. Humphrey also agreed to be permanently suspended from appearing and 
practicing before the SEC as an accountant, which includes not participating in the financial 
reporting or audits of public companies. The settlement is subject to court approval. 
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improve its system of quality control.  Riordan agreed, without admitting or denying the 
findings, to pay a $25,000 penalty and be suspended from appearing or practicing before the 
SEC as an accountant, which includes not participating in the financial reporting or audits of 
public companies.  The SEC’s order permits Riordan to apply for reinstatement after two years. 
Miller Energy was charged with accounting fraud in 2015 and later settled the charges. 
 

SEC v. Edward Richardson Jr., CPA, et al.  
Exchange Act Release No. 80918 (June 14, 2017) 
AAE Release No. 3876 (June 14, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2017/34-80918.pdf  
 
[Administrative Summary] 
 
SEC Suspends and Fines Public Accountant and His Accounting Firm For Deficient Audits 
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission suspended Edward Richardson Jr., a Michigan-based 
accountant, and his firm, Edward Richardson Jr., CPA, from appearing or practicing before the 
SEC based on their numerous violations of auditing standards and independence requirements in 
connection with dozens of audit engagements.  
 
The SEC instituted public administrative and cease-and-desist proceedings against Richardson 
and his firm in February 2017. According to the SEC’s order, Richardson and his firm failed to:  
 

• obtain Engagement Quality Reviews for the audits of an issuer client and dozens of 
broker-dealer clients;  
 

• comply with numerous additional auditing standards in connection with the financial 
statement audits of an issuer client and two broker-dealer clients, including standards 
concerning audit risk, related parties, the confirmation process, audit documentation, 
evaluating audit results, communication with audit committees, and due professional care 
in the performance of work; and  
 

• comply with the SEC’s auditor independence requirements by preparing the financial 
statements and/or notes to the financial statements that were filed with the SEC for 
dozens of broker-dealer audit clients.  

The SEC’s order finds that Richardson’s firm willfully violated, and Richardson willfully aided 
and abetted and caused the firm’s violations of, Rule 17a-5(i) under the Securities Exchange Act 
of 1934 and Rule 2-02(b)(1) of Regulation S-X; that Richardson and his firm willfully aided and 
abetted and caused an issuer’s violations of Exchange Act Sections 13(a) and 15(d) and Rules 
13a-1 and 15d-1 thereunder, and willfully aided and abetted and caused dozens of broker-
dealers’ violations of Exchange Act Section 17(a) and Rule 17a-5 thereunder; and that 
Richardson and his firm engaged in improper professional conduct pursuant to Exchange Act 
Section 4C(a)(2) and Rule 102(e)(1)(ii) of the SEC’s Rules of Practice, and willfully violated, 
and/or willfully aided and abetted violations of, the federal securities laws within the meaning of 
Exchange Act Section 4C(a)(3) and Rule 102(e)(1)(iii) of the SEC’s Rules of Practice.  
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Without admitting or denying the findings in the SEC’s order, Richardson and his firm agreed to 
be suspended from appearing and practicing before the SEC as accountants, which includes not 
participating in the financial reporting or audits of public companies or broker-dealers. The 
SEC’s order permits Richardson and his firm to apply for reinstatement after seven years. 
Richardson and his firm also consented to the entry of a cease-and-desist order and to pay, on a 
joint and several basis, a civil money penalty of $35,000. 
 

SEC v. David R. Humphrey 
Litigation Release No. 23827 (May 9, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/litreleases/2017/lr23827.htm  
Civil Action No. 1:17-cv-00850 (May 9, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/complaints/2017/comp-pr2017-96.pdf  
 
Press Release No. 2017-96 (May 9, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/news/press-release/2017-96  
 
[Litigation Release] 
 
SEC Charges Former Staffer With Securities Fraud Violations 
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission charged a former employee with securities fraud in 
connection with his trading of options and other securities. 
 
The SEC's complaint alleges that David R. Humphrey, who worked at the SEC from 1998 to 
2014, concealed his personal trading from the SEC's ethics office and later misrepresented his 
trading activities to the SEC's Office of Inspector General when questioned during an 
investigation. 
 
SEC employees are subject to rigorous rules regarding securities transactions to guard against 
even the appearance of using public office for private gain. The ethics rules specifically prohibit 
trading in options or derivatives. The rules also require staff to disclose their securities holdings 
and transactions to the agency's ethics office in annual filings. 
 
According to the SEC's complaint, Humphrey violated the rules by engaging in transactions 
involving derivatives, failing to obtain pre-clearance before trading non-prohibited securities, 
and failing to hold securities for the required period. 
 
The SEC's complaint charges Humphrey with violating Section 17(a) of the Securities Act and 
Section 10(b) of the Securities Exchange Act. Humphrey has agreed to settle the charges and pay 
$51,917 in disgorgement of profits made in the improper trades plus $4,774 in interest and a 
$51,917 penalty. Humphrey also agreed to be permanently suspended from appearing and 
practicing before the SEC as an accountant, which includes not participating in the financial 
reporting or audits of public companies. The settlement is subject to court approval. 
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In a parallel action, the Department of Justice announced that Humphrey has pleaded guilty to 
criminal charges stemming from his false federal filings. 
 

In the Matter of Magnachip Semiconductor Corporation, et al. 
Securities Act Release No. 10352 (May 1, 2017) 
AAE Release No. 3869 (May 1, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2017/33-10352.pdf  
 
Press Release No. 2017-88 (May 1, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/news/press-release/2017-88 
 
[Press Release] 
 
Semiconductor Company and Former CFO Settle Accounting Fraud Charges 
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
2017-88  
Washington D.C., May 1, 2017—  
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission announced that a South Korea-based semiconductor 
manufacturer and its former CFO have agreed to settle charges related to an accounting scheme 
to artificially boost revenue and manipulate the financial results reported to investors. 
 
The SEC’s order finds that MagnaChip Semiconductor Corp. overstated revenues for nearly two 
years in response to immense pressure placed on employees each quarter to meet revenue and 
gross margin targets that had been communicated to the public.  Then-CFO Margaret Sakai 
directed or approved several fraudulent accounting practices to make it falsely appear the 
company had met those targets.  For example, MagnaChip recognized revenue on sales of 
incomplete or unshipped products, and the company delayed booking obsolete or aged inventory 
to manipulate its reported gross margin.  MagnaChip also engaged in roundtrip transactions to 
manipulate accounts receivable balances, and concealed from auditors that there were side 
agreements with distributors to induce them to accept products early. 
 
Without admitting or denying the findings in the SEC’s order, MagnaChip agreed to pay a $3 
million penalty and Sakai agreed to pay a $135,000 penalty.  Sakai also agreed to be barred from 
serving as an officer or director of a public company and from appearing or practicing before the 
SEC as an accountant, which includes not participating in the financial reporting or audits of 
public companies. 
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In the Matter of David Pruitt, CPA 
Exchange Act Release No. 80548 (April 28, 2017) 
AAE Release No. 3868 (April 28, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2017/34-80548.pdf 

In the Matter of Mark Wentlent 
Exchange Act Release No. 80547 (April 28, 2017) 
AAE Release No. 3867 (April 28, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2017/34-80547.pdf  
 
Press Release No. 2017-86 (April 28, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/news/press-release/2017-86 
 
[Press Release] 
 
Executives Charged in Connection With Accounting Failures at Government Contractor 
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
2017-86  
Washington D.C., April 28, 2017—  
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission announced charges against two former executives at a 
government contractor that was the subject of an SEC enforcement action earlier this year and 
paid a $1.6 million penalty for accounting failures. 
 
The SEC Enforcement Division alleges that David Pruitt, the then-vice president of finance in 
the Army Sustainment Division of L3 Technologies Inc., circumvented internal accounting 
controls and caused L3 to improperly recognize $17.9 million in revenue from a contract with 
the U.S. Army by creating invoices that were not actually delivered at the same time that the 
revenue was recorded.  The extra revenue allegedly enabled employees in that division to barely 
satisfy an internal target for management incentive bonus payments.  
 
The SEC Enforcement Division further alleges that Pruitt, a CPA, took steps on several 
occasions to conceal from L3’s corporate office and external auditor the fact that the invoices 
were not delivered.  The matter against Pruitt will be scheduled for a public hearing before an 
administrative law judge, who will prepare an initial decision stating what, if any, remedial 
actions are appropriate. 
 
The SEC separately instituted an order against Mark Wentlent, the former president of L3’s 
Army Sustainment Division, finding that he failed to follow up on red flags that Pruitt had 
caused L3 to improperly recognize revenue.  Wentlent consented to the order without admitting 
or denying the findings, and he agreed to pay a $25,000 penalty.  The bonus payment that 
Wentlent received as a result of the misconduct already has been rescinded by L3. 
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Without admitting or denying the findings in the SEC’s order, MagnaChip agreed to pay a $3 
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[Press Release] 
 
Executives Charged in Connection With Accounting Failures at Government Contractor 
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
2017-86  
Washington D.C., April 28, 2017—  
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission announced charges against two former executives at a 
government contractor that was the subject of an SEC enforcement action earlier this year and 
paid a $1.6 million penalty for accounting failures. 
 
The SEC Enforcement Division alleges that David Pruitt, the then-vice president of finance in 
the Army Sustainment Division of L3 Technologies Inc., circumvented internal accounting 
controls and caused L3 to improperly recognize $17.9 million in revenue from a contract with 
the U.S. Army by creating invoices that were not actually delivered at the same time that the 
revenue was recorded.  The extra revenue allegedly enabled employees in that division to barely 
satisfy an internal target for management incentive bonus payments.  
 
The SEC Enforcement Division further alleges that Pruitt, a CPA, took steps on several 
occasions to conceal from L3’s corporate office and external auditor the fact that the invoices 
were not delivered.  The matter against Pruitt will be scheduled for a public hearing before an 
administrative law judge, who will prepare an initial decision stating what, if any, remedial 
actions are appropriate. 
 
The SEC separately instituted an order against Mark Wentlent, the former president of L3’s 
Army Sustainment Division, finding that he failed to follow up on red flags that Pruitt had 
caused L3 to improperly recognize revenue.  Wentlent consented to the order without admitting 
or denying the findings, and he agreed to pay a $25,000 penalty.  The bonus payment that 
Wentlent received as a result of the misconduct already has been rescinded by L3. 
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In the Matter of Elliot R. Berman, CPA 
Exchange Act Release No. 79723 (January 3, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2017/34-79723.pdf  
 
[Administrative Summary] 
 
SEC Announces Settlement with Florida-based Audit Firm and its Owner Accused of Violating 
Auditor Independence Rules and Committing Audit Failures 
  
The Securities and Exchange Commission suspended Florida-based audit firm Berman & 
Company, P.A., and its sole owner Elliot R. Berman, CPA (collectively “Respondents”), from 
appearing and practicing before the SEC as accountants, which includes not participating in the 
financial reporting or audits of public companies. The SEC’s order permits Respondents to apply 
for reinstatement after two years. 
  
The suspensions arose from proceedings instituted against Berman and his firm alleging 
violations of auditor independence rules and multiple audit failures relating to Berman & Co.’s 
2010 and 2011 year-end audits of MusclePharm Corp. In the order instituting proceedings 
against Respondents, the Enforcement Division alleged, among other things, that, during Berman 
& Co.’s 2010 and 2011 year end audits of MusclePharm, Berman & Co. and Berman:  
 

• Audited MusclePharm’s financial statements and issued audit reports while Berman & 
Co. was not independent because of indemnification provisions in Berman & Co.’s 
engagement letters; and  
 

• Failed to recognize that MusclePharm improperly accounted for sales incentives, 
advertising, and promotions, and inappropriately relied on management representations 
as sufficient audit evidence.  

 
The Enforcement Division further alleged that during Berman & Co.’s 2011 year-end audit of 
MusclePharm, Berman & Co. and Berman: 
 

• Ignored audit evidence demonstrating that MusclePharm’s largest customer in 2011 was 
a related party requiring disclosure and inappropriately relied on management 
representations; and 
 

• Failed to recognize that MusclePharm did not disclose its sponsorship commitments and 
international sales as required.  

 
A hearing on the Division’s allegations was scheduled for September 12, 2016. Prior to the 
commencement of the hearing, Respondents submitted an offer of settlement, under which they 
consented, without admitting or denying the SEC’s findings, to the entry of an order that 
Respondents cease and desist from committing or causing any violations of and any future 
violations of Section 13(a) of the Exchange Act and Rule 13a-1 thereunder and Rule 2-02(b)(1) 
of Regulation S-X, suspending Berman & Co. and Berman from appearing and practicing before 
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the SEC as accountants, with a right to reapply after two years, and requiring that Respondents 
jointly and severally pay civil penalties in the amount of $25,000. 
 

In the Matter of Badree Komandur, ACA, et al. 
Exchange Act Release No. 79669 (December 22, 2016) 
AAE Release No. 3837 (December 22, 2016) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2016/34-79669.pdf  

In the Matter of Alok Saraf, CA 
Exchange Act Release No. 79668 (December 22, 2016) 
AAE Release No. 3836 (December 22, 2016) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2016/34-79668.pdf  
 
[Administrative Summary] 
 
SEC Charges Information Technology Service Company, Two Senior Accountants, and Audit 
Manager with Financial Misstatements and Auditor Independence Failures  
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission announced charges against an India-based information 
technology service company, Wipro Limited, and two of its senior accountants, Badree 
Komandur and Satish Arunachalam, for misstatements in the company’s financials concerning 
foreign currency transactions totaling approximately $67 million over nine consecutive quarters.  
 
The SEC also charged an audit manager, Alok Saraf, who was formerly employed by Wipro’s 
external auditor, with auditor independence failures.  
 
An SEC investigation found that Anup Agarwal, a former accountant in Wipro’s Controllership 
Division who is now deceased, embezzled millions of dollars from Wipro while hiding his 
conduct through fraudulent accounting entries in one of Wipro’s exchange rate fluctuation 
accounts. When confronted with his misconduct, Agarwal revealed that he had given embezzled 
money to Komandur, Wipro’s former Controller; Arunachalam, Wipro’s former Assistant 
Controller and General Manager of Finance; Saraf, a former audit manager for KPMG India, 
which served as Wipro’s external auditor; and nine other Wipro employees under the guise of 
being purported profits from certain investments he had supposedly made for them. Agarwal 
disguised his theft as a series of fictitious currency exchange rate losses, and Komandur and 
Arunachalam caused other erroneous accounting entries to be made in Wipro’s foreign currency 
exchange accounts. Some of these errors materially impacted Wipro’s reported operating income 
for its IT Services segment, which was understated by more than 7% in the second quarter of 
Wipro’s fiscal year 2009.  
 
The SEC’s order against Wipro finds that it violated Sections 13(a), 13(b)(2)(A), and 13(b)(2)(B) 
of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 and Rules 12b-20 and 13a-16 promulgated thereunder.  
 
The SEC’s order against Komandur and Arunachalam finds that they each willfully violated 
Section 13(b)(5) of the Exchange Act and Rule 13b2-1 promulgated thereunder, and caused 
Wipro’s aforementioned violations. Wipro agreed to pay a $5 million penalty and to provide 
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In the Matter of Elliot R. Berman, CPA 
Exchange Act Release No. 79723 (January 3, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2017/34-79723.pdf  
 
[Administrative Summary] 
 
SEC Announces Settlement with Florida-based Audit Firm and its Owner Accused of Violating 
Auditor Independence Rules and Committing Audit Failures 
  
The Securities and Exchange Commission suspended Florida-based audit firm Berman & 
Company, P.A., and its sole owner Elliot R. Berman, CPA (collectively “Respondents”), from 
appearing and practicing before the SEC as accountants, which includes not participating in the 
financial reporting or audits of public companies. The SEC’s order permits Respondents to apply 
for reinstatement after two years. 
  
The suspensions arose from proceedings instituted against Berman and his firm alleging 
violations of auditor independence rules and multiple audit failures relating to Berman & Co.’s 
2010 and 2011 year-end audits of MusclePharm Corp. In the order instituting proceedings 
against Respondents, the Enforcement Division alleged, among other things, that, during Berman 
& Co.’s 2010 and 2011 year end audits of MusclePharm, Berman & Co. and Berman:  
 

• Audited MusclePharm’s financial statements and issued audit reports while Berman & 
Co. was not independent because of indemnification provisions in Berman & Co.’s 
engagement letters; and  
 

• Failed to recognize that MusclePharm improperly accounted for sales incentives, 
advertising, and promotions, and inappropriately relied on management representations 
as sufficient audit evidence.  

 
The Enforcement Division further alleged that during Berman & Co.’s 2011 year-end audit of 
MusclePharm, Berman & Co. and Berman: 
 

• Ignored audit evidence demonstrating that MusclePharm’s largest customer in 2011 was 
a related party requiring disclosure and inappropriately relied on management 
representations; and 
 

• Failed to recognize that MusclePharm did not disclose its sponsorship commitments and 
international sales as required.  

 
A hearing on the Division’s allegations was scheduled for September 12, 2016. Prior to the 
commencement of the hearing, Respondents submitted an offer of settlement, under which they 
consented, without admitting or denying the SEC’s findings, to the entry of an order that 
Respondents cease and desist from committing or causing any violations of and any future 
violations of Section 13(a) of the Exchange Act and Rule 13a-1 thereunder and Rule 2-02(b)(1) 
of Regulation S-X, suspending Berman & Co. and Berman from appearing and practicing before 
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the SEC as accountants, with a right to reapply after two years, and requiring that Respondents 
jointly and severally pay civil penalties in the amount of $25,000. 
 

In the Matter of Badree Komandur, ACA, et al. 
Exchange Act Release No. 79669 (December 22, 2016) 
AAE Release No. 3837 (December 22, 2016) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2016/34-79669.pdf  

In the Matter of Alok Saraf, CA 
Exchange Act Release No. 79668 (December 22, 2016) 
AAE Release No. 3836 (December 22, 2016) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2016/34-79668.pdf  
 
[Administrative Summary] 
 
SEC Charges Information Technology Service Company, Two Senior Accountants, and Audit 
Manager with Financial Misstatements and Auditor Independence Failures  
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission announced charges against an India-based information 
technology service company, Wipro Limited, and two of its senior accountants, Badree 
Komandur and Satish Arunachalam, for misstatements in the company’s financials concerning 
foreign currency transactions totaling approximately $67 million over nine consecutive quarters.  
 
The SEC also charged an audit manager, Alok Saraf, who was formerly employed by Wipro’s 
external auditor, with auditor independence failures.  
 
An SEC investigation found that Anup Agarwal, a former accountant in Wipro’s Controllership 
Division who is now deceased, embezzled millions of dollars from Wipro while hiding his 
conduct through fraudulent accounting entries in one of Wipro’s exchange rate fluctuation 
accounts. When confronted with his misconduct, Agarwal revealed that he had given embezzled 
money to Komandur, Wipro’s former Controller; Arunachalam, Wipro’s former Assistant 
Controller and General Manager of Finance; Saraf, a former audit manager for KPMG India, 
which served as Wipro’s external auditor; and nine other Wipro employees under the guise of 
being purported profits from certain investments he had supposedly made for them. Agarwal 
disguised his theft as a series of fictitious currency exchange rate losses, and Komandur and 
Arunachalam caused other erroneous accounting entries to be made in Wipro’s foreign currency 
exchange accounts. Some of these errors materially impacted Wipro’s reported operating income 
for its IT Services segment, which was understated by more than 7% in the second quarter of 
Wipro’s fiscal year 2009.  
 
The SEC’s order against Wipro finds that it violated Sections 13(a), 13(b)(2)(A), and 13(b)(2)(B) 
of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 and Rules 12b-20 and 13a-16 promulgated thereunder.  
 
The SEC’s order against Komandur and Arunachalam finds that they each willfully violated 
Section 13(b)(5) of the Exchange Act and Rule 13b2-1 promulgated thereunder, and caused 
Wipro’s aforementioned violations. Wipro agreed to pay a $5 million penalty and to provide 
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mandatory self-reports and certifications to the SEC regarding its forex accounting program at 
least twice in the fifteen months after entry of the order, and again at an optional third interval, 
subject to the discretion of the SEC, in the nine months thereafter. The SEC’s order suspends 
Komandur and Arunachalam from appearing and practicing before the SEC as accountants, 
which includes not participating in the financial reporting or audits of public companies. The 
SEC’s order permits Komandur and Arunachalam to apply for reinstatement after four years.  
 
Wipro, Komandur, and Arunachalam consented to the SEC’s order without admitting or denying 
the findings.  
 
The SEC’s investigation also found that, between December 2007 and October 2009, Saraf 
accepted approximately $15,000 from Agarwal and another Wipro accountant. Saraf, who was 
responsible for KPMG India’s audit procedures concerning Agarwal’s work related to Wipro’s 
foreign exchange and derivatives accounting, used the money for expenses associated with his 
and his brother’s weddings, a down payment on his home, and as seed money for his father’s  
new business. When testing the exchange rate fluctuation account that Agarwal used to hide the 
embezzlement, Saraf accepted Agarwal’s misrepresentation that it was not possible to extract the 
complete account details from Wipro’s general ledger, and instead performed testing procedures 
on a sub-population that ultimately did not reconcile to Wipro’s financial statements.  
 
The SEC’s order against Saraf finds that he caused KPMG India to violate Rule 2-02(b)(1) of 
Regulation S-X, and caused Wipro to violate Exchange Act Section 13(a) and Exchange Act 
Rule 13a-1 promulgated thereunder. The SEC’s order suspends Saraf from appearing and 
practicing before the SEC as an accountant, which includes not participating in the financial 
reporting or audits of public companies. The SEC’s order permits Saraf to apply for 
reinstatement after three years. Saraf consented to the SEC’s order without admitting or denying 
the findings. 
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In the Matter of KPMG LLP 
Exchange Act Release No. 79483 (December 6, 2016) 
AAE Release No. 3834 (December 6, 2016) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2016/34-79483.pdf  
 
[Administrative Summary] 
 
KPMG Settles Charges Related to its Failure to Retain Audit Workpapers  
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission charged public accounting firm KPMG LLP with 
violating rules that require auditors to retain, among other things, workpapers related to audits of 
public clients.  
 
According to the SEC’s order instituting proceedings, during the SEC’s investigation into 
possible misstatements in the SEC filings of KPMG audit client The St. Joe Company, the SEC’s 
staff subpoenaed all of KPMG’s workpapers generated during its audits of St. Joe over several 
years. After the staff concluded that certain workpapers related to KPMG’s 2008 audit of St. Joe 
were not produced, KPMG searched for these workpapers, but ultimately concluded that they 
had been lost. In October 2015, St. Joe and four of its former top executives agreed to settle SEC 
charges related to St. Joe’s material overstatement of earnings and assets in 2009 and 2010.  
 
The SEC’s order finds that KPMG violated Rule 2-06 of Regulation S-X, which, among other 
things, requires an accountant to retain audit workpapers for seven years after an audit’s 
conclusion. Without admitting or denying the SEC’s findings, KPMG agreed to a cease-and-
desist order and pay a $230,000 penalty. 
 

In the Matter of Gary R. Purwin, CPA 
Exchange Act Release No. 79369 (November 21, 2016) 
AAE Release No. 3827 (November 21, 2016) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2016/34-79369.pdf 

In the Matter of Grassi & Co., CPAs, P.C. 
Exchange Act Release No. 79368 (November 21, 2016) 
AAE Release No. 3826 (November 21, 2016)  
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2016/34-79368.pdf  
 
[Administrative Summary] 
 
Auditing Firm and Former Partner Settle Charges of Improper Professional Conduct and Causing 
Private Fund Adviser’s Violations  
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission announced that the audit firm Grassi & Co., CPAs, 
P.C. and a former Grassi partner, Gary R. Purwin, CPA, have agreed to settle charges that they 
engaged in improper professional conduct and caused a private fund linvestment adviser’s 
violations of the Investment Advisers Act of 1940.  
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violations of the Investment Advisers Act of 1940.  
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An SEC investigation found that Grassi served as independent auditor for several private funds 
advised by ClearPath Wealth Management, LLC and ClearPath’s principal, Patrick Churchville 
between January 2012 and January 2013. Purwin served as the engagement partner on the 
ClearPath fund audits. During that time, Grassi issued nine audit reports containing unqualified 
opinions on the financial statements for four different funds, for years ended 2009 through 2011.  
 
From 2010 forward, however, ClearPath and Churchville were defrauding the funds they 
advised, and the investors in those funds, by misappropriating fund assets and making repeated 
misstatements to investors about the value and existence of fund investments. During the audit 
work, Grassi and Purwin violated professional standards while failing to heed indications of 
ClearPath’s and Churchville’s fraud. The SEC previously charged ClearPath and Churchville 
with operating the allegedly fraudulent scheme that resulted in at least $27 million in losses to 
investors; the litigation is ongoing.  
 
According to the SEC’s orders against Grassi and Purwin:  
 

• Grassi auditors failed to recognize or address conflicting information in third-party 
confirmation responses for certain fund holdings and as a result missed that ClearPath 
and Churchville had misappropriated millions of dollars through undisclosed borrowing;  

 
• Grassi auditors failed to apply appropriate audit procedures concerning the write-down of 

an investment, which enabled ClearPath and Churchville to continue to report to limited 
partners that the investment was worth more than $20 million when the investment 
actually had no value and existed only as a sham entity to facilitate Churchville’s fraud;  

 
• Grassi permitted Purwin to sign for release of the 2011 audit reports, even though Purwin 

had not properly reviewed the audit workpapers, and despite the fact that Grassi had 
learned that Purwin previously circumvented firm policy for engagements other than 
ClearPath; and  

 
• From audit planning to final audit sign off, Purwin failed in his responsibilities as the 

ClearPath engagement partner by initially failing to conduct an adequate assessment of 
audit risks and establish audit plans to effectively address those risks, and then failing to 
substantively review the ClearPath workpapers before authorizing the release of audit 
reports.  

 
The SEC’s orders find that Grassi and Purwin engaged in improper professional conduct within 
the meaning of Section 4C(a)(2) of the Exchange Act and Rule 102(e)(1)(ii) of the 
Commission’s Rules of Practice, and were a cause of ClearPath’s and Churchville’s violations of 
Sections 206(2) and 206(4) of the Advisers Act and Rule 206(4)-8 thereunder. Without  
admitting or denying the SEC’s findings, Grassi agreed to pay disgorgement and prejudgment 
interest of $141,510.41 and a civil penalty of $260,000, and Purwin agreed to pay a civil penalty 
of $20,000. The total payments of $421,510.41 will be made to the court-appointed receiver in 
SEC v. ClearPath Wealth Management, LLC, et al., Civil Action No. 15-cv-00191 (D.R.I. May 
7, 2015). Grassi has also agreed to complete undertakings including a review of certain of its 
audit procedures. Purwin agreed to be suspended from appearing or practicing before the SEC as 
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an accountant, which includes not participating in the financial reporting or audits of public 
companies. The SEC’s order permits Purwin to apply for reinstatement after one year. 
 

In the Matter of Adrian D. Beamish, CPA 
Exchange Act Release No. 79193 (October 31, 2016) 
AAE Release No. 3820 (October 31, 2016) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2016/34-79193.pdf 
 
Press Release No. 2016-230 (October 30, 2016) 
https://www.sec.gov/news/pressrelease/2016-230.html 
 
[Press Release] 
 
Audit Partner Charged in Failed Audits of Venture Capital Fund  
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
2016-230  
Washington D.C., Oct. 31, 2016 —  
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission announced proceedings against a 
PricewaterhouseCoopers audit partner who served as engagement partner for the independent 
audits of a venture capital fund. 
 
The SEC Enforcement Division alleges that Adrian D. Beamish, who is based in San Jose, Calif., 
failed to scrutinize millions of dollars taken from Burrill Life Sciences Capital Fund III in related 
party transactions under the guise of “advanced” management fees.  Beamish allegedly failed to 
determine whether the fund’s adviser had proper authorization and rationale for taking the 
money.  Beamish also allegedly failed to ensure that the transactions were properly disclosed in 
the fund’s financial statements.  
 
The owner and principal of the investment adviser, G. Steven Burrill, settled an SEC case earlier 
this year that found that he spent the money he took from the fund to keep his other businesses 
afloat, travel on family vacations, and pay other unauthorized personal expenses. 
 
The administrative proceedings against Beamish will determine whether he should be suspended 
from appearing or practicing before the SEC as an accountant, which includes not participating 
in the financial reporting or audits of public companies.  The matter will be scheduled for a 
public hearing before an administrative law judge, who will prepare an initial decision stating 
what, if any, remedial actions are appropriate. 
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an accountant, which includes not participating in the financial reporting or audits of public 
companies. The SEC’s order permits Purwin to apply for reinstatement after one year. 
 

In the Matter of Adrian D. Beamish, CPA 
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[Press Release] 
 
Audit Partner Charged in Failed Audits of Venture Capital Fund  
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
2016-230  
Washington D.C., Oct. 31, 2016 —  
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission announced proceedings against a 
PricewaterhouseCoopers audit partner who served as engagement partner for the independent 
audits of a venture capital fund. 
 
The SEC Enforcement Division alleges that Adrian D. Beamish, who is based in San Jose, Calif., 
failed to scrutinize millions of dollars taken from Burrill Life Sciences Capital Fund III in related 
party transactions under the guise of “advanced” management fees.  Beamish allegedly failed to 
determine whether the fund’s adviser had proper authorization and rationale for taking the 
money.  Beamish also allegedly failed to ensure that the transactions were properly disclosed in 
the fund’s financial statements.  
 
The owner and principal of the investment adviser, G. Steven Burrill, settled an SEC case earlier 
this year that found that he spent the money he took from the fund to keep his other businesses 
afloat, travel on family vacations, and pay other unauthorized personal expenses. 
 
The administrative proceedings against Beamish will determine whether he should be suspended 
from appearing or practicing before the SEC as an accountant, which includes not participating 
in the financial reporting or audits of public companies.  The matter will be scheduled for a 
public hearing before an administrative law judge, who will prepare an initial decision stating 
what, if any, remedial actions are appropriate. 
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In the Matter of FMC Technologies, Inc., et al. 
Exchange Act Release No. 79127 (October 20, 2016) 
AAE Release No. 3816 (October 20, 2016) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2016/34-79127.pdf  
 
Press Release No. 2016-221 (October 20, 2016) 
 https://www.sec.gov/news/pressrelease/2016-221.html  
 
[Press Release] 
 
Company and Former Executives Paying Penalties for Accounting Violations  
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
2016-221  
Washington D.C., Oct. 20, 2016 —  
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission announced that a Houston-based technology solutions 
company has agreed to pay a $2.5 million penalty to settle charges that it overstated profits in 
one of its business segments.  Two then-executives at the company agreed to settle charges that 
they caused the violations to meet internal targets. 
 
The SEC’s order finds that after being pressured to improve the financial performance of the 
energy infrastructure segment at FMC Technologies, the segment’s controller Jeffrey Favret and 
a business unit controller Steven Croft artificially reduced the value of a liability the company 
recorded for employee paid time off.  The improper adjustments overstated the segment’s pre-tax 
operating profits by $800,000 and enabled an internal target to be met for the first quarter of 
2013.  Without informing the company’s controller, Favret and Croft also corrected a $730,000 
error recorded in 2012 that increased their segment’s operating results for first quarter 2013, yet 
they later signed management representation letters attesting there had been no out-of-period 
adjustments larger than $250,000 recorded during that period. 
 
The SEC’s order also finds that Croft failed to comply with internal accounting controls when he 
directed that his business unit switch to a new accounting system without taking reasonable steps 
to ensure that errors would not arise as a result.  Errors did occur that overstated the segment’s 
results in two quarterly periods in 2014.  FMC Technologies also had another business unit that 
failed to properly account for employee paid time off, and the company improperly accounted 
for interest income associated with certain large intercompany loans, resulting in an $8 million 
out-of-period adjustment in 2014. 
 
FMC Technologies, Favret, and Croft consented to the SEC’s order without admitting or denying 
the findings.  In addition to the $2.5 million penalty to be paid by FMC Technologies, Favret 
agreed to pay a $30,000 penalty and Croft agreed to pay a $10,000 penalty.  Favret and Croft, 
who no longer work at FMC Technologies, also agreed to be suspended from appearing or 
practicing before the SEC as accountants, which includes not participating in the financial 
reporting or audits of public companies.  The order permits them to apply for reinstatement after 
two years. 
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In the Matter of Ernst & Young LLP, et al. 
Exchange Act Release No. 79109 (October 18, 2016) 
AAE Release No. 3814 (October 18, 2016) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2016/34-79109.pdf 
 
Press Release No. 2016- 219 (October 18, 2016) 
https://www.sec.gov/news/pressrelease/2016-219.html  
 
[Press Release] 
 
Ernst & Young to Pay $11.8 Million for Audit Failures  
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
2016-219  
Washington D.C., Oct. 18, 2016 —  
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission announced that Ernst & Young LLP has agreed to pay 
more than $11.8 million to settle charges related to failed audits of an oil services company that 
used deceptive income tax accounting to inflate earnings. 
 
Ernst & Young’s payment will be combined with the $140 million penalty agreed to last month 
by the audit client, Weatherford International, and money collected from two charged 
Weatherford employees for a total of more than $152 million that will be returned to investors 
who were harmed by the accounting fraud. 
 
Also charged in the SEC’s order are the Ernst & Young partner who coordinated the audits, 
Craig Fronckiewicz, and a former tax partner who was part of the audit engagement team, Sarah 
Adams.  Both agreed to suspensions to settle charges that they disregarded significant red flags 
during the audits and reviews. 
 
The SEC’s order finds that despite placing the Weatherford audits in a high-risk category, Ernst 
& Young’s audit team repeatedly failed to detect the company’s fraud until it was more than four 
years ongoing.  The audit team was aware of post-closing adjustments that Weatherford was 
making to significantly lower its year-end provision for income taxes each year, but it relied on 
Weatherford’s unsubstantiated explanations instead of performing the required audit procedures 
to scrutinize the company’s accounting.  The SEC’s order also finds that Ernst & Young did not 
take effective measures to minimize known recurring problems its audit teams experienced when 
auditing tax accounting. 
 
Ernst & Young, Fronckiewicz, and Adams consented to the SEC’s order without admitting or 
denying the findings that they engaged in improper professional conduct during the audits and 
quarterly reviews and caused Weatherford’s reporting violations.  Ernst & Young agreed to pay 
disgorgement of $9 million, prejudgment interest of more than $1.8 million, and a penalty of $1 
million.  Fronckiewicz and Adams agreed to be suspended from appearing or practicing before 
the SEC as accountants, which includes not participating in the financial reporting or audits of 
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they later signed management representation letters attesting there had been no out-of-period 
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the findings.  In addition to the $2.5 million penalty to be paid by FMC Technologies, Favret 
agreed to pay a $30,000 penalty and Croft agreed to pay a $10,000 penalty.  Favret and Croft, 
who no longer work at FMC Technologies, also agreed to be suspended from appearing or 
practicing before the SEC as accountants, which includes not participating in the financial 
reporting or audits of public companies.  The order permits them to apply for reinstatement after 
two years. 
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public companies.  The SEC’s order permits Fronckiewicz to apply for reinstatement after two 
years and Adams to apply for reinstatement after one year. 
 

SEC v. Lime Energy Co., et al. 
Litigation Release No. 23673 (October 17, 2016) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/litreleases/2016/lr23673.htm 
Civil Action No. 1:16-cv-08088 (October 17, 2016) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/complaints/2016/comp-pr2016-218.pdf 
 
Press Release No. 2016-218 (October 17, 2016) 
https://www.sec.gov/news/pressrelease/2016-218.html 
 
[Litigation Release] 
 
SEC Charges Energy Services Company and Executives with Accounting Fraud 
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission charged an energy services provider and four 
executives for their roles in an accounting fraud in which the company recognized revenue 
earlier than allowed in order to meet internal targets. 
 
Lime Energy Co. agreed to pay $1 million to settle the charges, and its four now-former 
executives also agreed to settlements. 
 
The SEC's complaint alleges that Lime Energy improperly recognized $20 million in revenue 
from at least 2010 to 2012. Two then-executives in the company's utilities division — vice 
president of operations Joaquin Alberto Dos Santos Almeida and director of operations Karan 
Raina — developed procedures to enable the company to recognize revenue on newly signed 
contracts based on documentation received before year-end 2010. But when documentation did 
not arrive in time, they allegedly went ahead and booked the revenue anyway. 
 
According to the SEC's complaint, Almeida and Raina became even more aggressive in 2011 
and 2012 as they further recognized revenue earlier than allowed by accounting principles as 
they faced increasing pressure to produce results. They eventually went so far as to direct 
internal accountants to book revenue on jobs that didn't exist. The SEC further alleges that Lime 
Energy's then-corporate controller Julianne M. Chandler accepted new accounting entries to 
book millions of dollars in additional 2011 revenue well after the year-end close. And in 
February 2012 when Lime Energy still needed $500,000 to meet its 2011 revenue target, the 
company's then-executive vice president James G. Smith suddenly sent Chandler new entries that 
provided the company with even more additional revenue to improperly recognize. 
 
The SEC's complaint was filed in U.S. District Court for the Southern District of New York, and 
the settlements are subject to court approval. Smith agreed to pay a $50,000 penalty and be 
barred from serving as an officer or director of a public company for five years. Chandler agreed 
to a $25,000 penalty and a five-year officer-and-director bar. Almeida agreed to a permanent 
officer-and-director bar, and Raina agreed to a $50,000 penalty. They neither admitted nor 
denied the allegations. 
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Chandler separately agreed to be suspended from appearing or practicing before the SEC as an 
accountant, which includes not participating in the financial reporting or audits of public 
companies. An SEC order would permit Chandler to apply for reinstatement after five years. 
The SEC's investigation found no personal misconduct by Lime Energy's then-CEO John E. 
O'Rourke and then-CFO Jeffrey R. Mistarz, who reimbursed the company $67,728 and 
$118,196.01 respectively for cash bonuses and certain stock awards they received during the 
period when the company committed accounting violations. Therefore it wasn't necessary for the 
SEC to pursue a clawback action under Section 304 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002. 
 
The SEC's complaint charges: Lime with violating Section 17(a) of the Securities Act of 1933, 
Sections 10(b), 13(a), 13(b)(2)(A), and 13(b)(2)(B) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, and 
Exchange Act Rules 10b-5, 13a-1, and 13a-13; Smith, Chandler, and Almeida with each 
violating Sections 17(a)(1) and (3) of the Securities Act, Sections 10(b) and 13(b)(5) of the 
Exchange Act, and Exchange Act Rules 10b-5(a) and (c) and 13b2-1, and with aiding and 
abetting Lime's violations of Section 17(a)(2) of the Securities Act, Sections 10(b), 13(a), and 
13(b)(2)(A) of the Exchange Act, and Exchange Act Rules 10b-5(b), 13a-1, and 13a-13; and 
Raina with violating Section 17(a)(3) of the Securities Act, Section 13(b)(5) of the Exchange 
Act, and Exchange Act Rule 13b2-1, and with aiding and abetting Lime's violations of Sections 
13(a) and 13(b)(2)(A) of the Exchange Act, and Exchange Act Rules 13a-1 and 13a-13. 
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Chandler separately agreed to be suspended from appearing or practicing before the SEC as an 
accountant, which includes not participating in the financial reporting or audits of public 
companies. An SEC order would permit Chandler to apply for reinstatement after five years. 
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O'Rourke and then-CFO Jeffrey R. Mistarz, who reimbursed the company $67,728 and 
$118,196.01 respectively for cash bonuses and certain stock awards they received during the 
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ACTIONS INVOLVING SECURITIES OFFERINGS 
 
The SEC brought a variety of actions involving securities offerings. For example, in one matter, 
the SEC charged 27 firms and individuals for fraudulent stock promotion by failing to disclose 
payments for bullish articles.  The SEC also charged numerous firms and individuals for 
defrauding investors in EB-5 immigrant investor programs. Other actions covered a wide variety 
of misconduct, including fraudulent conduct associated with cryptocurrency, oil, gas, and 
renewable energy offerings, concert ticket offerings, and a fantasy stock offering. The SEC also 
brought actions for a variety of misconduct by gatekeepers, including the preparation of false and 
misleading registration statements and opinion letters.  
 

SEC v. REcoin Group Foundation, LLC, et al. 
Civil Action No. 1:17-cv-05725 (September 29, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/complaints/2017/comp-pr2017-185.pdf 
 
Press Release No. 2017-185-0 (September 29, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/news/press-release/2017-185-0  
 
[Press Release] 
 
SEC Exposes Two Initial Coin Offerings Purportedly Backed by Real Estate and Diamonds 
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
2017-185  
Washington D.C., Sept. 29, 2017—  
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission charged a businessman and two companies with 
defrauding investors in a pair of so-called initial coin offerings (ICOs) purportedly backed by 
investments in real estate and diamonds. 
 
The SEC alleges that Maksim Zaslavskiy and his companies have been selling unregistered 
securities, and the digital tokens or coins being peddled don't really exist. According to the SEC's 
complaint, investors in REcoin Group Foundation and DRC World (also known as Diamond 
Reserve Club) have been told they can expect sizeable returns from the companies' operations 
when neither has any real operations. 
 
Zaslavskiy allegedly touted REcoin as "The First Ever Cryptocurrency Backed by Real 
Estate."  Alleged misstatements to REcoin investors included that the company had a "team of 
lawyers, professionals, brokers, and accountants" that would invest REcoin's ICO proceeds into 
real estate when in fact none had been hired or even consulted. Zaslavskiy and REcoin allegedly 
misrepresented they had raised between $2 million and $4 million from investors when the actual 
amount is approximately $300,000. 
 
According to the SEC's complaint, Zaslavskiy carried his scheme over to Diamond Reserve 
Club, which purportedly invests in diamonds and obtains discounts with product retailers for 
individuals who purchase "memberships" in the company. Despite their representations to 
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investors, the SEC alleges that Zaslavskiy and Diamond have not purchased any diamonds nor 
engaged in any business operations. Yet they allegedly continue to solicit investors and raise 
funds as though they have. 
 
The SEC obtained an emergency court order to freeze the assets of Zaslavskiy and his 
companies. 
 
The SEC's Office of Investor Education and Advocacy recently issued an investor alert warning 
about the risks of ICOs. 
 
The SEC's complaint, filed in federal district court in Brooklyn, N.Y., charges Zaslavskiy, 
REcoin, and Diamond with violations of the anti-fraud and registration provisions of the federal 
securities laws. The complaint seeks permanent injunctions and disgorgement plus interest and 
penalties. For Zaslavskiy, the SEC also seeks an officer-and-director bar and a bar from 
participating in any offering of digital securities. 
 

SEC v. Craig H. Carton, et al. 
Litigation Release No. 23929 (September 6, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/litreleases/2017/lr23929.htm  
Civil Action No. 17-CV-06764 (September 6, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/complaints/2017/comp23929.pdf  
 
Press Release No. 2017-157 (September 6, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/news/press-release/2017-157 
 
[Litigation Release] 
 
Radio Host Charged With Concert Ticket Investment Scam 
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission charged a sports radio personality and another New 
York City man with stealing millions of dollars from investors who were allegedly promised 
their funds would be used for the purchase and resale of concert tickets. 
 
In a complaint filed in federal district court in Manhattan, the SEC alleges that Craig Carton and 
Joseph Meli falsely claimed they had access to large blocks of face value tickets to popular 
concert performances. According to the SEC's complaint, investors were falsely promised high 
returns from the price markups in ticket resales. But instead of purchasing tickets for resale, 
Carton and Meli allegedly misappropriated at least $3.6 million to repay earlier investors and 
cover such other expenses as Carton's gambling debts. Carton allegedly stole an additional $2 
million by tricking a concert venue into forwarding an investor's money into a bank account 
belonging to one of Carton's companies. 
 
According to the SEC's complaint, one investor was provided documents falsely representing 
that large blocks of Adele tickets were being purchased at face value directly from Adele's 
management company when in fact no such agreement was in place. Meli was separately 
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charged earlier this year with operating a Ponzi scheme involving purported resales of tickets to 
the Broadway musical Hamilton and other events. 
 
The SEC's complaint seeks disgorgement of ill-gotten gains plus interest and penalties against 
Carton and Meli along with six businesses they control: Advance Entertainment LLC, 
AdvanceM Ltd., Misoluki Inc., Misoluki LLC, Ticket Jones LLC, and Tier One Tickets LLC. 
In a parallel action, the U.S. Attorney's Office for the Southern District of New York announced 
criminal charges against Carton. 
 

In the Matter of Joe Yiu Cheung (a/k/a Dylon de lu Zhang) 
Securities Act Release No. 10397 (August 2, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2017/33-10397.pdf  
 
Press Release No. 2017-137 (August 2, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/news/press-release/2017-137  
 
[Press Release] 
 
Overseas Stock Manipulator Settles SEC Charges 
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
2017-137  
Washington D.C., Aug. 2, 2017—  
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission announced that an overseas stock manipulator has 
agreed to pay nearly $800,000 and be permanently barred from involvement in penny stocks 
after hiding his significant stake in a small oil & gas company while secretly funding a 
fraudulent promotional campaign that artificially boosted the company’s stock price before he 
dumped his shares. 
 
SEC enforcement investigators uncovered the fraud by peeling back layer upon layer of shell 
companies and nominee owners to reveal that Joe Yiu Cheung controlled United American 
Petroleum Corp. (UAPC).  According to the SEC’s order, Cheung utilized an elaborate network 
of overseas bank and brokerage accounts mostly in bank secrecy jurisdictions to conceal his 
UAPC ownership.  In addition, he did not file required reports that would have publicly 
disclosed his burgeoning ownership of UAPC stock.  Cheung paid for the issuance of 
promotional materials to 2.2 million U.S. residents, inducing investors with rosy falsehoods 
about UAPC’s operations and prospects.  The SEC’s order finds that while UAPC’s stock price 
was rising as more investors bought in, Cheung secretly ordered his foreign brokers to dump his 
shares.  He did not file required reports that would have revealed his sizeable sales to investors, 
including those purchasing the stock. 
 
The SEC’s order finds that Cheung, who lives in Canada and Hong Kong and also goes by Dylon 
de lu Zhang, violated Sections 17(a)(1) and (3) of the Securities Act of 1933, Sections 10(b), 
13(d),  and 16(a) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, and Rules 10b-5(a) and (c), 13d-1, 
13d-2, 16a-2, and 16a-3.  Without admitting or denying the findings in the SEC’s order, Cheung 
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has agreed to cease and desist from further violations and must pay $542,498.33 in disgorgement 
plus $94,131.66 in interest and a $150,000 penalty.  He agreed to a penny stock bar and a 10-
year officer-and-director bar. 
 

SEC v. Troy Joseph Flowers, et al.  
Litigation Release No. 23881 (July 19, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/litreleases/2017/lr23881.htm 
Civil Action No. 1:17-cv- 1456 (July 19, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/complaints/2017/comp23881.pdf 
 
[Litigation Release] 
 
SEC Files Fraud Charges Against Alleged Market Manipulators 
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission announced fraud charges against two California men 
and a company behind an alleged scheme to manipulate the stock prices of two shell companies. 
The SEC alleges that Troy Flowers and his partner Sean Nevett illegally concealed their control 
and ownership of Licont Corp. and Artec Global Media by using multiple accounts that they 
controlled in the names of other people and entities. They then allegedly created the false 
appearance of active trading by making manipulative trades from those accounts to inflate the 
stock prices. According to the SEC's complaint, Flowers and Nevett subsequently dumped their 
own shares into the open market at the expense of innocent investors, who were left with stock 
that is virtually worthless. 
 
The SEC alleges that Flowers, his company Fruition Inc. (previously called Seacoast Advisors), 
and Nevett reaped approximately $3.8 million in illegal proceeds from the scheme. According to 
the SEC's complaint, IP address information confirms that Flowers and Nevett primarily 
conducted the manipulative trading from their home offices, and Nevett went so far as to 
impersonate one of the nominee account holders in his communications with brokers. 
The SEC's complaint, which was filed in federal court in the Southern District of California, 
charges Flowers, Nevett, and Fruition with violating Section 17(a) of the Securities Act of 1933, 
and Sections 9(a)(1) and 10(b) of the of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 and Rule 10b-5 
thereunder. It also seeks relief including permanent injunctions, disgorgement of ill-gotten gains 
plus interest, penalties, and penny stock bars. 
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SEC v. Renwick Haddow, et al 
Litigation Release No. 23870 (June 30, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/litreleases/2017/lr23870.htm 
Civil Action No. 1:17-cv-4950 (June 30, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/complaints/2017/comp-pr2017-123.pdf  
 
Press Release No. 2017-123 (June 30, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/news/press-release/2017-123 
 
[Litigation Release] 
 
SEC Files Fraud Charges in Bitcoin and Office Space Investment Schemes 

The Securities and Exchange Commission filed fraud charges against the clandestine founder of 
a purported Bitcoin platform and a chain of co-working spaces located in former bars and 
restaurants, alleging that he bilked investors in both companies while hiding his connection given 
his checkered past with regulators in the U.K. 

The SEC alleges that Renwick Haddow, a U.K. citizen living in New York, created a broker-
dealer and did not register the firm with the SEC as required under the federal securities laws. 
Haddow allegedly used sales representatives to cold call potential investors and sell securities in 
Bitcoin Store Inc. and Bar Works Inc. 

According to the SEC's complaint, offering materials presented to investors in both companies 
touted the backgrounds of senior executives who do not appear to exist. The materials also 
misrepresented other key facts about both companies' operations. Haddow allegedly diverted 
more than 80 percent of the in funds raised by the broker-dealer for the Bitcoin Store, and sent 
more than $4 million from the Bar Works bank accounts to one or more accounts in Mauritius 
and $1 million to one or more accounts in Morocco. 

The SEC alleges that materials provided to Bitcoin Store investors claimed it was "an easy-to-
use and secure way of holding and trading Bitcoin" and had generated several million dollars in 
gross sales. In fact, the SEC alleges that Bitcoin Store has never had any operations nor 
generated the gross sales it touted. In 2015, for example, Bitcoin Store's bank accounts allegedly 
received less than $250,000 in incoming transfers, none of which appear to reflect revenue from 
customers. According to the SEC's complaint, the corporate address used for Bitcoin Store was 
Haddow's residential address minus the apartment number. 

According to the SEC's complaint, Bar Works claimed to bring "real vibrancy to the flexible 
working scene by adding full-service workspaces to former bar and restaurant premises in central 
city locations." Bar Works primarily sold leases coupled with sub-leases that together functioned 
like investment notes. The company also allegedly sold leases for more workspaces than actually 
existed in at least two locations. Among false claims made to investors, who invested more than 
$37 million in the Bar Works scheme, were that a location was profitable within months of 
opening and that Bar Works had engaged an auditor. 
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In a parallel action, the U.S. Attorney's Office for the Southern District of New York announced 
criminal charges against Haddow. 

The SEC's complaint filed in federal district court in Manhattan charges Haddow, Bitcoin Store, 
Bar Works, and another Haddow-controlled company called Bar Works 7th Avenue, Inc. with 
violating Section 17(a) of the Securities Act of 1933 and Section 10(b) of the Securities 
Exchange Act of 1934 and Rule 10b-5. The complaint further alleges that Haddow is liable for 
aiding and abetting Bitcoin Store, Bar Works, and Bar Works 7th Avenue's violations and as a 
control person for the registration violations of his brokerage firm InCrowd Equity Inc. 

The SEC has obtained an emergency asset freeze against all defendants and relief defendants in 
the case. 
 

SEC v. Diana P. Lovera  
Litigation Release No. 23869 (June 28, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/litreleases/2017/lr23869.htm 
Civil Action No.17-cv-22407 (June 28, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/complaints/2017/comp23869.pdf   
 
[Litigation Release] 
 
SEC Charges Former Chief Operating Officer of Oxford City Football Club, Inc. in Offering 
Fraud 

The Securities and Exchange Commission announced fraud charges against the former Chief 
Operating Officer of a Florida-based penny stock company that falsely claimed to be "the largest 
publicly traded diversified portfolio of professional sports teams in the world." 

The SEC's complaint alleges that, from approximately July 2013 to July 2015, Diana P. Lovera 
and others at Oxford City used pressure tactics and a boiler room of salespeople to raise 
approximately $6.6 million from more than 150 investors, many of whom were unaccredited, 
through the sale of millions of unregistered shares of Oxford City stock. The complaint alleges 
that, in connection with these unregistered stock offerings, Lovera made numerous 
misstatements to investors about Oxford City's assets, its business plan, its future profitability, 
and the composition of its management. The complaint further alleges that Lovera and others 
falsely told prospective investors they could "lock in" a discounted price on Oxford City stock 
using the company's "voice verification system," which they claimed linked the investor's 
personal information to a filing with the SEC. In reality, the complaint alleges, there was no such 
voice verification system; Lovera and others merely pressed buttons on a telephone key pad to 
mimic a recording device. 

Lovera was charged criminally in a parallel case. She pled guilty to conspiracy to commit mail 
and wire fraud and was sentenced to 20-month prison term, which she is now serving, and 
ordered to pay, jointly and severally with other defendants, approximately $6.31 million in 
restitution. 
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The complaint, filed in the U.S. District Court for the Southern District of Florida, charges 
Lovera with violating Section 10(b) of Securities Exchange Act of 1934, Rule 10b-5 thereunder, 
and Sections 5(a), 5(c) and 17(a) of the Securities Act of 1933. To settle the charges, Lovera 
agreed to the entry of a final judgment, subject to court approval, that permanently enjoins her 
from violating the charged provisions of the federal securities laws; imposes a conduct-based 
injunction, a penny stock bar, and an officer-and-director bar; and orders her to pay 
disgorgement of $81,374 plus prejudgment interest of $3,343, which will be deemed satisfied by 
the restitution order entered against her in the criminal case. Lovera also consented to an SEC 
order imposing a permanent associational bar. 

The SEC previously charged Oxford City and its former CEO, Thomas Anthony Guerriero, and a 
relief defendant owned by Guerriero. Earlier this year, the SEC obtained final judgments against 
Oxford City, Guerriero, and the relief defendant. Guerriero also pled guilty to conspiracy to 
commit wire and mail fraud and was sentenced to a 12 1/2 year prison term. 
 

SEC v. Seyed Taher Kameli, et al.  
Litigation Release No. 23866 (June 22, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/litreleases/2017/lr23866.htm 
Civil Action No. 1:17-cv-04686 (June 22, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/complaints/2017/comp23866.pdf  
 
[Litigation Release] 

The Securities and Exchange Commission charged a Chicago-based immigration attorney with 
defrauding investors participating in the EB-5 immigrant investor program by improperly 
commingling and misusing a portion of the approximately $88.7 million raised. 

The SEC alleges that Seyed Taher Kameli and his companies, Chicagoland Foreign Investment 
Group, LLC and American Enterprise Pioneers, Inc., falsely claimed to at least 226 foreign 
investors that each of their $500,000 investments would be used to help construct a specific 
senior living project in the Chicago area or Florida and create at least 10 permanent full-time 
jobs within that project. This would qualify each investor for a potential path to permanent U.S. 
residency through the EB-5 program. 

According to the SEC's complaint, rather than use investor funds solely for the senior living 
project for which an investor was solicited, Kameli diverted millions of dollars to fund other 
projects and to make unrelated payments, which was contrary to representations to investors and 
the requirements of the EB-5 Program. Kameli also spent a significant portion of investor 
proceeds for his own benefit, for his brother's benefit, and for the benefit of companies he owns. 

The SEC's complaint, filed in U.S. District Court for the Northern District of Illinois, charges 
Kameli, Chicagoland Foreign Investment Group, LLC, and American Enterprise Pioneers, Inc. 
with violations of Section 17(a) of the Securities Act of 1933 and Section 10(b) of the Securities 
Exchange Act of 1934 and Rule 10b-5 thereunder and Kameli for liability under Section 20(a) of 
the Exchange Act as a control person of the entity defendants. The SEC's complaint seeks a 
temporary restraining order and preliminary, permanent, and conduct-based injunctions as well 
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as disgorgement of ill-gotten gains plus prejudgment interest, and penalties. The SEC is also 
seeking a court ordered asset freeze and appointment of a receiver over certain of the companies 
involved in the alleged fraud. 
 

SEC v. James M. Farinella, et al.  
Litigation Release No. 23864 (June 21, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/litreleases/2017/lr23864.htm 
Civil Action No. 2:17-cv-04538 (June 21, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/complaints/2017/comp23864.pdf   
 
[Litigation Release] 
 
SEC Files Fraud Charges Against Stock Promoters in Market Manipulation Scheme 

The Securities and Exchange Commission charged a New Jersey-based group of stock promoters 
with fraud involving the manipulation and artificial inflation of the share price of a microcap 
company. The scheme grossed over $1 million. 

The SEC alleges that James M. Farinella, and his purported consulting firm Integrated Capital 
Partners, Inc. (ICP), controlled virtually the entire public float of stock in microcap issuer Pazoo, 
Inc. Farinella paid Equity Awareness Group (EAG) to promote Pazoo and to engage in matched 
trading to create the appearance of an active market for Pazoo stock and boost the stock price. 
The SEC further alleges that Anthony Amado, an owner of EAG, and Carlo Palomino, an EAG 
employee, carried out the scheme, enabling Farinella to dump Pazoo shares for over $1 million. 

In a parallel action, the U.S. Attorney's Office for the District of New Jersey announced criminal 
charges against Farinella. 

The SEC's complaint charges Farinella, ICP, Amado, EAG and Palomino with violating Sections 
17(a)(1) and (3) of the Securities Act of 1933 and Sections 9(a)(1) and (2) and 10(b) of the 
Securities Exchange Act of 1934 and Rule 10b-5(a) and (c) thereunder. The complaint seeks 
permanent injunctions, disgorgement of ill-gotten gains along with prejudgment interest, 
penalties, and penny stock bars. 
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The complaint, filed in the U.S. District Court for the Southern District of Florida, charges 
Lovera with violating Section 10(b) of Securities Exchange Act of 1934, Rule 10b-5 thereunder, 
and Sections 5(a), 5(c) and 17(a) of the Securities Act of 1933. To settle the charges, Lovera 
agreed to the entry of a final judgment, subject to court approval, that permanently enjoins her 
from violating the charged provisions of the federal securities laws; imposes a conduct-based 
injunction, a penny stock bar, and an officer-and-director bar; and orders her to pay 
disgorgement of $81,374 plus prejudgment interest of $3,343, which will be deemed satisfied by 
the restitution order entered against her in the criminal case. Lovera also consented to an SEC 
order imposing a permanent associational bar. 

The SEC previously charged Oxford City and its former CEO, Thomas Anthony Guerriero, and a 
relief defendant owned by Guerriero. Earlier this year, the SEC obtained final judgments against 
Oxford City, Guerriero, and the relief defendant. Guerriero also pled guilty to conspiracy to 
commit wire and mail fraud and was sentenced to a 12 1/2 year prison term. 
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[Litigation Release] 

The Securities and Exchange Commission charged a Chicago-based immigration attorney with 
defrauding investors participating in the EB-5 immigrant investor program by improperly 
commingling and misusing a portion of the approximately $88.7 million raised. 

The SEC alleges that Seyed Taher Kameli and his companies, Chicagoland Foreign Investment 
Group, LLC and American Enterprise Pioneers, Inc., falsely claimed to at least 226 foreign 
investors that each of their $500,000 investments would be used to help construct a specific 
senior living project in the Chicago area or Florida and create at least 10 permanent full-time 
jobs within that project. This would qualify each investor for a potential path to permanent U.S. 
residency through the EB-5 program. 

According to the SEC's complaint, rather than use investor funds solely for the senior living 
project for which an investor was solicited, Kameli diverted millions of dollars to fund other 
projects and to make unrelated payments, which was contrary to representations to investors and 
the requirements of the EB-5 Program. Kameli also spent a significant portion of investor 
proceeds for his own benefit, for his brother's benefit, and for the benefit of companies he owns. 

The SEC's complaint, filed in U.S. District Court for the Northern District of Illinois, charges 
Kameli, Chicagoland Foreign Investment Group, LLC, and American Enterprise Pioneers, Inc. 
with violations of Section 17(a) of the Securities Act of 1933 and Section 10(b) of the Securities 
Exchange Act of 1934 and Rule 10b-5 thereunder and Kameli for liability under Section 20(a) of 
the Exchange Act as a control person of the entity defendants. The SEC's complaint seeks a 
temporary restraining order and preliminary, permanent, and conduct-based injunctions as well 
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as disgorgement of ill-gotten gains plus prejudgment interest, and penalties. The SEC is also 
seeking a court ordered asset freeze and appointment of a receiver over certain of the companies 
involved in the alleged fraud. 
 

SEC v. James M. Farinella, et al.  
Litigation Release No. 23864 (June 21, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/litreleases/2017/lr23864.htm 
Civil Action No. 2:17-cv-04538 (June 21, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/complaints/2017/comp23864.pdf   
 
[Litigation Release] 
 
SEC Files Fraud Charges Against Stock Promoters in Market Manipulation Scheme 

The Securities and Exchange Commission charged a New Jersey-based group of stock promoters 
with fraud involving the manipulation and artificial inflation of the share price of a microcap 
company. The scheme grossed over $1 million. 

The SEC alleges that James M. Farinella, and his purported consulting firm Integrated Capital 
Partners, Inc. (ICP), controlled virtually the entire public float of stock in microcap issuer Pazoo, 
Inc. Farinella paid Equity Awareness Group (EAG) to promote Pazoo and to engage in matched 
trading to create the appearance of an active market for Pazoo stock and boost the stock price. 
The SEC further alleges that Anthony Amado, an owner of EAG, and Carlo Palomino, an EAG 
employee, carried out the scheme, enabling Farinella to dump Pazoo shares for over $1 million. 

In a parallel action, the U.S. Attorney's Office for the District of New Jersey announced criminal 
charges against Farinella. 

The SEC's complaint charges Farinella, ICP, Amado, EAG and Palomino with violating Sections 
17(a)(1) and (3) of the Securities Act of 1933 and Sections 9(a)(1) and (2) and 10(b) of the 
Securities Exchange Act of 1934 and Rule 10b-5(a) and (c) thereunder. The complaint seeks 
permanent injunctions, disgorgement of ill-gotten gains along with prejudgment interest, 
penalties, and penny stock bars. 
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SEC v. Arista Power, Inc., et al.  
Litigation Release No. 23863 (June 20, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/litreleases/2017/lr23863.htm 
Civil Action No. 1:17-cv-04598 (June 17, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/complaints/2017/comp23863.pdf  
 
[Litigation Release] 
 
SEC Charges CEO and Attorney With Scheme To Disguise Nature Of Company Financing 
 
SEC Charges CEO and Attorney With Scheme To Disguise Nature Of Company Financing 
The Securities and Exchange Commission announced charges involving a scheme to disguise the 
nature of a public company's financing amid financial difficulties, and a corresponding 
manipulation of the price of the company's stock perpetrated by an individual previously barred 
from serving as an officer or director. 
 
According to the SEC's complaint, filed in federal court in Manhattan, beginning in 2012, Arista 
began to experience difficulty raising long-term capital for its operations. On the 
recommendation of  William A. Schmitz, Arista's CEO, Michael T. Hughes, Arista counsel, and 
Peter Kolokouris, an Arista "consultant" who settled fraud charges with the Commission in the 
1990s, Arista raised approximately $1 million through private sales of Arista stock owned by 
Kolokouris' family. According to the SEC, in 2012, Schmitz and Hughes helped the Kolokouris 
family sell their stock to private investors, with the proceeds then used to provide desperately 
needed financing for the company, but in the guise of a fictitious loan from a purportedly 
independent third party, which was in fact controlled by Kolokouris. In order to effectuate the 
stock sales, the complaint alleges that Kolokouris manipulated Arista stock, which inflated the 
public market price and thereby misled the private investors to believe that they were acquiring 
the Kolokouris' family stock at a discount. The complaint further alleges that Arista falsely and 
misleadingly stated in numerous public filings with the Commission - beginning with a 
September 10, 2012 Form 8-K - that the financing came from a line of credit with a third-party 
lender. Kolokouris, Schmitz and Hughes created internal Arista documentation designed to give 
the false appearance that Arista's disclosures were consistent with internal corporate records. 
Lastly, the SEC alleges that Kolokouris and various Kolokouris family members violated 
Regulation M by purchasing shares while engaged in a distribution of Arista stock. 
 
The SEC's complaint charges: 
 

• Arista with violating Sections 17(a)(1) and (3) of the Securities Act of 1933 and Section 
10(b) and 13(a)(1) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 and Rules 10b-5, 12(b)-20, 
13a-1, 13a-11, and 13a-13 thereunder. 
 

• Schmitz with violating Sections 17(a)(1) and (3) of the Securities Act. 
 

• Hughes with violating Sections 17(a)(1) and (3) of the Securities Act and Section 10(b) 
of the Exchange Act and Rules 10b-5(a) and (c) thereunder. 
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• Kolokouris with violating Securities Act Sections 17(a)(1) and (3), Exchange Act 
Sections 9(a)(1) and 9(a)(2), and 10(b) and Rule 10b-5(a) and (c) thereunder, and Rule 
102 of Regulation M, and aiding and abetting Arista's, Schmitz's, and Hughes's violations 
of Section 10(b) of the Exchange Act and Rule 10b-5 thereunder. 
 

• Janice Papapanu, Michael Papapanu, Ekaterini Kolokouris, Demitrios Kolokouris, 
Anastasios Kolokouris, Ioannis Kolokouris, Sophia Kolokouris, Terry Bechakas, 100 
Demetrios, Inc., 200 Anastasios, Inc., 300 Ioannis, Inc., 400 Terry, Inc., 500 Sofia, Inc., 
Just Sell Gold, Inc., and Express Gold Cash, Inc. with violating Rule 102 of Regulation 
M.  

  
Schmitz has agreed to settle the SEC's fraud charges, without admitting or denying liability, and 
has agreed to a three-year officer and director bar, a three-year penny stock bar, and to pay a 
penalty of $80,000. The settlement is subject to court approval. 
 

SEC v. Kamal Zuhdi Abdallah aka Kamal Sulleman, et al. 
Litigation Release No. 23819 (April 28, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/litreleases/2017/lr23819.htm 
Civil Action No. 17-cv-3117 (April 28, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/complaints/2017/comp23819.pdf 
 
[Litigation Release] 
 
SEC Files Fraud Charges Against Recidivist Securities Violator Using Fake Name 
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission announced charges against a San Antonio man 
accused of using a phony name to hide his criminal history and commit securities fraud again 
while on supervised release from prison. 
 
The SEC alleges that Kamal Zuhdi Abdallah recast himself as Kamal Sulleman to solicit and 
defraud two elderly investors in Texas out of at least $260,000. The SEC also named his 
daughter Zeina Abdallah and two companies as relief defendants because they received illicit 
proceeds from Abdallah's alleged fraud. 
 
In a complaint filed in the U.S. District Court for the Southern District of New York, the SEC 
alleges that, while serving the supervised release portion of his criminal sentence in United 
States v. Abdallah, 09-cr-717 (E.D.N.Y.), Abdallah used a fictitious name to hide his criminal 
past from one of his victims, and when soliciting investments, Abdallah lied to his victims 
regarding the nature and use of investment proceeds. Of the $250,000 invested by Abdallah's 
first victim, this investor transferred $50,000 to relief defendant Seriaga Investments, Inc. 
("Seriaga"), a company controlled by Zeina Abdallah, and $200,000 to Administrative Outsource 
Services, Inc. ("AOS"), a company controlled by Abdallah. Rather than use investor funds to 
invest in a currency trading scheme as he had promised, Abdallah, instead, made cash 
withdrawals and otherwise used the investor funds to pay for his and his family's personal 
expenses. For example, within days of receiving $200,000 from the first investor, Abdallah 
withdrew $189,500, consisting of: a wire transfer of $175,000 to Zeina Abdallah's personal bank 
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SEC v. Arista Power, Inc., et al.  
Litigation Release No. 23863 (June 20, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/litreleases/2017/lr23863.htm 
Civil Action No. 1:17-cv-04598 (June 17, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/complaints/2017/comp23863.pdf  
 
[Litigation Release] 
 
SEC Charges CEO and Attorney With Scheme To Disguise Nature Of Company Financing 
 
SEC Charges CEO and Attorney With Scheme To Disguise Nature Of Company Financing 
The Securities and Exchange Commission announced charges involving a scheme to disguise the 
nature of a public company's financing amid financial difficulties, and a corresponding 
manipulation of the price of the company's stock perpetrated by an individual previously barred 
from serving as an officer or director. 
 
According to the SEC's complaint, filed in federal court in Manhattan, beginning in 2012, Arista 
began to experience difficulty raising long-term capital for its operations. On the 
recommendation of  William A. Schmitz, Arista's CEO, Michael T. Hughes, Arista counsel, and 
Peter Kolokouris, an Arista "consultant" who settled fraud charges with the Commission in the 
1990s, Arista raised approximately $1 million through private sales of Arista stock owned by 
Kolokouris' family. According to the SEC, in 2012, Schmitz and Hughes helped the Kolokouris 
family sell their stock to private investors, with the proceeds then used to provide desperately 
needed financing for the company, but in the guise of a fictitious loan from a purportedly 
independent third party, which was in fact controlled by Kolokouris. In order to effectuate the 
stock sales, the complaint alleges that Kolokouris manipulated Arista stock, which inflated the 
public market price and thereby misled the private investors to believe that they were acquiring 
the Kolokouris' family stock at a discount. The complaint further alleges that Arista falsely and 
misleadingly stated in numerous public filings with the Commission - beginning with a 
September 10, 2012 Form 8-K - that the financing came from a line of credit with a third-party 
lender. Kolokouris, Schmitz and Hughes created internal Arista documentation designed to give 
the false appearance that Arista's disclosures were consistent with internal corporate records. 
Lastly, the SEC alleges that Kolokouris and various Kolokouris family members violated 
Regulation M by purchasing shares while engaged in a distribution of Arista stock. 
 
The SEC's complaint charges: 
 

• Arista with violating Sections 17(a)(1) and (3) of the Securities Act of 1933 and Section 
10(b) and 13(a)(1) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 and Rules 10b-5, 12(b)-20, 
13a-1, 13a-11, and 13a-13 thereunder. 
 

• Schmitz with violating Sections 17(a)(1) and (3) of the Securities Act. 
 

• Hughes with violating Sections 17(a)(1) and (3) of the Securities Act and Section 10(b) 
of the Exchange Act and Rules 10b-5(a) and (c) thereunder. 
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• Kolokouris with violating Securities Act Sections 17(a)(1) and (3), Exchange Act 
Sections 9(a)(1) and 9(a)(2), and 10(b) and Rule 10b-5(a) and (c) thereunder, and Rule 
102 of Regulation M, and aiding and abetting Arista's, Schmitz's, and Hughes's violations 
of Section 10(b) of the Exchange Act and Rule 10b-5 thereunder. 
 

• Janice Papapanu, Michael Papapanu, Ekaterini Kolokouris, Demitrios Kolokouris, 
Anastasios Kolokouris, Ioannis Kolokouris, Sophia Kolokouris, Terry Bechakas, 100 
Demetrios, Inc., 200 Anastasios, Inc., 300 Ioannis, Inc., 400 Terry, Inc., 500 Sofia, Inc., 
Just Sell Gold, Inc., and Express Gold Cash, Inc. with violating Rule 102 of Regulation 
M.  

  
Schmitz has agreed to settle the SEC's fraud charges, without admitting or denying liability, and 
has agreed to a three-year officer and director bar, a three-year penny stock bar, and to pay a 
penalty of $80,000. The settlement is subject to court approval. 
 

SEC v. Kamal Zuhdi Abdallah aka Kamal Sulleman, et al. 
Litigation Release No. 23819 (April 28, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/litreleases/2017/lr23819.htm 
Civil Action No. 17-cv-3117 (April 28, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/complaints/2017/comp23819.pdf 
 
[Litigation Release] 
 
SEC Files Fraud Charges Against Recidivist Securities Violator Using Fake Name 
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission announced charges against a San Antonio man 
accused of using a phony name to hide his criminal history and commit securities fraud again 
while on supervised release from prison. 
 
The SEC alleges that Kamal Zuhdi Abdallah recast himself as Kamal Sulleman to solicit and 
defraud two elderly investors in Texas out of at least $260,000. The SEC also named his 
daughter Zeina Abdallah and two companies as relief defendants because they received illicit 
proceeds from Abdallah's alleged fraud. 
 
In a complaint filed in the U.S. District Court for the Southern District of New York, the SEC 
alleges that, while serving the supervised release portion of his criminal sentence in United 
States v. Abdallah, 09-cr-717 (E.D.N.Y.), Abdallah used a fictitious name to hide his criminal 
past from one of his victims, and when soliciting investments, Abdallah lied to his victims 
regarding the nature and use of investment proceeds. Of the $250,000 invested by Abdallah's 
first victim, this investor transferred $50,000 to relief defendant Seriaga Investments, Inc. 
("Seriaga"), a company controlled by Zeina Abdallah, and $200,000 to Administrative Outsource 
Services, Inc. ("AOS"), a company controlled by Abdallah. Rather than use investor funds to 
invest in a currency trading scheme as he had promised, Abdallah, instead, made cash 
withdrawals and otherwise used the investor funds to pay for his and his family's personal 
expenses. For example, within days of receiving $200,000 from the first investor, Abdallah 
withdrew $189,500, consisting of: a wire transfer of $175,000 to Zeina Abdallah's personal bank 
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account; a $10,000 check to Zeina Abdallah; and a $4,500 withdrawal by Abdallah. Abdallah's 
second investor wrote a $10,000 check to Seriaga on August 19, 2016, and the day after this 
check was deposited, $9,990 was transferred to himself. 
 
The SEC charges Abdallah with violating Section 17(a) of the Securities Act of 1933, and 
Section 10(b) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 and Rule 10b-5 thereunder. The SEC is 
seeking from Abdallah permanent injunctive relief, disgorgement plus prejudgment interest 
thereon and civil monetary penalties. The SEC is seeking from Zeina Abdallah, Seriaga and AOS 
disgorgement plus prejudgment interest thereon. 
 
  

In the Matter of Christopher French 
Securities Act Release No. 10347 (April 10, 2017)  
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2017/33-10347.pdf  

In the Matter of Manish Singh and Lavos, LLC 
Securities Act Release No. 10346 (April 10, 2017)  
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2017/33-10346.pdf  

In the Matter of Ciaran Thornton 
Securities Act Release No. 10344 (April 10, 2017)  
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2017/33-10344.pdf  

In the Matter of Michael A. McCarthy, et al. 
Securities Act Release No. 10343 (April 10, 2017)  
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2017/33-10343.pdf  

In the Matter of Stephen Ramey 
Securities Act Release No. 10342 (April 10, 2017)  
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2017/33-10342.pdf  

In the Matter of Edward Borrelli and Dunedin, Inc. 
Securities Act Release No. 10341 (April 10, 2017)  
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2017/33-10341.pdf  

In the Matter of Lion Biotechnologies, Inc. 
Securities Act Release No. 10340 (April 10, 2017)  
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2017/33-10340.pdf  

In the Matter of Craig Keolanui 
Securities Act Release No. 10339 (April 10, 2017)  
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2017/33-10339.pdf  

In the Matter of Immunocellular Therapeutics, Ltd. 
Securities Act Release No. 10338 (April 10, 2017)  
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2017/33-10338.pdf  
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In the Matter of Galena Biopharma, Inc. and Mark J. Ahn 
Securities Act Release No. 10337 (April 10, 2017) 
AAE Release No. 3865 (April 10, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2017/33-10337.pdf 

In the Matter of Joel Corenman 
Securities Act Release No. 10336 (April 10, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2017/33-10336.pdf  

SEC v. CSIR Group, LLC, et al. 
Civil Action No. 1:17-cv-02541 (April 10, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/complaints/2017/comp-pr2017-79-b.pdf  

SEC v. Lidingo Holdings, LLC, et al. 
Civil Action No. 1:17-cv-02540 (April 10, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/complaints/2017/comp-pr2017-79-a.pdf 
 
Press Release No. 2017-79 (April 10, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/news/press-release/2017-79 
 
[Press Release] 
 
SEC: Payments for Bullish Articles on Stocks Must Be Disclosed to Investors 
 
27 Firms and Individuals Charged With Fraudulent Promotion of Stocks 
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
2017-79  
Washington D.C., April 10, 2017—  
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission announced enforcement actions against 27 individuals 
and entities behind various alleged stock promotion schemes that left investors with the 
impression they were reading independent, unbiased analyses on investing websites while writers 
were being secretly compensated for touting company stocks. 
 
SEC investigations uncovered scenarios in which public companies hired promoters or 
communications firms to generate publicity for their stocks, and the firms subsequently hired 
writers to publish articles that did not publicly disclose the payments from the companies.  The 
writers allegedly posted bullish articles about the companies on the internet under the guise of 
impartiality when in reality they were nothing more than paid advertisements.  More than 250 
articles specifically included false statements that the writers had not been compensated by the 
companies they were writing about, the SEC alleges. 
 
According to the SEC’s orders as well as a pair of complaints filed in federal district court, 
deceptive measures were often used to hide the true sources of the articles from investors.  For 
example, one writer wrote under his own name as well as at least nine pseudonyms, including a 
persona he invented who claimed to be “an analyst and fund manager with almost 20 years of 
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account; a $10,000 check to Zeina Abdallah; and a $4,500 withdrawal by Abdallah. Abdallah's 
second investor wrote a $10,000 check to Seriaga on August 19, 2016, and the day after this 
check was deposited, $9,990 was transferred to himself. 
 
The SEC charges Abdallah with violating Section 17(a) of the Securities Act of 1933, and 
Section 10(b) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 and Rule 10b-5 thereunder. The SEC is 
seeking from Abdallah permanent injunctive relief, disgorgement plus prejudgment interest 
thereon and civil monetary penalties. The SEC is seeking from Zeina Abdallah, Seriaga and AOS 
disgorgement plus prejudgment interest thereon. 
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Securities Act Release No. 10337 (April 10, 2017) 
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https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2017/33-10337.pdf 

In the Matter of Joel Corenman 
Securities Act Release No. 10336 (April 10, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2017/33-10336.pdf  

SEC v. CSIR Group, LLC, et al. 
Civil Action No. 1:17-cv-02541 (April 10, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/complaints/2017/comp-pr2017-79-b.pdf  

SEC v. Lidingo Holdings, LLC, et al. 
Civil Action No. 1:17-cv-02540 (April 10, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/complaints/2017/comp-pr2017-79-a.pdf 
 
Press Release No. 2017-79 (April 10, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/news/press-release/2017-79 
 
[Press Release] 
 
SEC: Payments for Bullish Articles on Stocks Must Be Disclosed to Investors 
 
27 Firms and Individuals Charged With Fraudulent Promotion of Stocks 
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
2017-79  
Washington D.C., April 10, 2017—  
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission announced enforcement actions against 27 individuals 
and entities behind various alleged stock promotion schemes that left investors with the 
impression they were reading independent, unbiased analyses on investing websites while writers 
were being secretly compensated for touting company stocks. 
 
SEC investigations uncovered scenarios in which public companies hired promoters or 
communications firms to generate publicity for their stocks, and the firms subsequently hired 
writers to publish articles that did not publicly disclose the payments from the companies.  The 
writers allegedly posted bullish articles about the companies on the internet under the guise of 
impartiality when in reality they were nothing more than paid advertisements.  More than 250 
articles specifically included false statements that the writers had not been compensated by the 
companies they were writing about, the SEC alleges. 
 
According to the SEC’s orders as well as a pair of complaints filed in federal district court, 
deceptive measures were often used to hide the true sources of the articles from investors.  For 
example, one writer wrote under his own name as well as at least nine pseudonyms, including a 
persona he invented who claimed to be “an analyst and fund manager with almost 20 years of 
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investment experience.”  One of the stock promotion firms went so far as to have some writers it 
hired sign non-disclosure agreements specifically preventing them from disclosing compensation 
they received. 
 
The SEC filed fraud charges against three public companies and seven stock promotion or 
communications firms as well as two company CEOs, six individuals at the firms, and nine 
writers.  Of those charged, 17 have agreed to settlements that include disgorgement or penalties 
ranging from approximately $2,200 to nearly $3 million based on frequency and severity of their 
actions.  The SEC’s litigation continues against 10 others.  
 
The SEC also instituted separate charges against another company for its involvement in 
circulating promotional materials that did not comply with prospectus requirements under the 
federal securities laws.  The company settled the case. 
 
The SEC released an investor alert warning that articles on an investment research website that 
appear to be an unbiased source of information or provide commentary on multiple stocks may 
be part of an undisclosed paid stock promotion.  Investors should never make an investment 
based solely on information published on an investment research website.  When making an 
investment decision, thoroughly research the company using multiple sources. 
(See, In the Matter of Cytrx Corporation (Securities Act Release No. 10345 (April 10, 2017))) 
 

SEC v. Michael D. Shumway 
Litigation Release No. 23800 (April 6, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/litreleases/2017/lr23800.htm 
Civil Action No. 2:17-cv-00260 (April 5, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/complaints/2017/comp23800.pdf  
 
[Litigation Release] 
 
SEC Charges Corporate Officer of 2 Utah Water Companies with Securities Fraud 
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission announced fraud charges against a former corporate 
secretary and treasurer of two Utah water companies for misappropriating and fraudulently 
selling corporate shares. 
 
The SEC's complaint, filed in federal court in the District of Utah, alleges that Michael D. 
Shumway misappropriated unauthorized shares of stock in American Fork Irrigation Company 
(AFIC) and Lehi Irrigation Company (LIC) and sold them to unwitting investors for at least 
$435,500. Shumway also allegedly misappropriated at least $633,396 from AFIC and LIC. From 
at least 2003 through May 2015, Shumway allegedly engaged in a fraudulent scheme of 
falsifying AFIC and LIC books and records and issuing unauthorized shares in those companies 
and fraudulently selling the shares to investors. The complaint alleges that shares in AFIC and 
LIC convey the right to an appropriation of water from each company. The allegedly 
unauthorized shares Shumway sold did not have such water rights. Shumway also allegedly 
established secret bank accounts that he used to misappropriate AFIC and LIC funds for his 
personal use. Shumway allegedly misled the companies' officers and directors in carrying out his 
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fraud. The total value of Shumway's alleged misappropriation of shares and funds from AFIC 
and LIC is at least $1,068,896. 
 
The SEC's complaint charges Shumway with violating Section 17(a) of the Securities Act of 
1933, Section 10(b) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 and Rule 10b-5 thereunder. The 
complaint seeks injunctive relief, disgorgement, and an officer and director bar against 
Shumway. Shumway agreed, without admitting or denying the allegations in the SEC's 
complaint to the entry of a judgment imposing permanent injunctions and an officer-and-director 
bar, and ordering him liable for disgorgement of $435,500, payment of which will be deemed 
satisfied by the restitution ordered in the parallel federal criminal case. 
 
On December 14, 2016 Shumway pleaded guilty in federal district court in Utah to one count of 
felony wire fraud. On April 5, 2016, he was sentenced to 12 months and 1 day and ordered to 
pay $1,100,481.78 in restitution. 
 

SEC v. Darrell Glenn Hardaway and Hardaway Net-Works, Inc. 
Litigation Release No. 23753 (February 17, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/litreleases/2017/lr23753.htm  
Civil Action No. 4:17-cv-00529 (February 17, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/complaints/2017/comp23753.pdf 
 
[Litigation Release] 
 
Houston Man Charged with Conducting Multiyear Offering Fraud Targeting Fellow Members of 
His "Success Club" 
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission announced charges against Darrell Glenn Hardaway 
and his company Hardaway Net-Works, Inc. (HNW), arising from their role in a multiyear 
offering fraud targeting members of a nationwide self-described "success club" known as the 
Global Information Network (GIN). 
 
The SEC's complaint, filed in federal court in Houston, Texas, alleges that since November 
2010, Hardaway has raised at least $4.7 million from over one hundred investors residing in 
multiple states through the U.S. Hardaway, who was a high-ranking member in GIN, marketed 
securities in his company, HNW, to his fellow members. Hardaway focused on GIN members 
both because they had great trust in him and because they had taken an oath not to criticize him.  
 
Hardaway persuaded GIN members to invest in HNW through promises of securing a national 
roster of customers and ultimately taking the company public. The SEC's complaint alleges that 
Hardaway's representations were false. In fact, the complaint alleges that Hardaway instead used 
most investor funds to pay himself a salary and on various personal expenses. As the years 
passed, Hardaway continued to mislead HNW investors regarding HNW's business prospects, 
prospects for going public, and the use of investor funds. When victims sought information about 
their investments, the SEC alleges that he refused to answer their questions, threatened legal 
action, and cited a GIN-related rule that prohibits members from criticizing each other. 
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fraud. The total value of Shumway's alleged misappropriation of shares and funds from AFIC 
and LIC is at least $1,068,896. 
 
The SEC's complaint charges Shumway with violating Section 17(a) of the Securities Act of 
1933, Section 10(b) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 and Rule 10b-5 thereunder. The 
complaint seeks injunctive relief, disgorgement, and an officer and director bar against 
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complaint to the entry of a judgment imposing permanent injunctions and an officer-and-director 
bar, and ordering him liable for disgorgement of $435,500, payment of which will be deemed 
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securities in his company, HNW, to his fellow members. Hardaway focused on GIN members 
both because they had great trust in him and because they had taken an oath not to criticize him.  
 
Hardaway persuaded GIN members to invest in HNW through promises of securing a national 
roster of customers and ultimately taking the company public. The SEC's complaint alleges that 
Hardaway's representations were false. In fact, the complaint alleges that Hardaway instead used 
most investor funds to pay himself a salary and on various personal expenses. As the years 
passed, Hardaway continued to mislead HNW investors regarding HNW's business prospects, 
prospects for going public, and the use of investor funds. When victims sought information about 
their investments, the SEC alleges that he refused to answer their questions, threatened legal 
action, and cited a GIN-related rule that prohibits members from criticizing each other. 
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Hardaway also allegedly used $40,000 of investor funds to acquire a non-operating public shell 
company that he renamed Vortronnix Technologies, Inc. While in control of Vortronnix, 
Hardaway signed the company's Form 10-Q for the third quarter of 2015 and certifications 
required by Sarbanes-Oxley despite knowing that there had been no review of the company's 
financial statements by its auditor, as required by SEC rules. Vortronnix's auditor immediately 
directed Hardaway to withdraw the Form 10-Q, a directive which Hardaway allegedly ignored.  
 
Vortronnix did not publicly disclose that the auditor had not reviewed the company's third 
quarter of 2015 financial statement until 3 1/2 months after the auditor's directive, when 
Vortronnix filed a Form 8-K announcing the resignation of its auditor. 
 
The SEC alleges that Vortronnix remains delinquent in its public reports with the SEC and has 
never traded publicly. 
 
The SEC's complaint charges Hardaway and HNW with violating Sections 5(a) and (c), and 
Section 17(a) of the Securities Act of 1933 and Section 10(b) of the Securities Exchange Act of 
1934 and Rule 10b-5 thereunder, and charges Hardaway with violating Section 13(b)(5) of the 
Exchange Act and Exchange Act Rule 13a-14, and aiding and abetting Vortronnix's violations of 
Sections 13(a) and 13(b)(2)(B) of the Exchange Act and Exchange Act Rules 13a-13 and 13a-
15(a). 
 
Without admitting or denying the allegations in the SEC's complaint, Hardaway and HNW each 
agreed to the entry of permanent injunctions and to defer determination of any disgorgement, 
prejudgment interest, and civil penalties. Hardaway also agreed to the entry of an officer and 
director bar. The settlement is subject to court approval. 
 

SEC v. Terminus Energy, Inc., et al. 
Litigation Release No. 23749 (February 14, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/litreleases/2017/lr23749.htm  
Civil Action No. 1:17-cv-01117 (February 14, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/complaints/2017/comp23749.pdf 
 
Press Release No. 2017-49 (February 14, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/news/pressrelease/2017-49.html 
 
[Litigation Release] 
 
SEC Charges Fuel Cell Company and Officers with Defrauding Investors 
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission charged a California-based penny stock company and 
four corporate officers with misleading investors about the research, development, and 
profitability of their purported business to manufacture power generation products such as fuel 
cells. 
 
The SEC alleges that while raising approximately $7.9 million from investors in Terminus 
Energy Inc., the company and its officers claimed to have a viable prototype capable of being 
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sold and earning revenue. According to the SEC's complaint, Terminus did not have the fuel cell 
technology or the funding to match their claims, and the officers were instead converting 
substantial amounts of investor funds to their own use. 
 
According to the SEC's complaint, the company failed to disclose to investors that Terminus's 
operations manager George Doumanis is a convicted felon who went to prison for securities 
fraud and was secretly acting as an officer of the company despite being barred from 
participating in penny stock offerings. Emanuel Pantelakis served on the Terminus board of 
directors despite having been permanently barred by the Financial Industry Regulatory 
Authority. Also charged in the SEC's complaint are Terminus's CEO Danny B. Pratte and its 
former president, director, and legal counsel Joseph L. Pittera. 
 
Terminus also allegedly used unregistered brokers to sell its securities and paid them more than 
twice as much in commissions than was disclosed to investors in offering documents. Joseph 
Alborano is charged in the SEC's complaint with soliciting and selling investments for which he 
received more than $1 million in commissions. 
 
In a parallel action, the U.S. Attorney's Office for the Southern District of New York announced 
criminal charges against Pratte, Doumanis, and Pantelakis. 
 
The SEC's complaint charges Terminus, Pratte, and Pittera with violating Section 17(a) of the 
Securities Act of 1933 as well as Section 10(b) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 along 
with Rule 10b-5. The SEC's complaint charges Doumanis and Pantelakis with violating Section 
17(a)(2) of the Securities Act and Section 10(b) of the Exchange Act and Rule 10b-5(a) and 10b-
5(c) thereunder. The SEC also charged Doumanis with violating Section 15(b)(6)(B)(i) of the 
Exchange Act by virtue of having violated the penny stock bar previously issued against him in 
2005. Finally, the SEC charged Alborano with violating Section 15(a) of the Exchange Act. The 
SEC seeks injunctive relief, disgorgement of ill-gotten gains, prejudgment interest, and financial 
penalties against all the defendants. The SEC also seeks officer and director bars and penny stock 
bars against Pratte, Pittera, Doumanis, and Pantelakis, and a penny stock bar against Alborano.  
 
Maria Pantelakis, Emanuel Pantelakis's wife, is named as a relief defendant in the SEC's 
complaint for the purposes of recovering investor proceeds diverted to her for personal use. 
 

In the Matter of Thomas R. Stanley, II 
Securities Act Release No. 10307 (February 13, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2017/33-10307.pdf 
 
[Administrative Release] 
 
SEC Settles with Real Estate Investor for Selling Promissory Notes in Fraudulent Real Estate 
Investment Scheme  
 
February 13, 2017 – The Securities and Exchange Commission announced that Thomas R. 
Stanley II agreed to settle charges that he offered and sold promissory notes to investors in a 
fraudulent real estate investment scheme.  
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According to the SEC’s order, from 2009 to 2014, Stanley, through a number of limited liability 
companies and corporations, offered and sold 120 promissory notes to 68 investors in Indiana 
and Illinois and raised at least $7.62 million. In most cases, Stanley used these funds to purchase 
multi-unit apartment complexes in Indiana and Florida and to fund repairs and remodeling of 
these properties. The noteholders were to receive an ownership interest through a conversion 
option on their promissory notes and to fund repairs and remodeling of these properties.  
 
Unbeknownst to the investors, Stanley frequently commingled funds among his entities in order 
to prop up his property projects. Stanley also used investor funds to purchase a restaurant and a 
yacht for his own use.  
 
According to the SEC’s order, Stanley’s businesses began failing, yet Stanley continued to prop 
up his projects by raising additional investor funds. In his solicitations of new investors, Stanley 
claimed to have a successful track record in real estate investments and to have never suffered a 
loss. He never mentioned the issues he had with certain of his properties or his need to 
commingle investor funds in order to support struggling projects.  
 
The SEC’s order finds that Stanley violated Sections 5(a), 5(c), and 17(a) of the Securities Act of 
1933 and Sections 10(b) and 15(a) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 and Rule 10b-5 
thereunder. Without admitting or denying the findings in the SEC’s order, Stanley agreed to the 
entry of a cease-and-desist order, an industry bar, and a penny stock bar. Stanley also agreed to 
pay disgorgement of $7,617,873, prejudgment interest of $768,471, and a $250,000 civil penalty 
pursuant to a three-year payment plan, with the amount of disgorgement and interest subject to 
offset by payments to investors in a related investor lawsuit settlement. 
 

SEC v. Herman Ronnie Young, Jr. dba Race Cycler 
Litigation Release No. 23729 (January 27, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/litreleases/2017/lr23729.htm  
Civil Action No. 1:17-cv-00243 (January 26, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/complaints/2017/comp23729.pdf  
 
[Litigation Release] 
 
SEC Announces Fraud Charges Against Operator of Online Pyramid and Ponzi Scheme 
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission announced that Herman Ronnie Young, Jr. has agreed 
to admit wrongdoing to settle charges that he operated an Internet-based pyramid and Ponzi 
scheme. 
 
According to the SEC's complaint, filed in the U.S. District Court for the District of South 
Carolina, thousands of individuals nationwide and overseas collectively invested over $1.3 
million through Race Cycler's website from August 2014 until February 2015. Investors paid 
$230 to become "members" of Race Cycler and recruited other members in order to move up the 
pyramid and eventually earn reward points, which could be converted to cash. The reward 
payments to earlier investors were made from the funds received from later investors. According 
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to the complaint, Young promoted Race Cycler as a legitimate enterprise selling e-books, but the 
products Race Cycler purported to sell were practically valueless and existed only to give the 
illusion of a legitimate enterprise. In February 2015, following discussions with the SEC's staff, 
Young voluntarily shut down Race Cycler. 
 
Young agreed to the entry of a final judgment permanently enjoining him from future violations 
of Sections 5(a), 5(c) and 17(a) of the Securities Act of 1933 and Section 10(b) of the Securities 
Exchange Act of 1934 and Rule 10b-5 thereunder, a permanent conduct-based injunction, and an 
order requiring him to pay $342,510 of approximately $1.32 million in disgorgement and 
prejudgment interest based on his sworn statement of financial condition. The judgment does not 
impose a civil penalty based on Young's cooperation with the SEC. The settlement is subject to 
court approval. 
 

In the Matter of Mer Telemanagement Solutions Ltd. 
Securities Act Release No. 10285 (January 18, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2017/33-10285.pdf  

In the Matter of Eytan Bar 
Securities Act Release No. 10284 (January 18, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2017/33-10284.pdf  
 
[Administrative Summary] 
 
Company and CEO Settle Charges Relating to False and Misleading Press Releases  
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission charged a foreign private issuer and its former CEO 
with making false and misleading statements concerning a telecommunications contract, and 
charged the former CEO with engaging in deceptive conduct by making profitable sales of the 
issuer’s shares.  
 
An SEC investigation found that the issuer, Mer Telemanagement Solutions Ltd. (MTS), and 
Eytan Bar, the former CEO, issued a press release on October 15, 2013 that made it appear that 
MTS had entered into a significant three-year contract with a large and established 
telecommunications company, SBC Communications, LLC (SBC). In fact, SBC had little to no 
operations. Following this press release, MTS’s share price increased dramatically and Bar, in 
violation of MTS’s insider trading policy – which imposed a 48-hour blackout period on trading 
in company stock following the release of material non-public information and required 
disclosure to MTS of any intended trades in company stock – sold MTS shares at inflated prices.  
 
On January 22, 2014, MTS and Bar issued a second press release announcing that the agreement 
with SBC had been terminated. Despite multiple red flags indicating that SBC was not a 
legitimate large-scale business, MTS and Bar continued to falsely describe SBC as a provider of 
diverse telecommunications services.  
 
The SEC’s orders find that MTS violated Section 17(a)(3) of the Securities Act of 1933 and 
Section 13(a) of the Exchange Act of 1934 and Rules 12b-20 and 13a-16 thereunder, and that 
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option on their promissory notes and to fund repairs and remodeling of these properties.  
 
Unbeknownst to the investors, Stanley frequently commingled funds among his entities in order 
to prop up his property projects. Stanley also used investor funds to purchase a restaurant and a 
yacht for his own use.  
 
According to the SEC’s order, Stanley’s businesses began failing, yet Stanley continued to prop 
up his projects by raising additional investor funds. In his solicitations of new investors, Stanley 
claimed to have a successful track record in real estate investments and to have never suffered a 
loss. He never mentioned the issues he had with certain of his properties or his need to 
commingle investor funds in order to support struggling projects.  
 
The SEC’s order finds that Stanley violated Sections 5(a), 5(c), and 17(a) of the Securities Act of 
1933 and Sections 10(b) and 15(a) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 and Rule 10b-5 
thereunder. Without admitting or denying the findings in the SEC’s order, Stanley agreed to the 
entry of a cease-and-desist order, an industry bar, and a penny stock bar. Stanley also agreed to 
pay disgorgement of $7,617,873, prejudgment interest of $768,471, and a $250,000 civil penalty 
pursuant to a three-year payment plan, with the amount of disgorgement and interest subject to 
offset by payments to investors in a related investor lawsuit settlement. 
 

SEC v. Herman Ronnie Young, Jr. dba Race Cycler 
Litigation Release No. 23729 (January 27, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/litreleases/2017/lr23729.htm  
Civil Action No. 1:17-cv-00243 (January 26, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/complaints/2017/comp23729.pdf  
 
[Litigation Release] 
 
SEC Announces Fraud Charges Against Operator of Online Pyramid and Ponzi Scheme 
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission announced that Herman Ronnie Young, Jr. has agreed 
to admit wrongdoing to settle charges that he operated an Internet-based pyramid and Ponzi 
scheme. 
 
According to the SEC's complaint, filed in the U.S. District Court for the District of South 
Carolina, thousands of individuals nationwide and overseas collectively invested over $1.3 
million through Race Cycler's website from August 2014 until February 2015. Investors paid 
$230 to become "members" of Race Cycler and recruited other members in order to move up the 
pyramid and eventually earn reward points, which could be converted to cash. The reward 
payments to earlier investors were made from the funds received from later investors. According 
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to the complaint, Young promoted Race Cycler as a legitimate enterprise selling e-books, but the 
products Race Cycler purported to sell were practically valueless and existed only to give the 
illusion of a legitimate enterprise. In February 2015, following discussions with the SEC's staff, 
Young voluntarily shut down Race Cycler. 
 
Young agreed to the entry of a final judgment permanently enjoining him from future violations 
of Sections 5(a), 5(c) and 17(a) of the Securities Act of 1933 and Section 10(b) of the Securities 
Exchange Act of 1934 and Rule 10b-5 thereunder, a permanent conduct-based injunction, and an 
order requiring him to pay $342,510 of approximately $1.32 million in disgorgement and 
prejudgment interest based on his sworn statement of financial condition. The judgment does not 
impose a civil penalty based on Young's cooperation with the SEC. The settlement is subject to 
court approval. 
 

In the Matter of Mer Telemanagement Solutions Ltd. 
Securities Act Release No. 10285 (January 18, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2017/33-10285.pdf  

In the Matter of Eytan Bar 
Securities Act Release No. 10284 (January 18, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2017/33-10284.pdf  
 
[Administrative Summary] 
 
Company and CEO Settle Charges Relating to False and Misleading Press Releases  
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission charged a foreign private issuer and its former CEO 
with making false and misleading statements concerning a telecommunications contract, and 
charged the former CEO with engaging in deceptive conduct by making profitable sales of the 
issuer’s shares.  
 
An SEC investigation found that the issuer, Mer Telemanagement Solutions Ltd. (MTS), and 
Eytan Bar, the former CEO, issued a press release on October 15, 2013 that made it appear that 
MTS had entered into a significant three-year contract with a large and established 
telecommunications company, SBC Communications, LLC (SBC). In fact, SBC had little to no 
operations. Following this press release, MTS’s share price increased dramatically and Bar, in 
violation of MTS’s insider trading policy – which imposed a 48-hour blackout period on trading 
in company stock following the release of material non-public information and required 
disclosure to MTS of any intended trades in company stock – sold MTS shares at inflated prices.  
 
On January 22, 2014, MTS and Bar issued a second press release announcing that the agreement 
with SBC had been terminated. Despite multiple red flags indicating that SBC was not a 
legitimate large-scale business, MTS and Bar continued to falsely describe SBC as a provider of 
diverse telecommunications services.  
 
The SEC’s orders find that MTS violated Section 17(a)(3) of the Securities Act of 1933 and 
Section 13(a) of the Exchange Act of 1934 and Rules 12b-20 and 13a-16 thereunder, and that 
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Bar violated Section 17(a) of the Securities Act and Section 10(b) of the Exchange Act and Rule 
10b-5 thereunder and also caused MTS’s violations of Section 13(a) of the Exchange Act and 
Rules 12b-20 and 13a-16 thereunder. MTS and Bar agreed to pay civil penalties of $50,000 and 
$30,000, respectively, and Bar agreed to pay disgorgement and prejudgment interest of $50,009.  
 
The SEC’s order also bars Bar from serving as an officer or director for five years. Both MTS 
and Bar consented to the SEC’s orders without admitting or denying the SEC’s findings. 
 

SEC v. San Francisco Regional Center, LLC, et al. 
Litigation Release No. 23721 (January 18, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/litreleases/2017/lr23721.htm  
Civil Action No. 3:17-cv-00223 (January 17, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/complaints/2017/comp-pr2017-17.pdf 
 
Press Release No. 2017-17 (January 17, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/news/pressrelease/2017-17.html  
 
[Litigation Release] 
 
SEC Charges Businessman with Misusing EB-5 Investments 
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission announced fraud charges against an Oakland, Calif.-
based businessman accused of misusing money he raised from investors through the EB-5 
immigrant investor program intended to create or preserve jobs for U.S. workers. 
 
The SEC alleges that Thomas M. Henderson and his company San Francisco Regional Center 
LLC falsely claimed to foreign investors that their $500,000 investments would help create at 
least 10 jobs within several distinct EB-5 related businesses he created, including a nursing 
facility, call centers, and a dairy operation. This would qualify the investors for a potential path 
to permanent U.S. residency through the EB-5 program. 
 
But according to the SEC's complaint, Henderson jeopardized investors' residency prospects and 
combined the $100 million he raised from investors into a general fund from which he allegedly 
misused at least $9.6 million to purchase his home and personal items and improperly fund 
several personal business projects such as Bay Area restaurants that were unrelated to the 
companies he purportedly established to create jobs consistent with EB-5 requirements. 
According to the SEC's complaint, Henderson also improperly used $7.5 million of investor 
money to pay overseas marketing agents, and he shuffled millions of dollars among the EB-5 
businesses to obscure his fraudulent scheme. 
 
The SEC's complaint charges violations of the antifraud provisions of the securities laws in 
Section 10(b) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 and Rule 10b-5 thereunder and Section 
17(a) of the Securities Act of 1933. The SEC is seeking a court order appointing a receiver over 
San Francisco Regional Center and Henderson's other businesses involved in the alleged fraud. 
The SEC's complaint, filed in U.S. District Court for the Northern District of California, seeks 
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preliminary injunctions as well as disgorgement of ill-gotten gains plus interest, penalties, and 
other relief. 
 

SEC v. AJN Investments, LLC et al. 
Litigation Release No. 23714 (December 28, 2016) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/litreleases/2016/lr23714.htm  
Civil Action No. 0:16-cv-63036 (December 28, 2016) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/complaints/2016/comp23714.pdf 
 
Press Release No. 2016-282 (December 28, 2016) 
https://www.sec.gov/news/pressrelease/2016-282.html  
 
[Litigation Release] 
 
Businessman Settles Charges of Fraudulent EB-5 Offering 
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission announced that a Florida-based businessman has 
agreed to settle charges that he misused investor funds intended to create U.S. jobs through the 
EB-5 Immigrant Investor Program. 
 
The SEC alleges that Jason Adam Ogden, the CEO of a pair of smoothie and frozen yogurt 
franchises called Juiceblendz and Yoblendz, formed AJN Investments LLC to conduct an 
investment offering in conjunction with the EB-5 program, which provides foreign investors a 
path to permanent residency when their investments create at least 10 jobs for American 
workers. Investors were allegedly told that their money would help build and operate Juiceblendz 
and Yoblendz stores in strip malls and create a sufficient amount of jobs for them to qualify for 
an EB-5 visa and ultimately a green card. 
 
But according to the SEC's complaint, Ogden changed his business model midstream without 
updating the offering materials, focusing on developing kiosks in sports arenas and university 
campuses rather than following through with the construction of full-size stores. Not only did 
this result in smaller-than-promised returns for investors, but also jeopardized their EB-5 
program status because kiosks don't stimulate the same job creation as full-size stores and 
construction projects. 
 
The SEC further alleges that Ogden improperly siphoned more than $1 million in investor funds 
for his personal use, making undisclosed cash transfers to his bank account. Ogden allegedly 
used investor funds to repay a personal loan and pay for meals and entertainment. 
 
The SEC's complaint, filed in U.S. District Court of the Southern District of Florida, charges 
Ogden and AJN Investments with violating Section 17(a) of the Securities Act of 1933 and 
Section 10(b) the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 and Rule 10b-5. They agreed to settle the 
SEC's charges without admitting or denying the allegations. Ogden agreed to pay back the 
amount of investor funds he misused for his own personal benefit totaling $1,008,681, plus 
interest of $41,024 and a penalty of $160,000. The settlement is subject to court approval. 
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Bar violated Section 17(a) of the Securities Act and Section 10(b) of the Exchange Act and Rule 
10b-5 thereunder and also caused MTS’s violations of Section 13(a) of the Exchange Act and 
Rules 12b-20 and 13a-16 thereunder. MTS and Bar agreed to pay civil penalties of $50,000 and 
$30,000, respectively, and Bar agreed to pay disgorgement and prejudgment interest of $50,009.  
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and Bar consented to the SEC’s orders without admitting or denying the SEC’s findings. 
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[Litigation Release] 
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least 10 jobs within several distinct EB-5 related businesses he created, including a nursing 
facility, call centers, and a dairy operation. This would qualify the investors for a potential path 
to permanent U.S. residency through the EB-5 program. 
 
But according to the SEC's complaint, Henderson jeopardized investors' residency prospects and 
combined the $100 million he raised from investors into a general fund from which he allegedly 
misused at least $9.6 million to purchase his home and personal items and improperly fund 
several personal business projects such as Bay Area restaurants that were unrelated to the 
companies he purportedly established to create jobs consistent with EB-5 requirements. 
According to the SEC's complaint, Henderson also improperly used $7.5 million of investor 
money to pay overseas marketing agents, and he shuffled millions of dollars among the EB-5 
businesses to obscure his fraudulent scheme. 
 
The SEC's complaint charges violations of the antifraud provisions of the securities laws in 
Section 10(b) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 and Rule 10b-5 thereunder and Section 
17(a) of the Securities Act of 1933. The SEC is seeking a court order appointing a receiver over 
San Francisco Regional Center and Henderson's other businesses involved in the alleged fraud. 
The SEC's complaint, filed in U.S. District Court for the Northern District of California, seeks 
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preliminary injunctions as well as disgorgement of ill-gotten gains plus interest, penalties, and 
other relief. 
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[Litigation Release] 
 
Businessman Settles Charges of Fraudulent EB-5 Offering 
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission announced that a Florida-based businessman has 
agreed to settle charges that he misused investor funds intended to create U.S. jobs through the 
EB-5 Immigrant Investor Program. 
 
The SEC alleges that Jason Adam Ogden, the CEO of a pair of smoothie and frozen yogurt 
franchises called Juiceblendz and Yoblendz, formed AJN Investments LLC to conduct an 
investment offering in conjunction with the EB-5 program, which provides foreign investors a 
path to permanent residency when their investments create at least 10 jobs for American 
workers. Investors were allegedly told that their money would help build and operate Juiceblendz 
and Yoblendz stores in strip malls and create a sufficient amount of jobs for them to qualify for 
an EB-5 visa and ultimately a green card. 
 
But according to the SEC's complaint, Ogden changed his business model midstream without 
updating the offering materials, focusing on developing kiosks in sports arenas and university 
campuses rather than following through with the construction of full-size stores. Not only did 
this result in smaller-than-promised returns for investors, but also jeopardized their EB-5 
program status because kiosks don't stimulate the same job creation as full-size stores and 
construction projects. 
 
The SEC further alleges that Ogden improperly siphoned more than $1 million in investor funds 
for his personal use, making undisclosed cash transfers to his bank account. Ogden allegedly 
used investor funds to repay a personal loan and pay for meals and entertainment. 
 
The SEC's complaint, filed in U.S. District Court of the Southern District of Florida, charges 
Ogden and AJN Investments with violating Section 17(a) of the Securities Act of 1933 and 
Section 10(b) the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 and Rule 10b-5. They agreed to settle the 
SEC's charges without admitting or denying the allegations. Ogden agreed to pay back the 
amount of investor funds he misused for his own personal benefit totaling $1,008,681, plus 
interest of $41,024 and a penalty of $160,000. The settlement is subject to court approval. 
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SEC v. Emilio Francisco, et al. 
Litigation Release No. 23712 (December 27, 2016) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/litreleases/2016/lr23712.htm  
Civil Action No. 8:16-cv-02257 (December 27, 2016) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/complaints/2016/comp23712.pdf 
 
Press Release No. 2016-281 (December 27, 2016) 
https://www.sec.gov/news/pressrelease/2016-281.html 
 
[Litigation Release] 
 
SEC Charges Lawyer with Stealing Investor Money in Eb-5 Offerings 
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission charged a California-based attorney with defrauding 
investors seeking to participate in the EB-5 immigrant investor program, stealing their money to 
buy a yacht and prop up his other businesses. 
 
The SEC alleges that Emilio Francisco raised $72 million from investors in China solicited 
through his marketing firm PDC Capital to invest in EB-5 projects that included opening Caffe 
Primo restaurants, developing assisted living facilities, and renovating a production facility for 
environmentally friendly agriculture and cleaning products. Under the EB-5 program, foreign 
investors can apply to permanently live and work in the U.S. by investing money in certain 
projects that bring about American jobs. 
 
According to the SEC's complaint, Francisco and PDC Capital diverted investor funds from one 
project to another and outright stole at least $9.6 million that was used to finance Francisco's 
own businesses and luxury lifestyle. Francisco was allegedly aware that doing so would violate 
federal regulations and jeopardize any visas for the foreign investors. 
 
The SEC's complaint charges Francisco, PDC Capital, and 20 other Francisco-controlled 
businesses with violating Section 17(a) of the Securities Act of 1933 and Section 10(b) of the 
Securities Exchange Act of 1934 and Rule 10b-5. The complaint also alleges that Francisco and 
PDC Capital aided and abetted the other defendants' violations of Section 10(b) and Rule 10b-
5(b), and that Francisco is also liable under section 20(a) of the Securities and Exchange Act of 
1934 as a control person of the entity defendants. The SEC is seeking an emergency asset freeze 
and a court-appointed receiver over Francisco's businesses involved in the schemes. 
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In the Matter of Michael J. Muellerleile, Esq., et al. 
Securities Act Release No. 10268 (December 16, 2016) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2016/33-10268.pdf 

In the Matter of Lan Phuong Nguyen 
Securities Act Release No. 10267 (December 16, 2016) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2016/33-10267.pdf 

In the Matter of Joel Felix 
Securities Act Release No. 10269 (December 16, 2016) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2016/33-10269.pdf  

In the Matter of Empire Stock Transfer, Inc., et al. 
Securities Act Release No. 10270 (December16, 20160 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2016/33-10270.pdf 
 
Press Release No. 2016-265 (December 16, 2016) 
https://www.sec.gov/news/pressrelease/2016-265.html 
 
[Press Release] 
 
SEC Charges Gatekeepers in Microcap Frauds  
 
Agency Releases White Paper on Risks of Penny Stock Investing 
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
2016-265  
Washington D.C., Dec. 16, 2016 —  
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission barred several market participants from the penny 
stock industry for their roles in various sham initial public offerings (IPOs) of microcap stocks 
that defrauded investors.  
 
In one case, Newport Beach, Calif.-based securities lawyer Michael J. Muellerleile authored 
false and misleading registration statements used in sham IPOs for five microcap issuers in order 
to transfer unrestricted shares of penny stocks to offshore market participants.  Muellerleile’s law 
firm M2 Law Professional Corp. also is charged along with Lan Phuong Nguyen, an attorney 
who assisted Muellerleile by signing false and misleading attorney opinion letters, and Joel 
Felix, the CFO of one of the issuers, for making false and misleading statements.  The SEC 
suspended trading in that issuer, American Energy Development Corp. 
 
In another case, Nevada-based stock transfer agent Empire Stock Transfer and its supervisor of 
operations Matthew J. Blevins transferred large blocks of several penny stock securities without 
restrictions to offshore nominees despite red flags indicating the shares were likely part of an 
illegal operation.  The SEC previously charged several offshore entities behind the illegal sales 
of unregistered penny stocks made possible by Empire Stock Transfer and Blevins. 
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PDC Capital aided and abetted the other defendants' violations of Section 10(b) and Rule 10b-
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[Press Release] 
 
SEC Charges Gatekeepers in Microcap Frauds  
 
Agency Releases White Paper on Risks of Penny Stock Investing 
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
2016-265  
Washington D.C., Dec. 16, 2016 —  
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission barred several market participants from the penny 
stock industry for their roles in various sham initial public offerings (IPOs) of microcap stocks 
that defrauded investors.  
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false and misleading registration statements used in sham IPOs for five microcap issuers in order 
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firm M2 Law Professional Corp. also is charged along with Lan Phuong Nguyen, an attorney 
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All of the market participants named have agreed to settle the charges without admitting or 
denying the SEC’s findings.  
 
Muellerleile agreed to pay $154,267 and Nguyen agreed to pay $13,039 while accepting penny 
stock bars and permanent suspensions from appearing and practicing before the SEC as 
attorneys, which includes representing clients in SEC matters including investigations, litigation, 
or examinations and advising clients about SEC filing obligations or content.  Felix agreed to a 
penny stock bar, officer-and-director bar, and payment of $63,695.  
 
Empire Stock Transfer agreed to pay more than $154,000, and Blevins agreed to pay $20,000 
and be permanently barred from the securities industry. 
 
The SEC also has released a white paper produced by its Division of Economic and Risk 
Analysis outlining some consequences of investing in stocks quoted in the microcap markets 
versus those listed on a national securities exchange.  The white paper analyzed 1.8 million 
trades by more than 200,000 individual investors and determined that individual investor returns 
in the microcap markets tend to be negative, with returns worsening for penny stocks of less 
transparent companies and those that have experienced an alleged promotional 
campaign.  Demographic analysis revealed that older, retired, low-income, and less-educated 
investors experience significantly poorer outcomes in microcap stock markets.  The white paper 
also reports recent trends in the microcap markets and synthesizes academic research on the 
documented risks of investing in these stocks. 
 
The SEC’s Office of Investor Education and Advocacy recently issued a series of three bulletins 
to educate investors about microcap stocks and their marketplaces.  The bulletins discuss the 
unique characteristics of microcap stocks and where they’re traded, outline resources for 
investors to get information about microcap companies, and note the risks and red flags for 
investors to keep in mind.  
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In the Matter of Equidate, Inc. and Equidate Holdings LLC 
Securities Act Release No. 10262 (December 6, 2016) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2016/33-10262.pdf  
 
Press Release No. 2016-257 (December 6, 2016) 
https://www.sec.gov/news/pressrelease/2016-257.html  
 
[Press Release] 
 
Firm Settles Charges for Selling Unregistered Swaps Involving Pre-IPO Companies  
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
2016-257  
Washington D.C., Dec. 6, 2016 —  
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission announced that a San Francisco-based firm agreed to 
settle charges that it violated federal securities laws by failing to register security-based swaps 
that were offered and sold online to shareholders in pre-IPO companies. 
 
The SEC instituted an order finding that Equidate Inc. sought to provide liquidity for employees 
of private, growth-stage companies in the Silicon Valley and others holding restricted shares of 
their stock, and its platform essentially matched these shareholders with investors seeking to 
invest in the potential economic return on those shares.  Equidate conducted transactions through 
contracts that its subsidiary entered into with the shareholders and investors, and payment 
provisions were triggered by such events as a merger, acquisition, or IPO at the underlying 
company.  But Equidate never filed a registration statement for the swaps nor sold them through 
a national securities exchange as required. 
 
Equidate consented to the SEC’s order without admitting or denying the findings and agreed to 
pay an $80,000 penalty.  Equidate stopped offering and selling security-based swaps in 
December 2015 as a result of the SEC investigation. 
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Press Release No. 2016-257 (December 6, 2016) 
https://www.sec.gov/news/pressrelease/2016-257.html  
 
[Press Release] 
 
Firm Settles Charges for Selling Unregistered Swaps Involving Pre-IPO Companies  
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
2016-257  
Washington D.C., Dec. 6, 2016 —  
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission announced that a San Francisco-based firm agreed to 
settle charges that it violated federal securities laws by failing to register security-based swaps 
that were offered and sold online to shareholders in pre-IPO companies. 
 
The SEC instituted an order finding that Equidate Inc. sought to provide liquidity for employees 
of private, growth-stage companies in the Silicon Valley and others holding restricted shares of 
their stock, and its platform essentially matched these shareholders with investors seeking to 
invest in the potential economic return on those shares.  Equidate conducted transactions through 
contracts that its subsidiary entered into with the shareholders and investors, and payment 
provisions were triggered by such events as a merger, acquisition, or IPO at the underlying 
company.  But Equidate never filed a registration statement for the swaps nor sold them through 
a national securities exchange as required. 
 
Equidate consented to the SEC’s order without admitting or denying the findings and agreed to 
pay an $80,000 penalty.  Equidate stopped offering and selling security-based swaps in 
December 2015 as a result of the SEC investigation. 
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SEC v. Matthew Carl Griffin and William Daniel Griffin 
Litigation Release No. 23694 (November 23, 2016) 
Civil Action No. 4:16-cv-00902 (November 23, 2016) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/litreleases/2016/lr23694.htm 
 
[Litigation Release] 
 
SEC Charges Matthew Carl Griffin and William Daniel Griffin with Fraud 
 
On November 23, 2016, the Securities and Exchange Commission filed a civil action charging 
brothers Matthew Carl Griffin and William Daniel Griffin with fraudulently offering interests in 
two Texas partnerships. 
 
The SEC alleges that, between November 2013 and July 2014, the Griffins, through their 
company, Payson Petroleum, Inc., conducted a fraudulent two-phase offering of interests in two 
Texas partnerships, raising $23 million from approximately 150 investors for the purpose of 
developing three oil and gas wells. The SEC further alleges that the Griffins misled investors 
about Payson's promised participation in the program and about Payson's compensation as the 
program's sponsor and operator. 
 
Specifically, the SEC alleges that the Griffins misrepresented to the investors: i) that Payson 
would contribute, up-front, 20% of the offering amount, or $5.4 million, and that this capital 
infusion would cover 20% of the cost of the wells; ii) that Payson's consideration as program 
sponsor/operator/co-investor would be limited to 20% of any petroleum revenue generated by the 
wells; and iii) that Payson would cover any cost overages, beyond the estimated $24 million, in 
drilling and completing the wells. The SEC further alleges that these were misrepresentations 
because, in fact: i) Payson contributed no money to the offering and paid nothing toward the well 
costs; ii) Payson appropriated the entirety of the offering proceeds net of offering costs; and iii) 
Payson lacked the financial means to pay even the smallest cost overage. 
 
In its complaint the Commission charges Matthew Carl Griffin and William Daniel Griffin with 
violating Section 17(a) of the Securities Act of 1933 and Section 10(b) of the Securities 
Exchange Act of 1934 and Rule 10b-5 thereunder. Without admitting or denying the allegations 
in the SEC's complaint, Matthew Carl Griffin and William Daniel Griffin have each consented to 
a permanent obey-the-law injunction, disgorgement with prejudgment interest and a civil penalty 
in amounts to be determined by the Court upon motion by the Commission. 
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SEC v. Patrick S. Carter, et al. 
Civil Action No. 8:16-cv-02070 (November 17, 2016) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/complaints/2016/comp-pr2016-242.pdf 
 
Press Release No. 2016-242 (November 17, 2016) 
https://www.sec.gov/news/pressrelease/2016-242.html 
 
[Press Release] 
 
SEC Charges Renewable Energy Company, CEO, and Others With Defrauding Investors  
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
2016-242  
Washington D.C., Nov. 17, 2016 —  
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission filed fraud charges against four individuals and others 
who allegedly profited by defrauding investors in a cash-strapped California-based renewable 
energy company. 
 
Patrick Carter, the founder and CEO of 808 Renewable Energy Corp. was charged along with the 
company, chief operating officer Peter Kirkbride, sales representatives Martin Kinchloe and 
Thomas Flowers, and three other firms: 808 Investments LLC, West Coast Commodities LLC, 
and T.A. Flowers LLC.  The complaint alleges that the fraud began in 2009 and lasted at least 
five years, raising more than $30 million from hundreds of investors. 
 
According to the SEC’s complaint, filed in U.S. District Court for the Central District of 
California, the defendants misled investors, falsely claiming their funds would be used to acquire 
new equipment and expand 808 Renewable. Instead, the complaint alleges that Carter paid 
millions for “consulting fees” by 808 Investments LLC, a company he owned and controlled, and 
diverted millions more to support his lavish lifestyle, to pay commissions to sales 
representatives, and to make Ponzi-like payments to investors. The SEC also alleges that in 2013 
Carter falsely announced that the New York Stock Exchange had preliminarily approved 808 
Renewable’s stock for trading on the AMEX, and sold millions of his own shares to investors.  
 
The SEC’s complaint charges Carter, 808 Renewable, Kirkbride, Kinchloe, Flowers, 808 
Investments, LLC, West Coast Commodities LLC and T.A. Flowers LLC with violating federal 
antifraud laws and related SEC rules.  The SEC seeks disgorgement of allegedly ill-gotten gains 
plus prejudgment interest and penalties, permanent injunctive relief, and penny-stock bars 
against the defendants, as well as officer and director bars against Carter and Kirkbride. 
 
Flowers and T.A. Flowers LLC have offered to settle the SEC’s action without admitting or 
denying the allegations against them.  Under the settlement, which is subject to court approval, 
they will agree to full injunctive relief, disgorgement plus prejudgment interest of $1.4 million, 
penny-stock bars, and a $160,000 penalty assessed against Flowers. 
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SEC v. Ryan Gilbertson, et al. 
Litigation Release No. 23680 (November 1, 2016) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/litreleases/2016/lr23680.htm 
Civil Action No. 0:16-cv-03779 (October 31, 2016) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/complaints/2016/comp-pr2016-231.pdf 

In the Matter of Michael L. Reger 
Securities Act Release No. 10241 (October 31, 2016) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2016/33-10241.pdf  

In the Matter of Nicholas H. Shermeta, et al. 
Exchange Act Release No. 79195 (October 31, 2016) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2016/34-79195.pdf  
 
Press Release No. 2016-231 (October 31, 2016) 
https://www.sec.gov/news/pressrelease/2016-231.html  
 
[Litigation Release] 
 
On October 31, 2016, the Securities and Exchange Commission charged the co-founder of a 
Minnesota-based energy company with manipulating its stock price and concealing his control of 
the company to attain lucrative financial payouts. 
 
The company's other co-founder agreed to pay nearly $8 million to settle separate charges 
against him. Three others also are charged in the case. 
 
The SEC filed a complaint against Ryan Gilbertson, who allegedly hatched and orchestrated the 
elaborate scheme to secretly siphon millions of dollars from Dakota Plains Holdings, which 
operates an oil-shipping rail facility in North Dakota. Gilbertson founded the company with 
Michael Reger. 
 
According to the SEC's complaint, Gilbertson and Reger installed their fathers as figurehead 
executives so they could secretly wield control of the company and issue millions of shares of 
stock to themselves, family, and friends. They later hired one of their friends as CEO. They 
allegedly caused the company to enter into an agreement to borrow money from them under 
generous terms that included extra bonus payments to Gilbertson, Reger, and other lenders based 
on the price of Dakota Plains stock after 20 days of trading following a reverse merger into a 
company with publicly-traded shares. 
 
According to the SEC's complaint, Gilbertson enlisted friends and associates including Douglas 
Hoskins and Thomas Howells to choreograph extensive sales and purchases of Dakota Plains 
stock and cause the price to skyrocket from 30 cents to more than $11 per share during that 20-
day period. The inflated stock price obligated Dakota Plains to make bonus payments totaling 
$32 million to Gilbertson, Reger, and others. After meeting his target to receive the bonus 
payments, Gilbertson ceased his alleged manipulation efforts. The stock price then steadily 
declined to pennies per share and was delisted a few months ago. 
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Hoskins and Howells are charged in the SEC's complaint along with Gilbertson for allegedly 
participating in his stock manipulation activities. 
 
Reger consented to an SEC order finding that he obtained illicit payments and skirted public 
disclosure requirements by spreading his Dakota Plains stock holdings among 10 accounts in 
different names to conceal that he owned more than one-fifth of the company's shares and reaped 
millions of dollars in bonus payments. Without admitting or denying the findings, Reger agreed 
to pay $6.5 million in disgorgement, $669,365.85 in interest, and a $750,000 penalty as well as a 
cease-and-desist order as to Sections 17(a)(2) and 17(a)(3) of the Securities Act and Sections 
13(d) and 16(a) of the Exchange Act. 
 
Minnesota-based stockbroker Nicholas Shermeta also consented to an SEC order finding that he 
solicited investors for Dakota Plains and recommended the stock to his clients at the registered 
brokerage firm where he worked, but improperly brokered the sales through his unregistered firm 
Napa Properties rather than through his employer. Without admitting or denying the findings, 
Shermeta and Napa Properties agreed to pay $75,000 in disgorgement, $11,075.49 in interest, 
and a $50,000 penalty and to a cease-and-desist order as to Section 15(a) of the Exchange Act. 
Shermeta also agreed to be barred from the securities industry with a right to apply for 
reinstatement after three years. 
 
The complaint filed in the United States District Court for the District of Minnesota seeks 
monetary sanctions including disgorgement and financial penalties as well as injunctive relief as 
to all the defendants and a bar from serving as an officer and director as to Ryan Gilbertson. The 
complaint alleges that Gilbertson violated Section 17(a) of the Securities Act, Section 10(b) of 
the Securities Exchange and Rules 10b-5(a) and (c) thereunder, and Sections 13(d) and 16(a) of 
the Exchange Act; that Howells and Hoskins aided and abetted Gilbertson's violations of 
Sections 17(a)(1) and 17(a)(3) of the Securities Act, Section 10(b) of the Exchange Act and 
Rules 10b-5(a) and (c) thereunder; and that Gilbertson, Howells, and Hoskins violated Sections 
5(a) and 5(c) of the Securities Act. 
 
The SEC's investigation in this matter is continuing. 
 

In the Matter of Curt Kramer and Hope Capital, Inc. 
Securities Act Release No. 10239 (October 27, 2016) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2016/33-10239.pdf  
 
[Administrative Summary] 
 
SEC Sanctions Penny Stock Investor for Unregistered Trading  
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission charged a New York-based penny stock investor and 
his entity with violating the federal securities laws when they sold millions of shares of a 
microcap company to the investing public for sizeable profits.  
 
Curt Kramer and his Great Neck, N.Y.-based entity, Hope Capital, Inc., agreed to disgorge those 
profits and pay a penalty for a total of more than $679,000, to settle the charges.  
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[Administrative Summary] 
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An SEC investigation found that from mid-December 2008 through mid-May 2009, Kramer and 
Hope Capital sold over 113.5 million shares of Spongetech Delivery Systems, Inc. (Spongetech) 
stock to the investing public for profits of $525,603. Kramer and Hope Capital had obtained 
these shares from two Spongetech affiliates in 16 private transactions, and at significant 
discounts from market prices. Kramer had negotiated the purchase of the shares with 
Spongetech’s CFO. After Kramer and Hope Capital received the shares, they sold the shares in 
U.S. public markets within days or a few weeks of the purchases. The discount Kramer and Hope 
Capital received enabled them to promptly sell the Spongetech shares at a profit. No registration 
statement was filed as to any of the shares that Kramer and Hope Capital sold to the investing 
public, and no exemption from registration requirements was applicable to these transactions.  
 
The SEC’s order finds that Kramer and Hope Capital violated Sections 5(a) and 5(c) of the 
Securities Act of 1933. Without admitting or denying the SEC’s findings, Kramer and Hope 
Capital consented to the entry of a cease and desist order, to a prohibition from acquiring any 
security from any affiliate of an issuer of securities, and to pay disgorgement of $525,603, plus 
prejudgment interest of $54,144. Kramer also agreed to pay a civil penalty of $100,000. 
 

SEC v. Southlake Resources Group, LLC, et al. 
Litigation Release No. 23677 (October 25, 2016) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/litreleases/2016/lr23677.htm  
Civil Action No. 4:16-cv-00992 (October 24, 2016) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/complaints/2016/comp23677.pdf  
 
[Litigation Release] 
 
SEC Charges Texas Company and Its President in Oil-And-Gas Scheme 
 
A Texas company and its president have agreed to pay over $5.4 million to settle charges by the 
Securities and Exchange Commission that they orchestrated an oil-and-gas fraud. The SEC also 
charged the president and a company vice president with acting as unregistered brokers in the 
transactions underlying the fraud. 
 
According to the SEC's complaint, filed on October 24, 2016, in the U.S. District Court for the 
Northern District of Texas, Southlake Resources Group, LLC and its founder and president, 
Cody M. Winters, raised approximately $5.2 million from more than 70 investors in 12 
fraudulent oil-and-gas joint ventures. Winters and Southlake employed sales agents, including 
vice president Nicholas R. Hamilton, to offer and sell joint-venture interests to investors in 26 
states from approximately June 2010 through September 2014. The SEC alleges that Winters and 
Southlake provided investors with offering documents that contained untrue and misleading 
statements about the investments. For example, the documents misrepresented the use of the 
offering proceeds, contained unsubstantiated projections regarding future oil production and 
revenue, and overstated expected well costs, according to the complaint. The SEC also alleges 
that Winters directed Southlake to engage in conduct that operated as a fraud on investors, 
including taking undisclosed profit and overhead payments from the offering proceeds, using 
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offering proceeds to acquire working interests for itself, and selling joint-venture interests to 
certain investors at an undisclosed 50% discount. 
 
All three defendants have agreed to settle the SEC's charges without admitting or denying the 
allegations in the complaint. Southlake and Winters each consented to the entry of permanent 
injunctions from violating securities-registration and anti-fraud provisions of the federal 
securities laws, specifically Sections 5(a), 5(c), and 17(a) of the Securities Act of 1933 and 
Section 10(b) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 and Rule 10b-5 thereunder. Winters and 
Hamilton each consented to the entry of permanent injunctions from violating the broker-
registration requirements of Exchange Act Section 15(a) and have each consented to industry 
bars in a related administrative proceeding. The defendants have also agreed to pay disgorgement 
totaling $5,235,650 plus prejudgment interest of $285,761.70. Winters and Southlake also agreed 
to pay civil penalties of $160,000 each. Hamilton agreed to pay a $50,000 civil penalty. The 
settlements are subject to court approval. 
 

In the Matter of Forcerank, LLC 
Securities Act Release No. 10232 (October 13, 2016) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2016/33-10232.pdf 
 
Press Release No. 2016-216 (October 13, 2016) 
https://www.sec.gov/news/pressrelease/2016-216.html 
 
[Press Release] 
 
Company to Pay Penalty for Stock Picking Game That Was An Unregistered Swap  
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
2016-216  
Washington D.C., Oct. 13, 2016 —  
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission announced that a New York-based company has 
agreed to pay a $50,000 penalty for illegally offering complex derivatives products to retail 
investors through mobile phone games that were described as “fantasy sports for stocks.” 
 
An SEC investigation found that Forcerank LLC failed to file a registration statement for what 
constituted a security-based swap offering, and the company also failed to sell the contracts 
through a national securities exchange.  Both are requirements under the Dodd-Frank Act to 
ensure information about an offering is fully transparent to retail investors and the transactions 
are limited to platforms subject to the highest level of regulation. 
 
According to the SEC’s order, Forcerank ran mobile phone games where players predicted the 
order in which 10 securities would perform relative to each other.  Players won points and some 
received cash prizes based on the accuracy of their predictions.  Forcerank kept 10 percent of the 
entry fees and obtained a data set about market expectations that it hoped to sell to hedge funds 
and other investors.  Forcerank’s agreements with players were security-based swaps because 
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Cody M. Winters, raised approximately $5.2 million from more than 70 investors in 12 
fraudulent oil-and-gas joint ventures. Winters and Southlake employed sales agents, including 
vice president Nicholas R. Hamilton, to offer and sell joint-venture interests to investors in 26 
states from approximately June 2010 through September 2014. The SEC alleges that Winters and 
Southlake provided investors with offering documents that contained untrue and misleading 
statements about the investments. For example, the documents misrepresented the use of the 
offering proceeds, contained unsubstantiated projections regarding future oil production and 
revenue, and overstated expected well costs, according to the complaint. The SEC also alleges 
that Winters directed Southlake to engage in conduct that operated as a fraud on investors, 
including taking undisclosed profit and overhead payments from the offering proceeds, using 
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offering proceeds to acquire working interests for itself, and selling joint-venture interests to 
certain investors at an undisclosed 50% discount. 
 
All three defendants have agreed to settle the SEC's charges without admitting or denying the 
allegations in the complaint. Southlake and Winters each consented to the entry of permanent 
injunctions from violating securities-registration and anti-fraud provisions of the federal 
securities laws, specifically Sections 5(a), 5(c), and 17(a) of the Securities Act of 1933 and 
Section 10(b) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 and Rule 10b-5 thereunder. Winters and 
Hamilton each consented to the entry of permanent injunctions from violating the broker-
registration requirements of Exchange Act Section 15(a) and have each consented to industry 
bars in a related administrative proceeding. The defendants have also agreed to pay disgorgement 
totaling $5,235,650 plus prejudgment interest of $285,761.70. Winters and Southlake also agreed 
to pay civil penalties of $160,000 each. Hamilton agreed to pay a $50,000 civil penalty. The 
settlements are subject to court approval. 
 

In the Matter of Forcerank, LLC 
Securities Act Release No. 10232 (October 13, 2016) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2016/33-10232.pdf 
 
Press Release No. 2016-216 (October 13, 2016) 
https://www.sec.gov/news/pressrelease/2016-216.html 
 
[Press Release] 
 
Company to Pay Penalty for Stock Picking Game That Was An Unregistered Swap  
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
2016-216  
Washington D.C., Oct. 13, 2016 —  
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission announced that a New York-based company has 
agreed to pay a $50,000 penalty for illegally offering complex derivatives products to retail 
investors through mobile phone games that were described as “fantasy sports for stocks.” 
 
An SEC investigation found that Forcerank LLC failed to file a registration statement for what 
constituted a security-based swap offering, and the company also failed to sell the contracts 
through a national securities exchange.  Both are requirements under the Dodd-Frank Act to 
ensure information about an offering is fully transparent to retail investors and the transactions 
are limited to platforms subject to the highest level of regulation. 
 
According to the SEC’s order, Forcerank ran mobile phone games where players predicted the 
order in which 10 securities would perform relative to each other.  Players won points and some 
received cash prizes based on the accuracy of their predictions.  Forcerank kept 10 percent of the 
entry fees and obtained a data set about market expectations that it hoped to sell to hedge funds 
and other investors.  Forcerank’s agreements with players were security-based swaps because 
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they provided for a payment that was dependent on an event associated with a potential financial, 
economic, or commercial consequence and based on the value of individual securities. 
 
The SEC warned the public about fantasy stock trading and other similar websites in a June 2015 
investor alert, noting they potentially violate federal securities laws designed to protect investors 
from abuses in the swaps market.  SEC staff continues to evaluate whether new and evolving 
versions of such games, including paid and unpaid models, are being offered to retail investors in 
accordance with the federal securities laws, including the requirements of the Dodd-Frank Act.  
Forcerank consented to the SEC’s order without admitting or denying the findings that it violated 
Section 5(e) of the Securities Act and Section 6(l) of the Securities Exchange Act.  The 
violations were identified by the SEC shortly after the offering process began, and Forcerank 
cooperated to quickly shut down the contests before any investor harm occurred. 
 

SEC v. Richard Weed, et al. 
Litigation Release No. 23671 (October 4, 2016) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/litreleases/2016/lr23671.htm 
Civil Action No. 1:14-cv-14099 (November 6, 2014) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/complaints/2014/comp-pr2014-250.pdf 
 
[Litigation Release] 
 
SEC Obtains Final Judgments Against Two in Scheme to Manipulate Stock of Massachusetts-
based Sports Ticket Broker 
 
On October 4, 2016, the Honorable Nathaniel M. Gorton of the United States District Court for 
the District of Massachusetts entered final judgments by consent against Coleman Flaherty III 
and Thomas Brazil for their roles in defrauding investors in CitySide Tickets Inc., a 
Massachusetts-based ticket brokering business. 
 
The final judgments impose permanent injunctions against future violations of certain antifraud 
and registration provisions of the federal securities laws and permanently bar Flaherty and Brazil 
from participating in penny stock offerings. The judgments also order disgorgement of more than 
$1.5 million against Brazil and more than $1.3 million against Flaherty, which amounts will be 
deemed satisfied by the forfeiture order in the parallel federal criminal cases against them. 
 
In its complaint, filed on November 6, 2014, the SEC alleged that Richard Weed, a California 
attorney against whom the SEC's case remains pending, helped structure CitySide into a publicly 
traded company through reverse mergers, created backdated promissory notes and authored false 
legal opinion letters that enabled Flaherty and Brazil to obtain millions of purportedly 
unrestricted shares of stock in the company. Investors were then blitzed with a false and 
misleading promotional campaign touting CitySide Tickets as a budding national leader on the 
verge of acquiring smaller ticket firms across the country and positioning itself as an attractive 
takeover target for California-based Ticketmaster Entertainment LLC, a large company in the 
business of selling and reselling tickets to entertainment events. The complaint further alleges 
that as the company's stock price increased on the false hype, Flaherty and Brazil sold their 
shares to unsuspecting investors for illicit proceeds of approximately $3 million. Shortly 
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thereafter, the market for CitySide Tickets stock collapsed and the company eventually went out 
of business. 
 
The final judgments enjoin Flaherty and Brazil from violating Sections 5(a), 5(c), and 17(a)(1) 
and (3) of the Securities Act of 1933 and Section 10(b) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 
and Rule 10b-5(a) and (c) thereunder. In addition, the final judgments order that Brazil's and 
Flaherty's obligation to pay disgorgement of $1,519,213 and $1,350,734, respectively, be 
deemed satisfied by the orders of forfeiture entered in the parallel criminal proceedings against 
them. 
 
In parallel criminal proceedings, Flaherty was sentenced on June 8, 2016 to one year of 
probation, to be served in home confinement, ordered to pay a fine of $10,000 and ordered to 
forfeit $1,350,734. Brazil was sentenced on June 2, 2016 to one day in prison, three years of 
supervised release, ordered to pay restitution of $231,140, and ordered to forfeit $1,519,213.  
 
Brazil and Flaherty each had pleaded guilty to one count of conspiracy, one count of securities 
fraud, and one count of wire fraud in December 2014, and both cooperated with the criminal 
authorities and subsequently testified in a related criminal trial of Weed prosecuted by the 
Massachusetts U.S. Attorney. On May 16, 2016, a jury returned a guilty verdict against Weed for 
conspiracy to commit securities fraud and wire fraud, securities fraud, and seven counts of wire 
fraud. On August 22, 2016, Weed was sentenced to 4 years in prison and three years of 
supervised release and ordered to pay a fine of $100,000 and to forfeit $90,000. 
 
The SEC's pending action against Weed seeks disgorgement of ill-gotten gains plus pre-
judgment interest and penalties as well as a penny stock bar and a permanent injunction against 
further violations of the securities laws. The SEC also seeks to bar Weed from serving as an 
officer or director of any public company. On September 13, 2016, the SEC ordered that Weed 
be forthwith suspended from appearing or practicing before the Commission pursuant to Rule 
102(e)(2) of the Commission's Rules of Practice, based on his criminal conviction. 
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ACTIONS INVOLVING VIOLATIONS OF WHISTLEBLOWER LAWS AND RULES 
 
The SEC brought a number of actions involving violations of the whistleblower protection laws, 
including charges against a company for retaliating against a whistleblower.  Over the course of 
the year, the SEC also charged additional companies for impeding whistleblowers’ 
communications with the Commission.  For example, the SEC charged a company for forcing 
employees to sign agreements that included non-disparagement clauses that prohibited full 
cooperation with any regulator, including the SEC.  In another example, the SEC settled charges 
that former employees were required to sign severance agreements in which they had to waive 
their ability to collect whistleblower awards, or they would risk losing certain severance 
payments or other post-employment benefits. 
 

In the Matter of Homestreet, Inc. and Darrell Van Amen 
Exchange Act Release No. 79844 (January 19, 2017) 
AAE Release No. 3852 (January 19, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2017/34-79844.pdf  
 
Press Release No 2017-24 (January 19, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/news/pressrelease/2017-24.html 
 
[Press Release] 
 
Financial Company Charged With Improper Accounting and Impeding Whistleblowers  
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
2017-24  
Washington D.C., Jan. 19, 2017 —  
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission announced that Seattle-based financial services 
company HomeStreet Inc. has agreed to pay a $500,000 penalty to settle charges that it 
conducted improper hedge accounting and later took steps to impede potential whistleblowers. 
 
HomeStreet’s treasurer Darrell van Amen agreed to pay a $20,000 penalty to settle charges that 
he caused the accounting violations. 
 
According to the SEC’s order, HomeStreet originated approximately 20 fixed rate commercial 
loans and entered into interest rate swaps to hedge the exposure.  The company elected to 
designate the loans and the swaps in fair value hedging relationships, which can reduce income 
statement volatility that might exist absent hedge accounting treatment.  Companies are required 
to periodically assess the hedging relationship and must discontinue the use of hedge accounting 
if the effectiveness ratio falls outside a certain range. 
 
The SEC’s order finds that in certain instances from 2011 to 2014, van Amen saw to it that 
unsupported adjustments were made in HomeStreet’s hedge effectiveness testing to ensure the 
company could continue using the favorable accounting treatment.  The test results with altered 
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inputs to influence the effectiveness ratio were provided to HomeStreet’s accounting department, 
which resulted in inaccurate accounting entries. 
 
The SEC’s order further finds that after HomeStreet employees reported concerns about 
accounting errors to management, the company concluded the adjustments to its hedge 
effectiveness tests were incorrect.  When the SEC contacted the company in April 2015 seeking 
documents related to hedge accounting, HomeStreet presumed it was in response to a 
whistleblower complaint and began taking actions to determine the identity of the 
“whistleblower.”  It was suggested to one individual considered to be a whistleblower that the 
terms of an indemnification agreement could allow HomeStreet to deny payment for legal costs 
during the SEC’s investigation.  HomeStreet also required former employees to sign severance 
agreements waiving potential whistleblower awards or risk losing their severance payments and 
other post-employment benefits. 
 
HomeStreet and van Amen consented to the SEC’s order without admitting or denying the 
findings that they violated internal accounting controls and books and records provisions of the 
federal securities laws.  HomeStreet also violated Rule 21F-17, which prohibits taking actions to 
impede communication with the SEC. 
 

In the Matter of BlackRock, Inc. 
Exchange Act Release No. 79804 (January 17, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2017/34-79804.pdf 
 
Press Release No. 2017-14 (January 17, 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/news/pressrelease/2017-14.html 
 
[Press Release] 
 
BlackRock Charged With Removing Whistleblower Incentives in Separation Agreements  
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
2017-14  
Washington D.C., Jan. 17, 2017 —  
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission announced that New York-based asset manager 
BlackRock Inc. has agreed to pay a $340,000 penalty to settle charges that it improperly used 
separation agreements in which exiting employees were forced to waive their ability to obtain 
whistleblower awards. 
 
According to the SEC’s order, more than 1,000 departing BlackRock employees signed 
separation agreements containing violative language stating that they “waive any right to 
recovery of incentives for reporting of misconduct” in order to receive their monetary separation 
payments from the firm. 
 
BlackRock added the waiver provision in October 2011 after the SEC adopted its whistleblower 
program rules, and the firm continued using it in separation agreements until March 2016. 
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BlackRock consented to the SEC’s order without admitting or denying the findings that it 
violated Rule 21F-17.  The order notes that BlackRock voluntarily revised its separation 
agreement and took a number of remedial actions, including the implementation of mandatory 
yearly training to summarize employee rights under the SEC’s whistleblower program. 
 

In the Matter of SandRidge Energy, Inc. 
Exchange Act Release No. 79607 (December 20, 2016) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2016/34-79607.pdf  
 
Press Release No. 2016-270 (December 20, 2016) 
https://www.sec.gov/news/pressrelease/2016-270.html  
 
[Press Release] 
 
Company Settles Charges in Whistleblower Retaliation Case  
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
2016-270  
Washington D.C., Dec. 20, 2016 —  
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission announced that an oil-and-gas company has agreed to 
settle charges that it used illegal separation agreements and retaliated against a whistleblower 
who expressed concerns internally about how its reserves were being calculated. 
 
The SEC’s order finds that Oklahoma City-based SandRidge Energy Inc. conducted multiple 
reviews of its separation agreements after a new whistleblower protection rule became effective 
in August 2011, yet continued to regularly use restrictive language that prohibited outgoing 
employees from participating in any government investigation or disclosing information 
potentially harmful or embarrassing to the company. 
 
The SEC’s order further finds that SandRidge fired an internal whistleblower who kept raising 
concerns about the process used by SandRidge to calculate its publicly reported oil-and-gas 
reserves.  The employee had been offered a promotion, which was turned down.  Just months 
later, senior management concluded the employee was disruptive and could be replaced with 
someone “who could do the work without creating all the internal strife.” The company had 
conducted no substantial investigation of the whistleblower’s concerns and only initiated an 
internal audit that was never completed. The employee’s separation agreement also contained the 
company’s prohibitive language that violated the whistleblower protection rule. 
 
Without admitting or denying the SEC’s findings, SandRidge agreed to pay a penalty of 
$1.4 million, subject to the company’s bankruptcy plan. 
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In the Matter of NeuStar, Inc. 
Exchange Act Release No. 79593 (December 19, 2016) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2016/34-79593.pdf  
 
Press Release No. 2016-268 (December 19, 2016) 
https://www.sec.gov/news/pressrelease/2016-268.html 
 
[Press Release] 
 
Company Violated Rule Aimed at Protecting Potential Whistleblowers  
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
2016-268  
Washington D.C., Dec. 19, 2016 —  
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission announced that a technology company has agreed to 
pay a penalty of $180,000 to settle charges involving its severance agreements that impeded at 
least one former employee from communicating information to the SEC. 
 
The SEC’s order finds that Virginia-based NeuStar Inc. violated a whistleblower protection rule 
in the federal securities laws by routinely entering into severance agreements that contained a 
broad non-disparagement clause forbidding former employees from engaging with the SEC and 
other regulators “in any communication that disparages, denigrates, maligns or impugns” the 
company.  Former employees could be compelled to forfeit all but $100 of their severance pay 
for breaching the clause.  These severance agreements were used with at least 246 departing 
employees from Aug. 12, 2011 to May 21, 2015. 
 
NeuStar, which voluntarily revised its severance agreements promptly after the SEC began 
investigating, consented to the SEC’s cease-and-desist order without admitting or denying the 
findings.  The company agreed to make reasonable efforts to inform those who signed the 
severance agreements that NeuStar does not prohibit former employees from communicating any 
concerns about potential violations of law or regulation to the SEC.  
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ALERT MEMORANDUM 

Supreme Court Clarifies the Scope of 
Dodd-Frank’s Whistleblower Protections 
February 23, 2018 

On Wednesday, the Supreme Court resolved a question 
that had created significant uncertainty concerning the 
scope of the anti-retaliation protections provided by 
Section 922 of the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and 
Consumer Protection Act (“Dodd-Frank”). 

In Digital Realty Trust, Inc. v. Somers, the U.S. Supreme 
Court unanimously rejected the expansive interpretation 
of Dodd-Frank’s anti-retaliatory protections established 
by relevant Securities and Exchange Commission 
(“SEC”) regulations and previously accepted by the 
Second and Ninth Circuits.  In so doing, the Court held 
that employees who report potential securities law 
violations internally but not to the SEC fall outside the 
definition of a “whistleblower” under Dodd-Frank and 
accordingly do not benefit from its anti-retaliation 
protections.  Instead, the Court held that the plain text and 
purpose of Dodd-Frank make clear that its anti-retaliatory 
protections – and not just Dodd-Frank’s whistleblower 
bounty incentives –  apply only to whistleblowers who 
report securities law violations to the SEC.   

The decision provides an additional incentive for whistleblowers to report to the SEC, 
and limits some remedies that might otherwise be available to whistleblowers who face 
retaliation.  However, the decision should not generally cause companies to change their 
whistleblower policies and practices.    
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The SEC’s Expansive Interpretation of Dodd-Frank’s 
Whistleblower Protections 

Enacted in 2010 in response to the financial crisis, 
Dodd-Frank included various provisions to incentivize 
and protect whistleblowers, including a program 
permitting the SEC to award bounties to individuals 
whose reports lead to successful enforcement action.  
The statute also provides strong prohibitions against 
employer retaliation against whistleblowers, and those 
protections are backed up by a robust private right of 
action for employees who have been the subject of 
retaliation, including: 

• An entitlement to reinstatement at the same 
level of seniority, 

• Twice the back pay otherwise owed, with 
interest, 

• Litigation expenses and attorneys’ fees, and 

• A generous 6-year limitations period within 
which to bring a claim. 

Dodd-Frank defines a “whistleblower” for purposes of 
that act as “any individual who provides . . . information 
relating to a violation of the securities laws to the 
[SEC].”1  It is therefore clear that only a person who 
makes a report to the SEC itself is a “whistleblower.”  
Regulations adopted by the SEC, however, were not as 
clear with respect to the application of the anti-
retaliation protections.  Rather, they provided that “[f]or 
purposes of the anti-retaliation protections … you are a 
whistleblower if you provide that information in a 
manner described in Section 21F(h)(1)(A) of the 
Exchange Act.”2 

Notably, the requirement that a “whistleblower” 
provide information “in a manner described in Section 
21F(h)(1)(A) of the Exchange Act” in order to benefit 
from the anti-retaliation protections referred not to the 
whistleblower definition in Dodd-Frank itself, but 
rather to an earlier definition of whistleblowing 
established as part of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act in 2002.  
                                                      
1  15 U.S.C. § 78u-6(a)(6). 
2  17 C.F.R. § 240.21F-2. 
3  17 C.F.R. § 240.21F-2(a). 

Sarbanes-Oxley, a statute adopted in response to a series 
of corporate fraud and accounting scandals, defines a 
“whistleblower” more broadly than Dodd-Frank to 
include employees who report internally only.  While 
Sarbanes-Oxley contains its own anti-retaliation 
protections for whistleblowers, as defined therein, the 
remedies available are somewhat more limited than 
those under Dodd-Frank – including, importantly, a 
requirement that retaliation claims be brought through 
administrative proceedings within 180 days of the 
alleged adverse employment action. 

The effect of the SEC’s regulatory interpretation of 
Dodd-Frank, however, was to establish two different 
definitions of a “whistleblower” under the statute:  only 
someone who reported to the SEC was defined as a 
whistleblower entitled to participate in the bounty 
program, but an employee who reported a potential 
securities law violation internally only – and who 
therefore did not come within the definition of a 
“whistleblower” under Dodd-Frank3 – could 
nonetheless benefit from the anti-retaliation protections 
of the statute by satisfying the definition of a 
whistleblower under Sarbanes-Oxley (and could do so 
even if, for example, the remedies available under that 
statute were no longer available).  

Prior to Digital Realty Trust, the circuit courts were 
divided in their view of the SEC’s regulation.  The Fifth 
Circuit reasoned in a 2013 opinion that Dodd-Frank’s 
“whistleblower” definition “expressly and 
unambiguously requires that an individual provide 
information to the SEC to qualify as a ‘whistleblower’ 
for purposes of” the anti-retaliation provisions.4  The 
Second and Ninth circuits disagreed, however, largely 
on the basis of the legislative history of Dodd-Frank and 
the effect that narrowly reading its anti-retaliation 
provision would have in significantly limiting the 
protections available to those who report violations of 
the securities laws internally – including those, like 
lawyers or auditors who are required to first report 
internally.5 

4  Asadi v. G.E. Energy (USA), LLC, 720 F.3d 620 
(5th Cir. 2013). 
5  Somers v. Digital Reality Trust, Inc., 850 F.3d 
1045 (9th Cir. 2017); Berman v. Neo@Ogilvy LLC, 801 
F.3d 145 (2d Cir. 2015). 
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4  Asadi v. G.E. Energy (USA), LLC, 720 F.3d 620 
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The Supreme Court’s Decision  

In Digital Realty Trust, the Supreme Court held that the 
plain language of Dodd-Frank’s whistleblower 
definition controlled – accordingly, in order to trigger 
the anti-retaliation provisions of the statute, a 
“whistleblower” must report his or her concerns to the 
SEC. 

The case involved a claim of whistleblower retaliation 
by a former Vice President of Digital Realty Trust who 
alleged that his employment was terminated shortly 
after he reported to senior management suspected 
securities law violations by the company.  He did not 
file an administrative complaint within 180 days of his 
termination, and therefore did not fall within the scope 
of the whistleblower protections under Sarbanes-Oxley.  
Instead, even though he did not report his concerns to 
the SEC, he filed a claim under Dodd-Frank in the 
United States District Court for the Northern District of 
California. 

The district court declined to grant Digital Realty 
Trust’s motion to dismiss, reasoning that the SEC’s rule 
implementing Dodd-Frank’s anti-retaliation provision 
does not necessitate reporting to the SEC, giving the 
SEC’s interpretation deference under Chevron U. S. A. 
Inc. v. Natural Resources Defense Council, Inc., 467 U. 
S. 837 (1984),6 on the basis that the statutory language 
was ambiguous.  The Ninth Circuit affirmed on 
interlocutory appeal. 

The Supreme Court reversed, in a unanimous decision 
authored by Justice Ginsburg.  The Court determined 
that Dodd-Frank’s “whistleblower” definition is 
unambiguous, and expressly reaches only those who 
provide information to the SEC.  The Court rejected the 
argument that the two-part structure of the 
“whistleblower” definition in Dodd-Frank – first 
describing who is eligible for protection (a 

                                                      
6  Some had expected this case to turn on an 
interpretation of the Chevron doctrine concerning deference 
to administrative agency interpretations of statutes in this 
case.  By finding Dodd-Frank’s statutory language 
unambiguous, the Court avoided the need to consider the 
scope of Chevron deference. 
7  15 U.S.C. § 78u-6(a)(6).  
8  Id. § 78u-6(h)(1)(A)(i)-(iii). 

whistleblower who provides pertinent information to 
the SEC)7 and then what conduct is shielded from 
discrimination (which goes beyond reporting to the 
SEC)8 – creates an ambiguity, because an individual 
must meet both elements before invoking Dodd-Frank’s 
protections.  The Court also noted that its interpretation 
was consistent with Dodd-Frank’s purpose “to motivate 
people who know of securities law violations to tell the 
SEC.”9   

Although the Court thus resolved the question of 
whether Dodd-Frank’s anti-retaliatory provisions apply 
to individuals who do not report to the SEC (they do 
not), the Court’s opinion goes on to respond to several 
additional arguments raised by the employee and 
Solicitor General, and in doing so provided further 
clarification on the scope of these provisions.   

• First, the Court observed that its holding protects a 
whistleblower who reports misconduct both to the 
SEC and internally (or to another entity), even 
against retaliation resulting from the non-SEC 
disclosure.  In other words, if an employee reports 
misconduct both internally and to the SEC, and then 
suffers an adverse employment action10 for 
reporting misconduct internally, the employer can 
be held liable under Dodd-Frank’s anti-retaliatory 
provisions regardless of whether it was aware of 
the employee’s reporting to the SEC.   

• Second, the Court dismissed concerns that its 
interpretation of Dodd-Frank will strip statutory 
protections for auditors, attorneys, and other 
employees who are subject to “up-the-ladder” 
internal-reporting requirements under Sarbanes-
Oxley.  The Court noted that these whistleblowers 
are entitled to Dodd-Frank’s protections “as soon as 
they also provide relevant information to the 
[SEC].”11  Although the Court acknowledged that 

9  Digital Realty Trust, slip op. at 11 (citing S. Rep. 
No. 111 – 176 at 38).   
10  See. §78u – 6(h) of Dodd-Frank (prohibiting 
employers from discharging, harassing, or otherwise 
discriminating against an employee).  
11  Digital Realty Trust, slip op. at 15.  
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those who are required to report “up the ladder” 
may face rapid retaliation before being able to 
report to the SEC, it stated that Congress may have 
determined that these sophisticated actors were 
already adequately protected by Sarbanes-Oxley.  

• Third, the Court acknowledged that, under its 
interpretation of Dodd-Frank and the current SEC 
rules, an employer would not be precluded by 
Dodd-Frank from retaliating against an employee 
for testifying to the SEC if that employee had not 
previously reported to the SEC online or through 
the specific written form (i.e., the methods currently 
prescribed by SEC Rule 21F-9 for a whistleblower 
to provide information to the SEC).  The Court 
noted, however, that any such incongruity could be 
remedied by the SEC pursuant to its delegated 
rulemaking authority.  

Implications of the Decision 

The Supreme Court’s decision in Digital Realty Trust 
does not change how companies generally should 
respond to whistleblowers – whether or not the 
employer believes there has been a report to the SEC.  
Those who report concerns with respect to potential 
securities law violations should be treated as 
whistleblowers and protected from retaliation in all 
cases.  This is important for a variety of reasons, 
including that: 

• A company can never be sure that an employee has 
not made a report to the SEC.  Employees have an 
incentive to do so under Dodd-Frank’s bounty 
program.  Accordingly, while the employer may 
believe that a whistleblower has reported only 
internally, it may be subject to a claim under Dodd-
Frank on the basis that the employee – having 
disclosed his or her concerns confidentially to the 
SEC – actually does fall within the statutory 
definition of a whistleblower.  This is true even if 
the report to the SEC comes later in time – and 
potentially even after the retaliation has already 
begun. 

                                                      
12  Cleary Gottlieb associates Mark McDonald and 
Jack Allen contributed to this Alert Memorandum.  

• Companies have an incentive to take seriously 
whistleblower allegations that may point to 
violations of the securities laws that, if not 
remediated, may result in even more significant 
potential liability.  Accordingly, employers are well 
advised to view whistleblowers in a manner that 
will not give rise to a retaliation claim – particularly 
those who raise their concerns first internally in an 
effort to help the company address potential issues 
in the first instance. 

• Even those who do not qualify as whistleblowers 
under Dodd-Frank may still have claims under 
Sarbanes-Oxley, and even those who do not qualify 
as whistleblowers under either statute may have 
claims against their employers arising from 
retaliation under other legal theories grounded 
under state law. 

At the same time, the decision may well change the 
behavior of whistleblowers – particularly those who 
have retained counsel or are otherwise sophisticated 
enough to appreciate its implications.  In particular, in 
order to enjoy statutory protection against retaliation 
under the securities laws, an employee must now either 
(a) file an administrative claim within 180 days of the 
retaliation to trigger the anti-retaliation protections 
under Sarbanes-Oxley, or (b) make a report of the 
underlying alleged violations to the SEC.  As a result, 
employees who believe they have been or are likely to 
be subject to retaliation would generally be incentivized 
– and potentially well-advised – to promptly report their 
concerns to the SEC as doing so will trigger the 
protections under Dodd-Frank’s anti-retaliation 
provision and afford them a lengthy six-year period 
within which to file a retaliation claim.  One might 
reasonably expect, therefore, that Digital Realty Trust 
will trigger an increase in the frequency of reporting of 
potential violations to the SEC, particularly among 
senior, sophisticated potential whistleblowers.12 

… 

CLEARY GOTTLIEB 
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Sarbanes-Oxley, and even those who do not qualify 
as whistleblowers under either statute may have 
claims against their employers arising from 
retaliation under other legal theories grounded 
under state law. 

At the same time, the decision may well change the 
behavior of whistleblowers – particularly those who 
have retained counsel or are otherwise sophisticated 
enough to appreciate its implications.  In particular, in 
order to enjoy statutory protection against retaliation 
under the securities laws, an employee must now either 
(a) file an administrative claim within 180 days of the 
retaliation to trigger the anti-retaliation protections 
under Sarbanes-Oxley, or (b) make a report of the 
underlying alleged violations to the SEC.  As a result, 
employees who believe they have been or are likely to 
be subject to retaliation would generally be incentivized 
– and potentially well-advised – to promptly report their 
concerns to the SEC as doing so will trigger the 
protections under Dodd-Frank’s anti-retaliation 
provision and afford them a lengthy six-year period 
within which to file a retaliation claim.  One might 
reasonably expect, therefore, that Digital Realty Trust 
will trigger an increase in the frequency of reporting of 
potential violations to the SEC, particularly among 
senior, sophisticated potential whistleblowers.12 

… 

CLEARY GOTTLIEB 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK   

_______________________________________________ 
        :  

UNITED STATES SECURITIES AND    : 
EXCHANGE COMMISSION     :  

:  
  Plaintiff,      :    

:    
  vs.      :     No. 1:18-cv-8947 

                     : 
TESLA, INC.,       : 
        : 
   Defendant.     :    

                 : 
________________________________________________ :      
 

FINAL JUDGMENT AS TO DEFENDANT TESLA, INC. 

The Securities and Exchange Commission having filed a Complaint and Defendant Tesla, 

Inc. (“Defendant” or “Company”) having entered a general appearance; consented to the Court’s 

jurisdiction over Defendant in this matter only and the subject matter of this action; consented to 

entry of this Final Judgment without admitting or denying the allegations of the Complaint 

(except as to jurisdiction); waived findings of fact and conclusions of law; and waived any right 

to appeal from this Final Judgment: 

I. 

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, ADJUDGED, AND DECREED that Defendant is 

permanently restrained and enjoined from violating, directly or indirectly, Rule 13a-15 of the 

Securities Exchange Act of 1934 (the “Exchange Act”) [17 C.F.R. § 240.13a-15]. 

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED, ADJUDGED, AND DECREED that, as provided in 

Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 65(d)(2), the foregoing paragraph also binds the following who 

receive actual notice of this Final Judgment by personal service or otherwise:  (a) Defendant’s 

officers, agents, servants, employees, and attorneys; and (b) other persons in active concert or 

participation with Defendant or with anyone described in (a). 
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II. 

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED, ADJUDGED, AND DECREED that Defendant shall pay a 

civil penalty in the amount of $20,000,000 to the Securities and Exchange Commission pursuant 

to Section 21(d)(3) of the Exchange Act [15 U.S.C. § 78u(d)(3)].  Defendant shall make this 

payment within 14 days after entry of this Final Judgment. 

Defendant may transmit payment electronically to the Commission, which will provide 

detailed ACH transfer/Fedwire instructions upon request.  Payment may also be made directly 

from a bank account via Pay.gov through the SEC website at 

http://www.sec.gov/about/offices/ofm.htm.  Defendant may also pay by certified check, bank 

cashier’s check, or United States postal money order payable to the Securities and Exchange 

Commission, which shall be delivered or mailed to  
 
Enterprise Services Center 
Accounts Receivable Branch 
6500 South MacArthur Boulevard 
Oklahoma City, OK 73169 

and shall be accompanied by a letter identifying the case title, civil action number, and name of 

this Court; Tesla, Inc. as a defendant in this action; and specifying that payment is made pursuant 

to this Final Judgment.   

Defendant shall simultaneously transmit photocopies of evidence of payment and case 

identifying information to the Commission’s counsel in this action.  By making this payment, 

Defendant relinquishes all legal and equitable right, title, and interest in such funds and no part 

of the funds shall be returned to Defendant.   

Defendant shall pay post judgment interest on any delinquent amounts pursuant to 28 

U.S.C. § 1961.  The Commission shall hold the funds, together with any interest and income 

earned thereon (collectively, the “Fund”), pending further order of the Court.     

The Commission may propose a plan to distribute the Fund subject to the Court’s 

approval.  Such a plan may provide that the Fund shall be distributed pursuant to the Fair Fund 

provisions of Section 308(a) of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002, as amended.  The Court shall 
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retain jurisdiction over the administration of any distribution of the Fund.  If the Commission 

staff determines that the Fund will not be distributed, the Commission shall send the funds paid 

pursuant to this Final Judgment to the United States Treasury. 

Regardless of whether any such Fair Fund distribution is made, amounts ordered to be 

paid as civil penalties pursuant to this Judgment shall be treated as penalties paid to the 

government for all purposes, including all tax purposes.  To preserve the deterrent effect of the 

civil penalty, Defendant shall not, after offset or reduction of any award of compensatory 

damages in any Related Investor Action based on Defendant’s payment of disgorgement in this 

action, argue that it is entitled to, nor shall it further benefit by, offset or reduction of such 

compensatory damages award by the amount of any part of Defendant’s payment of a civil 

penalty in this action (“Penalty Offset”).  If the court in any Related Investor Action grants such 

a Penalty Offset, Defendant shall, within 30 days after entry of a final order granting the Penalty 

Offset, notify the Commission’s counsel in this action and pay the amount of the Penalty Offset 

to the United States Treasury or to a Fair Fund, as the Commission directs.  Such a payment shall 

not be deemed an additional civil penalty and shall not be deemed to change the amount of the 

civil penalty imposed in this Judgment.  For purposes of this paragraph, a “Related Investor 

Action” means a private damages action brought against Defendant by or on behalf of one or 

more investors based on substantially the same facts as alleged in the Complaint in this action. 

III. 

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED, ADJUDGED, AND DECREED that the Consent is 

incorporated herein with the same force and effect as if fully set forth herein, and that Defendant 

shall comply with the following undertaking set forth therein within forty-five (45) days of the 

filing of the Consent to appoint an independent Chairman of the Company’s Board of Directors 

(“Chairman”) to replace Elon Musk, and agree not to reappoint Elon Musk to Chairman for a 

minimum of three years and unless such reappointment is approved by a majority vote of 

shareholders at such time.  Upon request by the Company, the Commission staff may grant in its 

sole discretion an extension to the deadline set forth above. 
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IV. 

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED, ADJUDGED, AND DECREED that the Consent is 

incorporated herein with the same force and effect as if fully set forth herein, and that Defendant 

shall comply with the following undertakings set forth therein within ninety (90) days of the 

filing of the Consent to: 

(a) add two independent directors to the Company’s Board of Directors (one 

of which may be the independent Chairman if that person is appointed 

from outside the Company, its affiliates, and the affiliates of Elon Musk).  

Upon request by the Company, the Commission staff may grant in its sole 

discretion an extension to the deadline set forth above; 

(b) create a permanent committee (“Committee”) of the Company’s Board of 

Directors, consisting of independent directors only, overseeing the (i) 

implementation of the terms of this Consent and incorporated Final 

Judgment; (ii) controls and processes governing the Company’s and its 

senior executives’ disclosures and/or public statements that relate to the 

Company; and (iii) review and resolution of human resources issues or 

issues raising conflicts of interest that involve any member of executive 

management.  The charter and composition of the Committee is subject to 

review and approval by the staff of the Commission; 

(c) employ or designate an experienced securities lawyer (“Securities 

Counsel”) whose qualifications are not unacceptable to the staff and 

maintain such counsel (or a successor Securities Counsel) for so long as 

the Company remains a reporting company under the Securities Exchange 

Act of 1934.  The Securities Counsel will review communications made 

through Twitter and other social media by the Company’s senior officers 

in a manner that is consistent with the Company’s disclosure policy and 

procedures, including the procedures and controls referenced in subsection 
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(d) below, as well as advise the Company on securities issues, including, 

but not limited to, compliance with all federal securities laws and 

regulations;  

(d) implement mandatory procedures and controls to oversee all of Elon 

Musk’s communications regarding the Company made in any format, 

including, but not limited to, posts on social media (e.g., Twitter), the 

Company’s website (e.g., the Company’s blog), press releases, and 

investor calls, and to pre-approve any such written communications that 

contain, or reasonably could contain, information material to the Company 

or its shareholders.  The definition of, and the process to determine, which 

of Elon Musk’s communications contain, or reasonably could contain, 

information material to the Company or its shareholders shall be set forth 

in the Company’s disclosure policies and procedures; and 

(e) certify, in writing, compliance with the undertakings set forth above in 

paragraphs III and IV.  The certification shall identify the undertakings, 

provide written evidence of compliance in the form of a narrative, and be 

supported by exhibits sufficient to demonstrate compliance.  The 

Commission staff may make reasonable requests for further evidence of 

compliance, and Defendant agrees to provide such evidence within a 

reasonable amount of time.  Defendant shall submit the certification and 

supporting material to Steven Buchholz, Assistant Regional Director, U.S. 

Securities and Exchange Commission, 44 Montgomery Street, 28th Floor, 

San Francisco, CA 94104, with a copy to the Office of Chief Counsel of 

the Enforcement Division, 100 F Street NE, Washington, DC 20549, no 

later than fourteen (14) days from the date of the completion of the 

undertakings. 
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V. 

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED, ADJUDGED, AND DECREED that this Court shall retain 

jurisdiction of this matter for the purposes of enforcing the terms of this Final Judgment. 

 

 
 
 

Dated:               
UNITED STATES DISTRICT JUDGE 
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Keynote Address at the New York City Bar 
Association’s 7th Annual White Collar Crime 
Institute

New York, New York

May 9, 2018

Good afternoon and thank you for that overly-generous introduction. Before I begin, let me give the required 
disclaimer that the views I express today are my own and do not necessarily represent the views of the 
Commission or its staff.

Introduction

I’m delighted to be here today among so many friends and colleagues, and I extend my thanks to the New York 
City Bar for hosting this important event. Because New York plays such a pivotal role in our financial system, 
members of the New York City Bar have long taken a leading role in many of the most significant securities and 
white collar matters. And the City Bar has been a key forum for education and dialogue about these important 
issues. I am honored to join today’s distinguished group of speakers, panelists, and attendees.

This afternoon, I would like to address a practical topic that I hope will be useful for many in this audience: 
techniques for productive and effective communication with SEC staff during Wells meetings.

I have spent nearly 20 years focused on the criminal and civil enforcement of the federal securities laws, first 
as an Assistant U.S. Attorney, then in private practice, and now as Co-Director of the SEC’s Division of 
Enforcement. Those of us who work on securities and white collar matters often take for granted how fortunate 
we are to be able to practice in a bar that is populated by some of the best lawyers in the country. The 
opportunity to be part of such a bar is one of the things that attracted me to work on securities matters in the 
first place, and I know that I am a much better lawyer for having had the chance to do so.

Over the course of my career, I have had many opportunities to interact with opposing counsel – both on behalf 
of the government and while representing private clients. Experience has taught me that open, effective, and 
productive dialogue between the government and defense counsel is critical for both sides in handling a 
complex securities matter. As a prosecutor, I found that frank communication with opposing counsel helped me 

Steven Peikin
Co-Director, Division of Enforcement

Speech 
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understand complicated facts, focus an investigation, and – ultimately – reach the right result. In private 
practice, I think my clients were best served when the government was open to frank dialogue.

My time at the Commission has reinforced these conclusions.

At the SEC, we frequently confront issues that are novel, complex, or both. For the staff, productive 
communication with defense counsel can often provide a better understanding of complicated businesses, 
markets, and financial products. Effective communication allows us to tailor our theories, focus our inquiries 
and get to the end of our investigations efficiently.

I believe that the benefits of this communication flow in both directions. That is, effective dialogue can also yield 
significant benefits for defense counsel and their clients. In some instances, defense counsel will persuade us 
that we have gotten something wrong, leading us to abandon a charge, recommend different relief, or decline 
to pursue a matter entirely. Even where that isn’t the case, effective communication often helps defense 
counsel to better understand our thinking, which in turn allows them to provide better advice to their clients.

An SEC investigation provides many opportunities for dialogue – from the time of the first contact with the staff 
through discussions about possible settlement or litigation. As many of you know, one of the most significant 
opportunities for communication is the Wells process.

The Wells process takes its name from an advisory committee, headed by the distinguished corporate lawyer 
John A. Wells, which was convened in 1972 to review and evaluate the Commission’s enforcement policies 
and practices. As the Commission noted in responding to the recommendations of the committee, the purpose 
of the Wells process is to ensure that the Commission “not only [is] informed of the findings made by its staff 
but also, where practicable and appropriate, [has] before it the position of persons under investigation[.]”[1] The 
Commission declined to adopt a formal rule or procedure requiring a prospective defendant or respondent to 
be given notice of the staff’s charges and proposed enforcement recommendation and an opportunity to 
respond, deeming such a requirement to be impractical given that the Commission is frequently required to act 
with exigency. Nevertheless, the Wells process is one that the Commission staff has followed in most cases 
where doing so would not compromise other law enforcement interests.

The Wells process has significant benefits for the Enforcement staff. It provides us with a chance to learn – and 
understand – the “position of persons under investigation.”[2] This, in turn, allows us to ensure that we make 
appropriate recommendations to the Commission, and that the Commission has a full and accurate picture of 
the positions of both sides when it reviews our recommendations.

While some may consider Enforcement staff and defense counsel to be adversaries in the Wells process, I 
think our interests are often aligned. A Wells notice is an invitation for defense counsel to respond to the 
Enforcement staff’s preliminary conclusions and try to persuade us we are mistaken. We are focused on 
getting it right, not bringing cases for the sake of bringing cases. So if we are on the wrong track, we want to 
know that before we proceed further. That benefits everyone.

For these reasons, my Co-Director, Stephanie Avakian, and I place great importance on the Wells process – 
and Wells meetings in particular. I believe all of our Regional Directors and other Senior Officers are on the 
same page. We view these meetings as among the most important parts of our jobs, and we devote substantial 
time and care to preparing for them. I know they are viewed as milestone events by defense counsel and their 
clients, and they too devote substantial resources to preparing and making these presentations.

As I approach one year on the job, overall I have been extremely impressed by the quality, sophistication, and 
effectiveness of the advocacy in the Wells process. Nevertheless, I’ve found that some Wells meetings have 
been more productive than others. Drawing on that experience, I’d like to share some observations about what 
I have found makes for effective Wells meetings.
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understand complicated facts, focus an investigation, and – ultimately – reach the right result. In private 
practice, I think my clients were best served when the government was open to frank dialogue.

My time at the Commission has reinforced these conclusions.

At the SEC, we frequently confront issues that are novel, complex, or both. For the staff, productive 
communication with defense counsel can often provide a better understanding of complicated businesses, 
markets, and financial products. Effective communication allows us to tailor our theories, focus our inquiries 
and get to the end of our investigations efficiently.

I believe that the benefits of this communication flow in both directions. That is, effective dialogue can also yield 
significant benefits for defense counsel and their clients. In some instances, defense counsel will persuade us 
that we have gotten something wrong, leading us to abandon a charge, recommend different relief, or decline 
to pursue a matter entirely. Even where that isn’t the case, effective communication often helps defense 
counsel to better understand our thinking, which in turn allows them to provide better advice to their clients.

An SEC investigation provides many opportunities for dialogue – from the time of the first contact with the staff 
through discussions about possible settlement or litigation. As many of you know, one of the most significant 
opportunities for communication is the Wells process.

The Wells process takes its name from an advisory committee, headed by the distinguished corporate lawyer 
John A. Wells, which was convened in 1972 to review and evaluate the Commission’s enforcement policies 
and practices. As the Commission noted in responding to the recommendations of the committee, the purpose 
of the Wells process is to ensure that the Commission “not only [is] informed of the findings made by its staff 
but also, where practicable and appropriate, [has] before it the position of persons under investigation[.]”[1] The 
Commission declined to adopt a formal rule or procedure requiring a prospective defendant or respondent to 
be given notice of the staff’s charges and proposed enforcement recommendation and an opportunity to 
respond, deeming such a requirement to be impractical given that the Commission is frequently required to act 
with exigency. Nevertheless, the Wells process is one that the Commission staff has followed in most cases 
where doing so would not compromise other law enforcement interests.

The Wells process has significant benefits for the Enforcement staff. It provides us with a chance to learn – and 
understand – the “position of persons under investigation.”[2] This, in turn, allows us to ensure that we make 
appropriate recommendations to the Commission, and that the Commission has a full and accurate picture of 
the positions of both sides when it reviews our recommendations.

While some may consider Enforcement staff and defense counsel to be adversaries in the Wells process, I 
think our interests are often aligned. A Wells notice is an invitation for defense counsel to respond to the 
Enforcement staff’s preliminary conclusions and try to persuade us we are mistaken. We are focused on 
getting it right, not bringing cases for the sake of bringing cases. So if we are on the wrong track, we want to 
know that before we proceed further. That benefits everyone.

For these reasons, my Co-Director, Stephanie Avakian, and I place great importance on the Wells process – 
and Wells meetings in particular. I believe all of our Regional Directors and other Senior Officers are on the 
same page. We view these meetings as among the most important parts of our jobs, and we devote substantial 
time and care to preparing for them. I know they are viewed as milestone events by defense counsel and their 
clients, and they too devote substantial resources to preparing and making these presentations.

As I approach one year on the job, overall I have been extremely impressed by the quality, sophistication, and 
effectiveness of the advocacy in the Wells process. Nevertheless, I’ve found that some Wells meetings have 
been more productive than others. Drawing on that experience, I’d like to share some observations about what 
I have found makes for effective Wells meetings.
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Before I do that, however, let me pause to make clear that I am not telling defense counsel how to do their 
jobs. At the SEC, we expect that counsel will zealously represent their clients. And nothing I say should 
dissuade counsel from doing what they think is in their client’s best interest. The arguments presented in a 
Wells meeting are – ultimately – up to the lawyer and the client. So I hope you will take the following in the 
spirit in which it is offered – which is an attempt to share my personal observations about what I have found 
does – and does not – tend to foster the most constructive, effective, and productive dialogue between 
Enforcement staff and defense counsel during a Wells meeting.

Observations

My first observation is an obvious one: Wells meetings tend to be the most productive when defense counsel 
focuses on the most important arguments and issues in the case, as opposed to taking a blunderbuss 
approach that attempts to address every possible argument, fact, element, and issue.

In most of our mature investigations, the true issues in dispute have been distilled, and there is typically one or 
a small number of live issues. In a fraud case, for example, perhaps it is a question of whether a statement was 
false or misleading? Or whether an omission was material? Or whether a person acted with scienter? Rarely, it 
seems to me, are all possible issues in serious dispute.

We view Wells meetings as counsel’s opportunity to educate us on their positions on the key facts and issues 
before we make a decision about a charging recommendation. The time is yours, and you should use it how 
you see fit. But meetings can only last so long – typically about an hour. When counsel attempt to make every 
argument and address every issue, it distracts. And in certain circumstances, contesting facts and issues that 
are not subject to reasonable dispute adversely impacts credibility.

In my experience, the most effective advocates pick their battles and focus on the central issues and 
arguments. This may mean foregoing discussion of every argument made in a written Wells submission. In my 
view, that is fine. We read Wells submissions carefully, and we take them into account when preparing our 
charging recommendations.

I have also found that the best advocates listen carefully to us during a Wells meeting and adapt accordingly. If 
the discussion makes clear that we are not receptive to a particular argument, they move on. And if we suggest 
that counsel address a particular issue, they pivot to address it. Simply marching though prepared talking 
points is seldom the best approach.

My second observation is that while defense counsel should not try to cover all of the possible issues during a 
Wells meeting, the meetings tend to be most productive when the staff is aware of what defense counsel will 
contend are key facts before we meet.

By the time we reach a Wells meeting, the staff has concluded that the investigation is complete and that it has 
a sufficient record upon which to recommend charges. But the reality is that defense counsel and their client 
may know things that we don’t. We want to know as much as we can before we make a recommendation to the 
Commission. Educating the staff on what you believe are the key facts – and explaining why, in your view, 
those facts don’t support an enforcement action, or a particular charge or form of relief – can be effective.

But for the discussion in a Wells meeting to be productive, all of what you believe to be the operative facts 
need to be on the table before the meeting so that we can consider and analyze them and discuss them 
meaningfully at the meeting. In my experience, the parties are unlikely to make much progress during a Wells 
meeting if staff are surprised with new facts at the beginning of the discussion – especially if defense counsel 
takes the position that those facts are central to the case.

This is an issue that arises with some frequency where defense counsel has claimed privilege over supposedly 
key information during the investigation. I have found that it is not helpful for counsel to disclose supposedly 
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key privileged information for the first time in a Wells meeting, and then spend the rest of the meeting arguing 
that the information is a defense to the proposed charges.

Likewise, it is not useful when parties submit lengthy supplemental submissions on the eve of a long-scheduled 
Wells meeting. Those who do this must perceive a strategic advantage in dropping in a new submission at the 
eleventh hour, providing staff with little time to digest it. But I think otherwise. This can make the meeting a 
waste of time. To be in a position to make progress at the meeting, we must know about – and have an 
opportunity to consider and test – information and arguments in advance.

Now, the reverse is also true. It makes no sense for defense counsel to go through the Wells process blind to 
key pieces of evidence that the staff has developed in its investigation. And so we have encouraged the staff to 
share with defense counsel key documents and information upon which our proposed case will rest. There will, 
of course, sometimes be reasons why we are unable to share some things. But our dialogue will be most 
robust, and the process most effective, when we are all talking about the same factual record.

That point is related to my third observation, which is that it is not effective to allude to an advice-of-counsel 
defense without disclosing the key underlying facts, including the privileged communications themselves.

Sometimes, defense counsel will claim at a Wells meeting that privileged information they are unwilling or 
unable to share is central to the case. For example, during a meeting, they may allude to – but not formally 
raise – an “advice-of-counsel” defense by noting that they have privileged information that gives them comfort 
about the legality of the actions taken by a particular employee, or her lack of scienter.

In my experience, alluding to privileged information in Wells meeting – but not sharing it with the staff – is not 
effective. To be clear, I am not encouraging anyone to waive privilege in these circumstances. The decision 
whether to share privileged information is one that must be made by defense counsel and the privilege holder. I 
simply note that we cannot ground our decision-making on documents we cannot see or testimony we cannot 
hear.

Fourth, I have found that it can be very effective when defense counsel grounds their arguments in case law 
and prior Commission actions.

It is ultimately the Commission – not the staff – that decides whether to bring an action, or to accept a 
settlement. We take very seriously the recommendations we make to the Commission. In every case, we think 
hard about what we are recommending, why we are recommending it, and – critically – how it compares to 
what the Commission has done in past cases. This ensures that we are both fair to the parties in the case at 
hand and that we are sending clear, consistent messages to the public.

When you are asking us to make a particular recommendation to the Commission, it can be very helpful to 
show us how and why that recommendation compares with what happened in prior cases. This is particularly 
true when you are asking the staff to recommend that the Commission bring certain charges and not others, or 
only seek or impose certain types of relief. In these circumstances, pointing to what has been done before can 
be helpful.

Likewise, if an analogous case has been litigated and resulted in a decision that is at odds with what the Staff 
has proposed, point us to those precedents as well. Showing us that we are proposing something that is 
inconsistent with what we would likely obtain if we were to prevail in litigation can be powerful as well.

While pointing to what the Commission or courts have done in the past can be very effective, I will offer a few 
caveats.

The first is that in most cases, the more recent the court decision or Commission action, the more persuasive it 
is likely to be. With some exceptions, cases that are superannuated do not speak as clearly about what 
approach the Commission should or will take today.
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Before I do that, however, let me pause to make clear that I am not telling defense counsel how to do their 
jobs. At the SEC, we expect that counsel will zealously represent their clients. And nothing I say should 
dissuade counsel from doing what they think is in their client’s best interest. The arguments presented in a 
Wells meeting are – ultimately – up to the lawyer and the client. So I hope you will take the following in the 
spirit in which it is offered – which is an attempt to share my personal observations about what I have found 
does – and does not – tend to foster the most constructive, effective, and productive dialogue between 
Enforcement staff and defense counsel during a Wells meeting.

Observations

My first observation is an obvious one: Wells meetings tend to be the most productive when defense counsel 
focuses on the most important arguments and issues in the case, as opposed to taking a blunderbuss 
approach that attempts to address every possible argument, fact, element, and issue.

In most of our mature investigations, the true issues in dispute have been distilled, and there is typically one or 
a small number of live issues. In a fraud case, for example, perhaps it is a question of whether a statement was 
false or misleading? Or whether an omission was material? Or whether a person acted with scienter? Rarely, it 
seems to me, are all possible issues in serious dispute.

We view Wells meetings as counsel’s opportunity to educate us on their positions on the key facts and issues 
before we make a decision about a charging recommendation. The time is yours, and you should use it how 
you see fit. But meetings can only last so long – typically about an hour. When counsel attempt to make every 
argument and address every issue, it distracts. And in certain circumstances, contesting facts and issues that 
are not subject to reasonable dispute adversely impacts credibility.

In my experience, the most effective advocates pick their battles and focus on the central issues and 
arguments. This may mean foregoing discussion of every argument made in a written Wells submission. In my 
view, that is fine. We read Wells submissions carefully, and we take them into account when preparing our 
charging recommendations.

I have also found that the best advocates listen carefully to us during a Wells meeting and adapt accordingly. If 
the discussion makes clear that we are not receptive to a particular argument, they move on. And if we suggest 
that counsel address a particular issue, they pivot to address it. Simply marching though prepared talking 
points is seldom the best approach.

My second observation is that while defense counsel should not try to cover all of the possible issues during a 
Wells meeting, the meetings tend to be most productive when the staff is aware of what defense counsel will 
contend are key facts before we meet.

By the time we reach a Wells meeting, the staff has concluded that the investigation is complete and that it has 
a sufficient record upon which to recommend charges. But the reality is that defense counsel and their client 
may know things that we don’t. We want to know as much as we can before we make a recommendation to the 
Commission. Educating the staff on what you believe are the key facts – and explaining why, in your view, 
those facts don’t support an enforcement action, or a particular charge or form of relief – can be effective.

But for the discussion in a Wells meeting to be productive, all of what you believe to be the operative facts 
need to be on the table before the meeting so that we can consider and analyze them and discuss them 
meaningfully at the meeting. In my experience, the parties are unlikely to make much progress during a Wells 
meeting if staff are surprised with new facts at the beginning of the discussion – especially if defense counsel 
takes the position that those facts are central to the case.

This is an issue that arises with some frequency where defense counsel has claimed privilege over supposedly 
key information during the investigation. I have found that it is not helpful for counsel to disclose supposedly 
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key privileged information for the first time in a Wells meeting, and then spend the rest of the meeting arguing 
that the information is a defense to the proposed charges.

Likewise, it is not useful when parties submit lengthy supplemental submissions on the eve of a long-scheduled 
Wells meeting. Those who do this must perceive a strategic advantage in dropping in a new submission at the 
eleventh hour, providing staff with little time to digest it. But I think otherwise. This can make the meeting a 
waste of time. To be in a position to make progress at the meeting, we must know about – and have an 
opportunity to consider and test – information and arguments in advance.

Now, the reverse is also true. It makes no sense for defense counsel to go through the Wells process blind to 
key pieces of evidence that the staff has developed in its investigation. And so we have encouraged the staff to 
share with defense counsel key documents and information upon which our proposed case will rest. There will, 
of course, sometimes be reasons why we are unable to share some things. But our dialogue will be most 
robust, and the process most effective, when we are all talking about the same factual record.

That point is related to my third observation, which is that it is not effective to allude to an advice-of-counsel 
defense without disclosing the key underlying facts, including the privileged communications themselves.

Sometimes, defense counsel will claim at a Wells meeting that privileged information they are unwilling or 
unable to share is central to the case. For example, during a meeting, they may allude to – but not formally 
raise – an “advice-of-counsel” defense by noting that they have privileged information that gives them comfort 
about the legality of the actions taken by a particular employee, or her lack of scienter.

In my experience, alluding to privileged information in Wells meeting – but not sharing it with the staff – is not 
effective. To be clear, I am not encouraging anyone to waive privilege in these circumstances. The decision 
whether to share privileged information is one that must be made by defense counsel and the privilege holder. I 
simply note that we cannot ground our decision-making on documents we cannot see or testimony we cannot 
hear.

Fourth, I have found that it can be very effective when defense counsel grounds their arguments in case law 
and prior Commission actions.

It is ultimately the Commission – not the staff – that decides whether to bring an action, or to accept a 
settlement. We take very seriously the recommendations we make to the Commission. In every case, we think 
hard about what we are recommending, why we are recommending it, and – critically – how it compares to 
what the Commission has done in past cases. This ensures that we are both fair to the parties in the case at 
hand and that we are sending clear, consistent messages to the public.

When you are asking us to make a particular recommendation to the Commission, it can be very helpful to 
show us how and why that recommendation compares with what happened in prior cases. This is particularly 
true when you are asking the staff to recommend that the Commission bring certain charges and not others, or 
only seek or impose certain types of relief. In these circumstances, pointing to what has been done before can 
be helpful.

Likewise, if an analogous case has been litigated and resulted in a decision that is at odds with what the Staff 
has proposed, point us to those precedents as well. Showing us that we are proposing something that is 
inconsistent with what we would likely obtain if we were to prevail in litigation can be powerful as well.

While pointing to what the Commission or courts have done in the past can be very effective, I will offer a few 
caveats.

The first is that in most cases, the more recent the court decision or Commission action, the more persuasive it 
is likely to be. With some exceptions, cases that are superannuated do not speak as clearly about what 
approach the Commission should or will take today.
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Second, while prior Commission actions are very important, there are certainly some matters in which – for 
case-specific reasons – the Commission has taken an approach that is at odds with what it tends to do in a 
particular type of case. Where a case appears to be an outlier, you should take that into account before relying 
on it too heavily at a Wells meeting.

The third caveat is that we are fully aware that we, like you, are subject to the vagaries and vicitudes of 
litigation. The fact that the Commission suffered an adverse result in a particular litigation may be a relevant 
data point, but more often will not carry significant weight.

Fourth, while prior Commission actions are important, my experience has been that it is not particularly 
persuasive when defense counsel argues at a Wells meeting that we won’t have the votes for a particular case, 
or that a particular Commissioner will not support what we propose recommending.

Stephanie and I are well attuned to the Commission as a whole, and the views of individual Commissioners. 
We meet regularly with each of them, and we study carefully how they approach various issues. If you don’t 
succeed in persuading us not to bring charges, you are of course free to take your arguments directly to the 
Commissioners. But, in my experience, telling us that you know the Commissioners’ views better than we do is 
unlikely to meet with much success.

My next observation is that the most effective advocates think carefully about whether to use visual aids at a 
Wells meeting. And if they do, they are judicious about the materials they use.

We spend a great deal of time preparing for Wells meetings, and we are typically well-versed in the key facts 
and issues. For that reason, it is often not necessary for defense counsel to march through handouts or 
PowerPoint slides that cover background or elementary issues, facts, and legal standards, or which summarize 
the Wells submission.

So what is helpful? Consider not using anything at all. Although handouts and presentations have their place, 
they can sometimes inhibit natural and open dialogue.

If you do decide to use some sort of handout or visual aid, I have found that succinct presentations that cover 
the key evidence and central issues often have the most impact. Of course, what that looks like will depend on 
the case. If a particular issue turns on a handful of key documents, a short PowerPoint that highlights those 
materials can be helpful. Or, if a specific witness is particularly important, it can be helpful to focus on key 
excerpts from her testimony. In short, I have found that presentations that are focused on the key evidence 
often have a greater impact.

My next observation is that I have found that it is rarely productive when defense counsel uses a Wells meeting 
to threaten to take us to trial. For me, saber-rattling is a rhetorical dead-end.

The SEC staff includes experienced and talented trial attorneys. We regularly solicit their views during the 
investigative process. Defense counsel can safely assume that if a case has gotten to the Wells stage, we are 
serious about the case and we have come to the preliminary conclusion that we can prevail if the case is 
litigated. Simply telling us that the client will litigate achieves nothing.

That doesn’t mean you should shy away from providing your views on the risks we will face in litigation and 
trying to explain to us why we are unlikely to prevail. I have found that it can be very effective if defense 
counsel summarizes how they might try a case. That could mean previewing anticipated trial themes, or 
summarizing how you plan to use or diffuse key evidence or witnesses.

I have also found that Wells meetings are least productive when defense counsel raise what I call “non-
starters.” By “non-starters,” I mean issues of programmatic importance on which counsel knows that the 
Commission and the Division have taken clear and consistent positions, and on which we simply don’t have 
any ability to compromise.
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For example, defense counsel will not make much progress if they ask us during a Wells meeting to forego an 
injunction in a settled district court action due to possible Kokesh statute of limitations issues.[3] Our district 
court settlements uniformly include injunctive relief, and the Commission has consistently taken the position 
that the Supreme Court’s Kokesh decision does not apply to injunctive relief.[4] You are welcome to try to 
persuade a court to extend Kokesh in a litigated case, but that is not something we are likely able to agree to in 
a settled context or to forgo based on litigation risks.

My next-to-last recommendation relates to cooperation credit. The SEC has a robust program that is intended 
to encourage cooperation in SEC investigations and enforcement actions. The program provides incentives to 
those who come forward and provide valuable information to SEC staff.

As many of you know, we use a framework to evaluate whether, how much, and in what manner to credit 
cooperation by individuals and entities. The factors we consider are well known and have been set out in a 
number of public documents, including the Seaboard Report[5] and other Commission policy statements.[6]

When arguing in a Wells meeting that a client should receive cooperation credit, I have seen defense counsel 
take a number of approaches. Some are more effective than others.

Some, for example, simply run down a laundry list of actions their client has taken during the course of an 
investigation – such as producing a certain number of documents, or making a certain number of witnesses 
available for a certain number of days of testimony – and claim that they should receive cooperation credit. In 
my view, this is not effective.

For one, doing something that your client is already required to do – such as producing documents in response 
to a subpoena – is not what we consider “cooperation.”

Second, simply listing out what actions your client has taken, without more, does not explain the significance of 
the cooperation. In my view, the more effective approach is to carefully and specifically explain at a Wells 
meeting how each action your client took aided the staff’s investigation in a material way. How did you help the 
staff to tailor its investigation, discover new witnesses, or uncover material facts they otherwise would not have 
known about? In short, explain to the staff – with specificity – how each action your client took materially aided 
our investigation. Doing so will assist us in explaining to the Commission why your client should receive credit 
for its cooperation.

My final observation is simple and straightforward: a Wells meeting is not the place to re-hash battles fought 
with the staff during the investigation.

Long-running SEC investigations – like any high-stakes litigation – can be contentious and hard fought. We 
strive to keep the scope of our work reasonable and proportionate, but our investigations can take time, and 
they can often require your clients to expend considerable resources.

While I understand the temptation, a Wells meeting is simply not the place to air grievances about the length of 
the investigation or shifting theories of the case, or positions the staff took on things like subpoenas, search 
terms, privilege logs, production deadlines, or testimony schedules.

Stephanie and I expect the Staff to conduct themselves professionally at all times. But just as your clients 
expect you to be aggressive in representing them, we also expect our staff to be appropriately aggressive as 
they work to support the Commission’s mission of policing the markets and protecting investors.

Ultimately, the Wells meeting is your client’s opportunity to educate us on your positions about the key issues. I 
have found that it is rarely a productive for defense counsel to rehash old disagreements with the staff about 
the way the investigation was conducted. Those disagreements won’t have a bearing on what we decide to 
recommend to the Commission. We will make more progress when everyone sticks to the facts and the law.
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Second, while prior Commission actions are very important, there are certainly some matters in which – for 
case-specific reasons – the Commission has taken an approach that is at odds with what it tends to do in a 
particular type of case. Where a case appears to be an outlier, you should take that into account before relying 
on it too heavily at a Wells meeting.

The third caveat is that we are fully aware that we, like you, are subject to the vagaries and vicitudes of 
litigation. The fact that the Commission suffered an adverse result in a particular litigation may be a relevant 
data point, but more often will not carry significant weight.

Fourth, while prior Commission actions are important, my experience has been that it is not particularly 
persuasive when defense counsel argues at a Wells meeting that we won’t have the votes for a particular case, 
or that a particular Commissioner will not support what we propose recommending.

Stephanie and I are well attuned to the Commission as a whole, and the views of individual Commissioners. 
We meet regularly with each of them, and we study carefully how they approach various issues. If you don’t 
succeed in persuading us not to bring charges, you are of course free to take your arguments directly to the 
Commissioners. But, in my experience, telling us that you know the Commissioners’ views better than we do is 
unlikely to meet with much success.

My next observation is that the most effective advocates think carefully about whether to use visual aids at a 
Wells meeting. And if they do, they are judicious about the materials they use.

We spend a great deal of time preparing for Wells meetings, and we are typically well-versed in the key facts 
and issues. For that reason, it is often not necessary for defense counsel to march through handouts or 
PowerPoint slides that cover background or elementary issues, facts, and legal standards, or which summarize 
the Wells submission.

So what is helpful? Consider not using anything at all. Although handouts and presentations have their place, 
they can sometimes inhibit natural and open dialogue.

If you do decide to use some sort of handout or visual aid, I have found that succinct presentations that cover 
the key evidence and central issues often have the most impact. Of course, what that looks like will depend on 
the case. If a particular issue turns on a handful of key documents, a short PowerPoint that highlights those 
materials can be helpful. Or, if a specific witness is particularly important, it can be helpful to focus on key 
excerpts from her testimony. In short, I have found that presentations that are focused on the key evidence 
often have a greater impact.

My next observation is that I have found that it is rarely productive when defense counsel uses a Wells meeting 
to threaten to take us to trial. For me, saber-rattling is a rhetorical dead-end.

The SEC staff includes experienced and talented trial attorneys. We regularly solicit their views during the 
investigative process. Defense counsel can safely assume that if a case has gotten to the Wells stage, we are 
serious about the case and we have come to the preliminary conclusion that we can prevail if the case is 
litigated. Simply telling us that the client will litigate achieves nothing.

That doesn’t mean you should shy away from providing your views on the risks we will face in litigation and 
trying to explain to us why we are unlikely to prevail. I have found that it can be very effective if defense 
counsel summarizes how they might try a case. That could mean previewing anticipated trial themes, or 
summarizing how you plan to use or diffuse key evidence or witnesses.

I have also found that Wells meetings are least productive when defense counsel raise what I call “non-
starters.” By “non-starters,” I mean issues of programmatic importance on which counsel knows that the 
Commission and the Division have taken clear and consistent positions, and on which we simply don’t have 
any ability to compromise.
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For example, defense counsel will not make much progress if they ask us during a Wells meeting to forego an 
injunction in a settled district court action due to possible Kokesh statute of limitations issues.[3] Our district 
court settlements uniformly include injunctive relief, and the Commission has consistently taken the position 
that the Supreme Court’s Kokesh decision does not apply to injunctive relief.[4] You are welcome to try to 
persuade a court to extend Kokesh in a litigated case, but that is not something we are likely able to agree to in 
a settled context or to forgo based on litigation risks.

My next-to-last recommendation relates to cooperation credit. The SEC has a robust program that is intended 
to encourage cooperation in SEC investigations and enforcement actions. The program provides incentives to 
those who come forward and provide valuable information to SEC staff.

As many of you know, we use a framework to evaluate whether, how much, and in what manner to credit 
cooperation by individuals and entities. The factors we consider are well known and have been set out in a 
number of public documents, including the Seaboard Report[5] and other Commission policy statements.[6]

When arguing in a Wells meeting that a client should receive cooperation credit, I have seen defense counsel 
take a number of approaches. Some are more effective than others.

Some, for example, simply run down a laundry list of actions their client has taken during the course of an 
investigation – such as producing a certain number of documents, or making a certain number of witnesses 
available for a certain number of days of testimony – and claim that they should receive cooperation credit. In 
my view, this is not effective.

For one, doing something that your client is already required to do – such as producing documents in response 
to a subpoena – is not what we consider “cooperation.”

Second, simply listing out what actions your client has taken, without more, does not explain the significance of 
the cooperation. In my view, the more effective approach is to carefully and specifically explain at a Wells 
meeting how each action your client took aided the staff’s investigation in a material way. How did you help the 
staff to tailor its investigation, discover new witnesses, or uncover material facts they otherwise would not have 
known about? In short, explain to the staff – with specificity – how each action your client took materially aided 
our investigation. Doing so will assist us in explaining to the Commission why your client should receive credit 
for its cooperation.
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Long-running SEC investigations – like any high-stakes litigation – can be contentious and hard fought. We 
strive to keep the scope of our work reasonable and proportionate, but our investigations can take time, and 
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Conclusion

In conclusion, I’ll say that, as I mentioned at the outset, my thoughts today are not grounded in some 
presumption that we can or should tell you how to do your jobs. How you represent your clients is up to you. 
But I do hope that you will find my observations about what we find to be effective helpful as you prepare for 
your next Wells meeting.

Thank you again to the City Bar for giving me the chance to spend time with you this afternoon, and I hope you 
enjoy the rest of the conference.

[1] Securities Act of 1933 Release No. 5310, “Procedures Relating to the Commencement of Enforcement 
Proceedings and Termination of Staff Investigations.”

[2] Id. 

[3] See Kokesh v. SEC, 137 S. Ct. 1635 (2017).

[4] See SEC Enforcement Manual § 3.1.2 (2017) (“[C]ertain claims are not subject to the five-year statute of 
limitations under Section 2462, including claims for injunctive relief.”)

[5] See Report of Investigation Pursuant to § 21(a) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 and Commission 
Statement on the Relationship of Cooperation to Agency Enforcement Decisions, SEC Rel. No. 34-44969 (Oct. 
23, 2001), available at https://www.sec.gov/litigation/investreport/34-44969.htm#P54_10936.

[6] Policy Statement Concerning Cooperation by Individuals in its Investigations and Related Enforcement 
Actions, SEC Rel. No. 34-61340 (Jan. 19, 2010), available at https://www.sec.gov/rules/policy/2010/34-
61340.pdf.
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As discussed more fully below, the issuers—a group that spans numerous industries—
each lost millions of dollars as a result of cyber-related frauds.  In those frauds, company 
personnel received spoofed or otherwise compromised electronic communications purporting to 
be from a company executive or vendor, causing the personnel to wire large sums or pay 
invoices to accounts controlled by the perpetrators of the scheme.  Spoofed or manipulated 
electronic communications are an increasingly familiar and pervasive problem, exposing 
individuals and companies, including public companies, particularly those that engage in 
transactions with foreign customers or suppliers, to significant risks and financial losses.  The 
Federal Bureau of Investigation recently estimated that these so-called “business email 
compromises” had caused over $5 billion in losses since 2013, with an additional $675 million in 
adjusted losses in 2017—the highest estimated out-of-pocket losses from any class of cyber-
facilitated crime during this period.1 

In connection with the investigation, the Commission considered whether the issuers 
complied with the requirements of Sections 13(b)(2)(B)(i) and (iii) of the Securities Exchange 

                                                           
1 FBI, 2017 Internet Crime Report at 12, 21 (issued May 7, 2018) available at 
https://pdf.ic3.gov/2017_IC3Report.pdf (“FBI Internet Crime Report”) (the FBI defines business 
email comprise as “a sophisticated scam targeting businesses that often work with foreign 
suppliers and/or businesses and regularly perform wire transfer payments,” and includes frauds 
impacting both private and public companies); FBI, Public Service Announcement: E-Mail 
Account Compromise the 5 Billion Dollar Scam (May 4, 2017), available at 
https://www.ic3.gov/media/2017/170504.aspx  (“FBI PSA”); see also Proofpoint, 2017 Email 
Fraud Threat Report at 3 (Feb. 12, 2018) available at 
https://www.proofpoint.com/sites/default/files/pfpt-us-tr-email-fraud-yir-180212.pdf (finding 
that by the fourth quarter of 2017, nearly 89% of all organizations were targeted by at least one 
attack, over a 13% increase from the fourth quarter of 2016).  
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Act of 1934 (“Exchange Act”).2  Those provisions require certain issuers to devise and maintain 
a system of internal accounting controls sufficient to provide reasonable assurances that 
transactions are executed with, or that access to company assets is permitted only with, 
management’s general or specific authorization.3  As the Senate emphasized over four decades 
ago when passing these provisions, “[a] fundamental aspect of management’s stewardship 
responsibility is to provide shareholders with reasonable assurances that the business is 
adequately controlled.”4  While the cyber-related threats posed to issuers’ assets are relatively 
new, the expectation that issuers will have sufficient internal accounting controls and that those 
controls will be reviewed and updated as circumstances warrant is not. 

The Commission has determined not to pursue an enforcement action in these matters 
based on the conduct and activities of these public issuers that are known to the Commission at 
this time.  The Commission, however, deems it appropriate and in the public interest to issue this 
Report of Investigation (“Report”) pursuant to Section 21(a) of the Exchange Act to make issuers 
and other market participants aware that these cyber-related threats of spoofed or manipulated 
electronic communications exist and should be considered when devising and maintaining a 
system of internal accounting controls as required by the federal securities laws.  Having 
sufficient internal accounting controls plays an important role in an issuer’s risk management 
approach to external cyber-related threats, and, ultimately, in the protection of investors. 

II. INVESTIGATIONS 
 

The Division’s investigation focused on the internal accounting controls of nine issuers 
that were victims of one of two variants of schemes involving spoofed or compromised 
electronic communications from persons purporting to be company executives or vendors.  The 
issuers covered a range of sectors including technology, machinery, real estate, energy, financial, 
and consumer goods, reflecting the reality that every type of business is a potential target of 

                                                           
2 15 U.S.C. § 78m(b)(2)(B)(i) & (iii). 

3 The issuers with these Section 13(b)(2) obligations are those that have a class of securities 
registered with the Commission under Section 12 of the Exchange Act or that must file reports 
with the Commission under Section 15(d) of the Exchange Act.  15 U.S.C. § 78m(b)(6).    Also 
the level of reasonable assurances required under these provisions is defined as such “degree of 
assurance as would satisfy prudent officials in the conduct of their own affairs.”  15 U.S.C. 
§ 78m(b)(7). 

4 S. Rep. No. 95-114, at 8 (1977) (“1977 Senate Report”); see also Promotion of the Reliability 
of Financial Information and Prevention of the Concealment of Questionable or Illegal 
Corporate Payments and Practices, Exchange Act Release No. 15570, at 6 (Feb. 15, 1979) 
(adopting release) (“An equally important objective of the new law . . . is the goal of corporate 
accountability.”). 

3 

cyber-related fraud.5  At the time of the cyberscams, each issuer had substantial annual revenues 
and  had securities listed on a national securities exchange. 

Each of the nine issuers lost at least $1 million; two lost more than $30 million.  In total, 
the nine issuers lost nearly $100 million to the perpetrators, almost all of which was never 
recovered.  Some of the investigated issuers were victims of protracted schemes that were only 
uncovered as a result of third-party actions, such as through detection by a foreign bank or law 
enforcement agency.  Indeed, one company made 14 wire payments requested by the fake 
executive over the course of several weeks—resulting in over $45 million in losses—before the 
fraud was uncovered by an alert from a foreign bank.  Another of the issuers paid eight invoices 
totaling $1.5 million over several months in response to a vendor’s manipulated electronic 
documentation for a banking change; the fraud was only discovered when the real vendor 
complained about past due invoices.   

Emails from Fake Executives.  The first type of business email compromise the Division 
reviewed involved emails from persons not affiliated with the company purporting to be 
company executives.  In these situations, the perpetrators of the scheme emailed company 
finance personnel, using spoofed email domains and addresses of an executive (typically the 
CEO) so that it appeared, at least superficially, as if the email were legitimate.  In all of the 
frauds, the spoofed email directed the companies’ finance personnel to work with a purported 
outside attorney identified in the email, who then directed the companies’ finance personnel to 
cause large wire transfers to foreign bank accounts controlled by the perpetrators.  The 
perpetrators used real law firm and attorney names, and legal services-sounding email domains 
like “consultant.com,” but the contact details connected company personnel with an 
impersonator and co-conspirator.  These were not sophisticated frauds in general design or the 
use of technology.  In fact, from a technological perspective they only required creating an email 
address to mimic the executive’s address.  Each of the schemes had some common elements: 

• The spoofed emails described time-sensitive transactions or “deals” that needed to be 
completed within days, and emphasized the need for secrecy from other company 
employees.  They sometimes implied some level of government oversight, such as 
one fraudulent email claiming the purported transaction was “in coordination with 
and under the supervision of the SEC.” 

• The spoofed emails stated that the funds requested were necessary for foreign 
transactions or acquisitions, and directed the wire transfers to foreign banks and 
beneficiaries.  Although all of the issuers had some foreign operations, these 
purported foreign transactions would have been unusual for most of them.  The 
emails also provided minimal details about the transactions. 

                                                           
5 The Council of Economic Advisers, The Cost of Malicious Cyber Activity to the U.S. Economy 
at 6 (Feb. 2018), available at https://www.whitehouse.gov/wp-content/uploads/2018/02/The-
Cost-of-Malicious-Cyber-Activity-to-the-U.S.-Economy.pdf  (“Council of Economic Advisers 
Report”) (“That said, every firm is a potential target, independent of its age, size, sector, 
location, or employee composition.”). 
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5 The Council of Economic Advisers, The Cost of Malicious Cyber Activity to the U.S. Economy 
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• The spoofed emails typically were sent to midlevel personnel, who were not generally 
responsible or involved in the purported transactions (and who rarely communicated 
with the executives being spoofed).  The emails also often included spelling and 
grammatical errors. 

Emails from Fake Vendors.  The second type of cyber-related fraud involved electronic 
communications impersonating the issuers’ vendors.  This form of scam was more 
technologically sophisticated than the spoofed executive emails because, in the instances the 
Division reviewed, the schemes involved intrusions into the email accounts of issuers’ foreign 
vendors.  After hacking the existing vendors’ email accounts, the perpetrators inserted 
illegitimate requests for payments (and payment processing details) into electronic 
communications for otherwise legitimate transaction requests.  The perpetrators of these scams 
also corresponded with unwitting issuer personnel responsible for procuring goods from the 
vendors so that they could gain access to information about actual purchase orders and invoices.  
The perpetrators then requested that the issuer personnel initiate changes to the vendors’ banking 
information, and attached doctored invoices reflecting the new, fraudulent account information.  
The issuer personnel responsible for procurement relayed that information to accounting 
personnel responsible for maintaining vendor data.  As a result, the issuers made payments on 
outstanding invoices to foreign accounts controlled by the impersonator rather than the accounts 
of the real vendors. 

Unlike the fake executive scams, the spoofed vendor emails had fewer indicia of 
illegitimacy or red flags.  In fact, several victims only learned of the scam when the real vendor 
raised concerns about nonpayment on outstanding invoices.  Because vendors often afford 
issuers months before considering a payment delinquent, the scams, in certain circumstances, 
were able to continue for an extended period of time.   

III. DISCUSSION 

The Commission recently emphasized that “cybersecurity presents ongoing risks and 
threats to our capital markets and to companies operating in all industries, including public 
companies regulated by the Commission.”6  Accordingly, the Commission Statement and 
Guidance on Public Company Cybersecurity Disclosures advised such public companies that 
“[c]ybersecurity risk management policies and procedures are key elements of enterprise-wide 
risk management, including as it relates to compliance with the federal securities laws.”7 

                                                           
6 Commission Statement and Guidance on Public Company Cybersecurity Disclosures, at 2 
(Feb. 21, 2018), available at https://www.sec.gov/rules/interp/2018/33-10459.pdf (“Commission 
Statement on Cybersecurity Disclosures”); see also World Economic Forum, The Global Risks 
Report 2018 at 6 (Jan. 17, 2018), available at 
http://www3.weforum.org/docs/WEF_GRR18_Report.pdf (“World Economic Forum Report”) 
(identifying cyberattacks as one of the top five global risks in terms of likelihood). 

7 Commission Statement on Cybersecurity Disclosures at 18. 

5 

In light of the risks associated with today’s ever expanding digital interconnectedness, 
public companies should pay particular attention to the obligations imposed by 
Section 13(b)(2)(B) to devise and maintain internal accounting controls that reasonably 
safeguard company and, ultimately, investor assets from cyber-related frauds.  More specifically, 
Section 13(b)(2)(B)(i) and (iii) require certain issuers to “devise and maintain a system of 
internal accounting controls sufficient to provide reasonable assurances that (i) transactions are 
executed in accordance with management’s general or specific authorization,” and that “(iii) 
access to assets is permitted only in accordance with management’s general or specific 
authorization.”8  As the Senate underscored when these provisions were passed, “[t]he expected 
benefits from the conscientious discharge of these responsibilities are of basic importance to 
investors and the maintenance of the integrity of our capital market system.”9  

Virtually all economic activities now take place through digital technology and electronic 
communication, leaving business transactions and assets susceptible to a variety of cyber-related 
threats.10  This is a growing global problem, and cyberscams like the ones described above that 
target an issuer’s assets are an ever-increasing part of the cybersecurity threats faced by a wide 
variety of businesses, including issuers with Section 13(b)(2)(B) obligations.11  The financial and 
other impacts of these frauds can be significant, as the instances described above attest.  

As noted above, these frauds were not sophisticated in design or the use of technology; 
instead, they relied on technology to search for both weaknesses in policies and procedures and 
human vulnerabilities that rendered the control environment ineffective.  Having internal 
accounting control systems that factor in such cyber-related threats, and related human 
vulnerabilities, may be vital to maintaining a sufficient accounting control environment and 
safeguarding assets. 

These examples underscore the importance of devising and maintaining a system of 
internal accounting controls attuned to this kind of cyber-related fraud, as well as the critical role 
training plays in implementing controls that serve their purpose and protect assets in compliance 
with the federal securities laws.  The issuers here, for instance, had procedures that required 

                                                           
8 15 U.S.C. § 78m(b)(2)(B)(i) & (iii). 

9 1977 Senate Report at 8. 

10 See, e.g., World Economic Forum Report at 14 (“Attacks are increasing, both in prevalence 
and disruptive potential.”). 

11 See FBI Internet Crime Report at 12 (“In 2017, the IC3 received 15,690 BEC/EAC complaints 
with adjusted losses of over $675 million”); FBI PSA (“The BEC/EAC scam continues to grow, 
evolve, and target small, medium, and large businesses.  Between January 2015 and 
December 2016, there was a 2,370% increase in identified exposed losses.”).  These figures 
include losses sustained by private or public companies, and so are not limited to those with 
securities registered under Section 12 of the Exchange Act or those that must file reports under 
Section 15(d) of the Exchange Act. 
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6 Commission Statement and Guidance on Public Company Cybersecurity Disclosures, at 2 
(Feb. 21, 2018), available at https://www.sec.gov/rules/interp/2018/33-10459.pdf (“Commission 
Statement on Cybersecurity Disclosures”); see also World Economic Forum, The Global Risks 
Report 2018 at 6 (Jan. 17, 2018), available at 
http://www3.weforum.org/docs/WEF_GRR18_Report.pdf (“World Economic Forum Report”) 
(identifying cyberattacks as one of the top five global risks in terms of likelihood). 

7 Commission Statement on Cybersecurity Disclosures at 18. 
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In light of the risks associated with today’s ever expanding digital interconnectedness, 
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internal accounting controls sufficient to provide reasonable assurances that (i) transactions are 
executed in accordance with management’s general or specific authorization,” and that “(iii) 
access to assets is permitted only in accordance with management’s general or specific 
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other impacts of these frauds can be significant, as the instances described above attest.  

As noted above, these frauds were not sophisticated in design or the use of technology; 
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human vulnerabilities that rendered the control environment ineffective.  Having internal 
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These examples underscore the importance of devising and maintaining a system of 
internal accounting controls attuned to this kind of cyber-related fraud, as well as the critical role 
training plays in implementing controls that serve their purpose and protect assets in compliance 
with the federal securities laws.  The issuers here, for instance, had procedures that required 

                                                           
8 15 U.S.C. § 78m(b)(2)(B)(i) & (iii). 

9 1977 Senate Report at 8. 

10 See, e.g., World Economic Forum Report at 14 (“Attacks are increasing, both in prevalence 
and disruptive potential.”). 

11 See FBI Internet Crime Report at 12 (“In 2017, the IC3 received 15,690 BEC/EAC complaints 
with adjusted losses of over $675 million”); FBI PSA (“The BEC/EAC scam continues to grow, 
evolve, and target small, medium, and large businesses.  Between January 2015 and 
December 2016, there was a 2,370% increase in identified exposed losses.”).  These figures 
include losses sustained by private or public companies, and so are not limited to those with 
securities registered under Section 12 of the Exchange Act or those that must file reports under 
Section 15(d) of the Exchange Act. 
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certain levels of authorization for payment requests, management approval for outgoing wires, 
and verification of any changes to vendor data.  Yet they still became victims of these attacks.  
The existing controls could be (and were) interpreted by the company’s personnel to mean that 
the (ultimately compromised) electronic communications were, standing alone, sufficient to 
process significant wire transfers or changes to vendor banking data.  To that end, after falling 
victim to these frauds, each of the issuers sought to enhance their payment authorization 
procedures, and verification requirements for vendor information changes.  Moreover, as noted 
above, many of these issuers only learned of the fraud as a result of third-party notices, such as 
from law enforcement or foreign banks.  Thereafter, these issuers took steps to bolster their 
account reconciliation procedures and outgoing payment notification processes to aid detection 
of payments resulting from fraud.12   

Systems of internal accounting controls, by their nature, depend also on the personnel 
that implement, maintain, and follow them.  In the context of the business email compromises 
the Division reviewed, the frauds succeeded, at least in part, because the responsible personnel 
did not sufficiently understand the company’s existing controls or did not recognize indications 
in the emailed instructions that those communications lacked reliability.  For example, in one 
matter, the accounting employee who received the spoofed email did not follow the company’s 
dual-authorization requirement for wire payments, directing unqualified subordinates to sign-off 
on the wires.  In another, the accounting employee misinterpreted the company’s authorization 
matrix as giving him approval authority at a level reserved for the CFO.  And there were 
numerous examples where the recipients of the fraudulent communications asked no questions 
about the nature of the supposed transactions, even where such transactions were clearly outside 
of the recipient employee’s domain and even where the employee was asked to make multiple 
payments over days and even weeks.  In two instances the targeted recipients were themselves 
executive-level employees—chief accounting officers—who initiated payments in response to 
fake executive emails.  To this end, while most of the issuers had some form of training 
regarding controls and information technology in place prior to the scams, all of them enhanced 
their training of responsible personnel about relevant threats, as well as about pertinent policies 
and procedures following the frauds.   

IV. CONCLUSION 

By this report, the Commission is not suggesting that every issuer that is the victim of a 
cyber-related scam is, by extension, in violation of the internal accounting controls requirements 
of the federal securities laws.  What is clear, however, is that internal accounting controls may 
need to be reassessed in light of emerging risks, including risks arising from cyber-related frauds.  
Public issuers subject to the requirements of Section 13(b)(2)(B) must calibrate their internal 
accounting controls to the current risk environment and assess and adjust policies and procedures 
accordingly. 

                                                           
12 See, e.g., Statement of Policy Regarding the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act of 1977, 46 Fed. 
Reg. 11544, at 11547 (Jan. 29, 1981) (“[W]hen discovery and correction expeditiously follow, 
no failing in the company’s internal accounting system would have existed.  To the contrary, 
routine discovery and correction would evidence its effectiveness.”). 

7 

Ultimately, issuers themselves are in the best position to develop internal accounting 
controls that account for their particular operational needs and risks in complying with 
Section 13(b)(2)(B).13  In performing this analysis, issuers should evaluate to what extent they 
should consider cyber-related threats when devising and maintaining their internal accounting 
control systems.  Given the prevalence and continued expansion of these attacks, issuers should 
be mindful of the risks that cyber-related frauds pose and consider, as appropriate, whether their 
internal accounting control systems are sufficient to provide reasonable assurances in 
safeguarding their assets from these risks. 

                                                           
13 See 1977 Senate Report at 8 (“. . . management must exercise judgment in determining the 
steps to be taken, and the cost incurred, in giving assurance that the objectives expressed, will be 
achieved.”); Council of Economic Advisers Report at 45 (“Private firms are ultimately in the 
best position to figure out the most appropriate sector- and firm-specific cybersecurity 
practices.”).   
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Last week, in SEC v. Cohen, a federal district court dismissed an SEC enforcement action, in its 
entirety, on statute-of-limitations grounds.1 Most notably, citing the Supreme Court’s 2017 
Kokesh decision, the court held that the injunction sought by the SEC in the case "would 
function at least partly to punish Defendants and is therefore a penalty"2 for purposes of the 
five-year statute of limitations applicable to all federal government actions seeking a civil fine, 
penalty, or forfeiture.3 This decision is part of an eight-year trend of rulings in the Supreme 
Court and the lower courts curtailing the SEC’s enforcement powers in numerous ways, 
including invalidating the appointment of the agency’s administrative law judges,4 extending the 
coverage of the statute of limitations to SEC enforcement actions,5 narrowing the scope of the 
anti-fraud provisions of the federal securities laws,6 and limiting the extraterritorial reach of 
these provisions.7  

As we explained last year, prior to Kokesh, the SEC had long taken the position that it could 
pursue disgorgement claims and other equitable remedies indefinitely. In Kokesh, the Supreme 
Court rejected that approach as to disgorgement, reasoning that disgorgement is a penalty 
because it addresses a wrong to the public, and that the remedy’s purposes include punishment 
and deterrence rather than merely compensation for a loss. The Court concluded that 

1 Memorandum & Order Granting Motion to Dismiss, 1:17-CV-00430 (E.D.N.Y. July 12, 2018), ECF No. 
68. 
2 137 S. Ct. 1635 (2017). 
3 28 U.S.C. § 2462 (2018). 
4 Lucia v. SEC, 138 S. Ct. 2044 (2018). 
5 Kokesh v. SEC, 137 S. Ct. 1635 (2017) (holding the general five-year statute of limitations applies to 
claims for disgorgement); Gabelli v. SEC, 568 U.S. 442 (2013) (holding the general five-year statute of 
limitations for federal government civil penalty actions begins to run when a fraud occurs, rather than 
when the government discovers it). 
6 Janus Capital Group, Inc. v. First Derivative Traders, 564 U.S. 135 (2011) (holding that a defendant only 
"makes" a statement for purposes of a private action under Rule 10b–5(b) of the Securities Exchange Act 
of 1934 if the defendant "is the person or entity with ultimate authority over the statement, including its 
content and whether and how to communicate it."). The Supreme Court also recently granted a cert. 
petition in Lorenzo v. SEC, where it will consider, among other things, whether to reduce the scope of 
"scheme liability" under Rule 10b-5. 872 F.3d 578 (D.C. Cir. 2017), cert. granted, No. 17-1077, 2018 WL 
646998 (U.S. June 18, 2018). 
7 See Morrison v. Nat’l Australia Bank, 561 U.S. 247 (2010). 
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disgorgement is punitive instead of remedial because it does not simply restore the money to 
victims but rather "leaves the defendant worse off."8  

In Cohen, Judge Nicholas Garaufis, of the Eastern District of New York, applied Kokesh to the 
SEC’s claim for an "obey the law" injunction as well as its disgorgement and penalty claims. 
Judge Garaufis held that the requested injunction fell within the ambit of Kokesh’s reasoning 
because the SEC was seeking the injunction to benefit the public, and because the injunction 
would label the defendants as wrongdoers, a form of punishment. Although the court stated that 
it was limiting its decision to the specific injunction sought in that case,9 the court’s reasoning 
would appear to extend to all obey-the-law injunctions sought by the SEC. On this issue, the 
Cohen decision is consistent with prior decisions in the Northern District of Texas10 and the 
Southern District of New York,11 but in conflict with a decision last year by the Eighth Circuit.12  

While the decision to apply Kokesh to injunctive relief will garner the most attention, the other 
aspects of the Cohen decision are also notable. The SEC asked the court to deny the 
defendants’ motion to dismiss on limitations grounds as premature given that § 2462 applies 
only to remedies, arguing that the determination of whether the requested injunction was 
punitive in nature would depend on facts that the SEC would develop in discovery and present 
at trial. The court rejected the SEC’s argument and held that it was appropriate to consider 
whether the remedy sought would be subject to the statute of limitations on a motion to 
dismiss.13 Judge Garaufis reasoned that "[a]llowing discovery to proceed with respect to claims 
that appear to be time-barred . . . would constitute ‘entertain[ing]’ those claims, which § 2462 
clearly prohibits."14   

The Cohen court also held that a tolling agreement between the SEC and the defendants 
should be construed narrowly to apply only to the specific investigation referenced in the 
agreement and not to subsequent investigations that arose out of that original investigation.15 
This holding reinforces the importance of reviewing and tailoring the language of all tolling 
agreements with the SEC.  

Moreover, in Cohen, the court rejected the SEC’s argument that "its 'disgorgement claims' 
accrued only when (and apparently each time) Defendants received ill-gotten gains as a result 
of the allegedly corrupt transactions."16 The court explained that "the statute of limitations runs 
from when Defendants allegedly engaged in misconduct, not when they received compensation 

                                                

 
8 137 S. Ct. at 1644. 
9 Cohen, Mem. & Order Granting Mot. to Dismiss at 31, ECF No. 68. 
10 SEC v. Microtune, Inc., 783 F. Supp. 2d 867, 885-86 (N.D. Tex. 2011) (holding that injunctive relief and 
officer-and-director bars are subject to § 2462). 
11 SEC v. Jones, 476 F. Supp. 2d 374, 385 (S.D.N.Y. 2007) (holding that an obey-the-law injunction was 
subject to § 2462 because it "would carry with it the sting of punishment"). 
12 SEC v. Collyard, 861 F.3d 760, 764 (8th Cir. 2017) (holding that an obey-the-law injunction is issued to 
protect the public, and not deterrent in nature, and thus, is not a penalty and subject to the 5-year statute 
of limitations of § 2462). 
13 Cohen, Mem. & Order Granting Mot. to Dismiss at 19, ECF No. 68. 
14 Id. at 18. 
15 Id. at 22-23. 
16 Id. at 23-24. 
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This holding reinforces the importance of reviewing and tailoring the language of all tolling 
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8 137 S. Ct. at 1644. 
9 Cohen, Mem. & Order Granting Mot. to Dismiss at 31, ECF No. 68. 
10 SEC v. Microtune, Inc., 783 F. Supp. 2d 867, 885-86 (N.D. Tex. 2011) (holding that injunctive relief and 
officer-and-director bars are subject to § 2462). 
11 SEC v. Jones, 476 F. Supp. 2d 374, 385 (S.D.N.Y. 2007) (holding that an obey-the-law injunction was 
subject to § 2462 because it "would carry with it the sting of punishment"). 
12 SEC v. Collyard, 861 F.3d 760, 764 (8th Cir. 2017) (holding that an obey-the-law injunction is issued to 
protect the public, and not deterrent in nature, and thus, is not a penalty and subject to the 5-year statute 
of limitations of § 2462). 
13 Cohen, Mem. & Order Granting Mot. to Dismiss at 19, ECF No. 68. 
14 Id. at 18. 
15 Id. at 22-23. 
16 Id. at 23-24. 
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in connection with that misconduct."17 The court’s rejection of the SEC’s accrual argument 
helpfully sharpens the date on which the statute of limitations begins to run on SEC 
enforcement actions. 

Although Cohen and other recent decisions have limited the SEC’s enforcement authority in a 
number of areas, the agency’s investigatory and enforcement powers remain broad. In addition, 
the SEC may attempt to adapt to these rulings by, among other tactics, pursuing broadly 
worded tolling agreements and conduct-based injunctions that place limitations on future 
activity, as well as by focusing on early detection and whistleblowing incentives in an effort to 
bring enforcement actions long before the expiration of the five-year statute of limitations.  
These decisions indicate a growing trend that provides companies and individuals with more 
tools to defend against SEC enforcement actions and more effectively limit broad ranging 
investigations. 
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17 Id. at 24 (citing Gabelli, 568 U.S. at 448; SEC v. Straub, No. 11-CV-9645, 2016 WL 5793398, at *19 
(S.D.N.Y. Sept. 30, 2016)). The court also noted that if the SEC’s argument was correct, the SEC would 
have needed to plausibly allege the defendant’s receipt of ill-gotten gains in its complaint—which the SEC 
failed to do in Cohen. 
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at Cleary Gottlieb Steen & Hamilton LLP. This post is based on a Cleary Gottlieb memorandum by Mr. Cooper, Mr. 
Solomon, and Mr. Silverman.

Last month, the Supreme Court granted a writ of certiorari in Lorenzo v. SEC, a case where Francis Lorenzo, a registered
representative of a broker-dealer, allegedly emailed false and misleading statements to investors that were originally
drafted by his boss. After administrative and Commission findings of liability, a divided panel of the D.C. Circuit
determined that, while Lorenzo was not the “maker” of the statements, he did use them to deceive investors, and thereby
violated the so-called scheme liability provisions of Section 10(b) of the Securities Exchange Act and Rule 10b-5
thereunder. As described in the petitioner’s motion seeking certiorari, the case presents the question whether, under the
Court’s 2011 Janus Capital Group, Inc. v. First Derivative Traders decision, the scheme liability provisions of Rule 10b-5
(a) and (c) may be used to find liability in connection with false or misleading statements by persons who are not
themselves the maker of those statements and, thus, not liable under the false-and-misleading statements provision of
Rule 10b-5(b). The answer to this question could have implications for the Securities and Exchange Commission’s (“SEC”
or “Commission”) Enforcement Division as well as potentially significant implications for private securities litigants who
principally rely on Section 10(b) to bring private causes of action sounding in fraud.

In particular, the Court’s decision may well bring more clarity to the case law that has developed after the Supreme Court
held in Central Bank of Denver, N.A. v. First Interstate Bank of Denver, N.A that private plaintiffs may not maintain aiding-
and-abetting suits brought under Section 10(b) and Rule 10b-5. Since that decision, a number of courts have taken the
position that each clause of Rule 10b-5 is meant to capture different types of conduct, and therefore cases based primarily
on misstatements or omissions that give rise to liability under Rule 10b-5(b) cannot also be charged under the scheme
liability provisions of (a) and (c) of that same Rule. Because Lorenzo allegedly involved the use of a misleading statement
by a non-maker under Janus that nevertheless, according to the D.C. Circuit majority, amounted to a scheme, it provides
the Court a vehicle, should it wish, to impose restrictions on scheme liability cases and thus limit claims available to
private plaintiffs where the fact pattern involves the use of a material misrepresentation by a non-maker, but no additional
deceptive conduct.

The Court’s ultimate approach on this appeal may turn on whether President Trump’s nominee to fill the Kennedy vacancy
on the Court, Judge Brett Kavanaugh, is confirmed and, if so, whether he participates in the appeal. Judge Kavanaugh
penned a strong dissent from portions of the underlying D.C. Circuit decision. If he is confirmed and recuses himself on
the basis of having heard the case below, any attempt to limit the ability of the SEC or private plaintiffs to bring scheme
liability claims could meet resistance from the Court’s four more liberal Justices, each of whom dissented from Janus, 
potentially resulting in a 4-4 split that would in effect affirm the D.C. Circuit’s decision below. In any event, it is worth
pausing to consider the issues this appeal presents because the grant of cert. itself suggests that the Court may be
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in connection with that misconduct."17 The court’s rejection of the SEC’s accrual argument 
helpfully sharpens the date on which the statute of limitations begins to run on SEC 
enforcement actions. 

Although Cohen and other recent decisions have limited the SEC’s enforcement authority in a 
number of areas, the agency’s investigatory and enforcement powers remain broad. In addition, 
the SEC may attempt to adapt to these rulings by, among other tactics, pursuing broadly 
worded tolling agreements and conduct-based injunctions that place limitations on future 
activity, as well as by focusing on early detection and whistleblowing incentives in an effort to 
bring enforcement actions long before the expiration of the five-year statute of limitations.  
These decisions indicate a growing trend that provides companies and individuals with more 
tools to defend against SEC enforcement actions and more effectively limit broad ranging 
investigations. 
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17 Id. at 24 (citing Gabelli, 568 U.S. at 448; SEC v. Straub, No. 11-CV-9645, 2016 WL 5793398, at *19 
(S.D.N.Y. Sept. 30, 2016)). The court also noted that if the SEC’s argument was correct, the SEC would 
have needed to plausibly allege the defendant’s receipt of ill-gotten gains in its complaint—which the SEC 
failed to do in Cohen. 
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Editor's Note: Roger A. Cooper and Matthew C. Solomon are partners and Leslie N. Silverman is senior counsel 
at Cleary Gottlieb Steen & Hamilton LLP. This post is based on a Cleary Gottlieb memorandum by Mr. Cooper, Mr. 
Solomon, and Mr. Silverman.

Last month, the Supreme Court granted a writ of certiorari in Lorenzo v. SEC, a case where Francis Lorenzo, a registered
representative of a broker-dealer, allegedly emailed false and misleading statements to investors that were originally
drafted by his boss. After administrative and Commission findings of liability, a divided panel of the D.C. Circuit
determined that, while Lorenzo was not the “maker” of the statements, he did use them to deceive investors, and thereby
violated the so-called scheme liability provisions of Section 10(b) of the Securities Exchange Act and Rule 10b-5
thereunder. As described in the petitioner’s motion seeking certiorari, the case presents the question whether, under the
Court’s 2011 Janus Capital Group, Inc. v. First Derivative Traders decision, the scheme liability provisions of Rule 10b-5
(a) and (c) may be used to find liability in connection with false or misleading statements by persons who are not
themselves the maker of those statements and, thus, not liable under the false-and-misleading statements provision of
Rule 10b-5(b). The answer to this question could have implications for the Securities and Exchange Commission’s (“SEC”
or “Commission”) Enforcement Division as well as potentially significant implications for private securities litigants who
principally rely on Section 10(b) to bring private causes of action sounding in fraud.

In particular, the Court’s decision may well bring more clarity to the case law that has developed after the Supreme Court
held in Central Bank of Denver, N.A. v. First Interstate Bank of Denver, N.A that private plaintiffs may not maintain aiding-
and-abetting suits brought under Section 10(b) and Rule 10b-5. Since that decision, a number of courts have taken the
position that each clause of Rule 10b-5 is meant to capture different types of conduct, and therefore cases based primarily
on misstatements or omissions that give rise to liability under Rule 10b-5(b) cannot also be charged under the scheme
liability provisions of (a) and (c) of that same Rule. Because Lorenzo allegedly involved the use of a misleading statement
by a non-maker under Janus that nevertheless, according to the D.C. Circuit majority, amounted to a scheme, it provides
the Court a vehicle, should it wish, to impose restrictions on scheme liability cases and thus limit claims available to
private plaintiffs where the fact pattern involves the use of a material misrepresentation by a non-maker, but no additional
deceptive conduct.

The Court’s ultimate approach on this appeal may turn on whether President Trump’s nominee to fill the Kennedy vacancy
on the Court, Judge Brett Kavanaugh, is confirmed and, if so, whether he participates in the appeal. Judge Kavanaugh
penned a strong dissent from portions of the underlying D.C. Circuit decision. If he is confirmed and recuses himself on
the basis of having heard the case below, any attempt to limit the ability of the SEC or private plaintiffs to bring scheme
liability claims could meet resistance from the Court’s four more liberal Justices, each of whom dissented from Janus, 
potentially resulting in a 4-4 split that would in effect affirm the D.C. Circuit’s decision below. In any event, it is worth
pausing to consider the issues this appeal presents because the grant of cert. itself suggests that the Court may be
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looking for a vehicle to more clearly demarcate the line between misstatements and scheme liability cases, and possibly
even to rein in the scope of Rule 10b-5(b) cases more broadly, either here or in a future appeal.

Primary vs. Secondary Liability

The significance of this case rests on the difference between primary (misstatements and/or scheme) liability and
secondary (aiding-and-abetting) liability for securities law violations under Rule 10b-5 and its three clauses.
Following Central Bank’s foreclosure of aiding-and-abetting liability, private litigation has focused on determining what
constitutes either a false or misleading statement, actionable under Rule 10b-5(b), or otherwise deceptive conduct, which
may or may not include a material misrepresentation, actionable under Rules 10b-5(a) and (c), which broadly prohibit
deceptive devices, schemes or other similar acts. This case highlights two questions relevant to that determination. First,
who is the “maker” of the statement and thus potentially liable under Section 10b-5(b)? And, second, is the mere use of a 
false or misleading statement by someone who is not himself the “maker” sufficiently deceptive on its own to constitute
scheme liability under Rules 10b-5(a) and (c), or is such an attempt to turn mere use into a scheme an end-run around
10b-5(b)’s primary liability requirements?

Addressing the first question—who “makes” a statement under 10b-5(b)—the Supreme Court held in Janus that “the 
maker of a statement is the person or entity with ultimate authority over the statement, including its content and whether
and how to communicate it.” On that question, the Court held that, “in the ordinary case, attribution within a statement or
implicit from surrounding circumstances is strong evidence that a statement was made by—and only by—the party to
whom it is attributed.” The second question—what conduct is deceptive under 10b-5(a) and (c)—has elicited somewhat
mixed approaches from the federal bench. A number of courts have taken the position that each clause of Rule 10b-5 is
intended to capture different types of conduct. Cases primarily based on misstatements or omissions that would give rise
to liability under Rule 10b-5(b) therefore cannot also be charged as scheme liability under Rule 10b-5(a) or (c) absent
additional deceptive conduct separate and apart from the use of the misstatement itself. The Commission has
(unsurprisingly) taken the more expansive view that Rules 10b-5(a) and (c) can be used in appropriate circumstances to
reach persons who disseminate a false or misleading statement made by another.

Lorenzo

The D.C. Circuit took a somewhat surprising route in deciding a case implicating both of these questions. Lorenzo was the
director of investment banking at a registered broker-dealer, Charles Vista, LLC. At the direction of his boss, Lorenzo sent
an email to prospective investors lauding a number of purported “layers of protection” against default—including $10
million in assets—of a startup company looking to issue debentures. Lorenzo sent the email from his account and above
his signature block, the email came from him as Charles Vista’s head of investment banking, and the email finished with
an invitation to call him if investors had questions. The email also included a note that it was sent at the request of his
boss, and Lorenzo later testified that he copied and pasted the content from his boss. After a hearing, an SEC
administrative law judge found that Lorenzo understood when he sent the email that none of these protections existed,
that the company had virtually no assets to its name, and, as a result, that Lorenzo violated all three clauses of Rule
10b-5. The Commission upheld the ALJ’s decision.

On appeal from the Commission decision, a 2-1 panel majority of the D.C. Circuit agreed that the statements in the email
were false or misleading and that Lorenzo acted with the requisite scienter in sending it. However, the court also found
that, under Janus, Lorenzo was not the maker of the false or misleading statements because he sent the email “at the
behest of his boss” who “supplied the content” and “approved” the email. As a result, the court held that Lorenzo did not
violate Rule 10b-5(b). Interestingly, the court did not address the issue of attribution, instead focusing on the notion that
Lorenzo’s boss was the one with ultimate authority over when and how to communicate the email.

The court further held, however, that Lorenzo violated 10b-5(a) and (c) by sending the email. In other words,
Lorenzo’s use of the statement to deceive was sufficient to invoke the scheme liability provisions of Rule 10b-5(a) and (c),
even though Lorenzo was not himself the “maker” of the statement under Janus and even though the court identified no
additional deceptive conduct apart from the use of the misstatement itself. In reaching that conclusion, the court rejected
Lorenzo’s argument that, at most, his conduct amounted to aiding-and-abetting and not primary liability. Instead, the court
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found that, because Lorenzo interacted directly with investors in supplying the false emails, he was primarily liable. The
court also found that claims involving false statements did not need to sit exclusively within 10b-5(b): “Rules 10b-5(a) and
(c), as well as Sections 10(b) and 17(a)(1) [of the Securities Act], may encompass certain conduct involving the
dissemination of false statements even if the same conduct lies beyond the reach of Rule 10b-5(b).”

In dissent, Judge Kavanaugh characterized the Commission’s tactics as decades of trying to “circumvent” Supreme Court
decisions designed to distinguish primary and secondary liability. He criticized the shifting interpretations of the record at
each level of the proceeding, and believed the administrative law judge’s factual findings did not support the required
scienter. He also indicated that he would have ruled, in accordance with the Second, Eighth and Ninth Circuits, that
“scheme liability must be based on conduct that goes beyond a defendant’s role in preparing mere misstatements or
omissions made by others.”

What’s Next?

Lorenzo has asked the Supreme Court to answer the question whether a misstatement claim “that does not meet the
elements set forth in Janus can be repackaged and pursued as a fraudulent scheme claim.” A number of possible
outcomes present themselves.

Prior to Judge Kavanaugh’s nomination to the Court, the most likely outcome in view of the Court’s recent securities law
decisions is that a majority would subscribe to his dissent and use Lorenzo to clarify what type of conduct constitutes
deception under scheme liability by finding that allegations of conduct involving use of a misleading statement alone can
only give rise potentially to primary liability under Rule 10b-5(b) and not the scheme liability provisions of Rule 10b-5(a)
and (c). This approach, which would accord with the majority of federal courts to have considered the issue, seems the
most likely given the Court’s past concerns—reflected in Central Bank, Janus, and Stoneridge Investment Partners v.
Scientific-Atlanta—with clearly demarcating the line between primary and secondary liability. While such an approach
would work to cabin private actions, it would have less of an impact on SEC enforcement actions in this area given the
Commission’s ability to bring aiding-and-abetting charges against non-makers who use misstatements to deceive, as well
as the Commission’s ability to use Section 17 of the Securities Act—to which most courts have said Janus does not 
apply—to capture fraud in the offer or sale of securities “by means of any untrue statement of a material fact.”

Should Judge Kavanaugh be confirmed and recuse himself, on the other hand, the Supreme Court may well reach a 4-4
stalemate on the scope of scheme liability, which would result in an affirmance of the D.C. Circuit’s majority decision. This
result would leave in place—at least for the moment—circuit court precedent that takes an expansive view of the scope of
10b-5 liability, allowing the SEC and private plaintiffs to bring primary liability claims involving misrepresentations as
scheme liability claims, even without additional deceptive conduct, against someone who is not the statement’s “maker.”

One thing to keep an eye out for is whether the Court, either in this appeal or perhaps a future appeal, further restricts
primary liability claims under Rule 10b-5(b) by endorsing the D.C. Circuit’s holding that only the person or entity with
ultimate authority over a statement can be a “maker” for Janus purposes, without regard to explicit attribution within a
statement. This reading, while not necessary to answer the question presented in Lorenzo, could, if followed by the lower
courts, dramatically curtail the reach of Rule 10b-5 in both private and SEC actions, particularly when combined with a
reversal of the D.C. Circuit on the scope of scheme liability. For example, this interpretation could affect whether
investment banks can be held liable for statements in issuers’ offering documents. While such documents state that they
are the words of, and only of, the issuer, underwriters are often credited on the cover of such documents, which some
courts have held can furnish the necessary attribution under Janus. However, under the D.C. Circuit’s reading, such
attribution is likely insufficient to reflect the necessary ultimate authority required by Janus.

In sum, the Court appears likely to endorse the more restrictive view of Rule 10b-5’s scheme liability provisions either in
this case or, were a recusal to result in a 4-4 split, a future case on similar facts, to the detriment of private plaintiffs. A
majority conservative Court seems unlikely to endorse the Commission’s and the minority of courts’ views that a
misstatement alone can be the basis for a scheme liability primary violation. And, in the likely worst outcome for the SEC
and private litigants, the Court ultimately could not only hem in scheme liability claims but also take the additional step of
expressly endorsing the D.C. Circuit’s seeming cabining of Janus’ holding on maker liability. This latter outcome could
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looking for a vehicle to more clearly demarcate the line between misstatements and scheme liability cases, and possibly
even to rein in the scope of Rule 10b-5(b) cases more broadly, either here or in a future appeal.

Primary vs. Secondary Liability

The significance of this case rests on the difference between primary (misstatements and/or scheme) liability and
secondary (aiding-and-abetting) liability for securities law violations under Rule 10b-5 and its three clauses.
Following Central Bank’s foreclosure of aiding-and-abetting liability, private litigation has focused on determining what
constitutes either a false or misleading statement, actionable under Rule 10b-5(b), or otherwise deceptive conduct, which
may or may not include a material misrepresentation, actionable under Rules 10b-5(a) and (c), which broadly prohibit
deceptive devices, schemes or other similar acts. This case highlights two questions relevant to that determination. First,
who is the “maker” of the statement and thus potentially liable under Section 10b-5(b)? And, second, is the mere use of a 
false or misleading statement by someone who is not himself the “maker” sufficiently deceptive on its own to constitute
scheme liability under Rules 10b-5(a) and (c), or is such an attempt to turn mere use into a scheme an end-run around
10b-5(b)’s primary liability requirements?

Addressing the first question—who “makes” a statement under 10b-5(b)—the Supreme Court held in Janus that “the 
maker of a statement is the person or entity with ultimate authority over the statement, including its content and whether
and how to communicate it.” On that question, the Court held that, “in the ordinary case, attribution within a statement or
implicit from surrounding circumstances is strong evidence that a statement was made by—and only by—the party to
whom it is attributed.” The second question—what conduct is deceptive under 10b-5(a) and (c)—has elicited somewhat
mixed approaches from the federal bench. A number of courts have taken the position that each clause of Rule 10b-5 is
intended to capture different types of conduct. Cases primarily based on misstatements or omissions that would give rise
to liability under Rule 10b-5(b) therefore cannot also be charged as scheme liability under Rule 10b-5(a) or (c) absent
additional deceptive conduct separate and apart from the use of the misstatement itself. The Commission has
(unsurprisingly) taken the more expansive view that Rules 10b-5(a) and (c) can be used in appropriate circumstances to
reach persons who disseminate a false or misleading statement made by another.

Lorenzo

The D.C. Circuit took a somewhat surprising route in deciding a case implicating both of these questions. Lorenzo was the
director of investment banking at a registered broker-dealer, Charles Vista, LLC. At the direction of his boss, Lorenzo sent
an email to prospective investors lauding a number of purported “layers of protection” against default—including $10
million in assets—of a startup company looking to issue debentures. Lorenzo sent the email from his account and above
his signature block, the email came from him as Charles Vista’s head of investment banking, and the email finished with
an invitation to call him if investors had questions. The email also included a note that it was sent at the request of his
boss, and Lorenzo later testified that he copied and pasted the content from his boss. After a hearing, an SEC
administrative law judge found that Lorenzo understood when he sent the email that none of these protections existed,
that the company had virtually no assets to its name, and, as a result, that Lorenzo violated all three clauses of Rule
10b-5. The Commission upheld the ALJ’s decision.

On appeal from the Commission decision, a 2-1 panel majority of the D.C. Circuit agreed that the statements in the email
were false or misleading and that Lorenzo acted with the requisite scienter in sending it. However, the court also found
that, under Janus, Lorenzo was not the maker of the false or misleading statements because he sent the email “at the
behest of his boss” who “supplied the content” and “approved” the email. As a result, the court held that Lorenzo did not
violate Rule 10b-5(b). Interestingly, the court did not address the issue of attribution, instead focusing on the notion that
Lorenzo’s boss was the one with ultimate authority over when and how to communicate the email.

The court further held, however, that Lorenzo violated 10b-5(a) and (c) by sending the email. In other words,
Lorenzo’s use of the statement to deceive was sufficient to invoke the scheme liability provisions of Rule 10b-5(a) and (c),
even though Lorenzo was not himself the “maker” of the statement under Janus and even though the court identified no
additional deceptive conduct apart from the use of the misstatement itself. In reaching that conclusion, the court rejected
Lorenzo’s argument that, at most, his conduct amounted to aiding-and-abetting and not primary liability. Instead, the court
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found that, because Lorenzo interacted directly with investors in supplying the false emails, he was primarily liable. The
court also found that claims involving false statements did not need to sit exclusively within 10b-5(b): “Rules 10b-5(a) and
(c), as well as Sections 10(b) and 17(a)(1) [of the Securities Act], may encompass certain conduct involving the
dissemination of false statements even if the same conduct lies beyond the reach of Rule 10b-5(b).”

In dissent, Judge Kavanaugh characterized the Commission’s tactics as decades of trying to “circumvent” Supreme Court
decisions designed to distinguish primary and secondary liability. He criticized the shifting interpretations of the record at
each level of the proceeding, and believed the administrative law judge’s factual findings did not support the required
scienter. He also indicated that he would have ruled, in accordance with the Second, Eighth and Ninth Circuits, that
“scheme liability must be based on conduct that goes beyond a defendant’s role in preparing mere misstatements or
omissions made by others.”

What’s Next?

Lorenzo has asked the Supreme Court to answer the question whether a misstatement claim “that does not meet the
elements set forth in Janus can be repackaged and pursued as a fraudulent scheme claim.” A number of possible
outcomes present themselves.

Prior to Judge Kavanaugh’s nomination to the Court, the most likely outcome in view of the Court’s recent securities law
decisions is that a majority would subscribe to his dissent and use Lorenzo to clarify what type of conduct constitutes
deception under scheme liability by finding that allegations of conduct involving use of a misleading statement alone can
only give rise potentially to primary liability under Rule 10b-5(b) and not the scheme liability provisions of Rule 10b-5(a)
and (c). This approach, which would accord with the majority of federal courts to have considered the issue, seems the
most likely given the Court’s past concerns—reflected in Central Bank, Janus, and Stoneridge Investment Partners v.
Scientific-Atlanta—with clearly demarcating the line between primary and secondary liability. While such an approach
would work to cabin private actions, it would have less of an impact on SEC enforcement actions in this area given the
Commission’s ability to bring aiding-and-abetting charges against non-makers who use misstatements to deceive, as well
as the Commission’s ability to use Section 17 of the Securities Act—to which most courts have said Janus does not 
apply—to capture fraud in the offer or sale of securities “by means of any untrue statement of a material fact.”

Should Judge Kavanaugh be confirmed and recuse himself, on the other hand, the Supreme Court may well reach a 4-4
stalemate on the scope of scheme liability, which would result in an affirmance of the D.C. Circuit’s majority decision. This
result would leave in place—at least for the moment—circuit court precedent that takes an expansive view of the scope of
10b-5 liability, allowing the SEC and private plaintiffs to bring primary liability claims involving misrepresentations as
scheme liability claims, even without additional deceptive conduct, against someone who is not the statement’s “maker.”

One thing to keep an eye out for is whether the Court, either in this appeal or perhaps a future appeal, further restricts
primary liability claims under Rule 10b-5(b) by endorsing the D.C. Circuit’s holding that only the person or entity with
ultimate authority over a statement can be a “maker” for Janus purposes, without regard to explicit attribution within a
statement. This reading, while not necessary to answer the question presented in Lorenzo, could, if followed by the lower
courts, dramatically curtail the reach of Rule 10b-5 in both private and SEC actions, particularly when combined with a
reversal of the D.C. Circuit on the scope of scheme liability. For example, this interpretation could affect whether
investment banks can be held liable for statements in issuers’ offering documents. While such documents state that they
are the words of, and only of, the issuer, underwriters are often credited on the cover of such documents, which some
courts have held can furnish the necessary attribution under Janus. However, under the D.C. Circuit’s reading, such
attribution is likely insufficient to reflect the necessary ultimate authority required by Janus.

In sum, the Court appears likely to endorse the more restrictive view of Rule 10b-5’s scheme liability provisions either in
this case or, were a recusal to result in a 4-4 split, a future case on similar facts, to the detriment of private plaintiffs. A
majority conservative Court seems unlikely to endorse the Commission’s and the minority of courts’ views that a
misstatement alone can be the basis for a scheme liability primary violation. And, in the likely worst outcome for the SEC
and private litigants, the Court ultimately could not only hem in scheme liability claims but also take the additional step of
expressly endorsing the D.C. Circuit’s seeming cabining of Janus’ holding on maker liability. This latter outcome could
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significantly complicate both SEC enforcement actions and private lawsuits against underwriters and others similarly
situated. Additional clues to the Court’s leanings should present themselves at oral argument in the fall.

* * *

The complete memorandum, including footnotes, is available here.
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Chairman Jay Clayton’s vision for the Securities and Exchange Commission has largely 

shaped the first half of 2018, with policies and initiatives focused on the “main street inves-

tor” and combating clear cases of outright fraud. The number of highly technical and com-

plex accounting and auditing enforcement actions continues to decline, but the robust 

control environments that companies have designed and implemented over the past sev-

eral years continue to be as important today as they have ever been. In addition, corporate  

leaders should be aware of the SEC’s evolving posture with respect to cybersecurity dis-

closures, whistleblower reports, and standards of professional conduct for broker-dealers. 
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We are pleased to present our mid-year review of enforce-

ment activity relating to financial reporting and issuer disclo-

sures. As we have done in our prior mid-year updates, this 

review highlights key developments relating to the Securities 

and Exchange Commission (“SEC”) for the first half of the year, 

with an eye toward emerging trends to watch for the remain-

der of 2018 and beyond. 

Having completed a full year under the leadership of Chairman 

Jay Clayton, the SEC continues to tout its renewed emphasis 

on the “main street investor” or “Mr. and Ms. 401k.” In its offi-

cials’ speeches and publications, the SEC has reiterated the 

importance of: (i) ensuring that investors can get the informa-

tion they need to make safe investment decisions; (ii) creating 

and enforcing standards of conduct for investment profession-

als that benefit retail investors; and (iii) having in place effec-

tive enforcement tools to accomplish these objectives. These 

guiding principles have been apparent in the SEC’s activities 

with respect to blockchain technologies, equity market struc-

ture, shareholder engagement, the cost of financial services, 

the value of regulation, and changing standards of profes-

sional conduct. 

Additionally, as highlighted in our prior issue, the enforcement 

environment now focuses less on technical accounting and 

disclosure issues (which frequently involve complex ques-

tions of accounting, finance, and management judgment) and 

more on clear-cut instances of fraud and misconduct. There 

remains, however, a clear emphasis on holding individual 

actors (company officers and auditors) accountable, although 

there is some reason to believe that the aggressive use of offi-

cer and director bars, and bars from appearing as an accoun-

tant before the Commission, may no longer be viewed as a 

requirement in every action. Nevertheless, statements by SEC 

officials echo the importance of these individuals’ roles in pre-

paring and submitting accurate financial statements, as well 

as the critical role of ongoing training and literacy for manage-

ment and auditors alike.1 

Public companies and their leadership should continue to 

evaluate investigative risks as they pertain to financial report-

ing and internal control effectiveness. The robust control envi-

ronments that companies have designed and implemented 

over the past several years continue to be as important today 

as they have ever been. 

2018 ENFORCEMENT REVIEW

The SEC’s aggressive pursuit of complex accounting and 

auditing cases has continued to decrease, with only 27 actions 

brought in the first half of 2018, as compared to 56 actions 

brought in 2016 in the same timeframe. Chairman Clayton 

has made clear that enforcement actions now focus on the 

most “vulnerable members of the investing public” and on 

schemes such as “microcap ‘pump and dump’ frauds, Ponzi 

schemes, and the sales of unsuitable complex products.”2 

Commissioner Peirce has likewise commented that in com-

parison to prior regimes, enforcement today should be: (i) less 

numbers-driven; (ii) more resource-conscious; (iii) more in line 

with larger strategic initiatives set forth by the Commission; (iv) 

more conscious of due process and constitutional concerns; 

and (v) more attentive to the types of penalties imposed. In 

fact, Commissioner Peirce’s more measured philosophy toward 

enforcement has her voting against Enforcement Division rec-

ommendations at a 15 percent rate, which is higher than any 

other Commissioner’s.3 

In line with Commissioner Peirce’s sentiments, Division of 

Enforcement Co-Director Steve Peikin has discussed ways for 

defense counsel and their clients to make the pre-enforce-

ment Wells process more productive. Such considerations 

include a narrowed focus on key issues, less litigious negoti-

ating tactics, and more thoughtful use of cooperation credits.4 
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We are pleased to present our mid-year review of enforce-

ment activity relating to financial reporting and issuer disclo-

sures. As we have done in our prior mid-year updates, this 

review highlights key developments relating to the Securities 

and Exchange Commission (“SEC”) for the first half of the year, 

with an eye toward emerging trends to watch for the remain-

der of 2018 and beyond. 

Having completed a full year under the leadership of Chairman 

Jay Clayton, the SEC continues to tout its renewed emphasis 

on the “main street investor” or “Mr. and Ms. 401k.” In its offi-

cials’ speeches and publications, the SEC has reiterated the 

importance of: (i) ensuring that investors can get the informa-

tion they need to make safe investment decisions; (ii) creating 

and enforcing standards of conduct for investment profession-

als that benefit retail investors; and (iii) having in place effec-

tive enforcement tools to accomplish these objectives. These 

guiding principles have been apparent in the SEC’s activities 

with respect to blockchain technologies, equity market struc-

ture, shareholder engagement, the cost of financial services, 

the value of regulation, and changing standards of profes-

sional conduct. 

Additionally, as highlighted in our prior issue, the enforcement 

environment now focuses less on technical accounting and 

disclosure issues (which frequently involve complex ques-

tions of accounting, finance, and management judgment) and 

more on clear-cut instances of fraud and misconduct. There 

remains, however, a clear emphasis on holding individual 

actors (company officers and auditors) accountable, although 

there is some reason to believe that the aggressive use of offi-

cer and director bars, and bars from appearing as an accoun-

tant before the Commission, may no longer be viewed as a 

requirement in every action. Nevertheless, statements by SEC 

officials echo the importance of these individuals’ roles in pre-

paring and submitting accurate financial statements, as well 

as the critical role of ongoing training and literacy for manage-

ment and auditors alike.1 

Public companies and their leadership should continue to 

evaluate investigative risks as they pertain to financial report-

ing and internal control effectiveness. The robust control envi-

ronments that companies have designed and implemented 

over the past several years continue to be as important today 

as they have ever been. 

2018 ENFORCEMENT REVIEW

The SEC’s aggressive pursuit of complex accounting and 

auditing cases has continued to decrease, with only 27 actions 

brought in the first half of 2018, as compared to 56 actions 

brought in 2016 in the same timeframe. Chairman Clayton 

has made clear that enforcement actions now focus on the 

most “vulnerable members of the investing public” and on 

schemes such as “microcap ‘pump and dump’ frauds, Ponzi 

schemes, and the sales of unsuitable complex products.”2 

Commissioner Peirce has likewise commented that in com-

parison to prior regimes, enforcement today should be: (i) less 

numbers-driven; (ii) more resource-conscious; (iii) more in line 

with larger strategic initiatives set forth by the Commission; (iv) 

more conscious of due process and constitutional concerns; 

and (v) more attentive to the types of penalties imposed. In 

fact, Commissioner Peirce’s more measured philosophy toward 

enforcement has her voting against Enforcement Division rec-

ommendations at a 15 percent rate, which is higher than any 

other Commissioner’s.3 

In line with Commissioner Peirce’s sentiments, Division of 

Enforcement Co-Director Steve Peikin has discussed ways for 

defense counsel and their clients to make the pre-enforce-

ment Wells process more productive. Such considerations 

include a narrowed focus on key issues, less litigious negoti-

ating tactics, and more thoughtful use of cooperation credits.4 
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Although the total number of actions and the accounting 

complexity of these cases has declined, the SEC continues 

to bring cases for improper professional conduct, improper 

revenue recognition, internal controls violations, overstate-

ment of assets, and failure to comply with generally accepted 

accounting principles (“GAAP”) or Public Company Accounting 

Oversight Board (“PCAOB”) standards. Below is a recap of 

notable actions brought by the SEC in the first half of 2018. 

Financial Reporting and Issuer Disclosure Matters

• The SEC brought settled actions against a public energy 

storage and power delivery company and three of its 

executives—the company’s chief executive officer, corpo-

rate controller, and senior vice president of sales—arising 

from an alleged accounting fraud scheme whereby the 

executives improperly recognized more than $19 million 

in revenue from future quarters to inflate the company’s 

sales so they would better align with analysts’ expecta-

tions. Specifically, the SEC claimed that the company rec-

ognized revenue that was neither fixed nor determinable, 

in violation of GAAP. The company allegedly engaged in 

several tactics to prematurely record revenue and thus 

inflate sales, such as: “customer side deals with contingent 

payment terms and full right of return; channel stuffing; 

extending payment terms; falsifying purchase orders and 

third-party confirmations; and by instructing certain dis-

tributors to order product they neither wanted nor needed 

at quarter-end.” Further, the company purportedly did 

not have sufficient internal accounting controls to iden-

tify and properly account for its revenue. This resulted in 

the accounting department ignoring and missing red flags 

that should have alerted them to departures in their mate-

rial revenue. The SEC’s settlement included a cease and 

desist order, a $2.8 million civil penalty for the company, 

a director and officer bar for the senior vice president of 

sales, and various monetary penalties for the officers.6 

• The SEC brought actions against six accountants of a 

public accounting firm, two of whom were former PCAOB 

accountants, for the use of unauthorized, confidential 

information relating to the PCAOB’s inspection program to 

benefit themselves and the firm. According to the SEC, a 

former PCAOB employee took sensitive inspections docu-

ments to the firm to use as a resource in his new job when 

he was recruited to serve in their Professional Practice 

group. He then allegedly elicited inspection planning 

information, inspection guides and manuals, and drafts 

of confidential inspection comment forms. This informa-

tion was purportedly used by the firm, which had previ-

ously experienced audit deficiency findings, to prepare 

for PCAOB audits and inspections and to alert the firm of 

planned inspections. Further, the SEC alleged that three 

partners at the firm encouraged the sharing of this confi-

dential information with various colleagues and an outside 

contractor so that the company could implement revi-

sions to documents to avoid deficiency findings by the 

PCAOB. The former PCAOB employee who accepted a 

role in the Professional Practice group settled the action 

with the SEC, which ordered the employee to cease and 

desist from further violations of the PCAOB Ethics Code, 

denied the employee the privilege of appearing or practic-

ing before the SEC, and scheduled a hearing to determine 

whether disgorgement or civil penalties are necessary. The 

claims against the other accountants remain pending.7 

• The SEC brought a settled action against a public account-

ing firm’s South African branch for improper conduct while 

auditing a Canadian corporation and the accounting 

firm’s Zimbabwe branch, which was not registered with 

the PCAOB. The SEC alleged that the South African firm 

claimed in its financial statements that it had conducted 

its audits of the Canadian corporation in compliance with 

the standards of the PCAOB, but the firm failed to make an 

inquiry under AU 5438 into the professional reputation and 

independence of the Zimbabwe branch and to follow up 

with the branch when it discovered the firm was not regis-

tered with the PCAOB. The South African branch was cen-

sured, required to cease and desist from further violations 

of Rule 2-02 of Regulation S-X, and received a civil penalty 

of $100,000. The Zimbabwe branch was ordered to cease 

and desist from further violations of the Sarbanes-Oxley 

Act § 102 and ordered to pay disgorgement of $129,410 with 

prejudgment interest amounting to $11,895.33.9 

• In a related action, the SEC brought a settled action 

against a private accounting firm’s Zimbabwe branch for 

its role in the auditing of a Canadian corporation without 

being registered with the PCAOB. The SEC alleged that the 

Zimbabwe firm prepared audit reports after auditing most 

of the corporation’s revenue for six years without being 

registered with the PCAOB under U.S. securities laws and 

PCAOB rules. The SEC found the branch in violation of the 
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Sarbanes-Oxley Act § 102 and ordered the firm to cease 

and desist from further violations and to pay disgorgement 

of $83,077.84 and prejudgment interest of $15,979.50.10 

• In another related action, the SEC brought a settled action 

against a public Canadian accounting firm for improper 

conduct while auditing a Canadian corporation. The SEC 

claimed that the firm’s use of work from another inde-

pendent auditor—the private accounting firm located in 

Zimbabwe—failed to comply with the PCAOB’s auditing 

standards. Further, the SEC alleged that the firm failed to 

perform an analysis under AU 543 to determine whether it 

could serve as the corporation’s principal auditor and use 

the work of the independent auditor when that independent 

auditor played a substantial role in the preparation of the 

audit. The SEC ordered the firm to cease and desist from 

violating Rule 2-02 of Regulation S-X, censured the firm, and 

ordered the firm to pay a $50,000 civil money penalty.11 

• The SEC settled an action against the CEO of a Las 

Vegas-based hemp oil company for inflating the com-

pany’s assets on its balance sheet. The SEC alleged that 

the company materially overstated its total assets in quar-

terly reports for the first and second quarters of 2013 by 

reporting its purchase of another hemp-related company 

for $35 million, even though the CEO knew that the pur-

ported purchase price was substantially inflated. The com-

plaint alleged that the company agreed to the purported 

purchase only because it could pay for the acquisition 

primarily with its own shares, which the CEO believed to 

have little value at the time. The CEO was permanently 

enjoined from future violations of the Exchange Act and 

was ordered to pay a $40,000 civil money penalty and to 

reimburse the company $10,000.12 

• The SEC brought a settled action against a large account-

ing firm for improper professional conduct while perform-

ing the audit of a fund. According to the SEC, the schedule 

of investments contained in the auditor’s report failed to 

separately record the fair value of the oil and gas royalty 

interests held by the fund, as required by GAAP. The com-

plaint states that the firm did not use adequate proce-

dures during the audit, took steps to conceal that fact, 

improperly delegated tasks, and failed to review required 

paperwork. The SEC censured the firm and imposed reme-

dial sanctions including an internal review and evaluation 

of all the firm’s work, mandatory training, and reporting to 

the SEC Enforcement Division.13

• The SEC brought a settled action against a small account-

ing firm and its president for improper professional con-

duct while acting as the accountant and auditor of a public 

company. The SEC alleged that the president of the com-

pany made unauthorized withdrawals of $457,058 and 

executed a $250,000 backdated promissory note to him-

self. The accountant and firm were allegedly aware of this 

practice, facilitated the execution of the promissory note, 

and did not consult with the board regarding the presi-

dent’s actions. Furthermore, the complaint stated that the 

company’s Forms 10-Q and 10-K for that year and the two 

following years made misleading and false representa-

tions as to the president’s compensation, the date of the 

promissory note, and the president’s ability to pay it back. 

The SEC enjoined the accounting firm from further viola-

tions of various sections of the Securities Act and barred 

the firm and the accountant from practicing before the 

SEC. The SEC also disgorged $22,500 from the firm and 

the accountant, plus prejudgment interest of $2,643, and 

imposed a civil money penalty of $45,000 on both, jointly 

and severally.14

• The SEC brought a settled action against a pharmaceuti-

cal company, its former CFO, and former controller based 

on violations of financial reporting, books and records, and 

internal accounting controls. The complaint stated that the 

company had material weaknesses in its internal controls 

surrounding the company’s gross-to-net reserve accounts 

and estimates during 2014. In 2016, the company allegedly 

restated its financial statements and disclosed that such 

weaknesses had resulted in a 7 percent overstatement of 

the company’s net revenue and a 136 percent overstate-

ment of income. The complaint also identified the CFO and 

controller as having supervisory responsibility over such 

controls and charged them with control-person liability. The 

company consented to a permanent injunction from further 

violations of various sections of the Exchange Act, and each 

individual agreed to pay a $20,000 civil money penalty.15 

• The SEC brought a settled action against one of the 

world’s largest internet media companies for allegedly fail-

ing to disclose a massive breach of its user database in its 

public filings for nearly two years. According to the SEC, 
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Although the total number of actions and the accounting 

complexity of these cases has declined, the SEC continues 

to bring cases for improper professional conduct, improper 

revenue recognition, internal controls violations, overstate-

ment of assets, and failure to comply with generally accepted 

accounting principles (“GAAP”) or Public Company Accounting 

Oversight Board (“PCAOB”) standards. Below is a recap of 

notable actions brought by the SEC in the first half of 2018. 

Financial Reporting and Issuer Disclosure Matters

• The SEC brought settled actions against a public energy 

storage and power delivery company and three of its 

executives—the company’s chief executive officer, corpo-

rate controller, and senior vice president of sales—arising 

from an alleged accounting fraud scheme whereby the 

executives improperly recognized more than $19 million 

in revenue from future quarters to inflate the company’s 

sales so they would better align with analysts’ expecta-

tions. Specifically, the SEC claimed that the company rec-

ognized revenue that was neither fixed nor determinable, 

in violation of GAAP. The company allegedly engaged in 

several tactics to prematurely record revenue and thus 

inflate sales, such as: “customer side deals with contingent 

payment terms and full right of return; channel stuffing; 

extending payment terms; falsifying purchase orders and 

third-party confirmations; and by instructing certain dis-

tributors to order product they neither wanted nor needed 

at quarter-end.” Further, the company purportedly did 

not have sufficient internal accounting controls to iden-

tify and properly account for its revenue. This resulted in 

the accounting department ignoring and missing red flags 

that should have alerted them to departures in their mate-

rial revenue. The SEC’s settlement included a cease and 

desist order, a $2.8 million civil penalty for the company, 

a director and officer bar for the senior vice president of 

sales, and various monetary penalties for the officers.6 

• The SEC brought actions against six accountants of a 

public accounting firm, two of whom were former PCAOB 

accountants, for the use of unauthorized, confidential 

information relating to the PCAOB’s inspection program to 

benefit themselves and the firm. According to the SEC, a 

former PCAOB employee took sensitive inspections docu-

ments to the firm to use as a resource in his new job when 

he was recruited to serve in their Professional Practice 

group. He then allegedly elicited inspection planning 

information, inspection guides and manuals, and drafts 

of confidential inspection comment forms. This informa-

tion was purportedly used by the firm, which had previ-

ously experienced audit deficiency findings, to prepare 

for PCAOB audits and inspections and to alert the firm of 

planned inspections. Further, the SEC alleged that three 

partners at the firm encouraged the sharing of this confi-

dential information with various colleagues and an outside 

contractor so that the company could implement revi-

sions to documents to avoid deficiency findings by the 

PCAOB. The former PCAOB employee who accepted a 

role in the Professional Practice group settled the action 

with the SEC, which ordered the employee to cease and 

desist from further violations of the PCAOB Ethics Code, 

denied the employee the privilege of appearing or practic-

ing before the SEC, and scheduled a hearing to determine 

whether disgorgement or civil penalties are necessary. The 

claims against the other accountants remain pending.7 

• The SEC brought a settled action against a public account-

ing firm’s South African branch for improper conduct while 

auditing a Canadian corporation and the accounting 

firm’s Zimbabwe branch, which was not registered with 

the PCAOB. The SEC alleged that the South African firm 

claimed in its financial statements that it had conducted 

its audits of the Canadian corporation in compliance with 

the standards of the PCAOB, but the firm failed to make an 

inquiry under AU 5438 into the professional reputation and 

independence of the Zimbabwe branch and to follow up 

with the branch when it discovered the firm was not regis-

tered with the PCAOB. The South African branch was cen-

sured, required to cease and desist from further violations 

of Rule 2-02 of Regulation S-X, and received a civil penalty 

of $100,000. The Zimbabwe branch was ordered to cease 

and desist from further violations of the Sarbanes-Oxley 

Act § 102 and ordered to pay disgorgement of $129,410 with 

prejudgment interest amounting to $11,895.33.9 

• In a related action, the SEC brought a settled action 

against a private accounting firm’s Zimbabwe branch for 

its role in the auditing of a Canadian corporation without 

being registered with the PCAOB. The SEC alleged that the 

Zimbabwe firm prepared audit reports after auditing most 

of the corporation’s revenue for six years without being 

registered with the PCAOB under U.S. securities laws and 

PCAOB rules. The SEC found the branch in violation of the 
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Sarbanes-Oxley Act § 102 and ordered the firm to cease 

and desist from further violations and to pay disgorgement 

of $83,077.84 and prejudgment interest of $15,979.50.10 

• In another related action, the SEC brought a settled action 

against a public Canadian accounting firm for improper 

conduct while auditing a Canadian corporation. The SEC 

claimed that the firm’s use of work from another inde-

pendent auditor—the private accounting firm located in 

Zimbabwe—failed to comply with the PCAOB’s auditing 

standards. Further, the SEC alleged that the firm failed to 

perform an analysis under AU 543 to determine whether it 

could serve as the corporation’s principal auditor and use 

the work of the independent auditor when that independent 

auditor played a substantial role in the preparation of the 

audit. The SEC ordered the firm to cease and desist from 

violating Rule 2-02 of Regulation S-X, censured the firm, and 

ordered the firm to pay a $50,000 civil money penalty.11 

• The SEC settled an action against the CEO of a Las 

Vegas-based hemp oil company for inflating the com-

pany’s assets on its balance sheet. The SEC alleged that 

the company materially overstated its total assets in quar-

terly reports for the first and second quarters of 2013 by 

reporting its purchase of another hemp-related company 

for $35 million, even though the CEO knew that the pur-

ported purchase price was substantially inflated. The com-

plaint alleged that the company agreed to the purported 

purchase only because it could pay for the acquisition 

primarily with its own shares, which the CEO believed to 

have little value at the time. The CEO was permanently 

enjoined from future violations of the Exchange Act and 

was ordered to pay a $40,000 civil money penalty and to 

reimburse the company $10,000.12 

• The SEC brought a settled action against a large account-

ing firm for improper professional conduct while perform-

ing the audit of a fund. According to the SEC, the schedule 

of investments contained in the auditor’s report failed to 

separately record the fair value of the oil and gas royalty 

interests held by the fund, as required by GAAP. The com-

plaint states that the firm did not use adequate proce-

dures during the audit, took steps to conceal that fact, 

improperly delegated tasks, and failed to review required 

paperwork. The SEC censured the firm and imposed reme-

dial sanctions including an internal review and evaluation 

of all the firm’s work, mandatory training, and reporting to 

the SEC Enforcement Division.13

• The SEC brought a settled action against a small account-

ing firm and its president for improper professional con-

duct while acting as the accountant and auditor of a public 

company. The SEC alleged that the president of the com-

pany made unauthorized withdrawals of $457,058 and 

executed a $250,000 backdated promissory note to him-

self. The accountant and firm were allegedly aware of this 

practice, facilitated the execution of the promissory note, 

and did not consult with the board regarding the presi-

dent’s actions. Furthermore, the complaint stated that the 

company’s Forms 10-Q and 10-K for that year and the two 

following years made misleading and false representa-

tions as to the president’s compensation, the date of the 

promissory note, and the president’s ability to pay it back. 

The SEC enjoined the accounting firm from further viola-

tions of various sections of the Securities Act and barred 

the firm and the accountant from practicing before the 

SEC. The SEC also disgorged $22,500 from the firm and 

the accountant, plus prejudgment interest of $2,643, and 

imposed a civil money penalty of $45,000 on both, jointly 

and severally.14

• The SEC brought a settled action against a pharmaceuti-

cal company, its former CFO, and former controller based 

on violations of financial reporting, books and records, and 

internal accounting controls. The complaint stated that the 

company had material weaknesses in its internal controls 

surrounding the company’s gross-to-net reserve accounts 

and estimates during 2014. In 2016, the company allegedly 

restated its financial statements and disclosed that such 

weaknesses had resulted in a 7 percent overstatement of 

the company’s net revenue and a 136 percent overstate-

ment of income. The complaint also identified the CFO and 

controller as having supervisory responsibility over such 

controls and charged them with control-person liability. The 

company consented to a permanent injunction from further 

violations of various sections of the Exchange Act, and each 

individual agreed to pay a $20,000 civil money penalty.15 

• The SEC brought a settled action against one of the 

world’s largest internet media companies for allegedly fail-

ing to disclose a massive breach of its user database in its 

public filings for nearly two years. According to the SEC, 
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the company learned of a 2014 data breach affecting more 

than 500 million of its user accounts that resulted in the 

theft, unauthorized access, and acquisition of users’ data. 

The company allegedly made materially misleading state-

ments in its annual and quarterly reports when it claimed 

that it faced risk only from future data breaches, when one 

had already occurred. The SEC alleged that, in connection 

with a proposed sale of its operating business, the com-

pany made affirmative representations denying the exis-

tence of any significant data breaches. When the company 

did disclose the data breach, its stock price decreased by 

3 percent, and the proposed purchase price decreased by 

7.25 percent. The company was permanently enjoined from 

violating various laws and ordered to pay a civil money 

penalty of $35 million.16

• The SEC brought a settled action against the former CEO 

of an energy company for “hiding more than $10 million in 

personal loans that he obtained from company vendors 

and a candidate for [the company’s] board.” According to 

the SEC’s complaint, the former executive extracted $7.5 

million in loans from a vendor in exchange for business 

contracts, as well another $3 million loan from a portfo-

lio manager who was appointed to the company’s board 

weeks after issuing the loan. Furthermore, the SEC alleged 

that the CEO received executive compensation in the form 

of first-class travel, legal expenses for personal matters, 

and donations to preferred charities. None of these loans 

or executive compensation perks were publicly disclosed. 

As part of the settlement, the CEO must pay a $180,000 

penalty and is barred from serving as an officer or director 

for five years. 

• In a related matter, the SEC also brought settled actions 

against the individual board member for failure to disclose 

the loan to the CEO and investment adviser that alleg-

edly put in place an activist plan to place the individual 

on the board.17 In its complaint, the SEC alleged that the 

board member failed to disclose the loan with the CEO 

and any conflicts of interest that would compromise the 

candidate’s independence as a board member. The SEC 

also claimed that the investment adviser “could no longer 

certify that it was a passive investor in [the issuer’s] secu-

rities and, therefore, was no longer eligible to rely on Rule 

13d-1(c) to report its beneficial ownership in a Schedule 

13G filing” and failed to file a Schedule 13D until 45 days 

after it incurred an obligation to do so. As part of its settle-

ment, the board member must pay a $100,000 penalty, and 

the investment adviser must pay a $160,000 penalty.18 

• The SEC brought a settled action against the administra-

tive services provider of a manufactured housing com-

pany for violating Exchange Act Rule 14e-2 by failing to 

respond to a tender offer. Specifically, the SEC alleged 

that the manufactured housing company received three 

tender offers between 2007 and 2016, and the administra-

tive services provider failed to respond to the offers by fil-

ing a Schedule 14D-9 or providing the information required 

by a Schedule 14D-9 through any other means. The SEC 

claimed that the administrative service provider’s failure 

caused the company to violate Exchange Act Rule 14e-2. 

As part of the settlement, the service provider will pay a 

$50,000 civil penalty to the SEC.19 

• The SEC brought a settled action against a global engi-

neering and construction company for allegedly inflating 

its “backlog” metrics. According to the SEC’s press release, 

the company “improperly included $459 million in its pub-

licly disclosed backlog for a pipe fabrication and modular 

assembly contract in Canada, even though [the company] 

had not actually received—and the counterparty was not 

obligated to provide—any orders under the contract.” 

In addition to the alleged overstatement, the SEC also 

claimed that the company had deficient accounting con-

trols and made books and records violations. The com-

pany was ordered to pay a $2.5 million civil penalty.20

• The SEC brought a settled action against a major man-

ufacturer for failing to disclose certain executive perqui-

sites in its annual proxy statements. Specifically, the SEC 

alleged that the company failed to “ensure that approxi-

mately $3 million in executive perquisites were adequately 

evaluated and disclosed as ‘other compensation’ in the 

Compensation Discussion & Analysis (CD&A) section of 

the annual proxy statements.” Such benefits included per-

sonal use of company aircraft, among other expenses. 

Furthermore, the SEC claimed that company policy did not 

follow or properly implement the Commission’s standard 

for when to disclose an executive benefit. The settlement 

requires the company to retain an independent consultant 

to monitor the company’s policies and disclosures relating 

to perquisities, as well as pay a $1.75 million civil penalty. 21 
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• The SEC bought a settled actions against a plastic pipe 

and drainage manufacturer and its CFO for materially mis-

stating its financial results following its IPO in 2013. The 

SEC specifically claimed that the company overstated 

its income before taxes by 20 percent, 5 percent, and 

90 percent in three consecutive years. Furthermore, the 

SEC noted the CFO’s alleged role in these misstatements, 

alleging that the CFO “directed or approved unsupported 

journal entries to inventory, cost of goods sold, and other 

accounts that resulted in overstated Company earnings.” 

As a result of these purported violations, the company will 

pay a civil penalty of $1 million, and the CFO will pay a 

$100,000 penalty and is barred from practicing before the 

SEC as an accountant.22

• The SEC brought a settled action against a telecommuni-

cations equipment manufacturer and three of its execu-

tives (CEO, CFO, and director of contract fulfillment and 

sales operations) for allegedly inflating reported revenues 

in the company’s Middle East, Africa, and Europe regions 

in the fourth quarter of 2012 and first quarter of 2013. 

According to the SEC, the defendants improperly rec-

ognized revenue “despite entering into undisclosed side 

agreements that relieved customers of payment obliga-

tions” and inflated “unit prices of products to hit revenue 

targets with the agreement that [the company] would sub-

sequently repay the inflated amounts to the customer as 

marketing development fees.” Altogether, the SEC claims 

that the revenue was “overstated by 66 percent in the 

fourth quarter of 2012 and 38 percent in the first quarter of 

2013.” The settlement, which has not yet been approved, 

contemplates civil monetary penalties between $10,000 

and $40,000 as well as officer and director bars for the 

CFO and CEO.23 

A FOCUS ON DECREASED REGULATION

Over the past several months, we have observed a change in 

the regulatory environment as it pertains to small company 

capital formation through IPOs. Several SEC Commissioners 

have publicly identified various root causes for the scarcity 

of small-company IPOs, from an excessive Middle Market IPO 

tax to limited access to the benefits to Regulation A.24 In addi-

tion, the Treasury recently issued a report25 stating that cost of 

securities litigation is one of the reasons for fewer IPOs, which 

has sparked discussion of whether the SEC should begin 

allowing companies to bind investors to mandatory arbitration 

of post-IPO disputes.26

Several Commissioners have also commented on what they 

perceive as a burdensome regulatory environment. For exam-

ple, Commissioner Peirce consistently advocates for more 

streamlined regulation with less onerous compliance man-

dates in order to reduce the cost of financial instruments, 

increase participation in the market, and improve clarity of 

rules. She argues that the SEC should undertake a review of 

its regulations and consider whether the SEC should be reg-

ulating at all in each area.27 She opposes Dodd-Frank and 

increased auditor attestation of internal controls for small 

companies, advocates dedicating resources to domestic 

issues while limiting international regulatory alignment efforts, 

and supports decreasing the length and complexity of disclo-

sures and investor information.28 

Prior to his departure, Commissioner Piwowar also advocated 

for decreasing the regulatory burden for small companies and 

opposed the formulation of a new fiduciary-duty standard for 

investment advisors as being derived solely from common law 

and therefore outside the authority of the SEC.29

One of the concrete measures undertaken in this arena was 

the SEC’s rollback of the Volcker Rule by amending the Dodd-

Frank Act.30 The Volcker Rule prohibited banks from using cus-

tomer deposits for certain types of speculative investments.31 

Commissioner Peirce and Chairman Clayton viewed the 

Volcker Rule as imposing an exceedingly complex regulatory 

framework.32 They believed the new amendments are tailored 

to the size and risk profile of various firms and provide greater 

clarity and simplicity.33

REACHING THE “MAIN STREET” INVESTOR

The focus on the “main street” investor has prompted various 

goals and initiatives from the SEC, including the following: 

• Transaction Fee Pilot Program. The SEC is considering a pro-

gram to gather data to help “meaningfully analyze the effects 

of exchange fees and rebates on order routing behavior, exe-

cution quality, and … market structure generally.”34 According 

to Chairman Clayton, the aim is for the data to enable the 
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the company learned of a 2014 data breach affecting more 

than 500 million of its user accounts that resulted in the 

theft, unauthorized access, and acquisition of users’ data. 

The company allegedly made materially misleading state-

ments in its annual and quarterly reports when it claimed 

that it faced risk only from future data breaches, when one 

had already occurred. The SEC alleged that, in connection 

with a proposed sale of its operating business, the com-

pany made affirmative representations denying the exis-

tence of any significant data breaches. When the company 

did disclose the data breach, its stock price decreased by 

3 percent, and the proposed purchase price decreased by 

7.25 percent. The company was permanently enjoined from 

violating various laws and ordered to pay a civil money 

penalty of $35 million.16

• The SEC brought a settled action against the former CEO 

of an energy company for “hiding more than $10 million in 

personal loans that he obtained from company vendors 

and a candidate for [the company’s] board.” According to 

the SEC’s complaint, the former executive extracted $7.5 

million in loans from a vendor in exchange for business 

contracts, as well another $3 million loan from a portfo-

lio manager who was appointed to the company’s board 

weeks after issuing the loan. Furthermore, the SEC alleged 

that the CEO received executive compensation in the form 

of first-class travel, legal expenses for personal matters, 

and donations to preferred charities. None of these loans 

or executive compensation perks were publicly disclosed. 

As part of the settlement, the CEO must pay a $180,000 

penalty and is barred from serving as an officer or director 

for five years. 

• In a related matter, the SEC also brought settled actions 

against the individual board member for failure to disclose 

the loan to the CEO and investment adviser that alleg-

edly put in place an activist plan to place the individual 

on the board.17 In its complaint, the SEC alleged that the 

board member failed to disclose the loan with the CEO 

and any conflicts of interest that would compromise the 

candidate’s independence as a board member. The SEC 

also claimed that the investment adviser “could no longer 

certify that it was a passive investor in [the issuer’s] secu-

rities and, therefore, was no longer eligible to rely on Rule 

13d-1(c) to report its beneficial ownership in a Schedule 

13G filing” and failed to file a Schedule 13D until 45 days 

after it incurred an obligation to do so. As part of its settle-

ment, the board member must pay a $100,000 penalty, and 

the investment adviser must pay a $160,000 penalty.18 

• The SEC brought a settled action against the administra-

tive services provider of a manufactured housing com-

pany for violating Exchange Act Rule 14e-2 by failing to 

respond to a tender offer. Specifically, the SEC alleged 

that the manufactured housing company received three 

tender offers between 2007 and 2016, and the administra-

tive services provider failed to respond to the offers by fil-

ing a Schedule 14D-9 or providing the information required 

by a Schedule 14D-9 through any other means. The SEC 

claimed that the administrative service provider’s failure 

caused the company to violate Exchange Act Rule 14e-2. 

As part of the settlement, the service provider will pay a 

$50,000 civil penalty to the SEC.19 

• The SEC brought a settled action against a global engi-

neering and construction company for allegedly inflating 

its “backlog” metrics. According to the SEC’s press release, 

the company “improperly included $459 million in its pub-

licly disclosed backlog for a pipe fabrication and modular 

assembly contract in Canada, even though [the company] 

had not actually received—and the counterparty was not 

obligated to provide—any orders under the contract.” 

In addition to the alleged overstatement, the SEC also 

claimed that the company had deficient accounting con-

trols and made books and records violations. The com-

pany was ordered to pay a $2.5 million civil penalty.20

• The SEC brought a settled action against a major man-

ufacturer for failing to disclose certain executive perqui-

sites in its annual proxy statements. Specifically, the SEC 

alleged that the company failed to “ensure that approxi-

mately $3 million in executive perquisites were adequately 

evaluated and disclosed as ‘other compensation’ in the 

Compensation Discussion & Analysis (CD&A) section of 

the annual proxy statements.” Such benefits included per-

sonal use of company aircraft, among other expenses. 

Furthermore, the SEC claimed that company policy did not 

follow or properly implement the Commission’s standard 

for when to disclose an executive benefit. The settlement 

requires the company to retain an independent consultant 

to monitor the company’s policies and disclosures relating 

to perquisities, as well as pay a $1.75 million civil penalty. 21 
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• The SEC bought a settled actions against a plastic pipe 

and drainage manufacturer and its CFO for materially mis-

stating its financial results following its IPO in 2013. The 

SEC specifically claimed that the company overstated 

its income before taxes by 20 percent, 5 percent, and 

90 percent in three consecutive years. Furthermore, the 

SEC noted the CFO’s alleged role in these misstatements, 

alleging that the CFO “directed or approved unsupported 

journal entries to inventory, cost of goods sold, and other 

accounts that resulted in overstated Company earnings.” 

As a result of these purported violations, the company will 

pay a civil penalty of $1 million, and the CFO will pay a 

$100,000 penalty and is barred from practicing before the 

SEC as an accountant.22

• The SEC brought a settled action against a telecommuni-

cations equipment manufacturer and three of its execu-

tives (CEO, CFO, and director of contract fulfillment and 

sales operations) for allegedly inflating reported revenues 

in the company’s Middle East, Africa, and Europe regions 

in the fourth quarter of 2012 and first quarter of 2013. 

According to the SEC, the defendants improperly rec-

ognized revenue “despite entering into undisclosed side 

agreements that relieved customers of payment obliga-

tions” and inflated “unit prices of products to hit revenue 

targets with the agreement that [the company] would sub-

sequently repay the inflated amounts to the customer as 

marketing development fees.” Altogether, the SEC claims 

that the revenue was “overstated by 66 percent in the 

fourth quarter of 2012 and 38 percent in the first quarter of 

2013.” The settlement, which has not yet been approved, 

contemplates civil monetary penalties between $10,000 

and $40,000 as well as officer and director bars for the 

CFO and CEO.23 

A FOCUS ON DECREASED REGULATION

Over the past several months, we have observed a change in 

the regulatory environment as it pertains to small company 

capital formation through IPOs. Several SEC Commissioners 

have publicly identified various root causes for the scarcity 

of small-company IPOs, from an excessive Middle Market IPO 

tax to limited access to the benefits to Regulation A.24 In addi-

tion, the Treasury recently issued a report25 stating that cost of 

securities litigation is one of the reasons for fewer IPOs, which 

has sparked discussion of whether the SEC should begin 

allowing companies to bind investors to mandatory arbitration 

of post-IPO disputes.26

Several Commissioners have also commented on what they 

perceive as a burdensome regulatory environment. For exam-

ple, Commissioner Peirce consistently advocates for more 

streamlined regulation with less onerous compliance man-

dates in order to reduce the cost of financial instruments, 

increase participation in the market, and improve clarity of 

rules. She argues that the SEC should undertake a review of 

its regulations and consider whether the SEC should be reg-

ulating at all in each area.27 She opposes Dodd-Frank and 

increased auditor attestation of internal controls for small 

companies, advocates dedicating resources to domestic 

issues while limiting international regulatory alignment efforts, 

and supports decreasing the length and complexity of disclo-

sures and investor information.28 

Prior to his departure, Commissioner Piwowar also advocated 

for decreasing the regulatory burden for small companies and 

opposed the formulation of a new fiduciary-duty standard for 

investment advisors as being derived solely from common law 

and therefore outside the authority of the SEC.29

One of the concrete measures undertaken in this arena was 

the SEC’s rollback of the Volcker Rule by amending the Dodd-

Frank Act.30 The Volcker Rule prohibited banks from using cus-

tomer deposits for certain types of speculative investments.31 

Commissioner Peirce and Chairman Clayton viewed the 

Volcker Rule as imposing an exceedingly complex regulatory 

framework.32 They believed the new amendments are tailored 

to the size and risk profile of various firms and provide greater 

clarity and simplicity.33

REACHING THE “MAIN STREET” INVESTOR

The focus on the “main street” investor has prompted various 

goals and initiatives from the SEC, including the following: 

• Transaction Fee Pilot Program. The SEC is considering a pro-

gram to gather data to help “meaningfully analyze the effects 

of exchange fees and rebates on order routing behavior, exe-

cution quality, and … market structure generally.”34 According 

to Chairman Clayton, the aim is for the data to enable the 
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SEC to make more informed and data-driven regulatory deci-

sions to better serve all retail investors. 

• Public Reporting of Fund Liquidity Information. The SEC 

adopted a new rule amending Forms N-PORT and N-1A 

by rescinding “the requirement that certain open-end 

funds disclose aggregate liquidity classification informa-

tion about their portfolios.”35 The new requirement instead 

compels the disclosure of information surrounding a fund’s 

liquidity risk management programs and how effective they 

are. Furthermore, the rule amends Form N-PORT “to require 

reporting of holdings of cash and cash equivalents.”36 

• Share Class Selection Disclosure Initiative Program. The 

SEC announced this program to address harm to inves-

tors caused when investment advisers put their clients into 

higher-fee mutual fund share classes when lower- or no-

fee classes are available. The goal of the new program, 

which is being run by the SEC’s Asset Management Unit, is 

to return as much money to harmed investors as soon as 

possible. The program, which had a deadline of June 12, 

2018, sought to incentivize self-reporting by offering stan-

dardized settlement terms that would result in disgorge-

ment, or the return of money, to impacted investors with no 

penalties assessed against the self-reporting firm.

• Proposed Elimination of Dual-Class Ownership Structures. 

Commissioners Stein and Jackson have stated that dual-

class ownership structures are “undemocratic” and protect 

managers from the discipline of the market.37 Rather than 

permit dual-class ownership perpetually, Commissioner 

Jackson has asked that the SEC consider a rule that would 

set standards for sunset provisions to better empower and 

engage shareholders.38 

• Enhanced Accounting and Disclosure Standards. This 

year, companies will also have to adhere to various 

other accounting and disclosure standards intended to 

enhance the information available to investors, including: 

(i) new revenue recognition standards issued by FASB and 

IASB; (ii) income tax reform passed in December 2017; 

and (iii) enhanced communication requirements relating 

to stock held in other companies. The Commission has 

also commented on the role of non-GAAP measures in 

supplementing and providing investors and auditors with 

“useful information regarding how management monitors 

performance and can facilitate analysis.”39 In addition, at 

least one report suggests that SEC enforcement officials 

are investigating whether companies are subtly bump-

ing up earnings results, with the SEC seeming to rely on 

research suggesting that the number “4” appears at an 

abnormally low rate in the tenths place of companies’ 

earnings-per-share numbers.40 If true, this is likely the work 

of the Financial Reporting and Audit Group. 

Officials have also forecasted other areas that may see initiatives 

and programs in the coming months. One area to note comes 

from a comment made at the SEC’s annual conference SEC 

Speaks by PLI regarding corporate sustainability disclosures. 

This is an area that has thus far not been subject to a great deal 

of Division of Enforcement scrutiny, and rightly so, given the lack 

of meaningful disclosure guidance. But sustainability and ESG 

disclosures have been the subject of significant investor, activist, 

public, and academic interest in the past few years. We will have 

more to say on this topic in an upcoming publication.

Company Stock Buyback Programs

Stock buyback programs have been common for years and 

are often demanded by shareholders. Recently, however, 

Commissioner Jackson commented on the “unprecedented 

volume” of executives’ stock buybacks and called for an 

“open comment period to reexamine our rules in this area to 

make sure they protect American companies, employees, and 

investors.”41 Commissioner Jackson’s concern is that execu-

tives are using stock buyback programs to “cash out” of com-

pany shares they receive as executive compensation, which, in 

his mind, suggests they are focusing on short-term stock trad-

ing rather than long-term value creation.42 He notes, however 

that even if this is true, such trading is “not necessarily illegal.”43 

Despite such assurances of legality, however, a recent settle-

ment involving a broker-dealer engaged to execute company 

stock buybacks pursuant to announced buyback plans sug-

gests that the Division of Enforcement may also be interested 

in this area. The broker settled for allegedly failing to main-

tain information barriers between the trading and execution 

desk and other parts of its firm and some of its clients, which 

raises the possibility of additional enforcement interest in 

this area. Nevertheless, Commissioner Jackson’s speech and 

the enforcement action provide a reminder for companies 

to ensure they are erecting information barriers of their own 

around their buyback programs.
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KEEPING PACE WITH TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE

Cybersecurity and Related Disclosures

Cybersecurity also continues to be a priority for the SEC. The 

SEC previously announced the creation of its Cyber Unit to 

combat the risks associated with cyber-related crimes and is 

continuing to assess new areas where it can regulate cyber-

security. Commissioner Robert J. Jackson Jr. discussed the 

rising threat of cybersecurity in a recent speech and stated 

that he believed increased cooperation between the SEC and 

corporate counsel could aid in combatting this threat. The 

Commissioner called for: (i) increased disclosure to share-

holders from corporations in 8-K filings of cyberattacks; (ii) 

discretion from senior management in not trading securities 

before nonpublic information is released and the development 

of internal plans for when nonpublic information is released by 

hackers; and (iii) the use of experts to create internal corpo-

rate controls that ensure any cybersecurity risks or incidents 

are reported up the corporate ladder.44 

Additionally, the SEC issued an interpretive release to public com-

panies that guides companies on preparing public disclosure 

regarding cybersecurity risks and incidents.45 The SEC expects 

public companies to: (i) implement comprehensive cybersecurity 

policies allowing for accurate and timely disclosure of material 

cybersecurity risks and events; and (ii) prohibit insider trading 

based on selective disclosure of cyber risks or incidents.46 

With respect to disclosures, the SEC has made clear that 

companies are required to report cybersecurity risks under 

existing federal securities reporting laws, including in Form 

10-K annual reports and Form 10-Q quarterly reports.47 The 

Commission’s handling of a large-scale data breach involv-

ing an internet media company,48 and the ensuing $35 million 

penalty, proves instructive here. Key takeaways from this case 

include: (i) companies must not only disclose risks of potential 

future data breaches but also major ones that have already 

occurred; (ii) good-faith exercises of judgment about a cyber 

threat or data breach disclosure will not be second-guessed; 

and (iii) companies must promptly investigate and make a rea-

soned decision on whether or not to disclose a data breach. 

The penalized company’s failure in these three areas likely 

resulted in the massive fine levied against the company.49 

With respect to insider trading and cybersecurity, an insider 

trading action relating to a major credit reporting company in 

2017 sheds lights on how the SEC might proceed in this area. 

On June 28, 2018, the SEC filed an insider trading case against 

a former company employee for allegedly trading company 

stock while knowing material nonpublic information about the 

company’s cybersecurity incident. The U.S. Attorney’s Office 

for the Northern District of Georgia brought criminal charges 

against the individual as well. 

The case highlights the need for companies to be wary on 

how they internally disclose incidents of this nature and who 

becomes privy to this information. In addition to caution with 

internal disclosures, a company might also consider trading 

blackouts that restrict employee stock trading altogether. 

In any event, the SEC’s actions here demonstrate that it will 

scrutinize how a company will both internally and externally 

respond when faced with a cybersecurity crisis.50 

Initial Coin Offerings

For several months now, the SEC has actively monitored ini-

tial coin offerings (“ICOs”) and has even brought an ICO fraud 

action involving a court-appointed receiver.51 But the SEC is 

grappling with whether and how cryptocurrency assets qual-

ify as a “security.” As the Supreme Court has stated in SEC 

v. Howey, determining what constitutes a security is not a 

bright-line rule.52 Rather, facts and circumstances determine 

“whether a particular transaction involves an investment of 

money in a common enterprise and with the expectation of 

profits that are expected to arise substantially from the efforts 

of a third party.”53 According to the SEC’s understanding of 

Howey, “an instrument marketed and sold to the general public 

rather than to specific users of a network may weigh heavily 

on the expectation-of-profits prong of the Howey analysis.”54 

With this new form of currency becoming more popular, 

Chairman Clayton has stated that he supports revisiting the 

SEC’s frameworks and policies to allow for more effective and 

efficient enforcement of these currencies in the digital era.55 

Technology as a Tool

In addition to enhancing the cybersecurity measures and disclo-

sures adopted by registrants, the SEC is also seeking ways to 

detect potential market misconduct through machine-learning 

methods. For instance, the SEC has recently proposed a rule 

requiring registrants to file their reports in Inline XBRL. According 

to the Commission’s deputy chief economist, Inline-XBRL stan-

dardized data “can be combined with other relevant financial 
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SEC to make more informed and data-driven regulatory deci-

sions to better serve all retail investors. 

• Public Reporting of Fund Liquidity Information. The SEC 

adopted a new rule amending Forms N-PORT and N-1A 

by rescinding “the requirement that certain open-end 

funds disclose aggregate liquidity classification informa-

tion about their portfolios.”35 The new requirement instead 

compels the disclosure of information surrounding a fund’s 

liquidity risk management programs and how effective they 

are. Furthermore, the rule amends Form N-PORT “to require 

reporting of holdings of cash and cash equivalents.”36 

• Share Class Selection Disclosure Initiative Program. The 

SEC announced this program to address harm to inves-

tors caused when investment advisers put their clients into 

higher-fee mutual fund share classes when lower- or no-

fee classes are available. The goal of the new program, 

which is being run by the SEC’s Asset Management Unit, is 

to return as much money to harmed investors as soon as 

possible. The program, which had a deadline of June 12, 

2018, sought to incentivize self-reporting by offering stan-

dardized settlement terms that would result in disgorge-

ment, or the return of money, to impacted investors with no 

penalties assessed against the self-reporting firm.

• Proposed Elimination of Dual-Class Ownership Structures. 

Commissioners Stein and Jackson have stated that dual-

class ownership structures are “undemocratic” and protect 

managers from the discipline of the market.37 Rather than 

permit dual-class ownership perpetually, Commissioner 

Jackson has asked that the SEC consider a rule that would 

set standards for sunset provisions to better empower and 

engage shareholders.38 

• Enhanced Accounting and Disclosure Standards. This 

year, companies will also have to adhere to various 

other accounting and disclosure standards intended to 

enhance the information available to investors, including: 

(i) new revenue recognition standards issued by FASB and 

IASB; (ii) income tax reform passed in December 2017; 

and (iii) enhanced communication requirements relating 

to stock held in other companies. The Commission has 

also commented on the role of non-GAAP measures in 

supplementing and providing investors and auditors with 

“useful information regarding how management monitors 

performance and can facilitate analysis.”39 In addition, at 

least one report suggests that SEC enforcement officials 

are investigating whether companies are subtly bump-

ing up earnings results, with the SEC seeming to rely on 

research suggesting that the number “4” appears at an 

abnormally low rate in the tenths place of companies’ 

earnings-per-share numbers.40 If true, this is likely the work 

of the Financial Reporting and Audit Group. 

Officials have also forecasted other areas that may see initiatives 

and programs in the coming months. One area to note comes 

from a comment made at the SEC’s annual conference SEC 

Speaks by PLI regarding corporate sustainability disclosures. 

This is an area that has thus far not been subject to a great deal 

of Division of Enforcement scrutiny, and rightly so, given the lack 

of meaningful disclosure guidance. But sustainability and ESG 

disclosures have been the subject of significant investor, activist, 

public, and academic interest in the past few years. We will have 

more to say on this topic in an upcoming publication.

Company Stock Buyback Programs

Stock buyback programs have been common for years and 

are often demanded by shareholders. Recently, however, 

Commissioner Jackson commented on the “unprecedented 

volume” of executives’ stock buybacks and called for an 

“open comment period to reexamine our rules in this area to 

make sure they protect American companies, employees, and 

investors.”41 Commissioner Jackson’s concern is that execu-

tives are using stock buyback programs to “cash out” of com-

pany shares they receive as executive compensation, which, in 

his mind, suggests they are focusing on short-term stock trad-

ing rather than long-term value creation.42 He notes, however 

that even if this is true, such trading is “not necessarily illegal.”43 

Despite such assurances of legality, however, a recent settle-

ment involving a broker-dealer engaged to execute company 

stock buybacks pursuant to announced buyback plans sug-

gests that the Division of Enforcement may also be interested 

in this area. The broker settled for allegedly failing to main-

tain information barriers between the trading and execution 

desk and other parts of its firm and some of its clients, which 

raises the possibility of additional enforcement interest in 

this area. Nevertheless, Commissioner Jackson’s speech and 

the enforcement action provide a reminder for companies 

to ensure they are erecting information barriers of their own 

around their buyback programs.
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KEEPING PACE WITH TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE

Cybersecurity and Related Disclosures

Cybersecurity also continues to be a priority for the SEC. The 

SEC previously announced the creation of its Cyber Unit to 

combat the risks associated with cyber-related crimes and is 

continuing to assess new areas where it can regulate cyber-

security. Commissioner Robert J. Jackson Jr. discussed the 

rising threat of cybersecurity in a recent speech and stated 

that he believed increased cooperation between the SEC and 

corporate counsel could aid in combatting this threat. The 

Commissioner called for: (i) increased disclosure to share-

holders from corporations in 8-K filings of cyberattacks; (ii) 

discretion from senior management in not trading securities 

before nonpublic information is released and the development 

of internal plans for when nonpublic information is released by 

hackers; and (iii) the use of experts to create internal corpo-

rate controls that ensure any cybersecurity risks or incidents 

are reported up the corporate ladder.44 

Additionally, the SEC issued an interpretive release to public com-

panies that guides companies on preparing public disclosure 

regarding cybersecurity risks and incidents.45 The SEC expects 

public companies to: (i) implement comprehensive cybersecurity 

policies allowing for accurate and timely disclosure of material 

cybersecurity risks and events; and (ii) prohibit insider trading 

based on selective disclosure of cyber risks or incidents.46 

With respect to disclosures, the SEC has made clear that 

companies are required to report cybersecurity risks under 

existing federal securities reporting laws, including in Form 

10-K annual reports and Form 10-Q quarterly reports.47 The 

Commission’s handling of a large-scale data breach involv-

ing an internet media company,48 and the ensuing $35 million 

penalty, proves instructive here. Key takeaways from this case 

include: (i) companies must not only disclose risks of potential 

future data breaches but also major ones that have already 

occurred; (ii) good-faith exercises of judgment about a cyber 

threat or data breach disclosure will not be second-guessed; 

and (iii) companies must promptly investigate and make a rea-

soned decision on whether or not to disclose a data breach. 

The penalized company’s failure in these three areas likely 

resulted in the massive fine levied against the company.49 

With respect to insider trading and cybersecurity, an insider 

trading action relating to a major credit reporting company in 

2017 sheds lights on how the SEC might proceed in this area. 

On June 28, 2018, the SEC filed an insider trading case against 

a former company employee for allegedly trading company 

stock while knowing material nonpublic information about the 

company’s cybersecurity incident. The U.S. Attorney’s Office 

for the Northern District of Georgia brought criminal charges 

against the individual as well. 

The case highlights the need for companies to be wary on 

how they internally disclose incidents of this nature and who 

becomes privy to this information. In addition to caution with 

internal disclosures, a company might also consider trading 

blackouts that restrict employee stock trading altogether. 

In any event, the SEC’s actions here demonstrate that it will 

scrutinize how a company will both internally and externally 

respond when faced with a cybersecurity crisis.50 

Initial Coin Offerings

For several months now, the SEC has actively monitored ini-

tial coin offerings (“ICOs”) and has even brought an ICO fraud 

action involving a court-appointed receiver.51 But the SEC is 

grappling with whether and how cryptocurrency assets qual-

ify as a “security.” As the Supreme Court has stated in SEC 

v. Howey, determining what constitutes a security is not a 

bright-line rule.52 Rather, facts and circumstances determine 

“whether a particular transaction involves an investment of 

money in a common enterprise and with the expectation of 

profits that are expected to arise substantially from the efforts 

of a third party.”53 According to the SEC’s understanding of 

Howey, “an instrument marketed and sold to the general public 

rather than to specific users of a network may weigh heavily 

on the expectation-of-profits prong of the Howey analysis.”54 

With this new form of currency becoming more popular, 

Chairman Clayton has stated that he supports revisiting the 

SEC’s frameworks and policies to allow for more effective and 

efficient enforcement of these currencies in the digital era.55 

Technology as a Tool

In addition to enhancing the cybersecurity measures and disclo-

sures adopted by registrants, the SEC is also seeking ways to 

detect potential market misconduct through machine-learning 

methods. For instance, the SEC has recently proposed a rule 

requiring registrants to file their reports in Inline XBRL. According 

to the Commission’s deputy chief economist, Inline-XBRL stan-

dardized data “can be combined with other relevant financial 
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information and market participant actions to establish patterns 

that may warrant further inquiry[,]” which “can ultimately lead to 

predictions about potential future registrant behavior.”56 

The SEC has also showed support for the modernizing of dis-

closure delivery. The SEC adopted Rule 30e-3 granting reg-

istered management companies and certain registered unit 

investment trusts (“UITs”) the option of publishing shareholder 

reports and other specified documents online. Should a com-

pany rely on Rule 30e-3, they will need to provide paper ver-

sions of their reports only upon request by shareholders. The 

majority of the Commissioners applauded this rule as a cost-

effective, environmentally friendly proposal that could benefit 

Main Street investors. Chairman Clayton stated that this rule is 

“only the beginning of the Commission exploring the ways that 

electronic documents can be more interactive....”57 A company 

may begin relying on the rule on January 1, 2021. 

KEY SUPREME COURT DEVELOPMENTS

Whistleblower Retaliation

As previewed in our January 2018 update, the Supreme Court 

decided Digital Realty Trust v. Somers.58 Reversing the Ninth 

Circuit, the Court held that the Dodd-Frank Act does not 

prohibit retaliation against internal whistleblowers who have 

not reported concerns about securities law violations to the 

SEC but who have reported them internally to their company. 

This case resolved a circuit split between the Ninth and Fifth 

Circuits and effectively mandates that whistleblowers report 

to the SEC if they want to take full advantage of Rule 21F–2 of 

the Dodd-Frank anti-retaliation protections under § 78u–6(a)

(6). The Court reasoned that the “core objective” of the whistle-

blower program is “to motivate people who know of securities 

law violations to tell the SEC.”59 

We might expect this case to cause an increase in the num-

ber of whistleblowers who report to the SEC from the outset 

because the decision strongly incentivizes them to do so to 

take advantage of the anti-retaliation protections. That pro-

vides even more reason for companies to take whistleblower 

allegations with utmost seriousness from the very beginning.

Disgorgement Penalties

In Kokesh v. SEC, the Supreme Court ruled that disgorge-

ment is a penalty and is governed by the five-year statute 

of limitations set forth in 28 U.S.C. § 2462. The SEC has seen 

this ruling impact cases on three fronts. First, defendants from 

prior settlements are now challenging their settlement agree-

ments based on issues raised by Kokesh. According to the 

SEC, the courts have rejected these arguments and refused 

to set aside properly negotiated agreements. Second, the 

SEC has reopened certain cases where the alleged miscon-

duct resulted in ill-gotten gains received both inside and out-

side the limitations period, in order to recalculate the correct 

amount of damages that occurred within the five-year limi-

tations period. Third, defendants have attempted to expand 

Kokesh by asserting that disgorgement is no longer a remedy 

or that Kokesh applies to other relief such as injunctions.60 

Chairman Clayton views the Kokesh developments as prob-

lematic, because according to the SEC, “if the fraud is well-

concealed and stretches beyond the five-year limitations 

period applicable to penalties, it is likely that [the SEC] will not 

have the ability to recover funds invested by [] retail investors 

more than five years ago.”61 Accordingly, Chairman Clayton 

has testified before Congress asking for legislation to address 

these issues.62

Appointment of Administrative Law Judges 

In June 2018, the Supreme Court issued a decision in Lucia v. 

SEC, holding that administrative law judges (“ALJs”) are inferior 

officers subject to the Appointments Clause.63 Accordingly, the 

Court reversed the D.C. Circuit’s 2016 holding that ALJs are 

employees and ordered that Lucia receive a new trial by a 

constitutionally appointed ALJ. All SEC ALJs are now deemed 

“Officers of the United States” under the Constitution’s 

Appointments Clause, Art. II, §2, cl. 2, and must now be 

appointed by the President, a court, or a department head. It 

is important to note that the case does not fully resolve con-

stitutional challenges to SEC ALJs, as these ALJs still have 

multiple layers of protection from removal by the President.64 

However, the President recently issued an Executive Order 

seeking, among other things, to make the selection of ALJs 

more directly accountable to agency heads, who are them-

selves appointed by the President.65

Item 303 of Regulation S-K

In June 2018, the Supreme Court dismissed Leidos v. Indiana 

Public Retirement System, a securities case centering on 

whether Item 303 of SEC Regulation S-K creates an enforce-

able duty to disclose under Section 10(b) and Rule 10b-5. Item 
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303 currently requires several disclosures in public filings, 

including “any known trends or uncertainties that have had 

or that the registrant reasonably expects will have a mate-

rial favorable or unfavorable impact on net sales or revenues 

or income from continuing operations.” Although the parties 

settled the dispute and thus had the case dismissed, the 

Supreme Court’s granting of certiorari signals an interest in 

the issue.66 

 

NEW STANDARDS OF PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT

Another development beyond the financial reporting and dis-

closure realm, but still worthy of note, is the SEC’s proposal of 

new standards of professional conduct, known as Regulation 

Best Interest. Under the proposal, “a broker-dealer would be 

required to act in the best interest of a retail customer when 

making a recommendation of any securities transaction or 

investment strategy involving securities to a retail customer.” 

The proposed regulation outlines three specific obligations for 

broker-dealers:

• “Disclosure obligation: disclose to the retail customer the 

key facts about the relationship, including material con-

flicts of interest.

• “Care obligation: exercise reasonable diligence, care, skill, 

and prudence, to (i) understand the product; (ii) have a 

reasonable basis to believe that the product is in the retail 

customer’s best interest; and (iii) have a reasonable basis 

to believe that a series of transactions is in the retail cus-

tomer’s best interest.

• “Conflict of interest obligation: establish, maintain and 

enforce policies and procedures reasonably designed to 

identify and then at a minimum to disclose and mitigate, or 

eliminate, material conflicts of interest arising from finan-

cial incentives; other material conflicts of interest must be 

at least disclosed.”67

The proposal also calls for investment advisers and broker-deal-

ers to complete a short-form disclosure that “highlight[s] key 

differences in the principal types of services offered, the legal 

standards of conduct that apply to each, the fees a customer 

might pay, and certain conflicts of interest that may exist.”68 

The Commissioners have expressed both support and criti-

cism for the proposal as written. For example, Commissioner 

Peirce praised the proposed regulation for its attempt to pro-

tect retail investors from misleading and predatory conduct of 

investment professionals but criticized the new regulation for 

lacking clarity, imposing costs on broker-dealers, and going 

beyond the authority of the SEC.69 She argued for clearer rules 

that encourage brokers to provide a better product, rather 

than just tailor their offerings to limit their exposure.70 
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information and market participant actions to establish patterns 
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The SEC has also showed support for the modernizing of dis-

closure delivery. The SEC adopted Rule 30e-3 granting reg-

istered management companies and certain registered unit 

investment trusts (“UITs”) the option of publishing shareholder 

reports and other specified documents online. Should a com-

pany rely on Rule 30e-3, they will need to provide paper ver-

sions of their reports only upon request by shareholders. The 

majority of the Commissioners applauded this rule as a cost-

effective, environmentally friendly proposal that could benefit 

Main Street investors. Chairman Clayton stated that this rule is 

“only the beginning of the Commission exploring the ways that 

electronic documents can be more interactive....”57 A company 

may begin relying on the rule on January 1, 2021. 

KEY SUPREME COURT DEVELOPMENTS

Whistleblower Retaliation

As previewed in our January 2018 update, the Supreme Court 

decided Digital Realty Trust v. Somers.58 Reversing the Ninth 

Circuit, the Court held that the Dodd-Frank Act does not 

prohibit retaliation against internal whistleblowers who have 

not reported concerns about securities law violations to the 

SEC but who have reported them internally to their company. 

This case resolved a circuit split between the Ninth and Fifth 

Circuits and effectively mandates that whistleblowers report 

to the SEC if they want to take full advantage of Rule 21F–2 of 

the Dodd-Frank anti-retaliation protections under § 78u–6(a)

(6). The Court reasoned that the “core objective” of the whistle-

blower program is “to motivate people who know of securities 

law violations to tell the SEC.”59 

We might expect this case to cause an increase in the num-
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because the decision strongly incentivizes them to do so to 

take advantage of the anti-retaliation protections. That pro-

vides even more reason for companies to take whistleblower 
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of limitations set forth in 28 U.S.C. § 2462. The SEC has seen 

this ruling impact cases on three fronts. First, defendants from 

prior settlements are now challenging their settlement agree-

ments based on issues raised by Kokesh. According to the 

SEC, the courts have rejected these arguments and refused 

to set aside properly negotiated agreements. Second, the 

SEC has reopened certain cases where the alleged miscon-

duct resulted in ill-gotten gains received both inside and out-

side the limitations period, in order to recalculate the correct 

amount of damages that occurred within the five-year limi-

tations period. Third, defendants have attempted to expand 

Kokesh by asserting that disgorgement is no longer a remedy 

or that Kokesh applies to other relief such as injunctions.60 

Chairman Clayton views the Kokesh developments as prob-

lematic, because according to the SEC, “if the fraud is well-

concealed and stretches beyond the five-year limitations 

period applicable to penalties, it is likely that [the SEC] will not 

have the ability to recover funds invested by [] retail investors 

more than five years ago.”61 Accordingly, Chairman Clayton 

has testified before Congress asking for legislation to address 

these issues.62

Appointment of Administrative Law Judges 

In June 2018, the Supreme Court issued a decision in Lucia v. 

SEC, holding that administrative law judges (“ALJs”) are inferior 

officers subject to the Appointments Clause.63 Accordingly, the 

Court reversed the D.C. Circuit’s 2016 holding that ALJs are 

employees and ordered that Lucia receive a new trial by a 

constitutionally appointed ALJ. All SEC ALJs are now deemed 

“Officers of the United States” under the Constitution’s 

Appointments Clause, Art. II, §2, cl. 2, and must now be 

appointed by the President, a court, or a department head. It 

is important to note that the case does not fully resolve con-

stitutional challenges to SEC ALJs, as these ALJs still have 

multiple layers of protection from removal by the President.64 

However, the President recently issued an Executive Order 

seeking, among other things, to make the selection of ALJs 

more directly accountable to agency heads, who are them-

selves appointed by the President.65

Item 303 of Regulation S-K

In June 2018, the Supreme Court dismissed Leidos v. Indiana 

Public Retirement System, a securities case centering on 

whether Item 303 of SEC Regulation S-K creates an enforce-

able duty to disclose under Section 10(b) and Rule 10b-5. Item 
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303 currently requires several disclosures in public filings, 

including “any known trends or uncertainties that have had 

or that the registrant reasonably expects will have a mate-

rial favorable or unfavorable impact on net sales or revenues 

or income from continuing operations.” Although the parties 

settled the dispute and thus had the case dismissed, the 

Supreme Court’s granting of certiorari signals an interest in 

the issue.66 
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Peirce praised the proposed regulation for its attempt to pro-

tect retail investors from misleading and predatory conduct of 
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Supreme Court Rules on Whistleblower Reporting to SEC
February 2018

The U.S. Supreme Court unanimously held in Digital Realty Trust, Inc. v. Somers that whistleblowers 
must report alleged misconduct to the Securities and Exchange Commission in order to benefit from 
Dodd-Frank's anti-retaliation protections. Employees who report only internally to the company are not 
protected by the Dodd-Frank anti-retaliation provisions. The decision effectively mandates that 
whistleblowers report to the SEC if they want to take full advantage of the anti-retaliation protections. 

Two statutes—Dodd-Frank and Sarbanes-Oxley—govern the treatment of whistleblowers who report 
violations of the securities laws. Each statute addresses standards for triggering anti-retaliation 
protection. Under Sarbanes-Oxley, a whistleblower may provide information about securities law 
violations to a federal regulator, law enforcement, or a workplace supervisor. Under Dodd-Frank, a 
whistleblower provides information about a violation of the securities laws to the SEC. Dodd-Frank 
provides more favorable terms for whistleblowers than Sarbanes-Oxley through: (i) direct financial 
incentives (a bounty); and (ii) more generous protections for employees alleging retaliation, such as 
immediate access to federal court, a longer statute of limitations, and the opportunity to recover double 
backpay.

In this case, the Court resolved a circuit split and held that a whistleblower who makes an internal 
disclosure protected under Sarbanes-Oxley can avail herself of the more favorable protections of Dodd-
Frank only if she also reports to the SEC. The Supreme Court's decision thus offers strong incentives to 
report to the SEC, regardless of whether employees have reported their concerns to their employer. 

In light of this ruling, companies may see more frequent and earlier reporting by employees to the SEC. 
To maximize the opportunity to address concerns internally, companies need a robust internal reporting 
system demonstrably responsive to employee concerns. Company legal and compliance personnel, along 
with human resources professionals, must monitor and promptly follow up on tips or complaints, and 
potentially valid complaints must be quickly investigated and elevated to the appropriate board 
committee, where necessary. And above all, with whistleblowers further incentivized to report concerns 
directly to the SEC, companies should demonstrate a strong commitment to ensuring that whistleblowers 
are not subject to retaliation.
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For further information, please contact your principal Firm representative or the lawyers listed below. 
General email messages may be sent using our "Contact Us" form, which can be found at 
www.jonesday.com/contactus/. 
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The Perils of Well-Intentioned Deception: Insider Trading Case 
Highlights Challenges Facing Public Companies
July 2018

In Short

The Situation: Despite Equifax's use of a cover story to keep employees from learning it was the victim 
of a serious data breach, a then-employee allegedly figured it out and made illegal securities trades 
based on the information.

The Outcome: The U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission ("SEC") charged the former employee 
with insider trading, and the U.S. Attorney's Office in Georgia brought criminal charges.

Looking Ahead: The matter raises difficult questions for public companies relating to the internal 
sharing of material, nonpublic information ("MNPI").

On June 28, 2018, the SEC filed an insider trading case against a former Equifax employee—Sudhakar 
Reddy Bonthu—alleging he traded in company securities while in possession of MNPI concerning 
Equifax's cybersecurity breach. The U.S. Attorney's Office in Georgia also announced criminal charges 
against him. 

Discovery of the Breach

According to the Complaint, Equifax concluded in the summer of 2017 that its information technology 
systems had been breached and that personally identifiable information for millions of consumers had 
likely been stolen. Equifax established a remediation plan known internally as Project Sparta and told the 
participants they were working for an unnamed potential client that had experienced a large data breach.

The SEC's Allegations

According to the SEC, in an effort to prevent the spread of MNPI, Equifax did not disclose to Bonthu that 
it had experienced a breach itself, but instead asked him to help develop a remediation plan for an 
unnamed potential Equifax client that had been breached. Bonthu, a software engineer, was assigned to 
Project Sparta on August 25, 2017. Like the other employees, he was told he was working on a "fast-
breaking opportunity" for an unnamed potential client. 

During the next several days, Bonthu learned that the unnamed client intended to "go live" within a 
week and that the breach affected at least 100 million consumers. He also received a file with the phrase 
"EFXDatabreach" included in the title. (Equifax's trading symbol is EFX.) Based on this and other 
information, Bonthu concluded that Equifax itself was the victim of the breach. 

On September 1, 2017, Bonthu spent approximately $2,000 to purchase Equifax put options in his wife's 
account. His purchase violated company policy, which prohibited trading in derivative securities. On 
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September 7, 2017, Equifax publicly disclosed the cybersecurity breach, and Bonthu sold his options the 
next day, generating a $75,000 profit.

To settle the case, Bonthu agreed to be enjoined from future fraudulent conduct and disgorge his trading 
profits; the criminal charges remain pending.

Risks for Companies 

Bonthu's alleged conduct demonstrates the risks companies face in determining whether to bring 
employees "under the tent." Expanding the circle increases the number of potential sources of 
inadvertent (or intentional) disclosure, but keeping it too small may encourage employees to engage in 
detective work to figure out what is really going on.

In the latter scenario, employees may be more likely to trade or tip because they have uncovered the 
information on their own and are not subject to a trading blackout. In Bonthu, the trader's alleged 
conduct indicates he may have traded in either situation, but for many employees, bringing them under 
the tent and imposing a blackout (rather than providing a cover story) may be more effective. 

The answers are not simple, but this case illustrates the potential benefits of expanding the circle and 
imposing broader trading blackouts on employees who may learn MNPI as a result of their remediation 
responsibilities. Many companies have more experience dealing with this issue on the transactional/M&A 
side, but the same principles apply.

Two Key Takeaways

1. Companies that experience breaches or other crises should carefully consider the appropriate level 
of disclosure to employees engaged in remediation efforts prior to a public announcement.

2. In some cases, bringing employees "under the tent" and imposing a trading blackout, instead of 
providing a cover story, might be a more effective course of action.
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September 7, 2017, Equifax publicly disclosed the cybersecurity breach, and Bonthu sold his options the 
next day, generating a $75,000 profit.
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Securities Litigation ADVISORY n
FEBRUARY 20, 2018 

SEC Announces Investment Adviser Amnesty for Undisclosed Collection  
of 12b-1 Fees 
By: Paul Monnin, Tim Fitzmaurice, and Christina Bortz 

The SEC’s Division of Enforcement (the Division) recently announced the Share Class Selection Disclosure 
(SCSD) Initiative, a new self-reporting initiative to encourage investment advisers to self-report undisclosed 
conflicts of interest stemming from their receipt, either directly or through affiliates, of 12b-1 fees and 
potential securities law violations relating to mutual fund share class selection. This new initiative further 
demonstrates that conflicts of interest relating to adviser compensation and share class selection will be a 
key Division enforcement priority this year. The Division’s goal in announcing the SCSD Initiative is to create 
efficiencies and to free up Division resources, which it believes will further its proactive enforcement efforts 
against investment advisers who fail to make necessary disclosures or to self-report what it has characterized 
as compensatory conflicts. 

The stated benefits of self-reporting, which must occur by June 12, 2018, are standardized, favorable 
settlement terms from the SEC, most notably including a Division recommendation against the imposition 
of a civil penalty. This requires, however, that an adviser admit an illegal conflict, accept a censure and 
disgorge all 12b-1 fees collected. The Division has also noted that it will seek to identify conflicted advisers 
who do not self-report through the examination program administered by the SEC’s Office of Compliance 
Inspections and Examinations, and that, in addition to a censure and disgorgement, civil penalties and 
other potential sanctions will be in play at that time. 

As a result, investment advisers that receive 12b-1 compensation should carefully consider the risks and 
benefits of participation in the SCSD Initiative. Alston & Bird’s investment management and SEC enforcement 
teams are standing by to assist. 
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Decision Dismissing SEC FCPA Claims Extends Recent Supreme Court  
Rulings Curtailing SEC Enforcement Authority  
by Edward Kang, Paul Monnin, and Benjamin Harmon

In a recent decision, SEC v. Cohen, et al., No. 17-cv-430 (E.D.N.Y. July 7, 2018), Judge Nicholas Garaufis applied the five-
year statute of limitations under 28 U.S.C. § 2462 to dismiss Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) enforcement 
claims under the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act (FCPA). In doing so, Judge Garaufis confirmed that the Supreme 
Court’s recent application of Section 2462’s five-year limitations period to the SEC’s requests for civil penalties and 
disgorgement in its traditional anti-fraud enforcement actions also extends to its FCPA enforcement activity. 

Importantly, Judge Garaufis also concluded that the SEC’s requests for prospective injunctive relief—so-called “obey 
the law” injunctions—which have traditionally been understood primarily as forward-looking and equitable in nature, 
are subject to Section 2462’s five-year limitations period. To arrive at this result, the court applied the Supreme 
Court’s reasoning in SEC v. Kokesh, 137 S. Ct. 1635 (2017), to find that, like disgorgement, prospective injunctions are 
at least partially punitive, rather than merely remedial. Additionally, they are aimed at redressing public, rather than 
individual, harm. 

The Cohen opinion is also important in providing guidance on the procedural aspects of Section 2462’s application 
to the SEC’s FCPA claims. First, the court concluded that it is appropriate to consider a statute of limitations 
defense under Section 2462 at the motion to dismiss stage. Judge Garaufis disagreed with the SEC’s argument that  
Section 2462 is directed primarily to remedies, which must await a finding of liability. To the contrary, the court 
reasoned that the statute prohibits district courts from “entertaining” any time-barred claim, warranting a decision 
on the pleadings if they make clear that an FCPA claim is time-barred.

Applying Gabelli v. SEC, 568 U.S. 442 (2013), the court also determined that an FCPA claim accrues—and hence that 
Section 2462’s five-year limitations begins to run—when a defendant pays a bribe to obtain or to retain business, 
not when he realizes financial benefits from unlawful, corrupt payments. In this regard, the Supreme Court in Gabelli 
reasoned that, because the SEC’s core enforcement function is to uncover corrupt financial activity, a fixed limitations 
period is required.
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Finally, given the court’s conclusion that the SEC’s suite of FCPA enforcement remedies—from civil penalties to 
disgorgement to an “obey-the-law” injunction—are fundamentally punitive, Judge Garaufis also determined that the 
statute of limitations under Section 2462 is not subject to any form of equitable tolling. Indeed, the court concluded 
that tolling agreements are legally ineffective unless the allegedly corrupt activity purportedly subject to tolling is 
clearly within the scope of the subject matter specified in an agreement. In the Cohen case, a defendant had signed 
a tolling agreement specifying certain allegedly corrupt activity but not other alleged corruption that was part of the 
SEC’s subsequent investigation and that was included in its complaint. Judge Garaufis found that the SEC’s tolling 
agreement failed to preserve the latter corruption contentions. In short, in the absence of a clearly applicable tolling 
agreement, the SEC is required to bring its FCPA claims within five years of the allegedly corrupt activity.

More broadly, dismissal of the SEC’s FCPA enforcement claims in Cohen represents an extension of the Supreme 
Court’s reasoning that the SEC’s remedial regime is inherently punitive and that, barring contractual tolling, the SEC 
is obliged to bring these claims within five years of the date of offense, rather than when the defendant realized his 
ill-gotten gains or when the SEC discovered the violation through a whistleblower or otherwise. 

How the SEC responds to this decision in future cases—including the possibility that it may further particularize as well 
as broaden the scope of tolling agreements to cover a more extensive range of misconduct—will be a development 
to closely monitor.
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This advisory is published by Alston & Bird LLP to provide a summary of significant developments to our clients and friends. It is intended 
to be informational and does not constitute legal advice regarding any specific situation. This material may also be considered attorney 
advertising under court rules of certain jurisdictions.

Government & Internal Investigations ADVISORY n
AUGUST 8, 2018 

DOJ Extends FCPA Corporate Enforcement Policy to Mergers and Acquisitions  
by Paul Monnin and Jake Ware

In a July 25, 2018 speech, Deputy Assistant Attorney General Matthew Miner of the Justice Department’s 
Criminal Division announced the extension of the department’s Foreign Corrupt Practices Act (FCPA) 
Corporate Enforcement Policy to acquiring/successor corporations in M&A transactions. The policy, 
announced in November 2017 (and memorialized at Section 9-47.120 of the U.S. Attorneys’ Manual), provides 
for a presumption against prosecution if a company self-discloses corrupt activity, fully cooperates with 
the government, and remediates through, among other things, termination of culpable personnel and 
the adoption of compliance improvements. Miner stated that “this approach provides companies and 
their advisors greater certainty when deciding whether to go forward with a foreign acquisition or merger,  
as well as in determining how to approach wrongdoing discovered subsequent to a deal.” 

The policy originated from a DOJ pilot program aimed at encouraging corporate accountability by 
incentivizing companies to self-disclose misconduct, cooperate with the DOJ, and remediate flaws in their 
compliance programs. To qualify for amnesty under the policy, however, the self-reporting company must 
still disgorge its ill-gotten gains. And a criminal resolution may nonetheless be warranted if aggravating 
factors exist, including senior executive involvement, pervasive wrongdoing, significant profits, or criminal 
recidivism. In the event of a criminal resolution, the policy provides that the company—if it has voluntarily 
self-disclosed, fully cooperated, and timely and appropriately remediated—can obtain a 50% reduction 
of the fine set by the U.S. Sentencing Guidelines (except in the case of a second or successive violation). 
Additionally, the DOJ will generally not require the appointment of a monitor if the company has, at the 
time of resolution, implemented an effective compliance program. If a company is forced to disclose, 
but later fully cooperates and timely and appropriately remediates, the company can obtain up to a  
25% criminal fine reduction. 
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The policy originated from a DOJ pilot program aimed at encouraging corporate accountability by 
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still disgorge its ill-gotten gains. And a criminal resolution may nonetheless be warranted if aggravating 
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According to Miner, the DOJ will now formally extend the policy to acquiring companies that uncover 
corruption issues during due diligence, as well as those that uncover foreign corruption post-acquisition. If 
an acquiring company uncovers corruption issues during the due diligence process, Miner encouraged the 
company to seek DOJ guidance through the FCPA Opinion Procedure before moving forward, particularly 
with high-risk transactions. Whether companies will in fact make use of the DOJ no-action procedures in 
anything other than the highest risk international transactions is doubtful, although Miner reminded his 
audience of the literary admonition: “Married in haste, we can repent at leisure.” If an acquiring company 
uncovers and then discloses corruption issues after an acquisition, Miner said they should be rewarded “for 
stepping up, being transparent, and reporting and remediating the problems they inherited.” 

In sum, “When an acquiring company conducts robust due diligence that unearths wrongdoing, reports 
that conduct to the Department, and engages in remedial measures, including extending already robust 
compliance to the acquired company, it frees up resources for the Department that may have otherwise 
been expended investigating the acquired company.” 

Because evidence of international corruption is frequently uncovered in due diligence related to the 
acquisition of foreign subsidiaries or, equally if not more likely, in post-acquisition integration efforts, the 
policy’s extension to international M&A activity is an important expansion of potential corporate clemency. 
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THE CHIEF JUSTICE’S COMMISSION ON PROFESSIONALISM 
(Founded 1989)

A Brief History of the Chief Justice’s Commission on Professionalism 

Karlise Y. Grier, Executive Director

The mission of the Chief Justice’s Commission on Professionalism is to support and
encourage lawyers to exercise the highest levels of professional integrity in their relationships
with their clients, other lawyers, the courts and the public, and to fulfill their obligations to
improve the law and legal system and to ensure access to that system.

After a series of meetings of key figures in Georgia’s legal community in 1988, in
February of 1989, the Supreme Court of Georgia created the Chief Justice’s Commission on
Professionalism (“Commission”), the first entity of this kind in the world created by a high court
to address legal professionalism.  In March of 1989, the Rules of the State Bar of Georgia were
amended to lay out the purpose, members, powers and duties of the Commission.  The brainchild
of Justice Thomas Marshall and past Emory University President James Laney, they were joined
by Justices Charles Weltner and Harold Clarke and then State Bar President A. James Elliott in
forming the Commission.  The impetus for this entity then and now is to address uncivil
approaches to the practice of law, as many believe legal practice is departing from its traditional
stance as a high calling – like medicine and the clergy – to a business.

The Commission carefully crafted a statement of professionalism, A Lawyer’s Creed and
the Aspirational Statement on Professionalism, guidelines and standards addressing attorneys’
relationships with colleagues, clients, judges, law schools and the public, and retained its first
executive director, Hulett “Bucky” Askew.  Professionalism continuing legal education was
mandated and programming requirements were developed by then assistant and second
executive director Sally Evans Lockwood.  During the 1990s, after the Commission conducted a
series of convocations with the bench and bar to discern professionalism issues from
practitioners’ views, the State Bar instituted new initiatives, such as the Committee on Inclusion
in the Profession (f/k/a Women and Minorities in the Profession Committee).  Then the
Commission sought the concerns of the public in a series of town hall meetings held around
Georgia.  Two concerns raised in these meetings were: lack of civility and the economic
pressures of law practice.  As a result, the State Bar of Georgia established the Law Practice
Management Program.

Over the years, the Commission has worked with the State Bar to establish other
programs that support professionalism ideals, including the Consumer Assistance Program and
the Diversity Program.  In 1993, under President Paul Kilpatrick, the State Bar’s Committee on
Professionalism partnered with the Commission in establishing the first Law School Orientation
on Professionalism Program for incoming law students held at every Georgia law school.  At one
time, this program had been replicated at more than forty U.S. law schools.  It engages volunteer
practicing attorneys, judges and law professors with law students in small group discussions of
hypothetical contemporary professionalism and ethics situations. 

In 1997, the Justice Robert Benham Community Service Awards Program was initiated
to recognize members of the bench and bar who have combined a professional career with
outstanding service to their communities around Georgia.  The honorees are recognized for
voluntary participation in community organizations, government-sponsored activities, youth
programs, religious activities or humanitarian work outside of their professional practice or
judicial duties.  This annual program is now usually held at the State Bar Headquarters in Atlanta

Professionalism CLE General Materials v. 09-06-18

and in the past it has been co-sponsored by the Commission and the State Bar.  The program
generally attracts several hundred attendees who celebrate Georgia lawyers who are active in the
community.

In 2006, veteran attorney and former law professor, Avarita L. Hanson became the third
executive director.  In addition to providing multiple CLE programs for local bars, government
and law offices, she served as Chair of the ABA Consortium on Professionalism Initiatives, a
group that informs and vets ideas of persons interested in development of professionalism
programs. She authored the chapter on Reputation, in Paul Haskins, Ed., ESSENTIAL QUALITIES
OF THE PROFESSIONAL LAWYER, ABA Standing Committee on Professionalism, ABA Center for
Professional Responsibility (July 2013) and recently added to the newly-released accompanying
Instructor’s Manual (April 2017).  Ms. Hanson retired in August 2017 after a distinguished
career serving the Commission.

Today, the Commission, which meets three times per year, is under the direction and
management of its fourth Executive Director, attorney Karlise Yvette Grier.  The Commission
continues to support and advise persons locally and nationally who are interested in
professionalism programming.  The Chief Justice of the Supreme Court of Georgia serves as the
Commission’s chair, and Chief Justice Harold D. Melton currently serves in this capacity.  The
Commission has twenty-two members representing practicing lawyers, the state appellate and
trial courts, the federal district court, all Georgia law schools and the public. (See Appendix A). 
In addition to the Executive Director, the Commission staff includes Terie Latala (Assistant
Director) and Nneka Harris-Daniel (Administrative Assistant).  With its chair, members and
staff, the Commission is well equipped to fulfill its mission and to inspire and develop programs
to address today’s needs of the legal profession and those concerns on the horizon.  (See
Appendix B).  

The Commission works through committees and working groups (Access to Justice,
Finance and Personnel, Continuing Legal Education, Social Media/Awareness, Financial
Resources, and Benham Awards Selection) in carrying out some of its duties.  It also works with
other state and national entities, such as the American Bar Association’s Center for Professional
Responsibility and its other groups.  To keep Georgia Bar members abreast of professionalism
activities and issues, the Commission maintains a website at www.cjcpga.org.  The Commission
also provides content for the Professionalism Page in every issue of the Georgia Bar Journal.  In
2018, the Commission engaged in a strategic planning process.  As a result of that process, the
Commission decided to focus on four priority areas for the next three to five years: 1) ensuring
high quality professionalism CLE programming that complies with CJCP guidelines; 2)
promoting the understanding and exercise of professionalism and emphasizing its importance to
the legal system; 3) promoting meaningful access to the legal system and services; and 4)
ensuring that CJCP resources are used effectively, transparently and consistent with the mission.  
 

After 29 years, the measure of effectiveness of the Commission should ultimately rest in
the actions, character and demeanor of every Georgia lawyer.  Because there is still work to do, 
the Commission will continue to lead the movement and dialogue on legal professionalism.

Chief Justice’s Commission on Professionalism
104 Marietta Street, N.W. Suite 620
Atlanta, Georgia 30303
(404) 225-5040 (o)
professionalism@cjcpga.org
www.cjcpga.org 
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programs, religious activities or humanitarian work outside of their professional practice or
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and in the past it has been co-sponsored by the Commission and the State Bar.  The program
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In 2006, veteran attorney and former law professor, Avarita L. Hanson became the third
executive director.  In addition to providing multiple CLE programs for local bars, government
and law offices, she served as Chair of the ABA Consortium on Professionalism Initiatives, a
group that informs and vets ideas of persons interested in development of professionalism
programs. She authored the chapter on Reputation, in Paul Haskins, Ed., ESSENTIAL QUALITIES
OF THE PROFESSIONAL LAWYER, ABA Standing Committee on Professionalism, ABA Center for
Professional Responsibility (July 2013) and recently added to the newly-released accompanying
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Commission has twenty-two members representing practicing lawyers, the state appellate and
trial courts, the federal district court, all Georgia law schools and the public. (See Appendix A). 
In addition to the Executive Director, the Commission staff includes Terie Latala (Assistant
Director) and Nneka Harris-Daniel (Administrative Assistant).  With its chair, members and
staff, the Commission is well equipped to fulfill its mission and to inspire and develop programs
to address today’s needs of the legal profession and those concerns on the horizon.  (See
Appendix B).  

The Commission works through committees and working groups (Access to Justice,
Finance and Personnel, Continuing Legal Education, Social Media/Awareness, Financial
Resources, and Benham Awards Selection) in carrying out some of its duties.  It also works with
other state and national entities, such as the American Bar Association’s Center for Professional
Responsibility and its other groups.  To keep Georgia Bar members abreast of professionalism
activities and issues, the Commission maintains a website at www.cjcpga.org.  The Commission
also provides content for the Professionalism Page in every issue of the Georgia Bar Journal.  In
2018, the Commission engaged in a strategic planning process.  As a result of that process, the
Commission decided to focus on four priority areas for the next three to five years: 1) ensuring
high quality professionalism CLE programming that complies with CJCP guidelines; 2)
promoting the understanding and exercise of professionalism and emphasizing its importance to
the legal system; 3) promoting meaningful access to the legal system and services; and 4)
ensuring that CJCP resources are used effectively, transparently and consistent with the mission.  
 

After 29 years, the measure of effectiveness of the Commission should ultimately rest in
the actions, character and demeanor of every Georgia lawyer.  Because there is still work to do, 
the Commission will continue to lead the movement and dialogue on legal professionalism.

Chief Justice’s Commission on Professionalism
104 Marietta Street, N.W. Suite 620
Atlanta, Georgia 30303
(404) 225-5040 (o)
professionalism@cjcpga.org
www.cjcpga.org 
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CHIEF JUSTICE’S COMMISSION ON PROFESSIONALISM

PROFESSIONALISM AND GEORGIA’S LEGAL PROFESSION

THE MEANING OF PROFESSIONALISM

The three ancient learned professions were the law, medicine, and ministry.  The word

profession comes from the Latin professus, meaning to have affirmed publicly.  As one legal

scholar has explained, “The term evolved to describe occupations that required new entrants to

take an oath professing their dedication to the ideals and practices associated with a learned

calling.”   Many attempts have been made to define a profession in general and lawyer1

professionalism in particular.  The most commonly cited is the definition developed by the late

Dean Roscoe Pound of Harvard Law School:

The term refers to a group . . . pursuing a learned art as a common calling in the

spirit of public service - no less a public service because it may incidentally be a

means of livelihood.  Pursuit of the learned art in the spirit of a public service is

the primary purpose.2

Thinking about professionalism and discussing the values it encompasses can provide

guidance in the day-to-day practice of law.  Professionalism is a wide umbrella of values

encompassing competence, character, civility, commitment to the rule of law, to justice and to

the public good.  Professionalism calls us to be mindful of the lawyer’s roles as officer of the

court, advocate, counselor, negotiator, and problem solver.  Professionalism asks us to commit to

improvement of the law, the legal system, and access to that system.  These are the values that

make us a profession enlisted in the service not only of the client but of the public good as well. 

While none of us achieves perfection in serving these values, it is the consistent aspiration

toward them that defines a professional.  The Commission encourages thought not only about the

lawyer-client relationship central to the practice of law but also about how the legal profession

can shape us as people and a society.

BACKGROUND ON THE LEGAL PROFESSIONALISM MOVEMENT IN GEORGIA

In 1986, the American Bar Association ruefully reported that despite the fact that

lawyers’ observance of the rules of ethics governing their conduct is sharply on the rise, lawyers’

professionalism, by contrast, may well be in steep decline:

       DEBORAH L. RHODE, PROFESSIONAL RESPONSIBILITY: ETHICS BY THE PERVASIVE METHOD 39 (1994)1

       ROSCOE POUND, THE LAWYER FROM ANTIQUITY TO MODERN TIMES 5 (1953)2
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[Although] lawyers have tended to take the rules more seriously because of an

increased fear of disciplinary prosecutions and malpractice suits, . . . [they] have

also tended to look at nothing but the rules; if conduct meets the minimum

standard, lawyers tend to ignore exhortations to set their standards at a higher

level.3

The ABA’s observation reflects a crucial distinction: while a canon of ethics may cover

what is minimally required of lawyers, “professionalism” encompasses what is more broadly

expected of them – both by the public and by the best traditions of the legal profession itself.

In response to these challenges, the State Bar of Georgia and the Supreme Court of

Georgia embarked upon a long-range project – to raise the professional aspirations of lawyers in

the state.  Upon taking office in June 1988, then State Bar President A. James Elliott gave

Georgia’s professionalism movement momentum when he placed the professionalism project at

the top of his agenda.  In conjunction with Chief Justice Marshall, President Elliott gathered 120

prominent judges and lawyers from around the state to attend the first Annual Georgia

Convocation on Professionalism.   

For its part, the Georgia Supreme Court took three important steps to further the

professionalism movement in Georgia.  First, at the first Convocation, the Supreme Court of

Georgia announced and administered to those present a new Georgia attorney’s oath

emphasizing the virtue of truthfulness, reviving language dating back to 1729.  (See also

Appendix C).  Second, as a result of the first Convocation, in 1989, the Supreme Court of

Georgia took two additional significant steps to confront the concerns and further the aspirations

of the profession.  First, it created the Chief Justice’s Commission on Professionalism (the

“Commission”) and gave it a primary charge of ensuring that the practice of law in this state

remains a high calling, enlisted in the service not only of the client, but of the public good as

well.  This challenging mandate was supplemented by the Court’s second step, that of amending

the mandatory continuing legal education (CLE) rule to require all active Georgia lawyers to

complete one hour of Professionalism CLE each year [Rule 8-104 (B)(3) of the Rules and

Regulations for the Organization and Government of the State Bar of Georgia and Regulation (4)

thereunder].  

GENERAL PURPOSE OF CLE PROFESSIONALISM CREDIT

Beginning in 1990, the Georgia Supreme Court required all active Georgia lawyers to

complete one hour of Professionalism CLE each year [Rule 8-104 (B)(3) of the Rules and

Regulations for the Organization and Government of the State Bar of Georgia and Regulation (4)

thereunder].  The one hour of Professionalism CLE is distinct from and in addition to the

required ethics CLE.  The general goal of the Professionalism CLE requirement is to create a

3

       AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION COMMISSION ON PROFESSIONALISM, “ . . . IN THE

SPIRIT OF PUBLIC SERVICE:” A BLUEPRINT FOR THE REKINDLING OF LAWYER

PROFESSIONALISM, (1986) P.7.
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CHIEF JUSTICE’S COMMISSION ON PROFESSIONALISM
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forum in which lawyers, judges and legal educators can explore the meaning and aspirations of

professionalism in contemporary legal practice and reflect upon the fundamental premises of

lawyer professionalism – competence, character, civility, commitment to the rule of law, to

justice, and to the public good.  Building a community among the lawyers of this state is a

specific goal of this requirement.

DISTINCTION BETWEEN ETHICS AND PROFESSIONALISM

The Supreme Court has distinguished between ethics and professionalism, to the extent

of creating separate one-hour CLE requirements for each.  The best explanation of the distinction

between ethics and professionalism that is offered by former Chief Justice Harold Clarke of the

Georgia Supreme Court:

“. . . the idea [is] that ethics is a minimum standard which is required of all

lawyers, while professionalism is a higher standard expected of all lawyers.”

Laws and the Rules of Professional Conduct establish minimal standards of consensus

impropriety; they do not define the criteria for ethical behavior.  In the traditional sense, persons

are not “ethical” simply because they act lawfully or even within the bounds of an official code

of ethics.  People can be dishonest, unprincipled, untrustworthy, unfair, and uncaring without

breaking the law or the code.  Truly ethical people measure their conduct not by rules but by

basic moral principles such as honesty, integrity and fairness.

The term “Ethics” is commonly understood in the CLE context to mean “the law of

lawyering” and the rules by which lawyers must abide in order to remain in good standing before

the bar.  Legal Ethics CLE also includes malpractice avoidance.  “Professionalism” harkens back

to the traditional meaning of ethics discussed above.  The Commission believes that lawyers

should remember in counseling clients and determining their own behavior that the letter of the

law is only a minimal threshold describing what is legally possible, while professionalism is

meant to address the aspirations of the profession and how we as lawyers should behave.  Ethics

discussions tend to focus on misconduct -- the negative dimensions of lawyering. 

Professionalism discussions have an affirmative dimension -- a focus on conduct that

preserves and strengthens the dignity, honor, and integrity of the legal system.

As former Chief Justice Benham of the Georgia Supreme Court says, “We should expect

more of lawyers than mere compliance with legal and ethical requirements.” 

ISSUES AND TOPICS

In March of 1990, the Chief Justice’s Commission adopted A Lawyer’s Creed (See

Appendix D) and an Aspirational Statement on Professionalism (See Appendix E).  These two

documents should serve as the beginning points for professionalism discussions, not because

they are to be imposed upon Georgia lawyers or bar associations, but because they serve as
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words of encouragement, assistance and guidance.  These comprehensive statements should be

utilized to frame discussions and remind lawyers about the basic tenets of our profession.

Specific topics that can be used as subject matter to provide context for a Professionalism CLE
include:

� Access to Justice

� Administration of Justice

� Advocacy - effective persuasive advocacy techniques for trial, appellate, and other

representation contexts

� Alternative Dispute Resolution - negotiation, settlement, mediation, arbitration, early

neutral evaluation, other dispute resolution processes alternative to litigation

� Billable Hours

� Civility

� Client Communication Skills

� Client Concerns and Expectations

� Client Relations Skills

� Commercial Pressures

� Communication Skills (oral and written)

� Discovery - effective techniques to overcome misuse and abuse

� Diversity and Inclusion Issues - age, ethnic, gender, racial, sexual orientation,

socioeconomic status

� Law Practice Management - issues relating to development and management of a law

practice including client relations and technology to promote the efficient, economical

and competent delivery of legal services.  

Practice Management CLE includes, but is not limited to, those

activities which (1) teach lawyers how to organize and manage

their law practices so as to promote the efficient, economical and

competent delivery of legal services; and (2) teach lawyers how to

create and maintain good client relations consistent with existing

ethical and professional guidelines so as to eliminate malpractice

claims and bar grievances while improving service to the client

and the public image of the profession.

� Mentoring

� Proficiency and clarity in oral, written, and electronic communications - with the court,

lawyers, clients, government agencies, and the public 

� Public Interest

� Quality of Life Issues - balancing priorities, career/personal transition, maintaining

emotional and mental health, stress management, substance abuse, suicide prevention,

wellness

� Responsibility for improving the administration of justice

� Responsibility to ensure access to the legal system
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� Responsibility for performing community, public and pro bono service

� Restoring and sustaining public confidence in the legal system, including courts, lawyers,

the systems of justice

� Roles of Lawyers

The Lawyer as Advocate

The Lawyer as Architect of Future Conduct

The Lawyer as Consensus Builder

The Lawyer as Counselor

The Lawyer as Hearing Officer

The Lawyer as In-House Counsel

The Lawyer as Judge (or prospective judge)

The Lawyer as Negotiator

The Lawyer as Officer of the Court

The Lawyer as Problem Solver

The Lawyer as Prosecutor

The Lawyer as Public Servant

� Satisfaction in the Legal Profession
� Sexual Harassment
� Small Firms/Solo Practitioners

Karl N. Llewellyn, jurisprudential scholar who taught at Yale, Columbia, and the
University of Chicago Law Schools, often cautioned his students:

The lawyer is a man of many conflicts.  More than anyone else in our society, he
must contend with competing claims on his time and loyalty.   You must
represent your client to the best of your ability, and yet never lose sight of the fact
that you are an officer of the court with a special responsibility for the integrity of
the legal system.  You will often find, brethren and sistern, that those professional
duties do not sit easily with one another.  You will discover, too, that they get in
the way of your other obligations – to your conscience, your God, your family,
your partners, your country, and all the other perfectly good claims on your
energies and hearts.  You will be pulled and tugged in a dozen directions at once. 
You must learn to handle those conflicts.4

The real issue facing lawyers as professionals is developing the capacity for critical and
reflective judgment and the ability to “handle those conflicts,” described by Karl Llewellyn.  A
major goal of Professionalism CLE is to encourage introspection and dialogue about these
issues.  

       MARY ANN GLENDON, A NATION UNDER LAWYERS 17 (1994)4
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APPENDIX A

CHIEF JUSTICE’S COMMISSION ON PROFESSIONALISM

2018 - 2019

Members
The Honorable Harold D. Melton (Chair),
Atlanta
Professor Nathan S. Chapman, Athens
Professor Clark D. Cunningham, Atlanta
The Honorable J. Antonio DelCampo,
Atlanta
Mr. Gerald M. Edenfield, Statesboro
The Honorable Susan E. Edlein, Atlanta
Ms. Elizabeth L. Fite, Decatur
Ms. Rebecca Grist, Macon
Associate Dean Sheryl Harrison-Mercer,
Atlanta
Mr. Kenneth B. Hodges III, Atlanta
The Honorable Steve C. Jones, Atlanta
The Honorable Meng H. Lim, Tallapoosa
Professor Patrick E. Longan, Macon
Ms. Maria Mackay, Watkinsville
The Honorable Carla W. McMillian,
Atlanta
The Honorable Rizza O’Connor, Lyons
Ms. Claudia S. Saari, Decatur
Ms. Adwoa Ghartey-Tagoe Seymour,
Atlanta
Assistant Dean Rita A. Sheffey, Atlanta
Ms. Nicki Noel Vaughan, Gainesville
Mr. R. Kyle Williams, Decatur
Dr. Monica L. Willis-Parker, Stone Mountain

Advisors
The Honorable Robert Benham, Atlanta
Ms. Jennifer M. Davis, Atlanta
Professor Roy M. Sobelson, Atlanta 

LIAISONS

Mr. Robert Arrington, Atlanta
Mr. Jeffrey R. Davis, Atlanta 
Ms. Paula J. Frederick, Atlanta 
Professor Nicole G. Iannarone, Atlanta 
Ms. Tangela S. King, Atlanta 
Ms. Michelle E. West, Atlanta
Ms. DeeDee Worley, Atlanta

Staff
Ms. Karlise Y. Grier, Atlanta
Ms. Terie Latala, Atlanta
Ms. Nneka Harris-Daniel, Atlanta

Italics denotes public member/non-lawyer
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APPENDIX B

MISSION STATEMENT

The mission of the Chief Justice’s Commission on
Professionalism is to support and encourage lawyers to
exercise the highest levels of professional integrity in their
relationships with their clients, other lawyers, the courts, and
the public and to fulfill their obligations to improve the law
and the legal system and to ensure access to that system.

CALLING TO TASKS

The Commission seeks to foster among lawyers an active
awareness of its mission by calling lawyers to the following
tasks, in the words of former Chief Justice Harold Clarke:

1. To recognize that the reason for the existence of
lawyers is to act as problem solvers performing their
service on behalf of the client while adhering at all
times to the public interest;

2. To utilize their special training and natural talents in
positions of leadership for societal betterment;

3. To adhere to the proposition that a social conscience
and devotion to the public interest stand as essential
elements of lawyer professionalism.
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HISTORICAL INFORMATION ABOUT THE COMMISSION’S ROLES IN THE
DEVELOPMENT OF THE CURRENT GEORGIA ATTORNEY OATH

In 1986, Emory University President James T. Laney delivered a lecture on “Moral

Authority in the Professions.”  While expressing concern about the decline in moral authority of

all the professions, he focused on the legal profession because of the respect and confidence in

which it has traditionally been held and because it has been viewed as serving the public in

unique and important ways.  Dr. Laney expressed the fear that the loss of moral authority has as

serious a consequence for society at large as it does for the legal profession.

For its part, the Georgia Supreme Court took an important step to further the

professionalism movement in Georgia.  At the first convocation on professionalism, the Court

announced and administered to those present a new Georgia attorney’s oath emphasizing the

virtue of truthfulness, reviving language dating back to 1729.  Reflecting the idea that the word

“profession” derives from a root meaning “to avow publicly,” this new oath of admission to the

State Bar of Georgia indicates that whatever other expectations might be made of lawyers, truth-

telling is expected, always and everywhere, of every true professional.  Since the convocation,

the new oath has been administered to thousands of lawyers in circuits all over the state.  

Attorney’s Oath

I,_____________, swear that I will truly and honestly, justly, and uprightly demean

myself, according to the laws, as an attorney, counselor, and solicitor, and that I will support and

defend the Constitution of the United States and the Constitution of the State of Georgia.  So

help me God.

In 2002, at the request of then-State Bar President George E. Mundy, the Committee on

Professionalism was asked to revise the Oath of Admission to make the wording more relevant

to the current practice of law, while retaining the original language calling for lawyers to “truly

and honestly, justly and uprightly” conduct themselves.  The revision was approved by the

Georgia Supreme Court in 2002.

Professionalism CLE General Materials v. 09-06-18

APPENDIX C

OATH OF ADMISSION

TO THE STATE BAR OF GEORGIA

“I,___________________, swear that I will truly and honestly,

justly and uprightly conduct myself as a member of this learned

profession and in accordance with the Georgia Rules of

Professional Conduct, as an attorney and counselor and that I

will support and defend the Constitution of the United States and

the Constitution of the State of Georgia.  So help me God.”

As revised by the Supreme Court of Georgia, April 20, 2002
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A LAWYER’S CREED

To my clients, I offer faithfulness, competence, diligence, and good
judgment.  I will strive to represent you as I would want to be represented and to be
worthy of your trust.

To the opposing parties and their counsel, I offer fairness, integrity, and
civility.  I will seek reconciliation and, if we fail, I will strive to make our dispute a
dignified one.

To the courts, and other tribunals, and to those who assist them, I offer
respect, candor, and courtesy.  I will strive to do honor to the search for justice.

To my colleagues in the practice of law, I offer concern for your welfare.  I
will strive to make our association a professional friendship.

To the profession, I offer assistance.  I will strive to keep our business a
profession and our profession a calling in the spirit of public service.

To the public and our systems of justice, I offer service.  I will strive to
improve the law and our legal system, to make the law and our legal system
available to all, and to seek the common good through the representation of my
clients.

Entered by Order of Supreme Court of Georgia, October 9, 1992, nunc pro tunc July 3, 1990; Part IX of the
Rules and Regulations of the State Bar of Georgia, as amended September 10, 2003 and April 26, 2013

APPENDIX E

ASPIRATIONAL STATEMENT ON PROFESSIONALISM

The Court believes there are unfortunate trends of commercialization and loss of

professional community in the current practice of law.  These trends are manifested in an undue

emphasis on the financial rewards of practice, a lack of courtesy and civility among members of

our profession, a lack of respect for the judiciary and for our systems of justice, and a lack of

regard for others and for the common good.  As a community of professionals, we should strive

to make the internal rewards of service, craft, and character, and not the external reward of

financial gain, the primary rewards of the practice of law.  In our practices we should remember

that the primary justification for who we are and what we do is the common good we can

achieve through the faithful representation of people who desire to resolve their disputes in a

peaceful manner and to prevent future disputes.  We should remember, and we should help our

clients remember, that the way in which our clients resolve their disputes defines part of the

character of our society and we should act accordingly.

As professionals, we need aspirational ideals to help bind us together in a professional

community.  Accordingly, the Court issues the following Aspirational Statement setting forth

general and specific aspirational ideals of our profession.  This statement is a beginning list of

the ideals of our profession.  It is primarily illustrative.  Our purpose is not to regulate, and

certainly not to provide a basis for discipline, but rather to assist the Bar’s efforts to maintain a

professionalism that can stand against the negative trends of commercialization and loss of

community.  It is the Court’s hope that Georgia’s lawyers, judges, and legal educators will use

the following aspirational ideals to reexamine the justifications of the practice of law in our

society and to consider the implications of those justifications for their conduct.  The Court

feels that enhancement of professionalism can be best brought about by the cooperative efforts

of the organized bar, the courts, and the law schools with each group working independently,

but also jointly in that effort.

Entered by Order of Supreme Court of Georgia, October 9, 1992, nunc pro tunc July 3, 1990; Part IX of the
Rules and Regulations of the State Bar of Georgia, as amended September 10, 2003 and April 26, 2013
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GENERAL ASPIRATIONAL IDEALS

As a lawyer, I will aspire:

(a) To put fidelity to clients and, through clients, to the common good, before selfish

interests.

(b) To model for others, and particularly for my clients, the respect due to those we

call upon to resolve our disputes and the regard due to all participants in our

dispute resolution processes.

(c) To avoid all forms of wrongful discrimination in all of my activities including

discrimination on the basis of race, religion, sex, age, handicap, veteran status, or

national origin.  The social goals of equality and fairness will be personal goals

for me.

(d) To preserve and improve the law, the legal system, and other dispute resolution

processes as instruments for the common good.

(e) To make the law, the legal system, and other dispute resolution processes

available to all.

(f) To practice with a personal commitment to the rules governing our profession

and to encourage others to do the same.

(g) To preserve the dignity and the integrity of our profession by my conduct.  The

dignity and the integrity of our profession is an inheritance that must be

maintained by each successive generation of lawyers.

(h) To achieve the excellence of our craft, especially those that permit me to be the

moral voice of clients to the public in advocacy while being the moral voice of

the public to clients in counseling.  Good lawyering should be a moral

achievement for both the lawyer and the client.

(i) To practice law not as a business, but as a calling in the spirit of public service.

Entered by Order of Supreme Court of Georgia, October 9, 1992, nunc pro tunc July 3, 1990; Part IX of the
Rules and Regulations of the State Bar of Georgia, as amended September 10, 2003 and April 26, 2013

APPENDIX E

SPECIFIC ASPIRATIONAL IDEALS

As to clients, I will aspire:

(a) To expeditious and economical achievement of all client objectives.

(b) To fully informed client decision-making.  

As a professional, I should:

(1) Counsel clients about all forms of dispute resolution;

(2) Counsel clients about the value of cooperation as a means towards the

productive resolution of disputes;

(3) Maintain the sympathetic detachment that permits objective and

independent advice to clients;

(4) Communicate promptly and clearly with clients; and,

(5) Reach clear agreements with clients concerning the nature of the

representation.

(c) To fair and equitable fee agreements.  

As a professional, I should:

(1) Discuss alternative methods of charging fees with all clients;

(2) Offer fee arrangements that reflect the true value of the services

rendered;

(3) Reach agreements with clients as early in the relationship as possible;

(4) Determine the amount of fees by consideration of many factors and not

just time spent by the attorney;

(5) Provide written agreements as to all fee arrangements; and,

(6) Resolve all fee disputes through the arbitration methods provided by the

State Bar of Georgia.

(d) To comply with the obligations of confidentiality and the avoidance of

conflicting loyalties in a manner designed to achieve the fidelity to clients that is

the purpose of these obligations.

As to opposing parties and their counsel, I will aspire:

(a) To cooperate with opposing counsel in a manner consistent with the competent

representation of all parties.  

As a professional, I should:

(1) Notify opposing counsel in a timely fashion of any cancelled appearance;

Entered by Order of Supreme Court of Georgia, October 9, 1992, nunc pro tunc July 3, 1990; Part IX of the
Rules and Regulations of the State Bar of Georgia, as amended September 10, 2003 and April 26, 2013
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(2) Grant reasonable requests for extensions or scheduling changes; and,

(3) Consult with opposing counsel in the scheduling of appearances,

meetings, and depositions.

(b) To treat opposing counsel in a manner consistent with his or her professional

obligations and consistent with the dignity of the search for justice.  

As a professional, I should:

(1) Not serve motions or pleadings in such a manner or at such a time as to

preclude opportunity for a competent response;

(2) Be courteous and civil in all communications;

(3) Respond promptly to all requests by opposing counsel;

(4) Avoid rudeness and other acts of disrespect in all meetings including

depositions and negotiations;

(5) Prepare documents that accurately reflect the agreement of all parties;

and,

(6) Clearly identify all changes made in documents submitted by opposing

counsel for review.

As to the courts, other tribunals, and to those who assist them, I will aspire:

(a) To represent my clients in a manner consistent with the proper functioning of a

fair, efficient, and humane system of justice.  

As a professional, I should:

(1) Avoid non-essential litigation and non-essential pleading in litigation;

(2) Explore the possibilities of settlement of all litigated matters;

(3) Seek non-coerced agreement between the parties on procedural and

discovery matters;

(4) Avoid all delays not dictated by a competent presentation of a client’s

claims;

(5) Prevent misuses of court time by verifying the availability of key

participants for scheduled appearances before the court and by being

punctual; and,

(6) Advise clients about the obligations of civility, courtesy, fairness,

cooperation, and other proper behavior expected of those who use our

systems of justice.

Entered by Order of Supreme Court of Georgia, October 9, 1992, nunc pro tunc July 3, 1990; Part IX of the
Rules and Regulations of the State Bar of Georgia, as amended September 10, 2003 and April 26, 2013
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(b) To model for others the respect due to our courts.  

As a professional I should:

(1) Act with complete honesty;

(2) Know court rules and procedures;

(3) Give appropriate deference to court rulings;

(4) Avoid undue familiarity with members of the judiciary;

(5) Avoid unfounded, unsubstantiated, or unjustified public criticism of

members of the judiciary;

(6) Show respect by attire and demeanor;

(7) Assist the judiciary in determining the applicable law; and,

(8) Seek to understand the judiciary’s obligations of informed and impartial

decision-making.

As to my colleagues in the practice of law, I will aspire:

(a) To recognize and to develop our interdependence;

(b) To respect the needs of others, especially the need to develop as a whole person;

and,

(c) To assist my colleagues become better people in the practice of law and to

accept their assistance offered to me.

As to our profession, I will aspire:

(a) To improve the practice of law.  

As a professional, I should:

(1) Assist in continuing legal education efforts;

(2) Assist in organized bar activities; and,

(3) Assist law schools in the education of our future lawyers.

(b) To protect the public from incompetent or other wrongful lawyering.  

As a professional, I should:

(1) Assist in bar admissions activities;

(2) Report violations of ethical regulations by fellow lawyers; and,

(3) Assist in the enforcement of the legal and ethical standards imposed upon

all lawyers.

Entered by Order of Supreme Court of Georgia, October 9, 1992, nunc pro tunc July 3, 1990; Part IX of the
Rules and Regulations of the State Bar of Georgia, as amended September 10, 2003 and April 26, 2013
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As to the public and our systems of justice, I will aspire:

(a) To counsel clients about the moral and social consequences of their conduct.

(b) To consider the effect of my conduct on the image of our systems of justice

including the social effect of advertising methods. 

As a professional, I should ensure that any advertisement of my services:

(1) is consistent with the dignity of the justice system and a learned profession;

(2) provides a beneficial service to the public by providing accurate information

about the availability of legal services;

(3) educates the public about the law and legal system;

(4) provides completely honest and straightforward information about my

qualifications, fees, and costs; and,

(5) does not imply that clients’ legal needs can be met only through aggressive

tactics.

(c) To provide the pro bono representation that is necessary to make our system of

justice available to all.

(d) To support organizations that provide pro bono representation to indigent clients.

(e) To improve our laws and legal system by, for example:

(1) Serving as a public official;

(2) Assisting in the education of the public concerning our laws and legal

system;

(3) Commenting publicly upon our laws; and,

(4) Using other appropriate methods of effecting positive change in our laws

and legal system.

Entered by Order of Supreme Court of Georgia, October 9, 1992, nunc pro tunc July 3, 1990; Part IX of the
Rules and Regulations of the State Bar of Georgia, as amended September 10, 2003 and April 26, 2013
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The Im portance 
of Lawyers Abandoning 
the Sham e and Stigm a 
of M ental I l lness
One tenet  of  t he Chief  Just ice’ s Com m ission on Professional ism ’ s 
“ A Lawyer ’ s Creed”  is “ To m y col leagues in  the pract ice of  law, I  o�er  
concern for  your  wel fare.”  I f  you are aware of  a col league that  m ay be 
exper iencing di� cul t ies, ask quest ions and o�er  to help them  contact  the 
Lawyer  Assistance Program  for  help.

BY MICHELLE BARCLAY

January is the month w hen Robin 
Nash, my dear friend and lawyer col-
league, godfather to my child, officiate for 
my brother’s marriage and former direc-
tor of the Barton Center at Emory Uni-
versity, left the world. Positive reminders 
of him are all around, including a child 
law and policy fellowship in his name, but 
January is a tough month.

Robin’s suicide, 12 years ago, was a 
shock to me. As time passed and I heard 
stories about Robin from others who 
knew him and I learned more about sui-
cide, I can see in hindsight the risk loom-
ing for him. Today, I think his death was 
possibly preventable. 

In 2006, Robin wrote this essay about 
himself for Emory’s website

“Robin Nash, age 53, drew his first 
breath, attended college and law 
school and now works at Emory Uni-
versity. He loves to travel to places 
like Southeast Asia and the Middle 
East but he always returns home to 
Emory and his hometown of Decatur. 
Robin majored in Economics and 
Mathematics. He began his law prac-
tice in 1980 in Decatur surviving most-
ly on court appointed cases for mental-
ly ill patients in commitment hearings. 

His practice expanded to working with 
institutionalized developmentally de-
layed clients, special education cases, 
wills and estate litigation and repre-
senting banks in the hugely interesting 
area of commercial real estate closings.

In 1995, he was appointed as a juve-
nile court judge in DeKalb County. He 
resigned from the bench effective De-
cember 2005. He sold most of his per-
sonal belongings, paid off his remain-
ing debts and moved overseas to think 
and travel. After thinking and travel-
ing for three months, he returned to 
the active world of Decatur. He was 
appointed director of the Barton Clinic 
effective April 15, 2006.”

When Robin came back from travel-
ing, he told his friends—“I can be more 
impactful here.”—which was and is true. 
Robin’s impact continues today through 
the work of young lawyers serving as 
Robin Nash Fellows and through the 
lives of the thousands of mothers, fathers, 
daughters and sons he touched, helping 
people traumatized by child abuse, ne-
glect, addiction and crime.

He was impactful in part because he 
had so much empathy for others. He was GE
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well regarded and well loved. He was a 
person you could count on who did ex-
traordinary things for others—helping a 
student obtain a TPO in the middle of the 
night to stop a stalker; quietly helping a 
refugee family get stable and connected 
to services; and of course, his consistent 
care of his friend Vinny. Vinny was a 
severely disabled adult Robin befriended 
and with whom he had a deep connec-
tion. Because he was a lawyer, Robin 
was able to help Vinny obtain full access 
to available medical services without 
being institutionalized.

So why did Robin leave? He lost his 
battle with mental illness. He masked 
it well and as a private person, did not 
share his struggles. His friends had some 
insight into his struggles but it was al-
ways complicated. While a judge, Robin 
was known for saying things like, “I am 
a manager of misery” or “I manage the 
competition not to serve the most vul-
nerable families and children.” But he 
also said, “Talk like this is just dark hu-
mor which is a useful coping mechanism 
for an emotionally draining job.”

I know today that a low serotonin 
level in his body was dangerous for his 
depression and that the medications he 
took waxed and waned in effectiveness. 
I also now know that he had not slept 
well for days before he acted. We’d had 
a work meeting the day before he died 
where he made a long ‘to do’ list. Who 
makes a long ‘to do’ list when one is con-
templating suicide? Plenty of people, I 
have learned. I saw that ‘to do’ list on his 
table when I was in his apartment after 
his death.

What could have helped? Abandoning 
the shame and stigma of mental illness 
is a good start. I have been heartened by 
the social movement campaign, Time to 
Change,1 designed to help people speak 
up about mental illness. A safety plan 
shared with a reasonably wide network of 
people can also help. Antidepressant med-
ications can help. Recent studies about 
anti-depression drugs “puts to bed the 
controversy on anti-depressants, clearly 
showing that these drugs do work in lift-
ing mood and helping most people with 
depression.”2 Science is advancing better 
treatments at a rapid pace. And some ex-
perts advise that directly asking whether a 

person has considered killing themselves 
can open the door to intervention and 
saving a life.

Before becoming a lawyer, I worked 
as a nurse in a variety of settings at both 
Grady and Emory hospitals. I saw at-
tempted suicides. I witnessed a number 
of those people who were grateful they 
were not successful. I saw safety plans 
work when enough people knew about 
the risks. Sometimes, medicines were 
changed, new treatments tried and I saw 
people get better.

I feel like with my background I could 
have and should have probed Robin more. 
But at the time, I thought I was respecting 
his privacy by not asking too many ques-
tions. Today I know that a person can be 
fine one day and then chemicals in their 
brain can wildly change within 24 hours, 
and they’re no longer ok. I learned that 
not sleeping can be deadly. I have also 
learned that just talking about it can help 
a person cope.

A book that has helped me is called 
“Stay: A History of Suicide and the Phi-
losophies Against It,” by Jennifer Michael 
Hecht.3 If I had a second chance, I would 
try to use some of the arguments in that 
book, such as:

None of us can truly know what we 
mean to other people, and none of 
us can know what our future self will 
experience. History and philosophy 
ask us to remember these mysteries, 
to look around at friends, family, hu-
manity, at the surprises life brings—the 
endless possibilities that living offers—
and to persevere.

Of course, first I would have just 
asked about his mental health with love 
and listened. I still wish for that chance 
to try. �

Afterword by Chief Justice’s Commission on 
Professionalism Executive Director Karlise 
Yvette Grier: One tenet of the Chief Justice’s 
Commission on Professionalism’s “A Lawyer’s 
Creed” 4 is “To my colleagues in the practice of 
�����������������������������������������������
are aware of a colleague that may be expe-
�����������������������������������������������
to help them contact the Lawyer Assistance 
Program5 for help.

Michelle and Andy Barclay are so grateful 
to the Emory University community for the 
grace and care that surrounded everyone, es-
pecially the students, when Robin died. 

Michel le Barclay, J.D., has more 
than 20 years experience working 
in Georgia’s judicial branch. She is 
current ly the division director of 
Communicat ions, Children, Families, 
and the Courts within the Judicial 
Council of Georgia’s Administ rat ive 
Office of the Courts. Before becoming 
a lawyer, she was a nurse for 10 years, 
specializing in ICU and t rauma care. 
Her degrees include a Juris Doctor 
from Emory University School of Law, 
a Bachelor of Science in Nursing from 
Emory University and a Bachelor 
of Interdisciplinary Studies from 
Georgia State University. She is also 
co-founder along with her husband 
Andrew Barclay of the Barton Child 
Law and Policy Center at  Emory 
University School of Law. She can be 
reached at  404-657-9219 or michelle.
barclay@georgiacourts.gov.

Endnotes
1. https:/ / twitter.com/TimetoChange.
2. See http:/ /www.bbc.com/news/

health-43143889 (last viewed April 2, 2018).
3. See, e.g., https:/ /www.amazon.com/Stay-

History-Suicide-Philosophies-Against/
dp/0300186088 (last viewed April 2, 2018).

4. https:/ / www.gabar.org/ aboutthebar/
lawrelatedorganizations/ cjcp/ lawyers-
creed.cfm.

5. https:/ /www.gabar.org/
committeesprogramssections/programs/
lap/ index.cfm.
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Promoting a 
Professional Culture 
of Respect and Safety 
#MeToo
In keeping with our professionalism aspirations, I challenge you to take 
a proactive, preventative approach to sexual harassment and to start the 
discussions . . . about things we as lawyers can do to promote a professional 
culture of respect and safety to prevent #MeToo.

BY KARLISE Y. GRIER

“There is no doubt that Marley was dead. 
This must be distinctly understood, or nothing 
wonderful can come of the story I am going 
to relate.”—Excerpt from: “A Christmas 

Carol” by Charles Dickens. 

To borrow an idea from an iconic 

writer: There is no doubt that #MeToo 

testimonials are real. This must be 

distinctly understood, or nothing 

wonderful can come of the ideas I am 

going to share.

I start with this statement because 

when I co-presented on behalf of 

the Chief Justice’s Commission on 

Professionalism at a two-hour seminar 

on Ethics, Professionalism and Sexual 
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Harassment at the University of Georgia 

(UGA) in March 2018, it was clear to 

me that men and women, young and 

old, question some of the testimonials 

of sexual harassment that have recently 

come to light. For the purposes of starting 

a discussion about preventing future 

#MeToo incidents in the Georgia legal 

profession, I ask you to assume, arguendo, 

that sexual harassment does occur and to 

further assume,!arguendo, that it occurs in 

Georgia among lawyers and judges.1 Our 

attention and discussion must therefore 

turn to “How do we prevent it?” We won’t 

expend needless energy on “Is he telling 

the truth?” We won’t lament, “Why did 

she wait so long to come forward?” 

First, I want to explain why I believe 

that sexual harassment in the legal 

profession is, in part, a professionalism 

issue. As Georgia lawyers, we have A 

Lawyer’s Creed and an Aspirational 

Statement on Professionalism that 

was approved by the Supreme Court 

of Georgia in 1990.2 One tenet of A 

Lawyer’s Creed states: “To my colleagues 

in the practice of law, I offer concern for 

your welfare. I will strive to make our 

association a professional friendship.”

Frankly, it is only a concern for the 

welfare of others that in many cases will 

prevent sexual harassment in the legal 

profession because of “gaps” in the law 

and in our ethics rules. For example, 

under federal law, sexual harassment is a 

form of sex discrimination that violates 

Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964. 

Title VII applies to employers with 15 or 

more employees.3 According to a 2016 

article on lawyer demographics, three 

out of four lawyers are working in a law 

firm that has two to five lawyers working 

for it.4 In Georgia, there are no state laws 

similar to Title VII’s statutory scheme.

There is currently nothing in Georgia’s 

Rules of Professional Conduct that 

explicitly prohibits sexual harassment of 

a lawyer by another lawyer.5 Moreover, 

it is my understanding that generally the 

Office of the General Counsel will not 

prosecute a lawyer for alleged lawyer-

on-lawyer sexual harassment absent 

a misdemeanor or felony criminal 

conviction, involving rape, sexual assault, 

battery, moral turpitude and other similar 

criminal behavior.6 Other circumstances 

in which laws or ethics rules may not 

apply include sexual harassment of 

lawyers by clients or sexual harassment 

that occurs during professional events, 

such as bar association meetings or 

continuing education seminars.7 

Former Georgia Chief Justice Harold 

Clarke described the distinction between 

ethics and professionalism as . . . the 

idea that ethics is a minimum standard 

which is required of all lawyers while 

professionalism is a higher standard 

expected of all lawyers. Therefore, in 

the absence of laws and ethical rules to 

guide our behavior, professionalism 

aspirations call on Georgia lawyers to 

consider and implement a professional 

culture of respect and safety that ensures 

zero tolerance for behavior that gives rise 

to #MeToo testimonials.8

The American Bar Association 

Commission on Women in the Profession 

recently published a book titled “Zero 

Tolerance: Best Practices for Combating 

Sex-Based Harassment in the Legal 

Profession.” The book provides some 

Former Georgia Chief Justice Harold Clarke 
described the distinction between ethics and 
professionalism as . . . the idea that ethics 
is a minimum standard which is required of 
all lawyers while professionalism is a higher 
standard expected of all lawyers. 
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practical advice for legal employers to 
address or to prevent sexual harassment.9 
Some of the suggestions included: 
establishing easy and inexpensive ways to 
detect sexual harassment, such as asking 
about it in anonymous employee surveys 
and/or exit interviews; not waiting for 
formal complaints before responding to 
known misconduct; and discussing the 
existence of sexual harassment openly.10 
The federal judiciary’s working group on 
sexual harassment has many reforms that 
are currently underway, such as conducting 
a session on sexual harassment during 
the ethics training for newly appointed 
judges; reviewing the confidentiality 
provisions in several employee/law 
clerk handbooks to clarify that nothing 
in the provisions prevents the filing 
of a complaint; and clarifying the data 
that the judiciary collects about judicial 
misconduct complaints to add a category 
for any complaints filed relating to sexual 
misconduct.11 For those planning CLE or 
bar events, the American Bar Association 
Commission on Women in the Profession 
cautions lawyers to “be extremely careful 
about excessive use of alcohol in work/ 
social settings.”12

During our continuing legal education 
seminar at UGA, one of the presenters, 
Erica Mason, who serves as president of 
the Hispanic National Bar Association 
(HNBA), shared that HNBA has developed 
a “HNBA Conference Code of Conduct” 
that states in part: “The HNBA is committed 
to providing a friendly, safe, supportive 
and harassment-free environment for all 
conference attendees and participants . 
. . . Anyone violating these rules may be 
sanctioned or expelled from the conference 
without a registration refund, at the 
discretion of HNBA Leadership.”13 Mason 
also shared that the HNBA has signs at all 
of its conferences that reiterate the policy 
and that provide clear instructions on how 
anyone who has been subjected to the 
harassment may report it. In short, you 
don’t have to track down a procedure or 
figure out what do to if you feel you have 
been harassed.

Overall, some of the takeaways from 
our sexual harassment seminar at UGA 
provide a good starting point for discussion 
about how we as lawyers should aspire 

to behave. Generally, our group agreed 
that women and men enjoy appropriate 
compliments on their new haircut or 
color, a nice dress or tie, or a general “You 
look nice today.” Admittedly, however, an 
employment lawyer might say that even 
this is not considered best practice.

Many of the seminar participants 
agreed on some practical tips, however. 
Think twice about running your fingers 
through someone’s hair or kissing a 
person on the check. Learn from others’ 
past mistakes and do not intentionally pat 
or “flick” someone on the buttocks even if 
you mean it as a joke and don’t intend for 
it to be offensive or inappropriate.14

In our professional friendships, we 
want to leave room for the true fairy-
tale happily ever after endings, like that 
of Barack and Michelle, who met at work 
when she was an associate at a law firm 
and he was a summer associate at the same 
firm.15 We also need to ensure that our 
attempts to prevent sexual harassment do 
not become excuses for failing to mentor 
attorneys of the opposite sex.

Finally, just because certain behaviors 
may have been tolerated when you were 
a young associate, law clerk, etc., does not 
mean the behavior is tolerated or accepted 
today. Professionalism demands that we 
constantly consider and re-evaluate the 
rules that should govern our behavior in 
the absence of legal or ethical mandates. 
Our small group at UGA did not always 
agree on what was inappropriate conduct 
or on the best way to handle a situation. We 
did all agree that the conversation on sexual 
harassment was valuable and necessary.

So in keeping with our professionalism 
aspirations, I challenge you to take 
a proactive, preventative approach 
to sexual harassment and to start the 
discussions in your law firm, corporate 
legal department, court system and/
or bar association about things we 
as lawyers can do to promote a profes-
sional culture of respect and safety to 
prevent #MeToo. 

Karlise Y. Grier

Executive Director
Chief Justice’s Commission 
on Professionalism
kygrier@cjcpga.org 
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On June 21, 2018, the United States Supreme Court held in Raymond J. 
Lucia v. United States Securities and Exchange Commission, that the U.S. 
Securities and Exchange Commission (the “Commission”)’s administrative law 
judges (“ALJs”) are not merely federal employees but are also “officers,” thus 
covered by the U.S. Constitution’s Appointments Clause and requiring that 
“officers of the United States” be appointed only by the President, a court of law or 
the Head of a Department.1  This holding, that the SEC’s administrative law judges 
have been serving in violation of the Constitution’s Appointments Clause (and 
therefore that their actions have questionable validity) has caused great 
consternation among federal enforcement agencies and has triggered substantial 
commentary about its long-term implications for any administrative agency 
utilizing in-house courts.   

PROCEDURAL BACKGROUND  

The Supreme Court’s decision in Lucia stems from an enforcement action 
brought by the Commission against Raymond J. Lucia.  Lucia, an investment 
advisor, had been charged with fraud in the administrative action. 2 

The matter was assigned to Administrative Law Judge Cameron Elliot.  
After numerous days of testimony and substantial legal argument, Judge Elliot 
issued a decision finding Lucia violated the securities laws, imposed monetary 
sanctions, and barred Lucia from working in the securities industry for life.   

Lucia appealed the decision to the Commission, arguing in part that the 
administrative proceeding was invalid because Judge Elliot’s appointment violated 
the United States Constitution’s Appointments Clause.  Put specifically, Lucia 
argued that Judge Elliot was an “officer of the United States” under the 
appointments clause (Article 2, Section 2, cl.2) and therefore requiring 
appointment by the President, a court of law, or a head of the department.  Judge 
Elliot had indisputably been appointed by the SEC’s staff, Lucia argued his 
appointment, and thus the subsequent enforcement decision that Judge Elliot issued 
in his case, were both invalid. 

                                                
1 Lucia v. SEC, 585 U.S. ___, No. 17-130, 2018 WL 3057893 (June 21, 2018) attached hereto as 
Exhibit A.  The following discussion is reserved to discussion of the legal import and basis for 
this decision, not the critically-acclaimed Michel Franco-directed drama Despues de Lucia set 
forth in the cover art, which both won a 2012 Cannes Film Festival Award and was nominated 
for the best foreign language film Oscar at the 85th Annual Academy Awards.  
2  In addition to his role as a financial advisor, Lucia was also a well-known radio personality.   
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The Commission reviewed the initial decision and issued it as a Final Order, 
notably over the dissent of two of the five Commissioners at the time.   

Lucia appealed the Final Order to the United States Court of Appeals for the 
D.C. Circuit, again arguing that Judge Elliot’s appointment was constitutionally 
invalid.  The D.C. Circuit rejected this argument and Lucia appealed again, 
bringing this issue to the United States Supreme Court.3   

WHILE LUCIA WAS PENDING: THE COMMISSION’S RATIFICATION ORDER 
 
On November 30, 2017, the day after the Solicitor General submitted the 

Respondent’s brief in Lucia, the Commission issued what has become known as its 
Ratification Order (attached as Exhibit B).   

The Ratification Order expressly seeks to “put to rest any claim that 
administrative proceedings pending before or presided over by Commission 
administrative law judges violates the appointments clause.”  The Commission, 
purporting to act in its capacity as the head of a department, “ratified” the prior 
appointments of Chief Administrative Law Judge Brenda Murray and 
Administrative Law Judges Carol Fox Foelak, Cameron Elliot, James E. Grimes 
and Jason S. Patil.  

The Commission further ordered all administrative law judges then presiding 
over pending proceedings which had not yet led to an initial decision to: 

• reconsider the record pursuant to Rule 111 of the Commission’s Rules of 
Practice (17 C.F.R. Sec. 201.111); 

• issue an order granting parties until January 5, 2018, to submit any new 
evidence the parties deem relevant to the re-examination of the record; 

• determine based on such reconsideration whether to ratify or revise any 
prior actions taken; and  

• issue an order by February 16, 2018, stating that the ALJ has completed 
this reconsideration. 

                                                
3 Lucia’s appeal did not identify or address all of the merits of Judge Elliot’s interpretations of 
the securities laws, but did squarely address the alleged violation of the Appointments Clause 
under the U.S. Constitution. 
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The Commission also gave these same instructions to ALJs that had already 
issued initial decisions, and remanded these matters to the ALJ, for reconsideration 
in accordance with the instructions.4  

Finally, the Commission addressed its prior May 22, 2017 order staying any 
administrative proceeding assigned to an ALJ subject to review in the 10th Circuit 
given the decision in Bandimer v. SEC.  844 F.3d 1168 (10th Cir. 2016).  The 
Commission concluded the ratification of the appointment of the Commission’s 
ALJs resolved “any appointments clause claims that have arisen in the 
aforementioned cases,” and lifted all stays imposed by the May 22, 2017 order, and 
directed the resumption of those proceedings.5 

THE SUPREME COURT OPINION 

In Lucia the Supreme Court held Judge Elliot was in fact an “officer” of the 
United States and therefore subject to the Appointments Clause.  The Supreme 
Court deemed Judge Elliot was an officer because he (1) “occupied a continuing 
office” and (2) had “significant authority” in performing his duties within the 
SEC’s administrative courts.  Because such ALJs are “inferior” officers, they may 
be properly appointed by the head of their department (agency), but not through 
the civil service process (as previously used by the Commission).  The Supreme 
Court vacated the underlying SEC’s decision and required that Lucia be given a 
new hearing before a different ALJ.   

Lucia’s reasoning relies heavily on Freytag v. Commissioner, 501 U.S. 868 
(1991), which had previously held special trial judges who acted for the United 

                                                
4  The list of opinions was attached to the Order as Exhibit A and represents 2-1/2 single-spaced 
typed pages worth of remanded decisions. 
5 Despite the Commission declaration that that Order put the appointments issue to rest that is far 
from clear.  Had the Commission issued an order appointing each of the ALJs that order would 
have been presumptively valid, but would likely have had only had a prospective effect.  Instead, 
clearly wishing to resolve issues that would be retroactive back to the date to the hiring of the 
individual administrative law judges, the Commission chose to ratify the prior appointments, the 
effect of which is far less clear.  A court presented with this Ratification Order would have likely 
concluded that it too did not satisfy the Appointments Clause.  Since the Ratification Order 
specifically used the words “prior appointment,” it suggests the first appointment is valid based 
on its subsequent ratification.  However, because the Ratification Order rests on the hiring of the 
ALJs by the SEC’s staff, and not by appointment by a Department Head, it would have 
incorporated and captured the same constitutional defect that led to the Lucia litigation.  Because 
the prior hiring did not satisfy the Appointments Clause, such hiring was ab initio invalid, and 
thus was unlikely to be found capable of being ratified at a later date.   
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States Tax Court were officers subject to the Appointments Clause.  Notably, 
Freytag held the authority of those ALJs to conduct trials, receive and evaluate 
evidence, issue contempt orders, and issue opinions (even if those opinions were 
all later reviewable by the agencies) were hallmarks of the ALJs’ “significant 
authority.”   

Addressing the remedy for the now announced constitutional violation, 
Justice Kagan6 indicated Judge Elliot could not appropriately preside over the 
rehearing of this case even if he had gained a valid appointment from the 
Ratification Order (addressed below).  Because Judge Elliot had already presided 
over the hearing and issued a decision he “cannot be expected to consider the 
matter as though he had not adjudicated it before.”  Lucia v. SEC at p. 12.  Instead 
Justice Kagan explained Lucia’s case must be heard by either a different ALJ who 
has been properly appointed or by the Commission itself.7   

Lucia’s counsel also argued because the original appointments were invalid, 
the November 30, 2017 Ratification Order could not cure them.  Had the 
Commission styled its order as a formal order of appointment as opposed to a 
ratification, such an appointment would have been presumptively valid, albeit only 
on a going forward basis.8 

Justice Kagan declined to rule on the validity of the Ratification Order, 
noting the court saw “no reason to address” its validity, and that it would await 
thorough lower court opinions “to guide our analysis of the merits of this issue.”  
This observation is notable.  At the time of the order in Lucia, the agency logically 
would have assigned Lucia’s remanded case to one of the four ALJs covered by its 
ratification order, as the Commission at that time had only those four ALJs.  
Similarly, this author is unaware of any time that multiple commissioners (short of 
a quorum) have presided over administrative hearings as the original finders of 

                                                
6 The Lucia opinion was authored by Justice Elena Kagan.  Although typically described as a 
“liberal” justice, Justice Kagan has issued a number of opinions in this term or joined opinions 
with the Justices more traditionally considered to be “conservative.”  Justice Kagan’s authorship 
of an opinion finding that these ALJs were officers because they function like autonomous trial 
judges authoring decisions that are frequently or functionally final (a finding that these ALJs 
exercises “significant authority”) was surprising to a number of commentators. 
7 She noted the SEC may decide to conduct Lucia’s rehearing as a Commission, or may assign it 
to an ALJ who has received a constitutional appointment independent of that ratification.   
8  One commentator noted the Supreme Court has even upheld a similar procedure regarding the 
Coastguard’s court of criminal appeals.  See Edmond v. United States, 520 U.S. 651, 654 (1997). 
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fact, despite the argument that such is permitted by the governing statutes.  See 15 
U.S.C. 78d-1(a) and 17 C.F.R. 201.101(a)(5)9 

AFTER LUCIA WHAT ISSUES REMAIN? 

While Lucia certainly casts stones at the so-called “administrative state,” the 
Court declined to address larger issues.  As argued in the amicus briefs, the case 
posed another larger question, i.e., whether the administrative law judges’ 
independence from the President was itself unconstitutional.   

While an independent regulatory body, the Commission sits within the 
Executive Branch.  Despite this, ALJs who serve by appointment of the 
Commission may not be fired by the President.  ALJs in this capacity may be 
removed only after a finding of “good cause” by the Merit Systems Protection 
Board (“MSPB”) (a protection permitted by and authorized by the Administrative 
Procedure Act).  Furthermore members of the MSPB in turn may only be removed 
by the President for “cause.”  Thus the Commission’s ALJs are insulated from 
immediate review by the President.   

The Appointments Clause safeguards the Executive Branch’s power to 
remove inferior officers but also permits Congress to grant those officers certain 
removal protections that prevent at-will removal by the President, including the 
requirement that they be removed only “for cause.”  However, the Appointments 
Clause does not make clear that Congress10  can further limit the executive 
officer’s power by granting multiple levels of protection.  By making the officer 
removable only for good cause (as determined by another officer also only 

                                                
9 Later in the same day that the Lucia decision was issued, the Commission issued a highly 
unusual order staying for 30 days all pending administrative proceedings and extended that stay 
by Order dated July 20, 2018, which in turn was followed by another order dated August 22, 
2018 and a Notice from the Chief Administrative Law Judge dated the next day addressing the 
same topics.  See Exhibits C, D, and E.   

10 Some commentators have suggested because this protection was created by the Administrative 
Procedures Act, it may require a similar act of Congress to remove it.  This highlights the tension 
between the political accountability required by the Appointments Clause and the judicial 
independence designed to be protected by the Administrative Procedures Act.  Justice Stephen 
Breyer wrote a separate dissenting opinion in Lucia and expressed concern about this issue, 
noting that eliminating the “for cause” protection for the SEC’s administrative law judges would 
“risk transforming them from independent adjudicators and to dependent decision makers, 
serving at the pleasure of the Commission.”  Lucia at pg. 14 (Justice Breyer, concurring in the 
judgment and dissenting in part). 
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judges authoring decisions that are frequently or functionally final (a finding that these ALJs 
exercises “significant authority”) was surprising to a number of commentators. 
7 She noted the SEC may decide to conduct Lucia’s rehearing as a Commission, or may assign it 
to an ALJ who has received a constitutional appointment independent of that ratification.   
8  One commentator noted the Supreme Court has even upheld a similar procedure regarding the 
Coastguard’s court of criminal appeals.  See Edmond v. United States, 520 U.S. 651, 654 (1997). 
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fact, despite the argument that such is permitted by the governing statutes.  See 15 
U.S.C. 78d-1(a) and 17 C.F.R. 201.101(a)(5)9 

AFTER LUCIA WHAT ISSUES REMAIN? 

While Lucia certainly casts stones at the so-called “administrative state,” the 
Court declined to address larger issues.  As argued in the amicus briefs, the case 
posed another larger question, i.e., whether the administrative law judges’ 
independence from the President was itself unconstitutional.   

While an independent regulatory body, the Commission sits within the 
Executive Branch.  Despite this, ALJs who serve by appointment of the 
Commission may not be fired by the President.  ALJs in this capacity may be 
removed only after a finding of “good cause” by the Merit Systems Protection 
Board (“MSPB”) (a protection permitted by and authorized by the Administrative 
Procedure Act).  Furthermore members of the MSPB in turn may only be removed 
by the President for “cause.”  Thus the Commission’s ALJs are insulated from 
immediate review by the President.   

The Appointments Clause safeguards the Executive Branch’s power to 
remove inferior officers but also permits Congress to grant those officers certain 
removal protections that prevent at-will removal by the President, including the 
requirement that they be removed only “for cause.”  However, the Appointments 
Clause does not make clear that Congress10  can further limit the executive 
officer’s power by granting multiple levels of protection.  By making the officer 
removable only for good cause (as determined by another officer also only 

                                                
9 Later in the same day that the Lucia decision was issued, the Commission issued a highly 
unusual order staying for 30 days all pending administrative proceedings and extended that stay 
by Order dated July 20, 2018, which in turn was followed by another order dated August 22, 
2018 and a Notice from the Chief Administrative Law Judge dated the next day addressing the 
same topics.  See Exhibits C, D, and E.   

10 Some commentators have suggested because this protection was created by the Administrative 
Procedures Act, it may require a similar act of Congress to remove it.  This highlights the tension 
between the political accountability required by the Appointments Clause and the judicial 
independence designed to be protected by the Administrative Procedures Act.  Justice Stephen 
Breyer wrote a separate dissenting opinion in Lucia and expressed concern about this issue, 
noting that eliminating the “for cause” protection for the SEC’s administrative law judges would 
“risk transforming them from independent adjudicators and to dependent decision makers, 
serving at the pleasure of the Commission.”  Lucia at pg. 14 (Justice Breyer, concurring in the 
judgment and dissenting in part). 
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removable for good cause) the argument remains that this impermissibly protects 
the inferior officers from review and removal by the President.  The Supreme 
Court’s decision in Free Enterprise Fund v. Public Company Accounting 
Oversight Board, 561 U.S. 477, 496 (2010) in which the Justices held that 
members of the oversight board created by the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002 could 
be removed by the SEC which had appointed them, is instructive as to this issue.  
If this protection is further challenged and raised again to the Supreme Court, it’s 
possible that the principles set forth in Free Enterprise Fund v. Public Company 
Accounting Oversight Board would be brought to bear in a decision that further 
limits the power of the ALJs and grants the President additional authority to 
remove them.   

Some had hoped the Supreme Court would rule the multiple layers of 
insulation of the ALJs from the President’s ability to terminate them violates the 
constitutional separation of powers.  Had the Court so ruled, there would have been 
substantial risk to the independence of ALJs throughout agencies across the 
government.  A number of federal agencies rely heavily on these judges (some 
employ substantially more ALJs than the SEC), most notably the Social Security 
Administration.  Had the decision been authored solely by the “conservatives” on 
the Supreme Court, and come down with a finding that the separation of the ability 
to terminate the ALJs from the executive office and its chief officer, the President, 
was unconstitutional, it would have provided the present administration a basis to 
remove ALJs who render decisions that were contrary to the administration’s 
wishes in a variety of fashions.11   

At least one commentator has suggested by joining the conservative 
majority, and in fact authoring the opinion, Justice Kagan was able to build 
consensus to decline to address this issue.  Her ruling focused specifically on the 
Appointments Clause question, and while it certainly has been touted by 
conservative commentators as a victory against the administrative state, query 
whether an opinion issued without her may well have addressed the broader 
question of whether or not the President may terminate any administrative law 
judge without intervening steps such as the Merit System Protection Board.  

                                                
11 The July 10, 2018 Executive Order Excepting Administrative Law Judges from the 
Competitive Service certainly seems to bear out this concern, as this order creates new 
exceptions from the civil service hiring process for all ALJs that perform adjudicative functions 
in regulatory enforcement proceedings.  The Order applies the same exceptions to removal of 
ALJs as well.     
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An additional issue lurks after Lucia.  Governing statutes require the 
Commission to commence an enforcement action no later than five years after the 
conduct at issue. 28 U.S.C. §2462.  The commencement of an SEC action is 
usually performed by issuing an order instituting proceedings (“OIP”).  Each OIP 
states the required administrative proceeding would be conducted by the assigned 
administrative law judge.  This approach necessarily ties those orders to the 
authority of the ALJs under whom the proceedings will be conducted.  Given that 
the previous “appointments” of the SEC’s ALJs have been found to be 
unconstitutional, this dependence on the unconstitutional ALJs powers may be 
argued to render the OIPs invalid.  If those OIPs are invalid, arguably the SEC 
never commenced proceedings in those cases within the five year window, and 
thus never tolled the statute of limitations.  As a result, any conduct more than five 
years old can be argued to be unable to be retried because the limitation period has 
expired.   

Returning again to Freytag (the decision found to be controlling in Lucia) 
the Court noted a defect in the appointment goes directly to “the validity of the 
proceeding.”  501 U.S. at 879.  Given that government action taken pursuant to 
unconstitutional authority has no legal effect and given recent decisions of the 
Supreme Court emphasizing the importance of the five year limitation statute in 
SEC enforcement actions (see Kokesh v. SEC and Gabelli v. SEC), it is clear that 
anyone appearing before the Commission whose conduct is more than five years 
old could have a substantial statute of limitations argument. 

The Commission will rightly note how unjust this possible outcome appears, 
even suggesting decisions back as far as 40 years may be under attack given the 
appointments of those administrative law judges have followed the same (or 
similar) procedures and those matters will be subject to some risk.  However, the 
Commission accepted this risk by strategically deciding to appoint its ALJs 
differently than was called for by the Appointments Clause.  Now that the Supreme 
Court has noted the unconstitutionality of these appointments, any bar against 
refiling these cases may be an unexpected and unfortunate consequence for the 
Commission if the acts occurred more than five years ago. 
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DEVELOPMENTS SINCE THE UNITED STATES SUPREME COURT’S
DECISION IN KOKESH v. SEC

Cara M. Peterman

Atlanta, GA

2

I. Disgorgement as SEC’s Primary Tool for Recovery

 $2.81 billion in FY 2016 ($1.27 billion in penalties)

 $2.957 billion in FY 2017 ($832 million in penalties)

II. Kokesh v. SEC, 137 S. Ct. 1635 (2017)

 In June 2017, the United States Supreme Court unanimously held that the SEC’s
disgorgement remedy constitutes a “penalty” and is subject to the five-year statute of
limitations prescribed by 28 U.S.C. § 2462.

 In Footnote 3 of the opinion, Justice Sotomayor explained that “[n]othing in this opinion
should be interpreted as an opinion on whether courts possess authority to order
disgorgement in SEC enforcement proceedings or on whether courts have properly applied
disgorgement principles in this context.”

 During oral argument, Justice Kennedy also questioned whether there was statutory
authority for the district court to entertain the disgorgement remedy.

III. Practical Impact of the Kokesh Decision on SEC Enforcement Actions

 Expedited timeline for investigation/initiation of enforcement actions.

o “Kokesh will have a significant impact on our ability to enforce the federal securities
laws and obtain recovery for harmed investors in long-running frauds.” May 16, 2018,
Testimony on Oversight of the SEC’s Division of Enforcement before the U.S. House of
Representatives Committee on Financial Services.

 Increased use of tolling agreements.

 Inability to collect in some cases.

IV. Application and Interpretation of the Decision

 Reconsideration of disgorgement awards

o SEC v. Schooler, 2018 WL 4608227 (9th Cir. Sep. 26, 2018): In a case involving securities
violations spanning over several decades, Ninth Circuit vacated and remanded a $147
million disgorgement award for reconsideration of the appropriate award amount in
light of the limitations period set forth in Kokesh.

 Excessive Fines Clause arguments

o Honeycutt v. U.S., 137 S. Ct. 1626 (2017): forfeiture under the Comprehensive Forfeiture
Act of 1984 is limited to property obtained by defendant.

- Decided same day as Kokesh, and authored by Sotomayor
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o SEC v. Metter, 706 F. App'x 699, 704 (2d Cir. 2017): Assumed pursuant to Kokesh that
disgorgement was a fine within the meaning of the Excessive Fines Clause. The court
also declined to apply Honeycutt forfeiture limitations in the context of “the equitable
remedy of disgorgement,” noting Honeycutt applied to criminal forfeiture of the
proceeds of controlled substances, and found that in any event, Metter’s role was
distinct due to Metter’s control over the distribution of unlawful proceeds.

 “Obey-the-law” injunctions as penalties

o SEC v. Gentile, 2017 WL 6371301 (D.N.J. Dec. 13, 2017): In a case involving two penny
stock manipulation schemes, the court dismissed the SEC’s Complaint on grounds that
the requested obey-the-law injunction and penny stock bar were subject to a 5-year
statute of limitations, and the SEC’s claims were thus barred. In concluding both forms
of relief were punitive, the court explained that an obey-the-law injunction would do
little more than stigmatize the defendant in the eyes of the public, and the penny stock
bar would restrict the defendant’s business structure and methodology in perpetuity.

o But see SEC v. Collyard, 861 F.3d 760 (8th Cir. 2017): In a case involving the sale of
securities by unregistered brokers, the Eighth Circuit found the obey-the-law injunction
was not a penalty under the facts of the case. The court noted that the defendant had a
history of securities laws violations and that the injunction was therefore imposed to
protect the public prospectively, not redress a public wrong.

o SEC v. Cohen, 2018 WL 3455403 (E.D.N.Y. July 12, 2018). Obey-the-law injunction
operates at least partly as a penalty, and tolling agreement did not cover claims brought
by the SEC.

 Debarments as penalties

o Saad v. SEC, 873 F.3d 297 (D.C. Cir. 2017): In a challenge to the SEC’s decision to sustain
a permanent bar imposed by FINRA, the D.C. Circuit remanded the action to the SEC to
address the relevance of Kokesh, if any. In a concurrence, now Supreme Court Justice
Kavanaugh opined that the Kokesh decision was relevant to an occupational debarment,
and cast doubt on pre-Kokesh decisions characterizing debarments as remedial rather
than punitive.

 Right to a jury trial

o United States v. Rapower-3, LLC, 294 F. Supp. 3d 1238, 1240–42 (D. Utah 2018): While
Kokesh determined disgorgement was a penalty for the purpose of the particular
statutory language of § 2462, disgorgement was otherwise still equitable and so did not
warrant a jury trial.

 Applicability to other agencies

o FTC v. Hornbeam Special Situations, LLC, 308 F. Supp. 3d 1280 (N.D. Ga. 2018): Applying
the analysis set forth in Kokesh, the court considered whether the disgorgement remedy
sought by the FTC for unfair and deceptive trade practices constituted a penalty. The

4

court concluded that an FTC disgorgement action is not per se penal, and whether it was
penal under the circumstances could not be decided at motion to dismiss stage.

 Impact on insurance coverage

o J.P. Morgan Sec., Inc. v. Vigilant Ins. Co., 2018 WL 4494692 (N.Y. App. Div. Sept. 20,
2018).

- New York’s intermediate court of appeals decided a $140 million disgorgement
payment agreed to by Bear Stearns was not a “loss” covered under the company’s
professional liability insurance policy because, pursuant to Kokesh, it is an
uninsurable “penalty.”

- The court relied on the Supreme Court’s description of disgorgement as punitive,
finding that its rationale “applies with equal force” to whether the disgorgement
paid was a loss under the terms of the insurance policy.

- In so finding, the court noted that “[t]o allow a wrongdoer to pass on its loss
emanating from the disgorgement payment to the insurer, thereby shielding the
wrongdoer from the consequences of its deliberate malfeasance, undermines [the
goal of deterrence] . . . .”

 Despite Footnote 3, Courts generally agree that Kokesh does not affect SEC’s disgorgement
authority

o SEC v. Jammin Java Corp., 2017 WL 4286180, at *3 (C.D. Cal. Sept. 14, 2017) (finding that
the Kokesh decision leaves existing Ninth Circuit precedent in place as it relates to
disgorgement authority, and that Kokesh “is best seen as a decision clarifying the
statutory scope of § 2462, rather than one redefining the essential attributes of
disgorgement”).

o SEC v. Metter, 706 F. App'x 699, 704 (2d Cir. 2017) (rejecting defendant-appellant’s
argument that disgorgement may not be a permissible remedy).

o SEC v. Arcturus Corp., 2018 WL 1701998, at *2 (N.D. Tex. Jan. 10, 2018) (“Unless, and
until, current binding authority changes, this Court understands its authority to order
disgorgement in SEC proceedings such as this.”)

o SEC v. Revolutions Med. Corp., 2018 WL 2057357, at *3 (N.D. Ga. Mar. 16, 2018) (noting
that “every court to address this argument has found that nothing in Kokesh has
affected the SEC’s legal authority to seek disgorgement”).

o Jalbert v. SEC, 2018 WL 4017598, at *6 (D. Mass. Aug. 22, 2018) (authority to order
disgorgement in administrative proceedings not affected by Kokesh).

 But see:

o Osborn v. Griffin, 865 F.3d 417 (6th Cir. 2017) (dissent noting that in light of Kokesh,
disgorgement may not be applicable in the SEC context for much longer).
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4

court concluded that an FTC disgorgement action is not per se penal, and whether it was
penal under the circumstances could not be decided at motion to dismiss stage.

 Impact on insurance coverage

o J.P. Morgan Sec., Inc. v. Vigilant Ins. Co., 2018 WL 4494692 (N.Y. App. Div. Sept. 20,
2018).

- New York’s intermediate court of appeals decided a $140 million disgorgement
payment agreed to by Bear Stearns was not a “loss” covered under the company’s
professional liability insurance policy because, pursuant to Kokesh, it is an
uninsurable “penalty.”

- The court relied on the Supreme Court’s description of disgorgement as punitive,
finding that its rationale “applies with equal force” to whether the disgorgement
paid was a loss under the terms of the insurance policy.

- In so finding, the court noted that “[t]o allow a wrongdoer to pass on its loss
emanating from the disgorgement payment to the insurer, thereby shielding the
wrongdoer from the consequences of its deliberate malfeasance, undermines [the
goal of deterrence] . . . .”

 Despite Footnote 3, Courts generally agree that Kokesh does not affect SEC’s disgorgement
authority

o SEC v. Jammin Java Corp., 2017 WL 4286180, at *3 (C.D. Cal. Sept. 14, 2017) (finding that
the Kokesh decision leaves existing Ninth Circuit precedent in place as it relates to
disgorgement authority, and that Kokesh “is best seen as a decision clarifying the
statutory scope of § 2462, rather than one redefining the essential attributes of
disgorgement”).

o SEC v. Metter, 706 F. App'x 699, 704 (2d Cir. 2017) (rejecting defendant-appellant’s
argument that disgorgement may not be a permissible remedy).

o SEC v. Arcturus Corp., 2018 WL 1701998, at *2 (N.D. Tex. Jan. 10, 2018) (“Unless, and
until, current binding authority changes, this Court understands its authority to order
disgorgement in SEC proceedings such as this.”)

o SEC v. Revolutions Med. Corp., 2018 WL 2057357, at *3 (N.D. Ga. Mar. 16, 2018) (noting
that “every court to address this argument has found that nothing in Kokesh has
affected the SEC’s legal authority to seek disgorgement”).

o Jalbert v. SEC, 2018 WL 4017598, at *6 (D. Mass. Aug. 22, 2018) (authority to order
disgorgement in administrative proceedings not affected by Kokesh).

 But see:

o Osborn v. Griffin, 865 F.3d 417 (6th Cir. 2017) (dissent noting that in light of Kokesh,
disgorgement may not be applicable in the SEC context for much longer).
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o United States v. Latorella, 2017 WL 2785413 (D. Mass. June 27, 2017) (“It bears noting
that the Supreme Court earlier this month expressly reserved the question “‘whether
courts possess authority to order disgorgement in SEC enforcement proceedings.’”).

o SEC v. Premier Links, Inc., 2017 WL 7792702 (E.D.N.Y. Sept. 14, 2017), report and
recommendation adopted, No. 14CV7375CBAST, 2018 WL 1064575 (E.D.N.Y. Feb. 23,
2018) (noting that the Supreme Court may be willing to revisit viability of disgorgement
remedy, but current case law does not support that disgorgement is impermissible).

V. Open Issues After Kokesh

 Are other SEC sanctions (i.e. industry bars) also “penalties”?

 What is the SEC’s ability to seek disgorgement above caps on civil monetary penalties?

 Should defendants in enforcement proceedings have a right to a jury determination on
penalty amount?

 Are disgorgement payments deductible under the Internal Revenue Code despite 26 U.S.C.
§ 162(f)’s disallowance of deductions for “fines or similar penalties”?

 Is disgorgement per se a fine within the meaning of the Excessive Fines Clause?

J.P. Morgan Securities, Inc. v. Vigilant Insurance Company, --- N.Y.S.3d ---- (2018)
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Opinion

ANDRIAS, J.

In this insurance dispute arising out of the insured's
monetary settlement of a Securities and Exchange
Commission proceeding and related private litigation
predicated on the insured's violations of federal securities
laws, we conclude that defendant insurers should be
granted summary judgment declaring that plaintiffs
are not entitled to coverage for the portion of the
SEC disgorgement payment, $140 million, allegedly
representing the improper profits acquired by third-party

hedge fund customers, at issue in this appeal. 1

In 2003, the SEC began an investigation to determine
whether Bear Stearns violated securities laws between
1999 and September 2003 by knowingly facilitating
“late trading” and deceptive “market timing” for certain
hedge fund customers, and affirmatively assisting those
customers in evading detection, thereby enabling them
to earn hundreds of millions of dollars in profits at the
expense of mutual fund shareholders. In 2006, the SEC
notified Bear Stearns that it intended to institute civil
proceedings against it seeking monetary sanctions of $720
million.

In March 2006, after Bear Stearns made a formal offer
of settlement, the SEC issued an “Order Instituting
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Public Administrative and Cease-and-Desist Proceedings
Pursuant to Sections 15(b) and 21C of the Securities
Exchange Act of 1934, Making Findings and Imposing
Remedial Sanctions” in which Bear Stearns, “without
admitting or denying the findings [made pursuant to its
offer of settlement],” agreed to pay “disgorgement in the
total amount of $160,000,000” and “civil money penalties
in the amount of $90,000,000.” After defendant insurers
refused to indemnify Bear Stearns, plaintiffs commenced
this action for breach of contract and a declaration
that defendants have a duty to indemnify Bear Stearns,
asserting that all the claims fall within the definition of
“Loss” under the subject insurance policies.

*2  In a prior appeal, this Court held that, as a matter
of public policy, Bear Stearns could not seek recoupment
of any portion of the $160 million disgorgement payment
and dismissed the complaint (91 A.D.3d 226, 936
N.Y.S.2d 102 [1st Dept. 2011] ). The Court of Appeals
reversed and reinstated the complaint, stating that “the
Insurers have not met their heavy burden of establishing,
as a matter of law on their CPLR 3211 dismissal motions,
that Bear Stearns is barred from pursuing insurance
coverage under its policies” (21 N.Y.3d 324, 338, 970
N.Y.S.2d 733, 992 N.E.2d 1076 [2013] ).

While recognizing that other courts, as a matter of
contract interpretation or public policy, have held that
the risk of being ordered to disgorge “ill-gotten gains”
is not insurable, the Court of Appeals, referencing Bear
Stearns's argument that the rule “should apply only where
the insured requests coverage for the disgorgement of its
own illicit gains,” stated that “the documentary evidence
does not decisively repudiate Bear Stearns' allegation that
the SEC disgorgement payment amount was calculated in
large measure on the profits of others” (21 N.Y.3d at 336,
970 N.Y.S.2d 733, 992 N.E.2d 1076). With respect to the
public policy prohibition barring an insured from seeking
indemnification for intentionally harmful conduct, the
Court found that “[t]he SEC order, while undoubtedly
finding Bear Stearns' numerous securities laws violations
to be willful, does not conclusively demonstrate that Bear
Stearns also had the requisite intent to cause harm” (21
N.Y.3d at 335, 970 N.Y.S.2d 733, 992 N.E.2d 1076).

As to the personal profit exclusion, which bars coverage
for claims against the insured “based upon or arising
out of the Insured gaining in fact any personal profit or
advantage to which the Insured was not legally entitled,”

the Court found that “[b]ecause Bear Stearns alleges,
and the SEC order does not conclusively refute, that
its misconduct profited others, not itself, this exclusion
does not defeat coverage under CPLR 3211.” As to the
prior knowledge exclusion in the Lloyd's policy, which
negates coverage for any claim arising from a wrongful
act committed before March 21, 2000 (the effective date
of the Lloyd's policy) if “any officer” of Bear Stearns, by
that date, “knew or could have reasonably foreseen” that
such wrongful act could lead to a claim, the Court agreed
with the motion court that “ ‘numerous disputed factual
assertions remain concerning Bear Stearns' knowledge of
the relevant facts prior to March 21, 2000, and whether
a person in Bear Stearns' position could have reasonably
foreseen that those facts might be the basis of a claim
under the Policies' (2010 N.Y. Slip Op. 33799[U], *12,

2010 WL 9502067).” 2

In the April 2017 order (57 Misc.3d 171, 51 N.Y.S.3d
369), the motion court granted plaintiffs' motions for
summary judgment and denied the defendants' motions
for summary judgment. The Court found that (i) based
on the broad definition in the policy, the $140 million
disgorgement payment at issue constituted a covered loss
because it represented third-party gains; (ii) the public
policy exception for loss arising out of intentionally
harmful conduct did not bar coverage because nothing
indicated that Bear Stearns deliberately intended to
cause injury to mutual fund investors, and the hearsay
statements by Bear Stearns's employees that customers'
late trading and market timing transactions harmed
mutual fund investors were insufficient to raise a triable
issue of fact; (iii) the personal profit exclusion did not
bar coverage because it applied to claims based upon or
arising out of the insured “gaining in fact any personal
profit or advantage” to which the insured was not legally
entitled and here the profit accrued to third parties and
Bear Stearns did not derive any greater compensation
for late trading and market timing transactions than it
did for other mutual fund trades that it cleared; (iv)
the prior knowledge exclusion did not bar coverage
because, construing the ambiguous clause in favor of
the insured, the term “officer” did not refer to all
employees whose job title included the term “officer,” but
was limited to employees with important executive and
managerial duties; and (v) the $140 million settlement,
after defendants denied coverage, was reasonable in
view of Bear Stearns's exposure and the probability that
the SEC would prove its claims. In August 2017, the
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court amended the order (2017 N.Y. Slip Op. 31690[U],
2017 WL 3448370 ), to award plaintiffs prejudgment
interest against all defendants because they wrongfully
disclaimed and the first loss triggered each of the policies
simultaneously on the day it occurred. The court found
that the exhaustion provisions did not apply because Bear
Stearns suffered a single large loss which exceeded the
limits of each insurer on the very date that it was incurred.
In August 2017, judgment was entered in plaintiffs' favor.

*3  We first consider whether or not the insurers should
have been granted summary judgment dismissing the
complaint because SEC disgorgement is an uninsurable
penalty and not a “Loss” covered by the policy.

The primary professional liability policy, to which the
excess policies follow form, provides that the Insurers are
to “pay on behalf of [Bear Stearns] all Loss which [Bear
Stearns] shall become legally obligated to pay as a result
of any Claim ... for any Wrongful Act of [Bear Stearns].”
“Loss” is defined as:

“(1) compensatory damages, multiplied damages,
punitive damages where insurable by law, judgments,
settlements, costs, charges and expenses or other sums
[Bear Stearns] shall legally become obligated to pay as
damages resulting from any Claim or Claim(s);

“(2) costs, charges and expenses or other damages
incurred in connection with any investigation by any
governmental body or self-regulatory organization
(SRO), provided however, Loss shall not include:

“(i) fines or penalties imposed by law; or ...

“(v) matters which are uninsurable under the law
pursuant to which this policy shall be construed.”

Vigilant argues that there is no coverage because the
United States Supreme Court in Kokesh v. Securities and
Exchange Commission, ––– U.S. ––––, 137 S.Ct. 1635, 198
L.Ed.2d 86 (2017) conclusively defined the nature of the
SEC disgorgement remedy as a penalty, not a loss, and
that the Court of Appeals did not resolve this issue when
it reversed to deny the insurers' motions to dismiss.

In Kokesh, decided after the Court of Appeals' prior
decision reinstating the complaint, the United States
Supreme Court held that SEC disgorgement constitutes a
penalty, and is therefore subject to the five year statute of

limitations of 28 U.S.C. § 2462. In so ruling, the Supreme
Court reasoned that SEC disgorgement (i) is imposed as
a consequence for a wrong committed against the public,
rather than a wrong against particular individuals; (ii) is
meant to punish the violator and deter others from similar
violations; and (iii) in many cases, does not compensate
the victims of securities violations; rather, the wrongdoer
pays disgorged profits to the district court, which has
discretion to determine how and to whom to distribute the
money (id. at 1643–1644).

The Supreme Court's rationale as to the nature of
disgorgement in Kokesh applies with equal force to the
issue of whether the disgorgement paid by Bear Stearns,
even if representing third-party gains, was a “Loss” within
the meaning of the policy and whether public policy bars
insurance companies from indemnifying insureds paying
SEC disgorgement. In both instances disgorgement is a
punitive sanction intended to deter. To allow a wrongdoer
to pass on its loss emanating from the disgorgement
payment to the insurer, thereby shielding the wrongdoer
from the consequences of its deliberate malfeasance,
undermines this goal and “and violate[s] the fundamental
principle that no one should be permitted to take
advantage of his own wrong” (Biondi v. Beekman Hill
House Apt. Corp., 94 N.Y.2d 659, 664, 709 N.Y.S.2d
861, 731 N.E.2d 577 [2000] [internal quotation marks
omitted] ). Thus, as SEC disgorgement is a penalty, it does
not fall within the definition of “Loss” and there is no
coverage.

*4  Plaintiffs argue that even if the Supreme Court's
reasoning behind the holding that disgorgement is a
penalty extends beyond the limited context of Kokesh, it
has no application here because the Court of Appeals has
rejected the argument that the instant claim is not a Loss
under the policies and has suggested that a disgorgement
payment of a third-party gain is recoverable under an
insurance policy. However, application of the doctrine of
the “law of the case” is not warranted under the particular
circumstances before us.

The law of the case is applicable to “legal determinations
that were necessarily resolved on the merits in a prior
decision” (Brownrigg v. New York City Hous. Auth., 29
A.D.3d 721, 722, 815 N.Y.S.2d 681 [2d Dept. 2006] ).
On the prior appeal, the Court of Appeals stated that
“the Insurers do not earnestly dispute that the claims
fall within the policy's definition of Loss” (21 N.Y.3d
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disclaimed and the first loss triggered each of the policies
simultaneously on the day it occurred. The court found
that the exhaustion provisions did not apply because Bear
Stearns suffered a single large loss which exceeded the
limits of each insurer on the very date that it was incurred.
In August 2017, judgment was entered in plaintiffs' favor.

*3  We first consider whether or not the insurers should
have been granted summary judgment dismissing the
complaint because SEC disgorgement is an uninsurable
penalty and not a “Loss” covered by the policy.

The primary professional liability policy, to which the
excess policies follow form, provides that the Insurers are
to “pay on behalf of [Bear Stearns] all Loss which [Bear
Stearns] shall become legally obligated to pay as a result
of any Claim ... for any Wrongful Act of [Bear Stearns].”
“Loss” is defined as:

“(1) compensatory damages, multiplied damages,
punitive damages where insurable by law, judgments,
settlements, costs, charges and expenses or other sums
[Bear Stearns] shall legally become obligated to pay as
damages resulting from any Claim or Claim(s);

“(2) costs, charges and expenses or other damages
incurred in connection with any investigation by any
governmental body or self-regulatory organization
(SRO), provided however, Loss shall not include:

“(i) fines or penalties imposed by law; or ...

“(v) matters which are uninsurable under the law
pursuant to which this policy shall be construed.”

Vigilant argues that there is no coverage because the
United States Supreme Court in Kokesh v. Securities and
Exchange Commission, ––– U.S. ––––, 137 S.Ct. 1635, 198
L.Ed.2d 86 (2017) conclusively defined the nature of the
SEC disgorgement remedy as a penalty, not a loss, and
that the Court of Appeals did not resolve this issue when
it reversed to deny the insurers' motions to dismiss.

In Kokesh, decided after the Court of Appeals' prior
decision reinstating the complaint, the United States
Supreme Court held that SEC disgorgement constitutes a
penalty, and is therefore subject to the five year statute of

limitations of 28 U.S.C. § 2462. In so ruling, the Supreme
Court reasoned that SEC disgorgement (i) is imposed as
a consequence for a wrong committed against the public,
rather than a wrong against particular individuals; (ii) is
meant to punish the violator and deter others from similar
violations; and (iii) in many cases, does not compensate
the victims of securities violations; rather, the wrongdoer
pays disgorged profits to the district court, which has
discretion to determine how and to whom to distribute the
money (id. at 1643–1644).

The Supreme Court's rationale as to the nature of
disgorgement in Kokesh applies with equal force to the
issue of whether the disgorgement paid by Bear Stearns,
even if representing third-party gains, was a “Loss” within
the meaning of the policy and whether public policy bars
insurance companies from indemnifying insureds paying
SEC disgorgement. In both instances disgorgement is a
punitive sanction intended to deter. To allow a wrongdoer
to pass on its loss emanating from the disgorgement
payment to the insurer, thereby shielding the wrongdoer
from the consequences of its deliberate malfeasance,
undermines this goal and “and violate[s] the fundamental
principle that no one should be permitted to take
advantage of his own wrong” (Biondi v. Beekman Hill
House Apt. Corp., 94 N.Y.2d 659, 664, 709 N.Y.S.2d
861, 731 N.E.2d 577 [2000] [internal quotation marks
omitted] ). Thus, as SEC disgorgement is a penalty, it does
not fall within the definition of “Loss” and there is no
coverage.

*4  Plaintiffs argue that even if the Supreme Court's
reasoning behind the holding that disgorgement is a
penalty extends beyond the limited context of Kokesh, it
has no application here because the Court of Appeals has
rejected the argument that the instant claim is not a Loss
under the policies and has suggested that a disgorgement
payment of a third-party gain is recoverable under an
insurance policy. However, application of the doctrine of
the “law of the case” is not warranted under the particular
circumstances before us.

The law of the case is applicable to “legal determinations
that were necessarily resolved on the merits in a prior
decision” (Brownrigg v. New York City Hous. Auth., 29
A.D.3d 721, 722, 815 N.Y.S.2d 681 [2d Dept. 2006] ).
On the prior appeal, the Court of Appeals stated that
“the Insurers do not earnestly dispute that the claims
fall within the policy's definition of Loss” (21 N.Y.3d
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at 333, 970 N.Y.S.2d 733, 992 N.E.2d 1076), but did
not rely on the policy language in denying defendants'
motions. Instead it focused on the public policy issue.
Furthermore, the doctrine does not apply where a motion
for summary judgment follows a motion to dismiss that
was not converted to a motion for summary judgment
pursuant to CPLR 3212(c)(see Alvarado v. City of New
York, 150 A.D.3d 500, 500, 57 N.Y.S.3d 3 [1st Dept. 2017];
Rosen v. Mosby, 148 A.D.3d 1228, 1233, 51 N.Y.S.3d 629
[3d Dept. 2017], lv dismissed 30 N.Y.3d 1037, 69 N.Y.S.3d
235, 91 N.E.3d 1214 [2017]; 191 Chrystie LLC v. Ledoux,
82 A.D.3d 681, 682, 920 N.Y.S.2d 324 [1st Dept. 2011] ).

Even if the Court of Appeals' prior determination is
viewed as addressing the contractual issue, “while the
law of the case doctrine is intended to foster ‘orderly
convenience’ ..., it is not an absolute mandate which
limits an appellate court's power to reconsider issues
where there are extraordinary circumstances, ‘such as
subsequent evidence affecting the prior determination or
a change of law’ ” (Frankson v. Brown & Williamson
Tobacco Corp., 67 A.D.3d 213, 218, 886 N.Y.S.2d 714
[2d Dept. 2009]; see also Foley v. Roche, 86 A.D.2d 887,
887, 447 N.Y.S.2d 528 [1982], lv denied 56 N.Y.2d 507,
453 N.Y.S.2d 1025, 438 N.E.2d 1147 [1982] [holding that
where the basis for a prior order had since been overruled
by the Supreme Court of the United States and by the
Court of Appeals, the law of the case doctrine can be
ignored even though the prior order was from a higher
court] ). Here, the United States Supreme Court's decision
in Kokesh, characterizing SEC disgorgement as a penalty,
represents such a change of law.

In reinstating the complaint, the Court of Appeals stated
that “at this CPLR 3211 stage, the documentary evidence
does not decisively repudiate Bear Stearns' allegation that
the SEC disgorgement payment amount was calculated in
large measure on the profits of others” (21 N.Y.3d at 336,
970 N.Y.S.2d 733, 992 N.E.2d 1076). By this ruling, the
Court suggested that, while public policy bars insurance
coverage for the disgorgement of illicit gains, it does not
preclude recovery of a disgorgement payment to the extent
the payment was based on the gains of third parties. In
adopting this view, the Court stated:

“Moreover, the cases upon which the Insurers rely
are distinguishable (see e.g. Millennium Partners, L.P.
v. Select Ins. Co., 68 A.D.3d 420 [889 N.Y.S.2d 575]
[1st Dept. 2009], appeal dismissed 14 N.Y.3d 856
[901 N.Y.S.2d 137, 927 N.E.2d 558] [2010]; [Vigilant

Ins. Co. v.] Credit Suisse [First Boston Corp.], 10
A.D.3d [528] at 528 [782 N.Y.S.2d 19]). In each,
the insured was barred from obtaining coverage for
SEC-ordered disgorgement because the SEC's findings
‘conclusively link[ed]’ the disgorgement payment to
improperly acquired funds in the hands of the insured
(Millennium Partners, 68 A.D.3d at 420 [889 N.Y.S.2d
575] [internal quotation marks omitted]; see also Credit
Suisse, 10 A.D.3d at 529 [782 N.Y.S.2d 19]). In other
words, they directly implicated the policy rationale
for precluding indemnity for disgorgement—to prevent
the unjust enrichment of the insured by allowing it
to, in effect, retain the ill-gotten gains by transferring
the loss to its carrier. In this case, in contrast, Bear
Stearns alleges that it is not pursuing recoupment for
the turnover of its own improperly acquired profits
and, therefore, it would not be unjustly enriched by
securing indemnity. The Insurers have not identified a
single precedent, from New York or otherwise, in which
coverage was prohibited where, as Bear Stearns claims,
the disgorgement payment was (at least in large part)
linked to gains that went to others. Consequently, at
this early juncture, we conclude that the Insurers are not
entitled to dismissal of Bear Stearns' insurance claims
related to the SEC disgorgement payment” (21 N.Y.3d
at 337, 970 N.Y.S.2d 733, 992 N.E.2d 1076).

*5  However, Kokesh has now provided the missing
precedent, establishing that disgorgement is a penalty,
whether it is linked to the wrongdoer's gains or gains
that went to others. In Kokesh, the Supreme Court,
emphasizing that when a sanction “can only be explained
as ... serving either retributive or deterrent purposes,”
it is a “punishment,” rejected the SEC's argument that
disgorgement is remedial because it simply puts the
defendant back in the position “he would have occupied
had he not broken the law.” The Court explained:

“The Government's primary response to all of this is
that SEC disgorgement is not punitive but ‘remedial’
in that it ‘lessen[s] the effects of a violation’ by ‘
“restor[ing] the status quo.” ’ ... As an initial matter, it
is not clear that disgorgement, as courts have applied
it in the SEC enforcement context, simply returns the
defendant to the place he would have occupied had
he not broken the law. SEC disgorgement sometimes
exceeds the profits gained as a result of the violation.
Thus, for example, ‘an insider trader may be ordered
to disgorge not only the unlawful gains that accrue
to the wrongdoer directly, but also the benefit that
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accrues to third parties whose gains can be attributed
to the wrongdoer's conduct.’ SEC v. Contorinis, 743
F.3d 296, 302 (C.A.2 2014). Individuals who illegally
provide confidential trading information have been forced
to disgorge profits gained by individuals who received
and traded based on that information—even though
they never received any profits. Ibid.; see also SEC
v. Warde, 151 F.3d 42, 49 (C.A.2 1998) (‘A tippee's
gains are attributable to the tipper, regardless whether
benefit accrues to the tipper’); SEC v. Clark, 915 F.2d
439, 454 (C.A.9 1990) (‘[I]t is well settled that a
tipper can be required to disgorge his tippees' profits').
And, as demonstrated by this case, SEC disgorgement
sometimes is ordered without consideration of a
defendant's expenses that reduced the amount of illegal
profit. App. to Pet. for Cert. 43a; see Restatement
(Third) § 51, Comment h, at 216 (“As a general rule,
the defendant is entitled to a deduction for all marginal
costs incurred in producing the revenues that are subject
to disgorgement. Denial of an otherwise appropriate
deduction, by making the defendant liable in excess of
net gains, results in a punitive sanction that the law of
restitution normally attempts to avoid’). In such cases,
disgorgement does not simply restore the status quo;
it leaves the defendant worse off. The justification for
this practice given by the court below demonstrates that
disgorgement in this context is a punitive, rather than a
remedial, sanction: Disgorgement, that court explained,
is intended not only to ‘prevent the wrongdoer's unjust
enrichment” but also “to deter others' violations of the
securities laws.’ App. to Pet. for Cert. 43a.” (137 S.Ct.
at 1644–1645 [emphasis added] ).

The United States Supreme Court has thereby made clear
that SEC disgorgement is a penalty because it punishes
a public wrong, and its purpose is deterrence, whether
you are remitting your own ill gotten gains or those you
generated for your customers through violations of the
securities law, even if you did not directly share in those
profits.

Kokesh has significance beyond the narrow issue of
the statute of limitations because the Supreme Court
analyzed the fundamental nature and purpose of the
SEC's disgorgement remedy, which does not change into
some different nature for purposes of insurance coverage.
Thus, as defendants argue, Kokesh and the longstanding
legal principles on which it relied fatally undermine the
motion court's holding that the $140 million of the SEC

disgorgement remedy that plaintiff seeks to recover is a
covered loss under the policies. Indeed, if the $140 million
portion of the disgorgement payment Bear Stearns seeks
to recover reflects the gains of Bear Stearns's customers
rather than of Bear Stearns itself, it makes it more, not
less, of a penalty.

*6  The fact that the disgorgement payment was later
placed in a Fair Fund for distribution and could be
used to offset Bear Stearns's civil liability does not
require a different result. The use of disgorged funds
to benefit investors is entirely consistent with the SEC's
statutory authority, and “does not change the nature of
the remedy” (SEC v. First Pacific Bancorp., 142 F.3d 1186,
1192 [9th Cir.1998], cert denied 525 U.S. 1121, 119 S.Ct.
902, 142 L.Ed.2d 901 [1999] ). As the Supreme Court
stated in Kokesh, simply because “sanctions frequently
serve more than one purpose” does not change the
fact that disgorgement orders “are intended to punish”
and “represent a penalty” (137 S.Ct. at 1645; see also
SEC v. Fishbach Corp., 133 F.3d 170, 175 [2d Cir.1997]
[“Although disgorged funds may often go to compensate
securities fraud victims for their losses, such compensation
is distinctly a secondary goal”] ).

Accordingly, the judgment of the Supreme Court, New
York County (Charles Ramos, J.), entered August 14,
2017, awarding plaintiffs sums of money, including
prejudgment of the interest, as against defendant insurers
Vigilant Insurance Company, The Travelers Indemnity
Company, Federal Insurance Company, National Union
Fire Insurance Company of Pittsburgh, Pa., and Liberty
Mutual Insurance Company, should be reversed, on
the law, without costs, plaintiffs' motion for summary
judgment denied, defendants' motions for summary
judgment declaring that plaintiffs are not entitled to
coverage for the SEC disgorgement payment granted, and
it is so declared. The appeals from the order of the same
court and Justice, entered April 17, 2017, as amended by
the order of the same court and justice entered on or about
August 11, 2017, should be dismissed, without costs, as
subsumed in the appeals from the judgment.

All concur.
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at 333, 970 N.Y.S.2d 733, 992 N.E.2d 1076), but did
not rely on the policy language in denying defendants'
motions. Instead it focused on the public policy issue.
Furthermore, the doctrine does not apply where a motion
for summary judgment follows a motion to dismiss that
was not converted to a motion for summary judgment
pursuant to CPLR 3212(c)(see Alvarado v. City of New
York, 150 A.D.3d 500, 500, 57 N.Y.S.3d 3 [1st Dept. 2017];
Rosen v. Mosby, 148 A.D.3d 1228, 1233, 51 N.Y.S.3d 629
[3d Dept. 2017], lv dismissed 30 N.Y.3d 1037, 69 N.Y.S.3d
235, 91 N.E.3d 1214 [2017]; 191 Chrystie LLC v. Ledoux,
82 A.D.3d 681, 682, 920 N.Y.S.2d 324 [1st Dept. 2011] ).

Even if the Court of Appeals' prior determination is
viewed as addressing the contractual issue, “while the
law of the case doctrine is intended to foster ‘orderly
convenience’ ..., it is not an absolute mandate which
limits an appellate court's power to reconsider issues
where there are extraordinary circumstances, ‘such as
subsequent evidence affecting the prior determination or
a change of law’ ” (Frankson v. Brown & Williamson
Tobacco Corp., 67 A.D.3d 213, 218, 886 N.Y.S.2d 714
[2d Dept. 2009]; see also Foley v. Roche, 86 A.D.2d 887,
887, 447 N.Y.S.2d 528 [1982], lv denied 56 N.Y.2d 507,
453 N.Y.S.2d 1025, 438 N.E.2d 1147 [1982] [holding that
where the basis for a prior order had since been overruled
by the Supreme Court of the United States and by the
Court of Appeals, the law of the case doctrine can be
ignored even though the prior order was from a higher
court] ). Here, the United States Supreme Court's decision
in Kokesh, characterizing SEC disgorgement as a penalty,
represents such a change of law.

In reinstating the complaint, the Court of Appeals stated
that “at this CPLR 3211 stage, the documentary evidence
does not decisively repudiate Bear Stearns' allegation that
the SEC disgorgement payment amount was calculated in
large measure on the profits of others” (21 N.Y.3d at 336,
970 N.Y.S.2d 733, 992 N.E.2d 1076). By this ruling, the
Court suggested that, while public policy bars insurance
coverage for the disgorgement of illicit gains, it does not
preclude recovery of a disgorgement payment to the extent
the payment was based on the gains of third parties. In
adopting this view, the Court stated:

“Moreover, the cases upon which the Insurers rely
are distinguishable (see e.g. Millennium Partners, L.P.
v. Select Ins. Co., 68 A.D.3d 420 [889 N.Y.S.2d 575]
[1st Dept. 2009], appeal dismissed 14 N.Y.3d 856
[901 N.Y.S.2d 137, 927 N.E.2d 558] [2010]; [Vigilant

Ins. Co. v.] Credit Suisse [First Boston Corp.], 10
A.D.3d [528] at 528 [782 N.Y.S.2d 19]). In each,
the insured was barred from obtaining coverage for
SEC-ordered disgorgement because the SEC's findings
‘conclusively link[ed]’ the disgorgement payment to
improperly acquired funds in the hands of the insured
(Millennium Partners, 68 A.D.3d at 420 [889 N.Y.S.2d
575] [internal quotation marks omitted]; see also Credit
Suisse, 10 A.D.3d at 529 [782 N.Y.S.2d 19]). In other
words, they directly implicated the policy rationale
for precluding indemnity for disgorgement—to prevent
the unjust enrichment of the insured by allowing it
to, in effect, retain the ill-gotten gains by transferring
the loss to its carrier. In this case, in contrast, Bear
Stearns alleges that it is not pursuing recoupment for
the turnover of its own improperly acquired profits
and, therefore, it would not be unjustly enriched by
securing indemnity. The Insurers have not identified a
single precedent, from New York or otherwise, in which
coverage was prohibited where, as Bear Stearns claims,
the disgorgement payment was (at least in large part)
linked to gains that went to others. Consequently, at
this early juncture, we conclude that the Insurers are not
entitled to dismissal of Bear Stearns' insurance claims
related to the SEC disgorgement payment” (21 N.Y.3d
at 337, 970 N.Y.S.2d 733, 992 N.E.2d 1076).

*5  However, Kokesh has now provided the missing
precedent, establishing that disgorgement is a penalty,
whether it is linked to the wrongdoer's gains or gains
that went to others. In Kokesh, the Supreme Court,
emphasizing that when a sanction “can only be explained
as ... serving either retributive or deterrent purposes,”
it is a “punishment,” rejected the SEC's argument that
disgorgement is remedial because it simply puts the
defendant back in the position “he would have occupied
had he not broken the law.” The Court explained:

“The Government's primary response to all of this is
that SEC disgorgement is not punitive but ‘remedial’
in that it ‘lessen[s] the effects of a violation’ by ‘
“restor[ing] the status quo.” ’ ... As an initial matter, it
is not clear that disgorgement, as courts have applied
it in the SEC enforcement context, simply returns the
defendant to the place he would have occupied had
he not broken the law. SEC disgorgement sometimes
exceeds the profits gained as a result of the violation.
Thus, for example, ‘an insider trader may be ordered
to disgorge not only the unlawful gains that accrue
to the wrongdoer directly, but also the benefit that
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accrues to third parties whose gains can be attributed
to the wrongdoer's conduct.’ SEC v. Contorinis, 743
F.3d 296, 302 (C.A.2 2014). Individuals who illegally
provide confidential trading information have been forced
to disgorge profits gained by individuals who received
and traded based on that information—even though
they never received any profits. Ibid.; see also SEC
v. Warde, 151 F.3d 42, 49 (C.A.2 1998) (‘A tippee's
gains are attributable to the tipper, regardless whether
benefit accrues to the tipper’); SEC v. Clark, 915 F.2d
439, 454 (C.A.9 1990) (‘[I]t is well settled that a
tipper can be required to disgorge his tippees' profits').
And, as demonstrated by this case, SEC disgorgement
sometimes is ordered without consideration of a
defendant's expenses that reduced the amount of illegal
profit. App. to Pet. for Cert. 43a; see Restatement
(Third) § 51, Comment h, at 216 (“As a general rule,
the defendant is entitled to a deduction for all marginal
costs incurred in producing the revenues that are subject
to disgorgement. Denial of an otherwise appropriate
deduction, by making the defendant liable in excess of
net gains, results in a punitive sanction that the law of
restitution normally attempts to avoid’). In such cases,
disgorgement does not simply restore the status quo;
it leaves the defendant worse off. The justification for
this practice given by the court below demonstrates that
disgorgement in this context is a punitive, rather than a
remedial, sanction: Disgorgement, that court explained,
is intended not only to ‘prevent the wrongdoer's unjust
enrichment” but also “to deter others' violations of the
securities laws.’ App. to Pet. for Cert. 43a.” (137 S.Ct.
at 1644–1645 [emphasis added] ).

The United States Supreme Court has thereby made clear
that SEC disgorgement is a penalty because it punishes
a public wrong, and its purpose is deterrence, whether
you are remitting your own ill gotten gains or those you
generated for your customers through violations of the
securities law, even if you did not directly share in those
profits.

Kokesh has significance beyond the narrow issue of
the statute of limitations because the Supreme Court
analyzed the fundamental nature and purpose of the
SEC's disgorgement remedy, which does not change into
some different nature for purposes of insurance coverage.
Thus, as defendants argue, Kokesh and the longstanding
legal principles on which it relied fatally undermine the
motion court's holding that the $140 million of the SEC

disgorgement remedy that plaintiff seeks to recover is a
covered loss under the policies. Indeed, if the $140 million
portion of the disgorgement payment Bear Stearns seeks
to recover reflects the gains of Bear Stearns's customers
rather than of Bear Stearns itself, it makes it more, not
less, of a penalty.

*6  The fact that the disgorgement payment was later
placed in a Fair Fund for distribution and could be
used to offset Bear Stearns's civil liability does not
require a different result. The use of disgorged funds
to benefit investors is entirely consistent with the SEC's
statutory authority, and “does not change the nature of
the remedy” (SEC v. First Pacific Bancorp., 142 F.3d 1186,
1192 [9th Cir.1998], cert denied 525 U.S. 1121, 119 S.Ct.
902, 142 L.Ed.2d 901 [1999] ). As the Supreme Court
stated in Kokesh, simply because “sanctions frequently
serve more than one purpose” does not change the
fact that disgorgement orders “are intended to punish”
and “represent a penalty” (137 S.Ct. at 1645; see also
SEC v. Fishbach Corp., 133 F.3d 170, 175 [2d Cir.1997]
[“Although disgorged funds may often go to compensate
securities fraud victims for their losses, such compensation
is distinctly a secondary goal”] ).

Accordingly, the judgment of the Supreme Court, New
York County (Charles Ramos, J.), entered August 14,
2017, awarding plaintiffs sums of money, including
prejudgment of the interest, as against defendant insurers
Vigilant Insurance Company, The Travelers Indemnity
Company, Federal Insurance Company, National Union
Fire Insurance Company of Pittsburgh, Pa., and Liberty
Mutual Insurance Company, should be reversed, on
the law, without costs, plaintiffs' motion for summary
judgment denied, defendants' motions for summary
judgment declaring that plaintiffs are not entitled to
coverage for the SEC disgorgement payment granted, and
it is so declared. The appeals from the order of the same
court and Justice, entered April 17, 2017, as amended by
the order of the same court and justice entered on or about
August 11, 2017, should be dismissed, without costs, as
subsumed in the appeals from the judgment.

All concur.
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Footnotes
1 The total disgorgement payment was $160 million. Plaintiffs do not seek coverage for the $20 million portion representing

their own ill gotten gains.
2 In subsequent appeals, this Court held that (1) Bear Stearns's settlements were not adjudications of wrongdoing within the

meaning of the dishonest acts exclusion, and that the court should not have dismissed the affirmative defense invoking
the public policy against permitting insurance coverage for disgorgement, to the extent it is based on the settlements
with the SEC and the NYSE (126 A.D.3d 76, 2 N.Y.S.3d 415 [1st Dept. 2015] ); and (2) the insurers' unreasonable delay
excused insured's settlement without their consent, and the insurers' repudiation of liability excused insured's alleged
breach of its obligation to cooperate (151 A.D.3d 632, 58 N.Y.S.3d 38 [1st Dept. 2017] ).
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Synopsis
Background: Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC)
brought enforcement action against owner of two
investment-adviser firms for misappropriation of funds
from business development companies in violation of
federal securities laws. The United States District Court
for the District of New Mexico, Stephan M. Vidmar,
United States Magistrate Judge, 2015 WL 11142470,
entered final judgment permanently enjoining defendant
from violating certain provisions of federal securities
laws, ordering disgorgement of profits, and imposing
prejudgment interest and a civil penalty. Defendant
appealed. The United States Court of Appeals for the
Tenth Circuit, Hartz, Circuit Judge, 834 F.3d 1158,
affirmed, and certiorari was granted.

[Holding:] The Supreme Court, Justice Sotomayor, held
that the five–year statute of limitations for any “action,
suit or proceeding for the enforcement of any civil fine,
penalty, or forfeiture, pecuniary or otherwise” applies
to claims for disgorgement imposed as a sanction for
violating a federal securities law, abrogating Riordan v.
SEC, 627 F.3d 1230.

Reversed.

West Headnotes (18)

[1] Securities Regulation
Time to sue and limitations

The five–year statute of limitations for
any “action, suit or proceeding for the
enforcement of any civil fine, penalty, or
forfeiture, pecuniary or otherwise” applies
to claims for disgorgement imposed as a
sanction for violating a federal securities law;
abrogating Riordan v. SEC, 627 F.3d 1230. 28
U.S.C.A. § 2462.

18 Cases that cite this headnote

[2] Securities Regulation
Time to sue and limitations

Disgorgement in the securities-enforcement
context is a “penalty” within the meaning
of the five–year statute of limitations for
any “action, suit or proceeding for the
enforcement of any civil fine, penalty, or
forfeiture, pecuniary or otherwise,” and so
disgorgement actions must be commenced
within five years of the date the claim accrues.
28 U.S.C.A. § 2462.

23 Cases that cite this headnote

[3] Securities Regulation
Purpose

The Securities Act, the Securities Exchange
Act, the Public Utility Holding Company
Act, the Trust Indenture Act, the Investment
Company Act, and the Investment Advisers
Act serve the fundamental purpose of
substituting a philosophy of full disclosure
for the philosophy of caveat emptor and thus
achieving a high standard of business ethics in
the securities industry. Investment Company
Act of 1940, § 1 et seq., 15 U.S.C.A. § 80a–1
et seq.; Investment Advisers Act of 1940, § 201
et seq., 15 U.S.C.A. § 80b–1 et seq.; Securities
Act of 1933, § 1 et seq., 15 U.S.C.A. § 77a et
seq.; Securities Exchange Act of 1934, § 1 et
seq., 15 U.S.C.A. § 78a et seq.; Trust Indenture
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Footnotes
1 The total disgorgement payment was $160 million. Plaintiffs do not seek coverage for the $20 million portion representing

their own ill gotten gains.
2 In subsequent appeals, this Court held that (1) Bear Stearns's settlements were not adjudications of wrongdoing within the

meaning of the dishonest acts exclusion, and that the court should not have dismissed the affirmative defense invoking
the public policy against permitting insurance coverage for disgorgement, to the extent it is based on the settlements
with the SEC and the NYSE (126 A.D.3d 76, 2 N.Y.S.3d 415 [1st Dept. 2015] ); and (2) the insurers' unreasonable delay
excused insured's settlement without their consent, and the insurers' repudiation of liability excused insured's alleged
breach of its obligation to cooperate (151 A.D.3d 632, 58 N.Y.S.3d 38 [1st Dept. 2017] ).
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Synopsis
Background: Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC)
brought enforcement action against owner of two
investment-adviser firms for misappropriation of funds
from business development companies in violation of
federal securities laws. The United States District Court
for the District of New Mexico, Stephan M. Vidmar,
United States Magistrate Judge, 2015 WL 11142470,
entered final judgment permanently enjoining defendant
from violating certain provisions of federal securities
laws, ordering disgorgement of profits, and imposing
prejudgment interest and a civil penalty. Defendant
appealed. The United States Court of Appeals for the
Tenth Circuit, Hartz, Circuit Judge, 834 F.3d 1158,
affirmed, and certiorari was granted.

[Holding:] The Supreme Court, Justice Sotomayor, held
that the five–year statute of limitations for any “action,
suit or proceeding for the enforcement of any civil fine,
penalty, or forfeiture, pecuniary or otherwise” applies
to claims for disgorgement imposed as a sanction for
violating a federal securities law, abrogating Riordan v.
SEC, 627 F.3d 1230.

Reversed.

West Headnotes (18)

[1] Securities Regulation
Time to sue and limitations

The five–year statute of limitations for
any “action, suit or proceeding for the
enforcement of any civil fine, penalty, or
forfeiture, pecuniary or otherwise” applies
to claims for disgorgement imposed as a
sanction for violating a federal securities law;
abrogating Riordan v. SEC, 627 F.3d 1230. 28
U.S.C.A. § 2462.

18 Cases that cite this headnote

[2] Securities Regulation
Time to sue and limitations

Disgorgement in the securities-enforcement
context is a “penalty” within the meaning
of the five–year statute of limitations for
any “action, suit or proceeding for the
enforcement of any civil fine, penalty, or
forfeiture, pecuniary or otherwise,” and so
disgorgement actions must be commenced
within five years of the date the claim accrues.
28 U.S.C.A. § 2462.

23 Cases that cite this headnote

[3] Securities Regulation
Purpose

The Securities Act, the Securities Exchange
Act, the Public Utility Holding Company
Act, the Trust Indenture Act, the Investment
Company Act, and the Investment Advisers
Act serve the fundamental purpose of
substituting a philosophy of full disclosure
for the philosophy of caveat emptor and thus
achieving a high standard of business ethics in
the securities industry. Investment Company
Act of 1940, § 1 et seq., 15 U.S.C.A. § 80a–1
et seq.; Investment Advisers Act of 1940, § 201
et seq., 15 U.S.C.A. § 80b–1 et seq.; Securities
Act of 1933, § 1 et seq., 15 U.S.C.A. § 77a et
seq.; Securities Exchange Act of 1934, § 1 et
seq., 15 U.S.C.A. § 78a et seq.; Trust Indenture
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Act of 1939, § 301 et seq., 15 U.S.C.A. § 77aaa
et seq.; 15 U.S.C.A. § 79 et seq.

1 Cases that cite this headnote

[4] Securities Regulation
Powers and functions in general; 

 sanctions

If an investigation uncovers evidence of
wrongdoing, the Securities and Exchange
Commission (SEC) may initiate enforcement
actions in federal district court. Securities
Exchange Act of 1934, § 1 et seq., 15 U.S.C.A.
§ 78a et seq.

Cases that cite this headnote

[5] Implied and Constructive Contracts
Restitution

Generally, “disgorgement” is a form of
restitution measured by the defendant's
wrongful gain. Restatement (Third) of
Restitution and Unjust Enrichment § 51
comment a.

5 Cases that cite this headnote

[6] Implied and Constructive Contracts
Restitution

“Disgorgement” requires that the defendant
give up those gains properly attributable
to the defendant's interference with
the claimant's legally protected rights.
Restatement (Third) of Restitution and
Unjust Enrichment § 51 comment a.

4 Cases that cite this headnote

[7] Securities Regulation
Time to sue and limitations

The five–year statute of limitations for
any “action, suit or proceeding for the
enforcement of any civil fine, penalty,
or forfeiture, pecuniary or otherwise”
applies when the Securities and Exchange
Commission (SEC) seeks statutory monetary
penalties. 28 U.S.C.A. § 2462; Securities Act
of 1933, § 20(d), 15 U.S.C.A. § 77t(d).

10 Cases that cite this headnote

[8] Limitation of Actions
Government, state or officer thereof

Statutes of limitations set a fixed date
when exposure to the specified Government
enforcement efforts end; such limits are vital
to the welfare of society and rest on the
principle that even wrongdoers are entitled to
assume that their sins may be forgotten.

Cases that cite this headnote

[9] Penalties
Nature and scope as punishment

A “penalty” is a punishment, whether
corporal or pecuniary, imposed and enforced
by the State, for a crime or offense against its
laws.

2 Cases that cite this headnote

[10] Penalties
Nature and scope as punishment

Whether a sanction represents a penalty turns
in part on whether the wrong sought to be
redressed is a wrong to the public, or a wrong
to the individual.

3 Cases that cite this headnote

[11] Penalties
Nature and scope as punishment

A pecuniary sanction operates as a penalty
only if it is sought for the purpose of
punishment, and to deter others from
offending in like manner—as opposed to
compensating a victim for his loss.

7 Cases that cite this headnote

[12] Securities Regulation
Insiders' Profits, Recovery of

Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC)
disgorgement is imposed by the courts as a
consequence for violating public laws; the
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violation for which the remedy is sought
is committed against the United States
rather than an aggrieved individual. Securities
Exchange Act of 1934, § 1 et seq., 15 U.S.C.A.
§ 78a et seq.

2 Cases that cite this headnote

[13] Securities Regulation
Insiders' Profits, Recovery of

When the Securities and Exchange
Commission (SEC) seeks disgorgement, it acts
in the public interest, to remedy harm to the
public at large, rather than standing in the
shoes of particular injured parties. Securities
Exchange Act of 1934, § 1 et seq., 15 U.S.C.A.
§ 78a et seq.

3 Cases that cite this headnote

[14] Securities Regulation
Insiders' Profits, Recovery of

Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC)
disgorgement is imposed for punitive
purposes. Securities Exchange Act of 1934, § 1
et seq., 15 U.S.C.A. § 78a et seq.

5 Cases that cite this headnote

[15] Securities Regulation
Insiders' Profits, Recovery of

The primary purpose of disgorgement orders
is to deter violations of the securities laws by
depriving violators of their ill-gotten gains.
Securities Exchange Act of 1934, § 1 et seq., 15
U.S.C.A. § 78a et seq.

6 Cases that cite this headnote

[16] Penalties
Nature and scope as punishment

Sanctions imposed for the purpose of
deterring infractions of public laws are
inherently punitive because deterrence is
not a legitimate nonpunitive governmental
objective.

3 Cases that cite this headnote

[17] Penalties
Nature and scope as punishment

When an individual is made to pay
a noncompensatory sanction to the
Government as a consequence of a legal
violation, the payment operates as a penalty.

2 Cases that cite this headnote

[18] Penalties
Nature and scope as punishment

A civil sanction that cannot fairly be said
solely to serve a remedial purpose, but
rather can only be explained as also serving
either retributive or deterrent purposes, is
“punishment.”

3 Cases that cite this headnote

*1637  Syllabus *

The Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC
or Commission) possesses authority to investigate
violations of federal securities laws and to commence
enforcement actions in federal district court *1638  if its
investigations uncover evidence of wrongdoing. Initially,
the Commission's statutory authority in enforcement
actions was limited to seeking an injunction barring
future violations. Beginning in the 1970's, federal district
courts, at the request of the Commission, began ordering
disgorgement in SEC enforcement proceedings. Although
Congress has since authorized the Commission to seek
monetary civil penalties, the Commission has continued
to seek disgorgement. This Court has held that 28 U.S.C. §
2462, which establishes a 5–year limitations period for “an
action, suit or proceeding for the enforcement of any civil
fine, penalty, or forfeiture,” applies when the Commission
seeks monetary civil penalties. See Gabelli v. SEC, 568
U.S. 442, 454, 133 S.Ct. 1216, 185 L.Ed.2d 297.

In 2009, the Commission brought an enforcement action,
alleging that petitioner Charles Kokesh violated various
securities laws by concealing the misappropriation of
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A “penalty” is a punishment, whether
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by the State, for a crime or offense against its
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violation for which the remedy is sought
is committed against the United States
rather than an aggrieved individual. Securities
Exchange Act of 1934, § 1 et seq., 15 U.S.C.A.
§ 78a et seq.

2 Cases that cite this headnote

[13] Securities Regulation
Insiders' Profits, Recovery of

When the Securities and Exchange
Commission (SEC) seeks disgorgement, it acts
in the public interest, to remedy harm to the
public at large, rather than standing in the
shoes of particular injured parties. Securities
Exchange Act of 1934, § 1 et seq., 15 U.S.C.A.
§ 78a et seq.

3 Cases that cite this headnote

[14] Securities Regulation
Insiders' Profits, Recovery of

Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC)
disgorgement is imposed for punitive
purposes. Securities Exchange Act of 1934, § 1
et seq., 15 U.S.C.A. § 78a et seq.

5 Cases that cite this headnote

[15] Securities Regulation
Insiders' Profits, Recovery of

The primary purpose of disgorgement orders
is to deter violations of the securities laws by
depriving violators of their ill-gotten gains.
Securities Exchange Act of 1934, § 1 et seq., 15
U.S.C.A. § 78a et seq.

6 Cases that cite this headnote

[16] Penalties
Nature and scope as punishment

Sanctions imposed for the purpose of
deterring infractions of public laws are
inherently punitive because deterrence is
not a legitimate nonpunitive governmental
objective.

3 Cases that cite this headnote

[17] Penalties
Nature and scope as punishment

When an individual is made to pay
a noncompensatory sanction to the
Government as a consequence of a legal
violation, the payment operates as a penalty.

2 Cases that cite this headnote

[18] Penalties
Nature and scope as punishment

A civil sanction that cannot fairly be said
solely to serve a remedial purpose, but
rather can only be explained as also serving
either retributive or deterrent purposes, is
“punishment.”

3 Cases that cite this headnote

*1637  Syllabus *

The Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC
or Commission) possesses authority to investigate
violations of federal securities laws and to commence
enforcement actions in federal district court *1638  if its
investigations uncover evidence of wrongdoing. Initially,
the Commission's statutory authority in enforcement
actions was limited to seeking an injunction barring
future violations. Beginning in the 1970's, federal district
courts, at the request of the Commission, began ordering
disgorgement in SEC enforcement proceedings. Although
Congress has since authorized the Commission to seek
monetary civil penalties, the Commission has continued
to seek disgorgement. This Court has held that 28 U.S.C. §
2462, which establishes a 5–year limitations period for “an
action, suit or proceeding for the enforcement of any civil
fine, penalty, or forfeiture,” applies when the Commission
seeks monetary civil penalties. See Gabelli v. SEC, 568
U.S. 442, 454, 133 S.Ct. 1216, 185 L.Ed.2d 297.

In 2009, the Commission brought an enforcement action,
alleging that petitioner Charles Kokesh violated various
securities laws by concealing the misappropriation of
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$34.9 million from four business-development companies
from 1995 to 2009. The Commission sought monetary
civil penalties, disgorgement, and an injunction barring
Kokesh from future violations. After a jury found that
Kokesh's actions violated several securities laws, the
District Court determined that § 2462's 5–year limitations
period applied to the monetary civil penalties. With
respect to the $34.9 million disgorgement judgment,
however, the court concluded that § 2462 did not apply
because disgorgement is not a “penalty” within the
meaning of the statute. The Tenth Circuit affirmed,
holding that disgorgement was neither a penalty nor a
forfeiture.

Held: Because SEC disgorgement operates as a penalty
under § 2462, any claim for disgorgement in an SEC
enforcement action must be commenced within five years
of the date the claim accrued. Pp. 1641 – 1645.

(a) The definition of “penalty” as a “punishment, whether
corporal or pecuniary, imposed and enforced by the State,
for a crime or offen[s]e against its laws,” Huntington v.
Attrill, 146 U.S. 657, 667, 13 S.Ct. 224, 36 L.Ed. 1123,
gives rise to two principles. First, whether a sanction
represents a penalty turns in part on “whether the wrong
sought to be redressed is a wrong to the public, or a wrong
to the individual.” Id., at 668, 13 S.Ct. 224. Second, a
pecuniary sanction operates as a penalty if it is sought
“for the purpose of punishment, and to deter others from
offending in like manner” rather than to compensate
victims. Ibid. This Court has applied these principles in
construing the term “penalty,” holding, e.g., that a statute
providing a compensatory remedy for a private wrong did
not impose a “penalty,” Brady v. Daly, 175 U.S. 148, 154,
20 S.Ct. 62, 44 L.Ed. 109. Pp. 1641 – 1643.

(b) The application of these principles here readily
demonstrates that SEC disgorgement constitutes a penalty
within the meaning of § 2462. First, SEC disgorgement
is imposed by the courts as a consequence for violating
public laws, i.e., a violation committed against the United
States rather than an aggrieved individual. Second, SEC
disgorgement is imposed for punitive purposes. Sanctions
imposed for the purpose of deterring infractions of public
laws are inherently punitive because “deterrence [is] not
[a] legitimate nonpunitive governmental objectiv[e].” Bell
v. Wolfish, 441 U.S. 520, 539, n. 20, 99 S.Ct. 1861, 60
L.Ed.2d 447. Finally, SEC disgorgement is often not
compensatory. Disgorged profits are paid to the district

courts, which have discretion to determine how the money
will be distributed. They may distribute the funds to
victims, but no statute commands them to do so. When
an individual is made to pay a noncompensatory sanction
to the government as a *1639  consequence of a legal
violation, the payment operates as a penalty. See Porter v.
Warner Holding Co., 328 U.S. 395, 402, 66 S.Ct. 1086, 90
L.Ed. 1332. Pp. 1642 – 1644.

(c) The Government responds that SEC disgorgement
is not punitive but a remedial sanction that operates
to restore the status quo. It is not clear, however, that
disgorgement simply returns the defendant to the place
he would have occupied had he not broken the law. It
sometimes exceeds the profits gained as a result of the
violation. And, as demonstrated here, SEC disgorgement
may be ordered without consideration of a defendant's
expenses that reduced the amount of illegal profit. In such
cases, disgorgement does not simply restore the status quo;
it leaves the defendant worse off and is therefore punitive.
Although disgorgement may serve compensatory goals
in some cases, “sanctions frequently serve more than
one purpose.” Austin v. United States, 509 U.S. 602,
610, 113 S.Ct. 2801, 125 L.Ed.2d 488. Because they “go
beyond compensation, are intended to punish, and label
defendants wrongdoers” as a consequence of violating
public laws, Gabelli, 568 U.S., at 451–452, 133 S.Ct. 1216
disgorgement orders represent a penalty and fall within §
2462's 5–year limitations period. Pp. 1644 – 1645.

834 F.3d 1158, reversed.

SOTOMAYOR, J., delivered the opinion for a unanimous
Court.
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Opinion

Justice SOTOMAYOR delivered the opinion of the
Court.

[1]  [2]  A 5–year statute of limitations applies to any
“action, suit or proceeding for the enforcement of any civil
fine, penalty, or forfeiture, pecuniary or otherwise.” 28
U.S.C. § 2462. This case presents the question whether
§ 2462 applies to claims for disgorgement imposed as
a sanction for violating a federal securities law. The
Court holds that it does. Disgorgement in the securities-
enforcement context is a “penalty” within the meaning of
§ 2462, and so disgorgement actions must be commenced
within five years of the date the claim accrues.

I

A

[3]  [4]  After rampant abuses in the securities industry
led to the 1929 stock market crash and the Great
Depression, Congress *1640  enacted a series of laws
to ensure that “the highest ethical standards prevail in

every facet of the securities industry.” 1  SEC v. Capital
Gains Research Bureau, Inc., 375 U.S. 180, 186–187, 84
S.Ct. 275, 11 L.Ed.2d 237 (1963) (internal quotation
marks omitted). The second in the series—the Securities
Exchange Act of 1934—established the Securities and
Exchange Commission (SEC or Commission) to enforce
federal securities laws. Congress granted the Commission
power to prescribe “ ‘rules and regulations ... as necessary
or appropriate in the public interest or for the protection
of investors.’ ” Blue Chip Stamps v. Manor Drug Stores,
421 U.S. 723, 728, 95 S.Ct. 1917, 44 L.Ed.2d 539 (1975). In
addition to rulemaking, Congress vested the Commission
with “broad authority to conduct investigations into

possible violations of the federal securities laws.” SEC v.
Jerry T. O'Brien, Inc., 467 U.S. 735, 741, 104 S.Ct. 2720, 81
L.Ed.2d 615 (1984). If an investigation uncovers evidence
of wrongdoing, the Commission may initiate enforcement
actions in federal district court.

[5]  [6]  Initially, the only statutory remedy available
to the SEC in an enforcement action was an injunction
barring future violations of securities laws. See 1 T.
Hazen, Law of Securities Regulation § 1:37 (7th ed.,
rev. 2016). In the absence of statutory authorization
for monetary remedies, the Commission urged courts
to order disgorgement as an exercise of their “inherent
equity power to grant relief ancillary to an injunction.”
SEC v. Texas Gulf Sulphur Co., 312 F.Supp. 77, 91
(S.D.N.Y.1970), aff'd in part and rev'd in part, 446 F.2d
1301 (C.A.2 1971). Generally, disgorgement is a form
of “[r]estitution measured by the defendant's wrongful
gain.” Restatement (Third) of Restitution and Unjust
Enrichment § 51, Comment a, p. 204 (2010) (Restatement
(Third)). Disgorgement requires that the defendant give
up “those gains ... properly attributable to the defendant's
interference with the claimant's legally protected rights.”
Ibid. Beginning in the 1970's, courts ordered disgorgement
in SEC enforcement proceedings in order to “deprive ...
defendants of their profits in order to remove any
monetary reward for violating” securities laws and to
“protect the investing public by providing an effective
deterrent to future violations.” Texas Gulf, 312 F.Supp.,
at 92.

In 1990, as part of the Securities Enforcement Remedies
and Penny Stock Reform Act, Congress authorized the
Commission to seek monetary civil penalties. 104 Stat.
932, codified at 15 U.S.C. § 77t(d). The Act left the
Commission with a full panoply of enforcement tools:
It may promulgate rules, investigate violations of those
rules and the securities laws generally, and seek monetary
penalties and injunctive relief for those violations. In
the years since the Act, however, the Commission
has continued its practice of seeking disgorgement in
enforcement proceedings.

[7]  This Court has already held that the 5–year statute
of limitations set forth *1641  in 28 U.S.C. § 2462 applies
when the Commission seeks statutory monetary penalties.
See Gabelli v. SEC, 568 U.S. 442, 454, 133 S.Ct. 1216,
185 L.Ed.2d 297 (2013). The question here is whether §
2462, which applies to any “action, suit or proceeding for
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$34.9 million from four business-development companies
from 1995 to 2009. The Commission sought monetary
civil penalties, disgorgement, and an injunction barring
Kokesh from future violations. After a jury found that
Kokesh's actions violated several securities laws, the
District Court determined that § 2462's 5–year limitations
period applied to the monetary civil penalties. With
respect to the $34.9 million disgorgement judgment,
however, the court concluded that § 2462 did not apply
because disgorgement is not a “penalty” within the
meaning of the statute. The Tenth Circuit affirmed,
holding that disgorgement was neither a penalty nor a
forfeiture.

Held: Because SEC disgorgement operates as a penalty
under § 2462, any claim for disgorgement in an SEC
enforcement action must be commenced within five years
of the date the claim accrued. Pp. 1641 – 1645.

(a) The definition of “penalty” as a “punishment, whether
corporal or pecuniary, imposed and enforced by the State,
for a crime or offen[s]e against its laws,” Huntington v.
Attrill, 146 U.S. 657, 667, 13 S.Ct. 224, 36 L.Ed. 1123,
gives rise to two principles. First, whether a sanction
represents a penalty turns in part on “whether the wrong
sought to be redressed is a wrong to the public, or a wrong
to the individual.” Id., at 668, 13 S.Ct. 224. Second, a
pecuniary sanction operates as a penalty if it is sought
“for the purpose of punishment, and to deter others from
offending in like manner” rather than to compensate
victims. Ibid. This Court has applied these principles in
construing the term “penalty,” holding, e.g., that a statute
providing a compensatory remedy for a private wrong did
not impose a “penalty,” Brady v. Daly, 175 U.S. 148, 154,
20 S.Ct. 62, 44 L.Ed. 109. Pp. 1641 – 1643.

(b) The application of these principles here readily
demonstrates that SEC disgorgement constitutes a penalty
within the meaning of § 2462. First, SEC disgorgement
is imposed by the courts as a consequence for violating
public laws, i.e., a violation committed against the United
States rather than an aggrieved individual. Second, SEC
disgorgement is imposed for punitive purposes. Sanctions
imposed for the purpose of deterring infractions of public
laws are inherently punitive because “deterrence [is] not
[a] legitimate nonpunitive governmental objectiv[e].” Bell
v. Wolfish, 441 U.S. 520, 539, n. 20, 99 S.Ct. 1861, 60
L.Ed.2d 447. Finally, SEC disgorgement is often not
compensatory. Disgorged profits are paid to the district

courts, which have discretion to determine how the money
will be distributed. They may distribute the funds to
victims, but no statute commands them to do so. When
an individual is made to pay a noncompensatory sanction
to the government as a *1639  consequence of a legal
violation, the payment operates as a penalty. See Porter v.
Warner Holding Co., 328 U.S. 395, 402, 66 S.Ct. 1086, 90
L.Ed. 1332. Pp. 1642 – 1644.

(c) The Government responds that SEC disgorgement
is not punitive but a remedial sanction that operates
to restore the status quo. It is not clear, however, that
disgorgement simply returns the defendant to the place
he would have occupied had he not broken the law. It
sometimes exceeds the profits gained as a result of the
violation. And, as demonstrated here, SEC disgorgement
may be ordered without consideration of a defendant's
expenses that reduced the amount of illegal profit. In such
cases, disgorgement does not simply restore the status quo;
it leaves the defendant worse off and is therefore punitive.
Although disgorgement may serve compensatory goals
in some cases, “sanctions frequently serve more than
one purpose.” Austin v. United States, 509 U.S. 602,
610, 113 S.Ct. 2801, 125 L.Ed.2d 488. Because they “go
beyond compensation, are intended to punish, and label
defendants wrongdoers” as a consequence of violating
public laws, Gabelli, 568 U.S., at 451–452, 133 S.Ct. 1216
disgorgement orders represent a penalty and fall within §
2462's 5–year limitations period. Pp. 1644 – 1645.

834 F.3d 1158, reversed.

SOTOMAYOR, J., delivered the opinion for a unanimous
Court.
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Opinion

Justice SOTOMAYOR delivered the opinion of the
Court.

[1]  [2]  A 5–year statute of limitations applies to any
“action, suit or proceeding for the enforcement of any civil
fine, penalty, or forfeiture, pecuniary or otherwise.” 28
U.S.C. § 2462. This case presents the question whether
§ 2462 applies to claims for disgorgement imposed as
a sanction for violating a federal securities law. The
Court holds that it does. Disgorgement in the securities-
enforcement context is a “penalty” within the meaning of
§ 2462, and so disgorgement actions must be commenced
within five years of the date the claim accrues.

I

A

[3]  [4]  After rampant abuses in the securities industry
led to the 1929 stock market crash and the Great
Depression, Congress *1640  enacted a series of laws
to ensure that “the highest ethical standards prevail in

every facet of the securities industry.” 1  SEC v. Capital
Gains Research Bureau, Inc., 375 U.S. 180, 186–187, 84
S.Ct. 275, 11 L.Ed.2d 237 (1963) (internal quotation
marks omitted). The second in the series—the Securities
Exchange Act of 1934—established the Securities and
Exchange Commission (SEC or Commission) to enforce
federal securities laws. Congress granted the Commission
power to prescribe “ ‘rules and regulations ... as necessary
or appropriate in the public interest or for the protection
of investors.’ ” Blue Chip Stamps v. Manor Drug Stores,
421 U.S. 723, 728, 95 S.Ct. 1917, 44 L.Ed.2d 539 (1975). In
addition to rulemaking, Congress vested the Commission
with “broad authority to conduct investigations into

possible violations of the federal securities laws.” SEC v.
Jerry T. O'Brien, Inc., 467 U.S. 735, 741, 104 S.Ct. 2720, 81
L.Ed.2d 615 (1984). If an investigation uncovers evidence
of wrongdoing, the Commission may initiate enforcement
actions in federal district court.

[5]  [6]  Initially, the only statutory remedy available
to the SEC in an enforcement action was an injunction
barring future violations of securities laws. See 1 T.
Hazen, Law of Securities Regulation § 1:37 (7th ed.,
rev. 2016). In the absence of statutory authorization
for monetary remedies, the Commission urged courts
to order disgorgement as an exercise of their “inherent
equity power to grant relief ancillary to an injunction.”
SEC v. Texas Gulf Sulphur Co., 312 F.Supp. 77, 91
(S.D.N.Y.1970), aff'd in part and rev'd in part, 446 F.2d
1301 (C.A.2 1971). Generally, disgorgement is a form
of “[r]estitution measured by the defendant's wrongful
gain.” Restatement (Third) of Restitution and Unjust
Enrichment § 51, Comment a, p. 204 (2010) (Restatement
(Third)). Disgorgement requires that the defendant give
up “those gains ... properly attributable to the defendant's
interference with the claimant's legally protected rights.”
Ibid. Beginning in the 1970's, courts ordered disgorgement
in SEC enforcement proceedings in order to “deprive ...
defendants of their profits in order to remove any
monetary reward for violating” securities laws and to
“protect the investing public by providing an effective
deterrent to future violations.” Texas Gulf, 312 F.Supp.,
at 92.

In 1990, as part of the Securities Enforcement Remedies
and Penny Stock Reform Act, Congress authorized the
Commission to seek monetary civil penalties. 104 Stat.
932, codified at 15 U.S.C. § 77t(d). The Act left the
Commission with a full panoply of enforcement tools:
It may promulgate rules, investigate violations of those
rules and the securities laws generally, and seek monetary
penalties and injunctive relief for those violations. In
the years since the Act, however, the Commission
has continued its practice of seeking disgorgement in
enforcement proceedings.

[7]  This Court has already held that the 5–year statute
of limitations set forth *1641  in 28 U.S.C. § 2462 applies
when the Commission seeks statutory monetary penalties.
See Gabelli v. SEC, 568 U.S. 442, 454, 133 S.Ct. 1216,
185 L.Ed.2d 297 (2013). The question here is whether §
2462, which applies to any “action, suit or proceeding for
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the enforcement of any civil fine, penalty, or forfeiture,
pecuniary or otherwise,” also applies when the SEC seeks
disgorgement.

B

Charles Kokesh owned two investment-adviser firms
that provided investment advice to business-development
companies. In late 2009, the Commission commenced
an enforcement action in Federal District Court alleging
that between 1995 and 2009, Kokesh, through his
firms, misappropriated $34.9 million from four of those
development companies. The Commission further alleged
that, in order to conceal the misappropriation, Kokesh
caused the filing of false and misleading SEC reports
and proxy statements. The Commission sought civil
monetary penalties, disgorgement, and an injunction
barring Kokesh from violating securities laws in the
future.

After a 5–day trial, a jury found that Kokesh's actions
violated the Investment Company Act of 1940, 15 U.S.C.
§ 80a–36; the Investment Advisers Act of 1940, 15
U.S.C. §§ 80b–5, 80b–6; and the Securities Exchange
Act of 1934, 15 U.S.C. §§ 78m, 78n. The District
Court then turned to the task of imposing penalties
sought by the Commission. As to the civil monetary
penalties, the District Court determined that § 2462's
5–year limitations period precluded any penalties for
misappropriation occurring prior to October 27, 2004
—that is, five years prior to the date the Commission
filed the complaint. App. to Pet. for Cert. 26a. The court
ordered Kokesh to pay a civil penalty of $2,354,593, which
represented “the amount of funds that [Kokesh] himself
received during the limitations period.” Id., at 31a–32a.
Regarding the Commission's request for a $34.9 million
disgorgement judgment—$29.9 million of which resulted
from violations outside the limitations period—the court
agreed with the Commission that because disgorgement
is not a “penalty” within the meaning of § 2462, no
limitations period applied. The court therefore entered a
disgorgement judgment in the amount of $34.9 million
and ordered Kokesh to pay an additional $18.1 million in
prejudgment interest.

The Court of Appeals for the Tenth Circuit affirmed. 834
F.3d 1158 (2016). It agreed with the District Court that
disgorgement is not a penalty, and further found that

disgorgement is not a forfeiture. Id., at 1164–1167. The
court thus concluded that the statute of limitations in §
2462 does not apply to SEC disgorgement claims.

This Court granted certiorari, 580 U.S. ––––, 137 S.Ct.
810, 196 L.Ed.2d 596 (2017), to resolve disagreement
among the Circuits over whether disgorgement claims in
SEC proceedings are subject to the 5–year limitations

period of § 2462. 2

II

[8]  Statutes of limitations “se[t] a fixed date when
exposure to the specified Government enforcement efforts
en[d].” Gabelli, 568 U.S., at 448, 133 S.Ct. 1216. Such
limits are “ ‘vital to the welfare of society’ ” and rest
on the principle that “ ‘even wrongdoers are entitled to
assume that their sins may be forgotten.’ ” *1642  Id.,
at 449, 133 S.Ct. 1216. The statute of limitations at issue
here—28 U.S.C. § 2462—finds its roots in a law enacted
nearly two centuries ago. 568 U.S., at 445, 133 S.Ct.
1216. In its current form, § 2462 establishes a 5–year
limitations period for “an action, suit or proceeding for
the enforcement of any civil fine, penalty, or forfeiture.”
This limitations period applies here if SEC disgorgement
qualifies as either a fine, penalty, or forfeiture. We hold

that SEC disgorgement constitutes a penalty. 3

A

[9]  [10]  [11]  A “penalty” is a “punishment, whether
corporal or pecuniary, imposed and enforced by the State,
for a crime or offen[s]e against its laws.” Huntington
v. Attrill, 146 U.S. 657, 667, 13 S.Ct. 224, 36 L.Ed.
1123 (1892). This definition gives rise to two principles.
First, whether a sanction represents a penalty turns in
part on “whether the wrong sought to be redressed is a
wrong to the public, or a wrong to the individual.” Id.,
at 668, 13 S.Ct. 224. Although statutes creating private
causes of action against wrongdoers may appear—or even
be labeled—penal, in many cases “neither the liability
imposed nor the remedy given is strictly penal.” Id., at 667,
13 S.Ct. 224. This is because “[p]enal laws, strictly and
properly, are those imposing punishment for an offense
committed against the State.” Ibid. Second, a pecuniary
sanction operates as a penalty only if it is sought “for
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the purpose of punishment, and to deter others from
offending in like manner”—as opposed to compensating
a victim for his loss. Id., at 668, 13 S.Ct. 224.

The Court has applied these principles in construing the
term “penalty.” In Brady v. Daly, 175 U.S. 148, 20 S.Ct.
62, 44 L.Ed. 109 (1899), for example, a playwright sued
a defendant in Federal Circuit Court under a statute
providing that copyright infringers “ ‘shall be liable for
damages ... not less than one hundred dollars for the
first [act of infringement], and fifty dollars for every
subsequent performance, as to the court shall appear to
be just.’ ” Id., at 153, 20 S.Ct. 62. The defendant argued
that the Circuit Court lacked jurisdiction on the ground
that a separate statute vested district courts with exclusive
jurisdiction over actions “to recover a penalty.” Id., at
152, 20 S.Ct. 62. To determine whether the statutory
damages represented a penalty, this Court noted first that
the statute provided “for a recovery of damages for an
act which violates the rights of the plaintiff, and gives
the right of action solely to him” rather than the public
generally, and second, that “the whole recovery is given
to the proprietor, and the statute does not provide for a
recovery by any other person.” Id., at 154, 156, 20 S.Ct. 62.
By providing a compensatory remedy for a private wrong,
the Court held, the statute did not impose a “penalty.” Id.,
at 154, 20 S.Ct. 62.

Similarly, in construing the statutory ancestor of § 2462,
the Court utilized the same principles. In Meeker v. Lehigh
Valley R. Co., 236 U.S. 412, 421–422, 35 S.Ct. 328, 59
L.Ed. 644 (1915), the Interstate Commerce Commission,
a now-defunct federal agency charged with regulating
railroads, ordered a railroad company to refund and pay
damages to a shipping company for excessive shipping
rates. The railroad company argued that the action
*1643  was barred by Rev. Stat. § 1047, Comp. Stat. 1913,

§ 1712 (now 28 U.S.C. § 2462), which imposed a 5–year
limitations period upon any “ ‘suit or prosecution for
a penalty or forfeiture, pecuniary or otherwise, accruing
under the laws of the United States.’ ” 236 U.S., at 423,
35 S.Ct. 328. The Court rejected that argument, reasoning
that “the words ‘penalty or forfeiture’ in [the statute] refer
to something imposed in a punitive way for an infraction
of a public law.” Ibid. A penalty, the Court held, does
“not include a liability imposed [solely] for the purpose
of redressing a private injury.” Ibid. Because the liability
imposed was compensatory and paid entirely to a private
plaintiff, it was not a “penalty” within the meaning of the

statute of limitations. Ibid.; see also Gabelli, 568 U.S., at
451–452, 133 S.Ct. 1216 (“[P]enalties” in the context of §
2462 “go beyond compensation, are intended to punish,
and label defendants wrongdoers”).

B

Application of the foregoing principles readily
demonstrates that SEC disgorgement constitutes a penalty
within the meaning of § 2462.

[12]  [13]  First, SEC disgorgement is imposed by the
courts as a consequence for violating what we described
in Meeker as public laws. The violation for which the
remedy is sought is committed against the United States
rather than an aggrieved individual—this is why, for
example, a securities-enforcement action may proceed
even if victims do not support or are not parties to the
prosecution. As the Government concedes, “[w]hen the
SEC seeks disgorgement, it acts in the public interest, to
remedy harm to the public at large, rather than standing
in the shoes of particular injured parties.” Brief for United
States 22. Courts agree. See, e.g., SEC v. Rind, 991 F.2d
1486, 1491 (C.A.9 1993) (“[D]isgorgement actions further
the Commission's public policy mission of protecting
investors and safeguarding the integrity of the markets”);
SEC v. Teo, 746 F.3d 90, 102 (C.A.3 2014) (“[T]he
SEC pursues [disgorgement] ‘independent of the claims of
individual investors' ” in order to “ ‘promot[e] economic
and social policies' ”).

[14]  [15]  [16]  Second, SEC disgorgement is imposed
for punitive purposes. In Texas Gulf—one of the first
cases requiring disgorgement in SEC proceedings—the
court emphasized the need “to deprive the defendants of
their profits in order to ... protect the investing public
by providing an effective deterrent to future violations.”
312 F.Supp., at 92. In the years since, it has become
clear that deterrence is not simply an incidental effect
of disgorgement. Rather, courts have consistently held
that “[t]he primary purpose of disgorgement orders is
to deter violations of the securities laws by depriving
violators of their ill-gotten gains.” SEC v. Fischbach Corp.,
133 F.3d 170, 175 (C.A.2 1997); see also SEC v. First
Jersey Securities, Inc., 101 F.3d 1450, 1474 (C.A.2 1996)
(“The primary purpose of disgorgement as a remedy for
violation of the securities laws is to deprive violators of
their ill-gotten gains, thereby effectuating the deterrence
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the enforcement of any civil fine, penalty, or forfeiture,
pecuniary or otherwise,” also applies when the SEC seeks
disgorgement.

B

Charles Kokesh owned two investment-adviser firms
that provided investment advice to business-development
companies. In late 2009, the Commission commenced
an enforcement action in Federal District Court alleging
that between 1995 and 2009, Kokesh, through his
firms, misappropriated $34.9 million from four of those
development companies. The Commission further alleged
that, in order to conceal the misappropriation, Kokesh
caused the filing of false and misleading SEC reports
and proxy statements. The Commission sought civil
monetary penalties, disgorgement, and an injunction
barring Kokesh from violating securities laws in the
future.

After a 5–day trial, a jury found that Kokesh's actions
violated the Investment Company Act of 1940, 15 U.S.C.
§ 80a–36; the Investment Advisers Act of 1940, 15
U.S.C. §§ 80b–5, 80b–6; and the Securities Exchange
Act of 1934, 15 U.S.C. §§ 78m, 78n. The District
Court then turned to the task of imposing penalties
sought by the Commission. As to the civil monetary
penalties, the District Court determined that § 2462's
5–year limitations period precluded any penalties for
misappropriation occurring prior to October 27, 2004
—that is, five years prior to the date the Commission
filed the complaint. App. to Pet. for Cert. 26a. The court
ordered Kokesh to pay a civil penalty of $2,354,593, which
represented “the amount of funds that [Kokesh] himself
received during the limitations period.” Id., at 31a–32a.
Regarding the Commission's request for a $34.9 million
disgorgement judgment—$29.9 million of which resulted
from violations outside the limitations period—the court
agreed with the Commission that because disgorgement
is not a “penalty” within the meaning of § 2462, no
limitations period applied. The court therefore entered a
disgorgement judgment in the amount of $34.9 million
and ordered Kokesh to pay an additional $18.1 million in
prejudgment interest.

The Court of Appeals for the Tenth Circuit affirmed. 834
F.3d 1158 (2016). It agreed with the District Court that
disgorgement is not a penalty, and further found that

disgorgement is not a forfeiture. Id., at 1164–1167. The
court thus concluded that the statute of limitations in §
2462 does not apply to SEC disgorgement claims.

This Court granted certiorari, 580 U.S. ––––, 137 S.Ct.
810, 196 L.Ed.2d 596 (2017), to resolve disagreement
among the Circuits over whether disgorgement claims in
SEC proceedings are subject to the 5–year limitations

period of § 2462. 2

II

[8]  Statutes of limitations “se[t] a fixed date when
exposure to the specified Government enforcement efforts
en[d].” Gabelli, 568 U.S., at 448, 133 S.Ct. 1216. Such
limits are “ ‘vital to the welfare of society’ ” and rest
on the principle that “ ‘even wrongdoers are entitled to
assume that their sins may be forgotten.’ ” *1642  Id.,
at 449, 133 S.Ct. 1216. The statute of limitations at issue
here—28 U.S.C. § 2462—finds its roots in a law enacted
nearly two centuries ago. 568 U.S., at 445, 133 S.Ct.
1216. In its current form, § 2462 establishes a 5–year
limitations period for “an action, suit or proceeding for
the enforcement of any civil fine, penalty, or forfeiture.”
This limitations period applies here if SEC disgorgement
qualifies as either a fine, penalty, or forfeiture. We hold

that SEC disgorgement constitutes a penalty. 3

A

[9]  [10]  [11]  A “penalty” is a “punishment, whether
corporal or pecuniary, imposed and enforced by the State,
for a crime or offen[s]e against its laws.” Huntington
v. Attrill, 146 U.S. 657, 667, 13 S.Ct. 224, 36 L.Ed.
1123 (1892). This definition gives rise to two principles.
First, whether a sanction represents a penalty turns in
part on “whether the wrong sought to be redressed is a
wrong to the public, or a wrong to the individual.” Id.,
at 668, 13 S.Ct. 224. Although statutes creating private
causes of action against wrongdoers may appear—or even
be labeled—penal, in many cases “neither the liability
imposed nor the remedy given is strictly penal.” Id., at 667,
13 S.Ct. 224. This is because “[p]enal laws, strictly and
properly, are those imposing punishment for an offense
committed against the State.” Ibid. Second, a pecuniary
sanction operates as a penalty only if it is sought “for
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the purpose of punishment, and to deter others from
offending in like manner”—as opposed to compensating
a victim for his loss. Id., at 668, 13 S.Ct. 224.

The Court has applied these principles in construing the
term “penalty.” In Brady v. Daly, 175 U.S. 148, 20 S.Ct.
62, 44 L.Ed. 109 (1899), for example, a playwright sued
a defendant in Federal Circuit Court under a statute
providing that copyright infringers “ ‘shall be liable for
damages ... not less than one hundred dollars for the
first [act of infringement], and fifty dollars for every
subsequent performance, as to the court shall appear to
be just.’ ” Id., at 153, 20 S.Ct. 62. The defendant argued
that the Circuit Court lacked jurisdiction on the ground
that a separate statute vested district courts with exclusive
jurisdiction over actions “to recover a penalty.” Id., at
152, 20 S.Ct. 62. To determine whether the statutory
damages represented a penalty, this Court noted first that
the statute provided “for a recovery of damages for an
act which violates the rights of the plaintiff, and gives
the right of action solely to him” rather than the public
generally, and second, that “the whole recovery is given
to the proprietor, and the statute does not provide for a
recovery by any other person.” Id., at 154, 156, 20 S.Ct. 62.
By providing a compensatory remedy for a private wrong,
the Court held, the statute did not impose a “penalty.” Id.,
at 154, 20 S.Ct. 62.

Similarly, in construing the statutory ancestor of § 2462,
the Court utilized the same principles. In Meeker v. Lehigh
Valley R. Co., 236 U.S. 412, 421–422, 35 S.Ct. 328, 59
L.Ed. 644 (1915), the Interstate Commerce Commission,
a now-defunct federal agency charged with regulating
railroads, ordered a railroad company to refund and pay
damages to a shipping company for excessive shipping
rates. The railroad company argued that the action
*1643  was barred by Rev. Stat. § 1047, Comp. Stat. 1913,

§ 1712 (now 28 U.S.C. § 2462), which imposed a 5–year
limitations period upon any “ ‘suit or prosecution for
a penalty or forfeiture, pecuniary or otherwise, accruing
under the laws of the United States.’ ” 236 U.S., at 423,
35 S.Ct. 328. The Court rejected that argument, reasoning
that “the words ‘penalty or forfeiture’ in [the statute] refer
to something imposed in a punitive way for an infraction
of a public law.” Ibid. A penalty, the Court held, does
“not include a liability imposed [solely] for the purpose
of redressing a private injury.” Ibid. Because the liability
imposed was compensatory and paid entirely to a private
plaintiff, it was not a “penalty” within the meaning of the

statute of limitations. Ibid.; see also Gabelli, 568 U.S., at
451–452, 133 S.Ct. 1216 (“[P]enalties” in the context of §
2462 “go beyond compensation, are intended to punish,
and label defendants wrongdoers”).

B

Application of the foregoing principles readily
demonstrates that SEC disgorgement constitutes a penalty
within the meaning of § 2462.

[12]  [13]  First, SEC disgorgement is imposed by the
courts as a consequence for violating what we described
in Meeker as public laws. The violation for which the
remedy is sought is committed against the United States
rather than an aggrieved individual—this is why, for
example, a securities-enforcement action may proceed
even if victims do not support or are not parties to the
prosecution. As the Government concedes, “[w]hen the
SEC seeks disgorgement, it acts in the public interest, to
remedy harm to the public at large, rather than standing
in the shoes of particular injured parties.” Brief for United
States 22. Courts agree. See, e.g., SEC v. Rind, 991 F.2d
1486, 1491 (C.A.9 1993) (“[D]isgorgement actions further
the Commission's public policy mission of protecting
investors and safeguarding the integrity of the markets”);
SEC v. Teo, 746 F.3d 90, 102 (C.A.3 2014) (“[T]he
SEC pursues [disgorgement] ‘independent of the claims of
individual investors' ” in order to “ ‘promot[e] economic
and social policies' ”).

[14]  [15]  [16]  Second, SEC disgorgement is imposed
for punitive purposes. In Texas Gulf—one of the first
cases requiring disgorgement in SEC proceedings—the
court emphasized the need “to deprive the defendants of
their profits in order to ... protect the investing public
by providing an effective deterrent to future violations.”
312 F.Supp., at 92. In the years since, it has become
clear that deterrence is not simply an incidental effect
of disgorgement. Rather, courts have consistently held
that “[t]he primary purpose of disgorgement orders is
to deter violations of the securities laws by depriving
violators of their ill-gotten gains.” SEC v. Fischbach Corp.,
133 F.3d 170, 175 (C.A.2 1997); see also SEC v. First
Jersey Securities, Inc., 101 F.3d 1450, 1474 (C.A.2 1996)
(“The primary purpose of disgorgement as a remedy for
violation of the securities laws is to deprive violators of
their ill-gotten gains, thereby effectuating the deterrence
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objectives of those laws”); Rind, 991 F.2d, at 1491 (“ ‘The
deterrent effect of [an SEC] enforcement action would be
greatly undermined if securities law violators were not
required to disgorge illicit profits' ”). Sanctions imposed
for the purpose of deterring infractions of public laws
are inherently punitive because “deterrence [is] not [a]
legitimate nonpunitive governmental objectiv[e].” Bell v.
Wolfish, 441 U.S. 520, 539, n. 20, 99 S.Ct. 1861, 60
L.Ed.2d 447 (1979); see also United States v. Bajakajian,
524 U.S. 321, 329, 118 S.Ct. 2028, 141 L.Ed.2d 314 (1998)
*1644  (“Deterrence ... has traditionally been viewed as a

goal of punishment”).

[17]  Finally, in many cases, SEC disgorgement is not
compensatory. As courts and the Government have
employed the remedy, disgorged profits are paid to the
district court, and it is “within the court's discretion
to determine how and to whom the money will be
distributed.” Fischbach Corp., 133 F.3d, at 175. Courts
have required disgorgement “regardless of whether the
disgorged funds will be paid to such investors as
restitution.” Id., at 176; see id., at 175 (“Although
disgorged funds may often go to compensate securities
fraud victims for their losses, such compensation is
a distinctly secondary goal”). Some disgorged funds
are paid to victims; other funds are dispersed to the
United States Treasury. See, e.g., id., at 171 (affirming
distribution of disgorged funds to Treasury where “no
party before the court was entitled to the funds and ...
the persons who might have equitable claims were too
dispersed for feasible identification and payment”); SEC
v. Lund, 570 F.Supp. 1397, 1404–1405 (C.D.Cal.1983)
(ordering disgorgement and directing trustee to disperse
funds to victims if “feasible” and to disperse any
remaining money to the Treasury). Even though district
courts may distribute the funds to the victims, they have
not identified any statutory command that they do so.
When an individual is made to pay a noncompensatory
sanction to the Government as a consequence of a legal
violation, the payment operates as a penalty. See Porter
v. Warner Holding Co., 328 U.S. 395, 402, 66 S.Ct. 1086,
90 L.Ed. 1332 (1946) (distinguishing between restitution
paid to an aggrieved party and penalties paid to the
Government).

SEC disgorgement thus bears all the hallmarks of a
penalty: It is imposed as a consequence of violating a
public law and it is intended to deter, not to compensate.

The 5–year statute of limitations in § 2462 therefore
applies when the SEC seeks disgorgement.

C

The Government's primary response to all of this is
that SEC disgorgement is not punitive but “remedial”
in that it “lessen[s] the effects of a violation” by “
‘restor[ing] the status quo.’ ” Brief for Respondent 17.
As an initial matter, it is not clear that disgorgement, as
courts have applied it in the SEC enforcement context,
simply returns the defendant to the place he would have
occupied had he not broken the law. SEC disgorgement
sometimes exceeds the profits gained as a result of the
violation. Thus, for example, “an insider trader may be
ordered to disgorge not only the unlawful gains that
accrue to the wrongdoer directly, but also the benefit that
accrues to third parties whose gains can be attributed
to the wrongdoer's conduct.” SEC v. Contorinis, 743
F.3d 296, 302 (C.A.2 2014). Individuals who illegally
provide confidential trading information have been forced
to disgorge profits gained by individuals who received
and traded based on that information—even though
they never received any profits. Ibid.; see also SEC v.
Warde, 151 F.3d 42, 49 (C.A.2 1998) (“A tippee's gains
are attributable to the tipper, regardless whether benefit
accrues to the tipper”); SEC v. Clark, 915 F.2d 439,
454 (C.A.9 1990) (“[I]t is well settled that a tipper can
be required to disgorge his tippees' profits”). And, as
demonstrated by this case, SEC disgorgement sometimes
is ordered without consideration of a defendant's expenses
that reduced the amount of illegal profit. App. to Pet.
for Cert. 43a; see Restatement (Third) § 51, Comment h,
at 216 (“As a general rule, the defendant is entitled to
a deduction for all marginal costs incurred in producing
the *1645  revenues that are subject to disgorgement.
Denial of an otherwise appropriate deduction, by making
the defendant liable in excess of net gains, results in a
punitive sanction that the law of restitution normally
attempts to avoid”). In such cases, disgorgement does not
simply restore the status quo; it leaves the defendant worse
off. The justification for this practice given by the court
below demonstrates that disgorgement in this context is a
punitive, rather than a remedial, sanction: Disgorgement,
that court explained, is intended not only to “prevent the
wrongdoer's unjust enrichment” but also “to deter others'
violations of the securities laws.” App. to Pet. for Cert.
43a.
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[18]  True, disgorgement serves compensatory goals in
some cases; however, we have emphasized “the fact
that sanctions frequently serve more than one purpose.”
Austin v. United States, 509 U.S. 602, 610, 113 S.Ct.
2801, 125 L.Ed.2d 488 (1993). “ ‘A civil sanction that
cannot fairly be said solely to serve a remedial purpose,
but rather can only be explained as also serving either
retributive or deterrent purposes, is punishment, as we
have come to understand the term.’ ” Id., at 621,
113 S.Ct. 2801; cf. Bajakajian, 524 U.S., at 331, n. 6,
118 S.Ct. 2028 (“[A] modern statutory forfeiture is a
‘fine’ for Eighth Amendment purposes if it constitutes
punishment even in part”). Because disgorgement orders
“go beyond compensation, are intended to punish,
and label defendants wrongdoers” as a consequence of
violating public laws, Gabelli, 568 U.S., at 451–452, 133
S.Ct. 1216 they represent a penalty and thus fall within the
5–year statute of limitations of § 2462.

III

Disgorgement, as it is applied in SEC enforcement
proceedings, operates as a penalty under § 2462.
Accordingly, any claim for disgorgement in an SEC
enforcement action must be commenced within five years
of the date the claim accrued.

The judgment of the Court of Appeals for the Tenth
Circuit is reversed.

It is so ordered.

All Citations

137 S.Ct. 1635, 198 L.Ed.2d 86, 85 USLW 4308, Fed. Sec.
L. Rep. P 99,733, 17 Cal. Daily Op. Serv. 5205, 2017 Daily
Journal D.A.R. 5301, 26 Fla. L. Weekly Fed. S 626

Footnotes
* The syllabus constitutes no part of the opinion of the Court but has been prepared by the Reporter of Decisions for the

convenience of the reader. See United States v. Detroit Timber & Lumber Co., 200 U.S. 321, 337, 26 S.Ct. 282, 50
L.Ed. 499.

1 Each of these statutes—the Securities Act of 1933, 15 U.S.C. § 77a et seq.; the Securities Exchange Act of 1934,15
U.S.C. § 78a et seq.; the Public Utility Holding Company Act of 1935, 15 U.S.C. § 79 et seq.; the Trust Indenture Act of
1939, 15 U.S.C. § 77aaa et seq.; the Investment Company Act of 1940, 15 U.S.C. § 80a–1 et seq.; and the Investment
Advisers Act of 1940, 15 U.S.C. § 80b–1 et seq.—serves the “fundamental purpose” of “substitut[ing] a philosophy of full
disclosure for the philosophy of caveat emptor and thus ... achiev[ing] a high standard of business ethics in the securities
industry.” SEC v. Capital Gains Research Bureau, Inc., 375 U.S. 180, 186, 84 S.Ct. 275, 11 L.Ed.2d 237 (1963).

2 Compare SEC v. Graham, 823 F.3d 1357, 1363 (C.A.11 2016) (holding that § 2462 applies to SEC disgorgement claims),
with Riordan v. SEC, 627 F.3d 1230, 1234 (C.A.D.C.2010) (holding that § 2462 does not apply to SEC disgorgement
claims).

3 Nothing in this opinion should be interpreted as an opinion on whether courts possess authority to order disgorgement in
SEC enforcement proceedings or on whether courts have properly applied disgorgement principles in this context The
sole question presented in this case is whether disgorgement, as applied in SEC enforcement actions, is subject to §
2462's limitations period.
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objectives of those laws”); Rind, 991 F.2d, at 1491 (“ ‘The
deterrent effect of [an SEC] enforcement action would be
greatly undermined if securities law violators were not
required to disgorge illicit profits' ”). Sanctions imposed
for the purpose of deterring infractions of public laws
are inherently punitive because “deterrence [is] not [a]
legitimate nonpunitive governmental objectiv[e].” Bell v.
Wolfish, 441 U.S. 520, 539, n. 20, 99 S.Ct. 1861, 60
L.Ed.2d 447 (1979); see also United States v. Bajakajian,
524 U.S. 321, 329, 118 S.Ct. 2028, 141 L.Ed.2d 314 (1998)
*1644  (“Deterrence ... has traditionally been viewed as a

goal of punishment”).
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restitution.” Id., at 176; see id., at 175 (“Although
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fraud victims for their losses, such compensation is
a distinctly secondary goal”). Some disgorged funds
are paid to victims; other funds are dispersed to the
United States Treasury. See, e.g., id., at 171 (affirming
distribution of disgorged funds to Treasury where “no
party before the court was entitled to the funds and ...
the persons who might have equitable claims were too
dispersed for feasible identification and payment”); SEC
v. Lund, 570 F.Supp. 1397, 1404–1405 (C.D.Cal.1983)
(ordering disgorgement and directing trustee to disperse
funds to victims if “feasible” and to disperse any
remaining money to the Treasury). Even though district
courts may distribute the funds to the victims, they have
not identified any statutory command that they do so.
When an individual is made to pay a noncompensatory
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v. Warner Holding Co., 328 U.S. 395, 402, 66 S.Ct. 1086,
90 L.Ed. 1332 (1946) (distinguishing between restitution
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Government).
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penalty: It is imposed as a consequence of violating a
public law and it is intended to deter, not to compensate.

The 5–year statute of limitations in § 2462 therefore
applies when the SEC seeks disgorgement.
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The Government's primary response to all of this is
that SEC disgorgement is not punitive but “remedial”
in that it “lessen[s] the effects of a violation” by “
‘restor[ing] the status quo.’ ” Brief for Respondent 17.
As an initial matter, it is not clear that disgorgement, as
courts have applied it in the SEC enforcement context,
simply returns the defendant to the place he would have
occupied had he not broken the law. SEC disgorgement
sometimes exceeds the profits gained as a result of the
violation. Thus, for example, “an insider trader may be
ordered to disgorge not only the unlawful gains that
accrue to the wrongdoer directly, but also the benefit that
accrues to third parties whose gains can be attributed
to the wrongdoer's conduct.” SEC v. Contorinis, 743
F.3d 296, 302 (C.A.2 2014). Individuals who illegally
provide confidential trading information have been forced
to disgorge profits gained by individuals who received
and traded based on that information—even though
they never received any profits. Ibid.; see also SEC v.
Warde, 151 F.3d 42, 49 (C.A.2 1998) (“A tippee's gains
are attributable to the tipper, regardless whether benefit
accrues to the tipper”); SEC v. Clark, 915 F.2d 439,
454 (C.A.9 1990) (“[I]t is well settled that a tipper can
be required to disgorge his tippees' profits”). And, as
demonstrated by this case, SEC disgorgement sometimes
is ordered without consideration of a defendant's expenses
that reduced the amount of illegal profit. App. to Pet.
for Cert. 43a; see Restatement (Third) § 51, Comment h,
at 216 (“As a general rule, the defendant is entitled to
a deduction for all marginal costs incurred in producing
the *1645  revenues that are subject to disgorgement.
Denial of an otherwise appropriate deduction, by making
the defendant liable in excess of net gains, results in a
punitive sanction that the law of restitution normally
attempts to avoid”). In such cases, disgorgement does not
simply restore the status quo; it leaves the defendant worse
off. The justification for this practice given by the court
below demonstrates that disgorgement in this context is a
punitive, rather than a remedial, sanction: Disgorgement,
that court explained, is intended not only to “prevent the
wrongdoer's unjust enrichment” but also “to deter others'
violations of the securities laws.” App. to Pet. for Cert.
43a.
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[18]  True, disgorgement serves compensatory goals in
some cases; however, we have emphasized “the fact
that sanctions frequently serve more than one purpose.”
Austin v. United States, 509 U.S. 602, 610, 113 S.Ct.
2801, 125 L.Ed.2d 488 (1993). “ ‘A civil sanction that
cannot fairly be said solely to serve a remedial purpose,
but rather can only be explained as also serving either
retributive or deterrent purposes, is punishment, as we
have come to understand the term.’ ” Id., at 621,
113 S.Ct. 2801; cf. Bajakajian, 524 U.S., at 331, n. 6,
118 S.Ct. 2028 (“[A] modern statutory forfeiture is a
‘fine’ for Eighth Amendment purposes if it constitutes
punishment even in part”). Because disgorgement orders
“go beyond compensation, are intended to punish,
and label defendants wrongdoers” as a consequence of
violating public laws, Gabelli, 568 U.S., at 451–452, 133
S.Ct. 1216 they represent a penalty and thus fall within the
5–year statute of limitations of § 2462.

III

Disgorgement, as it is applied in SEC enforcement
proceedings, operates as a penalty under § 2462.
Accordingly, any claim for disgorgement in an SEC
enforcement action must be commenced within five years
of the date the claim accrued.

The judgment of the Court of Appeals for the Tenth
Circuit is reversed.

It is so ordered.

All Citations
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Footnotes
* The syllabus constitutes no part of the opinion of the Court but has been prepared by the Reporter of Decisions for the

convenience of the reader. See United States v. Detroit Timber & Lumber Co., 200 U.S. 321, 337, 26 S.Ct. 282, 50
L.Ed. 499.

1 Each of these statutes—the Securities Act of 1933, 15 U.S.C. § 77a et seq.; the Securities Exchange Act of 1934,15
U.S.C. § 78a et seq.; the Public Utility Holding Company Act of 1935, 15 U.S.C. § 79 et seq.; the Trust Indenture Act of
1939, 15 U.S.C. § 77aaa et seq.; the Investment Company Act of 1940, 15 U.S.C. § 80a–1 et seq.; and the Investment
Advisers Act of 1940, 15 U.S.C. § 80b–1 et seq.—serves the “fundamental purpose” of “substitut[ing] a philosophy of full
disclosure for the philosophy of caveat emptor and thus ... achiev[ing] a high standard of business ethics in the securities
industry.” SEC v. Capital Gains Research Bureau, Inc., 375 U.S. 180, 186, 84 S.Ct. 275, 11 L.Ed.2d 237 (1963).

2 Compare SEC v. Graham, 823 F.3d 1357, 1363 (C.A.11 2016) (holding that § 2462 applies to SEC disgorgement claims),
with Riordan v. SEC, 627 F.3d 1230, 1234 (C.A.D.C.2010) (holding that § 2462 does not apply to SEC disgorgement
claims).

3 Nothing in this opinion should be interpreted as an opinion on whether courts possess authority to order disgorgement in
SEC enforcement proceedings or on whether courts have properly applied disgorgement principles in this context The
sole question presented in this case is whether disgorgement, as applied in SEC enforcement actions, is subject to §
2462's limitations period.
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Supreme Court of the United States

Terry Michael HONEYCUTT, Petitioner
v.

UNITED STATES.

No. 16–142.
|

Argued March 29, 2017.
|

Decided June 5, 2017.

Synopsis
Background: Defendant was convicted in the United
States District Court for the Eastern District of Tennessee,
Harry S. Mattice, Jr., J., of conspiring to and knowingly
distributing iodine while knowing it would be used to
manufacture methamphetamine. Defendant appealed his
conviction, and the government appealed the District
Court's decision not to order any forfeiture. The United
States Court of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit, Siler, Circuit
Judge, 816 F.3d 362, affirmed in part, vacated in part,
reversed in part, and remanded. Certiorari was granted.

Holdings: The Supreme Court, Justice Sotomayor, held
that:

[1] defendant may not be held jointly and severally liable
for property that co-conspirator derived from the crime
but that defendant himself did not acquire, under statute
mandating forfeiture with respect to persons convicted
of certain serious drug crimes, abrogating U.S. v. Van
Nguyen, 602 F.3d 886, U.S. v. Pitt, 193 F.3d 751, U.S. v.
McHan, 101 F.3d 1027, U.S. v. Benevento, 836 F.2d 129;
and

[2] the statute did not apply to defendant, who never
obtained tainted property as a result of the crime.

Reversed.

Justice Gorsuch took no part in the consideration or
decision of the case.

West Headnotes (12)

[1] Forfeitures
Property connected to, involved in, or

facilitating wrongdoing in general

Criminal forfeiture statutes empower the
Government to confiscate property derived
from or used to facilitate criminal activity.

6 Cases that cite this headnote

[2] Forfeitures
Nature and purpose of forfeiture in

general

Criminal forfeiture statutes serve important
governmental interests such as separating a
criminal from his ill-gotten gains, returning
property, in full, to those wrongfully deprived
or defrauded of it, and lessening the economic
power of criminal enterprises.

2 Cases that cite this headnote

[3] Torts
Joint and several liability

A creature of tort law, joint and several
liability applies when there has been a
judgment against multiple defendants.

13 Cases that cite this headnote

[4] Damages
Nature and theory of compensation

Torts
Joint and several liability

If two or more defendants jointly cause harm,
then under joint and several liability each
defendant is held liable for the entire amount
of the harm; provided, however, that the
plaintiff recover only once for the full amount.
Restatement (Second) of Torts § 875.

4 Cases that cite this headnote
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[5] Controlled Substances
Property Subject to Forfeiture

A defendant may not be held jointly and
severally liable for property that his co-
conspirator derived from the crime but that
the defendant himself did not acquire, under
a statute mandating forfeiture with respect
to persons convicted of certain serious drug
crimes; abrogating U.S. v. Van Nguyen, 602
F.3d 886; U.S. v. Pitt, 193 F.3d 751; U.S. v.
McHan, 101 F.3d 1027; U.S. v. Benevento, 836
F.2d 129. Comprehensive Crime Control Act
of 1984, § 303(a)(1), 21 U.S.C.A. § 853(a)(1).

20 Cases that cite this headnote

[6] Controlled Substances
Disposition of property pending

forfeiture

Pretrial restraints on forfeitable property are
permitted only when the Government proves,
at a hearing, that: (1) the defendant has
committed an offense triggering forfeiture,
and (2) the property at issue has the requisite
connection to that crime. Comprehensive
Crime Control Act of 1984, § 303(e)(1), 21
U.S.C.A. § 853(e)(1).

2 Cases that cite this headnote

[7] Controlled Substances
Property Subject to Forfeiture

To remedy the situation in which tainted
property itself would fall outside the
Government's reach, Congress, in enacting
the statute governing forfeiture of substitute
property in connection with certain drug
crimes, did not authorize the Government
to confiscate substitute property from other
defendants or co-conspirators; it authorized
the Government to confiscate assets only
from the defendant who initially acquired
the property and who bears responsibility for
its dissipation. Comprehensive Crime Control
Act of 1984, § 303(p), 21 U.S.C.A. § 853(p).

10 Cases that cite this headnote

[8] Controlled Substances
Property Subject to Forfeiture

Congress did not incorporate, into statutes
addressing forfeiture in connection with
certain drug crimes, the background
principles of conspiracy liability under which
conspirators are legally responsible for each
other's foreseeable actions in furtherance
of the conspiracy, but instead, Congress
provided just one way for the Government
to recoup substitute property when the
tainted property itself is unavailable, through
the procedures outlined in the statute
governing forfeiture of substitute property.
Comprehensive Crime Control Act of 1984, §
303(p), 21 U.S.C.A. § 853(p).

3 Cases that cite this headnote

[9] Controlled Substances
Property Subject to Forfeiture

The Comprehensive Forfeiture Act maintains
traditional in rem forfeiture's focus on tainted
property unless one of the preconditions
of forfeiture of substitute property exists.
Comprehensive Crime Control Act of 1984, §
303, 21 U.S.C.A. § 853.

11 Cases that cite this headnote

[10] Forfeitures
Substitute assets

By adopting an in personam aspect to criminal
forfeiture through the Comprehensive
Forfeiture Act, and providing for substitute-
asset forfeiture, Congress made it easier for
the Government to hold the defendant who
acquired the tainted property responsible,
but Congress did not enact any significant
expansion of the scope of property subject to
forfeiture. Comprehensive Crime Control Act
of 1984, § 303, 21 U.S.C.A. § 853.

22 Cases that cite this headnote

[11] Statutes
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Plain Language;  Plain, Ordinary, or
Common Meaning

The Court cannot construe a statute in a way
that negates its plain text.

1 Cases that cite this headnote

[12] Controlled Substances
Property Subject to Forfeiture

Statute mandating forfeiture with respect
to persons convicted of certain serious
drug crimes did not apply to defendant
convicted of conspiring to and knowingly
distributing iodine while knowing it would
be used to manufacture methamphetamine,
in connection with sale of water-purification
product containing iodine by hardware store
owned by his brother, where defendant
managed sales and inventory, since defendant
had no ownership interest in the store, did
not personally benefit from the store's sales
of the water-purification product, and never
obtained tainted property as a result of the
crime. Comprehensive Crime Control Act of
1984, § 303(a)(1), 21 U.S.C.A. § 853(a)(1).

2 Cases that cite this headnote

*1628  Syllabus *

Terry Honeycutt managed sales and inventory for a
Tennessee hardware store owned by his brother, Tony
Honeycutt. After they were indicted for federal drug
crimes including conspiracy to distribute a product
used in methamphetamine production, the Government
sought judgments against each brother in the amount of
$269,751.98 pursuant to the Comprehensive Forfeiture
Act of 1984, which mandates forfeiture of “any property
constituting, or derived from, any proceeds the person
obtained, directly or indirectly, as the result of” certain
drug crimes, 21 U.S.C. § 853(a)(1). Tony pleaded guilty
and agreed to forfeit $200,000. Terry went to trial and
was convicted. Despite conceding that Terry had no
controlling interest in the store and did not stand to benefit
personally from the sales of the product, the Government
asked the District Court to hold him jointly and severally

liable for the profits from the illegal sales and sought
a judgment of $69,751.98, the outstanding conspiracy
profits. The District Court declined to enter a forfeiture
judgment against Terry, reasoning that he was a salaried
employee who had not received any profits from the sales.
The Sixth Circuit reversed, holding that the brothers, as
co-conspirators, were jointly and severally liable for any
conspiracy proceeds.

Held: Because forfeiture pursuant to § 853(a)(1) is limited
to property the defendant himself actually acquired as
the result of the crime, that provision does not permit
forfeiture with regard to Terry Honeycutt, who had no
ownership interest in his brother's store and did not
personally *1629  benefit from the illegal sales. Pp. 1631
– 1635.

(a) Section 853(a) limits forfeiture to property flowing
from, § 853(a)(1), or used in, § 853(a)(2), the crime
itself—providing the first clue that the statute does not
countenance joint and several liability, which would
require forfeiture of untainted property. It also defines
forfeitable property solely in terms of personal possession
or use. Section 853(a)(1), the provision at issue, limits
forfeiture to property the defendant “obtained, directly
or indirectly, as the result of” the crime. Neither the
dictionary definition nor the common usage of the word
“obtain” supports the conclusion that an individual
“obtains” property that was acquired by someone else.
And the adverbs “directly” and “indirectly” refer to how
a defendant obtains the property; they do not negate the
requirement that he obtain it at all. Sections 853(a)(2) and
853(a)(3) are in accord with this reading. Pp. 1631 – 1633.

(b) Joint and several liability is also contrary to several
other provisions of § 853. Section 853(c), which applies to
property “described in subsection (a),” applies to tainted
property only. See Luis v. United States, 578 U.S. ––––,
––––, 136 S.Ct. 1083, 1091, 194 L.Ed.2d 256. Section
§ 853(e)(1) permits pretrial asset freezes to preserve the
availability of property forfeitable under subsection (a),
provided there is probable cause to think that a defendant
has committed an offense triggering forfeiture and “the
property at issue has the requisite connection to that
crime.” Kaley v. United States, 571 U.S. ––––, ––––,
134 S.Ct. 1090, 1095, 188 L.Ed.2d 46. Section 853(d)
establishes a “rebuttable presumption” that property is
subject to forfeiture only if the Government proves that
the defendant acquired the property “during the period
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of the violation” and “there was no likely source for”
the property but the crime. These provisions reinforce
the statute's application to tainted property acquired by
the defendant and are thus incompatible with joint and
several liability. Joint and several liability would also
render futile § 853(p)—the sole provision of § 853 that
permits the Government to confiscate property untainted
by the crime. Pp. 1633 – 1634.

(c) The plain text and structure of § 853 leave no doubt that
Congress did not, as the Government claims, incorporate
the principle that conspirators are legally responsible for
each other's foreseeable actions in furtherance of their
common plan. See Pinkerton v. United States, 328 U.S.
640, 66 S.Ct. 1180, 90 L.Ed. 1489. Congress provided
just one way for the Government to recoup substitute
property when the tainted property itself is unavailable
—the procedures outlined in § 853(p). And as is clear
from its text and structure, § 853 maintains traditional in
rem forfeiture's focus on tainted property unless one of §
853(p)'s preconditions exists. Pp. 1634 – 1635.

816 F.3d 362, reversed.

SOTOMAYOR, J., delivered the opinion of the Court, in
which all other Members joined, except GORSUCH, J.,
who took no part in the consideration or decision of the
case.
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Respondent.
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Opinion

Justice SOTOMAYOR delivered the opinion of the
Court.

A federal statute—21 U.S.C. § 853—mandates forfeiture
of “any property constituting, or derived from, any
proceeds the person obtained, directly or indirectly, as the
result of” certain drug crimes. This case concerns how §
853 operates when two or more defendants act as part of a
conspiracy. Specifically, the issue is whether, under § 853,
a defendant may be held jointly and severally liable for
property that his co-conspirator derived from the crime
but that the defendant himself did not acquire. The Court
holds that such liability is inconsistent with the statute's
text and structure.

I

Terry Michael Honeycutt managed sales and inventory
for a Tennessee hardware store owned by his brother,
Tony Honeycutt. After observing several “ ‘edgy looking
folks' ” purchasing an iodine-based water-purification
product known as Polar Pure, Terry Honeycutt contacted
the Chattanooga Police Department to inquire whether
the iodine crystals in the product could be used to
manufacture methamphetamine. App. to Pet. for Cert. 2a.
An officer confirmed that individuals were using Polar
Pure for this purpose and advised Honeycutt to cease
selling it if the sales made Honeycutt “ ‘uncomfortable.’
” Ibid. Notwithstanding the officer's advice, the store
continued to sell large quantities of Polar Pure. Although
each bottle of Polar Pure contained enough iodine to
purify 500 gallons of water, and despite the fact that most
people have no legitimate use for the product in large
quantities, the brothers sold as many as 12 bottles in a
single transaction to a single customer. Over a 3–year
period, the store grossed roughly $400,000 from the sale
of more than 20,000 bottles of Polar Pure.

Unsurprisingly, these sales prompted an investigation by
the federal Drug Enforcement Administration along with
state and local law enforcement. Authorities executed a
search warrant at the store in November 2010 and seized
its entire inventory of Polar Pure—more than 300 bottles.
A federal grand jury indicted the Honeycutt brothers
for various federal crimes relating to their sale of iodine
while knowing or having reason to believe it would be
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Plain Language;  Plain, Ordinary, or
Common Meaning

The Court cannot construe a statute in a way
that negates its plain text.

1 Cases that cite this headnote

[12] Controlled Substances
Property Subject to Forfeiture

Statute mandating forfeiture with respect
to persons convicted of certain serious
drug crimes did not apply to defendant
convicted of conspiring to and knowingly
distributing iodine while knowing it would
be used to manufacture methamphetamine,
in connection with sale of water-purification
product containing iodine by hardware store
owned by his brother, where defendant
managed sales and inventory, since defendant
had no ownership interest in the store, did
not personally benefit from the store's sales
of the water-purification product, and never
obtained tainted property as a result of the
crime. Comprehensive Crime Control Act of
1984, § 303(a)(1), 21 U.S.C.A. § 853(a)(1).

2 Cases that cite this headnote

*1628  Syllabus *

Terry Honeycutt managed sales and inventory for a
Tennessee hardware store owned by his brother, Tony
Honeycutt. After they were indicted for federal drug
crimes including conspiracy to distribute a product
used in methamphetamine production, the Government
sought judgments against each brother in the amount of
$269,751.98 pursuant to the Comprehensive Forfeiture
Act of 1984, which mandates forfeiture of “any property
constituting, or derived from, any proceeds the person
obtained, directly or indirectly, as the result of” certain
drug crimes, 21 U.S.C. § 853(a)(1). Tony pleaded guilty
and agreed to forfeit $200,000. Terry went to trial and
was convicted. Despite conceding that Terry had no
controlling interest in the store and did not stand to benefit
personally from the sales of the product, the Government
asked the District Court to hold him jointly and severally

liable for the profits from the illegal sales and sought
a judgment of $69,751.98, the outstanding conspiracy
profits. The District Court declined to enter a forfeiture
judgment against Terry, reasoning that he was a salaried
employee who had not received any profits from the sales.
The Sixth Circuit reversed, holding that the brothers, as
co-conspirators, were jointly and severally liable for any
conspiracy proceeds.

Held: Because forfeiture pursuant to § 853(a)(1) is limited
to property the defendant himself actually acquired as
the result of the crime, that provision does not permit
forfeiture with regard to Terry Honeycutt, who had no
ownership interest in his brother's store and did not
personally *1629  benefit from the illegal sales. Pp. 1631
– 1635.

(a) Section 853(a) limits forfeiture to property flowing
from, § 853(a)(1), or used in, § 853(a)(2), the crime
itself—providing the first clue that the statute does not
countenance joint and several liability, which would
require forfeiture of untainted property. It also defines
forfeitable property solely in terms of personal possession
or use. Section 853(a)(1), the provision at issue, limits
forfeiture to property the defendant “obtained, directly
or indirectly, as the result of” the crime. Neither the
dictionary definition nor the common usage of the word
“obtain” supports the conclusion that an individual
“obtains” property that was acquired by someone else.
And the adverbs “directly” and “indirectly” refer to how
a defendant obtains the property; they do not negate the
requirement that he obtain it at all. Sections 853(a)(2) and
853(a)(3) are in accord with this reading. Pp. 1631 – 1633.

(b) Joint and several liability is also contrary to several
other provisions of § 853. Section 853(c), which applies to
property “described in subsection (a),” applies to tainted
property only. See Luis v. United States, 578 U.S. ––––,
––––, 136 S.Ct. 1083, 1091, 194 L.Ed.2d 256. Section
§ 853(e)(1) permits pretrial asset freezes to preserve the
availability of property forfeitable under subsection (a),
provided there is probable cause to think that a defendant
has committed an offense triggering forfeiture and “the
property at issue has the requisite connection to that
crime.” Kaley v. United States, 571 U.S. ––––, ––––,
134 S.Ct. 1090, 1095, 188 L.Ed.2d 46. Section 853(d)
establishes a “rebuttable presumption” that property is
subject to forfeiture only if the Government proves that
the defendant acquired the property “during the period
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of the violation” and “there was no likely source for”
the property but the crime. These provisions reinforce
the statute's application to tainted property acquired by
the defendant and are thus incompatible with joint and
several liability. Joint and several liability would also
render futile § 853(p)—the sole provision of § 853 that
permits the Government to confiscate property untainted
by the crime. Pp. 1633 – 1634.

(c) The plain text and structure of § 853 leave no doubt that
Congress did not, as the Government claims, incorporate
the principle that conspirators are legally responsible for
each other's foreseeable actions in furtherance of their
common plan. See Pinkerton v. United States, 328 U.S.
640, 66 S.Ct. 1180, 90 L.Ed. 1489. Congress provided
just one way for the Government to recoup substitute
property when the tainted property itself is unavailable
—the procedures outlined in § 853(p). And as is clear
from its text and structure, § 853 maintains traditional in
rem forfeiture's focus on tainted property unless one of §
853(p)'s preconditions exists. Pp. 1634 – 1635.

816 F.3d 362, reversed.

SOTOMAYOR, J., delivered the opinion of the Court, in
which all other Members joined, except GORSUCH, J.,
who took no part in the consideration or decision of the
case.

Attorneys and Law Firms

Adam G. Unikowsky, Washington, DC, for Petitioner.

Brian H. Fletcher, Washington, DC, for Respondent.

Noel J. Francisco, Acting Solicitor General, Kenneth A.
Blanco, Acting Assistant Attorney General, Michael R.
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Opinion

Justice SOTOMAYOR delivered the opinion of the
Court.

A federal statute—21 U.S.C. § 853—mandates forfeiture
of “any property constituting, or derived from, any
proceeds the person obtained, directly or indirectly, as the
result of” certain drug crimes. This case concerns how §
853 operates when two or more defendants act as part of a
conspiracy. Specifically, the issue is whether, under § 853,
a defendant may be held jointly and severally liable for
property that his co-conspirator derived from the crime
but that the defendant himself did not acquire. The Court
holds that such liability is inconsistent with the statute's
text and structure.

I

Terry Michael Honeycutt managed sales and inventory
for a Tennessee hardware store owned by his brother,
Tony Honeycutt. After observing several “ ‘edgy looking
folks' ” purchasing an iodine-based water-purification
product known as Polar Pure, Terry Honeycutt contacted
the Chattanooga Police Department to inquire whether
the iodine crystals in the product could be used to
manufacture methamphetamine. App. to Pet. for Cert. 2a.
An officer confirmed that individuals were using Polar
Pure for this purpose and advised Honeycutt to cease
selling it if the sales made Honeycutt “ ‘uncomfortable.’
” Ibid. Notwithstanding the officer's advice, the store
continued to sell large quantities of Polar Pure. Although
each bottle of Polar Pure contained enough iodine to
purify 500 gallons of water, and despite the fact that most
people have no legitimate use for the product in large
quantities, the brothers sold as many as 12 bottles in a
single transaction to a single customer. Over a 3–year
period, the store grossed roughly $400,000 from the sale
of more than 20,000 bottles of Polar Pure.

Unsurprisingly, these sales prompted an investigation by
the federal Drug Enforcement Administration along with
state and local law enforcement. Authorities executed a
search warrant at the store in November 2010 and seized
its entire inventory of Polar Pure—more than 300 bottles.
A federal grand jury indicted the Honeycutt brothers
for various federal crimes relating to their sale of iodine
while knowing or having reason to believe it would be
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used to manufacture methamphetamine. Pursuant to the
Comprehensive Forfeiture Act of 1984, § 303, 98 Stat.
2045, 21 U.S.C. § 853(a)(1), which mandates forfeiture of
“any proceeds the person obtained, directly or indirectly,
as the result of” drug distribution, the Government sought
forfeiture money judgments against each brother in the
amount of $269,751.98, which represented the hardware
store's profits from the sale of Polar Pure. Tony Honeycutt
pleaded guilty and agreed to forfeit $200,000. Terry went
to trial. A jury acquitted Terry Honeycutt of 3 charges but
found him guilty of the remaining 11, including conspiring
to and knowingly distributing iodine in violation of §§
841(c)(2), 843(a)(6), and 846.

The District Court sentenced Terry Honeycutt to 60
months in prison. Despite *1631  conceding that Terry
had no “controlling interest in the store” and “did not
stand to benefit personally,” the Government insisted
that the District Court “hold [him] jointly liable for the
profit from the illegal sales.” App. to Pet. for Cert. 60a–
61a. The Government thus sought a money judgment
of $69,751.98, the amount of the conspiracy profits
outstanding after Tony Honeycutt's forfeiture payment.
The District Court declined to enter a forfeiture judgment,
reasoning that Honeycutt was a salaried employee who
had not personally received any profits from the iodine
sales.

The Court of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit reversed. As
co-conspirators, the court held, the brothers are “ ‘jointly
and severally liable for any proceeds of the conspiracy.’ ”
816 F.3d 362, 380 (2016). The court therefore concluded
that each brother bore full responsibility for the entire
forfeiture judgment. Ibid.

The Court granted certiorari to resolve disagreement
among the Courts of Appeals regarding whether joint and

several liability applies under § 853. 1  580 U.S. ––––, 137
S.Ct. 588, 196 L.Ed.2d 462 (2016).

II

[1]  [2]  Criminal forfeiture statutes empower the
Government to confiscate property derived from or
used to facilitate criminal activity. Such statutes serve
important governmental interests such as “separating a
criminal from his ill-gotten gains,” “returning property, in
full, to those wrongfully deprived or defrauded of it,” and

“lessen[ing] the economic power” of criminal enterprises.
Caplin & Drysdale, Chartered v. United States, 491 U.S.
617, 629–630, 109 S.Ct. 2646, 105 L.Ed.2d 528 (1989).
The statute at issue here—§ 853—mandates forfeiture with
respect to persons convicted of certain serious drug crimes.
The question presented is whether § 853 embraces joint
and several liability for forfeiture judgments.

[3]  [4]  A creature of tort law, joint and several liability
“applies when there has been a judgment against multiple
defendants.” McDermott, Inc. v. AmClyde, 511 U.S. 202,
220–221, 114 S.Ct. 1461, 128 L.Ed.2d 148 (1994). If two
or more defendants jointly cause harm, each defendant is
held liable for the entire amount of the harm; provided,
however, that the plaintiff recover only once for the full
amount. See Restatement (Second) of Torts § 875 (1977).
Application of that principle in the forfeiture context
when two or more defendants conspire to violate the law
would require that each defendant be held liable for a
forfeiture judgment based not only on property that he
used in or acquired because of the crime, but also on
property obtained by his co-conspirator.

[5]  An example is instructive. Suppose a farmer
masterminds a scheme to grow, harvest, and distribute
marijuana on local college campuses. The mastermind
recruits a college student to deliver packages and pays
the student $300 each month from the distribution
proceeds for his services. In one year, the mastermind
earns $3 million. The student, meanwhile, earns $3,600.
If joint and several liability applied, the student would
face a forfeiture judgment for the entire amount of the
conspiracy's proceeds: $3 million. The  *1632  student
would be bound by that judgment even though he never
personally acquired any proceeds beyond the $3,600. This
case requires determination whether this form of liability
is permitted under § 853(a)(1). The Court holds that it is
not.

A

Forfeiture under § 853 applies to “any person” convicted
of certain serious drug crimes. Section 853(a) limits
the statute's reach by defining the property subject to
forfeiture in three separate provisions. An understanding
of how these three provisions work to limit the operation
of the statute is helpful to resolving the question in this
case. First, the provision at issue here, § 853(a)(1), limits
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forfeiture to “property constituting, or derived from, any
proceeds the person obtained, directly or indirectly, as the
result of” the crime. Second, § 853(a)(2) restricts forfeiture
to “property used, or intended to be used, in any manner
or part, to commit, or to facilitate the commission of,” the
crime. Finally, § 853(a)(3) applies to persons “convicted
of engaging in a continuing criminal enterprise”—a
form of conspiracy—and requires forfeiture of “property
described in paragraph (1) or (2)” as well as “any of [the
defendant's] interest in, claims against, and property or
contractual rights affording a source of control over, the
continuing criminal enterprise.” These provisions, by their
terms, limit forfeiture under § 853 to tainted property;
that is, property flowing from (§ 853(a)(1)), or used in (§
853(a)(2)), the crime itself. The limitations of § 853(a) thus
provide the first clue that the statute does not countenance
joint and several liability, which, by its nature, would
require forfeiture of untainted property.

Recall, for example, the college student from the earlier
hypothetical. The $3,600 he received for his part in the
marijuana distribution scheme clearly falls within § 853(a)
(1): It is property he “obtained ... as the result of” the
crime. But if he were held jointly and severally liable for
the proceeds of the entire conspiracy, he would owe the
Government $3 million. Of the $3 million, $2,996,400
would have no connection whatsoever to the student's
participation in the crime and would have to be paid
from the student's untainted assets. Joint and several
liability would thus represent a departure from § 853(a)'s
restriction of forfeiture to tainted property.

In addition to limiting forfeiture to tainted property,
§ 853(a) defines forfeitable property solely in terms of
personal possession or use. This is most clear in the
specific text of § 853(a)(1)—the provision under which the
Government sought forfeiture in this case. Section 853(a)
(1) limits forfeiture to property the defendant “obtained ...
as the result of” the crime. At the time Congress enacted
§ 853(a)(1), the verb “obtain” was defined as “to come
into possession of” or to “get or acquire.” Random
House Dictionary of the English Language 995 (1966);
see also 7 Oxford English Dictionary 37 (1933) (defining
“obtain” as “[t]o come into the possession or enjoyment
of (something) by one's own effort, or by request; to
procure or gain, as the result of purpose and effort”).
That definition persists today. See Black's Law Dictionary
1247 (10th ed. 2014) (defining “obtain” as “[t]o bring
into one's own possession; to procure, esp. through

effort”); cf. Sekhar v. United States, 570 U.S. ––––,
–––– – ––––, 133 S.Ct. 2720, 2725, 186 L.Ed.2d 794
(2013) (“Obtaining property requires ‘... the acquisition
of property’ ”). Neither the dictionary definition nor
the common usage of the word “obtain” supports the
conclusion that an individual “obtains” property that was
acquired by someone else. Yet joint and several liability
would mean just that: The  *1633  college student would
be presumed to have “obtained” the $3 million that the
mastermind acquired.

Section 853(a)(1) further provides that the forfeitable
property may be “obtained, directly or indirectly.” The
adverbs “directly” and “indirectly” modify—but do not
erase—the verb “obtain.” In other words, these adverbs
refer to how a defendant obtains the property; they
do not negate the requirement that he obtain it at all.
For instance, the marijuana mastermind might receive
payments directly from drug purchasers, or he might
arrange to have drug purchasers pay an intermediary
such as the college student. In all instances, he ultimately
“obtains” the property—whether “directly or indirectly.”

The other provisions of § 853(a) are in accord with
the limitation of forfeiture to property the defendant
himself obtained. Section 853(a)(2) mandates forfeiture of
property used to facilitate the crime but limits forfeiture
to “the person's property.” Similarly, § 853(a)(3) requires
forfeiture of property related to continuing criminal
enterprises, but contrary to joint and several liability
principles, requires the defendant to forfeit only “his
interest in” the enterprise.

Section 853(a)'s limitation of forfeiture to tainted property
acquired or used by the defendant, together with the plain
text of § 853(a)(1), foreclose joint and several liability for
co-conspirators.

B

Joint and several liability is not only contrary to § 853(a),
it is—for the same reasons—contrary to several other
provisions of § 853. Two provisions expressly incorporate
the § 853(a) limitations. First, § 853(c) provides that
“[a]ll right, title, and interest in property described in
subsection (a)”—e.g., tainted property obtained as the
result of or used to facilitate the crime—“vests in the
United States upon the commission of the act giving rise
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used to manufacture methamphetamine. Pursuant to the
Comprehensive Forfeiture Act of 1984, § 303, 98 Stat.
2045, 21 U.S.C. § 853(a)(1), which mandates forfeiture of
“any proceeds the person obtained, directly or indirectly,
as the result of” drug distribution, the Government sought
forfeiture money judgments against each brother in the
amount of $269,751.98, which represented the hardware
store's profits from the sale of Polar Pure. Tony Honeycutt
pleaded guilty and agreed to forfeit $200,000. Terry went
to trial. A jury acquitted Terry Honeycutt of 3 charges but
found him guilty of the remaining 11, including conspiring
to and knowingly distributing iodine in violation of §§
841(c)(2), 843(a)(6), and 846.

The District Court sentenced Terry Honeycutt to 60
months in prison. Despite *1631  conceding that Terry
had no “controlling interest in the store” and “did not
stand to benefit personally,” the Government insisted
that the District Court “hold [him] jointly liable for the
profit from the illegal sales.” App. to Pet. for Cert. 60a–
61a. The Government thus sought a money judgment
of $69,751.98, the amount of the conspiracy profits
outstanding after Tony Honeycutt's forfeiture payment.
The District Court declined to enter a forfeiture judgment,
reasoning that Honeycutt was a salaried employee who
had not personally received any profits from the iodine
sales.

The Court of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit reversed. As
co-conspirators, the court held, the brothers are “ ‘jointly
and severally liable for any proceeds of the conspiracy.’ ”
816 F.3d 362, 380 (2016). The court therefore concluded
that each brother bore full responsibility for the entire
forfeiture judgment. Ibid.

The Court granted certiorari to resolve disagreement
among the Courts of Appeals regarding whether joint and

several liability applies under § 853. 1  580 U.S. ––––, 137
S.Ct. 588, 196 L.Ed.2d 462 (2016).

II

[1]  [2]  Criminal forfeiture statutes empower the
Government to confiscate property derived from or
used to facilitate criminal activity. Such statutes serve
important governmental interests such as “separating a
criminal from his ill-gotten gains,” “returning property, in
full, to those wrongfully deprived or defrauded of it,” and

“lessen[ing] the economic power” of criminal enterprises.
Caplin & Drysdale, Chartered v. United States, 491 U.S.
617, 629–630, 109 S.Ct. 2646, 105 L.Ed.2d 528 (1989).
The statute at issue here—§ 853—mandates forfeiture with
respect to persons convicted of certain serious drug crimes.
The question presented is whether § 853 embraces joint
and several liability for forfeiture judgments.

[3]  [4]  A creature of tort law, joint and several liability
“applies when there has been a judgment against multiple
defendants.” McDermott, Inc. v. AmClyde, 511 U.S. 202,
220–221, 114 S.Ct. 1461, 128 L.Ed.2d 148 (1994). If two
or more defendants jointly cause harm, each defendant is
held liable for the entire amount of the harm; provided,
however, that the plaintiff recover only once for the full
amount. See Restatement (Second) of Torts § 875 (1977).
Application of that principle in the forfeiture context
when two or more defendants conspire to violate the law
would require that each defendant be held liable for a
forfeiture judgment based not only on property that he
used in or acquired because of the crime, but also on
property obtained by his co-conspirator.

[5]  An example is instructive. Suppose a farmer
masterminds a scheme to grow, harvest, and distribute
marijuana on local college campuses. The mastermind
recruits a college student to deliver packages and pays
the student $300 each month from the distribution
proceeds for his services. In one year, the mastermind
earns $3 million. The student, meanwhile, earns $3,600.
If joint and several liability applied, the student would
face a forfeiture judgment for the entire amount of the
conspiracy's proceeds: $3 million. The  *1632  student
would be bound by that judgment even though he never
personally acquired any proceeds beyond the $3,600. This
case requires determination whether this form of liability
is permitted under § 853(a)(1). The Court holds that it is
not.

A

Forfeiture under § 853 applies to “any person” convicted
of certain serious drug crimes. Section 853(a) limits
the statute's reach by defining the property subject to
forfeiture in three separate provisions. An understanding
of how these three provisions work to limit the operation
of the statute is helpful to resolving the question in this
case. First, the provision at issue here, § 853(a)(1), limits
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forfeiture to “property constituting, or derived from, any
proceeds the person obtained, directly or indirectly, as the
result of” the crime. Second, § 853(a)(2) restricts forfeiture
to “property used, or intended to be used, in any manner
or part, to commit, or to facilitate the commission of,” the
crime. Finally, § 853(a)(3) applies to persons “convicted
of engaging in a continuing criminal enterprise”—a
form of conspiracy—and requires forfeiture of “property
described in paragraph (1) or (2)” as well as “any of [the
defendant's] interest in, claims against, and property or
contractual rights affording a source of control over, the
continuing criminal enterprise.” These provisions, by their
terms, limit forfeiture under § 853 to tainted property;
that is, property flowing from (§ 853(a)(1)), or used in (§
853(a)(2)), the crime itself. The limitations of § 853(a) thus
provide the first clue that the statute does not countenance
joint and several liability, which, by its nature, would
require forfeiture of untainted property.

Recall, for example, the college student from the earlier
hypothetical. The $3,600 he received for his part in the
marijuana distribution scheme clearly falls within § 853(a)
(1): It is property he “obtained ... as the result of” the
crime. But if he were held jointly and severally liable for
the proceeds of the entire conspiracy, he would owe the
Government $3 million. Of the $3 million, $2,996,400
would have no connection whatsoever to the student's
participation in the crime and would have to be paid
from the student's untainted assets. Joint and several
liability would thus represent a departure from § 853(a)'s
restriction of forfeiture to tainted property.

In addition to limiting forfeiture to tainted property,
§ 853(a) defines forfeitable property solely in terms of
personal possession or use. This is most clear in the
specific text of § 853(a)(1)—the provision under which the
Government sought forfeiture in this case. Section 853(a)
(1) limits forfeiture to property the defendant “obtained ...
as the result of” the crime. At the time Congress enacted
§ 853(a)(1), the verb “obtain” was defined as “to come
into possession of” or to “get or acquire.” Random
House Dictionary of the English Language 995 (1966);
see also 7 Oxford English Dictionary 37 (1933) (defining
“obtain” as “[t]o come into the possession or enjoyment
of (something) by one's own effort, or by request; to
procure or gain, as the result of purpose and effort”).
That definition persists today. See Black's Law Dictionary
1247 (10th ed. 2014) (defining “obtain” as “[t]o bring
into one's own possession; to procure, esp. through

effort”); cf. Sekhar v. United States, 570 U.S. ––––,
–––– – ––––, 133 S.Ct. 2720, 2725, 186 L.Ed.2d 794
(2013) (“Obtaining property requires ‘... the acquisition
of property’ ”). Neither the dictionary definition nor
the common usage of the word “obtain” supports the
conclusion that an individual “obtains” property that was
acquired by someone else. Yet joint and several liability
would mean just that: The  *1633  college student would
be presumed to have “obtained” the $3 million that the
mastermind acquired.

Section 853(a)(1) further provides that the forfeitable
property may be “obtained, directly or indirectly.” The
adverbs “directly” and “indirectly” modify—but do not
erase—the verb “obtain.” In other words, these adverbs
refer to how a defendant obtains the property; they
do not negate the requirement that he obtain it at all.
For instance, the marijuana mastermind might receive
payments directly from drug purchasers, or he might
arrange to have drug purchasers pay an intermediary
such as the college student. In all instances, he ultimately
“obtains” the property—whether “directly or indirectly.”

The other provisions of § 853(a) are in accord with
the limitation of forfeiture to property the defendant
himself obtained. Section 853(a)(2) mandates forfeiture of
property used to facilitate the crime but limits forfeiture
to “the person's property.” Similarly, § 853(a)(3) requires
forfeiture of property related to continuing criminal
enterprises, but contrary to joint and several liability
principles, requires the defendant to forfeit only “his
interest in” the enterprise.

Section 853(a)'s limitation of forfeiture to tainted property
acquired or used by the defendant, together with the plain
text of § 853(a)(1), foreclose joint and several liability for
co-conspirators.

B

Joint and several liability is not only contrary to § 853(a),
it is—for the same reasons—contrary to several other
provisions of § 853. Two provisions expressly incorporate
the § 853(a) limitations. First, § 853(c) provides that
“[a]ll right, title, and interest in property described in
subsection (a)”—e.g., tainted property obtained as the
result of or used to facilitate the crime—“vests in the
United States upon the commission of the act giving rise
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to forfeiture.” Consistent with its text, the Court has
previously acknowledged that § 853(c) applies to tainted
property only. See Luis v. United States, 578 U.S. ––––,
––––, 136 S.Ct. 1083, 1090, 194 L.Ed.2d 256 (2016).

[6]  Second, § 853(e)(1) authorizes pretrial freezes
“to preserve the availability of property described in
subsection (a) ... for forfeiture.” Pretrial restraints
on forfeitable property are permitted only when the
Government proves, at a hearing, that (1) the defendant
has committed an offense triggering forfeiture, and (2)
“the property at issue has the requisite connection to that
crime.” Kaley v. United States, 571 U.S. ––––, ––––, 134
S.Ct. 1090, 1095, 188 L.Ed.2d 46 (2014); see also id., at
––––, n. 11, 134 S.Ct., at 1102, n. 11 (“[F]orfeiture applies
only to specific assets”).

Another provision, § 853(d), does not reference subsection
(a) but incorporates its requirements on its own terms.
Section 835(d) establishes a “rebuttable presumption”
that property is subject to forfeiture only if the
Government proves that “such property was acquired by
[the defendant] during the period of the violation” and
that “there was no likely source for such property other
than” the crime. Contrary to all of these provisions, joint
and several liability would mandate forfeiture of untainted
property that the defendant did not acquire as a result of
the crime.

It would also render futile one other provision of the
statute. Section 853(p)—the sole provision of § 853 that
permits the Government to confiscate property untainted
by the crime—lays to rest any doubt that the statute
permits joint and several liability. That provision governs
forfeiture of “substitute property” and applies *1634  “if
any property described in subsection (a), as a result of any
act or omission of the defendant” either:

“(A) cannot be located upon the exercise of due
diligence;

“(B) has been transferred or sold to, or deposited with,
a third party;

“(C) has been placed beyond the jurisdiction of the
court;

“(D) has been substantially diminished in value; or

“(E) has been commingled with other property which
cannot be divided without difficulty.”

§ 853(p)(1).

Only if the Government can prove that one of these
five conditions was caused by the defendant may it seize
“any other property of the defendant, up to the value
of” the tainted property—rather than the tainted property
itself. § 853(p)(2). This provision begins from the premise
that the defendant once possessed tainted property as
“described in subsection (a),” and provides a means for
the Government to recoup the value of the property if it
has been dissipated or otherwise disposed of by “any act
or omission of the defendant.” § 853(p)(1).

[7]  Section 853(p)(1) demonstrates that Congress
contemplated situations where the tainted property
itself would fall outside the Government's reach. To
remedy that situation, Congress did not authorize the
Government to confiscate substitute property from
other defendants or co-conspirators; it authorized
the Government to confiscate assets only from the
defendant who initially acquired the property and
who bears responsibility for its dissipation. Permitting
the Government to force other co-conspirators to
turn over untainted substitute property would allow
the Government to circumvent Congress' carefully
constructed statutory scheme, which permits forfeiture
of substitute property only when the requirements of §§
853(p) and (a) are satisfied. There is no basis to read such
an end run into the statute.

III

Against all of this, the Government asserts the
“bedrock principle of conspiracy liability” under which
“conspirators are legally responsible for each other's
foreseeable actions in furtherance of their common plan.”
Brief for United States 9; see also Pinkerton v. United
States, 328 U.S. 640, 66 S.Ct. 1180, 90 L.Ed. 1489
(1946). Congress, according to the Government, must
be presumed to have legislated against the background
principles of conspiracy liability, and thus, “when the
traceable proceeds of a conspiracy are unavailable, [§ ]853
renders conspirators jointly and severally liable for the
amount of the proceeds foreseeably obtained by the
conspiracy.” Brief for United States 10. Not so.

[8]  The plain text and structure of § 853 leave no doubt
that Congress did not incorporate those background
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principles. Congress provided just one way for the
Government to recoup substitute property when the
tainted property itself is unavailable—the procedures
outlined in § 853(p). And, for all the Government makes
of the background principles of conspiracy liability, it
fails to fully engage with the most important background
principles underlying § 853: those of forfeiture.

[9]  [10]  [11]  Traditionally, forfeiture was an action
against the tainted property itself and thus proceeded
in rem; that is, proceedings in which “[t]he thing [was]
primarily considered as the offender, or rather the offence
[was] attached primarily to the thing.” The Palmyra,
12 Wheat. 1, 14, 6 L.Ed. 531 (1827). The forfeiture
“proceeding in rem st[ood] independent of, and wholly
unaffected by any criminal proceeding *1635  in personam
” against the defendant. Id., at 15. Congress altered this
distinction in enacting § 853 by effectively merging the in
rem forfeiture proceeding with the in personam criminal
proceeding and by expanding forfeiture to include not
just the “thing” but “property ... derived from ... any
proceeds” of the crime. § 853(a)(1). But as is clear from
its text and structure, § 853 maintains traditional in
rem forfeiture's focus on tainted property unless one
of the preconditions of § 853(p) exists. For those who
find it relevant, the legislative history confirms as much:
Congress altered the traditional system in order to
“improv[e] the procedures applicable in forfeiture cases.”
S.Rep. No. 98–225, p. 192 (1983). By adopting an in
personam aspect to criminal forfeiture, and providing for
substitute-asset forfeiture, Congress made it easier for
the Government to hold the defendant who acquired the

tainted property responsible. Congress did not, however,
enact any “significant expansion of the scope of property

subject to forfeiture.” Ibid. 2

IV

[12]  Forfeiture pursuant to § 853(a)(1) is limited to
property the defendant himself actually acquired as the
result of the crime. In this case, the Government has
conceded that Terry Honeycutt had no ownership interest
in his brother's store and did not personally benefit from
the Polar Pure sales. App. to Pet. for Cert. 60a. The
District Court agreed. Id., at 40a. Because Honeycutt
never obtained tainted property as a result of the crime, §
853 does not require any forfeiture.

The judgment of the Court of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit
is reversed.

It is so ordered.

Justice GORSUCH took no part in the consideration or
decision of this case.

All Citations

137 S.Ct. 1626, 198 L.Ed.2d 73, 85 USLW 4312, 17 Cal.
Daily Op. Serv. 5201, 2017 Daily Journal D.A.R. 5297, 26
Fla. L. Weekly Fed. S 623

Footnotes
* The syllabus constitutes no part of the opinion of the Court but has been prepared by the Reporter of Decisions for the

convenience of the reader. See United States v. Detroit Timber & Lumber Co., 200 U.S. 321, 337, 26 S.Ct. 282, 50
L.Ed. 499.

1 Compare United States v. Van Nguyen, 602 F.3d 886, 904 (C.A.8 2010) (applying joint and several liability to forfeiture
under § 853); United States v. Pitt, 193 F.3d 751, 765 (C.A.3 1999) (same); United States v. McHan, 101 F.3d 1027
(C.A.4 1996) (same); and United States v. Benevento, 836 F.2d 129, 130 (C.A.2 1988) (per curiam ) (same), with United
States v. Cano–Flores, 796 F.3d 83, 91 (C.A.D.C.2015) (declining to apply joint and several liability under § 853).

2 Section 853(o ) directs that “the provisions of [§ 853] shall be liberally construed to effectuate its remedial purposes.”
The Government points to this as license to read joint and several liability into the statute. But the Court cannot construe
a statute in a way that negates its plain text, and here, Congress expressly limited forfeiture to tainted property that the
defendant obtained. As explained above, that limitation is incompatible with joint and several liability.

End of Document © 2018 Thomson Reuters. No claim to original U.S. Government Works.
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to forfeiture.” Consistent with its text, the Court has
previously acknowledged that § 853(c) applies to tainted
property only. See Luis v. United States, 578 U.S. ––––,
––––, 136 S.Ct. 1083, 1090, 194 L.Ed.2d 256 (2016).

[6]  Second, § 853(e)(1) authorizes pretrial freezes
“to preserve the availability of property described in
subsection (a) ... for forfeiture.” Pretrial restraints
on forfeitable property are permitted only when the
Government proves, at a hearing, that (1) the defendant
has committed an offense triggering forfeiture, and (2)
“the property at issue has the requisite connection to that
crime.” Kaley v. United States, 571 U.S. ––––, ––––, 134
S.Ct. 1090, 1095, 188 L.Ed.2d 46 (2014); see also id., at
––––, n. 11, 134 S.Ct., at 1102, n. 11 (“[F]orfeiture applies
only to specific assets”).

Another provision, § 853(d), does not reference subsection
(a) but incorporates its requirements on its own terms.
Section 835(d) establishes a “rebuttable presumption”
that property is subject to forfeiture only if the
Government proves that “such property was acquired by
[the defendant] during the period of the violation” and
that “there was no likely source for such property other
than” the crime. Contrary to all of these provisions, joint
and several liability would mandate forfeiture of untainted
property that the defendant did not acquire as a result of
the crime.

It would also render futile one other provision of the
statute. Section 853(p)—the sole provision of § 853 that
permits the Government to confiscate property untainted
by the crime—lays to rest any doubt that the statute
permits joint and several liability. That provision governs
forfeiture of “substitute property” and applies *1634  “if
any property described in subsection (a), as a result of any
act or omission of the defendant” either:

“(A) cannot be located upon the exercise of due
diligence;

“(B) has been transferred or sold to, or deposited with,
a third party;

“(C) has been placed beyond the jurisdiction of the
court;

“(D) has been substantially diminished in value; or

“(E) has been commingled with other property which
cannot be divided without difficulty.”

§ 853(p)(1).

Only if the Government can prove that one of these
five conditions was caused by the defendant may it seize
“any other property of the defendant, up to the value
of” the tainted property—rather than the tainted property
itself. § 853(p)(2). This provision begins from the premise
that the defendant once possessed tainted property as
“described in subsection (a),” and provides a means for
the Government to recoup the value of the property if it
has been dissipated or otherwise disposed of by “any act
or omission of the defendant.” § 853(p)(1).

[7]  Section 853(p)(1) demonstrates that Congress
contemplated situations where the tainted property
itself would fall outside the Government's reach. To
remedy that situation, Congress did not authorize the
Government to confiscate substitute property from
other defendants or co-conspirators; it authorized
the Government to confiscate assets only from the
defendant who initially acquired the property and
who bears responsibility for its dissipation. Permitting
the Government to force other co-conspirators to
turn over untainted substitute property would allow
the Government to circumvent Congress' carefully
constructed statutory scheme, which permits forfeiture
of substitute property only when the requirements of §§
853(p) and (a) are satisfied. There is no basis to read such
an end run into the statute.

III

Against all of this, the Government asserts the
“bedrock principle of conspiracy liability” under which
“conspirators are legally responsible for each other's
foreseeable actions in furtherance of their common plan.”
Brief for United States 9; see also Pinkerton v. United
States, 328 U.S. 640, 66 S.Ct. 1180, 90 L.Ed. 1489
(1946). Congress, according to the Government, must
be presumed to have legislated against the background
principles of conspiracy liability, and thus, “when the
traceable proceeds of a conspiracy are unavailable, [§ ]853
renders conspirators jointly and severally liable for the
amount of the proceeds foreseeably obtained by the
conspiracy.” Brief for United States 10. Not so.

[8]  The plain text and structure of § 853 leave no doubt
that Congress did not incorporate those background
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principles. Congress provided just one way for the
Government to recoup substitute property when the
tainted property itself is unavailable—the procedures
outlined in § 853(p). And, for all the Government makes
of the background principles of conspiracy liability, it
fails to fully engage with the most important background
principles underlying § 853: those of forfeiture.

[9]  [10]  [11]  Traditionally, forfeiture was an action
against the tainted property itself and thus proceeded
in rem; that is, proceedings in which “[t]he thing [was]
primarily considered as the offender, or rather the offence
[was] attached primarily to the thing.” The Palmyra,
12 Wheat. 1, 14, 6 L.Ed. 531 (1827). The forfeiture
“proceeding in rem st[ood] independent of, and wholly
unaffected by any criminal proceeding *1635  in personam
” against the defendant. Id., at 15. Congress altered this
distinction in enacting § 853 by effectively merging the in
rem forfeiture proceeding with the in personam criminal
proceeding and by expanding forfeiture to include not
just the “thing” but “property ... derived from ... any
proceeds” of the crime. § 853(a)(1). But as is clear from
its text and structure, § 853 maintains traditional in
rem forfeiture's focus on tainted property unless one
of the preconditions of § 853(p) exists. For those who
find it relevant, the legislative history confirms as much:
Congress altered the traditional system in order to
“improv[e] the procedures applicable in forfeiture cases.”
S.Rep. No. 98–225, p. 192 (1983). By adopting an in
personam aspect to criminal forfeiture, and providing for
substitute-asset forfeiture, Congress made it easier for
the Government to hold the defendant who acquired the

tainted property responsible. Congress did not, however,
enact any “significant expansion of the scope of property

subject to forfeiture.” Ibid. 2

IV

[12]  Forfeiture pursuant to § 853(a)(1) is limited to
property the defendant himself actually acquired as the
result of the crime. In this case, the Government has
conceded that Terry Honeycutt had no ownership interest
in his brother's store and did not personally benefit from
the Polar Pure sales. App. to Pet. for Cert. 60a. The
District Court agreed. Id., at 40a. Because Honeycutt
never obtained tainted property as a result of the crime, §
853 does not require any forfeiture.

The judgment of the Court of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit
is reversed.

It is so ordered.

Justice GORSUCH took no part in the consideration or
decision of this case.

All Citations

137 S.Ct. 1626, 198 L.Ed.2d 73, 85 USLW 4312, 17 Cal.
Daily Op. Serv. 5201, 2017 Daily Journal D.A.R. 5297, 26
Fla. L. Weekly Fed. S 623

Footnotes
* The syllabus constitutes no part of the opinion of the Court but has been prepared by the Reporter of Decisions for the

convenience of the reader. See United States v. Detroit Timber & Lumber Co., 200 U.S. 321, 337, 26 S.Ct. 282, 50
L.Ed. 499.

1 Compare United States v. Van Nguyen, 602 F.3d 886, 904 (C.A.8 2010) (applying joint and several liability to forfeiture
under § 853); United States v. Pitt, 193 F.3d 751, 765 (C.A.3 1999) (same); United States v. McHan, 101 F.3d 1027
(C.A.4 1996) (same); and United States v. Benevento, 836 F.2d 129, 130 (C.A.2 1988) (per curiam ) (same), with United
States v. Cano–Flores, 796 F.3d 83, 91 (C.A.D.C.2015) (declining to apply joint and several liability under § 853).

2 Section 853(o ) directs that “the provisions of [§ 853] shall be liberally construed to effectuate its remedial purposes.”
The Government points to this as license to read joint and several liability into the statute. But the Court cannot construe
a statute in a way that negates its plain text, and here, Congress expressly limited forfeiture to tainted property that the
defendant obtained. As explained above, that limitation is incompatible with joint and several liability.
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v.

Michael METTER, Defendant-Appellant,
Spongetech Delivery Systems, Inc., RM Enterprises

International, Inc., Steven Moskowitz, George
Sperenza, Joel Pensley, Jack Halperin, Defendants,

BusinessTalkRadio.net, Inc., Blue Star
Media Group, Inc., Relief Defendants.
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Synopsis
Background: Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC)
brought civil enforcement action against managing officer
of publicly traded company for engaging in scheme to
increase demand for stock by using false public statements
and selling the artificially inflated shares through affiliated
entities in unregistered securities transactions. Officer
entered into consent judgment with respect to liability,
and the United States District Court for the Eastern
District of New York, Irizarry, Chief Judge, 2015 WL
5793303, imposed joint and several disgorgement liability
of $52,236,995, plus prejudgment interest, and a civil
penalty of $6,133,540. Officer appealed.

Holdings: The Court of Appeals held that:

[1] imposition of $52,236,995 in disgorgement liability was
not excessive;

[2] civil penalty properly accounted for a certain
$5,000,000 transfer; and

[3] even if the disgorgement was a fine under the Eighth
Amendment's Excessive Fines Clause, it was not grossly
disproportional.

Affirmed.

West Headnotes (3)

[1] Securities Regulation
Insiders' Profits, Recovery of

Imposition of $52,236,995 in disgorgement
liability was not excessive in Securities
and Exchange Commission (SEC) civil
enforcement action against managing officer
of publicly traded company for engaging
in scheme to increase demand for stock by
using false public statements and selling the
artificially inflated shares through affiliated
entities in unregistered securities transactions,
where $52,236,995 had been the amount that
flowed into officer's company as a result of
scheme.

Cases that cite this headnote

[2] Securities Regulation
Relief granted in general

Civil penalty of $6,133,540 imposed in
Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC)
civil enforcement action against managing
officer of publicly traded company for
engaging in scheme to increase demand
for stock by using false public statements
and selling the artificially inflated shares
through affiliated entities in unregistered
securities transactions properly accounted for
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$5,000,000 transferred from the company
to entity of which officer was president,
where the $5,000,000 was used to discharge
delinquent debt officer had personally
guaranteed and on which creditors had
obtained judgments against officer personally.

Cases that cite this headnote

[3] Fines
Excessive fines

Securities Regulation
Insiders' Profits, Recovery of

Even if imposition of $52,236,995
in disgorgement liability in Securities
and Exchange Commission (SEC) civil
enforcement action against managing officer
of publicly traded company for engaging
in scheme to increase demand for stock by
using false public statements and selling the
artificially inflated shares through affiliated
entities in unregistered securities transactions
was a fine under the Eighth Amendment's
Excessive Fines Clause, it was not grossly
disproportional; the disgorgement almost
precisely equaled the gains from the illicit
conduct, and officer did not make substantive
argument that disgorgement deprived his
livelihood. U.S. Const. Amend. 8.

4 Cases that cite this headnote

Appeal from a judgment of the United States District
Court for the Eastern District of New York (Irizarry, C.J.,
Levy, M.J.).
UPON DUE CONSIDERATION, IT IS HEREBY
ORDERED, ADJUDGED, AND DECREED that the
judgment of the district court is AFFIRMED.

Attorneys and Law Firms

FOR APPELLANT: MARANDA E. FRITZ (Tammy
P. Bieber and Brian K. Steinwascher, on the brief),
Thompson Hine LLP, New York, NY.

FOR APPELLEE: MARTIN V. TOTARO, Senior
Counsel (John W. Avery, Deputy Solicitor, on the brief),

for Robert B. Stebbins, General Counsel, Securities and
Exchange Commission, Washington, DC.

PRESENT: PETER W. HALL, GERARD E. LYNCH,
CHRISTOPHER F. DRONEY, Circuit Judges.

*700  *701  SUMMARY ORDER

Defendant-Appellant Michael Metter challenges the
district court's imposition of joint and several
disgorgement liability in the amount of $52,236,995, plus
prejudgment interest, and a civil penalty in the amount
of $6,133,540. We assume the parties' familiarity with the
procedural history of this matter, the underlying facts, and
the issues on appeal.

We review the district court's disgorgement order for
abuse of discretion. SEC v. Contorinis, 743 F.3d 296, 301
(2d Cir. 2014). We review the district court's imposition of
a civil penalty for abuse of discretion. SEC v. Razmilovic,
738 F.3d 14, 38 (2d Cir. 2013) (citing SEC v. Kern, 425
F.3d 143, 153 (2d Cir. 2005)). We determine de novo
whether the district court's disgorgement order or penalty
amount to an excessive fine in contravention of the Eighth
Amendment, accepting the district court's underlying
factual findings unless clearly erroneous. United States v.
Viloski, 814 F.3d 104, 109 (2d Cir. 2016).

I. Consent Judgment
As an initial matter, we note that Metter entered into a
consent judgment with respect to liability in this matter.
That consent judgment provides, in relevant part:

In connection with the
Commission's motion for
disgorgement, civil penalties and/
or reimbursement, and at any
hearing held on such a motion:
(a) Defendant will be precluded
from arguing that he did not
violate the federal securities laws
as alleged in the Complaint; (b)
Defendant may not challenge the
validity of the Consent or this
Judgment; (c) solely for the purposes
of such motion, the allegations of
the Complaint shall be accepted
as and deemed true by the Court;
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Second Circuit.

U.S. SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE
COMMISSION, The Sullivan Lead

Plaintiff Group, Plaintiffs-Appellees,
v.

Michael METTER, Defendant-Appellant,
Spongetech Delivery Systems, Inc., RM Enterprises

International, Inc., Steven Moskowitz, George
Sperenza, Joel Pensley, Jack Halperin, Defendants,

BusinessTalkRadio.net, Inc., Blue Star
Media Group, Inc., Relief Defendants.

No. 16-526-cv
|

August 29, 2017

Synopsis
Background: Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC)
brought civil enforcement action against managing officer
of publicly traded company for engaging in scheme to
increase demand for stock by using false public statements
and selling the artificially inflated shares through affiliated
entities in unregistered securities transactions. Officer
entered into consent judgment with respect to liability,
and the United States District Court for the Eastern
District of New York, Irizarry, Chief Judge, 2015 WL
5793303, imposed joint and several disgorgement liability
of $52,236,995, plus prejudgment interest, and a civil
penalty of $6,133,540. Officer appealed.

Holdings: The Court of Appeals held that:

[1] imposition of $52,236,995 in disgorgement liability was
not excessive;

[2] civil penalty properly accounted for a certain
$5,000,000 transfer; and

[3] even if the disgorgement was a fine under the Eighth
Amendment's Excessive Fines Clause, it was not grossly
disproportional.

Affirmed.

West Headnotes (3)

[1] Securities Regulation
Insiders' Profits, Recovery of

Imposition of $52,236,995 in disgorgement
liability was not excessive in Securities
and Exchange Commission (SEC) civil
enforcement action against managing officer
of publicly traded company for engaging
in scheme to increase demand for stock by
using false public statements and selling the
artificially inflated shares through affiliated
entities in unregistered securities transactions,
where $52,236,995 had been the amount that
flowed into officer's company as a result of
scheme.

Cases that cite this headnote

[2] Securities Regulation
Relief granted in general

Civil penalty of $6,133,540 imposed in
Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC)
civil enforcement action against managing
officer of publicly traded company for
engaging in scheme to increase demand
for stock by using false public statements
and selling the artificially inflated shares
through affiliated entities in unregistered
securities transactions properly accounted for
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$5,000,000 transferred from the company
to entity of which officer was president,
where the $5,000,000 was used to discharge
delinquent debt officer had personally
guaranteed and on which creditors had
obtained judgments against officer personally.

Cases that cite this headnote

[3] Fines
Excessive fines

Securities Regulation
Insiders' Profits, Recovery of

Even if imposition of $52,236,995
in disgorgement liability in Securities
and Exchange Commission (SEC) civil
enforcement action against managing officer
of publicly traded company for engaging
in scheme to increase demand for stock by
using false public statements and selling the
artificially inflated shares through affiliated
entities in unregistered securities transactions
was a fine under the Eighth Amendment's
Excessive Fines Clause, it was not grossly
disproportional; the disgorgement almost
precisely equaled the gains from the illicit
conduct, and officer did not make substantive
argument that disgorgement deprived his
livelihood. U.S. Const. Amend. 8.

4 Cases that cite this headnote

Appeal from a judgment of the United States District
Court for the Eastern District of New York (Irizarry, C.J.,
Levy, M.J.).
UPON DUE CONSIDERATION, IT IS HEREBY
ORDERED, ADJUDGED, AND DECREED that the
judgment of the district court is AFFIRMED.

Attorneys and Law Firms

FOR APPELLANT: MARANDA E. FRITZ (Tammy
P. Bieber and Brian K. Steinwascher, on the brief),
Thompson Hine LLP, New York, NY.

FOR APPELLEE: MARTIN V. TOTARO, Senior
Counsel (John W. Avery, Deputy Solicitor, on the brief),

for Robert B. Stebbins, General Counsel, Securities and
Exchange Commission, Washington, DC.

PRESENT: PETER W. HALL, GERARD E. LYNCH,
CHRISTOPHER F. DRONEY, Circuit Judges.

*700  *701  SUMMARY ORDER

Defendant-Appellant Michael Metter challenges the
district court's imposition of joint and several
disgorgement liability in the amount of $52,236,995, plus
prejudgment interest, and a civil penalty in the amount
of $6,133,540. We assume the parties' familiarity with the
procedural history of this matter, the underlying facts, and
the issues on appeal.

We review the district court's disgorgement order for
abuse of discretion. SEC v. Contorinis, 743 F.3d 296, 301
(2d Cir. 2014). We review the district court's imposition of
a civil penalty for abuse of discretion. SEC v. Razmilovic,
738 F.3d 14, 38 (2d Cir. 2013) (citing SEC v. Kern, 425
F.3d 143, 153 (2d Cir. 2005)). We determine de novo
whether the district court's disgorgement order or penalty
amount to an excessive fine in contravention of the Eighth
Amendment, accepting the district court's underlying
factual findings unless clearly erroneous. United States v.
Viloski, 814 F.3d 104, 109 (2d Cir. 2016).

I. Consent Judgment
As an initial matter, we note that Metter entered into a
consent judgment with respect to liability in this matter.
That consent judgment provides, in relevant part:

In connection with the
Commission's motion for
disgorgement, civil penalties and/
or reimbursement, and at any
hearing held on such a motion:
(a) Defendant will be precluded
from arguing that he did not
violate the federal securities laws
as alleged in the Complaint; (b)
Defendant may not challenge the
validity of the Consent or this
Judgment; (c) solely for the purposes
of such motion, the allegations of
the Complaint shall be accepted
as and deemed true by the Court;
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and (d) the Court may determine
the issues raised in the motion on
the basis of affidavits, declarations,
excerpts of sworn deposition
or investigative testimony, and
documentary evidence, without
regard to the standards for summary
judgment contained in Rule 56(c)
of the Federal Rules of Civil
Procedure.

Judgment as to Defendant Michael E. Metter, Doc. 255,
at 10. Included in the Amended Complaint were the
following allegations:

Defendant RM Enterprises
International, Inc., is a Delaware
corporation with its principal place
of business in New York, New
York. RM Enterprises is the
majority shareholder of Spongetech
and is controlled by Metter and
Moskowitz. Metter and Moskowitz
are the sole officers, serve as
directors, and are currently the
beneficial owners of two-thirds of
RM Enterprises.

Amended Complaint at 7. Notwithstanding his
agreement, Metter now claims on appeal that he did
not control RM Enterprises and that Moskowitz was
the person in control. In doing so, Metter violates the
*702  unambiguous terms of the consent judgment. We

are unmoved by Metter's insistence that the relevant terms
of the consent judgment should apply only to the well-
pleaded facts in the Complaint. As the SEC correctly
points out, under the terms of the consent judgment, it is
immaterial whether the Complaint complied with Federal
Rules of Civil Procedure 8 and 9 or would have survived a
motion to dismiss. Metter surrendered his right to contest
whether the factual allegations in the Complaint were
well-pleaded when he agreed to the consent judgment.
Without prejudice to any additional means the district
court may deem appropriate to enforce its judgment, we
elect simply not to consider those contentions made by
Metter on appeal that are in violation of the judgment.
This includes the Defendant's claim of double jeopardy.

II. Disgorgement

[1] “The district court has broad discretion not only
in determining whether or not to order disgorgement
but also in calculating the amount to be disgorged.
The amount of disgorgement ordered need only be a
reasonable approximation of profits causally connected
to the violation; any risk of uncertainty in calculating
disgorgement should fall on the wrongdoer whose
illegal conduct created that uncertainty.” SEC v. First
Jersey Securities, Inc., 101 F.3d 1450, 1474–75 (2d Cir.
1996) (internal quotation marks, citations, and alteration
omitted). We are unconvinced by Metter's assertion
that the characterization of the breadth of the district
court's discretion in First Jersey, id., is unsuited to the
circumstances of this case.

We find no abuse of discretion in the $52,236,995 amount
of disgorgement liability imposed. The evidence before the
district court showed, and Metter does not dispute, that
$52,236,995 flowed into RM Enterprises as a result of the

fraudulent scheme. 1  The Complaint alleges, and Metter

cannot now deny, that he controlled RM Enterprises. 2

III. Civil Penalty
[2] Metter objects to the district court's imposition of a

$6,133,540 civil penalty on the grounds that the district
court included in its computation thereof a $5 million
transfer from RM Enterprises to BusinessTalkRadio.net,
Inc., an entity of which Metter was president. This $5
million was used to discharge delinquent debt that Metter
had personally guaranteed and *703  on which creditors
had obtained judgments against Metter personally. Under
these circumstances, the district court did not abuse its
discretion when it included the $5 million transfer in its
computation of Metter's personal enrichment. We likewise
reject the Defendant's argument that his claim of financial
hardship precluded the civil penalty imposed here.

IV. Eighth Amendment
[3] In evaluating Metter's claim that the district court's

disgorgement order violated the Excessive Fines Clause of
the Eighth Amendment, the first step of our analysis is
determining whether the disgorgement was a “fine” within
the meaning of the Excessive Fines Clause. Viloski, 814
F.3d at 109. For the purposes of this appeal, we assume
without deciding that, in light of the Supreme Court's
recent decision in Kokesh v. SEC, ––– U.S. ––––, 137 S.Ct.
1635, 1642–44, 198 L.Ed.2d 86 (2017), the disgorgement
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liability imposed in this matter was essentially punitive
in nature and thus was a fine within the meaning of the
Excessive Fines Clause of the Eighth Amendment.

We proceed to consider whether the disgorgement ordered
here was “grossly disproportional” within the meaning
of United States v. Bajakajian, 524 U.S. 321, 334, 118
S.Ct. 2028, 141 L.Ed.2d 314 (1998). In assessing whether
a penalty is grossly disproportionate, we are required to
examine the four “Bajakajian factors:”

(1) the essence of the crime of
the defendant and its relation to
other criminal activity, (2) whether
the defendant fits into the class
of persons for whom the statute
was principally designed, (3) the
maximum sentence and fine that
could have been imposed, and (4)
the nature of the harm caused by the
defendant's conduct.

Viloski, 814 F.3d at 110 (quoting United States v. George,
779 F.3d 113, 122 (2d Cir. 2015)). In some cases, it may
also be relevant whether the penalty effects a deprivation
of an individual's livelihood. Id. at 111.

With respect to the first enumerated factor, we are, of
course, cognizant that this penalty arises in the context
of a civil enforcement action rather than a criminal
prosecution, but the essence of the proscribed act is no
less relevant. Here, Metter has admitted, for the purposes
of the assessment of disgorgement liability, all of the
facts alleged in the Complaint. The nature and character
of Metter's actions as set forth in the allegations of
the Complaint amply justify the imposition of a harsh
penalty. This factor weighs against a finding of gross
disproportionality.

With respect to the second enumerated factor, the facts
set forth in the Complaint establish that Metter, as a
managing officer of a publicly traded company, is the
precise type of person for whom the Securities Act,
the Exchange Act, and the Sarbanes-Oxley Act were

designed. This factor also weighs against a finding of gross
disproportionality.

We find the third enumerated factor inapposite in light of
the absence of any statutory maximum in the context of a
disgorgement award.

With respect to the fourth enumerated factor, we have not
lost sight of the reality that each dollar of ill-gotten benefit
Metter and his associates extracted by means of the illegal
pump-and-dump scheme detailed in the Complaint flowed
ultimately from the pockets of investors. As a publicly
traded company, Spongetech had many such investors,
but the harm caused by Metter's conduct is no less serious
or severe for having been spread across multiple *704
victims. This factor weighs against a finding of gross
disproportionality.

With respect to whether the penalty effects a deprivation
of Metter's livelihood, Metter, who bears the burden
of showing the unconstitutionality of the district court's
disgorgement order, id. at 109, has advanced no
substantive argument as to the future prospects of his
livelihood under that order. This factor is thus of no aid

to Metter. 3  See id. at 114–15.

On balance, we are satisfied that the district court's
imposition of disgorgement liability in the amount of
$52,236,995 was not grossly disproportional, and thus
effected no violation of Metter's Eighth Amendment
rights. Indeed, since the disgorgement ordered almost
precisely equaled the gains from the illicit conduct to the
entity controlled by Metter, the resulting financial penalty
was directly keyed to the scope of the wrongdoing.

We have considered all of Metter's remaining arguments
and conclude that they are without merit. The judgment
of the district court is AFFIRMED.

All Citations

706 Fed.Appx. 699, Fed. Sec. L. Rep. P 99,859

Footnotes
1 The SEC originally requested disgorgement in the amount of $52,356,995, which is consistent with the documentary

record. On appeal, neither party has noted the discrepancy between this higher figure and the lower figure in the order
and final judgment. The higher figure includes the lower one.
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and (d) the Court may determine
the issues raised in the motion on
the basis of affidavits, declarations,
excerpts of sworn deposition
or investigative testimony, and
documentary evidence, without
regard to the standards for summary
judgment contained in Rule 56(c)
of the Federal Rules of Civil
Procedure.

Judgment as to Defendant Michael E. Metter, Doc. 255,
at 10. Included in the Amended Complaint were the
following allegations:

Defendant RM Enterprises
International, Inc., is a Delaware
corporation with its principal place
of business in New York, New
York. RM Enterprises is the
majority shareholder of Spongetech
and is controlled by Metter and
Moskowitz. Metter and Moskowitz
are the sole officers, serve as
directors, and are currently the
beneficial owners of two-thirds of
RM Enterprises.

Amended Complaint at 7. Notwithstanding his
agreement, Metter now claims on appeal that he did
not control RM Enterprises and that Moskowitz was
the person in control. In doing so, Metter violates the
*702  unambiguous terms of the consent judgment. We

are unmoved by Metter's insistence that the relevant terms
of the consent judgment should apply only to the well-
pleaded facts in the Complaint. As the SEC correctly
points out, under the terms of the consent judgment, it is
immaterial whether the Complaint complied with Federal
Rules of Civil Procedure 8 and 9 or would have survived a
motion to dismiss. Metter surrendered his right to contest
whether the factual allegations in the Complaint were
well-pleaded when he agreed to the consent judgment.
Without prejudice to any additional means the district
court may deem appropriate to enforce its judgment, we
elect simply not to consider those contentions made by
Metter on appeal that are in violation of the judgment.
This includes the Defendant's claim of double jeopardy.

II. Disgorgement

[1] “The district court has broad discretion not only
in determining whether or not to order disgorgement
but also in calculating the amount to be disgorged.
The amount of disgorgement ordered need only be a
reasonable approximation of profits causally connected
to the violation; any risk of uncertainty in calculating
disgorgement should fall on the wrongdoer whose
illegal conduct created that uncertainty.” SEC v. First
Jersey Securities, Inc., 101 F.3d 1450, 1474–75 (2d Cir.
1996) (internal quotation marks, citations, and alteration
omitted). We are unconvinced by Metter's assertion
that the characterization of the breadth of the district
court's discretion in First Jersey, id., is unsuited to the
circumstances of this case.

We find no abuse of discretion in the $52,236,995 amount
of disgorgement liability imposed. The evidence before the
district court showed, and Metter does not dispute, that
$52,236,995 flowed into RM Enterprises as a result of the

fraudulent scheme. 1  The Complaint alleges, and Metter

cannot now deny, that he controlled RM Enterprises. 2

III. Civil Penalty
[2] Metter objects to the district court's imposition of a

$6,133,540 civil penalty on the grounds that the district
court included in its computation thereof a $5 million
transfer from RM Enterprises to BusinessTalkRadio.net,
Inc., an entity of which Metter was president. This $5
million was used to discharge delinquent debt that Metter
had personally guaranteed and *703  on which creditors
had obtained judgments against Metter personally. Under
these circumstances, the district court did not abuse its
discretion when it included the $5 million transfer in its
computation of Metter's personal enrichment. We likewise
reject the Defendant's argument that his claim of financial
hardship precluded the civil penalty imposed here.

IV. Eighth Amendment
[3] In evaluating Metter's claim that the district court's

disgorgement order violated the Excessive Fines Clause of
the Eighth Amendment, the first step of our analysis is
determining whether the disgorgement was a “fine” within
the meaning of the Excessive Fines Clause. Viloski, 814
F.3d at 109. For the purposes of this appeal, we assume
without deciding that, in light of the Supreme Court's
recent decision in Kokesh v. SEC, ––– U.S. ––––, 137 S.Ct.
1635, 1642–44, 198 L.Ed.2d 86 (2017), the disgorgement
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liability imposed in this matter was essentially punitive
in nature and thus was a fine within the meaning of the
Excessive Fines Clause of the Eighth Amendment.

We proceed to consider whether the disgorgement ordered
here was “grossly disproportional” within the meaning
of United States v. Bajakajian, 524 U.S. 321, 334, 118
S.Ct. 2028, 141 L.Ed.2d 314 (1998). In assessing whether
a penalty is grossly disproportionate, we are required to
examine the four “Bajakajian factors:”

(1) the essence of the crime of
the defendant and its relation to
other criminal activity, (2) whether
the defendant fits into the class
of persons for whom the statute
was principally designed, (3) the
maximum sentence and fine that
could have been imposed, and (4)
the nature of the harm caused by the
defendant's conduct.

Viloski, 814 F.3d at 110 (quoting United States v. George,
779 F.3d 113, 122 (2d Cir. 2015)). In some cases, it may
also be relevant whether the penalty effects a deprivation
of an individual's livelihood. Id. at 111.

With respect to the first enumerated factor, we are, of
course, cognizant that this penalty arises in the context
of a civil enforcement action rather than a criminal
prosecution, but the essence of the proscribed act is no
less relevant. Here, Metter has admitted, for the purposes
of the assessment of disgorgement liability, all of the
facts alleged in the Complaint. The nature and character
of Metter's actions as set forth in the allegations of
the Complaint amply justify the imposition of a harsh
penalty. This factor weighs against a finding of gross
disproportionality.

With respect to the second enumerated factor, the facts
set forth in the Complaint establish that Metter, as a
managing officer of a publicly traded company, is the
precise type of person for whom the Securities Act,
the Exchange Act, and the Sarbanes-Oxley Act were

designed. This factor also weighs against a finding of gross
disproportionality.

We find the third enumerated factor inapposite in light of
the absence of any statutory maximum in the context of a
disgorgement award.

With respect to the fourth enumerated factor, we have not
lost sight of the reality that each dollar of ill-gotten benefit
Metter and his associates extracted by means of the illegal
pump-and-dump scheme detailed in the Complaint flowed
ultimately from the pockets of investors. As a publicly
traded company, Spongetech had many such investors,
but the harm caused by Metter's conduct is no less serious
or severe for having been spread across multiple *704
victims. This factor weighs against a finding of gross
disproportionality.

With respect to whether the penalty effects a deprivation
of Metter's livelihood, Metter, who bears the burden
of showing the unconstitutionality of the district court's
disgorgement order, id. at 109, has advanced no
substantive argument as to the future prospects of his
livelihood under that order. This factor is thus of no aid

to Metter. 3  See id. at 114–15.

On balance, we are satisfied that the district court's
imposition of disgorgement liability in the amount of
$52,236,995 was not grossly disproportional, and thus
effected no violation of Metter's Eighth Amendment
rights. Indeed, since the disgorgement ordered almost
precisely equaled the gains from the illicit conduct to the
entity controlled by Metter, the resulting financial penalty
was directly keyed to the scope of the wrongdoing.

We have considered all of Metter's remaining arguments
and conclude that they are without merit. The judgment
of the district court is AFFIRMED.

All Citations
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Footnotes
1 The SEC originally requested disgorgement in the amount of $52,356,995, which is consistent with the documentary

record. On appeal, neither party has noted the discrepancy between this higher figure and the lower figure in the order
and final judgment. The higher figure includes the lower one.
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2 Metter argues that under the Supreme Court's recent decision in Honeycutt v. United States, ––– U.S. ––––, 137 S.Ct.
1626, 198 L.Ed.2d 73 (2017), disgorgement is appropriate only for the amount of money that he himself acquired from
the scheme. Honeycutt is not controlling here for two principal reasons. First, as a matter of law, the decision applied to
criminal forfeiture of the proceeds of controlled substance offenses under 21 U.S.C. § 853. Honeycutt, 137 S.Ct. at 1630.
We decline Metter's invitation to extend the Honeycutt holding with respect to forfeiture under § 853 to the context of the
equitable remedy of disgorgement. Second, as a matter of fact, the defendant in Honeycutt was an employee who had “no
controlling interest in the store,” id. at 1631 (internal quotation marks omitted), and thus had no control over the proceeds
of the offense, while Metter did have control of RM Enterprises, a fact that he conceded in the consent judgment, and thus
could control the distribution of proceeds. Even if the rule of Honeycutt applied in the context of disgorgement, therefore,
that rule, which protects incidental figures from forfeiture of amounts far beyond what would be justified by their role in
the offense, would not compel reversal in this case.

3 Though Metter's failure to carry his burden is determinative of our analysis of this factor, we note in passing that “a
forfeiture that deprives a defendant of his livelihood might nonetheless be constitutional, depending on his culpability or
other circumstances.” Viloski, 814 F.3d at 112. Accordingly, even assuming that the disgorgement order did effectively
deprive Metter of his future ability to earn a living, it would be far from clear whether, under the circumstances of this
case, the Eighth Amendment would suffer any insult.

End of Document © 2018 Thomson Reuters. No claim to original U.S. Government Works.
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U.S. SECURITIES & EXCHANGE
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E. Andrew SCHOOLER, Defendant-Appellant,

and
First Financial Planning Corporation, dba Western

Financial Planning Corporation, Defendant.
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|
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Filed September 26, 2018

Synopsis
Background: Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC)
brought civil enforcement action alleging that members
of land development partnership defrauded investors in
sale of general partnership units. The United States
District Court for the Southern District of California,
Gonzalo P. Curiel, J., 2014 WL 1660651, granted partial
summary judgment for SEC and denied reconsideration,
2014 WL 3858257, granted summary judgment on other
causes of action, 2015 WL 3491903, determined amount
of damages, 106 F.Supp.3d 1157, and entered final
judgment, 2016 WL 4055705. Defendants appealed.

Holdings: The Court of Appeals, N.R. Smith, Circuit
Judge, held that:

[1] general partnership interests in land that were sold
qualified as investment contracts governed by federal
securities law;

[2] sales of general partnership units constituted single,
integrated offering, for purposes of determining whether
sales fell within scope of private offering exemption from
Securities Act's registration requirements for limited offers
and sales;

[3] district court’s decision to amend its order after SEC
filed amended summary judgment motion did not result
in due process violation;

[4] issue of whether reliance on advise of counsel
excused failure to comply with registration and disclosure
requirements was waived;

[5] good faith reliance on counsel could not preclude
liability under strict liability statute governing sale of
unregistered securities;

[6] materially misleading misrepresentation or omission
had been made in connection with offer or sale of security;
and

[7] good faith reliance on advice of counsel had not been
established.

Affirmed in part, vacated in part, and remanded.

West Headnotes (15)

[1] Penalties
Abatement on death of party

To determine whether a monetary penalty
abates upon a defendant’s death, a court
ordinarily examines whether the penalty is
penal or civil in nature.

Cases that cite this headnote

[2] Federal Courts
Summary judgment

A district court’s grant of summary judgment
is reviewed de novo. Fed. R. Civ. P. 56.

Cases that cite this headnote

[3] Securities Regulation
In general;  investment contracts

An investment contract for purposes of the
Securities Act means a contract, transaction,
or scheme whereby a person invests his money
in a common enterprise and is led to expect
profits solely from the efforts of the promoter
or a third party, it being immaterial whether
the shares in the enterprise are evidenced by
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2 Metter argues that under the Supreme Court's recent decision in Honeycutt v. United States, ––– U.S. ––––, 137 S.Ct.
1626, 198 L.Ed.2d 73 (2017), disgorgement is appropriate only for the amount of money that he himself acquired from
the scheme. Honeycutt is not controlling here for two principal reasons. First, as a matter of law, the decision applied to
criminal forfeiture of the proceeds of controlled substance offenses under 21 U.S.C. § 853. Honeycutt, 137 S.Ct. at 1630.
We decline Metter's invitation to extend the Honeycutt holding with respect to forfeiture under § 853 to the context of the
equitable remedy of disgorgement. Second, as a matter of fact, the defendant in Honeycutt was an employee who had “no
controlling interest in the store,” id. at 1631 (internal quotation marks omitted), and thus had no control over the proceeds
of the offense, while Metter did have control of RM Enterprises, a fact that he conceded in the consent judgment, and thus
could control the distribution of proceeds. Even if the rule of Honeycutt applied in the context of disgorgement, therefore,
that rule, which protects incidental figures from forfeiture of amounts far beyond what would be justified by their role in
the offense, would not compel reversal in this case.

3 Though Metter's failure to carry his burden is determinative of our analysis of this factor, we note in passing that “a
forfeiture that deprives a defendant of his livelihood might nonetheless be constitutional, depending on his culpability or
other circumstances.” Viloski, 814 F.3d at 112. Accordingly, even assuming that the disgorgement order did effectively
deprive Metter of his future ability to earn a living, it would be far from clear whether, under the circumstances of this
case, the Eighth Amendment would suffer any insult.
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Synopsis
Background: Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC)
brought civil enforcement action alleging that members
of land development partnership defrauded investors in
sale of general partnership units. The United States
District Court for the Southern District of California,
Gonzalo P. Curiel, J., 2014 WL 1660651, granted partial
summary judgment for SEC and denied reconsideration,
2014 WL 3858257, granted summary judgment on other
causes of action, 2015 WL 3491903, determined amount
of damages, 106 F.Supp.3d 1157, and entered final
judgment, 2016 WL 4055705. Defendants appealed.

Holdings: The Court of Appeals, N.R. Smith, Circuit
Judge, held that:

[1] general partnership interests in land that were sold
qualified as investment contracts governed by federal
securities law;

[2] sales of general partnership units constituted single,
integrated offering, for purposes of determining whether
sales fell within scope of private offering exemption from
Securities Act's registration requirements for limited offers
and sales;

[3] district court’s decision to amend its order after SEC
filed amended summary judgment motion did not result
in due process violation;

[4] issue of whether reliance on advise of counsel
excused failure to comply with registration and disclosure
requirements was waived;

[5] good faith reliance on counsel could not preclude
liability under strict liability statute governing sale of
unregistered securities;

[6] materially misleading misrepresentation or omission
had been made in connection with offer or sale of security;
and

[7] good faith reliance on advice of counsel had not been
established.

Affirmed in part, vacated in part, and remanded.

West Headnotes (15)

[1] Penalties
Abatement on death of party

To determine whether a monetary penalty
abates upon a defendant’s death, a court
ordinarily examines whether the penalty is
penal or civil in nature.

Cases that cite this headnote

[2] Federal Courts
Summary judgment

A district court’s grant of summary judgment
is reviewed de novo. Fed. R. Civ. P. 56.

Cases that cite this headnote

[3] Securities Regulation
In general;  investment contracts

An investment contract for purposes of the
Securities Act means a contract, transaction,
or scheme whereby a person invests his money
in a common enterprise and is led to expect
profits solely from the efforts of the promoter
or a third party, it being immaterial whether
the shares in the enterprise are evidenced by
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formal certificates or by nominal interests in
the physical assets employed in the enterprise.
Securities Act of 1933, § 5, 15 U.S.C.A. § 77e.

Cases that cite this headnote

[4] Securities Regulation
In general;  investment contracts

The touchstone for an investment contract
is the presence of an investment in a
common venture premised on a reasonable
expectation of profits to be derived from
the entrepreneurial or managerial efforts of
others; the standard is flexible rather than
static and is capable of adaptation to meet
the countless and variable schemes devised by
those who seek the use of the money of others
on the promise of profits.

Cases that cite this headnote

[5] Partnership
Sharing control or management of

business

A traditional general partnership implies a
joint endeavor in which all partners share in
the control and management of the enterprise
and advancement of the collective profit
effort.

Cases that cite this headnote

[6] Securities Regulation
Partnership or joint venture interests

Where a joint endeavor in which all partners
share in the control and management of the
enterprise and advancement of the collective
profit effort was anticipated at the outset, and
is not illusory in practice, investment in a
general partnership is not a security.

Cases that cite this headnote

[7] Securities Regulation
Partnership or joint venture interests

General partnership interests in land that
were sold qualified as investment contracts
governed by federal securities law, since

investment in land for long-term holding
was inherently speculative, parties expressly
agreed that partnership would not begin until
date identified on face of agreement which
intentionally was left blank, and investors'
general partner interests and associated
powers became effective significantly after
they invested their money when nearly all
meaningful decisions that would determine
success or failure of investment already had
been made. Securities Act of 1933, § 5, 15
U.S.C.A. § 77e; Cal. Corp. Code § 16101(9).

Cases that cite this headnote

[8] Securities Regulation
Partnership or joint venture interests

The factors under Williamson v. Tucker, 645
F.2d 404, for determining whether a general
partnership interest should be considered an
investment contract for purposes of federal
securities laws are not in fact distinct “claims”
or “issues” that need be decided individually
for summary judgment purposes; these factors
are simply heuristics useful in answering the
ultimate question. Securities Act of 1933, § 5,
15 U.S.C.A. § 77e.

Cases that cite this headnote

[9] Securities Regulation
Nonpublic or private offerings

Land development partnership's sales of
general partnership units constituted single,
integrated offering, for purposes of
determining whether sales fell within scope
of private offering exemption from Securities
Act's registration requirements for limited
offers and sales; even though sales took
place over course of 31 years, all offerings
were used to finance partnership’s acquisition
of undeveloped land for partnerships, gap
between offerings was generally only two
years, each involved issuance of general
partner interests in exchange for cash, and all
were for purpose of holding real estate in hope
of subsequent appreciation. Securities Act of
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1933, § 5, 15 U.S.C.A. § 77e; 17 C.F.R. §§
230.502(a), 230.506(b).

Cases that cite this headnote

[10] Federal Courts
Failure to mention or inadequacy of

treatment of error in appellate briefs

Argument was waived that factors under
Williamson v. Tucker, 645 F.2d 404, other than
timing factor did not support determination
that general partnership interest should be
considered investment contract for purposes
of federal securities laws, since district court’s
analysis supporting finding of investment
contract was not engaged with on appeal and
no explanation was made as to why four
remaining factors did not outweigh timing
factor. Securities Act of 1933, § 5, 15 U.S.C.A.
§ 77e; 17 C.F.R. §§ 230.502(a), 230.506(b).

Cases that cite this headnote

[11] Constitutional Law
Judgment or Other Determination

Federal Civil Procedure
Subsequent proceedings;  reconsideration

of denial of motion

District court’s decision to amend its order
after Securities and Exchange Commission
(SEC) filed amended summary judgment
motion did not result in due process violation,
in civil enforcement action alleging that
members of land development partnership
defrauded investors in sale of general
partnership units, since parties had full
opportunity to brief and argue only issue
on which court amended its opinion of who
bore burden of producing sufficient facts to
establish genuine issue for trial on exemptions
and prejudice could not be established because
court’s resolution of legal issue was not
erroneous. U.S. Const. Amend. 5; Fed. R.
Civ. P. 56.

Cases that cite this headnote

[12] Federal Courts

Defenses

Issue of whether reliance on advise of
counsel excused failure to comply with
registration and disclosure requirements was
waived for consideration on appeal in civil
enforcement action alleging that members
of land development partnership defrauded
investors in sale of general partnership units,
since issue had not been raised before district
court. Securities Act of 1933, § 5, 15 U.S.C.A.
§ 77e.

Cases that cite this headnote

[13] Securities Regulation
Scienter;  absolute or strict liability

Securities Regulation
Good faith;  advice of counsel

Good faith reliance on counsel could not
preclude liability under strict liability statute
governing sale of unregistered securities.
Securities Act of 1933, § 5, 15 U.S.C.A. § 77e.

Cases that cite this headnote

[14] Securities Regulation
Fraudulent Statements, Omissions or

Conduct

Materially misleading misrepresentation or
omission had been made in connection
with offer or sale of security in interstate
commerce and with requisite scienter, where
representation had been made to investors
that value of particular property was $2.50
per square foot, but property recently had
been purchased for $0.40 per square foot and
property had been appraised at just under
$1.00 per square foot when value of water
rights was taken into account. Securities Act
of 1933, § 17(a), 15 U.S.C.A. § 77q(a); 17
C.F.R. § 240.10b–5.

Cases that cite this headnote

[15] Securities Regulation
Good faith;  belief in success;  advice of

counsel
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between offerings was generally only two
years, each involved issuance of general
partner interests in exchange for cash, and all
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Good faith reliance on advice of counsel
had not been established, as defense to
securities fraud claim over representation to
investors of value of particular property,
where counsel had not been informed that
advertising included representations as to fair
market value of particular parcels. Securities
Act of 1933, § 17(a), 15 U.S.C.A. § 77q(a); 17
C.F.R. § 240.10b–5.

Cases that cite this headnote
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Appeal from the United States District Court for the
Southern District of California, Gonzalo P. Curiel,
District Judge, Presiding, D.C. No. 3:12-cv-02164-GPC-
JMA

Before: Sandra S. Ikuta and N. Randy Smith, Circuit

Judges, and Stephen M. McNamee, **  District Judge.

OPINION

N.R. SMITH, Circuit Judge:

*1  Dressing an investment contract in the trappings of
a general partnership interest does not immunize that
interest from the federal securities laws. Our standard
for identifying an “investment contract” under federal
securities law has long been “flexible rather than ... static”;
it “is capable of adaptation to meet the countless and
variable schemes devised by those who seek the use of the
money of others on the promise of profits.” See SEC v.
W.J. Howey Co., 328 U.S. 293, 298–99, 66 S.Ct. 1100,
90 L.Ed. 1244 (1946). The undisputed facts establish that
the general partnership interests at issue were stripped of
the hallmarks of a general partnership and marketed as
passive investments. Accordingly, we affirm the district

court’s core holding that the general partnership interests
at issue qualify as securities under federal law and that
Louis Schooler violated federal securities law by selling
unregistered securities and defrauding his investors.

[1] Louis Schooler died during the pendency of the
appeal, but E. Andrew Schooler (as executor of his estate)
replaced him as the named party on appeal. In light of
Louis Schooler’s death and intervening Supreme Court
precedent, the Securities and Exchange Commission
(SEC) acknowledges that several components of the
district court’s judgment require vacatur or remand.
Specifically, we vacate the civil penalty ordered by the

district court in light of Louis Schooler’s death. 1  We
also vacate and remand the disgorgement order for
reconsideration in light of the Supreme Court’s decision in
Kokesh v. SEC, ––– U.S. ––––, 137 S.Ct. 1635, 198 L.Ed.2d
86 (2017), which alters the analysis for determining the
limitations period applicable to disgorgement. As noted
above, we affirm the district court’s judgment in all other
respects.

I.

*2  Between 1978 and 2012 (when the SEC filed suit),
Louis Schooler individually and through his wholly
owned company, First Financial Planning Corporation d/

b/a Western Financial Planning Corporation (Western), 2

engaged in the business of identifying tracts of land
to purchase and sell to investors by means of general
partnership interests. Through these alleged general
partnership interests, each investor/partner would own a
fractional interest in the parcels to hold as a speculative
investment—in the hopes that the areas where the land
was located would become developed and the value of
the land would increase. Specifically, Schooler would
identify a tract of land, purchase it in the name of
his company, and then turn around and mark up the
price (often by several multiples of the price originally
paid) to sell the land to investors. Schooler sold interests
in a general partnership to the investors that would
collectively hold the land (typically with several other
general partnerships). Schooler marketed these general
partnership interests to individuals across the United
States and ultimately sold 3,400 such interests over the
lifetime of the operation.
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In 2012, the SEC brought suit asserting a host of federal
securities law violations. The SEC sought a temporary
restraining order (TRO) and the appointment of a
receiver. The district court granted a TRO and eventually
converted the order to a preliminary injunction. The
parties litigated the case through summary judgment,
where the district court granted the SEC’s summary
judgment motions and denied Schooler’s. This appeal
followed.

II.

[2] “We review the district court’s grant of summary
judgment de novo.” SEC v. CMKM Diamonds, Inc., 729
F.3d 1248, 1255 (9th Cir. 2013). In conducting this review,
we take all facts and reasonable inferences therefrom
in the light most favorable to the nonmoving party
and determine whether disputed issues of material fact
preclude summary judgment. See id.

III.

[3] Here, we deal with federal securities laws regulating
investment contracts. 15 U.S.C. § 77b(a)(1); 15 U.S.C. §
78c(a)(10). The term “investment contract” has long “been
broadly construed ... so as to afford the investing public
a full measure of protection.” See SEC v. W.J. Howey
Co., 328 U.S. 293, 298, 66 S.Ct. 1100, 90 L.Ed. 1244
(1946). Accordingly, “an investment contract for purposes
of the Securities Act means a contract, transaction or
scheme whereby a person invests his money in a common
enterprise and is led to expect profits solely from the
efforts of the promoter or a third party, it being immaterial
whether the shares in the enterprise are evidenced by
formal certificates or by nominal interests in the physical
assets employed in the enterprise.” Id. at 298–99, 66 S.Ct.
1100.

[4] The “touchstone” of this standard “is the presence
of an investment in a common venture premised on a
reasonable expectation of profits to be derived from the
entrepreneurial or managerial efforts of others.” United
Hous. Found., Inc. v. Forman, 421 U.S. 837, 852, 95 S.Ct.
2051, 44 L.Ed.2d 621 (1975). The standard is “flexible
rather than ... static” and “is capable of adaptation
to meet the countless and variable schemes devised by
those who seek the use of the money of others on the

promise of profits.” Howey, 328 U.S. at 299, 66 S.Ct.
1100. Accordingly, the Supreme Court’s use of the phrase
“solely from the efforts of the promoter or a third party”
has not been literally applied to innoculate any scheme
that nominally purports to afford investors power or
responsibility to advance the common enterprise. E.g.,
Forman, 421 U.S. at 853 n.18, 95 S.Ct. 2051 (noting that
the “leasehold rights” sold were “purely an incidental
consideration in the transaction” where “exploratory
drillings gave investments ‘most of their value and all of
their Lure’ ” (quoting SEC v. C.M. Joiner Leasing Corp.,
320 U.S. 344, 348–49, 64 S.Ct. 120, 88 L.Ed. 88 (1943) ) );
SEC v. Rubera, 350 F.3d 1084, 1091–92 (9th Cir. 2003)
(“We have rejected a strict interpretation of this prong
in favor of a more flexible focus on ‘whether the efforts
made by those other than the investor are the undeniably
significant ones, those essential managerial efforts which
affect the failure or success of the enterprise.’ ” (quoting
SEC v. Glenn W. Turner Enters., 474 F.2d 476, 482 (9th
Cir. 1973) ) ).

*3  [5]  [6] We must here determine whether the general
partnership interests Schooler sold qualify as investment
contracts governed by federal securities law. A traditional
general partnership implies a joint endeavor in which
all partners share in the control and management of
the enterprise and advancement of the collective profit
effort. See Williamson v. Tucker, 645 F.2d 404, 423–24
(5th Cir. 1981); see also Hocking v. Dubois, 885 F.2d
1449, 1460–61 (9th Cir. 1989) (en banc) (reaffirming that
Williamson has been adopted in the Ninth Circuit). Where
such an arrangement was anticipated at the outset, e.g.,
Williamson, 645 F.2d at 424 n.14 (noting the timing
requirement that “reliance on the manager” must be
shown to be “an understanding in the original transaction,
and not some subsequent decision to delegate partnership
duties”), and is not illusory in practice, id. at 422–24,
investment in a general partnership is not a security. See
id. at 422–26.

We have adopted the three factors articulated in
Williamson v. Tucker (any one of which is sufficient) to
establish that a general partnership should be treated as a
security when:

(1) an agreement among the parties
leaves so little power in the
hands of the partner or venturer
that the arrangement in fact
distributes power as would a limited
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Good faith reliance on advice of counsel
had not been established, as defense to
securities fraud claim over representation to
investors of value of particular property,
where counsel had not been informed that
advertising included representations as to fair
market value of particular parcels. Securities
Act of 1933, § 17(a), 15 U.S.C.A. § 77q(a); 17
C.F.R. § 240.10b–5.

Cases that cite this headnote

Attorneys and Law Firms

Bryan C. Vess, Bryan C. Vess APC, San Diego, California;
Philip H. Dyson, Law Office of Philip H. Dyson, Las
Mesa, California, for Defendants-Appellants.
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Washington, D.C.; for Plaintiff-Appellee.
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90 L.Ed. 1244 (1946). The undisputed facts establish that
the general partnership interests at issue were stripped of
the hallmarks of a general partnership and marketed as
passive investments. Accordingly, we affirm the district

court’s core holding that the general partnership interests
at issue qualify as securities under federal law and that
Louis Schooler violated federal securities law by selling
unregistered securities and defrauding his investors.

[1] Louis Schooler died during the pendency of the
appeal, but E. Andrew Schooler (as executor of his estate)
replaced him as the named party on appeal. In light of
Louis Schooler’s death and intervening Supreme Court
precedent, the Securities and Exchange Commission
(SEC) acknowledges that several components of the
district court’s judgment require vacatur or remand.
Specifically, we vacate the civil penalty ordered by the

district court in light of Louis Schooler’s death. 1  We
also vacate and remand the disgorgement order for
reconsideration in light of the Supreme Court’s decision in
Kokesh v. SEC, ––– U.S. ––––, 137 S.Ct. 1635, 198 L.Ed.2d
86 (2017), which alters the analysis for determining the
limitations period applicable to disgorgement. As noted
above, we affirm the district court’s judgment in all other
respects.

I.

*2  Between 1978 and 2012 (when the SEC filed suit),
Louis Schooler individually and through his wholly
owned company, First Financial Planning Corporation d/

b/a Western Financial Planning Corporation (Western), 2

engaged in the business of identifying tracts of land
to purchase and sell to investors by means of general
partnership interests. Through these alleged general
partnership interests, each investor/partner would own a
fractional interest in the parcels to hold as a speculative
investment—in the hopes that the areas where the land
was located would become developed and the value of
the land would increase. Specifically, Schooler would
identify a tract of land, purchase it in the name of
his company, and then turn around and mark up the
price (often by several multiples of the price originally
paid) to sell the land to investors. Schooler sold interests
in a general partnership to the investors that would
collectively hold the land (typically with several other
general partnerships). Schooler marketed these general
partnership interests to individuals across the United
States and ultimately sold 3,400 such interests over the
lifetime of the operation.
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In 2012, the SEC brought suit asserting a host of federal
securities law violations. The SEC sought a temporary
restraining order (TRO) and the appointment of a
receiver. The district court granted a TRO and eventually
converted the order to a preliminary injunction. The
parties litigated the case through summary judgment,
where the district court granted the SEC’s summary
judgment motions and denied Schooler’s. This appeal
followed.

II.

[2] “We review the district court’s grant of summary
judgment de novo.” SEC v. CMKM Diamonds, Inc., 729
F.3d 1248, 1255 (9th Cir. 2013). In conducting this review,
we take all facts and reasonable inferences therefrom
in the light most favorable to the nonmoving party
and determine whether disputed issues of material fact
preclude summary judgment. See id.

III.

[3] Here, we deal with federal securities laws regulating
investment contracts. 15 U.S.C. § 77b(a)(1); 15 U.S.C. §
78c(a)(10). The term “investment contract” has long “been
broadly construed ... so as to afford the investing public
a full measure of protection.” See SEC v. W.J. Howey
Co., 328 U.S. 293, 298, 66 S.Ct. 1100, 90 L.Ed. 1244
(1946). Accordingly, “an investment contract for purposes
of the Securities Act means a contract, transaction or
scheme whereby a person invests his money in a common
enterprise and is led to expect profits solely from the
efforts of the promoter or a third party, it being immaterial
whether the shares in the enterprise are evidenced by
formal certificates or by nominal interests in the physical
assets employed in the enterprise.” Id. at 298–99, 66 S.Ct.
1100.

[4] The “touchstone” of this standard “is the presence
of an investment in a common venture premised on a
reasonable expectation of profits to be derived from the
entrepreneurial or managerial efforts of others.” United
Hous. Found., Inc. v. Forman, 421 U.S. 837, 852, 95 S.Ct.
2051, 44 L.Ed.2d 621 (1975). The standard is “flexible
rather than ... static” and “is capable of adaptation
to meet the countless and variable schemes devised by
those who seek the use of the money of others on the

promise of profits.” Howey, 328 U.S. at 299, 66 S.Ct.
1100. Accordingly, the Supreme Court’s use of the phrase
“solely from the efforts of the promoter or a third party”
has not been literally applied to innoculate any scheme
that nominally purports to afford investors power or
responsibility to advance the common enterprise. E.g.,
Forman, 421 U.S. at 853 n.18, 95 S.Ct. 2051 (noting that
the “leasehold rights” sold were “purely an incidental
consideration in the transaction” where “exploratory
drillings gave investments ‘most of their value and all of
their Lure’ ” (quoting SEC v. C.M. Joiner Leasing Corp.,
320 U.S. 344, 348–49, 64 S.Ct. 120, 88 L.Ed. 88 (1943) ) );
SEC v. Rubera, 350 F.3d 1084, 1091–92 (9th Cir. 2003)
(“We have rejected a strict interpretation of this prong
in favor of a more flexible focus on ‘whether the efforts
made by those other than the investor are the undeniably
significant ones, those essential managerial efforts which
affect the failure or success of the enterprise.’ ” (quoting
SEC v. Glenn W. Turner Enters., 474 F.2d 476, 482 (9th
Cir. 1973) ) ).

*3  [5]  [6] We must here determine whether the general
partnership interests Schooler sold qualify as investment
contracts governed by federal securities law. A traditional
general partnership implies a joint endeavor in which
all partners share in the control and management of
the enterprise and advancement of the collective profit
effort. See Williamson v. Tucker, 645 F.2d 404, 423–24
(5th Cir. 1981); see also Hocking v. Dubois, 885 F.2d
1449, 1460–61 (9th Cir. 1989) (en banc) (reaffirming that
Williamson has been adopted in the Ninth Circuit). Where
such an arrangement was anticipated at the outset, e.g.,
Williamson, 645 F.2d at 424 n.14 (noting the timing
requirement that “reliance on the manager” must be
shown to be “an understanding in the original transaction,
and not some subsequent decision to delegate partnership
duties”), and is not illusory in practice, id. at 422–24,
investment in a general partnership is not a security. See
id. at 422–26.

We have adopted the three factors articulated in
Williamson v. Tucker (any one of which is sufficient) to
establish that a general partnership should be treated as a
security when:

(1) an agreement among the parties
leaves so little power in the
hands of the partner or venturer
that the arrangement in fact
distributes power as would a limited
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partnership; or (2) the partner or
venturer is so inexperienced and
unknowledgeable in business affairs
that he is incapable of intelligently
exercising his partnership or venture
powers; or (3) the partner or
venturer is so dependent on
some unique entrepreneurial or
managerial ability of the promoter
or manager that he cannot replace
the manager of the enterprise
or otherwise exercise meaningful
partnership or venture powers.

Hocking, 885 F.2d at 1460 (quoting Williamson, 645 F.2d
at 424). These factors are not exhaustive. Id. (“Of course,
under different facts or legal arrangements other factors
might give rise to such a dependence on the promoter
or manager that exercise of control would be effectively
precluded.”).

IV.

[7] Applying these principles, the district court correctly
determined that the general partnership interests in this
case were investment contracts governed by federal
securities law. The district court primarily rested its
decision on the fact that investors placed their money
with Schooler significantly before their general partner
interests (and associated powers) became effective.
The district court characterized this circumstance as
complying with the first Williamson factor, but it also
noted that, whether this fact fit squarely within the first
factor, it nonetheless found it to be an important other
factor establishing dependence on Schooler. The district
court also analyzed the second and third Williamson
factors but ultimately concluded that, although the SEC
had submitted significant undisputed facts to support
these factors, the record was not sufficient to establish
these factors as a matter of law.

[8] The district court treated each of the Williamson
factors as an issue for summary judgment. However, the
Williamson factors are not in fact distinct “claims” or
“issues” that need be decided individually for summary
judgment purposes. These factors are simply heuristics
useful in answering the ultimate question of whether

a general partnership interest should be considered an
investment contract for purposes of federal securities laws.

Even giving Schooler the benefit of all reasonable
inferences, the collective force of the following undisputed
facts identified by the district court establish as a
matter of law that the general partnership interests
in this case were securities under federal law. First,
the facts establish beyond dispute that Louis Schooler,
personally and through Western, exercised near total
control over the investments between receipt of investor
payments and execution of the partnership agreements.
Unlike a traditional general partnership, the partnership
agreements in this case were not effective upon delivery
of investor funds. Rather, the agreement stated that
it became effective upon the date identified (and
intentionally left blank) on the first page of the partnership
agreement. Because the agreements were not yet effective,
investors had no power to control their investments
during this period. Yet, it was during this precise
time that nearly all meaningful decisions were made
that would determine the success or failure of the
investment. Schooler controlled how many interests to
market and sell in each partnership, diluting the power
of partners by selling a large number of interests in each
general partnership. Schooler determined the properties
to purchase and the price the partnerships would pay.
He determined how many different general partnerships
to include as co-tenants of a single property. Likewise,
Schooler determined when to close the final partnership
and establish the co-tenancy arrangements. During this
critical period, 93% of the investors’ money was expended
—without any opportunity for investor input or control.

*4  By the time Schooler executed the partnerships by
filling in the effective date, there was little that could be
done to determine the success or failure of the investment.
At the time of execution, general partners were transferred
fractional interests in land and could do little more than
hope that the land would appreciate in value substantially
more than the ongoing maintenance expenses Schooler
charged. An investment in land for long-term holding
is inherently speculative, as expressly noted in the
partner representations. Nonetheless, decisions about
what property to purchase and how much to pay for it are
among the most important decisions in determining the
success of the investment. In this scheme, general partners
had no real control over these decisions.
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Further, once the partnership agreements were
executed and co-tenancies established, Louis Schooler
acknowledges that it was “potentially unworkable” for
partners to exercise their powers to jointly manage
the parcels. Louis Schooler and his associates at
Western meanwhile exercised all practical authority in the
operation of the partnership, having defaulted authority
to themselves and hand-picked signatory partners. From
the viewpoint of investors, this passive arrangement was
what many expected—having been lured in by the promise
of Schooler’s expertise in finding parcels and directing
when they should be sold. Under these circumstances the
SEC made a clear showing that investors “were prevented
from exercising their powers” as general partners. Cf.
Matek v. Murat, 862 F.2d 720, 731–32 (9th Cir. 1988)
(finding a general partnership not a security where no
practical impairment to exercising partnership authority
had been shown), abrogated on other grounds by Koch v.
Hankins, 928 F.2d 1471 (9th Cir. 1991).

Andrew Schooler cites a series of cases for the proposition
that the first Williamson factor is limited to taking the
partnership documents at face value. But there is an
obvious flaw in this argument—the effective date was
on the very first page of the partnership agreement
and it unambiguously articulated that the agreement
(including all of the shared authority and control) did not
become effective until the date indicated (and originally
left blank). Nothing in the California code overrides the
parties’ express agreement that the partnership not begin
until the date identified on the face of the agreement.
See Cal. Corp. Code §§ 16101(9), 16202(a) (defining a
partnership as an “association of two or more persons to
carry on as coowners a business for profit”). Even if a
partnership arose in the interim, there was no mechanism
in place for partners to exercise any control over the
arrangement during this critical time period. Accordingly,
the district court did not err in awarding summary
judgment to the SEC and concluding that the general
partnership interests were securities.

V.

[9] We likewise affirm the district court’s determination
that Schooler sold unregistered securities in violation of
federal law. Schooler essentially conceded to the district
court that his sales of general partnership interests failed
to meet the securities registration requirements of Section

5. See 15 U.S.C. §§ 77e(a), 77e(c); Greenwood v. FAA, 28
F.3d 971, 977 (9th Cir. 1994) (holding that courts will
not “manufacture arguments for an appellant, and a bare
assertion does not preserve a claim”). Schooler’s only
defense rested on a claimed exemption to the registration
requirements under Rule 506(b) of the Securities Act,

see 17 C.F.R. § 230.506. 3  However, the district court
rejected this affirmative defense, because (among other
reasons) the court concluded that all of the sales of
general partnership interests were an integrated offering
and exceeded the 35 investor limit for the exemption. 17
C.F.R. § 230.506(b)(2)(i). In reaching its decisions the
district court analyzed the five factors outlined in 17
C.F.R. § 230.502(a):

*5  (a) Whether the sales are part of a single plan of
financing;

(b) Whether the sales involve issuance of the same class
of securities;

(c) Whether the sales have been made at or about the
same time;

(d) Whether the same type of consideration is being
received; and

(e) Whether the sales are made for the same general
purpose.

The district court concluded that this case was analogous
to SEC v. Murphy, 626 F.2d 633 (9th Cir. 1980), where the
court found that “[t]he separation in time from one system
offering to the next suggest[ed] that the offerings were not
integrated, but that [this] factor [was] heavily outweighed
by the remaining considerations.” Id. at 646.

[10] On appeal, Schooler fails to engage with the district
court’s analysis and to explain why the four remaining
factors do not outweigh the timing factor. Instead,
he again articulates that the offerings occurred over a
long period of time and makes additional arguments
unrelated to any of the factors. Accordingly, he has waived
argument on this issue. Greenwood, 28 F.3d at 977. The
district court correctly determined that all but the timing
factor weighed in favor of finding an integrated offering.
All of the offerings were used to finance Western’s
acquisition of land for the partnerships, each involved the
issuance of general partner interests in exchange for cash,
and all were for the purpose of holding real estate in hope
of subsequent appreciation. Murphy supports the district
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partnership; or (2) the partner or
venturer is so inexperienced and
unknowledgeable in business affairs
that he is incapable of intelligently
exercising his partnership or venture
powers; or (3) the partner or
venturer is so dependent on
some unique entrepreneurial or
managerial ability of the promoter
or manager that he cannot replace
the manager of the enterprise
or otherwise exercise meaningful
partnership or venture powers.

Hocking, 885 F.2d at 1460 (quoting Williamson, 645 F.2d
at 424). These factors are not exhaustive. Id. (“Of course,
under different facts or legal arrangements other factors
might give rise to such a dependence on the promoter
or manager that exercise of control would be effectively
precluded.”).

IV.

[7] Applying these principles, the district court correctly
determined that the general partnership interests in this
case were investment contracts governed by federal
securities law. The district court primarily rested its
decision on the fact that investors placed their money
with Schooler significantly before their general partner
interests (and associated powers) became effective.
The district court characterized this circumstance as
complying with the first Williamson factor, but it also
noted that, whether this fact fit squarely within the first
factor, it nonetheless found it to be an important other
factor establishing dependence on Schooler. The district
court also analyzed the second and third Williamson
factors but ultimately concluded that, although the SEC
had submitted significant undisputed facts to support
these factors, the record was not sufficient to establish
these factors as a matter of law.

[8] The district court treated each of the Williamson
factors as an issue for summary judgment. However, the
Williamson factors are not in fact distinct “claims” or
“issues” that need be decided individually for summary
judgment purposes. These factors are simply heuristics
useful in answering the ultimate question of whether

a general partnership interest should be considered an
investment contract for purposes of federal securities laws.

Even giving Schooler the benefit of all reasonable
inferences, the collective force of the following undisputed
facts identified by the district court establish as a
matter of law that the general partnership interests
in this case were securities under federal law. First,
the facts establish beyond dispute that Louis Schooler,
personally and through Western, exercised near total
control over the investments between receipt of investor
payments and execution of the partnership agreements.
Unlike a traditional general partnership, the partnership
agreements in this case were not effective upon delivery
of investor funds. Rather, the agreement stated that
it became effective upon the date identified (and
intentionally left blank) on the first page of the partnership
agreement. Because the agreements were not yet effective,
investors had no power to control their investments
during this period. Yet, it was during this precise
time that nearly all meaningful decisions were made
that would determine the success or failure of the
investment. Schooler controlled how many interests to
market and sell in each partnership, diluting the power
of partners by selling a large number of interests in each
general partnership. Schooler determined the properties
to purchase and the price the partnerships would pay.
He determined how many different general partnerships
to include as co-tenants of a single property. Likewise,
Schooler determined when to close the final partnership
and establish the co-tenancy arrangements. During this
critical period, 93% of the investors’ money was expended
—without any opportunity for investor input or control.

*4  By the time Schooler executed the partnerships by
filling in the effective date, there was little that could be
done to determine the success or failure of the investment.
At the time of execution, general partners were transferred
fractional interests in land and could do little more than
hope that the land would appreciate in value substantially
more than the ongoing maintenance expenses Schooler
charged. An investment in land for long-term holding
is inherently speculative, as expressly noted in the
partner representations. Nonetheless, decisions about
what property to purchase and how much to pay for it are
among the most important decisions in determining the
success of the investment. In this scheme, general partners
had no real control over these decisions.
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Further, once the partnership agreements were
executed and co-tenancies established, Louis Schooler
acknowledges that it was “potentially unworkable” for
partners to exercise their powers to jointly manage
the parcels. Louis Schooler and his associates at
Western meanwhile exercised all practical authority in the
operation of the partnership, having defaulted authority
to themselves and hand-picked signatory partners. From
the viewpoint of investors, this passive arrangement was
what many expected—having been lured in by the promise
of Schooler’s expertise in finding parcels and directing
when they should be sold. Under these circumstances the
SEC made a clear showing that investors “were prevented
from exercising their powers” as general partners. Cf.
Matek v. Murat, 862 F.2d 720, 731–32 (9th Cir. 1988)
(finding a general partnership not a security where no
practical impairment to exercising partnership authority
had been shown), abrogated on other grounds by Koch v.
Hankins, 928 F.2d 1471 (9th Cir. 1991).

Andrew Schooler cites a series of cases for the proposition
that the first Williamson factor is limited to taking the
partnership documents at face value. But there is an
obvious flaw in this argument—the effective date was
on the very first page of the partnership agreement
and it unambiguously articulated that the agreement
(including all of the shared authority and control) did not
become effective until the date indicated (and originally
left blank). Nothing in the California code overrides the
parties’ express agreement that the partnership not begin
until the date identified on the face of the agreement.
See Cal. Corp. Code §§ 16101(9), 16202(a) (defining a
partnership as an “association of two or more persons to
carry on as coowners a business for profit”). Even if a
partnership arose in the interim, there was no mechanism
in place for partners to exercise any control over the
arrangement during this critical time period. Accordingly,
the district court did not err in awarding summary
judgment to the SEC and concluding that the general
partnership interests were securities.

V.

[9] We likewise affirm the district court’s determination
that Schooler sold unregistered securities in violation of
federal law. Schooler essentially conceded to the district
court that his sales of general partnership interests failed
to meet the securities registration requirements of Section

5. See 15 U.S.C. §§ 77e(a), 77e(c); Greenwood v. FAA, 28
F.3d 971, 977 (9th Cir. 1994) (holding that courts will
not “manufacture arguments for an appellant, and a bare
assertion does not preserve a claim”). Schooler’s only
defense rested on a claimed exemption to the registration
requirements under Rule 506(b) of the Securities Act,

see 17 C.F.R. § 230.506. 3  However, the district court
rejected this affirmative defense, because (among other
reasons) the court concluded that all of the sales of
general partnership interests were an integrated offering
and exceeded the 35 investor limit for the exemption. 17
C.F.R. § 230.506(b)(2)(i). In reaching its decisions the
district court analyzed the five factors outlined in 17
C.F.R. § 230.502(a):

*5  (a) Whether the sales are part of a single plan of
financing;

(b) Whether the sales involve issuance of the same class
of securities;

(c) Whether the sales have been made at or about the
same time;

(d) Whether the same type of consideration is being
received; and

(e) Whether the sales are made for the same general
purpose.

The district court concluded that this case was analogous
to SEC v. Murphy, 626 F.2d 633 (9th Cir. 1980), where the
court found that “[t]he separation in time from one system
offering to the next suggest[ed] that the offerings were not
integrated, but that [this] factor [was] heavily outweighed
by the remaining considerations.” Id. at 646.

[10] On appeal, Schooler fails to engage with the district
court’s analysis and to explain why the four remaining
factors do not outweigh the timing factor. Instead,
he again articulates that the offerings occurred over a
long period of time and makes additional arguments
unrelated to any of the factors. Accordingly, he has waived
argument on this issue. Greenwood, 28 F.3d at 977. The
district court correctly determined that all but the timing
factor weighed in favor of finding an integrated offering.
All of the offerings were used to finance Western’s
acquisition of land for the partnerships, each involved the
issuance of general partner interests in exchange for cash,
and all were for the purpose of holding real estate in hope
of subsequent appreciation. Murphy supports the district
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court’s conclusion that all sales were part of an integrated
offering even though the offerings were not made at the
same time, 626 F.2d at 646, and Schooler identifies no
authority to the contrary.

[11] Moreover, Schooler presents no due process
violation. Schooler argues that his due process rights
were violated by the district court’s decision to amend
its order after the SEC filed an amended summary
judgment motion. This argument fails because the parties
had full opportunity to brief and argue the only issue
on which the district court amended its opinion—who
bears the burden of producing sufficient facts to establish
a genuine issue for trial on exemptions. Schooler can
establish no prejudice, because he does not argue that the
district court’s resolution of this legal issue was erroneous.
Without prejudice, Schooler has not established a due
process violation. SEC v. Am. Capital Invs., Inc., 98 F.3d
1133, 1147 (9th Cir. 1996), abrogated on other grounds by
Steel Co. v. Citizens for a Better Env’t, 523 U.S. 83, 118
S.Ct. 1003, 140 L.Ed.2d 210 (1998).

[12]  [13] Additionally, Schooler argues that his reliance
on advise of counsel excuses his failure to comply with
registration and disclosure requirements, but this too fails.
By not raising it before the district court, Schooler waived
this issue for appeal. Campbell v. Burt, 141 F.3d 927,
931 (9th Cir.1998) (deeming issues not raised before the
district court to be waived). Moreover, Schooler’s briefing
fails to identify any basis for excusing the waiver. We will
not make arguments for him. Greenwood, 28 F.3d at 977.
On the merits, the defense likewise fails because “Section
5 is a strict liability statute” so “good faith reliance on
counsel” cannot “preclude liability under the statute.”
SEC v. CMKM Diamonds, Inc., 729 F.3d 1248, 1256 n.6
(9th Cir. 2013).

VI.

*6  [14] Lastly, we affirm the entry of summary judgment
in favor of the SEC on its claims under Section 17(a) of
the Securities Act, Section 10(b) of the Exchange Act,
and Rule 10b-5 thereunder. To establish this violation, the
SEC must demonstrate that Schooler made a materially
misleading misrepresentation or omission in connection
with the offer or sale of a security in interstate commerce
and with the requisite scienter. SEC v. Phan, 500 F.3d
895, 907–08 (9th Cir. 2007). The district court correctly

concluded that the SEC established these elements based
on the undisputed evidence that Schooler represented
to investors that the value of the “Stead property” was
$2.50 per square foot. Instead, Western had recently
purchased the property for $0.40 per square foot and the
property was appraised at just under $1.00 per square foot
(when the value of water rights was taken into account).
This misrepresentation was “so obviously important to
an investor, that reasonable minds cannot differ on the
question of materiality.” TSC Indus., Inc. v. Northway,
Inc., 426 U.S. 438, 450, 96 S.Ct. 2126, 48 L.Ed.2d 757
(1976) (citation omitted).

[15] Schooler’s only defense is good faith reliance on the
advice of counsel. Yet, the district court concluded that
Schooler had failed to meet his burden in establishing his
defense with respect to the Stead property. Specifically,
the court found no evidence to establish that Schooler
“made a complete disclosure to counsel” by informing
counsel that their advertising included representations as
to the fair market value of particular parcels. SEC v.
Goldfield Deep Mines Co. of Nev., 758 F.2d 459, 467
(9th Cir. 1985) (identifying complete disclosure as an
element of the affirmative defense of reliance on counsel).
On appeal, Schooler cites no record evidence to rebut
the district court’s finding. Schooler’s cited pages make
the conclusory assertion that disclosure was complete,
but they do not identify any evidence to support the
conclusory allegation. Accordingly, we affirm entry of
summary judgment for the SEC on the securities fraud
claim.

VII.

In sum, we AFFIRM the district court’s judgment against
Louis Schooler with only two exceptions acknowledged
by the SEC. Specifically, we VACATE the civil penalty on
account of Louis Schooler’s death, and we VACATE the
disgorgement award and REMAND for reconsideration
of the appropriate disgorgement in light of Kokesh v.
SEC, ––– U.S. ––––, 137 S.Ct. 1635, 198 L.Ed.2d 86
(2017). In all other respects, the district court’s judgment
is AFFIRMED. The parties shall bear their own costs on
appeal.
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Footnotes
* The panel unanimously concludes this case is suitable for decision without oral argument. See Fed. R. App. P. 34(a)(2).
** The Honorable Stephen M. McNamee, Senior United States District Judge for the District of Arizona, sitting by

designation.
1 To determine whether a monetary penalty abates upon a defendantʼs death we ordinarily examine whether the penalty is

penal or civil in nature. United States v. $84,740.00 Currency, 981 F.2d 1110, 1113 (9th Cir. 1992). If it is a “civil” penalty
we examine whether the penalty “is [nonetheless] so punitive either in purpose or effect as to negate that intention.”
Id. Here the SEC affirmatively concedes that the $1.05 million penalty “serve[s] no remedial purpose” and “should be
vacated.” Given the lack of adversary briefing on this issue, we accept the SECʼs stipulation for purposes of this case
and vacate the civil penalty, without deciding the ultimate merits of the issue.

2 For convenience, we generally refer to the two principal defendants before the district court (Louis Schooler and his
company, Western) collectively as “Schooler.”

3 Under Rule 506(b), securities are exempt from registration if they are private offerings. 15 U.S.C. § 77d(2). A security
qualifies as a private offering if there are fewer than 35 non-accredited investors of securities in the offering, and each
non-accredited investor has “such knowledge and experience in financial and business matters that he is capable of
evaluating the merits and risks of the prospective investment.” 17 C.F.R. § 230.506(b)(2).

End of Document © 2018 Thomson Reuters. No claim to original U.S. Government Works.
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court’s conclusion that all sales were part of an integrated
offering even though the offerings were not made at the
same time, 626 F.2d at 646, and Schooler identifies no
authority to the contrary.

[11] Moreover, Schooler presents no due process
violation. Schooler argues that his due process rights
were violated by the district court’s decision to amend
its order after the SEC filed an amended summary
judgment motion. This argument fails because the parties
had full opportunity to brief and argue the only issue
on which the district court amended its opinion—who
bears the burden of producing sufficient facts to establish
a genuine issue for trial on exemptions. Schooler can
establish no prejudice, because he does not argue that the
district court’s resolution of this legal issue was erroneous.
Without prejudice, Schooler has not established a due
process violation. SEC v. Am. Capital Invs., Inc., 98 F.3d
1133, 1147 (9th Cir. 1996), abrogated on other grounds by
Steel Co. v. Citizens for a Better Env’t, 523 U.S. 83, 118
S.Ct. 1003, 140 L.Ed.2d 210 (1998).

[12]  [13] Additionally, Schooler argues that his reliance
on advise of counsel excuses his failure to comply with
registration and disclosure requirements, but this too fails.
By not raising it before the district court, Schooler waived
this issue for appeal. Campbell v. Burt, 141 F.3d 927,
931 (9th Cir.1998) (deeming issues not raised before the
district court to be waived). Moreover, Schooler’s briefing
fails to identify any basis for excusing the waiver. We will
not make arguments for him. Greenwood, 28 F.3d at 977.
On the merits, the defense likewise fails because “Section
5 is a strict liability statute” so “good faith reliance on
counsel” cannot “preclude liability under the statute.”
SEC v. CMKM Diamonds, Inc., 729 F.3d 1248, 1256 n.6
(9th Cir. 2013).

VI.

*6  [14] Lastly, we affirm the entry of summary judgment
in favor of the SEC on its claims under Section 17(a) of
the Securities Act, Section 10(b) of the Exchange Act,
and Rule 10b-5 thereunder. To establish this violation, the
SEC must demonstrate that Schooler made a materially
misleading misrepresentation or omission in connection
with the offer or sale of a security in interstate commerce
and with the requisite scienter. SEC v. Phan, 500 F.3d
895, 907–08 (9th Cir. 2007). The district court correctly

concluded that the SEC established these elements based
on the undisputed evidence that Schooler represented
to investors that the value of the “Stead property” was
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purchased the property for $0.40 per square foot and the
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question of materiality.” TSC Indus., Inc. v. Northway,
Inc., 426 U.S. 438, 450, 96 S.Ct. 2126, 48 L.Ed.2d 757
(1976) (citation omitted).

[15] Schooler’s only defense is good faith reliance on the
advice of counsel. Yet, the district court concluded that
Schooler had failed to meet his burden in establishing his
defense with respect to the Stead property. Specifically,
the court found no evidence to establish that Schooler
“made a complete disclosure to counsel” by informing
counsel that their advertising included representations as
to the fair market value of particular parcels. SEC v.
Goldfield Deep Mines Co. of Nev., 758 F.2d 459, 467
(9th Cir. 1985) (identifying complete disclosure as an
element of the affirmative defense of reliance on counsel).
On appeal, Schooler cites no record evidence to rebut
the district court’s finding. Schooler’s cited pages make
the conclusory assertion that disclosure was complete,
but they do not identify any evidence to support the
conclusory allegation. Accordingly, we affirm entry of
summary judgment for the SEC on the securities fraud
claim.

VII.

In sum, we AFFIRM the district court’s judgment against
Louis Schooler with only two exceptions acknowledged
by the SEC. Specifically, we VACATE the civil penalty on
account of Louis Schooler’s death, and we VACATE the
disgorgement award and REMAND for reconsideration
of the appropriate disgorgement in light of Kokesh v.
SEC, ––– U.S. ––––, 137 S.Ct. 1635, 198 L.Ed.2d 86
(2017). In all other respects, the district court’s judgment
is AFFIRMED. The parties shall bear their own costs on
appeal.

U.S. Securities & Exchange Commission v. Schooler, --- F.3d ---- (2018)

2018 WL 4608227, 18 Cal. Daily Op. Serv. 9726
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Footnotes
* The panel unanimously concludes this case is suitable for decision without oral argument. See Fed. R. App. P. 34(a)(2).
** The Honorable Stephen M. McNamee, Senior United States District Judge for the District of Arizona, sitting by

designation.
1 To determine whether a monetary penalty abates upon a defendantʼs death we ordinarily examine whether the penalty is

penal or civil in nature. United States v. $84,740.00 Currency, 981 F.2d 1110, 1113 (9th Cir. 1992). If it is a “civil” penalty
we examine whether the penalty “is [nonetheless] so punitive either in purpose or effect as to negate that intention.”
Id. Here the SEC affirmatively concedes that the $1.05 million penalty “serve[s] no remedial purpose” and “should be
vacated.” Given the lack of adversary briefing on this issue, we accept the SECʼs stipulation for purposes of this case
and vacate the civil penalty, without deciding the ultimate merits of the issue.

2 For convenience, we generally refer to the two principal defendants before the district court (Louis Schooler and his
company, Western) collectively as “Schooler.”

3 Under Rule 506(b), securities are exempt from registration if they are private offerings. 15 U.S.C. § 77d(2). A security
qualifies as a private offering if there are fewer than 35 non-accredited investors of securities in the offering, and each
non-accredited investor has “such knowledge and experience in financial and business matters that he is capable of
evaluating the merits and risks of the prospective investment.” 17 C.F.R. § 230.506(b)(2).

End of Document © 2018 Thomson Reuters. No claim to original U.S. Government Works.
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Continued Evolution of Supreme Court and Circuit Authority Regarding Insider Trading 
Yvonne M. Williams-Wass 
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1. Tipper Liability 

a. Recall Salman and Martoma 

i. In December 2016, the Supreme Court held in Salman v. United 
States, 137 S.Ct. 420 (2016), that the “personal benefit” 
requirement of insider trading law may be met by “making a gift of 
confidential information” to a trading relative or friend.   

ii. In August 2017, the Second Circuit, in United States v. Martoma, 
894 F.3d 64, clarified that insider trading does not require proof of a 
“meaningfully close personal relationship” between a tipper and the 
recipient who tips or trades on information.   

1. Walked back much of the Second Circuit’s 2014 decision in 
United States v. Newman, 773 F.3d 438 (2d Cir. 2014), which 
required “at least a potential gain of a pecuniary or similarly 
valuable nature.”  

2. Martoma still requires, for a “personal benefit” finding, that 
the tipper discloses information with the expectation the 
tippee will trade on it, the decision likely clears the way for 
criminal convictions and findings of civil liability under the 
“gift” theory of insider trading. 

b. Marshall v. United States, 2018 WL 3059652 (S.D.N.Y June 20, 2018) 

i. Petitioner sought to vacate his conviction of conspiracy to commit 
securities fraud based on actual innocence, arguing that he was 
innocent because he never “received or expected to receive any 
benefit of any kind in exchange for the informational tip he gave.” 

ii. Court applied the reasoning from Martoma and Salman and held 
that: 

1. There was a sufficient relationship because they had been 
partners together in the same law firm and worked together 
for the prior decade. 

2. There was an expectation that the tippee would act on the 
disclosed information.  
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c. SEC v. Yin, 2018 WL 1582649, at *5 (S.D.N.Y. Mar. 27, 2018), 
reconsideration denied sub nom. Sec. & Exch. Comm'n v. Shaohua Yin, No. 
17-CV-972 (JPO), 2018 WL 2209493 (S.D.N.Y. May 14, 2018) 

i. Moved to dismiss a complaint, arguing that the Complaint did not 
adequately allege the elements of tippee liability. 

ii. Court found that Salman abrogated the “meaningfully close 
personal relationship. 

iii. At the pleading stage, t is enough that the Complaint  

1. (1) identifies a potential tipper,  

2. (2) plausibly alleges that the potential tipper had access to 
material, non-public information which the insider was duty-
bound to protect,  

3. (3) plausibly alleges a pre-existing relationship between 
tippee and the tipper, and  

4. (4) alleges that tippee was in frequent contact with the 
tipper, including discussion of the [relevant] deal.  

d. SEC v. Payton, 726 F. App'x 832, 836 (2d Cir. 2018) (*Appendix B) 

i. Background: 

1. In 2016, a jury found Durant and Payton (two Euro Pacific 
brokers) liable for insider trading on allegations that they 
unlawfully traded in SPSS Inc. stock in advance of the 
announcement of IBM’s purchase of the company. 

2. Durant and Payton got the tip about the upcoming SPSS sale 
from a fellow Euro Pacific broker Thomas Conradt, who 
learned of the deal from his roommate Trent Martin, who in 
turn got the information from his friend Michael Dallas, a 
Cravath Swaine & Moore LLP associate who was advising 
IBM. 

ii. According to the SEC, Martin shared the information with Conradt 
as a tip, and benefited either from making a valuable gift to a close 
friend or by an exchange for several favors. According to the SEC’s 
theory, Defendants were derivatively liable for trading on the tips 
because they were aware that the information very likely had been 
obtained through a breach of duty for personal benefit, but 
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nevertheless consciously or recklessly avoided learning about the 
information’s source. 

iii. While the Defendants argued in their appeal from the 2016 
judgment that there was testimony and evidence that “if credited” 
would undercut the SEC’s theory of the case.  

1. They argued that the two roomates (the broker and the 
friend of the associate) were “casual acquaintances who met 
through Craigslist” and there was no “personal benefit from 
[the roommate] in exchange for the tip.” (Citing Salman) 

2. The Court noted, “the jury was not required to find this 
testimony credible or accept Defendants’ glosses.” 

iv. Interesting side note: Federal prosecutors had initially filed criminal 
charges against Payton, Durant, Conradt, Martin and David 
Weishaus, another former Euro Pacific broker who allegedly traded 
ahead of the SPSS deal. All of the defendants pled guilty except for 
Durant, but a judge vacated the pleas following the Second Circuit’s 
ruling in U.S. v. Newman, and the prosecutions were dropped. 

 

2. United States v. Metro, 882 F.3d (3rd Cir. 2018) (*Appendix A) 

a. Case Background 

i. Appellant, Steven Metro, was a managing clerk at a prominent New 
York City law firm.  Over the course of five years, he disclosed 
material nonpublic information to a close friend, Frank Tamayo, 
concerning 13 different corporate transactions.  

ii. Tamayo then transmitted that information to a third-party broker, 
Eydelman, who placed trades on behalf of Tamayo, himself, and 
other clients. 

1. Eydelman’s trades yielded profits of approximately $5.67 
million. 

2. Metro himself did not trade, but rather relied on Tamayo to 
reinvest a portion of the gains and hold it off as Metro’s 
portion.   

iii. The SEC caught on to Tamayo and Eydelman’s conduct, and Tamayo 
agreed to cooperate with the SEC.   
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1. About a year after Metro’s last “tip,” Eydelman met with 
Metro while wearing a wire. 

2. During that conversation, Metro asked to liquidate some of 
the gains that had accrued in Metro’s portion. 

3. Tamayo mentioned his stockbroker—but not by name—
during that conversation.   

4. Metro contended that this conversation was the first time 
he was aware that the tips were being passed to a 
stockbroker.   

iv. Metro pleaded guilty to one count of conspiracy and one count of 
securities fraud. 

v. The district court attributed the entire $5.6 million sum to Metro in 
calculating the length of his sentence. Metro objected, arguing that 
he was unaware of the broker’s existence until after he stopped 
tipping Tamayo 

vi. Under the sentencing guidelines, this resulted in a 46-month 
sentence of imprisonment. 

b. Sentencing Guidelines 

i. Section 2B1.4 provides that the gain resulting from the offense is 
employed, instead of victim’s losses, and the gain is: “the total 
increase in the value realized through trading in securities by the 
defendant and persons acting in concert with the defendant or to 
whom the defendant provided inside information.” 

ii. The gains realized from Eydelman’s illegal trades amounted to 
approximately $5.6 million. 

c. Kluger Analysis 

i. In United States v. Kluger, 722 F.3d 549, 555 (3d Cir. 2013), the Thrid 
Circuit held that gains realized by a stockbroker could be attributed 
to the insider for sentencing person even if those gains were not 
foreseeable.  The coconspirators gains did not have to be forseeable 
to be attributed.   

ii. Thus, in Kluger, the coconspirator tipper was sentenced for the total 
amount of gains. 
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iii. The court in Metro, however, distinguished Kluger because in Kluger 
the tipper provided insider information to the stockbroker. 

iv. The court rejected the idea that Kluger requires that courts hold 
tippers accountable at sentencing for all downstream trading 
resulting from that tipper’s insider information.   

v. “When the scope of a defendant’s involvement in a conspiracy is 
contested, a district court cannot rely solely on a defendant’s guilty 
plea to the conspiracy charge, without additional fact-finding, to 
support attributing co-conspirators’ gains to a defendant.”   

d. Correct Sentencing Approach: 

i. “Before attributing gains to a defendant under [the sentencing 
guideline’s] gain analysis, a sentencing court should first identify the 
scope of conduct for which the defendant can fairly be held 
accountable for sentencing purposes.” 

ii. Once the conduct is identified, the court should “analyze that 
conduct to determine whom the defendant ‘acted in concert with’ 
and to whom he “provided inside information.” 

iii. So the court may end up attributing gains realized by downstream 
trading, but it also may not.   
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motion to dismiss and remand the case for
further proceedings consistent with this
opinion.

,
  

UNITED STATES of America

v.

Steven METRO, Appellant

No. 16-3813

United States Court of Appeals,
Third Circuit.

Argued November 6, 2017

(Filed: February 14, 2018)

Background:  Defendant was convicted,
on guilty plea entered in the United States
District Court for the District of New Jer-
sey, No. 3-15-cr-00028-001, Michael A.
Shipp, J., of conspiring to violate federal
securities laws and of insider trading, and
he appealed from sentence that was im-
posed.

Holdings:  The Court of Appeals, Jordan,
Circuit Judge, held that:

(1) mere fact that defendant pled guilty to
a conspiracy count that named down-
stream trader to whom his inside infor-
mation was passed on was not a suffi-
cient basis to establish that defendant
‘‘act[ed] in concert with’’ or ‘‘provide[d]
inside information to’’ this downstream
trader, such that the gains realized by
downstream trader could be attributed
to defendant;

(2) insider trading guideline does not auto-
matically hold tippers accountable at
sentencing for all downstream trading
resulting from that tipper’s inside in-
formation; and

(3) district court reversibly erred by at-
tributing to defendant gains realized
by downstream trader using inside in-
formation originally provided to anoth-
er member of conspiracy by defendant
without resolving disputed questions of
whether defendant acted in concert
with, or himself provided inside infor-
mation to, this downstream trader.

Vacated and remanded.

1. Criminal Law O1139, 1156.3, 1158.34

Court of Appeals reviews district
court’s interpretation of the Sentencing
Guidelines de novo, its findings of fact for
clear error, and its application of the
Guidelines to facts for abuse of discretion.
U.S.S.G. § 1B1.1 et seq.

2. Sentencing and Punishment O661

Federal Sentencing Guidelines are to
be understood according to their plain and
unambiguous language.  U.S.S.G. § 1B1.1
et seq.

3. Sentencing and Punishment O665

Commentary interpreting or explain-
ing a specific Sentencing Guideline is au-
thoritative unless it violates the Constitu-
tion or a federal statute, or is inconsistent
with, or a plainly erroneous reading of,
that Guideline.  U.S.S.G. § 1B1.1 et seq.

4. Criminal Law O1177.3(1)

 Sentencing and Punishment O651

Failure to properly calculate a Sen-
tencing Guidelines range is significant pro-
cedural error, that will typically require
reversal.  U.S.S.G. § 1B1.1 et seq.

5. Sentencing and Punishment O689

Mere fact that defendant pled guilty
to a conspiracy count that named down-
stream trader to whom his inside informa-
tion was passed on was not a sufficient
basis to establish that defendant ‘‘act[ed]

432 882 FEDERAL REPORTER, 3d SERIES

in concert with’’ or ‘‘provide[d] inside infor-
mation to’’ this downstream trader, such
that the gains realized by downstream
trader could be attributed to defendant
under the insider trading guideline.
U.S.S.G. § 2B1.4.

6. Sentencing and Punishment O689
Insider trading guideline does not au-

tomatically hold tippers accountable at
sentencing for all downstream trading re-
sulting from that tipper’s inside informa-
tion.  U.S.S.G. § 2B1.4.

7. Sentencing and Punishment O675
Conduct for which a conspirator is

typically held responsible under the Sen-
tencing Guidelines is not coextensive with
conspiracy law.  U.S.S.G. § 1B1.1 et seq.

8. Sentencing and Punishment O67
Sentencing court must conduct a

searching and individualized inquiry into
the circumstances surrounding each defen-
dant’s involvement in conspiracy in order
to ensure that defendant’s sentence accu-
rately reflects his or her role.

9. Sentencing and Punishment O674,
689

Before attributing gains to a defen-
dant convicted of insider trading, sentenc-
ing court should first identify the scope of
conduct for which the defendant can fairly
be held accountable, and should then ana-
lyze that conduct to determine whom the
defendant ‘‘act[ed] in concert with’’ and to
whom he ‘‘provided inside information.’’
U.S.S.G. § 2B1.4.

10. Sentencing and Punishment O675,
689

Once sentencing court identifies the
scope of conduct for which a defendant
convicted of insider trading can fairly be
held accountable, whether the conse-
quences flowing from that conduct were
foreseeable to defendant is not pertinent to

the ‘‘gain’’ analysis under the insider trad-
ing guideline.  U.S.S.G. § 2B1.4.

11. Sentencing and Punishment O299
Federal Rule of Criminal Procedure

requiring that, for any disputed portion of
presentence report or other controverted
matter, sentencing court must rule on the
dispute or determine that a ruling is un-
necessary, is strictly enforced and requires
that a finding on a disputed fact or a
disclaimer of reliance upon a disputed fact
be expressly made.  Fed. R. Crim. P. 32(i).

12. Criminal Law O1177.3(2)
 Sentencing and Punishment O299

District court’s failure to comply with
Federal Rule of Criminal Procedure re-
quiring that, for any disputed portion of
presentence report or other controverted
matter, sentencing court must rule on the
dispute or determine that a ruling is un-
necessary, is grounds for vacating sen-
tence.  Fed. R. Crim. P. 32(i).

13. Sentencing and Punishment O996
In sentencing defendant convicted of

conspiring to violate federal securities laws
and of insider trading, district court re-
versibly erred by failing to conduct the
searching and individualized inquiry neces-
sary to ensure that defendant’s sentence
matched his role in conspiracy by attribut-
ing to defendant gains realized by down-
stream trader using inside information
originally provided to another member of
conspiracy by defendant without resolving
disputed questions of whether defendant
acted in concert with, or himself provided
inside information to, this downstream
trader.  Securities Exchange Act of 1934
§§ 10(b), 32, 15 U.S.C.A. §§ 78j(b), 78ff; 18
U.S.C.A. § 371; U.S.S.G. § 2B1.4; Fed. R.
Crim. P. 32(i).

14. Sentencing and Punishment O322.5
Government must prove facts support-

ing a sentencing enhancement by a pre-
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on guilty plea entered in the United States
District Court for the District of New Jer-
sey, No. 3-15-cr-00028-001, Michael A.
Shipp, J., of conspiring to violate federal
securities laws and of insider trading, and
he appealed from sentence that was im-
posed.

Holdings:  The Court of Appeals, Jordan,
Circuit Judge, held that:

(1) mere fact that defendant pled guilty to
a conspiracy count that named down-
stream trader to whom his inside infor-
mation was passed on was not a suffi-
cient basis to establish that defendant
‘‘act[ed] in concert with’’ or ‘‘provide[d]
inside information to’’ this downstream
trader, such that the gains realized by
downstream trader could be attributed
to defendant;

(2) insider trading guideline does not auto-
matically hold tippers accountable at
sentencing for all downstream trading
resulting from that tipper’s inside in-
formation; and

(3) district court reversibly erred by at-
tributing to defendant gains realized
by downstream trader using inside in-
formation originally provided to anoth-
er member of conspiracy by defendant
without resolving disputed questions of
whether defendant acted in concert
with, or himself provided inside infor-
mation to, this downstream trader.

Vacated and remanded.

1. Criminal Law O1139, 1156.3, 1158.34

Court of Appeals reviews district
court’s interpretation of the Sentencing
Guidelines de novo, its findings of fact for
clear error, and its application of the
Guidelines to facts for abuse of discretion.
U.S.S.G. § 1B1.1 et seq.

2. Sentencing and Punishment O661

Federal Sentencing Guidelines are to
be understood according to their plain and
unambiguous language.  U.S.S.G. § 1B1.1
et seq.

3. Sentencing and Punishment O665

Commentary interpreting or explain-
ing a specific Sentencing Guideline is au-
thoritative unless it violates the Constitu-
tion or a federal statute, or is inconsistent
with, or a plainly erroneous reading of,
that Guideline.  U.S.S.G. § 1B1.1 et seq.

4. Criminal Law O1177.3(1)

 Sentencing and Punishment O651

Failure to properly calculate a Sen-
tencing Guidelines range is significant pro-
cedural error, that will typically require
reversal.  U.S.S.G. § 1B1.1 et seq.

5. Sentencing and Punishment O689

Mere fact that defendant pled guilty
to a conspiracy count that named down-
stream trader to whom his inside informa-
tion was passed on was not a sufficient
basis to establish that defendant ‘‘act[ed]
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in concert with’’ or ‘‘provide[d] inside infor-
mation to’’ this downstream trader, such
that the gains realized by downstream
trader could be attributed to defendant
under the insider trading guideline.
U.S.S.G. § 2B1.4.

6. Sentencing and Punishment O689
Insider trading guideline does not au-

tomatically hold tippers accountable at
sentencing for all downstream trading re-
sulting from that tipper’s inside informa-
tion.  U.S.S.G. § 2B1.4.

7. Sentencing and Punishment O675
Conduct for which a conspirator is

typically held responsible under the Sen-
tencing Guidelines is not coextensive with
conspiracy law.  U.S.S.G. § 1B1.1 et seq.

8. Sentencing and Punishment O67
Sentencing court must conduct a

searching and individualized inquiry into
the circumstances surrounding each defen-
dant’s involvement in conspiracy in order
to ensure that defendant’s sentence accu-
rately reflects his or her role.

9. Sentencing and Punishment O674,
689

Before attributing gains to a defen-
dant convicted of insider trading, sentenc-
ing court should first identify the scope of
conduct for which the defendant can fairly
be held accountable, and should then ana-
lyze that conduct to determine whom the
defendant ‘‘act[ed] in concert with’’ and to
whom he ‘‘provided inside information.’’
U.S.S.G. § 2B1.4.

10. Sentencing and Punishment O675,
689

Once sentencing court identifies the
scope of conduct for which a defendant
convicted of insider trading can fairly be
held accountable, whether the conse-
quences flowing from that conduct were
foreseeable to defendant is not pertinent to

the ‘‘gain’’ analysis under the insider trad-
ing guideline.  U.S.S.G. § 2B1.4.

11. Sentencing and Punishment O299
Federal Rule of Criminal Procedure

requiring that, for any disputed portion of
presentence report or other controverted
matter, sentencing court must rule on the
dispute or determine that a ruling is un-
necessary, is strictly enforced and requires
that a finding on a disputed fact or a
disclaimer of reliance upon a disputed fact
be expressly made.  Fed. R. Crim. P. 32(i).

12. Criminal Law O1177.3(2)
 Sentencing and Punishment O299

District court’s failure to comply with
Federal Rule of Criminal Procedure re-
quiring that, for any disputed portion of
presentence report or other controverted
matter, sentencing court must rule on the
dispute or determine that a ruling is un-
necessary, is grounds for vacating sen-
tence.  Fed. R. Crim. P. 32(i).

13. Sentencing and Punishment O996
In sentencing defendant convicted of

conspiring to violate federal securities laws
and of insider trading, district court re-
versibly erred by failing to conduct the
searching and individualized inquiry neces-
sary to ensure that defendant’s sentence
matched his role in conspiracy by attribut-
ing to defendant gains realized by down-
stream trader using inside information
originally provided to another member of
conspiracy by defendant without resolving
disputed questions of whether defendant
acted in concert with, or himself provided
inside information to, this downstream
trader.  Securities Exchange Act of 1934
§§ 10(b), 32, 15 U.S.C.A. §§ 78j(b), 78ff; 18
U.S.C.A. § 371; U.S.S.G. § 2B1.4; Fed. R.
Crim. P. 32(i).

14. Sentencing and Punishment O322.5
Government must prove facts support-

ing a sentencing enhancement by a pre-
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ponderance of the evidence.  U.S.S.G.
§ 1B1.1 et seq.

On Appeal from the United States Dis-
trict Court for the District of New Jersey,
(D.C. No. 3-15-cr-00028-001), District
Judge: Hon. Michael A. Shipp

Anne M. Collart, Lawrence S. Lustberg
[ARGUED], Gibbons, One Gateway Cen-
ter, Newark, NJ 07102, Steven Metro (pro
se), 32 Old Village Lane, Katonah, NY
10536, Counsel for Appellant

Mark E. Coyne, Office of United States
Attorney, 970 Broad St.—Rm. 700, New-
ark, NJ 07102, Glenn J. Moramarco [AR-
GUED], Office of United States Attorney,
401 Market Street, Camden, NJ 08101,
Counsel for Appellee

Before: JORDAN, HARDIMAN and
SCIRICA, Circuit Judges.

OPINION OF THE COURT

JORDAN, Circuit Judge.

Steven Metro appeals from the 46–
month sentence of imprisonment imposed
by the District Court as a consequence of
his guilty plea to one count of conspiracy
to violate federal securities laws and one
count of insider trading. He contends that
the Court wrongly attributed to him illicit
financial gains actually attributable to
someone with whom he was not acting in
concert and to whom he did not provide
inside information. Because the District
Court’s factual findings are insufficient to
support the sentence, we will vacate and
remand for resentencing.

I. Background 1

A. The Insider Trading Scheme

Metro, a former managing clerk at a
prominent New York City law firm, en-

gaged in a five-year insider trading
scheme in which he abused his position at
the firm by disclosing material nonpublic
information to his close friend Frank Ta-
mayo. The pattern of Metro’s criminal ac-
tivity remained fairly constant throughout
the multi-year scheme. Between February
2009 and January 2013, he used his posi-
tion at the law firm to obtain material
nonpublic information concerning thirteen
distinct corporate transactions. In each in-
stance, after obtaining the inside informa-
tion, he would meet with Tamayo and tell
him which stocks to purchase and when.
Tamayo would then write down the stock
symbols of the companies whose stock he
was about to acquire.

After Tamayo left those meetings with
Metro, he would call his personal stockbro-
ker, Vladimir Eydelman, and arrange to
meet him, typically at Grand Central Sta-
tion. Tamayo would show Eydelman the
stock symbols he had written down and
Eydelman would commit them to memory.
Tamayo would then tell Eydelman when to
make the trades.

Eydelman made such trades not only for
Tamayo but also on behalf of himself, his
family, his friends, and other brokerage
clients. Metro, by and large, did not hold
the involved stocks himself and did not
collect proceeds from the trades. Rather,
he relied on Tamayo to reinvest the pro-
ceeds from their unlawful trades in future
insider trading. When all was said and
done, the insider trading by Eydelman,
Tamayo, and Metro, based on Metro’s tips,
resulted in illicit gains of $5,673,682. The
District Court attributed that entire sum
to Metro in determining the length of his
sentence.

Metro denies being aware of Eydelman’s
existence until one year after he relayed

1. The facts that follow are drawn from the
record that was before the District Court at

sentencing. They are not in dispute, unless
otherwise noted below.
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his last tip to Tamayo, and he contends
that he never intended any of the tips he
provided to Tamayo to be passed to a
broker or any other third party.

B. Tamayo Cooperates with the Gov-
ernment

The trading activity based on Metro’s
inside information did not go unnoticed by
the government. Eventually, an investiga-
tion was launched and government agents
executed a search warrant at Tamayo’s
home in or around December 2013. Ta-
mayo promptly admitted his role in the
scheme and began cooperating with the
government. That cooperation included re-
cording a January 28, 2014, meeting with
Metro in which Metro expressed his desire
to liquidate some of the gains that had
accrued since 2009, so he could fund a real
estate transaction. Tamayo responded that
he had asked his stockbroker—who was
unnamed in the conversation—to help liq-
uidate some of the assets held in Tamayo’s
retirement account. A portion of that con-
versation follows, as set forth in a tran-
script created by the government and pro-
vided to the District Court.

TAMAYO: [M]y stock broker TTT I also
asked him to see if he can get me, like,
30K for you. Um, because I know you,
um, so that might help.

[METRO]: That would help, yeah. Yeah,
that would help.

TAMAYO: But, you know, because I
know that he [the stock broker], obvi-
ously, has to, you know, in order to, uh,
you know, to make everything look ko-
sher, he passed it [the Inside Informa-
tion] to a couple of his clients, you know.

[METRO]: Okay.

TAMAYO: So I said to him [the stock
broker], um, I said, listen, is there any
way you can give me like 30K, ’cause I
can’t take it out of my, you know, be-

cause all that money is tied up in my
retirement.

[METRO]: Right, sure, sure, right.

TAMAYO: So he [the stock broker] said,
he’s thinking about it. I’m actually going
to meet with him again, um, you know
like Monday or Tuesday of next week.
And then he’s gonna, he’s gonna see if
he can get me cash.

[METRO]: Alright.

TAMAYO: So that should be good.

[METRO]: That works. Yeah, that total-
ly works.

TTT

TAMAYO: If I get my broker to give
you, you know, at least 30K, you know,
we’ll take it off the TTT

[METRO]: Right, right.

TAMAYO: TTT the, uh, the 168 [[Met-
ro’s] accrued share of the insider trading
profits], there, so. Um, alright, so, let’s
see TTT

[METRO]: Yeah, because we’re all
cashed out at this point, right?

TAMAYO: Yeah.

[METRO]: We’re not holding anything.

TAMAYO: No, do you, um TTT

[METRO]: But I’m going to TTT if I
can’t use the money, I’m not going to
leave that money there, doing nothing.

TAMAYO: Uh hum. Yeah, TTT um TTT

[METRO]: You know what I mean?
That doesn’t make sense to me TTT

TAMAYO: Yeah, I mean, it’s been a
while, right?

[METRO]: For us, it’s been a long time.
But, I’m just saying even if TTT

TAMAYO: No, no, as far as the last one
we did [the last insider trading].

[METRO]: Yeah, yeah. Like a year, or
kind of a little bit TTT but I’m not even
saying that, I’m saying a legit thing.
Because why not, I mean, that money
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ponderance of the evidence.  U.S.S.G.
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Before: JORDAN, HARDIMAN and
SCIRICA, Circuit Judges.

OPINION OF THE COURT

JORDAN, Circuit Judge.

Steven Metro appeals from the 46–
month sentence of imprisonment imposed
by the District Court as a consequence of
his guilty plea to one count of conspiracy
to violate federal securities laws and one
count of insider trading. He contends that
the Court wrongly attributed to him illicit
financial gains actually attributable to
someone with whom he was not acting in
concert and to whom he did not provide
inside information. Because the District
Court’s factual findings are insufficient to
support the sentence, we will vacate and
remand for resentencing.

I. Background 1

A. The Insider Trading Scheme

Metro, a former managing clerk at a
prominent New York City law firm, en-

gaged in a five-year insider trading
scheme in which he abused his position at
the firm by disclosing material nonpublic
information to his close friend Frank Ta-
mayo. The pattern of Metro’s criminal ac-
tivity remained fairly constant throughout
the multi-year scheme. Between February
2009 and January 2013, he used his posi-
tion at the law firm to obtain material
nonpublic information concerning thirteen
distinct corporate transactions. In each in-
stance, after obtaining the inside informa-
tion, he would meet with Tamayo and tell
him which stocks to purchase and when.
Tamayo would then write down the stock
symbols of the companies whose stock he
was about to acquire.

After Tamayo left those meetings with
Metro, he would call his personal stockbro-
ker, Vladimir Eydelman, and arrange to
meet him, typically at Grand Central Sta-
tion. Tamayo would show Eydelman the
stock symbols he had written down and
Eydelman would commit them to memory.
Tamayo would then tell Eydelman when to
make the trades.

Eydelman made such trades not only for
Tamayo but also on behalf of himself, his
family, his friends, and other brokerage
clients. Metro, by and large, did not hold
the involved stocks himself and did not
collect proceeds from the trades. Rather,
he relied on Tamayo to reinvest the pro-
ceeds from their unlawful trades in future
insider trading. When all was said and
done, the insider trading by Eydelman,
Tamayo, and Metro, based on Metro’s tips,
resulted in illicit gains of $5,673,682. The
District Court attributed that entire sum
to Metro in determining the length of his
sentence.

Metro denies being aware of Eydelman’s
existence until one year after he relayed

1. The facts that follow are drawn from the
record that was before the District Court at

sentencing. They are not in dispute, unless
otherwise noted below.
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his last tip to Tamayo, and he contends
that he never intended any of the tips he
provided to Tamayo to be passed to a
broker or any other third party.

B. Tamayo Cooperates with the Gov-
ernment

The trading activity based on Metro’s
inside information did not go unnoticed by
the government. Eventually, an investiga-
tion was launched and government agents
executed a search warrant at Tamayo’s
home in or around December 2013. Ta-
mayo promptly admitted his role in the
scheme and began cooperating with the
government. That cooperation included re-
cording a January 28, 2014, meeting with
Metro in which Metro expressed his desire
to liquidate some of the gains that had
accrued since 2009, so he could fund a real
estate transaction. Tamayo responded that
he had asked his stockbroker—who was
unnamed in the conversation—to help liq-
uidate some of the assets held in Tamayo’s
retirement account. A portion of that con-
versation follows, as set forth in a tran-
script created by the government and pro-
vided to the District Court.

TAMAYO: [M]y stock broker TTT I also
asked him to see if he can get me, like,
30K for you. Um, because I know you,
um, so that might help.

[METRO]: That would help, yeah. Yeah,
that would help.

TAMAYO: But, you know, because I
know that he [the stock broker], obvi-
ously, has to, you know, in order to, uh,
you know, to make everything look ko-
sher, he passed it [the Inside Informa-
tion] to a couple of his clients, you know.

[METRO]: Okay.

TAMAYO: So I said to him [the stock
broker], um, I said, listen, is there any
way you can give me like 30K, ’cause I
can’t take it out of my, you know, be-

cause all that money is tied up in my
retirement.

[METRO]: Right, sure, sure, right.

TAMAYO: So he [the stock broker] said,
he’s thinking about it. I’m actually going
to meet with him again, um, you know
like Monday or Tuesday of next week.
And then he’s gonna, he’s gonna see if
he can get me cash.

[METRO]: Alright.

TAMAYO: So that should be good.

[METRO]: That works. Yeah, that total-
ly works.

TTT

TAMAYO: If I get my broker to give
you, you know, at least 30K, you know,
we’ll take it off the TTT

[METRO]: Right, right.

TAMAYO: TTT the, uh, the 168 [[Met-
ro’s] accrued share of the insider trading
profits], there, so. Um, alright, so, let’s
see TTT

[METRO]: Yeah, because we’re all
cashed out at this point, right?

TAMAYO: Yeah.

[METRO]: We’re not holding anything.

TAMAYO: No, do you, um TTT

[METRO]: But I’m going to TTT if I
can’t use the money, I’m not going to
leave that money there, doing nothing.

TAMAYO: Uh hum. Yeah, TTT um TTT

[METRO]: You know what I mean?
That doesn’t make sense to me TTT

TAMAYO: Yeah, I mean, it’s been a
while, right?

[METRO]: For us, it’s been a long time.
But, I’m just saying even if TTT

TAMAYO: No, no, as far as the last one
we did [the last insider trading].

[METRO]: Yeah, yeah. Like a year, or
kind of a little bit TTT but I’m not even
saying that, I’m saying a legit thing.
Because why not, I mean, that money
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should be making me money, rather
than just sitting in a cash value.
TAMAYO: Absolutely. Um, he actually,
the broker actually asked me about it—
he’s like, anything new? I was like, no,
you know, so.
[METRO]: But those tips, they really
don’t pay off. I mean they pay off for us,
but, what good is giving him [the stock
broker] a tip?
TAMAYO: I know.
[METRO]: It’s not making me any mon-
ey.
TAMAYO: Yeah, but you know the thing
is that, it’s good because, it actually, you
know, covers up a little bit, that’s all.
[METRO]: Yeah, no, it’s true. But you
think he [the stock broker] would kick
you something for the [tips].
TAMAYO: I know, absolutely. He might
be the cheapest bastard around.

(App. at 175–77 (non-italicized alterations
in original).)

Metro also told Tamayo during that con-
versation that ‘‘[i]f anything comes up, I’ll
let you know about it for sure.’’ (Presen-
tence Report ¶ 97.) The government ar-
rested Metro less than two months after
that meeting.

C. The Presentence Report and Met-
ro’s Objections

After he was caught, Metro pled guilty
to conspiracy to violate the securities
laws 2 in violation of 18 U.S.C. § 371, and
insider trading in violation of 15 U.S.C.
§§ 78j(b) and 78ff. The Presentence Re-
port (‘‘PSR’’) set forth an analysis of Met-
ro’s sentencing exposure under the United
States Sentencing Guidelines (‘‘U.S.S.G.’’

or ‘‘guidelines’’). Specifically, the PSR ap-
plied § 2B1.4 of the guidelines, the provi-
sion relevant to insider trading, to calcu-
late the offense level that would determine,
in part, the appropriate sentencing range.
Pursuant to that section, Metro’s base of-
fense level was 8. Because the gain result-
ing from his conduct exceeded $6,500, the
guidelines, under § 2B1.4(b)(1), called for
an ‘‘increase by the number of levels from
the table in § 2B1.1[.]’’ U.S.S.G.
§ 2B1.4(b)(1). As the PSR attributed all
$5.6 million in illicit gains to Metro, an 18–
level increase was directed by
§ 2B1.1(b)(1)(J). An additional 2–level in-
crease pursuant to § 3B1.2 was added be-
cause Metro had abused his position of
trust as an employee with management
responsibilities at the law firm. Finally,
because Metro pled guilty and acknowl-
edged his criminal behavior, the PSR cred-
ited him with accepting responsibility and
hence allowed a 3–level reduction in his
offense level, pursuant to § 3E1.1(a) and
(b). Based on a total offense level of 25 and
Metro’s criminal history category of I, the
recommended guidelines range was 57 to
71 months of imprisonment.

Metro objected to the attribution to him
of all the gains realized as a result of
Eydelman’s trades. He argued in a presen-
tence filing with the District Court that he
was not, in the language of commentary to
guidelines § 2B1.4, ‘‘acting in concert’’
with Eydelman such that Eydelman’s
gains should be attributed to him for pur-
poses of sentencing.3

D. Sentencing Hearing and Sentence

At the sentencing hearing, Metro re-
newed his objection to the PSR’s 18–level

2. The indictment charged Metro with conspir-
acy to commit securities and tender offer
fraud. For ease of reference, we describe that
charge throughout this opinion as a conspira-
cy to violate the securities laws.

3. Metro also objected to the abuse of position
of trust enhancement. The District Court’s
resolution of that objection is not a subject of
this appeal.
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enhancement based on all $5.6 million of
illicit gains from the scheme. In response,
the government described for the District
Court its theory of the case: namely, that
this was ‘‘a three-party scheme[,]’’ with
Metro as the insider, Tamayo as the mid-
dleman, and Eydelman as the stockbroker.
(App. at 79.) After the District Court
asked whether the law requires that Metro
‘‘know of Mr. Eydelman in order to have’’
responsibility for Eydelman’s gains, the
government answered that the law only
requires that Metro ‘‘know that there is
somebody else that is obtaining the inside
information that he is passing on. And [the
government has] to show that all three
gentlemen were acting in concert.’’ (App.
at 81–82.) The government then argued
that it had met those requirements be-
cause Eydelman, the ultimate recipient of
Metro’s tips, was critical to the insider
trading, and that the January 28, 2014,
conversation demonstrated Metro’s aware-
ness of Eydelman’s existence.

Metro disputed the government’s char-
acterization of the January 28 conversa-
tion, arguing that it did not support a
finding that he had acted in concert with
Eydelman because the conversation took
place one year after the last time Metro
provided an inside tip. According to Metro,
he first learned that a broker (i.e., Eydel-
man) was involved with the scheme shortly
before that conversation, and no fair inter-
pretation of his responses shows that he
had been aware of Eydelman when he
(Metro) was passing information to Ta-
mayo.

The District Court overruled Metro’s
objection to the PSR’s attribution of the
full $5.6 million to him. Without making
any explicit factual findings on the record,

the Court stated that ‘‘[t]he commentary
[to § 2B1.4] unequivocally attributes all
the gains made by Tamayo and Eydelman
to Metro. TTT So with that, the Court also
finds that United States v. Kluger, 722
F.3d 549 (3d Cir. 2013) is also on point and
analogous[.]’’4 (App. at 97.)

When handing down Metro’s sentence,
the District Court used the PSR’s guide-
line imprisonment range of 57 to 71
months as a starting point. It then granted
a two-level downward variance because of
Metro’s ‘‘strong family ties’’ and ‘‘redeema-
ble qualities,’’ resulting in a guideline im-
prisonment range of 46 to 57 months. The
Court sentenced Metro to a 46–month
term of imprisonment, a three-year term
of supervised release, a $10,000 fine, and a
$200 special assessment. Metro now ap-
peals that sentence.

II. Discussion 5

The District Court rightly looked to the
insider trading-specific guideline, § 2B1.4,
in sentencing Metro. As already noted,
that section provides for a base offense
level of 8, and then says that ‘‘[i]f the gain
resulting from the offense exceeded $6,500,
increase by the number of levels from the
table in § 2B1.1 TTTT’’ U.S.S.G.
§ 2B1.4(b)(1). The commentary to the sec-
tion explains that:

TTT Insider trading is treated essentially
as a sophisticated fraud. Because the
victims and their losses are difficult if
not impossible to identify, the gain, i.e.,
the total increase in value realized
through trading in securities by the de-
fendant and persons acting in concert
with the defendant or to whom the de-

4. As more fully discussed herein, Kluger deals
with the attribution, for sentencing purposes,
of insider trading gains. 722 F.3d at 557.

5. The District Court had jurisdiction under 18
U.S.C. § 3231. We have appellate jurisdiction
pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 3742(a)(1) and 28
U.S.C. § 1291.
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should be making me money, rather
than just sitting in a cash value.
TAMAYO: Absolutely. Um, he actually,
the broker actually asked me about it—
he’s like, anything new? I was like, no,
you know, so.
[METRO]: But those tips, they really
don’t pay off. I mean they pay off for us,
but, what good is giving him [the stock
broker] a tip?
TAMAYO: I know.
[METRO]: It’s not making me any mon-
ey.
TAMAYO: Yeah, but you know the thing
is that, it’s good because, it actually, you
know, covers up a little bit, that’s all.
[METRO]: Yeah, no, it’s true. But you
think he [the stock broker] would kick
you something for the [tips].
TAMAYO: I know, absolutely. He might
be the cheapest bastard around.

(App. at 175–77 (non-italicized alterations
in original).)

Metro also told Tamayo during that con-
versation that ‘‘[i]f anything comes up, I’ll
let you know about it for sure.’’ (Presen-
tence Report ¶ 97.) The government ar-
rested Metro less than two months after
that meeting.

C. The Presentence Report and Met-
ro’s Objections

After he was caught, Metro pled guilty
to conspiracy to violate the securities
laws 2 in violation of 18 U.S.C. § 371, and
insider trading in violation of 15 U.S.C.
§§ 78j(b) and 78ff. The Presentence Re-
port (‘‘PSR’’) set forth an analysis of Met-
ro’s sentencing exposure under the United
States Sentencing Guidelines (‘‘U.S.S.G.’’

or ‘‘guidelines’’). Specifically, the PSR ap-
plied § 2B1.4 of the guidelines, the provi-
sion relevant to insider trading, to calcu-
late the offense level that would determine,
in part, the appropriate sentencing range.
Pursuant to that section, Metro’s base of-
fense level was 8. Because the gain result-
ing from his conduct exceeded $6,500, the
guidelines, under § 2B1.4(b)(1), called for
an ‘‘increase by the number of levels from
the table in § 2B1.1[.]’’ U.S.S.G.
§ 2B1.4(b)(1). As the PSR attributed all
$5.6 million in illicit gains to Metro, an 18–
level increase was directed by
§ 2B1.1(b)(1)(J). An additional 2–level in-
crease pursuant to § 3B1.2 was added be-
cause Metro had abused his position of
trust as an employee with management
responsibilities at the law firm. Finally,
because Metro pled guilty and acknowl-
edged his criminal behavior, the PSR cred-
ited him with accepting responsibility and
hence allowed a 3–level reduction in his
offense level, pursuant to § 3E1.1(a) and
(b). Based on a total offense level of 25 and
Metro’s criminal history category of I, the
recommended guidelines range was 57 to
71 months of imprisonment.

Metro objected to the attribution to him
of all the gains realized as a result of
Eydelman’s trades. He argued in a presen-
tence filing with the District Court that he
was not, in the language of commentary to
guidelines § 2B1.4, ‘‘acting in concert’’
with Eydelman such that Eydelman’s
gains should be attributed to him for pur-
poses of sentencing.3

D. Sentencing Hearing and Sentence

At the sentencing hearing, Metro re-
newed his objection to the PSR’s 18–level

2. The indictment charged Metro with conspir-
acy to commit securities and tender offer
fraud. For ease of reference, we describe that
charge throughout this opinion as a conspira-
cy to violate the securities laws.

3. Metro also objected to the abuse of position
of trust enhancement. The District Court’s
resolution of that objection is not a subject of
this appeal.
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enhancement based on all $5.6 million of
illicit gains from the scheme. In response,
the government described for the District
Court its theory of the case: namely, that
this was ‘‘a three-party scheme[,]’’ with
Metro as the insider, Tamayo as the mid-
dleman, and Eydelman as the stockbroker.
(App. at 79.) After the District Court
asked whether the law requires that Metro
‘‘know of Mr. Eydelman in order to have’’
responsibility for Eydelman’s gains, the
government answered that the law only
requires that Metro ‘‘know that there is
somebody else that is obtaining the inside
information that he is passing on. And [the
government has] to show that all three
gentlemen were acting in concert.’’ (App.
at 81–82.) The government then argued
that it had met those requirements be-
cause Eydelman, the ultimate recipient of
Metro’s tips, was critical to the insider
trading, and that the January 28, 2014,
conversation demonstrated Metro’s aware-
ness of Eydelman’s existence.

Metro disputed the government’s char-
acterization of the January 28 conversa-
tion, arguing that it did not support a
finding that he had acted in concert with
Eydelman because the conversation took
place one year after the last time Metro
provided an inside tip. According to Metro,
he first learned that a broker (i.e., Eydel-
man) was involved with the scheme shortly
before that conversation, and no fair inter-
pretation of his responses shows that he
had been aware of Eydelman when he
(Metro) was passing information to Ta-
mayo.

The District Court overruled Metro’s
objection to the PSR’s attribution of the
full $5.6 million to him. Without making
any explicit factual findings on the record,

the Court stated that ‘‘[t]he commentary
[to § 2B1.4] unequivocally attributes all
the gains made by Tamayo and Eydelman
to Metro. TTT So with that, the Court also
finds that United States v. Kluger, 722
F.3d 549 (3d Cir. 2013) is also on point and
analogous[.]’’4 (App. at 97.)

When handing down Metro’s sentence,
the District Court used the PSR’s guide-
line imprisonment range of 57 to 71
months as a starting point. It then granted
a two-level downward variance because of
Metro’s ‘‘strong family ties’’ and ‘‘redeema-
ble qualities,’’ resulting in a guideline im-
prisonment range of 46 to 57 months. The
Court sentenced Metro to a 46–month
term of imprisonment, a three-year term
of supervised release, a $10,000 fine, and a
$200 special assessment. Metro now ap-
peals that sentence.

II. Discussion 5

The District Court rightly looked to the
insider trading-specific guideline, § 2B1.4,
in sentencing Metro. As already noted,
that section provides for a base offense
level of 8, and then says that ‘‘[i]f the gain
resulting from the offense exceeded $6,500,
increase by the number of levels from the
table in § 2B1.1 TTTT’’ U.S.S.G.
§ 2B1.4(b)(1). The commentary to the sec-
tion explains that:

TTT Insider trading is treated essentially
as a sophisticated fraud. Because the
victims and their losses are difficult if
not impossible to identify, the gain, i.e.,
the total increase in value realized
through trading in securities by the de-
fendant and persons acting in concert
with the defendant or to whom the de-

4. As more fully discussed herein, Kluger deals
with the attribution, for sentencing purposes,
of insider trading gains. 722 F.3d at 557.

5. The District Court had jurisdiction under 18
U.S.C. § 3231. We have appellate jurisdiction
pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 3742(a)(1) and 28
U.S.C. § 1291.
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fendant provided inside information, is
employed instead of the victims’ losses.

U.S.S.G. § 2B1.4 cmt. background (empha-
sis added). Relying on that commentary,
the District Court attributed to Metro all
of the gains realized from Eydelman’s ille-
gal trades, which amounted to approxi-
mately $5.6 million. Metro argues that the
Court failed to make sufficient factual find-
ings to support that attribution and gave
too broad a meaning to the phrase ‘‘acting
in concert.’’ We agree.

A. General Principles and Kluger

[1–4] ‘‘[W]e review the District Court’s
interpretation of the Sentencing Guidelines
de novo,’’ its ‘‘findings of fact for clear
error[,]’’ and its ‘‘application of the Guide-
lines to facts for abuse of discretion.’’ Klu-
ger, 722 F.3d at 555 (citations omitted).
The federal sentencing guidelines are to be
understood according to their ‘‘plain and
unambiguous language[.]’’ Id. at 556 (quot-
ing United States v. Wong, 3 F.3d 667, 670
(3d Cir. 1993) ). Commentary interpreting
or explaining a specific guideline ‘‘is au-
thoritative unless it violates the Constitu-
tion or a federal statute, or is inconsistent
with, or a plainly erroneous reading of,
that guideline.’’ Stinson v. United States,
508 U.S. 36, 38, 113 S.Ct. 1913, 123
L.Ed.2d 598 (1993). A failure to properly
calculate a guidelines range is a ‘‘signifi-
cant procedural error.’’ Gall v. United
States, 552 U.S. 38, 51, 128 S.Ct. 586, 169
L.Ed.2d 445 (2007). Accordingly, ‘‘the use
of an erroneous TTT range will typically
require reversal[.]’’ United States v. Lang-
ford, 516 F.3d 205, 215 (3d Cir. 2008); see
also United States v. Merced, 603 F.3d
203, 214 (3d Cir. 2010) (‘‘If the district
court commits procedural error, our pre-
ferred course is to remand the case for re-
sentencing, without going any further.’’).

With those general principles in mind,
we turn to a review of our decision in
United States v. Kluger, which features

prominently in the District Court’s deci-
sion and the parties’ arguments on appeal.

Kluger involved an insider trading
scheme that, like the one here, had an
insider at a law firm disclosing material
nonpublic information to a middleman who,
in turn, relayed that information to a
stockbroker who ultimately executed the
illegal trades. 722 F.3d at 553–54. At sen-
tencing, the district court attributed to the
law firm insider all of the gains realized by
the stockbroker, even though the insider
argued that those gains were not foresee-
able because the stockbroker traded ‘‘in
share volumes far in excess of the number
of shares that the TTT conspirators agreed
would be traded.’’ Id. at 554. On appeal,
the insider challenged the district court’s
gain analysis by arguing that the foresee-
ability test set out in § 1B1.3(a)(1)(B)
should have lowered the ‘‘gain’’ attributed
to him. Id. at 557. Under the version of the
guidelines in effect at the time the defen-
dant was sentenced, § 1B1.3(a)(1) stated:

(a) TTT Unless otherwise specified, (i)
the base offense level where the guide-
line specifies more than one base offense
level, (ii) specific offense characteristics
and (iii) cross references in Chapter
Two, and (iv) adjustments in Chapter
Three, shall be determined on the basis
of the following:

(1)(A) all acts and omissions committed,
aided, abetted, counseled, commanded,
induced, procured, or willfully caused by
the defendant; and

(B) in the case of a jointly undertaken
criminal activity (a criminal plan,
scheme, endeavor, or enterprise under-
taken by the defendant in concert with
others, whether or not charged as a
conspiracy), all reasonably foreseeable
acts and omissions of others in further-
ance of the jointly undertaken criminal
activity[.]
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U.S.S.G. § 1B1.3(a)(1) (2010) (emphasis
added). In affirming the district court’s
gain calculation, we determined that ‘‘the
insider-trading guideline falls under the
‘unless otherwise specified’ exception of
§ 1B1.3,’’ such that § 1B1.3’s foreseeabil-
ity test does not apply to the gain analysis
required by § 2B1.4’s commentary. Klu-
ger, 722 F.3d at 558–59. We reached that
conclusion because that gain analysis ‘‘un-
equivocally attributes’’ to a defendant all
the gains realized through trading by indi-
viduals ‘‘acting in concert with the defen-
dant’’ or ‘‘to whom the defendant provided
inside information,’’ without regard to the
foreseeability of those gains. Id. at 558
(quoting U.S.S.G. § 2B1.4 cmt. back-
ground). Critical to our conclusion in Klu-
ger was the defendant’s admission that he
was ‘‘acting in concert with’’ the stockbro-
ker and that he ‘‘provided inside informa-
tion’’ with the intent that it reach the
stockbroker. Id.6 Metro, in contrast, stren-
uously disputes that he either acted ‘‘in
concert with’’ or ‘‘provided inside informa-
tion’’ to Eydelman.

B. Kluger Did Not Render § 1B1.3 Ir-
relevant for Purposes of Determin-
ing the Scope of Conduct for
Which a Defendant Can Be Held
Accountable at Sentencing

[5, 6] Adopting the approach taken in
the PSR, the District Court concluded that
Kluger controlled the sentencing outcome
here. That of course was also the govern-
ment’s position, but the only evidence of-
fered by the government to establish that

Metro had any knowledge of Eydelman, or
that Metro had any awareness that his
insider tips were received by anyone other
than Tamayo, was the January 28, 2014,
transcript. Metro objected throughout sen-
tencing to the conclusion in the PSR that
he acted ‘‘in concert with’’ or ‘‘provided
inside information’’ to Eydelman, and he
disputed that the January 28, 2014, tran-
script established that he had. The District
Court, at Metro’s sentencing hearing, nei-
ther resolved those factual disputes nor
made any other factual findings with re-
gard to Metro’s relationship with, or
knowledge of, Eydelman. The Court ap-
pears to have concluded either that, in
light of Kluger, Metro’s guilty plea to a
conspiracy count naming Eydelman was a
sufficient basis to establish the ‘‘in concert
with’’ or the ‘‘provide inside information
to’’ requirements for the attribution of
gains, or that Kluger requires that courts
hold tippers accountable at sentencing for
all downstream trading resulting from that
tipper’s inside information. Both interpre-
tations take Kluger too far.

[7, 8] Metro pled guilty to Count 1 of
the indictment, which charged him with
conspiring with ‘‘Tamayo, Eydelman, and
others’’ to violate the securities laws. (App.
at 26.) It is clear, however, that the guide-
lines do not consider a defendant’s crimi-
nal liability to be co-extensive with sen-
tencing accountability. The commentary to
the guidelines’ ‘‘Relevant Conduct’’ provi-
sion, § 1B1.3, is explicit that ‘‘[t]he princi-
ples and limits of sentencing accountability

6. We emphasized those facts four separate
times in Kluger. See 722 F.3d at 558 (‘‘[The
stockbroker] was a ‘person[ ] acting in con-
cert with the defendant,’ as well as one ‘to
whom the defendant provided inside informa-
tion.’ ’’ (citation omitted) ); id. at 559 n.13
(‘‘[W]e observe that it is undisputed that [the
defendant] passed inside information to [the
middleman] with the intent that the informa-
tion would reach [the stockbroker] who [the
defendant] knew was a securities trader in

order for [the stockbroker] to place illicit
trades.’’); id. at 561 (‘‘[The stockbroker] is
explicitly an individual ‘to whom the defen-
dant provided inside information.’ ’’ (citation
omitted) ); id. at 561 n.19 (‘‘[The defendant]
intended [the stockbroker] to be the ultimate
tippee because [the defendant] knew that [the
middleman] would not exercise the vast ma-
jority of the trades on behalf of the conspira-
tors.’’).
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fendant provided inside information, is
employed instead of the victims’ losses.

U.S.S.G. § 2B1.4 cmt. background (empha-
sis added). Relying on that commentary,
the District Court attributed to Metro all
of the gains realized from Eydelman’s ille-
gal trades, which amounted to approxi-
mately $5.6 million. Metro argues that the
Court failed to make sufficient factual find-
ings to support that attribution and gave
too broad a meaning to the phrase ‘‘acting
in concert.’’ We agree.

A. General Principles and Kluger

[1–4] ‘‘[W]e review the District Court’s
interpretation of the Sentencing Guidelines
de novo,’’ its ‘‘findings of fact for clear
error[,]’’ and its ‘‘application of the Guide-
lines to facts for abuse of discretion.’’ Klu-
ger, 722 F.3d at 555 (citations omitted).
The federal sentencing guidelines are to be
understood according to their ‘‘plain and
unambiguous language[.]’’ Id. at 556 (quot-
ing United States v. Wong, 3 F.3d 667, 670
(3d Cir. 1993) ). Commentary interpreting
or explaining a specific guideline ‘‘is au-
thoritative unless it violates the Constitu-
tion or a federal statute, or is inconsistent
with, or a plainly erroneous reading of,
that guideline.’’ Stinson v. United States,
508 U.S. 36, 38, 113 S.Ct. 1913, 123
L.Ed.2d 598 (1993). A failure to properly
calculate a guidelines range is a ‘‘signifi-
cant procedural error.’’ Gall v. United
States, 552 U.S. 38, 51, 128 S.Ct. 586, 169
L.Ed.2d 445 (2007). Accordingly, ‘‘the use
of an erroneous TTT range will typically
require reversal[.]’’ United States v. Lang-
ford, 516 F.3d 205, 215 (3d Cir. 2008); see
also United States v. Merced, 603 F.3d
203, 214 (3d Cir. 2010) (‘‘If the district
court commits procedural error, our pre-
ferred course is to remand the case for re-
sentencing, without going any further.’’).

With those general principles in mind,
we turn to a review of our decision in
United States v. Kluger, which features

prominently in the District Court’s deci-
sion and the parties’ arguments on appeal.

Kluger involved an insider trading
scheme that, like the one here, had an
insider at a law firm disclosing material
nonpublic information to a middleman who,
in turn, relayed that information to a
stockbroker who ultimately executed the
illegal trades. 722 F.3d at 553–54. At sen-
tencing, the district court attributed to the
law firm insider all of the gains realized by
the stockbroker, even though the insider
argued that those gains were not foresee-
able because the stockbroker traded ‘‘in
share volumes far in excess of the number
of shares that the TTT conspirators agreed
would be traded.’’ Id. at 554. On appeal,
the insider challenged the district court’s
gain analysis by arguing that the foresee-
ability test set out in § 1B1.3(a)(1)(B)
should have lowered the ‘‘gain’’ attributed
to him. Id. at 557. Under the version of the
guidelines in effect at the time the defen-
dant was sentenced, § 1B1.3(a)(1) stated:

(a) TTT Unless otherwise specified, (i)
the base offense level where the guide-
line specifies more than one base offense
level, (ii) specific offense characteristics
and (iii) cross references in Chapter
Two, and (iv) adjustments in Chapter
Three, shall be determined on the basis
of the following:

(1)(A) all acts and omissions committed,
aided, abetted, counseled, commanded,
induced, procured, or willfully caused by
the defendant; and

(B) in the case of a jointly undertaken
criminal activity (a criminal plan,
scheme, endeavor, or enterprise under-
taken by the defendant in concert with
others, whether or not charged as a
conspiracy), all reasonably foreseeable
acts and omissions of others in further-
ance of the jointly undertaken criminal
activity[.]
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U.S.S.G. § 1B1.3(a)(1) (2010) (emphasis
added). In affirming the district court’s
gain calculation, we determined that ‘‘the
insider-trading guideline falls under the
‘unless otherwise specified’ exception of
§ 1B1.3,’’ such that § 1B1.3’s foreseeabil-
ity test does not apply to the gain analysis
required by § 2B1.4’s commentary. Klu-
ger, 722 F.3d at 558–59. We reached that
conclusion because that gain analysis ‘‘un-
equivocally attributes’’ to a defendant all
the gains realized through trading by indi-
viduals ‘‘acting in concert with the defen-
dant’’ or ‘‘to whom the defendant provided
inside information,’’ without regard to the
foreseeability of those gains. Id. at 558
(quoting U.S.S.G. § 2B1.4 cmt. back-
ground). Critical to our conclusion in Klu-
ger was the defendant’s admission that he
was ‘‘acting in concert with’’ the stockbro-
ker and that he ‘‘provided inside informa-
tion’’ with the intent that it reach the
stockbroker. Id.6 Metro, in contrast, stren-
uously disputes that he either acted ‘‘in
concert with’’ or ‘‘provided inside informa-
tion’’ to Eydelman.

B. Kluger Did Not Render § 1B1.3 Ir-
relevant for Purposes of Determin-
ing the Scope of Conduct for
Which a Defendant Can Be Held
Accountable at Sentencing

[5, 6] Adopting the approach taken in
the PSR, the District Court concluded that
Kluger controlled the sentencing outcome
here. That of course was also the govern-
ment’s position, but the only evidence of-
fered by the government to establish that

Metro had any knowledge of Eydelman, or
that Metro had any awareness that his
insider tips were received by anyone other
than Tamayo, was the January 28, 2014,
transcript. Metro objected throughout sen-
tencing to the conclusion in the PSR that
he acted ‘‘in concert with’’ or ‘‘provided
inside information’’ to Eydelman, and he
disputed that the January 28, 2014, tran-
script established that he had. The District
Court, at Metro’s sentencing hearing, nei-
ther resolved those factual disputes nor
made any other factual findings with re-
gard to Metro’s relationship with, or
knowledge of, Eydelman. The Court ap-
pears to have concluded either that, in
light of Kluger, Metro’s guilty plea to a
conspiracy count naming Eydelman was a
sufficient basis to establish the ‘‘in concert
with’’ or the ‘‘provide inside information
to’’ requirements for the attribution of
gains, or that Kluger requires that courts
hold tippers accountable at sentencing for
all downstream trading resulting from that
tipper’s inside information. Both interpre-
tations take Kluger too far.

[7, 8] Metro pled guilty to Count 1 of
the indictment, which charged him with
conspiring with ‘‘Tamayo, Eydelman, and
others’’ to violate the securities laws. (App.
at 26.) It is clear, however, that the guide-
lines do not consider a defendant’s crimi-
nal liability to be co-extensive with sen-
tencing accountability. The commentary to
the guidelines’ ‘‘Relevant Conduct’’ provi-
sion, § 1B1.3, is explicit that ‘‘[t]he princi-
ples and limits of sentencing accountability

6. We emphasized those facts four separate
times in Kluger. See 722 F.3d at 558 (‘‘[The
stockbroker] was a ‘person[ ] acting in con-
cert with the defendant,’ as well as one ‘to
whom the defendant provided inside informa-
tion.’ ’’ (citation omitted) ); id. at 559 n.13
(‘‘[W]e observe that it is undisputed that [the
defendant] passed inside information to [the
middleman] with the intent that the informa-
tion would reach [the stockbroker] who [the
defendant] knew was a securities trader in

order for [the stockbroker] to place illicit
trades.’’); id. at 561 (‘‘[The stockbroker] is
explicitly an individual ‘to whom the defen-
dant provided inside information.’ ’’ (citation
omitted) ); id. at 561 n.19 (‘‘[The defendant]
intended [the stockbroker] to be the ultimate
tippee because [the defendant] knew that [the
middleman] would not exercise the vast ma-
jority of the trades on behalf of the conspira-
tors.’’).
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under this guideline are not always the
same as the principles and limits of crimi-
nal liability,’’ U.S.S.G. § 1B1.3 cmt. 1, and
further that, ‘‘[b]ecause a count may be
worded broadly and include the conduct of
many participants over a period of time,
the scope of’’ a defendant’s conduct for
sentencing purposes ‘‘is not necessarily the
same as the scope of the entire conspira-
cy,’’ U.S.S.G. § 1B1.3 cmt. 3(B). We have
thus explained that the conduct a defen-
dant is typically held responsible for under
the guidelines ‘‘is not coextensive with con-
spiracy law.’’ United States v. Mannino,
212 F.3d 835, 842 (3d Cir. 2000) (emphasis
omitted) (quoting United States v. Collado,
975 F.2d 985, 997 (3d Cir. 1992) ).7 For that
reason, we have instructed that, at sen-
tencing, it is essential for courts to conduct
‘‘a searching and individualized inquiry
into the circumstances surrounding each
defendant’s involvement in [a] conspiracy
TTT to ensure that the defendant’s sen-
tence accurately reflects his or her role.’’
Collado, 975 F.2d at 995. The question we
are faced with now is whether those funda-
mental sentencing principles apply with
equal force in the insider trading context,
given our decision in Kluger, and the an-
swer is they do.

Kluger does not mandate that § 1B1.3,
and its guidance on the importance of indi-
vidual accountability at sentencing, plays
no role in determining the scope of a de-
fendant’s relevant conduct in insider-trad-
ing conspiracy cases. That case holds,
rather, that § 1B1.3’s foreseeability re-

quirement is inapplicable to an analysis of
illicit gain under § 2B1.4. See Kluger, 722
F.3d at 558–59 (‘‘[T]he insider-trading
guideline falls under the ‘unless otherwise
specified’ exception of § 1B1.3, and, as a
result, we will not use the reasonable fore-
seeability test in reviewing the District
Court’s calculation of the offense level[.]’’);
id. at 559 (‘‘In the circumstances we should
not look beyond the plain language of
§ 2B1.4 and read a foreseeability test into
§ 2B1.4.’’). The ‘‘unless otherwise speci-
fied’’ exception is not an all-or-nothing
proposition. Just because one subsection of
§ 1B1.3 does ‘‘not apply to a particular
count of conviction does not mean that
other subsections of the relevant conduct
provision cannot be given effect.’’ United
States v. Maddox, 803 F.3d 1215, 1223
(11th Cir. 2015).

Amendments made by the United States
Sentencing Commission to § 1B1.3 after
Kluger, and that were given effect prior to
Metro’s sentencing, support our conclusion
that § 1B1.3 remains important even in an
insider trading case. The 2015 version of
§ 1B1.3 amended subsection (a)(1)(B), the
provision containing guidance on when a
court is to hold a defendant accountable
for the conduct of others ‘‘in the case of a
jointly undertaken criminal activity[.]’’
U.S.S.G. § 1B1.3(a)(1)(B). In the pre-2015
version of the guidelines that Kluger inter-
preted, that specific subsection instructed
courts to hold defendants responsible ‘‘in
the case of a jointly undertaken criminal
activity (a criminal plan, scheme, endeavor,

7. See also United States v. Getto, 729 F.3d
221, 234 n.11 (2d Cir. 2013) (‘‘[T]he scope of
conduct for which a defendant can be held
accountable under the sentencing guidelines
is significantly narrower than the conduct
embraced by the law of conspiracy.’’ (citation
omitted) ); United States v. Spotted Elk, 548
F.3d 641, 674 (8th Cir. 2008) (‘‘[T]he empha-
sis under § 1B1.3 is the scope of the individu-
al defendant’s undertaking TTT rather than the
scope of the conspiracy as a whole[.]’’); Wil-
liam W. Wilkins, Jr. & John R. Steer, Relevant

Conduct: The Cornerstone of the Federal Sen-
tencing Guidelines, 41 S.C. L. Rev. 494, 510
(1990) [hereinafter Relevant Conduct] (ex-
plaining that in ‘‘concerted activity situa-
tions,’’ the guidelines attempted to create a
sentencing rule that was ‘‘not necessarily co-
extensive with TTT co-conspirator liability’’).
At the time Relevant Conduct was published,
Judge Wilkins was Chairman of the United
States Sentencing Commission, and Steer was
the Commission’s General Counsel. Relevant
Conduct, 41 S.C. L. Rev. at 495 n.a & aa.
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or enterprise undertaken by the defendant
in concert with others, whether or not
charged as a conspiracy)[ ] [for] all reason-
ably foreseeable acts and omissions of oth-
ers in furtherance of the jointly undertak-
en criminal activity[.]’’ U.S.S.G.
§ 1B1.3(a)(1)(B) (2011). Following the 2015
amendments, § 1B1.3(a)(1)(B) now in-
structs courts to hold a defendant respon-
sible,

in the case of a jointly undertaken crimi-
nal activity (a criminal plan, scheme,
endeavor, or enterprise undertaken by
the defendant in concert with others,
whether or not charged as a conspiracy),
[for] all acts and omissions of others that
were—

(i) within the scope of the jointly
undertaken criminal activity,

(ii) in furtherance of that criminal
activity, and

(iii) reasonably foreseeable in con-
nection with that criminal activi-
ty[.]

U.S.S.G. § 1B1.3(a)(1)(B) (2015).
The amendment placed within the text

of the guideline three distinct factors for
courts to consider when conducting the
§ 1B1.3(a)(1)(B) analysis. By its own ac-
count, the Sentencing Commission amend-
ed the guideline to ‘‘clarify the use of
relevant conduct in offenses involving mul-
tiple participants.’’ U.S.S.G. Supp. to App.
C, Amend. 790, Reason for Amend. While
the amendment did not signal a ‘‘substan-
tive change in policy,’’ it did clarify that
courts should go through a three-step
analysis before attributing the conduct of
others to a defendant facing sentencing.
Id. That analysis requires courts to ‘‘(1)
identify the scope of the jointly undertaken
criminal activity; (2) determine whether
the conduct of others in the jointly under-
taken criminal activity was in furtherance
of that criminal activity; and (3) determine

whether the conduct of others was reason-
ably foreseeable in connection with that
criminal activity.’’ Id. The main point of
the amendment was to take the ‘‘scope’’
step of the analysis out of the commentary
and place it ‘‘in the text of the guideline
itself.’’ Id.

Kluger had no occasion to address the
‘‘scope’’ of the jointly undertaken criminal
activity because it was not disputed that
the defendant was aware of, and acting
with, the stockbroker. 722 F.3d at 559 n.13.
Rather, the Kluger Court’s analysis fo-
cused on whether conduct that was admit-
tedly within the scope of and in further-
ance of the jointly undertaken criminal
activity also had to be foreseeable to be
attributable to an insider-trading defen-
dant. Id. at 557–61. In short, the question
of scope was not on the table in Kluger,
but it is here, and it may be in other
insider trading cases.

[9] We therefore hold that § 1B1.3 re-
mains relevant when attributing to an in-
sider-trading defendant gains realized by
other individuals. Before attributing gains
to a defendant under § 2B1.4’s gain analy-
sis, a sentencing court should first identify
the scope of conduct for which the defen-
dant can fairly be held accountable for
sentencing purposes under § 1B1.3. After
identifying the scope of conduct, the court
should then analyze that conduct to deter-
mine whom the defendant ‘‘act[ed] in con-
cert with’’ and to whom he ‘‘provided in-
side information[.]’’ U.S.S.G. § 2B1.4 cmt.
background. That may lead the court to
attribute to a defendant gains realized by
downstream trading emanating from the
defendant’s tips, but, depending on the
facts established at sentencing, it may not.8

Kluger does not impose, as the govern-
ment suggests, ‘‘what amounts to strict
liability’’ on tippers, regardless of whether
or not the tipper had any knowledge at the

8. We emphasize that a defendant cannot arti- ficially limit his sentencing exposure by utiliz-
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under this guideline are not always the
same as the principles and limits of crimi-
nal liability,’’ U.S.S.G. § 1B1.3 cmt. 1, and
further that, ‘‘[b]ecause a count may be
worded broadly and include the conduct of
many participants over a period of time,
the scope of’’ a defendant’s conduct for
sentencing purposes ‘‘is not necessarily the
same as the scope of the entire conspira-
cy,’’ U.S.S.G. § 1B1.3 cmt. 3(B). We have
thus explained that the conduct a defen-
dant is typically held responsible for under
the guidelines ‘‘is not coextensive with con-
spiracy law.’’ United States v. Mannino,
212 F.3d 835, 842 (3d Cir. 2000) (emphasis
omitted) (quoting United States v. Collado,
975 F.2d 985, 997 (3d Cir. 1992) ).7 For that
reason, we have instructed that, at sen-
tencing, it is essential for courts to conduct
‘‘a searching and individualized inquiry
into the circumstances surrounding each
defendant’s involvement in [a] conspiracy
TTT to ensure that the defendant’s sen-
tence accurately reflects his or her role.’’
Collado, 975 F.2d at 995. The question we
are faced with now is whether those funda-
mental sentencing principles apply with
equal force in the insider trading context,
given our decision in Kluger, and the an-
swer is they do.

Kluger does not mandate that § 1B1.3,
and its guidance on the importance of indi-
vidual accountability at sentencing, plays
no role in determining the scope of a de-
fendant’s relevant conduct in insider-trad-
ing conspiracy cases. That case holds,
rather, that § 1B1.3’s foreseeability re-

quirement is inapplicable to an analysis of
illicit gain under § 2B1.4. See Kluger, 722
F.3d at 558–59 (‘‘[T]he insider-trading
guideline falls under the ‘unless otherwise
specified’ exception of § 1B1.3, and, as a
result, we will not use the reasonable fore-
seeability test in reviewing the District
Court’s calculation of the offense level[.]’’);
id. at 559 (‘‘In the circumstances we should
not look beyond the plain language of
§ 2B1.4 and read a foreseeability test into
§ 2B1.4.’’). The ‘‘unless otherwise speci-
fied’’ exception is not an all-or-nothing
proposition. Just because one subsection of
§ 1B1.3 does ‘‘not apply to a particular
count of conviction does not mean that
other subsections of the relevant conduct
provision cannot be given effect.’’ United
States v. Maddox, 803 F.3d 1215, 1223
(11th Cir. 2015).

Amendments made by the United States
Sentencing Commission to § 1B1.3 after
Kluger, and that were given effect prior to
Metro’s sentencing, support our conclusion
that § 1B1.3 remains important even in an
insider trading case. The 2015 version of
§ 1B1.3 amended subsection (a)(1)(B), the
provision containing guidance on when a
court is to hold a defendant accountable
for the conduct of others ‘‘in the case of a
jointly undertaken criminal activity[.]’’
U.S.S.G. § 1B1.3(a)(1)(B). In the pre-2015
version of the guidelines that Kluger inter-
preted, that specific subsection instructed
courts to hold defendants responsible ‘‘in
the case of a jointly undertaken criminal
activity (a criminal plan, scheme, endeavor,

7. See also United States v. Getto, 729 F.3d
221, 234 n.11 (2d Cir. 2013) (‘‘[T]he scope of
conduct for which a defendant can be held
accountable under the sentencing guidelines
is significantly narrower than the conduct
embraced by the law of conspiracy.’’ (citation
omitted) ); United States v. Spotted Elk, 548
F.3d 641, 674 (8th Cir. 2008) (‘‘[T]he empha-
sis under § 1B1.3 is the scope of the individu-
al defendant’s undertaking TTT rather than the
scope of the conspiracy as a whole[.]’’); Wil-
liam W. Wilkins, Jr. & John R. Steer, Relevant

Conduct: The Cornerstone of the Federal Sen-
tencing Guidelines, 41 S.C. L. Rev. 494, 510
(1990) [hereinafter Relevant Conduct] (ex-
plaining that in ‘‘concerted activity situa-
tions,’’ the guidelines attempted to create a
sentencing rule that was ‘‘not necessarily co-
extensive with TTT co-conspirator liability’’).
At the time Relevant Conduct was published,
Judge Wilkins was Chairman of the United
States Sentencing Commission, and Steer was
the Commission’s General Counsel. Relevant
Conduct, 41 S.C. L. Rev. at 495 n.a & aa.
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or enterprise undertaken by the defendant
in concert with others, whether or not
charged as a conspiracy)[ ] [for] all reason-
ably foreseeable acts and omissions of oth-
ers in furtherance of the jointly undertak-
en criminal activity[.]’’ U.S.S.G.
§ 1B1.3(a)(1)(B) (2011). Following the 2015
amendments, § 1B1.3(a)(1)(B) now in-
structs courts to hold a defendant respon-
sible,

in the case of a jointly undertaken crimi-
nal activity (a criminal plan, scheme,
endeavor, or enterprise undertaken by
the defendant in concert with others,
whether or not charged as a conspiracy),
[for] all acts and omissions of others that
were—

(i) within the scope of the jointly
undertaken criminal activity,

(ii) in furtherance of that criminal
activity, and

(iii) reasonably foreseeable in con-
nection with that criminal activi-
ty[.]

U.S.S.G. § 1B1.3(a)(1)(B) (2015).
The amendment placed within the text

of the guideline three distinct factors for
courts to consider when conducting the
§ 1B1.3(a)(1)(B) analysis. By its own ac-
count, the Sentencing Commission amend-
ed the guideline to ‘‘clarify the use of
relevant conduct in offenses involving mul-
tiple participants.’’ U.S.S.G. Supp. to App.
C, Amend. 790, Reason for Amend. While
the amendment did not signal a ‘‘substan-
tive change in policy,’’ it did clarify that
courts should go through a three-step
analysis before attributing the conduct of
others to a defendant facing sentencing.
Id. That analysis requires courts to ‘‘(1)
identify the scope of the jointly undertaken
criminal activity; (2) determine whether
the conduct of others in the jointly under-
taken criminal activity was in furtherance
of that criminal activity; and (3) determine

whether the conduct of others was reason-
ably foreseeable in connection with that
criminal activity.’’ Id. The main point of
the amendment was to take the ‘‘scope’’
step of the analysis out of the commentary
and place it ‘‘in the text of the guideline
itself.’’ Id.

Kluger had no occasion to address the
‘‘scope’’ of the jointly undertaken criminal
activity because it was not disputed that
the defendant was aware of, and acting
with, the stockbroker. 722 F.3d at 559 n.13.
Rather, the Kluger Court’s analysis fo-
cused on whether conduct that was admit-
tedly within the scope of and in further-
ance of the jointly undertaken criminal
activity also had to be foreseeable to be
attributable to an insider-trading defen-
dant. Id. at 557–61. In short, the question
of scope was not on the table in Kluger,
but it is here, and it may be in other
insider trading cases.

[9] We therefore hold that § 1B1.3 re-
mains relevant when attributing to an in-
sider-trading defendant gains realized by
other individuals. Before attributing gains
to a defendant under § 2B1.4’s gain analy-
sis, a sentencing court should first identify
the scope of conduct for which the defen-
dant can fairly be held accountable for
sentencing purposes under § 1B1.3. After
identifying the scope of conduct, the court
should then analyze that conduct to deter-
mine whom the defendant ‘‘act[ed] in con-
cert with’’ and to whom he ‘‘provided in-
side information[.]’’ U.S.S.G. § 2B1.4 cmt.
background. That may lead the court to
attribute to a defendant gains realized by
downstream trading emanating from the
defendant’s tips, but, depending on the
facts established at sentencing, it may not.8

Kluger does not impose, as the govern-
ment suggests, ‘‘what amounts to strict
liability’’ on tippers, regardless of whether
or not the tipper had any knowledge at the

8. We emphasize that a defendant cannot arti- ficially limit his sentencing exposure by utiliz-
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time he was providing the inside informa-
tion that it would reach an individual other
than the individual to whom he provided it.
(Answering Br. at 26.) In fact, the govern-
ment’s own argument to the District Court
undercuts the position it has taken before
us. When asked by the District Court
whether Metro had to ‘‘know of Mr. Eydel-
man in order to have’’ responsibility for
Eydelman’s gains, the government an-
swered that the law requires that Metro
‘‘know that there is somebody else that is
obtaining the inside information that he is
passing on. And [the government has] to
show that all three gentlemen were acting
in concert.’’ (App. at 81–82.)

[10] Because ‘‘the attribution of gains
to a defendant can be critical in a guide-
lines sentencing range calculation,’’ Klu-
ger, 722 F.3d at 556, the ‘‘strict liability’’
position now taken by the government
runs the risk of sentences being imposed
on defendants that are excessive in rela-
tion to their criminal conduct.9 Our holding
today avoids that risk but remains fully in
line with Kluger. Once a sentencing court
identifies the scope of conduct for which a
defendant can be fairly held accountable,
whether consequences flowing from that
conduct were foreseeable is not pertinent
to § 2B1.4’s gain analysis.

C. The District Court Did Not Ad-
dress Critical Factual Disputes
Relevant to the Scope of Metro’s
Conduct for Sentencing Purposes

[11, 12] Since we have concluded that
district courts must look to § 1B1.3 to

determine the scope of conduct for which a
defendant can be held accountable for sen-
tencing purposes, we must now consider
whether the District Court made ‘‘a
searching and individualized inquiry into
the circumstances surrounding [Metro’s]
involvement in the conspiracy TTT to en-
sure that [Metro’s] sentence accurately re-
flect[ed] his TTT role.’’ Collado, 975 F.2d at
995. A district court does not meet that
requirement if it fails to comply with the
guidelines’ instruction to ‘‘resolve disputed
sentencing factors at a sentencing hearing
in accordance with [Federal Rule of Crimi-
nal Procedure] 32(i).’’ U.S.S.G. § 6A1.3(b).
That rule mandates that, ‘‘[a]t sentencing,
the court TTT must—for any disputed por-
tion of the presentence report or other
controverted matter—rule on the dispute
or determine that a ruling is unnecessary
either because the matter will not affect
sentencing, or because the court will not
consider the matter in sentencing TTTT’’
Fed. R. Crim. P. 32(i). The rule is ‘‘strictly
enforced’’ and requires that ‘‘[a] finding on
a disputed fact or a disclaimer of reliance
upon a disputed fact TTT be expressly
made.’’ United States v. Electrodyne Sys.
Corp., 147 F.3d 250, 255 (3d Cir. 1998); see
also United States v. Freeman, 763 F.3d
322, 339 (3d Cir. 2014) (‘‘[I]f a defendant
disputes a fact included in the presentence
investigation report, the sentencing court
must either resolve that dispute or state
that it will not rely on the disputed fact.’’
(citation omitted) ). A district court’s fail-
ure to comply with Rule 32(i)(3)(B) ‘‘is

ing a middleman to convey inside information
to a third party to conduct illegal trades when
that defendant had reason to know, or was
willfully blind to the fact that, the middleman
was passing the inside information to third
parties.

9. We are not alone in looking to § 1B1.3 to
provide the proper analytical framework for
assessing the scope of a defendant’s conduct

for sentencing purposes in the insider trading
context. Other courts of appeals have looked
to that provision for that purpose for decades.
United States v. Nacchio, 573 F.3d 1062,
1072–73 (10th Cir. 2009); United States v.
O’Hagan, 139 F.3d 641, 655–56 (8th Cir.
1998); United States v. Stern, No. 92-3752,
1993 WL 82048, at *4 (5th Cir. Mar. 12, 1993)
(not precedential).
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grounds for vacating the sentence.’’ Elec-
trodyne Sys., 147 F.3d at 255.

[13] The government offered only the
January 28, 2014, transcript to establish its
factual contentions. Metro, for his part,
clearly objected to the government’s posi-
tion that he ‘‘acted in concert with’’ or
‘‘provided inside information’’ to Eydel-
man. The District Court never resolved
those factual disputes on the record; it
simply overruled Metro’s objection and
concluded that Kluger was controlling.
Had the Court’s assessment of Kluger
been correct, it may have been justified in
viewing as moot the factual disputes raised
by Metro. But, as we have discussed, the
assessment was in error. Accordingly, the
factual disputes are very much alive and
the obligation of Rule 32(i)(3)(B) to resolve
those disputes remains in force.

When the scope of a defendant’s involve-
ment in a conspiracy is contested, a dis-
trict court cannot rely solely on a defen-
dant’s guilty plea to the conspiracy charge,
without additional fact-finding, to support
attributing co-conspirators’ gains to a de-
fendant. Because the District Court here
did not resolve the key factual dispute
raised by Metro, or otherwise provide a
factual basis to support its gain analysis,
there was not the ‘‘searching and individu-
alized inquiry’’ necessary to ensure Met-
ro’s sentence matched his role in the con-
spiracy.

D. A Guilty Plea Alone Is Not Neces-
sarily Determinative of Sentenc-
ing Accountability

In reaching our conclusion, we do not
imply that a defendant can contest at sen-
tencing the factual averments contained in

an indictment to which he pled guilty. See
United States v. Parker, 874 F.2d 174, 177
n.1 (3d Cir. 1989) (holding that pleading
guilty ‘‘binds [a defendant] to the accuracy
of the facts set forth in the indictment’’).
That issue is not before us today because
the indictment to which Eydelman pled
guilty contains no facts actually linking
Metro to Eydelman. Though it charged
Metro with ‘‘knowingly and willfully com-
bin[ing], conspir[ing] and agree[ing] with
Tamayo, Eydelman, and others’’ to violate
the securities laws, (App. at 26–27,) the
indictment did not set out any factual basis
showing that Metro ‘‘acted in concert with’’
or ‘‘provided inside information’’ to Eydel-
man for purposes of sentencing accounta-
bility. Similarly, the PSR does not contain
any facts linking Metro to Eydelman, oth-
er than referring to the fact that Metro
was charged with conspiring with Eydel-
man. And although the government could
have elicited facts from Metro at his plea
hearing to tie him to Eydelman, it did not.

On the contrary, at the plea hearing, the
government established only that Metro
learned about Eydelman after the insider
trading activity had ended.10 It asked Met-
ro whether he ‘‘enter[ed] into an agree-
ment with Frank Tamayo to engage in
securities transactions based on material
nonpublic information,’’ to which Metro re-
sponded, ‘‘Yes,’’ but it did not ask whether
he entered into an agreement with Eydel-
man. (App. at 67.) The government next
asked whether Metro ‘‘disclose[d] the in-
side information to Tamayo,’’ to which
Metro responded, ‘‘Yes.’’ (App. at 67.) It
did not ask if he disclosed information to
Eydelman. The government asked wheth-
er, between February 2009 and January

10. Federal Rule of Criminal Procedure 11
instructs that ‘‘[b]efore entering judgment on
a guilty plea, the court must determine that
there is a factual basis for the plea.’’ Fed. R.
Crim. P. 11(b)(3). Here, rather than conduct-

ing the colloquy with Metro to determine
whether there was a sufficient factual basis to
support entering judgment on the guilty plea,
the Court requested the government to devel-
op the factual basis by questioning Metro.
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time he was providing the inside informa-
tion that it would reach an individual other
than the individual to whom he provided it.
(Answering Br. at 26.) In fact, the govern-
ment’s own argument to the District Court
undercuts the position it has taken before
us. When asked by the District Court
whether Metro had to ‘‘know of Mr. Eydel-
man in order to have’’ responsibility for
Eydelman’s gains, the government an-
swered that the law requires that Metro
‘‘know that there is somebody else that is
obtaining the inside information that he is
passing on. And [the government has] to
show that all three gentlemen were acting
in concert.’’ (App. at 81–82.)

[10] Because ‘‘the attribution of gains
to a defendant can be critical in a guide-
lines sentencing range calculation,’’ Klu-
ger, 722 F.3d at 556, the ‘‘strict liability’’
position now taken by the government
runs the risk of sentences being imposed
on defendants that are excessive in rela-
tion to their criminal conduct.9 Our holding
today avoids that risk but remains fully in
line with Kluger. Once a sentencing court
identifies the scope of conduct for which a
defendant can be fairly held accountable,
whether consequences flowing from that
conduct were foreseeable is not pertinent
to § 2B1.4’s gain analysis.

C. The District Court Did Not Ad-
dress Critical Factual Disputes
Relevant to the Scope of Metro’s
Conduct for Sentencing Purposes

[11, 12] Since we have concluded that
district courts must look to § 1B1.3 to

determine the scope of conduct for which a
defendant can be held accountable for sen-
tencing purposes, we must now consider
whether the District Court made ‘‘a
searching and individualized inquiry into
the circumstances surrounding [Metro’s]
involvement in the conspiracy TTT to en-
sure that [Metro’s] sentence accurately re-
flect[ed] his TTT role.’’ Collado, 975 F.2d at
995. A district court does not meet that
requirement if it fails to comply with the
guidelines’ instruction to ‘‘resolve disputed
sentencing factors at a sentencing hearing
in accordance with [Federal Rule of Crimi-
nal Procedure] 32(i).’’ U.S.S.G. § 6A1.3(b).
That rule mandates that, ‘‘[a]t sentencing,
the court TTT must—for any disputed por-
tion of the presentence report or other
controverted matter—rule on the dispute
or determine that a ruling is unnecessary
either because the matter will not affect
sentencing, or because the court will not
consider the matter in sentencing TTTT’’
Fed. R. Crim. P. 32(i). The rule is ‘‘strictly
enforced’’ and requires that ‘‘[a] finding on
a disputed fact or a disclaimer of reliance
upon a disputed fact TTT be expressly
made.’’ United States v. Electrodyne Sys.
Corp., 147 F.3d 250, 255 (3d Cir. 1998); see
also United States v. Freeman, 763 F.3d
322, 339 (3d Cir. 2014) (‘‘[I]f a defendant
disputes a fact included in the presentence
investigation report, the sentencing court
must either resolve that dispute or state
that it will not rely on the disputed fact.’’
(citation omitted) ). A district court’s fail-
ure to comply with Rule 32(i)(3)(B) ‘‘is

ing a middleman to convey inside information
to a third party to conduct illegal trades when
that defendant had reason to know, or was
willfully blind to the fact that, the middleman
was passing the inside information to third
parties.

9. We are not alone in looking to § 1B1.3 to
provide the proper analytical framework for
assessing the scope of a defendant’s conduct

for sentencing purposes in the insider trading
context. Other courts of appeals have looked
to that provision for that purpose for decades.
United States v. Nacchio, 573 F.3d 1062,
1072–73 (10th Cir. 2009); United States v.
O’Hagan, 139 F.3d 641, 655–56 (8th Cir.
1998); United States v. Stern, No. 92-3752,
1993 WL 82048, at *4 (5th Cir. Mar. 12, 1993)
(not precedential).
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grounds for vacating the sentence.’’ Elec-
trodyne Sys., 147 F.3d at 255.

[13] The government offered only the
January 28, 2014, transcript to establish its
factual contentions. Metro, for his part,
clearly objected to the government’s posi-
tion that he ‘‘acted in concert with’’ or
‘‘provided inside information’’ to Eydel-
man. The District Court never resolved
those factual disputes on the record; it
simply overruled Metro’s objection and
concluded that Kluger was controlling.
Had the Court’s assessment of Kluger
been correct, it may have been justified in
viewing as moot the factual disputes raised
by Metro. But, as we have discussed, the
assessment was in error. Accordingly, the
factual disputes are very much alive and
the obligation of Rule 32(i)(3)(B) to resolve
those disputes remains in force.

When the scope of a defendant’s involve-
ment in a conspiracy is contested, a dis-
trict court cannot rely solely on a defen-
dant’s guilty plea to the conspiracy charge,
without additional fact-finding, to support
attributing co-conspirators’ gains to a de-
fendant. Because the District Court here
did not resolve the key factual dispute
raised by Metro, or otherwise provide a
factual basis to support its gain analysis,
there was not the ‘‘searching and individu-
alized inquiry’’ necessary to ensure Met-
ro’s sentence matched his role in the con-
spiracy.

D. A Guilty Plea Alone Is Not Neces-
sarily Determinative of Sentenc-
ing Accountability

In reaching our conclusion, we do not
imply that a defendant can contest at sen-
tencing the factual averments contained in

an indictment to which he pled guilty. See
United States v. Parker, 874 F.2d 174, 177
n.1 (3d Cir. 1989) (holding that pleading
guilty ‘‘binds [a defendant] to the accuracy
of the facts set forth in the indictment’’).
That issue is not before us today because
the indictment to which Eydelman pled
guilty contains no facts actually linking
Metro to Eydelman. Though it charged
Metro with ‘‘knowingly and willfully com-
bin[ing], conspir[ing] and agree[ing] with
Tamayo, Eydelman, and others’’ to violate
the securities laws, (App. at 26–27,) the
indictment did not set out any factual basis
showing that Metro ‘‘acted in concert with’’
or ‘‘provided inside information’’ to Eydel-
man for purposes of sentencing accounta-
bility. Similarly, the PSR does not contain
any facts linking Metro to Eydelman, oth-
er than referring to the fact that Metro
was charged with conspiring with Eydel-
man. And although the government could
have elicited facts from Metro at his plea
hearing to tie him to Eydelman, it did not.

On the contrary, at the plea hearing, the
government established only that Metro
learned about Eydelman after the insider
trading activity had ended.10 It asked Met-
ro whether he ‘‘enter[ed] into an agree-
ment with Frank Tamayo to engage in
securities transactions based on material
nonpublic information,’’ to which Metro re-
sponded, ‘‘Yes,’’ but it did not ask whether
he entered into an agreement with Eydel-
man. (App. at 67.) The government next
asked whether Metro ‘‘disclose[d] the in-
side information to Tamayo,’’ to which
Metro responded, ‘‘Yes.’’ (App. at 67.) It
did not ask if he disclosed information to
Eydelman. The government asked wheth-
er, between February 2009 and January

10. Federal Rule of Criminal Procedure 11
instructs that ‘‘[b]efore entering judgment on
a guilty plea, the court must determine that
there is a factual basis for the plea.’’ Fed. R.
Crim. P. 11(b)(3). Here, rather than conduct-

ing the colloquy with Metro to determine
whether there was a sufficient factual basis to
support entering judgment on the guilty plea,
the Court requested the government to devel-
op the factual basis by questioning Metro.
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2013, Metro ‘‘provide[d] Tamayo inside in-
formation related to at least 13 different
corporate transactions so that Tamayo
could profit by trading on the inside infor-
mation[,]’’ to which Metro responded,
‘‘Yes.’’ (App. at 69.) The government did
not ask whether he provided that informa-
tion with the intent that it reach Eydel-
man. The government further asked,
‘‘[w]ith respect to the overt acts charged in
the indictment, do you acknowledge that
you and Frank Tamayo each had a defined
role to perform certain specific acts in
furtherance of your agreement to [violate
the securities laws],’’ to which Metro re-
plied, ‘‘Yes.’’ (App. at 69.) The government
did not ask about Eydelman’s role, if any,
in that agreement. The only fact the gov-
ernment did elicit from Metro concerning
Eydelman was that ‘‘[a]fter [his] arrest,’’
Metro ‘‘learn[ed] that Tamayo used a bro-
ker named Vladimir Eydelman[.]’’ (App. at
69.)

[14] The government must prove facts
supporting a sentencing enhancement by a
preponderance of the evidence. United
States v. Napolitan, 762 F.3d 297, 309 (3d
Cir. 2014); United States v. Tai, 750 F.3d
309, 318–19 (3d Cir. 2014). Perhaps the
District Court thought that the govern-
ment had met its burden to demonstrate
that Metro ‘‘acted in concert with’’ or ‘‘pro-
vided inside information’’ to Eydelman, but
the record gives us no basis to say that the
Court indeed reached that conclusion. In
any event, the record is insufficient to
support the sentence given.

III. Conclusion

For the foregoing reasons, we will va-
cate Metro’s sentence and remand the case
for resentencing after the District Court
has determined whether the government
has established by a preponderance of the
evidence that Metro ‘‘acted in concert
with’’ or ‘‘provided inside information’’ to

Eydelman. The Court is free to reopen the
record, should it determine that further
development of the record is in order.
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titioner’s motion for relief from judgment.
Petitioner appealed.

Holdings:  The Court of Appeals, Vana-
skie, Circuit Judge, held that:

(1) petitioner’s motion was not impermissi-
ble second or successive habeas peti-
tion, and

(2) postconviction counsel’s purported inef-
fective assistance did not demonstrate
cause to excuse procedural default of
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Synopsis
Background: Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC)
brought civil enforcement action for insider trading,
alleging that two defendants were remote tippees who
traded on knowledge of planned corporate acquisition.
The United States District Court for the Southern District
of New York, Jed S. Rakoff, J., 2016 WL 3023151, found
defendants civilly liable and, subsequently, 219 F.Supp.3d
485, denied their motion for judgment as a matter of law
or for a new trial. Defendants appealed.

Holdings: The Court of Appeals held that:

[1] evidence was sufficient to support civil liability for
insider trading;

[2] jury instruction on insider trading accurately
articulated the elements of the claim;

[3] defendant’s supposed expression of surprise that tip
had been accurate did not come within hearsay exception,
so as to render it admissible at trial; and

[4] third party’s post-arrest statements and text message
exchanges with tipster were admissible at trial as a
statement against declarant’s interests.

Affirmed.

West Headnotes (6)

[1] Securities Regulation
Misrepresentation, nondisclosure, and

insider trading

Evidence presented by Securities and
Exchange Commission (SEC) was sufficient
to support civil liability for insider trading,
and denial of motion for a judgment
as a matter of law was thus proper,
notwithstanding testimonial excerpts from
trial and interpretations of exhibits that
undercut SEC’s theory of the case. Securities
Exchange Act of 1934, § 10(b), 15 U.S.C.A. §
78j(b); 17 C.F.R. § 240.10b-5.

Cases that cite this headnote

[2] Securities Regulation
Tippees

Jury instruction in civil enforcement action
for insider trading accurately articulated the
elements of the claim when it stated that the
Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC)
had to prove that tipster owed a duty of
trust and confidence to the original source
of the material nonpublic information and
that he breached that duty by disclosing
that information to third party. Securities
Exchange Act of 1934, § 10(b), 15 U.S.C.A. §
78j(b); 17 C.F.R. § 240.10b-5.

Cases that cite this headnote

[3] Evidence
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2013, Metro ‘‘provide[d] Tamayo inside in-
formation related to at least 13 different
corporate transactions so that Tamayo
could profit by trading on the inside infor-
mation[,]’’ to which Metro responded,
‘‘Yes.’’ (App. at 69.) The government did
not ask whether he provided that informa-
tion with the intent that it reach Eydel-
man. The government further asked,
‘‘[w]ith respect to the overt acts charged in
the indictment, do you acknowledge that
you and Frank Tamayo each had a defined
role to perform certain specific acts in
furtherance of your agreement to [violate
the securities laws],’’ to which Metro re-
plied, ‘‘Yes.’’ (App. at 69.) The government
did not ask about Eydelman’s role, if any,
in that agreement. The only fact the gov-
ernment did elicit from Metro concerning
Eydelman was that ‘‘[a]fter [his] arrest,’’
Metro ‘‘learn[ed] that Tamayo used a bro-
ker named Vladimir Eydelman[.]’’ (App. at
69.)

[14] The government must prove facts
supporting a sentencing enhancement by a
preponderance of the evidence. United
States v. Napolitan, 762 F.3d 297, 309 (3d
Cir. 2014); United States v. Tai, 750 F.3d
309, 318–19 (3d Cir. 2014). Perhaps the
District Court thought that the govern-
ment had met its burden to demonstrate
that Metro ‘‘acted in concert with’’ or ‘‘pro-
vided inside information’’ to Eydelman, but
the record gives us no basis to say that the
Court indeed reached that conclusion. In
any event, the record is insufficient to
support the sentence given.

III. Conclusion

For the foregoing reasons, we will va-
cate Metro’s sentence and remand the case
for resentencing after the District Court
has determined whether the government
has established by a preponderance of the
evidence that Metro ‘‘acted in concert
with’’ or ‘‘provided inside information’’ to

Eydelman. The Court is free to reopen the
record, should it determine that further
development of the record is in order.
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Statements showing physical or mental
condition;  state of mind

Defendant’s supposed expression of surprise
that tip about planned corporate acquisition
had been accurate did not come within
hearsay exception for expressions of a
declarant’s then-existing state of mind, so
as to be admissible in civil enforcement
action for insider trading, absent a foundation
showing that the witness was in a position
to observe whether defendant’s statement
expressed actual or feigned surprise. Securities
Exchange Act of 1934, § 10(b), 15 U.S.C.A. §
78j(b); 17 C.F.R. § 240.10b-5; Fed. R. Evid.
803(3).

Cases that cite this headnote

[4] Evidence
Declarations against interest in general

Third party’s post-arrest statements, plea
allocution, and text message exchanges with
tipster were admissible in civil enforcement
action for insider trading, as they were
statements the declarant would have made
only if he believed them to be true because
of their tendency to expose him to civil or
criminal liability. Securities Exchange Act of
1934, § 10(b), 15 U.S.C.A. § 78j(b); 17 C.F.R.
§ 240.10b-5; Fed. R. Evid. 804(b)(3)(A).

Cases that cite this headnote

[5] Securities Regulation
In general;  admissibility

Portions of third party’s post-arrest
statements, plea allocution, and text message
exchanges with tipster that were directed to
remote tippee’s conduct were admissible in
civil enforcement action for insider trading,
since they were insufficiently prejudicial when
considered in the context of the overall
evidence. Securities Exchange Act of 1934,
§ 10(b), 15 U.S.C.A. § 78j(b); 17 C.F.R. §
240.10b-5.

Cases that cite this headnote

[6] Securities Regulation
In general;  admissibility

Report of a meeting among persons who
had traded on information at which remote
tippee urged adoption of a common
innocent explanation was admissible in civil
enforcement action against tippee for insider
trading, since tippee had acknowledged the
meeting in his own testimony. Securities
Exchange Act of 1934, § 10(b), 15 U.S.C.A. §
78j(b); 17 C.F.R. § 240.10b-5.

1 Cases that cite this headnote
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*834  SUMMARY ORDER

Defendants-appellants Daryl M. Payton and Benjamin
Durant, III (jointly, “Defendants”) appeal from a May
16, 2016 judgment of the District Court holding them
civilly liable for insider trading under Section 10(b) of
the Exchange Act, 15 U.S.C. § 78j(b), and Rule 10b-5,
17 C.F.R. § 240.10b-5, and a November 29, 2016 post-
judgment order denying their motion for a judgment as a
matter of law or for a new trial. On appeal, Defendants
argue that the judgment of liability should be vacated, in
part because, based on the evidence presented at the seven-
day trial, no reasonable jury could have concluded that
plaintiff-appellee United States Securities and Exchange
Commission (“SEC”) proved the existence of a duty of
trust and confidence, a breach of that duty in exchange
for personal benefit, or that Defendants had the requisite
scienter. Defendants also appeal a jury instruction and
two evidentiary rulings. Upon review, we conclude that
Defendants’ arguments are without merit. We assume
the parties’ familiarity with the underlying facts, the
procedural history of the case, and the issues on appeal.

BACKGROUND

In 2009, Michael Dallas, an associate at Cravath, Swaine
& Moore LLP (“Cravath”), was working on IBM’s highly
confidential, proposed, all-cash acquisition of SPSS, Inc.
(“SPSS”), a publicly traded software company. Dallas
told a friend, Trent Martin, about it. Martin passed the
information to his roommate, Thomas Conradt. Conradt,
a broker at Euro Pacific Capital, proceeded to share the
information with several individuals at his firm, including
Defendant Payton. The information also made its way
to Defendant Durant. Defendants Payton and Durant
then purchased short-term options in SPSS based on the
information, as Payton admitted at trial. Joint App’x at
524–25. Following the buyout, Defendants Payton and
Durant pocketed $243,860 and $606,351, respectively, by
exercising their options.

The SEC later brought civil claims against Defendants
for insider trading. As relevant here, the SEC proceeded
under the theory that Martin received the information
from Dallas, the Cravath associate, in confidence, and
was the first to pass the information to another with

the expectation that it would be misused. According to
the SEC, Martin shared the information with Conradt
as a tip, and benefited either from making a valuable
gift to a close friend or by an exchange for several
favors. According to the SEC’s theory, Defendants were
derivatively liable for trading on the tips because they
were aware that the information very likely had been
obtained through a breach of duty for personal benefit,
but nevertheless consciously or recklessly avoided learning
about the information’s source.

The jury found Defendants liable for insider trading.
Following entry of the final judgment, Defendants moved
for a judgment as a matter of law under Federal Rule
of Civil Procedure 50(b) or, alternatively, a new trial
under Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 59. Defendants
argued that judgment as a matter of law was appropriate
because the SEC had not presented sufficient evidence for
a reasonable jury to find, inter alia, that: (1) Martin had
breached a duty of trust and confidence to Dallas; (2)
Martin had provided the tip to Conradt in exchange for a
personal benefit; and (3) Defendants knew or should have
known that the source of the *835  tip was a breach of
trust and confidence for personal benefit.

On November 29, 2016, the District Court, inter alia,
denied the Rule 50(b) and 59 motions. This appeal
followed.

STANDARD OF REVIEW

We review de novo a district court’s denial of a Rule 50
motion for judgment as a matter of law. Kinneary v. City
of New York, 601 F.3d 151, 155 (2d Cir. 2010). We may
only grant the motion if “the evidence, viewed in the light
most favorable to the opposing party, is insufficient to
permit a reasonable juror to find in [the opposing party’s]
favor.” Galdieri-Ambrosini v. Nat’l Realty & Dev. Corp.,
136 F.3d 276, 289 (2d Cir. 1998). In so doing, we “
‘must give deference to all credibility determinations and
reasonable inferences of the jury,’ and may not weigh the
credibility of witnesses or otherwise consider the weight of
the evidence.” Caruolo v. John Crane, Inc., 226 F.3d 46,
51 (2d Cir. 2000) (quoting Galdieri-Ambrosini, 136 F.3d at
289).

We review a district court’s denial of a Rule 59 motion
for a new trial for abuse of discretion. Bucalo v. Shelter
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followed.
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Island Union Free Sch. Dist., 691 F.3d 119, 128 (2d Cir.
2012). “A district court has abused its discretion if it has
(1) based its ruling on an erroneous view of the law, (2)
made a clearly erroneous assessment of the evidence, or
(3) rendered a decision that cannot be located within the
range of permissible decisions.” Chin v. Port Auth. of NY
& NJ, 685 F.3d 135, 146 (2d Cir. 2012) (internal quotation
marks omitted).

We review a claim of error in jury instructions de novo, and
will “revers[e] only where, viewing the charge as a whole,
there was a prejudicial error.” Terra Firma Investments
(GP) 2 Ltd. v. Citigroup Inc., 716 F.3d 296, 299 (2d Cir.
2013).

Finally, we review a district court’s evidentiary rulings for
abuse of discretion, and “will reverse only if an erroneous
ruling affected a party’s substantial rights.” Marcic v.
Reinauer Transp. Cos., 397 F.3d 120, 124 (2d Cir. 2005).

DISCUSSION

I. Defendants’ Motion for a Judgment as a Matter of
Law

[1] On appeal, in support of their entitlement to JMOL,
Defendants proffer numerous testimonial excerpts and
interpretations of exhibits that, if credited, would undercut
the SEC’s theory of the case. For example:

• Martin testified that he thought Dallas wanted him to
trade on the information, Joint App’x at 2819, and
sent a text to Dallas about “hit[ting] that stock,” id.
at 503–06, which suggests, according to Defendants’
argument, that Martin did not owe Dallas any legally
cognizable duty to keep the information confidential.
Cf. Salman v. United States, ––– U.S. ––––, 137 S.Ct.
420, 423, 196 L.Ed.2d 351 (2016) (“Section 10(b) of
the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 and the Securities
and Exchange Commission’s Rule 10b-5 prohibit
undisclosed trading on inside corporate information
by individuals who are under a duty of trust and
confidence that prohibits them from secretly using
such information for their personal advantage.”).

• Conradt and Martin were casual acquaintances who
met through Craigslist, Conradt had deceived Martin
about rent payments, Joint App’x at 2809–10, and
both testified that the benefits Martin received from
Conradt were unrelated to the tip, id. at 409–11, 417–

18, 2808–09, all of which suggests that Martin did
not receive a *836  personal benefit from Conradt
in exchange for the tip. Cf. Salman, 137 S.Ct. at
427 (“[T]he disclosure of confidential information
without personal benefit is not enough.”).

• Payton testified that rumors about buyouts are
routine, Joint App’x at 606, and Conradt’s fellow
brokers considered him “green,” which suggests
that the SEC could not establish that Defendants
consciously avoided learning about the source of the
tip. Cf. SEC v. Obus, 693 F.3d 276, 287 (2d Cir. 2012)
(“[A] tippee has a duty to abstain or disclose ‘only
when the insider has breached his fiduciary duty ...
and the tippee knows or should know that there has
been a breach.’ ” (quoting Dirks v. SEC, 463 U.S. 646,
660, 103 S.Ct. 3255, 77 L.Ed.2d 911 (1983) (alteration
and emphasis in original) ) ).

But, of course, the jury was not required to find this
testimony credible or accept Defendants’ glosses. It was,
instead, free to weigh all the evidence presented during
the trial and “believe part and disbelieve part of any
witness’s testimony.” Zellner v. Summerlin, 494 F.3d 344,
371 (2d Cir. 2007). Here, that means that the jury was free
to credit the testimony and evidence that supported the
SEC’s theory and draw reasonable inferences that favored
the SEC’s theory.

For instance, the jury could have credited Dallas’s
testimony that he did not expect Martin to trade on
or share with others the confidential information, Joint
App’x at 2878, 2887, and inferred, in part from Dallas’s
anger at learning Martin had traded on the information,
id. at 2891, that Martin had a duty to Dallas to keep the
information secret. And it could have inferred a quid pro
quo from emails that Conradt sent to help Martin secure
counsel following an arrest that threatened his visa. Id. at
1269–72. And it could have inferred conscious avoidance
from the fact that Payton and others who purchased SPSS
stock met in a hotel room the evening of the buyout
announcement to conspire about concealing their trades,
and later lied about the source of their information. Id. at
403–07, 649–55, 860–62.

“Where there are conflicts in the testimony, we must defer
to the jury’s resolution of the weight of the evidence and
the credibility of the witnesses.” United States v. Persico,
645 F.3d 85, 104 (2d Cir. 2011). Accordingly, we affirm
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the District Court’s denial of Defendants’ motion for a
judgment as a matter of law under Rule 50.

II. The Jury Instruction and Evidentiary Rulings
Defendants next argue that the District Court gave an
erroneous and prejudicial jury instruction, and made
two prejudicial evidentiary rulings. Defendants appear to
suggest that these purported errors warrant vacatur of the
jury verdict and the entry of an order granting the motion
for a new trial under Rule 59. We are not persuaded.

[2] The District Court instructed the jury that the SEC
had to prove five elements, including (1) “that Trent
Martin owed a duty of trust and confidence to the
original source of the material nonpublic information,
namely, Michael Dallas,” and (2) “that Trent Martin
breached that duty by disclosing that information to
Thomas Conradt.” Joint App’x at 1154. Contrary to what
Defendants contend, this jury instruction did not tell the
jury it could find that Martin owed Dallas a duty of
trust and confidence not to pass on the information even
if Dallas intended Martin to trade on the information.
The instruction expressed no view on that question.
Rather, the instruction accurately articulated the elements
of the claim. And “[w]here a *837  district court’s jury
instructions accurately track the language and meaning
of the relevant statute, we generally will not find error.”
United States v. Alfisi, 308 F.3d 144, 150 (2d Cir. 2002).

[3] Defendants’ contentions that the District Court
abused its discretion in evidentiary rulings do not affect
our disposition. As for the exclusion of Payton’s supposed
expression of surprise that Conradt’s tip had been
accurate, we conclude that the District Court did not
abuse its discretion when it reasoned that the hearsay
exception for expressions of a declarant’s “then-existing
state of mind,” Fed. R. Evid. 803(3), was not available
because Defendants failed to lay a foundation showing
that the witness Conradt was in a position to observe
whether Payton’s statement expressed actual or feigned

surprise. Joint App’x at 447. In any event, whether Payton
was, or was not, surprised to learn that Conradt had been
the source of a valuable tip had little bearing on the issues
for resolution by the jury.

[4]  [5]  [6] As for the receipt into evidence of Weishaus’s
post-arrest statements, his plea allocution, and his text
message exchanges with Conradt, these were either
admissible under Federal Rule of Evidence 804(b)(3),
as statements Weishaus “would have made only if [he]
believed [them] to be true because ... [of their] tendency ...
to expose [Weishaus] to civil or criminal liability,” see Fed.
R. Evid. 804(b)(3)(A), or, to the extent this was less clear
as to portions of the statements directed to Defendants’
conduct, because they were insufficiently prejudicial when
considered in the context of the overall evidence to affect
our disposition. As for Weishaus’s report of a meeting
among persons who had traded on the information at
which Defendant Durant urged adoption of a common
innocent explanation, Durant acknowledged in his own
testimony that this took place, disputing only his motive
for doing so.

We thus reject Defendants’ challenges to the jury
instruction and evidentiary rulings, and conclude that the
District Court did not abuse its discretion in denying
Defendants’ Rule 59 motion.

CONCLUSION

Having reviewed all of the arguments raised by
Defendants Payton and Durant on appeal, we AFFIRM
the May 16, 2016 judgment and November 29, 2016 post-
judgment order of the District Court.

All Citations
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Island Union Free Sch. Dist., 691 F.3d 119, 128 (2d Cir.
2012). “A district court has abused its discretion if it has
(1) based its ruling on an erroneous view of the law, (2)
made a clearly erroneous assessment of the evidence, or
(3) rendered a decision that cannot be located within the
range of permissible decisions.” Chin v. Port Auth. of NY
& NJ, 685 F.3d 135, 146 (2d Cir. 2012) (internal quotation
marks omitted).

We review a claim of error in jury instructions de novo, and
will “revers[e] only where, viewing the charge as a whole,
there was a prejudicial error.” Terra Firma Investments
(GP) 2 Ltd. v. Citigroup Inc., 716 F.3d 296, 299 (2d Cir.
2013).

Finally, we review a district court’s evidentiary rulings for
abuse of discretion, and “will reverse only if an erroneous
ruling affected a party’s substantial rights.” Marcic v.
Reinauer Transp. Cos., 397 F.3d 120, 124 (2d Cir. 2005).

DISCUSSION

I. Defendants’ Motion for a Judgment as a Matter of
Law

[1] On appeal, in support of their entitlement to JMOL,
Defendants proffer numerous testimonial excerpts and
interpretations of exhibits that, if credited, would undercut
the SEC’s theory of the case. For example:
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trade on the information, Joint App’x at 2819, and
sent a text to Dallas about “hit[ting] that stock,” id.
at 503–06, which suggests, according to Defendants’
argument, that Martin did not owe Dallas any legally
cognizable duty to keep the information confidential.
Cf. Salman v. United States, ––– U.S. ––––, 137 S.Ct.
420, 423, 196 L.Ed.2d 351 (2016) (“Section 10(b) of
the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 and the Securities
and Exchange Commission’s Rule 10b-5 prohibit
undisclosed trading on inside corporate information
by individuals who are under a duty of trust and
confidence that prohibits them from secretly using
such information for their personal advantage.”).

• Conradt and Martin were casual acquaintances who
met through Craigslist, Conradt had deceived Martin
about rent payments, Joint App’x at 2809–10, and
both testified that the benefits Martin received from
Conradt were unrelated to the tip, id. at 409–11, 417–

18, 2808–09, all of which suggests that Martin did
not receive a *836  personal benefit from Conradt
in exchange for the tip. Cf. Salman, 137 S.Ct. at
427 (“[T]he disclosure of confidential information
without personal benefit is not enough.”).

• Payton testified that rumors about buyouts are
routine, Joint App’x at 606, and Conradt’s fellow
brokers considered him “green,” which suggests
that the SEC could not establish that Defendants
consciously avoided learning about the source of the
tip. Cf. SEC v. Obus, 693 F.3d 276, 287 (2d Cir. 2012)
(“[A] tippee has a duty to abstain or disclose ‘only
when the insider has breached his fiduciary duty ...
and the tippee knows or should know that there has
been a breach.’ ” (quoting Dirks v. SEC, 463 U.S. 646,
660, 103 S.Ct. 3255, 77 L.Ed.2d 911 (1983) (alteration
and emphasis in original) ) ).

But, of course, the jury was not required to find this
testimony credible or accept Defendants’ glosses. It was,
instead, free to weigh all the evidence presented during
the trial and “believe part and disbelieve part of any
witness’s testimony.” Zellner v. Summerlin, 494 F.3d 344,
371 (2d Cir. 2007). Here, that means that the jury was free
to credit the testimony and evidence that supported the
SEC’s theory and draw reasonable inferences that favored
the SEC’s theory.

For instance, the jury could have credited Dallas’s
testimony that he did not expect Martin to trade on
or share with others the confidential information, Joint
App’x at 2878, 2887, and inferred, in part from Dallas’s
anger at learning Martin had traded on the information,
id. at 2891, that Martin had a duty to Dallas to keep the
information secret. And it could have inferred a quid pro
quo from emails that Conradt sent to help Martin secure
counsel following an arrest that threatened his visa. Id. at
1269–72. And it could have inferred conscious avoidance
from the fact that Payton and others who purchased SPSS
stock met in a hotel room the evening of the buyout
announcement to conspire about concealing their trades,
and later lied about the source of their information. Id. at
403–07, 649–55, 860–62.

“Where there are conflicts in the testimony, we must defer
to the jury’s resolution of the weight of the evidence and
the credibility of the witnesses.” United States v. Persico,
645 F.3d 85, 104 (2d Cir. 2011). Accordingly, we affirm
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the District Court’s denial of Defendants’ motion for a
judgment as a matter of law under Rule 50.

II. The Jury Instruction and Evidentiary Rulings
Defendants next argue that the District Court gave an
erroneous and prejudicial jury instruction, and made
two prejudicial evidentiary rulings. Defendants appear to
suggest that these purported errors warrant vacatur of the
jury verdict and the entry of an order granting the motion
for a new trial under Rule 59. We are not persuaded.

[2] The District Court instructed the jury that the SEC
had to prove five elements, including (1) “that Trent
Martin owed a duty of trust and confidence to the
original source of the material nonpublic information,
namely, Michael Dallas,” and (2) “that Trent Martin
breached that duty by disclosing that information to
Thomas Conradt.” Joint App’x at 1154. Contrary to what
Defendants contend, this jury instruction did not tell the
jury it could find that Martin owed Dallas a duty of
trust and confidence not to pass on the information even
if Dallas intended Martin to trade on the information.
The instruction expressed no view on that question.
Rather, the instruction accurately articulated the elements
of the claim. And “[w]here a *837  district court’s jury
instructions accurately track the language and meaning
of the relevant statute, we generally will not find error.”
United States v. Alfisi, 308 F.3d 144, 150 (2d Cir. 2002).

[3] Defendants’ contentions that the District Court
abused its discretion in evidentiary rulings do not affect
our disposition. As for the exclusion of Payton’s supposed
expression of surprise that Conradt’s tip had been
accurate, we conclude that the District Court did not
abuse its discretion when it reasoned that the hearsay
exception for expressions of a declarant’s “then-existing
state of mind,” Fed. R. Evid. 803(3), was not available
because Defendants failed to lay a foundation showing
that the witness Conradt was in a position to observe
whether Payton’s statement expressed actual or feigned

surprise. Joint App’x at 447. In any event, whether Payton
was, or was not, surprised to learn that Conradt had been
the source of a valuable tip had little bearing on the issues
for resolution by the jury.

[4]  [5]  [6] As for the receipt into evidence of Weishaus’s
post-arrest statements, his plea allocution, and his text
message exchanges with Conradt, these were either
admissible under Federal Rule of Evidence 804(b)(3),
as statements Weishaus “would have made only if [he]
believed [them] to be true because ... [of their] tendency ...
to expose [Weishaus] to civil or criminal liability,” see Fed.
R. Evid. 804(b)(3)(A), or, to the extent this was less clear
as to portions of the statements directed to Defendants’
conduct, because they were insufficiently prejudicial when
considered in the context of the overall evidence to affect
our disposition. As for Weishaus’s report of a meeting
among persons who had traded on the information at
which Defendant Durant urged adoption of a common
innocent explanation, Durant acknowledged in his own
testimony that this took place, disputing only his motive
for doing so.

We thus reject Defendants’ challenges to the jury
instruction and evidentiary rulings, and conclude that the
District Court did not abuse its discretion in denying
Defendants’ Rule 59 motion.

CONCLUSION

Having reviewed all of the arguments raised by
Defendants Payton and Durant on appeal, we AFFIRM
the May 16, 2016 judgment and November 29, 2016 post-
judgment order of the District Court.

All Citations
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GEORGIA MANDATORY CLE FACT SHEET

Every “active” attorney in Georgia must attend 12 “approved” CLE hours of instruction annually, 
with one of the CLE hours being in the area of legal ethics and one of the CLE hours being in the 
area of professionalism. Furthermore, any attorney who appears as sole or lead counsel in the 
Superior or State Courts of Georgia in any contested civil case or in the trial of a criminal case in 
1990 or in any subsequent calendar year, must complete for such year a minimum of three hours 
of continuing legal education activity in the area of trial practice. These trial practice hours are 
included in, and not in addition to, the 12 hour requirement. ICLE is an “accredited” provider of 
“approved” CLE instruction.

Excess creditable CLE hours (i.e., over 12) earned in one CY may be carried over into the next 
succeeding CY. Excess ethics and professionalism credits may be carried over for two years. Excess 
trial practice hours may be carried over for one year.

A portion of your ICLE name tag is your ATTENDANCE CONFIRMATION which indicates the 
program name, date, amount paid, CLE hours (including ethics,  professionalism and trial 
practice, if any) and should be retained for your personal CLE and tax records. DO NOT SEND 
THIS CARD TO THE COMMISSION!

ICLE will electronically transmit computerized CLE attendance records directly into the Offi  cial 
State Bar Membership computer records for recording on the attendee’s Bar record. Attendees 
at ICLE programs need do nothing more as their attendance will be recorded in their Bar 
record.

Should you need CLE credit in a state other than Georgia, please inquire as to the procedure at 
the registration desk. ICLE  does not guarantee credit in any  state other than Georgia.

If you have any questions concerning attendance credit at ICLE seminars, please call: 
678-529-6688
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